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SUMMARY
Efficient monitoring of central hemodynamics is crucial to patient management, however most
measuring techniques applied in clinical routine are expensive and invasive. In the present work,
we leverage the potential of the mathematical modeling of the cardiovascular system to derive
central hemodynamic and cardiac indices from noninvasive measurements. The proposed method
focus on the personalization of the model parameters based on a patient’s cardiac output, brachial
pressure and age. These techniques were validated against in vivo and synthetic data and were
found capable of accurately deriving central pressures and indices of cardiac contractility.
Key words: modeling, noninvasive, monitoring
1 INTRODUCTION
Central hemodynamic qualities, such as the aortic pressure, carry more prognostic value for
cardiovascular events and deaths than peripheral measures [1]. Although efficient monitoring of
central hemodynamics is crucial to accurate disease diagnosis and optimal patient management,
most measuring techniques are expensive, invasive and applicable to only specific clinical settings.
The development of devices and tools for noninvasive hemodynamical monitoring is an emerging
area of research, which has focused so far on transfer functions [2] and statistical correlations [3].
Alternatively to these techniques that lack a physiological background, the personalization of
mathematical models of the cardiovascular system constitutes a physiologically relevant way to
derive central hemodynamic variables. In previous works of our group, we developed and validated
a complete one-dimensional (1-D) model of the arterial tree which is capable of reproducing
pressure and flow throughout a wide network of systemic arteries and faithfully captures wave
transmission phenomena [4, 5].
In the present work, we propose methods to achieve accurate patient-specific simulations and
derive important hemodynamical indices by effectively adapting the parameters of our generalized
1-D model based on noninvasive measurements. Our technique yields the personalized arterial tree
configuration following physiological rules and a gradient-based optimization process. The
methodology was tested and validated against in vivo data from a population of both healthy and
diseased adults. From the resulting patient-specific model we show that it is possible in a second
step to further derive cardiac indices, such as the left ventricular elastance.
2 METHODOLOGY
A detailed overview of the generic 1-D model of the systemic circulation can be found in Reymond
et al. [4]. Briefly, each vessel is considered as a flexible tapered tube whereby the local compliance
is pressure- and location-dependent, the latter being dictated by a distensibility-diameter curve. The
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terminal vessels are coupled at their distal end with 3-element Windkessel models that include the
resistance and compliance of the periphery. At its proximal end, the arterial network receives either
a prescribed aortic flow or a time-varying elastance model for the contractility of the left ventricle
of the heart [6].
For the adaptation of the arterial model to patient-specific settings a few parameters need to be
estimated: the arterial distensibility-diameter curve, the parameters of the Windkessel model and
the geometry of the arterial tree. The arterial distensibility curve varies significantly between
individuals. It is known, however, that the ageing process affects proximal and distal vessel
distensibility differently, whereby the central aorta is more stiffened than the periphery [7]. We,
therefore, put forward the hypothesis that global stiffening of the arterial tree is more conducive to
the simulation of the hemodynamics of a young hypertensive subject, whereas for an older
individual, hypertension results from a combination of both global and local proximal stiffening
mechanisms with the latter being the most important contributor.
Consequently, we propose an algorithm that estimates the distensibility-diameter curve as follows:
The subject is initially categorized into the younger or older age group (cut-off age at 50 years
old). As an initial approximation of the subject’s arterial tree we use the “average” parameters
expected for his/her age decade, as dictated by our previous ageing model [8], and define two
scaling factors: a proximal scaling factor that is multiplied with the distensibility of the proximal
aorta and a global scaling factor multiplied with all systemic and terminal arterial compliances. The
simulation runs using as model inputs the recorded aortic flow and the subject’s initial tree
approximation. Subsequently, the distensibility curve is changed by altering either the proximal
scaling factor if the subject’s age exceeds 50 years or the global scaling factor if the subject is
younger than this age threshold until the model predicts brachial systolic (SBP) and diastolic (DBP)
blood pressure correctly. Peripheral resistance is then calculated and adjusted as the ratio of the
mean arterial pressure over the measured cardiac output. Finally, the aortic geometry is adjusted
according to the measured aortic diameter via multiplication with a uniform factor. This
methodology was tested in vivo on a database previously collected by [9].
Using the patient-specific model of the arterial tree we show that it is possible to derive the
pressure-volume loop and the respective elastance curve using an inverse-problem solving
algorithm. For a given preload and afterload, there is only one particular set of end-systolic and
end-diastolic elastance values, Ees and Eed respectively, for which a given proximal aortic flow
waveform is produced. Therefore, for an initial approximation of the filling pressure (Pfill) we
employ an optimization algorithm and estimate Ees and Eed for which the model-derived aortic
flow waveforms match as close as possible the measured aortic flow wave. The resulting set of
{Ees, Eed, Pfill} is evaluated by comparing the model derived end-diastolic volume to the
measured value. The filling pressure is subsequently changed via an external optimization cycle
until the process converges to a triplet of {Ees, Eed, Pfill} that leads to the correct estimation of the
end-diastolic volume.
This algorithm was tested on a pool of synthetic data that were created by varying key cardiac and
arterial parameters of the model in a physiologically and pathologically relevant range (Ees ϵ [1.0,
3.5] mmHg/mL, Eed ϵ [0.05, 0.20] mmHg/mL, Pfill ϵ [7, 23] mmHg, heart rate ϵ [60, 100] bpm).
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The hemodynamic characteristics of the n=20 adults separated into the two age groups are shown
in Table 1. Figure 1 shows a plot of the model estimated c-f PWV values against the SphygmoCor
measured ones and the respective Bland-Altman plot. The mean error in the estimation of carotidto-femoral PWV was 0.14 m/s.
Table 1. Hemodynamic values of the study population categorized into the two age groups.
Total sample
Age group I (age<50) Age group II (age≥50)
(n=20)
(n=16)
(n=4)
Males/Females, n
11/9
8/8
3/1
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Age (years)
Central SBP (mmHg)
Central DBP (mmHg)
c-f PWV (m/s)
HR (bpm)
CO (L/min)

38.4 ± 13.6
110.0 ± 11.2
78.6 ± 8.8
6.9 ± 1.9
70.4 ± 10.3
4.2 ± 1.0

32.3 ± 5.1
108.9 ± 11.6
77.3 ± 8.4
6.0 ± 0.6
69.7 ± 10.6
4.0 ± 0.9

62.5 ± 7.9
114.4 ± 9.2
83.6 ± 10.0
10.3 ± 0.9
73.0 ± 10.1
5.1 ± 1.1

Figure 1. (left) Method-estimated PWV values plotted against the reference SphygmoCor values.
(right) Bland-Altman plot.
For these 20 adults, the patient-specific simulations allowed for the derivation of the proximal
aortic pressure. Aortic SBP as predicted by the model is compared to the values measured by the
Mobil-O-Graph device in Figure 2. The mean difference of aortic systolic pressure was equal to 2.3
mmHg with a n-RMSE of 3.3%.

Figure 2. (left) Aortic SBP as computed by the method and as predicted by the Mobil-O-Graph
device. (right) The Bland-Altman plot.
We further validated the technique for deriving the left ventricular elastance on the synthetic
database of n=50 cases. The results for the end-systolic and the end-diastolic elastance show good
accuracy between real and model derived values as depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. (A & C) Scatterplot comparing the ‘real’ and the estimated end-systolic and end-diastolic
elastance. (B & D) Bland-Altman plots.
In this work, we propose techniques to derive cardiac and central hemodynamical indices from
noninvasive measurements leveraging the great potential of our mathematical model of the
cardiovascular system. The methodology proved itself capable of accurately predicting central
pressure and cardiac contractility, the knowledge of which is indispensable for optimal patient
management. Hence there is promising potential in applying these tools in the clinical setting in the
future and we are currently planning further experimental validation against larger in vivo samples.
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SUMMARY
Plaque rupture is a major cause of stroke and myocardial infarction. Image-based prediction of plaque
rupture based on finite element modeling of plaque mechanics is therefor of great importance. Essential
input data for accurate modeling of plaque mechanics are the material properties of the plaque
components. We developed a pipeline to assess plaque properties by combining inflation experiments
with strain imaging and finite element modeling. The pipeline will be described in detail, and pilot data
for 10 human coronary arteries will be presented.
Keywords: plaque, rupture, inflation experiments, material properties
1 INTRODUCTION
Atherosclerotic plaque rupture, a major cause of stroke and myocardial infarction [1], was shown
to correlate with high structural plaque stresses [2]. Plaque stresses can be obtained with finite element
(FE) modeling, where correct representation of the plaque material properties is of great importance for
the accuracy of the stress results [3]. However, this essential information on plaque material properties is
still majorly lacking [4].
This work aims assessing human coronary plaque material properties. In this study, ex-vivo
inflation tests, which mimic the in-vivo loading conditions, were performed with excised atherosclerotic
human coronaries, and test results were analyzed with inverse FE modeling (iFEM) for component-wise
plaque properties.

2 METHODS
Ex-vivo inflation testing
Ten atherosclerotic coronary arteries were collected post-mortem at Erasmus Medical Center
(MC). The intact atherosclerotic human coronary samples were mechanically tested in an ex-vivo
inflation setting, which imposes mechanical loading and boundary conditions closely mimicking the
physiological ones. Samples were tested in phosphate buffered saline at 37°C, after ten cycles of
mechanical preconditioning of 20% axial stretch and intraluminal pressurization between 0 to 80 mmHg.
During the tests intraluminal pressure was increased quasi-statically in increments of 10 mmHg up to 120
mmHg.
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During the inflation,
the samples were imaged with
a 40 MHz ultrasound (US)
system
(Vevo
2100,
VisualSonics
Inc.)
Raw
radiofrequency (RF) US data
were collected at preselected
cross-sections (~ 3 per artery)
at each pressure step.
Full-field plaque deformation
measurements
The acquired RF US
data was analyzed to assess
the full-field deformation on
the plaque cross-sections
during inflation testing. The
in-plane displacements were
obtained with a coarse-to-fine
Figure 1: The protocol for plaque mechanical characterization
2-D cross-correlation method
including MRI, inflation testing, US measurements & iFEM.
in three iterations. A median
filter of 5 x 5 displacement pixels was applied after each iteration to decrease the amount of outlying
displacement values. The final spatial resolution for the displacement estimates was 15 μm in axial
direction (along the US probe) and 55 μm in the lateral direction (across the probe) [5]. This technique
was used before for the high-frequency US scanners, for the first time, by our group for porcine iliac
arteries [6].
MRI acquisitions
The essential plaque composition and morphology information for the FE models plaque geometry
was acquired from high resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) with a 7T, high field scanner
(General Electric, Connecticut, USA). MRI scans were performed before the inflation tests and the
acquired
multisequential (T1, T2 and
proton
density
weighted)
images
were segmented for
the
arterial
wall,
fibrous intima, lipid
pool and calcifications
(Fig.
2).
The
segmented
MRI
Figure 2: T1, T2 & PD weighted images of a plaque cross-section.
images
were
coregistered to US data
by using the medical image registration software elastix [7] (Fig. 1).
Inverse finite element modeling (iFEM)
A 2-D FE model of each plaque cross-section was created to simulate the ex-vivo inflation
testing. All tissue components within the FE model were assumed to be isotropic, and constructed as
nearly incompressible Neo-Hookean solids, characterized with a single material parameter constant, C1. A
highly stiff material behavior for calcification and a compliant one for lipid were selected. The iFEM
aimed to assess the material properties (C1 values) of the fibrous intima and the arterial wall, hence they
were not predefined. In the FE simulations, three intraluminal pressure steps, 1) from 10-80 mmHg, 2)
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80-100 mmHg and 3) 100-120 mmHg were applied to mimic the inflation testing conditions. The
simulations were performed in ABAQUS (Dassault Systèmes) under plane strain assumption.
The iFEM approach employed a grid search optimization algorithm, where at each iteration
fibrous intima and arterial wall C1 values were varied, FE model was rerun and root mean square error of
the experimentally-measured and model-predicted displacements was calculated (Fig. 1). The C1 values
that resulted in the minimum error were accepted as the optimal estimations of the material properties.
The optimization was performed for the three pressure steps (10-80 mmHg, 80-100 mmHg and 100-120
mmHg) separately.

3 RESULTS
Multi-sequential, high resolution (50 μm in-plane resolution) MRI images were obtained
successfully for all 10 coronaries, allowing accurate plaque composition and morphology assessment
through component-wise segmentation. Artery segments were successfully prepared for the inflation tests
by removing the surrounding connective tissue, cannulation and closing the side branches, even the
microscopic ones. The tests and US data acquisition were successfully performed by achieving stabilized
pressure for all test samples for
each pressure step, by preventing
any
leakage
during
pressurization.
In total, 26 cross-sections
from the 10 coronary vessels
were selected for further material
characterization with iFEM. Of
the 26 cross-sections, the
material characterization of one
cross-section
has
been
completed. For the cross-section,
iFEM achieved a satisfactory
Figure 3: iFEM-estimated material properties of a cross-section.
error minimization, where the
relative differences between the
experimentally-determined and model-predicted displacements were 5.7% for the pressure step (step 1)
from 10 to 80 mmHg, 3.3% from 80 to 100 mmHg (step 2) and 2.1% from 100 to 120 mmHg (step 3).
Accordingly, the C1 values derived for the three pressure steps for the fibrous intima were 23,4 kPa, 77,1
kPa and 112.9 kPa, and for the arterial wall 16.7 kPa, 18.5 kPa and 16.7 kPa (Figure 3).

4 DISCUSSION
We successfully developed a pipeline to obtain component-wise material properties of
atherosclerotic arteries, by utilizing 1) an inflation testing, which employs the most physiological loading
conditions ex-vivo and preserves the structural integrity of the artery, 2) high frequency US
measurements, 3) high resolution MRI and 4) iFEM. By applying the developed iFEM pipeline
successfully for the first vessel, the fibrous intima and the wall mechanical properties were estimated. The
results successfully captured the nonlinear stiffening behavior and are in accordance with previously
published data on atherosclerotic porcine iliacs [6] and for human arteries [2,8].
The currently-existing limitations of the study are planned to be addressed in the future steps of
this work. More advanced hyper-elastic constitutive equations can capture the nonlinearity in a single
pressure step simulation and even possibly further reduce the error achieved during the optimization
process. Anisotropic constitutive laws can improve the results, which is possible to obtain with the
developed pipeline as full-field deformation measurements are acquired. The future work will also
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include analyzing the remaining 25 cross-sections to obtain mechanical characteristics data of human
atherosclerotic coronary plaque from a fairly sized sample population.
Although the developed approach is currently applied for ex-vivo mechanical testing, it holds the
great potential to be used for in-vivo characterization as well. The plaque composition and geometry can
be obtained similarly from MRI [9] and deformation measurements from US [10]. As such, the developed
technique is promising to obtain patient-specific material properties in-vivo and aid rupture risk
assessment.
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SUMMARY
Non-negligible postinterventional complication rates after endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR)
leave room for improvements. Since the potential success of EVAR depends on various patientspecific factors, such as the complexity of the vessel geometry and the physiological state of the vessel, in silico models can be a valuable tool in the preinterventional planning phase. A suitable in silico
EVAR methodology applied to patient-specific cases can be used to predict stent-graft (SG) related
complications, such as SG migration, endoleaks or tissue remodeling-induced aortic neck dilatation,
and to improve the selection and sizing process of SGs. In this presentation, we apply an in silico
EVAR methodology that predicts the final state of the deployed SG after intervention to three clinical
cases. A novel qualitative and quantitative validation methodology, that is based on a comparison
between in silico results and postinterventional CT data, is presented. The validation methodology
compares average stent diameters pseudo-continuously along the total length of the deployed SG. The
validation of the in silico results shows very good agreement proving the potential of using in silico
approaches in the preinterventional planning of EVAR. We exemplarily show the additional benefit
and applicability of in silico EVAR approaches to clinical cases by evaluating mechanical quantities
with the potential to assess the quality of SG fixation and sealing such as contact tractions between
SG and vessel as well as SG-induced tissue overstresses.
Key words: abdominal aortic aneurysm, endovascular repair, stent-graft, EVAR

1 INTRODUCTION
Most marketed SGs are a combination of a wire mesh (stent) that is attached on a polymeric fabric
(graft). Compared to open AAA repair, EVAR is less invasive and has a reduced 30-day mortality rate
[8]. However, EVAR is not applicable to all patients and might not have the same longevity as open
AAA repair. The complexity of the vessel geometry, especially extensive tortuosity and the lack of
a sufficient sealing zone, might preclude the proper use of EVAR. Most frequent complications after
EVAR are endoleaks, SG migration [1, 16], SG fatigue, aortic neck dilatation [15].
Several studies have already been conducted in the field of in silico EVAR approaches in idealized
vessel geometries (e.g. [14, 4, 13, 10]). Some have been published on the virtual deployment of stents
in patient-specific vessels (e.g. [12, 2, 11]) which is closely related to in silico EVAR simulations.
Only few patient-specific in silico EVAR studies exist, of which even less included finite deformation
and buckling phenomena [5, 6].
Since the potential success of EVAR, i.e. the EVAR treatment free of short-term and long-term complications, depends on various factors, computational vascular mechanics models can be a valuable
tool in the preinterventional planning.
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Figure 1: Results of the in silico EVAR approach for one clinical case at 130 mmHg blood pressure:
Deployed configuration of the SG (I), normal contact tractions , arterial wall von Mises Cauchy
stresses before EVAR (III) and after EVAR (IV).
METHODOLOGY

Patient 3

In this study, the in silico EVAR methodology based on finite element methods (FEM) that was proposed in [10] is applied to three patient-specific cases treated by Cook Zenith Flex R and Cook Zenith
Spiral-Z R SGs. Model and model parameter uncertainties inherent to patient-specific modeling as
well as the variety of vessel geometries and complex shapes of marketed SGs are further challenges
compared to the application of the in silico EVAR methodology to synthetic AAAs in [10]. The in
silico EVAR methodology aims at finding the final deployed SG configuration in the vessel geometry
rather than reproducing the intrainterventional steps of EVAR. The methodology considers in vivo
non-stress-free vessel geometries extracted from in vivo CT images by the prestressing methodology
proposed in [7]. A stent predeformation methodology [10] is applied to account for residual strains
and stresses that exist in most marketed SGs. Attention is payed to detailed modeling of all vessel and
aneurysm constituents as they can have a distinct impact on the outcome of EVAR. This means the
vessel model considers both a “healthy” vessel wall by an anisotropic and hyperelastic constitutive
law and an “aneurysmatic” vessel wall by an isotropic and hyperelastic constitutive law. Furthermore,
intraluminal thrombus (ILT) and calcifications are considered in the vessel model. The deployed SG
configuration is considered as stationary, but physiologically meaningful blood pressure states at the
diastolic and at the systolic level, see Fig. 1 for one exemplary case.
The presented validation methodology of the in silico EVAR results is based on a qualitative and
quantitative comparison between in silico EVAR results and the stent configuration extracted from
v. SG
Mises
overstress ¯Mises [kPa]
v. Mises
Cauchyorthogonal
stress [kPa]to the
normal
traction stent
[kPa] diameters
postinterventional CT data
[9].contact
The average
in slices
centerline
100.0
50.0 0.0
50.0 100.0
0.0
70.0 140.0 210.0 300.0
0.0 25.0 50.0 75.0 100.0
are compared pseudo-continuously along the total length of the deployed SG. The methodology has
to cope with distracting artifacts that frequently occur when imaging metallic objects such as SGs
by computed tomography [3]. Additionally, the variety of different shapes of marketed SGs makes it
difficult to find a generally valid validation methodology for all types of SGs.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The results of the in silico EVAR approach, i.e. the configurations of SG and vessel in the deployed
state, for three patient-specific cases will be given, one of them is visualized in Figure 2. We validate
the in silico EVAR methodology by qualitative and quantitative comparison between the simulation
results and postinterventional CT data.
In Figure 2, the simulated stent configuration of one of the three patient-specific cases at an internal
pressure state of 80 mmHg are superimposed to the stent configuration segmented from postinter411

ventional CT data. Qualitatively, the simulated and postinterventional stent shapes are almost identical by visual comparison in Figure 2I. Even specific SG deformations, such as the conical stent
shape of the most proximal stent limb or the highly curved SG part of the left iliac part are properly
predicted as can be seen in Figure 2. Only slight mismatches in the relative position of the iliac SG
parts exist whereas for the proximal part no significant position mismatches are visible.
For each patient four slices are considered qualitatively: one slice through the first stent limb of the
proximal part (slice S1 ), one slice through the second stent limb of the proximal part (slice S2 ), one
slice through the last stent limb of the left iliac part (slice S3 ) and one slice through the last stent limb
of the right iliac part (slice S4 ). The slices S1 , S3 and S4 are of elevated relevance as they are within
the proximal and the distal landing zones that are involved in several EVAR related complications
such as endoleaks type 1a and 1b.
The deployed stent diameters in the slices S11 , which define slices through the proximal landing zone,
are well predicted. In slice S21 .
The diameter of the simulated stents and the diameter of the stents from postinterventional CT data in
the slices S31 and S41 , which are slices through the landing zone of the iliacs, are almost identical from
a qualitative perspective. The slices S41 , S31 through the landing zone of the iliacs though highlight
the previously mentioned relative position error of the simulated right iliac SG part compared to the
postinterventional CT data. The prediction of the diameter expansion is relatively good as will be
shown in our quantitative analysis in the presentation.
As first steps towards a patient-specific, predictive tool we
applied the in silico EVAR methodology proposed in [10]
to three clinical cases with bifurcated SGs and sophisticated
models of the vessel that include ILT, calcifications and an
anisotropic model for the vessel wall [9]. Furthermore, we
developed a qualitative and quantitative validation methodology that is based on a comparison of average stent diameters
between in silico results and postinterventional CT data. The
quantitative methodology measures average stent diameters
pseudo-continuously along the total length of the deployed
SG and is applicable to any SG type.
The quantitative comparison of the average stent diameters
of the deployed SG from the in silico EVAR approach and
the average stent diameters from postinterventional CT data
showed very good agreement for the proximal SG parts with
P
the maximum error smaller than 12% and µP
e ± σe = 6.4 ±
3.4% over all three patient-specific cases. The comparison of
the iliac SG components showed good agreement with µLe ±
R
σeL = 2.1 ± 9.3% for the left iliac parts and µR
e ± σe =
6.6 ± 9.8% for the right iliac parts. In total, the prediction of
Figure 2: Qualitative validation of a clin- the stent diameters by the in silico approach lead to slightly
ical case; comparison of the average di- too large diameters compared to the stents extracted from
ameters of the stent from the in silico ap- postinterventional CT data.
proach and the stent from postinterven- The good agreement between in silico results and postinterventional CT data makes in silico EVAR approaches very
tional CT data at four distinct slices.
promising for the preinterventional planning of EVAR.
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SUMMARY
In this study, one-way fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulation was carried out to estimate the
mechanical properties of dissected flap and to quantify the flap dynamics under pulsatile flow.
Four idealized aortic dissection models were created to investigate the effects of geometric features
(thin, curvy flap vs. thick, straight flap), wall remodeling (acute vs. chronic mechanical properties)
and re-entry tear on intimal flap motion. Our results showed that flap mobility was much lower in
the chronic model than in the acute model by 66%, and the presence of a distal re-entry tear
reduced the maximum flap displacement by 36%.
Key words: Aortic dissection, fluid-structure interaction, intimal flap movement

1 INTRODUCTION
Aortic dissection (AD) is a life-threatening vascular disease that is associated with high morbidity
and mortality rates. It is initiated by the development of a tear in the intima aortic wall layer,
allowing high pressure blood to enter the aortic wall and separate the wall layers, forming a true
lumen (TL) and a false lumen (FL), which are separated by the intimal flap.
During the acute phase of an aortic dissection, the first 2 weeks since symptom onset [1], the
intimal flap is very compliant and fluctuates drastically within each cardiac cycle. Yang et. al.
(2014) and Ganten et. al. (2009) observed large flap motions, collapsing the TL diameter by 12% to
100%. Hence, flow in the TL or its side branches, could be partially or fully occluded by the flap,
resulting in malperfusion and ischemic damage of vital organs or extremities.
When a dissection enters its chronic phase, the flap undergoes structural changes which involve
straightening, thickening and stiffening. These changes can affect the feasibility and success of
thoracic endovascular aortic repair (TEVAR), which depends on re-apposition of the flap to the
outer aortic wall, that leads to closure of the false lumen [4].
The natural acute-to-chronic transition of type B dissection can affect clinical decisions. Flap
mobility has been studied clinically and experimentally, but there is a lack of systematic study
using computational approaches. To date, various CFD models have been developed to study the
hemodynamics of aortic dissection. However, they did not consider the significant deformations of
flap during systole and diastole [5]. The flap could interact with aortic flow and cause flow
disturbances and stagnation, which likely lead to FL thrombosis. Hence, the development of current
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FSI model is essential to capture the dynamic mechanics of dissection propagation and the
associated complications. Chen et. al. (2016) developed a FSI model to investigate the interaction
of flap with aortic flow, however they had limited flap length at early stage of dissection.
The purpose of this study is to estimate the mechanical properties of dissected flap and to evaluate
the rich dynamics of flap motion under pulsating flow, for acute and chronic type B dissections.
Our current computational study gives novel insights into temporal variation of flap movement, and
how these are related to hemodynamics patterns (e.g. pressure and flow) and mechanical properties
of dissected aorta. Additionally, the influence of re-entry tear on flap motion is investigated.

2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Idealized model geometry
Four different computational models of type B aortic dissections were constructed using
SolidWorks 2018 (Dassault Systems, Velizy, France). These models are named as Acute-1, Acute-2,
Chronic-1 and Chronic-2, which refer to the dissection stage and the number of tears. The
geometric features of the models were selected based on anatomical measurements obtained from
dissection patients in the acute and chronic phase, respectively. Compared to the acute phase,
chronic dissections tend to have larger TL and FL diameter, as well as a thicker intimal flap [7, 8].

Figure 1: Idealized model for aortic dissection in this study. (a) Fluid model, (b) Structural model
with a wall thickness of 1.6 mm and ten pairs of intercostal arteries, (c) Curved flap in acute
dissection, (d) Flat and thicker flap in chronic dissection.
2.2 Flow simulations
The fluid volume was discretised into an unstructured tetrahedral mesh in the core region and ten
prism layers near the wall. Mesh independence test was carried out for each geometric model by
comparing the pressure and velocity maxima between two successively refined meshes, until the
difference was less than 5%. The fluid domain shown in Fig 1(a) consisted of 1.3 million elements
with local refinement in the tear region.
Blood was modelled as a non-Newtonian incompressible fluid through Quemada model [9], with a
density of 1060 kg/m3. Time-dependent pulsatile waveforms of velocity and pressure were applied
at the model inlet and outlet, respectively [10]. A no-slip condition was imposed at the rigid walls.
All results presented were taken from the third cardiac cycle, after a periodic solution was reached.
2.3 Structural simulations
The wall volume was divided into 100,000 to 115,000 tetrahedral mesh elements for structural
analysis. The aortic wall and intimal flap were treated as incompressible, isotropic, homogenous
and linearly elastic materials. The aortic wall had a Young’s modulus of 2.7 MPa [11] and Poisson
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ratio (v) of 0.49 at acute phase. During the transition from acute to chronic stage, dissected wall
tends to become stiffer due to vascular remodelling. For this reason, a larger Young’s modulus of
the wall was adopted [11], as summarised in Table 1.
Owing to the lack of mechanical behaviour characterization of the intimal flap, the flap-to-wall
Young modulus ratio (R) was varied using the Acute-2 model, until the maximum displacement of
the flap matched reported findings based on acute dissection patients with more than one tear [2]. A
good match had been found with a ratio of 2.5, which was adopted in both acute and chronic
models (Table 1).
Internal wall and intimal flap surfaces were prescribed as interfaces between the fluid and structural
domains. The pressure results from the flow simulations were applied as loads at the interfaces for
structural simulations. Extra precaution was taken to ensure that the pressure at each computational
node was mapped onto the interface surfaces. Structural simulations were performed using ANSYS
Transient Structural solver, to obtain the deformation and stress distributions under pulsating
pressure.
Table 1: Mechanical properties for the acute and chronic dissection models.
Acute dissection
Chronic dissection
Young’s modulus (MPa)
(v = 0.49)
(v = 0.48)
Aortic wall
2.70
3.40
Intimal flap
6.75
8.50
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The mobility of the flap, represented by the mean and range of flap displacement (Table 2), was
much lower in the chronic models. This was due to the thinner and more compliant flap in acute
phase, compared to the thicker and stiffer flap in the chronic phase. In addition, flap movement
decreased considerably when a distal re-entry tear was introduced, which helped relieve the false
lumen pressure.
The flap moved back and forth between TL and FL in response to changes in fluid pressure (Fig.
2). During early systole (t = 0.10 s), the flap curved towards TL to a great extent, due to higher FL
pressure. The flap displacement was prominent at distal level, as pressure gradient between TL and
FL gradually increased with descending aorta longitude. Flap remained collapsed onto TL at peak
systole (t = 0.16 s), however, this effect was not visible with chronic models, as flap movement was
reduced due to thicker and straight flap. During late systole (t = 0.29 s), flap configurations varied
due to the presence of a re-entry tear. For model with 1 tear, the flap was positioned much centrally
at proximal level, but it moved towards FL at distal level, achieving maximal TL distension. On the
other hand, for models with 2 tears, the flap slightly compressed the TL at proximal level, as most
of the FL flow was reversed and re-directed to the TL through the entry tear. The flap was located
centrally at distal level. At the end of the cardiac cycle, the flap moved centrally for all models.
The aim of this work was to quantify intimal flap motion under pulsatile flow for acute and chronic
type B dissections. Although the flap became fibrotic and less mobile in the chronic stage, small
motions were still observed. Hence, the commonly adopted rigid wall assumption in CFD studies
of aortic dissection should be revisited. Future work will extend the current study to fully-coupled
two-way FSI analysis, in order to determine the influence of flap motion on dissection
hemodynamics.
Table 2: Intimal flap movement in millimetres for different models.
Intimal flap movement (mm)
Mean ± Standard deviation (mm)
Range (mm)
Acute-1 model
Acute-2 model
Chronic-1 model
Chronic-2 model

7.09 ± 3.57
5.95 ± 1.34
3.19 ± 2.13
1.38 ± 0.61
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1.91-15.83
1.89-8.72
0.42-8.38
0.42-2.96

Figure 2: The intimal flap configuration taken at proximal and distal levels at different time points.
Colors correspond to the displacement magnitude with red being the highest and dark blue the
lowest.
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SUMMARY
This study considers the simulation of a virtual deployment of a flow diverter into the cerebral vessels
during the preoperative simulation of the treatment of cerebral aneurysms and its possible recanalization. Three different approaches to the selection of a stent model as a porous medium are considered.
It is shown that such modeling adequately models the reduction of blood flow through the area of the
aneurysm, which can cause its thrombosis. In addition, it was shown that in the cervical area for all
three considered scenarios, there is an area of elevated WSS, which may be a determining factor in
the dislocation of the stent and futher recanalization of cerebral aneurysm.
Key words: flow diverter, cerebral aneurysm, porous media

1 INTRODUCTION
Cerebral aneurysms are a widespread disease and occur on average at 50 per 1000 population [1].
The main tasks in modern neurosurgery of cerebral aneurysms are to determine the risk of their rupture and recanalization. Many studies have devoted a lot to determining the risk of rupture, while
much less attention is paid to the evaluation of recanalization of aneurysms. Meanwhile, up to 10%
of all endovascular interventions for treating cerebral aneurysms end with recanalization and reoperation [2, 3].
This paper aims to study the hemodynamic causes of recanalization of cerebral aneurysms in their
treatment by installing flow diverter device (FDD). The virtual installation of a stent into an artery
was repeatedly modeled earlier in the literature [4, 5]. There are several approaches to modeling the
structure of the stent: modeling the detailed structure of the stent and representing the stent as an area
of a porous medium. In our work, the second approach is used, when the area occupied by a stent in a
vessel is described by equations of a porous medium. At the same time, we have considered variable
positions the location of the stent in the artery, which is associated with the different types of devices
(Pipeline c , Fred c etc.) used in medical practice [6, 7] and the method of their installation.

2 METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we examined 3 approaches of virtual installation of the stent into patient-specific geometry, which was obtained as a result of reconstruction of DICOM images of a real patient who had
been treated with cerebral aneurysm using the FDD installation method. In all cases examined, the
area occupied by the stent is considered to be a porous medium [4, 6–12], however the settings differ
in the following:
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A in the first case, the stent is considered to be maximally opened and its borders coincide with
the borders of the artery; in the arterial lumen, the stent contacts the blood flow only in the
cervical area of the aneurysm;
B in the second case, the stent is represented as a tube running along the center line of the channel
and having a thickness is equal to 0.8 · 10−3 m. The direction of dissipation in the stent is not
specified. This formulation adequately models wide-cell stents;
C in the third case, the formulation is similar to the second one with the addition of the choice of
the direction of dissipation in the stent. Such a formulation adequately modulates stents with a
small cell lumen;

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Schematic depiction of stent deployment approaches. Scenario A - the stent is a porous
plug in the cervical area of the aneurysm; Scenario B - stent is a porous tube along the vessel wall,
the preferential direction of viscous and inertial resistance is given; Scenario C - stent is a porous tube
along the vessel wall, the preferred direction of resistance is not specified;
It should be noted, that all selected productions are of clinical importance, since the location of the
stent in the vessel is determined not only by the size of the aneurysm, but also by the geometry of the
supply vessel, as well as by the presence of functional perforators in the area of the stent.
The reconstruction of the 3D geometry of the cerebral vessel with an aneurysm was performed in
ITK Snap [13]. DICOM image data was obtained in the Meshalkin Research Center of Circulation
Pathology. According to the local ethics committee, patient data is anonymized.
Numerical calculations were performed in the commercial software ANSYS 17.2 (LIH Licence) CFX
solver. To solve the problem of hemodynamics, the finite volume method, which is the base of ANSYS software calculations, was used. For this purpose the Navier-Stokes equations (1) are discretized:

ρ(u∇u − µ∆u) = −∇p + F,
(1)
divu = 0,
where ρ = 997kg/m3 — fluid density, u — velocity, p — pressure, F — external forces acting on
the system. In the earlier considered scenario A [9], a slight dependence of the calculation results on
the grid cell size was shown.
√
Using the second invariant of strain rate tensor for incompressible fluid γ̇ = εij εij (2), we determined the behavior of the fluid in the region of the stent and the area occupying the anemysm:
p
√
µ = ( τ0 /γ̇ + µ0 )2 ,
(2)
where τ0 = 4 · 10−3 N/m2 — yield stress, εij — component of strain rate tensor, and µ0 = 4 ·
10−5 P a · s — Newtonian blood viscosity. It should be noticed, that µ0 and τ0 — are constants
corresponding to empirical blood data.

It was previously shown that modelling of the flow in the aneurysm zone by the Caisson model
non-Newtonian regime of fluid flow is adequate from the point of view of the physiology of the circulation processes. In the literature, the use of such an approach is known both for the Carreau-Yasuda
model [8], and for the Caisson model [6, 9].
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 2: WSS value for 3 scenarios of numerical simulation with respect to Figure 1. Difference
between pre-operative value (without FDD) and post-operative is depicted: (a) - scenario A, (b) scenario B, (c) - scenario C.
The porous medium was simulated by adding a term (3), corresponding to external mass forces in the
equations of momentum (1):
3
3
X
X
1
Fi = −(
Dij µuj +
Cij ρ|u|uj ),
2
j=1

(3)

j=1

where D,C is given loss tensors for diffusive and advective terms respectively. In Scenarios A and C
tensors D,C are isotropic with lost coeffiients equal to 0.1. In the Scenario B the loss coefficient is
equal to 1 along z axis and 0 along all other directions. The z axis is perpendicular to a lumen of an
aneurysm neck.
Then the stationary problem of hydrodynamics was solved without taking into account the effect of
the interaction of the blood flow with the stent and the artery wall. The steady fluid flow setting is
adequate for this task, since the thrombosis of the area of the aneurysm is a long process that takes
from several weeks to several months.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
During the analysis of the data of numerical calculations for all three scenarios, we found an adequate
decrease in flow to the area occupied by cerebral aneurysm from the carotid artery basin, adequate to
clinical indicators. At the same time, analyzing the case before the operation (without a stent) and the
case after the operation (after installing the stent) in all three cases, we notice an increase in the WSS
value in the cervical aneurysm, see Table 1:
Simulation scenario

Flow into aneurysm (kg/s)

WSS (max value, Pa)

Scheme convergence
time, nodes
t1, 358495

Before treatment
(without stent)
FD Stent – scenario A
FDD like a tube scenario B (Non-isotropic)
FDD like a tube scenario C (Isotropic)

1.62 · 10−3

2.37

1.34 · 10−3
1.17 · 10−3

3.59
5.34

t1 · 1.2, 335718
t1 · 3, 477345

1.18 · 10−3

5.36

t1 · 2, 477345

Table 1: Comparison of the results of hydrodynamic calculations: the pre-operation case and three
FDD installation scenarios. t1 – is relative time of calculation of pre-operative scenario.

In our work, we suggest that it is the increasing WSS values that may cause the stent dislocation
and the subsequent recanalization of the aneurysm. Note that the joint use of Newtonian and nonNewtonian fluid models not only makes the problem more physiological, but also significantly increases the rate of convergence of the solution (up to 2 times), which is expected in view of adding
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one more dissipative term to the original equations (1) compared to the constant viscosity case.
This study was supported by grant of Russian Science Foundation (project No 17-11-01156).
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SUMMARY
The objective of this study is to establish a predictive computational model for volumetric growth of
arterial tissue after cardiovascular patch reconstructive surgeries in congenital heart disease patients.
The novelty of this work is bringing insights to determine performance criteria of artificial
cardiovascular patches as non-growing domain in contact with growing arterial tissue. Our in-house
generated elastic-growing material model is implemented as plugin by means of FEBio software
suite to model the native tissue behavior on an idealized geometry of patched artery. Results show
the growth, material remodeling, evolution of stress and post-operative shape in the following months
of operation.
Key words: Growth modeling, Patch reconstruction, Surgical planning

1 INTRODUCTION
Most children who are born with a significant congenital heart defect need patch implantation
surgeries for the reconstruction of the heart and great vessels. In a previous work we presented a presurgical, computer aided surgical patch design framework for the idealized model of pulmonary
arteries with stenosed sections[1]. That approach allowed us to predict the postoperative anatomy,
mechanical loading and the hemodynamics of the surgical reconstructions which lead to structural
optimization of patched region. Effects of stenosis grade, the three-dimensional shape of the surgical
incision and material properties of the artificial patch considered as performance parameters. A
successful surgical reconstruction is expected to achieve an optimal hemodynamic profile and
compatible growth and remodeling pattern in patch and arterial tissue and avoid re-stenosis. Here,
one step forward in surgical-planning of the patch reconstructive surgeries, we model the artificial
cardiovascular patches as non-growing domain in contact with growing arterial tissue. Our main
contribution is the mathematical form of the stretch dependent stimulus growth function and its
applicability on the anisotropic enlargement of continuously growing media, where physiologic
constraints do not limit the growth of the artery due aging. Hence, long-term complication of the
patch surgeries can be predicted in the presented framework.
2 METHODOLOGY
Motivated by two earlier studies [2, 3] on finite growth, deformation gradient is split into an elastic
part and a growth part. The elastic behavior of native tissue in response to internal blood pressure is
determined by a four-parameter modified Neo-Hookean material model. The parameters describe the
initial elastic stiffness (μ=4.36 kPa), collagen stiffness (k1=3 kPa), nonlinearity level of the collagen
content (k2=6 -) and slight compressibility (ν=0.475 -). Growth in the arterial tissue in proximity of
patch is described as a strain-driven phenomenon. We represent vessel diameter enlargement as child
grows by a transversely isotropic, irreversible growth process. In this scenario, growth tensor is
characterized through a single growth multiplier (ϑ) in circumferential direction to resemble the
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endothelial cells elongation and the smooth muscle cells change from globular shape to fusiform[4].
Evolution rate of growth multiplier is set by 3 parameters; a high threshold value for growth stretch
(λmax=6 -). It denotes the maximum pathological smooth muscle cell stretch. Adaptation speed of
growth (τ=0.4 1/days). It specifies the needed time for the elastic stretches to exceed a critical value
and activation of the growth process. Non-linearity of growth process (γ=1 -) which calibrates the
shape of the adaptation curve. Driving force for growth is the max principal stretch sensed by tissue.
It is also expressed as the homeostatic stimulus for the material evolution in time. Stiffening of
arterial wall in growing child due to increase of basement membrane materials, elastin and collagen
in tissue is modeled by internal elevation of stiffness modulus (µ) during the growth. Aforementioned
elastic-growing material model is generated through an in-house code and imported as new material
model plugin to FEBio [5], finite elements for Biomechanics solver. Patch material is determined to
be Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). It is modeled as elastic linear-isotropic material (E=1.4Mpa,
ν=0.31). Second-order tetrahedral mesh elements are generated on both parts in three layers across
the wall with total thickness of 1mm. Mesh is compatible on the boundaries of patch and artery,
therefore contact condition so-called Welded nodes can resemble the surgical stitch in this region.
Runs are performed on 5 node cluster with 72 cores per node. Simulation took around 6 hours for a
model with 0.2 million elements. Pre and post processing analysis are performed in FEBio software
suite.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Figure1 shows the eccentric growth in patched pulmonary artery with initial 50% pre-surgery
stenosis in cross-section. Simulation results show the growth evolution in 6 months after the
reconstructive operation in an 8 years old child with pulmonary stenosis. In this time period, growth
multiplier gradually increases from1.00 to1.2 while the vessel cross-section enlarges 14% and the
thickness remains constant. Results show that growth is heterogeneous in patched region of the artery.
It is elevated at the corners of the surgical incision. These regions are associated with most stenosed
cross-sections of the patched vessel and undergo high stretches. Therefore, higher growth rate in this
region for more cross-section enlargement can be expressed as sign of adaptation of living tissue to
post-operative configuration of vessel. It is worthwhile to mention that right after the surgery high
levels of maximum principal stress happens in incision corners in the artery but as time goes by and
tissue grows in these regions the extra stresses are compensated. Unlikely, as time marches on, patch
tissue experiences higher stress at the corners because of both blood pressure elevation and excessive
arterial tissue growth at the adjacent arterial region. Hence, by looking at stress evolution it can be
concluded that elevated stress regions move from arterial incision corners towards patch corners. The
presented approach can be validated by rapidly growing animal models. Growth evolution
parameters in pulmonary artery can be calibrated by long term clinical follow-up of operated patients
up to the adult ages (>15 years old). Thus, the approaching homeostasis in mature vessel structure
can be observed in the simulations.
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Figure1: Shows the evolution of material stiffness parameter, growth and maximum principal stress
in an idealized model of patched pulmonary artery in 6 months after the operation under postoperative blood pressure which increases from 25 to 26 mmHg gradually.
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SUMMARY
Diabetic retinopathy remains a leading cause for the vision loss among the working-aged adult. By
the time symptoms are clinically manifested, irreversible damage has often occurred. Previous studies
have found changes in blood flow in the diabetic eyes preceding the appearance of vascular lesions,
which are currently the main clinical signs for diagnosis. Thus, early detection of these changes
is very much in need. In previous work we have pioneered the first-ever non-invasive approach to
haemodyanmic characterisation of the parafoveal region of the retina of paramount importance for
sharp vision and vision detail. However, despite previous reports in the literature, we have not so
far been able to achieve statistical significance in the comparison between diabetic retinopathy and
control groups. We hypothesise that this is primarily due to an important limitation in the definition of
our computational flow models: the use of non-patient-specific flow boundary conditions. The current
project aims to address this model limitation by employing a data assimilation technique to estimate
the inlet and outlet boundary conditions. The approach is based on constructing a constrained optimisation problem that minimises the difference between the blood velocity computed by the model
|vm | and in vivo blood velocity measurements |va | obtained by tracking blood cell aggregations.
Key words: Diabetic retinopathy early detection, data assimilation, PDE-constrained optimisation,
retina, blood flow

1 INTRODUCTION
Diabetic retinopathy (DR) remains the most prevalent vascular disease among diabetic patients because of the unrelenting increase of the diabetes mellitus worldwide [1]. The retinal micro-vascular
structures and blood flow of the DR patients suffer pathological alterations due to the chronic hyperglycaemic state of diabetes. Even with the development of the new treatments, DR remains a
leading cause of visual loss among working-aged people worldwide [2]. Therefore, new and improved methods are needed so that a better understanding of how to prevent vision loss from diabetic
eye complications can be found. The fovea centralis is the area of the retina responsible for sharp
vision and visual detail. A network of small calibre parafoveal capillaries is responsible of supplying
oxygen to the fovea and getting rid of the byproduct. Central retinal function depends greatly on the
foveal microcirculation. However, this network is compromised in many diabetic patients leading to
structural alterations in the capillaries and changes in blood flow. If left untreated, these complications
can lead to substantial, sometimes irreversible vision loss [3].
In most diabetic patients, the early symptoms of retinopathy, such as micro-aneurysm formation with
elevated vascular leakage, become clinically manifested many years after the hyperglycearmic periods. Therefore, there is a pressing need for developing new methods for the early detection of DR.
Previous studies have found haemodynamic changes in the diabetic eyes, which precede the clinically
evident pathological alterations of the retinal microvasculature. We hypothesise that DR early detection can be achieved via monitoring of early haemodynamic changes. Several studies supported the
conjecture by showing alterations in microvascular flow in early DR [4, 5, 6, 7].
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Figure 1: Comparison between BCA tracking velocity estimates |ua |, and computational model predictions |um | from [3].
In a recent study [3], we proposed the first-ever non-invasive method for the measurement of haemodynamics in the parafoveal region of the retina. We combined adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling/simulation and showed that
a detailed haemodynamic characterisation of the parafoveal region which included the blood velocity,
wall shear stress and perfusion perfusion. These features of the parafoveal region are usually not observable clinically and thus can be exploited to provide valuable information so that a patient-specific
relationship between early haemodynamic changes and DR disease progression can be established.
In order to validate our CFD models, we compared the blood velocity computed by the model |vm |,
with in vivo blood velocity measurements obtained by tracking blood cell aggregations (BCA) visible in the AOSLO scans, |va | as shown in Figure 1. We showed that the mean |vm | and mean |va |
are within the expected range for retinal microvascular flow. However, errors in the 3–10 fold range
were observed. We hypothesise that the limitation is caused by the use of non-patient-specific flow
boundary conditions in the definition of the flow models.
Our parafoveal vascular networks typically consist of 4–5 inlets, 4–5 outlets and a network of capillaries covering an area of approximately 1×1 mm. It is currently technically challenging to estimate
the inlet/outlet boundary conditions in vivo in a patient specific basis. In previous work [3], we have
used measurements taken from the published data. The current project aims to address this model
limitation by employing a data assimilation technique to estimate the inlet and outlet boundary conditions. The approach enables the definition of the patient-specific models based on a small number
of particle velocimetry experimental readouts which crucially need not be obtained at the vessels
corresponding to the inlets/outlets. It is based on constructing a constrained optimisation problem,
whereby the model solution fields are diagnosed by minimising a measure of the mismatch between
vm and va for a given patient geometry. The optimisation problem is defined on the incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations of fluid flow augmented to account for a subset of the complex rheological
properties of blood appearing at the microvascular scale according to the rheology model proposed
by [8].
2 METHODOLOGY
We take advantage of the existing imaging datasets and a broad range of numerical software tools.
A comprehensive library of AOSLO scans and associated BCA velocity measurements are available
for use through collaboration with Dr. Sun at the Joslin Diabetes Centre, Harvard University. For
reconstruction of the luminal models, we are using the methodology developed and described in
[9], which was adapted to AOSLO in [3]. Finite element mesh generation was performed using the
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Figure 2: The inversion of the control variable m (boundary conditions) is shown. (a) shows the
velocity field in the domain determined by the unknown control variable m in this boundary problem,
is only known along the dashed lines; (b) shows the proposed inversion procedure calculates the
velocity field in the whole domain by finding the value of the control variable m that minimises the
equation (1).

Figure 3: Shown is a visualisation of 3D mesh of the capillary network.
VMTK library, which we have successfully tested with the capillary networks reconstructed in [3] see
Figure 3. We are using the FEniCS automated code generation system for the core computations, involving solving the PDEs associated with the fundamental fluid flow problems. This approach allows
a complex numerical code to be described using a high-level syntax, with an efficient implementation
created using automated tools.
3

RESULTS

To demonstrate the technology a time-independent incompressible Navier-Stokes solver has been
implemented using FEniCS and tlm adjoint library [10], and used to formulate a boundary control
problem in a simple two-dimensional domain. Here, given synthetic observations of the interior flow,
inflow and outflow boundary conditions are inferred, subject to the constraint that the steady-state
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved. The formulation is constructed so as to guarantee
that the inferred boundary conditions do not inject or remove net mass from the domain. An important
aspect in the implementation is the definition of an appropriate objective cost functional measuring
the mismatch between the BCA tracking data and numerical solution. We assumed the cost functional
J is of the form,
Z
J=
|va − vn (m)|2 dx,
(1)
Ω
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where va is the BCA tracking data, vn is the numerical solution, Ω is the entire domain, and m
is the control variable which is the boundary conditions in our problem. Then, tlm adjoint library
automatically calculates the adjoint model which obtains the minimisation,
dJ
= 0.
dm

(2)

The boundary conditions are inferred via gradient-based optimisation using the L-BFGS algorithm
[11] supplied with SciPy. Figure 2 shows an example of the inference of the boundary conditions
of the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. Panel (a) shows the initial state of the boundary
conditions and panel (b) illustrates the inferred boundary conditions. The steady-state Navier-Stokes
equations are solved via a simple fixed-point iteration, and the PDE constrained derivative required for
the gradient-based optimisation is evaluated by differentiating through the fixed-point iteration using
the approach of Christianson [12]. Future work will include comparison with existing approaches
based on the 1D Poiseuille network flow simplification [13].
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SUMMARY
We present a preliminary uncertainty quantification analysis performed with the Ocular Mathematical Virtual Simulator, a computational and mathematical model that predicts the hemodynamics and
biomechanics within the human eye. In this work, we focus on the effect of intraocular pressure and
systemic blood pressure on the ocular posterior tissue vasculature. The combination of a physicallybased model with experiments-based stochastic input allows us to gain a better understanding of the
physiological system, accounting both for the driving mechanisms and the data variability.
Key words: predictive ocular vascular dynamics, computational model, sensitivity analysis.

1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the interest on mathematical models applied to biomedical problems has greatly increased;
in particular the need of a better understanding and knowledge of quantities in the medical context
has raised tremendously the complexity of mathematics employed for the description of such physical
systems. Thanks to its special connection to the brain and its accessibility to measurements, the eye
provides a unique window on the brain, thereby offering non-invasive access to a large set of potential
biomarkers that might help in the early diagnosis and clinical care of Neuro-Degenerative Diseases.
We have developed an efficient computational framework to simulate and predict the mechanisms
within the eye. In particular, our work focuses on the interaction between the hemodynamics of the
main ocular vessels and the biomechanics of the principal ocular tissues.
One of the main challenges in medicine is to understand the influence that each internal or external
factor has on the overall system; thanks to the mathematical model we developed, we are able to disentangle various effects, therefore providing a first insight of the impact of different components [1].
The great advantage of virtual mathematical and computational frameworks, also known as in silico
models, is that experiments can be completed with large number of parameter sets with lower costs
than gathering data from a patient cohort using in vivo models. Thus, the clinician can perform virtual
exploratory wide researches in order to better design real experiments and population-based studies.
With these premises, we present a preliminary investigation towards uncertainty quantification for
the main parameters involved in the mathematical and computational framework called the Ocular
Mathematical Virtual Simulator (OMVS) that we have developed [2].
Note that the clinical relevance of results provided by the OMVS is presented in [3] and has been
confirmed by an independent population-based including nearly 10000 individuals [4].
2 METHODOLOGY
The OMVS has a multi-scale architecture that aims at preserving the natural systemic features of
blood circulation, while providing detailed views on sites of particular interest from the clinical viewpoint, such as the lamina cribrosa, which is a sponge tissue in the back of the eye that has a crucial
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role for the communication inside-outside the eye from a neurological and hemodynamical viewpoint.
Thus, the OMVS combines (see Fig. 1):
I. a circuit-based model for blood flow in the retinal vasculature, central retinal artery (CRA), and
central retinal vein (CRV);
II. a 3-D porous media model for the perfusion of the lamina cribrosa; and
III. a 3-D isotropic elastic model for the biomechanics in the lamina cribrosa, retina, choroid, sclera,
and cornea.

Figure 2: 0-D circuit scheme.

Figure 1: OMVS multi-scale structure.

To numerically solve the mathematical equations for II and III we implemented in the multi-physics
open-source platform Feel++ [5] the Hybridizable Discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) method [6], which
provides high accuracy in the approximation for both primal variables (i.e., displacement and pressure) and dual variables (i.e., stress and perfusion velocity). The 0-D model (I - see Fig. 2) is solved
using the free software OpenModelica [7].
The interface between the two software and the multi-scale system has been realized adopting an
operator splitting method [8], which preserves the energy of the system and provides two decoupled
subsystems that are easier to deal with than the original monolithic system.
In order to perform our preliminary investigation, we have employed a reduced version of the OMVS,
accounting for system I, coupled to a 0-D adaptation of system II. The reduced model thus obtained
can predict the hemodynamics within the lamina cribrosa, the retinal vasculature and the central
retinal vessels. Via the library OpenTURNS [9] within Python 1 , we have completed three different
sets of 60000 evaluations of the model varying the intraocular pressure (IOP). The IOP is the pressure
within the eye and it is easily measurable with a Goldmann applanation tonometer. This instrument
is based on the ImbertFick principle, which affirms that the pressure inside a dry thin-walled sphere
corresponds to the force required to flatten the sphere surface divided by the flattening area. We
emphasize that IOP plays a crucial role in the description of the vein collapsibility, which is modeled
in the OMVS by Starling resistors [11]; namely, when the external pressure is higher than the internal
blood pressure, veins collapse, therefore dropping down the blood flow. We have sampled the IOP
with a normal distribution that has mean equal to 17 mmHg and standard deviation of 6 mmHg [10].
In the virtual experiments we performed, the three sets of evaluations differ from each other by the
blood pressure value imposed; we selected three cases of clinical interest: (i) baseline subjects with
a systolic/diastolic blood pressure (SP/DP) of 120/80 mmHg, (ii) low blood pressure subjects with
SP = 100 mmHg and DP = 70 mmHg and (iii) high blood pressure subjects with SP/DP =
140/90 mmHg.
3 RESULTS
We mainly focused on the following output computed by the model:
i) CRA: the simulated maximum blood flow within the CRA;
1

Python Software Foundation, The Netherlands.
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Figure 3: Comparison of probability density functions for the virtual experiment.
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Figure 4: Boxplots of each output for the virtual experiment.
ii) CRV: the simulated maximum blood flow within the CRV;
iii) LC: the simulated maximum blood flow within the lamina cribrosa.
As expected and illustrated by Figs. 3 and 4, the initial blood pressure is influencing the distribution
of the outputs varying the IOP. Thus, we highlight that:
• the predicted CRA blood flow median value attains 0.0014529 cm3 /s, which is very close to
the experimental mean value reported by Dorner et al. [12] (0.00131463636 cm3 /s);
• there are other factors that significantly influence the lamina cribrosa hemodynamics; indeed
its computed blood flow variability is considerably lower than the other two cases, as shown by
Figs. 3c and 4c;
• the CRV blood flow probability density function (Fig. 3b) exhibits two different behaviors:
a peak of frequencies with quasi-Gaussian distribution for high values and a plateau in the
number of realizations for low values separated by an almost empty frequency area of middle
values. Moreover, results suggest a different repartition of frequencies between the three cases,
in particular, for low blood pressures, the high values peak is narrower and the plateau is wider
and with more realizations than the high blood pressure case. This fact is confirmed by the
boxplots in Fig. 4b: the tail of CRV blood flow low values is within the first and third quantile
range for the low blood pressure case, whereas this tail is composed just by outliers for high
blood pressures.
This last finding may have an interesting physiological interpretation; as described in Section 2, IOP
has a non-linear effect on the retinal vasculature, in particular on the venous part. Following this
reason, the CRV high values peak may represent the natural state when the IOP is lower than the
venous blood pressure, whereas the low values plateau denotes the collapse state. This statement is
consistent with the previous analysis where we found a wide plateau for low blood pressure and an
important frequency in the peak for high blood pressures.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The proposed preliminary study presents a twofold interest: mathematical and clinical. First, we
have set up the framework for an uncertainties quantification analysis, which allows us to evaluate
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the effects of the propagation of uncertainty from input to output. Second, we have proposed a computational tool that may serve serve as a complementary instrument to the clinical and experimental
research.
In the suggested virtual experiment, we have combined (i) a deterministic model, which is based on
biophysical laws, and (ii) a stochastic input that depends on experiments, in order to understand the
variability of the ocular posterior tissue hemodynamics.
We are currently performing a sensitivity analysis study based on Sobol indices to capture the interplay between the different model parameters and their relative importance. Future developments of
the model aim at extending the study from the present reduced model to the full OMVS framework
presented in Section 2.
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SUMMARY
We propose a mathematical model incorporating intraplaque neovascularization and hemodynamic
calculation with plaque destabilization for the quantitative evaluation of the role of
neoangiogenesis and intraplaque hemorrhage (IPH) in the vulnerable atherosclerotic plaque
formation. The hemodynamic calculation of the microcirculation on the generated microvessel
network is carried out by coupling the intravascular, interstitial and transvascular flow. The
simulation results demonstrate a series of pathophysiological phenomena during the vulnerable
progression of an atherosclerotic plaque, including the expanding necrotic core, the exacerbated
inflammation, the high microvessel density region at the shoulder areas, the transvascular flow
through the capillary wall and the IPH.
Key words: Numerical model of vulnerable atherosclerosis, Intraplaque angiogenesis and
hemorrhage, Microcirculation inside the plaque lesion
1 INTRODUCTION
Neoangiogenesis in the atherosclerotic lesions is associated closely with plaque progression[1], and
the abnormal microvasculature is a likely source of intraplaque hemorrhage (IPH). As the plaque
enlarges, increased oxygen consumption by high metabolic active cells such as macrophages
results in a hypoxic microenvironment in the lesion, which triggers plaque angiogenesis as a
physiological response by upregulation of hypoxia responsive genes such as cytokines,
angiopoietins and vascular endothelial growth factors (VEGFs). The neovasculature from the
adventitial vasa vasorum (VV) enriches plaques with blood-borne components such as
erythrocytes, inflammatory cells and lipoproteins, which can directly facilitate plaque
inflammation. In addition, accumulation of free cholesterol from red blood cell membranes
potentially increases the size of the necrotic core and promotes the plaque destabilization. Evidence
has revealed the abnormal structural and functional characteristics of the angiogenic vessels in
plaque, including disorganized architecture, missing basement membrane and pericytes, and high
permeability of the vessel wall. The leaky neovessels in plaque serve as a source of IPH which is
critical for plaques to become high-risk unstable lesions. A profound relationship between IPH and
subsequent cardiovascular events has been well established. Angiogenesis and IPH may probably
not lead to plaque rupture directly but instead trigger a late cascade of events, including NC
expansion, increased density of microvessel and macrophage, and thinning of the fibrous cap.
In this study, we perform simulations of dynamic progression of plaque destabilization including
the expanded NC due to the SMC apoptosis, the exacerbated inflammatory environment inside the
plaque lesion, the angiogenesis from the vasa vasorum, and the heterogeneous microcirculation
associated with the transvascular flow resulting in the IPH. In addition, the distribution of cellular
and acellular components of the vulnerable plaque and the pathological hemodynamics throughout
the neovasculature are coupled based on the following experimental findings: (a) An atherosclerotic
environment stimulates abnormal vascular development as characterized by disorganized branching
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and leaky endothelial tubes. This network of immature microvessels is a viable source of IPH. (b)
The IPH can provide excessive accumulation of erythrocyte-derived phospholipids and free
cholesterol which may promote plaque vulnerability due to the exacerbated inflammatory
environment. The main objective of the present work is to model the series of pathophysiological
changes in plaque during the transition from a stable to an unstable lesion, including the apoptosis
of SMCs, the accumulation of inflammatory macrophages, the expanding NC and thinning FC,
neovasculature from the adventitial VV, and the IPH resulted from the transvascular flow through
the leaky vessel wall. The second objective is to study the quantitative influences of
neovascularization and IPH on the plaque vulnerability. Several modeling parameters, such as
microvessel density (MVD) and vessel wall permeability, are studied to provide detailed insights
into plaque responses to varied environments. Moreover, the sensitivity analysis of parameters
involved in the simulation is performed to examine the robustness of the model system. We
envision that the proposed model will serve as a theoretical platform to investigate the dynamics
and interactions among the components inside the plaque lesion during atherosclerotic plaque
destabilization.
2 METHODOLOGY
In this study, several modeling methods and concepts are introduced: Firstly, the dynamics of the
major components inside the plaque lesion, including macrophages, SMCs, VEGFs, ECM, and
MMPs, are modeled using diffusion-reaction equations. These cells and chemicals are fully
coupled and regulated by the dynamic changes in the microenvironment. Secondly, the
neovasculature is numerically generated according to the angiogenesis modeling used in our
previous work. The sprouting and branching of the microvessels are assumed to be proportional
with the local VEGF concentration. The proliferation and migration of ECs to form the angiogenic
vasculature are related to the microenvironmental factors, including the chemotaxis in response to
the VEGF attraction and the haptotaxis in response to the ECM adherence. Thirdly, the
hemodynamic calculation is carried out by coupling the intravascular flow with transvascular and
interstitial fluid flow. The IPH is modeled as the diffusion and convection of extravascular plasma
in the interstitial space. We define the concentration field of extravascular plasma to quantify the
extent and range of IPH. Fourthly, the plaque progression modeling and the hemodynamic
modeling are coupled by the exacerbated inflammatory environment due to the IPH. The detailed
equations and explanzations of the first three conterparts can be found in our published papers[2,3].
The fourth coupled modeling is illustrated as follows.
The coupled modeling of plaque destabilization with hemodynamical changes is one of the
important improvements of the present model (Fig. 1). On the one hand, neovasculature formed by
EC distribution in response to chemotactic and heptotactic microenvironment will result in
abnormal microcirculation, especially the transvascular fluid flow caused by the leaky
microvessels. On the other hand, numerous experiments have revealed that IPH can provide
erythrocyte-derived phospholipids and free cholesterol, which may promote the inflammation in
the atherosclerotic plaque. In our model, the former mechanism is simulated by discretization of
EC concentration and hemodynamic calculation throughout the microvasculature. The latter
mechanism is adopted by considering the increased inflammatory macrophages due to the IPH.

Figure 1 The multi-discipline modeling system structure showing the coupling mechanism of
plaque progression model with microcirculation model.
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3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Hemodynamics in the neovasculature
Fig. 2 displays the hemodynamic information throughout the neovasculature, including
intravascular blood pressure Pv, intravascular blood velocity Uv, interstitial fluid pressure Pi, and
interstitial fluid velocity Ui, during the plaque progression. Intravascular pressure Pv drops
associated with intravascular velocity Uv monotonically from VV of adventitia to the lipid core.
Most reduction of Pv and Uv occurs at the first branching, i.e., level 1 to level 2. The mean value of
Pv decreases up to 57% when vessels branch from level 1 to level 5, as well as the mean value of
Uv. The elevated Pi can be found as early as T=3 associated with the neoangiogenesis. The
maximum value of Pi and the regions of high Pi both increase with the process of intraplaque
angiogenesis. At the later stage of neovascularization (T=15), the intraplaque Pi has risen to 0.3
mmHg while the interstitial fluid pressure in normal tissues is around zero mmHg. As a
consequence, the interstitial fluid velocity Ui is very slow inside the plaque due to the low gradient
of Pi, and becomes higher at the boundary area. The distribution map of the extravascular plasma
concentration SIPH is also shown in Fig. 2. Since the value of SIPH is very small due to the limited
sources from neovasculature at the early stage of the simulation, the color chart of IPH in the
bottom row in Fig. 6 starts from T=7. The highlighted areas represent serious IPH, which can be
found around the neovasculature. The extent of IPH in the shoulder regions seems higher than that
in the NC especially at the late stage during the intraplaque angiogenesis, corresponding to the
increased microvessel density in the shoulder areas.

Figure 2 Spatial distribution of the intravascular pressure Pv, intravascular blood velocity (Log
Uv), interstitial pressure Pi, interstitial fluid velocity Ui and the extravascular plasma concentration
during the plaque progression.
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3.2 Discussions and conclusions
Growing evidence indicates that neovascularization and intraplaque hemorrhage from the leaky
microvessels contribute to plaque instability to some extent. However, visualization of intraplaque
angiogenesis and quantitative analysis for intraplaque hemorrhage can hardly be achieved by in
vitro experiments and/or clinical imaging data. Therefore, the influences of intraplaque
neovasculature and hemorrhage on the plaque vulnerability remain largely unknown. To mimic the
neovascularization and the hemorrhage inside the plaque, we established a mathematical modeling
system including the simulation of plaque progression, intraplaque angiogenesis and hemodynamic
calculation of neovasculature. In the model of plaque evolution and progress, reaction-diffusion
equations were used to describe the dynamic changes and interactions of chemical and cellular
components inside the plaque, including ECs, macrophages, SMCs, VEGF, ECM and MMPs. In
addition, the intraplaque hemorrhage was considered as a source term of inflammatory
macrophages to reflect the plaque response to the pathological hemodynamical microenvironment.
The simulation results demonstrated that the IPH can significantly speed up the plaque
vulnerability, and exacerbate the characteristics of plaque destabilization, such as expanded SMC
apoptosis and thinned fibrous cap. In the model of intraplaque neovascularization, we assumed that
the neovessels sprouted and proliferated from the VV in response to the distributions of local
chemical substances (VEGF, ECM and MMPs). These chemicals had different initial
concentrations in different areas, and diffused through the whole plaque. 2D9P discrete model was
applied to generate the neovasculature in the plaque. At the late evolution stages, the neovessel
structures show typical features observed in the experiments, which were a high MVD region at the
shoulder areas and a low MVD at the center of the necrotic core. Based on the microvessel
topology, the hemodynamic analysis of neovaculature was carried out by fully coupling the
intravascular blood flow with the interstitial fluid flow. Benefited from the coupled model, the
interstitial fluid field and the transvascular flux were obtained. Extravascular plasma concentration
was introduced according to the transvascular flux and the convection with the interstitial fluid
flow, to visualize the dynamic development of the IPH areas. The hemodynamic results showed the
pathological microenvironment caused by IPH and predicted the elevated interstitial pressure
caused by the extravasation fluid and expanding IPH areas in the shoulder regions. Furthermore,
the increased inflammatory macrophages calculated by IPH values bridge the gaps between the
plaque progression model and the hemodynamics model.
Some pathological and physiological details are ignored or simplified in the current model
generation. In fact, the microenvironment inside the atherosclerotic plaque involves interactions
among numerous cells, chemicals and proteins. The inclusion of lipid metabolism, such as the
dynamics of the ox-LDL and high-density lipoprotein (HDL), with the immune response in the
artery wall could make the current model to be more realistic. In addition, with incorporation of
ordinary differential equations describing the variation of certain proteins in the subcellular layer,
the proposed model can be developed to cover multiscale phenomena involved in the
atherosclerosis, and serve as a valuable theoretical platform for studying the dynamic changes in
the microenvironment during the plaque destabilization.
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SUMMARY

In this paper, the oxygen transport in a capillary network and the surrounding tissue was simulated
by considering the influence of red blood cells (RBCs). RBC was simplified as a sphere where
oxygen and hemoglobin diffused only in the radial direction. Blood flow was simplified as nonNewtonian Poiseuille’s flow in capillaries and tissue was regarded as three-dimensional (3D)
homogeneous porous medium. Flow and oxygen interactions between capillary and tissue were
solved by immersed boundary method. The result indicates the rheology changes of RBC lead to
nonuniform RBC distribution in capillary network and partial hypoxia in tissue.
Key words: microcirculation, red blood cells, oxygen transport
1

INTRODUCTION

RBC is the key point in oxygen transport. At the level of capillary size, oxygen transport in blood
may not be treated as the one in a continuum since oxygen partial pressure (PO2) gradients exists
between erythrocytes. Lücker calculated PO2 in one capillary surrounded by tissue via a moving
parachute-shaped solid RBC model[1], where PO2 dynamic behavior is associated with the
erythrocyte linear density. Pozrikidis implemented a numerical method to compute blood flow and
RBC distribution in a branching microvascular capillary tree where RBCs are as discrete particles
[2]. He focused on the influence of the probability of directional cell motion on the cell residence
time and scattering of tube hematocrit across the network. In the diabetic condition, RBCs may have
the weakening deformability, which may lead to nonuniform distribution of RBCs and oxygen partial
pressure (PO2) in the microvessel network. Tang[3] has demonstrated that when the connectivity of
the network is impaired, the PO2 distribution becomes nonuniform. However, the influence of RBCs
distribution was not taken into account.
The combination and dissociation between oxygen and hemoglobin inside RBCs occurs via diffusion
process. The objective of this work is to detect the influence of RBC rheological change on oxygen
transport and distribution. We developed the work of Tang[3] via including a one-dimensional (1D)
oxygen transport in a spherical RBC model and the distribution model of RBCs at the bifurcation.
The reaction and mass transfer feature in erythrocytes were captured in the 1D model. At the
bifurcation in the capillary network, RBC’s moving direction was determined by the probability
function related to the exponent parameter and flow ratio. Blood flow in the 1D capillary network is
the non-Newtonian Poiseuille’s flow with effective viscosity decided by the number of cells residing
inside each segment. Meanwhile, tissue is considered as 3D homogeneous porous media.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Blood and fluid flow in capillary network and the surrounding tissue
Blood flow in the 1D capillary network can be described as Poiseuille’s flow in Eq.1. R is capillary
radius, Pb is blood pressure and s is the flow direction. μeff in Eq.1 and Eq.2 is effective viscosity
which is decided by tube hematocrit HT, apparent intrinsic viscosity KT and plasma viscosity μ. χ is
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hematocrit ratio which is predetermined according to [2]. RBC velocity Urbc could be solved by Eq.3
with plasma velocity Ub and χ.

ub  

R 2 Pb
8eff s

eff   1  H T KT 

(1)
(2)

  Ub / U rbc

(3)
Fig.1a describes a node where one parental capillary bifurcates into two segments. The flow rates are
positive when fluid is driven away from the bifurcation. There are two possibilities of RBC flow
direction when a red blood cell come across a bifurcation.

a
b
Fig1. (a) Illustration of mass balance at a bifurcation. (b) Dependence of probability of directional
cell motion at a bifurcation on the fractional flow rate when the exponent parameter q=1,2,5,10 and
100

The probability of the RBC choosing the first or second daughter vessel is determined by a
probability function in Eq.4 where ϕ is the probability, ψ is the flow ratio of daughter vessel
to parent vessel and q is the adjustable exponent. As shown in Fig.1b, the probability is
linearly dependent on the fractional flow rate when q is 1 and becomes sigmoidal as q is
larger. When q approaches infinity, RBC definitely choose the daughter vessel with the larger
flow rate.
 iq
(4)
i  q
q
 i  1   i 
Darcy’s law (Eq.5) is applied to describe the interstitial fluid flow where ut is interstitial fluid flow
rate, Pt is fluid pressure in tissue and k is fluid permeability.
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Eq.6 and Eq.7 are equations of continuities in capillary region and tissue region respectively. Here
ub is plasma velocity in a vessel, and ut is the interstitial fluid velocity in tissue. Ff is the quantity of
plasma received in each tissue voxel offered by vessel, and ff is the quantity of plasma in each vessel
permeated into tissue, both of which are calculated by immersed boundary method. LpLF is the
hydraulic conductivity of the lymphatic wall, S/V is the surface area of lymphatic vessels per unit
volume of tissue and PL is the lymphatic fluid pressure. Substitute Eq.1 and Eq.5 into Eq.6 and Eq.7,
pressure and velocity field in capillary and tissue region can be available.
2.1 oxygen transport in RBC, plasma, and tissue
Oxygen exists in two forms: free oxygen and bounded oxygen. In the spherical RBC model, the
diffusion of free oxygen and oxy-hemoglobin are described under spherical coordinate in Eq.8 and
Eq.9.

CO2
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(8)
(9)

CO2 is the concentration of free oxygen. DO2 and DHb are diffusivity of oxygen and hemoglobin. S is
oxygen saturation. r is the coordinate in radius direction. The rate of oxygen reacting with
hemoglobin f is calculated using Eq.10 based on oxygen dissociation curve. k is dissociation rate, C50
is oxygen concentration at equilibrium at 50% saturation. n is the exponent in Hill equation.
n

 C  
f  C , S   k  S  1  S  
 

 C50  

(10)

Oxygen transport in capillary and tissue can be expressed as Eq.11 and Eq.12 respectively. PO2,b is
oxygen partial pressure in blood. PO2,t is oxygen partial pressure in tissue. α is the solubility of
oxygen in plasma. Db and Dt are the diffusivity of oxygen in blood and tissue. m is oxygen absorption
rate. FO2 and fO2 is the quantity of oxygen transfer between plasma and tissue which is determined by
immersed boundary method.
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3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Oxygen partial pressure in a single capillary with moving RBCs
Fig.2a is the schematic diagram with 5 RBCs flowing in the straight capillary. To verify the validity
of 1D RBC model, the similar situation as ref. [2] was set. The capillary is 100μm in length and
4μm in diameter with 30 RBCs per second entering, whose inlet velocity is 0.057cm/s and the initial
position is at 0.9715μm from the inlet . The inlet PO2 boundary is 40mmHg and zero gradient of PO2
was set at the outlet.

Fig.2a. RBC position in a capillary
Vessel central line

Fig.2b. oxygen partial tension in the vessel central line
and 5um,10um apart from vessel boundary
The predicted variations of PO2 by the current model and the parachute-shaped RBC model in
Lücker’s work are shown in Fig.2b. It is seen that the oxygen partial tension at the center line shows
the oscillatory variation and the amplitude of the oscillation is damped as the distance is farther from
the centerline. As RBC is the source of oxygen, PO2 cling to RBC is higher than that in the interRBCs. Erythrocyte-associated transients (EATs) is about 20-34mmHg in this work. The PO2 is
gradually declined along the flow direction.
3.2 RBC and PO2 distribution in the capillary network and the surrounding tissue
Fig3.a is the capillary network extracted from a healthy mouse’ back containing 28 vessels with five
inlets including NO.17, 16, 12, 24, and 23 and four outlets which are NO.15, 19, 22, and 4.
Hematocrit of each inlet capillary is 0.15. RBC is injected into the inlet when a RBC flow pass the
exit to keep the hematocrit. Fig3.b and fig3.c is the RBC distribution when the exponent q=1 and
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q=100 respectively, where RBCs are represented as red dots. As shown in Fig.1b, when q is 100,
RBCs definitely flow into the vessel with larger flow rate. At the normal condition while q is 1, RBCs
are uniformly distributed in fig3.b and RBCs are filled in every capillary. When q=100, RBCs only
choose the vessel with larger flow rate to flow into at the bifurcation. Thus, nine capillaries are absent
of RBCs and the numbers of RBCs are changed in the system.

a

b

c

Fig3.(a) capillary network with vessel numbers.(b) RBC distribution when q=1(c) RBC distribution
when q=100
Fig4.a shows the PO2 distribution in the 3D tissue domain, where PO2 gradient is set to be zero at
the tissue boundary. Due to the consumption of oxygen, PO2 gradually decreases from the vessel to
the tissue region. PO2 distribution at the plane when z=100m is specially paid attention to. Fig3.b
and c give the distributions when q is 1 and 100 respectively. PO2 at the entrance of vessel 16 is the
highest among the whole calculation region. PO2 decreases along the flow direction. Due to the
limitation of oxygen quantity and release rate of RBC, PO2 decrease sharply perpendicular to flow
direction. Compared to Fig3.b, Fig3.c shows larger regions with PO2 below 10mmHg, where the
embedded vessels are absent of RBCs. This implies that the distribution of RBCs has a great impact
on the oxygen transport in tissue.

Fig4. (a) Oxygen partial pressure in the 3D tissue. (b) Oxygen partial pressure in the plane with
abundant vessels (z=100m) when q=1. (c) Oxygen partial pressure in the plane with abundant
vessels (z=100m) when q=100.
3.3 Conclusion
Oxygen transport from RBC to tissue is simulated in this work. In capillary, RBC is not treated as
hemoglobin dispersed in plasma but centralized in a sphere RBC model. Fluctuation of PO2 in vessel
is captured. In tissue, lymphatic drainage and metabolic consumption are considered. A capillary
with RBCs can provide oxygen to a certain area around the capillary, but the absent of RBCs may
lead to the shortage of oxygen. The probability function for RBC choice at bifurcation has great
influence on erythrocyte and PO2 distribution in tissue accordingly, indicating that the change of
rheological behavior is closely related to the change of oxygen distribution.
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SUMMARY
The change in flow behavior through microchannel of red blood cell (RBC) treated with
stationary glutaraldehyde (GA) and paraformaldehyde (PFA) is explored. Parameters like cell
free layer (CFL) and flow velocity, which are related to the deformability of RBC, are
measured to estimate the influence of treatment. The results reveal that the thickness of CFL
become thinner and the velocity distribution of cell along the channel dimeter become slower
after treated. Furthermore, this result is more obvious with more concentrated GA or the
mixture of GA and PFA.
Key words: Red blood cell, micro channel, fixed treatment, Cell free layer, Velocity distribution

1 INTRODUTION
Blood cells are comprised mainly (∼99%) of red blood cells. The most remarkable properties of
RBCs are their high deformability, which allow they flow through microcapillaries of diameter
even smaller than their size. The erythrocyte’s remarkable mechanical properties originate from
the unique architecture of its membrane. To study the mechanism of RBC’s deformability, a
commonly adopted approach is to localize the cytoskeleton protein by immunofluorescence,
followed by exploring the changes of cytoskeleton protein during cell deformation. During this
process, the fixed treatment of RBC using GA and PFA is of great importance. However, the side
effect is that RBC’s deformability is altered by the fixation process, to be exact, the response of
the skeletal protein of membrane. During flow in microchannels, RBC deforms under the shear
stress of fluid. Given the difficulty of observing RBC flow in vivo, in vitro simulation by virtue of
microfluidic devices provides a valuable alternative [1-3].An important physiological
phenomenon of the blood flow is the formation of cell free layer (CFL), with RBCs show a
tendency to concentrate towards the central axis of the pipeline and move faster than the plasma
layer. However, this phenomena is weaken if the stiffness of the membrane increase, which occurs
in some disease, such as hereditary spherocytosis and hereditary elliptocytosis. To study the
effects of GA and PFA fix treatment on erythrocyte deformability, a microfluidic platform is
employed to measuring the CFL and flow velocity of blood flow in this work.
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2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Experimental setup
The micro flow channel is 100 micrometers in width and 50 micrometers in deep (Fig. 1). The
pipes were made using PDMS (Suzhou, China). The RBC suspension is fed into the flow channel
by the injection pump (NE-1000.USA), and the experiments are observed and recorded by the
inverted microscope (IX70, Olympus, Japan) and high-speed camera (Memrecam GX-1, NAC,
Japan) system (Fig. 1).

Fig.1 Experiment platform (left) and the detail of micro flow channel(right)

2.2 RBC suspension preparation
The RBC suspension was prepared by diluting 1 µL of blood with 1 mL of PBS buffer solution
and centrifuged at 1500 RPM for 5min. After centrifugation, the concentrated red blood cells were
reserved, and the supernatant was discarded. Cell deformability was reduced by adding (GA) and
PFA to the RBC suspension, followed by incubation at room temperature for 30 min. In detail,
three GA concentrations, i.e., 0.0005, 0.00075, and 0.001 wt.%, were used. Meanwhile, the effect
of PFA at a concentration of 2 wt.% work with GA was also investigated.

2.3 Image acquisition and analysis
Images of the flowing RBCs were acquired with a high-speed video camera at rate 3000 frames/s.
Then they are processed mainly based on Memrecam GXLink, the software comes with
high-speed camera. The horizontal red straight lines in Fig. 2 represent the boundary of the
microchannel. By measuring the distance between the red blood cells (the horizontal orange stub
lines in Fig. 2) and the upper and lower walls, the mean thickness of the cell-free layer was
obtained. And by tracking the movement and displacement of a single RBC, the distribution of
erythrocyte flow velocity along the tube diameter (shown in the vertical red line AB) were
calculated.
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Fig. 2 The image of experiment and the schematic diagram of image analysis

3 RESULTS AND CONALUSION
3.1 Changes in CFL thickness after treatment
Under the same conditions, the changes in CFL thickness were studied when the red blood cells
are only fixed by GA. The results show that, when the RBC suspension with 5% Hct flow in the
microchannel, the CFL thickness decrease after being treated. And with concentrations of GA
increase, the CFL thickness become thinner (Fig. 3a). But the CFL thickness decrease significantly
after the RBCs be treated with GA and 2 wt.% PFA (Fig. 3b). Take CFL thickness of the upper
boundary of the channel as example, it is about 12.87µm, 9.95µm only be treated with 0.01wt.%
GA and 6.58µm be treated with 0.01wt.% GA and 2 wt.% PFA.

Fig. 3 Changes in CFL thickness after treatment with experiment condition of 0.05ml/h inlet flow flux and 5% Hct.
(a) CFL thicknesses with treatment of GA. (b) CFL thicknesses with treatment of GA and 2%PFA

3.2 Effects of fixation treatment on the velocity distribution of erythrocytes along the
tube diameter
Using the same condition in 3.1, the distribution of erythrocyte flow velocity at A-B position in
the microchannel were studied when RBCs are only fixed by glutaraldehyde. Fig 4a shows that the
velocity of RBCs decreases after treated and the maximum velocity of normal RBCs at A-B
position is more than 7mm/s. Meanwhile, the maximum velocity of RBCs after treated is between
5mm/s and 5.5mm/s. But when the GA and 2wt.%PFA working together, the flow velocity of
RBCs in microchannels changes significantly. With the increase of glutaraldehyde concentration,
the RBC flow velocity decreases significantly (Fig. 4b).
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Fig. 4 Effects of fixation treatment on the velocity distribution of erythrocytes along the tube diameter with same
experiment condition as Fig. 3. (a): The RBCs were treated with different concentrations of GA. (b) The RBCs
were treated with 2% PFA and different concentrations of GA.

3.3 Conclusion
GA is known to relieve the dissolution of red blood cells during fluorescence labeling. On the
other hand, the crosslinking of the aldehyde group (-cho) of GA with the amino group (-nh2) of
RBC membrane protein will change the conformation of the membrane protein and its
visco-elastic properties in turn. Then, the transparent fluidity or rheology characteristics of RBC is
altered. Since GA and PFA are commonly used to immobilize red blood cells and keep the
fluorescence constant, and PFA works similarly as GA, as a result, the variation of membrane
protein conformation is intensified, and the membrane becomes stiffer. Structural changes to cell
properties will reduce deformability, which affect blood ﬂow in microchannels [4], since
decreased deformability will reduce axial migration. A slight decrease in the CFL width was found
with decreasing deformability of red blood cells in in vivo and in vitro experiments [4,5]. This
knowledge is quantitatively calibrated by measuring the thickness of the CFL and velocity as the
RBCs flow through the microchannels.
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SUMMARY

Separation of particles in microfluidic devices provides a simple, reliable and low-cost approach
for cancer diagnosis and treatment. Here, we numerically demonstrate a separation approach for
binary diamagnetic microparticles in combination of sheath flow and negative magnetophoresis.
The sheath flow is used to construct the dual streams, after which the magnetophoretic force
dominants the separation. The effects of the flow-rate ratio, the number as well as the position of
the permanent magnets are investigated, from which the optimal conditions are obtained. Future
work will focus on optimizing this approach for nanoparticle separation.
Key words: cancer diagnosis, particle separation, magnetophoresis, numerical simulation
1

INTRODUCTION

Separation of micro/nano-scale particles (including cells, bacteria, synthetic particles, vesicles and
macromolecules) is a requisite process in many biomedical applications. The circulating tumor
cells (micro-scale) and tumor-derived exosomes (nano-scale) are two representatives that exhibit
huge potential for cancer diagnosis and treatment [1, 2]. As these biological particulates are highly
rare in amount and poly-disperse in size distribution, the efficient and friendly separation
approaches are urgently needed.
The simplest approach to separate particles is using sheath flow, which can work for very small
particles by continuously increasing the flow-rate ratio of the sheath fluid to particle suspension [3].
However, the elevated shear stress due to the increased sheath flow may cause mechanobiological
effect when the biological particles are involved. The use of a large amount of sheath fluid also
significantly increases the operating cost. Besides, other approaches mainly rely on the externally
imposed forces, such as electric and acoustic separation. These field-integrated approaches can
accomplish separation in many circumstances, but have fatal drawbacks when biological particles
are involved. The external fields generally result in heating effect that threatens the activity of
biological particles. The separation approaches for bio-particles should avoid the aforementioned
drawbacks.
Magnetophoretic separation is a new approach that has not been fully developed [4, 5]. The
obvious advantages over other field-integrated approaches are its low costs and lack of heating
issues if the permanent magnets are used. The magnetophoresis can be classified as either positive
or negative depending on particle’s motion relative to magnetic-field gradients [5]. The positive
magnetophoresis triggers particle’s motion along the magnetic-field gradients but requires
magnetizable particles. However, most of biological particles are diamagnetic, which need to be
labeled by magnetic particles to experience positive magnetophoresis. The labeling procedure is
laborious and costly. In contrast, negative magnetophoresis can drive diamagnetic particles
suspended in a ferrofluid against the magnetic-field gradients. There has been increasing interest in
manipulating bio-particles using negative magnetophoresis [6, 7]. However, due to the common
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problem of field-integrated approaches that requires enough time to take effect, the throughputs are
often very small in existing reports [5, 6, 8].
In present study, we numerically demonstrate an approach to separate binary diamagnetic
microparticles in combination with sheath flow and negative magnetophoresis. The sheath flow is
used to construct the dual streams, after which the magnetophoretic force imposed by array of
permanents dominants the separation. The sheath fluid is comparable to particle suspension in
flow-rate, avoiding the generation of high-level shear stress. The construction of dual streams can
increase the throughput to a large degree. These designs make it an efficient and friendly approach
to separate biological particles.
2 METHODOLOGY
Figure 1 demonstrates the basic design in current study. The flow-focusing channel is designed to
construct the dual streams near the side walls, with Inlet 1 for sample fluid suspended with binary
particles and Inlet 2 for particle-free sheath fluid. The flow rate ratio κ is defined as flow rate of the
sheath fluid at Inlet 2 to the sample fluid at Inlet 1. The channel width W is 1000 μm while the
whole length L is 40 mm. The array of permanent magnets is symmetrically arranged on both sides
of channel, in which W1 represents the distance between magnet and channel wall and L1 that
among adjacent magnets. W1 and L1 can be changed by adjusting the number and the position of the
permanent magnets, respectively.

Figure 1. Schematic of the basic design employed in current study. The magnet is 3 mm × 6 mm. The
number of magnets n = 10, 8 and 6 (L1 = 3, 5 and 9 mm), and W1 = 3, 2 and 1 mm, respectively.

According to the basic design above, we developed a 2D numerical model and solved it in
COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3a. Briefly, the lateral migration of particle in ferrofluid flow is
dominated by the magnetic force ( Fm ) and the drag force ( Fd ) [5, 9]:

Fm 

4 a3 ( r , p  r , f )

( B   )B
30
Fd  3 f a(u f  u p )

(1)
(2)

where a is the particle diameter, r , p and r , f are the relative permeability of particle and fluid,
respectively, u p and u f are the velocity of particle and carrier fluid, respectively, B is the
magnetic induction and  f the viscosity of the carrier fluid. Notably, aiming to seek the potential
mechanism, we may set r , p to be smaller than 1 in simulations, though it is impossible in nature.
The simulation is then conducted using three modules, i.e., magnetic fields, no currents, creeping
flow and particle tracing for fluid flow [9, 10]. To achieve an accurate field distribution, the circular
magnetic insulation boundary with a radius of 3 cm is applied to shield the magnetic field. The
governing equations for magnetic field are:
  B    ( 0  r , f H )  0
(3)

B  0 ( H  M r )

(4)

where H is the magnetic field,  0 is the vacuum permeability, and Mr the residual magnetization
of permanent magnet. The continuity and momentum equations for a creeping flow are:
 u f  0
(5)

 f u f u f  p   f 2u f  Fm
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(6)

where  f , p ,  f are the density, pressure and viscosity of the carrier fluid, respectively.
The given velocities are set for the inlets, while no pressure is set for the outlets. No slip
conditions are set for other boundaries. The particle trajectory can be predicted by
considering the force balance:
mp

du p
dt

 Fm  Fd

(7)

where m p represents the mass of particle. The particles are randomly released at Inlet 1, stick
boundary conditions are used for the channel walls and the outlet, and the collision between
particles and walls is neglected.
In actual simulation, the Inlets and Outlets are truncated to save compute time, as shown in Figure
2. Three grid numbers were applied to test the grid independence. The corresponding magnetic
field distributions along the centerline are plotted in Figure 2, showing nearly same results. To save
the computer time to largest degree, grid number of 15048 is applied.

Figure 2. (a) The computational domain and the corresponding grid. (b) The contour of typical
magnetic field distribution. (c) The result indicating grid independence.

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
We first explore the results with magnetic field off and on. The contrasting trajectories of the 3-μm
and 0.8-μm particles under the same flow-rate condition are shown in Figure 3. If the array of
magnets is absent, the particles do not experience the magnetophoretic force. As the dual streams
are pushed near the side walls by the intermediate sheath flow, the particles follow their initial
trajectories by hydrodynamic drag force. They both move near the wall and pass through the outlet
1 (Figure 3a). While in the magnetic field, the lateral migration of particles is initiated by the
magnetophoretic force. The magnetophoretic force is size-dependent (Eq. 1), resulting in the
different lateral velocity for different-sized particles. The 3-μm particles can migrate to centerline
and pass through the outlet 2, while the 0.8-μm particles still move near the wall and pass through
the inlet 1 (Figure 3b). This size-dependent migrating behavior results in the separation scheme.

Figure 3. (a) Simulation results of binary particles with magnetic field off (a) and on (b) at the outlet.
The two particle sizes are 3-μm (red) and 0.8-μm (blue), respectively. The inset figures show the
disordered distribution of binary particles at the inlet. Here, κ = 1.5, n = 6, and W1 = 2 mm.

The separation scheme can be optimized by adjusting the flow rate ratio (κ) and the magnetic field
distribution. As show in Figure 1, the magnetic field distribution is determined by the number of
magnets (n) and the distance between magnet and channel wall (W1). We then explore the effects of
the three factors (Figures are not shown due to the length limitation). In current study, we change
the flow rate ratio κ = 1, 1.5 and 2, the number of permanent magnets n = 10, 8 and 6, and the
distance between magnets and channel wall W1 = 3, 2 and 1 mm, respectively. When the magnetic
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field distribution is fixed by W1 =3 mm and n = 10, the separation scheme shows non-monotonic
variation as κ increases. At low κ, the intermediate sheath fluid cannot push the particles to initially
sort at the similar positions, resulting in the disordered distribution of particles at the outlet. At high
κ, the particles can be tightly pushed to the similar positions, but they both move near the side walls
that cannot separate at the outlet. If we change the magnetic field distribution by adjusting n and W1,
the separation scheme also shows non-monotonic variation. In the magnetic field distribution with
W1 =2 mm, the separation scheme can be realized at κ = 1, 1.5 and 2. While in the magnetic field
distribution with W1 =1 mm, the separation scheme is improved as κ increases. The separation
scheme varies slightly as the number of magnets changes. These results suggest that the separation
scheme is ultimately determined by the synergistic effect of the magnetic field and the flow filed of
sheath fluid. We can obtain that the optimal conditions for separating 3-μm and 0.8-μm particles are
κ = 1, W1 = 2 mm and n = 6. Moreover, the separation of binary particle with smaller size discrepancy
can be realized by setting κ = 2, as shown in Figure 4. The use of larger flow-rate ratio is consistent
with the interpretation above.

Figure 4. Magnetophoretic separation of 1.5-μm and 0.8-μm particles at flow rate ratio κ = 1 (a)，κ =
1.5 (b) and κ = 2 (c). Here, n = 6 and W1 = 1 mm.

In conclusion, we numerically demonstrate a separation approach for binary diamagnetic particles
in dual ferrofluid streams. By investigating the effects of the flow-rate ratio, the number and the
position of the magnets, we obtain the optimal conditions for separation of 3-μm and 0.8-μm
particles. Future work will focus on optimizing this approach for nanoparticle separation.
The authors acknowledge the National Natural Science Foundation of China (11802054 and 11672065).
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SUMMARY
In this work, LB-IBM combined with spring model is selected to simulate the
deformation and movement of RBCs in microvessels. Fluid drag force, Brownian force,
gravity, van der Waals force, electrostatic force, the force between NPs and RBCs, the
force between NPs and NPs and the force between NPs and vessel wall are taken into
account to calculate the motion of NPs in capillary. This study also explored the effect of
temperature on NPs transport and adhesion using double-distribution- function. The
simulation results show that the amount of NPs adhered to vessel wall increases with the
decrease of the size of NPs. Non-spherical NPs are easier to migrate and adhere to the
wall comparing with spherical ones. And high temperature will promote the NPs
adhesion at the range of temperature beyond 45℃. .
Key words: Immersed Boundary Method, Lattice Boltzmann, Microvessel, Nanoparticle (NP),
NP Adhesion
1 INTRODUCTION
Nanoparticle (NP) has been gradually regarded as a potential therapeutic carrier to deliver drug
to target lesion. The process of NPs transport and adhesion in microvessels is complex in that it
is influenced by multiple factors such as blood flow field, red cells, the properties of NPs, the
external field and the interaction between NPs and vessel wall. NPs with size between 100 and
200 nm are ideal for drug delivery due to the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR)
effect[1]. Recent investigation reveals that larger sized NPs tend to migrate into the ‘cell-free
layer’ through IMFEM simulations [2]. NPs with encapsulated therapeutics have the potential to
permeate and traffic through different tissues and bind to receptors of the target cells [3]. Shape
determines the adhesion pattern of NPs, resulting in improved efficacy of drug carriers with nonspherical shape[4]. Deger et al tested a combination of hyperthermia with 3D conformal
radiotherapy using Co-Pd thermos-seeds for the treatment of prostate cancer and the intraprostatic temperatures achieved were about 42–46°C with no side effects [5]. However, previous
studies ignored the effect of NPs on blood flow field when analyzing the movement mechanism
of NPs. This paper presents a numerical study on NPs transport and adhesion along microvessels
for different NPs size, shape and temperature in consideration of the effect of NPs on blood flow
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field and the existence of RBCs.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 RBC movement and deformation model in microvessels
In this paper, we chose Lattice Boltzmann with immersed boundary method (LB-IBM) to simulate
the RBCs’ movement and deformation process. IBM distributes the forces on the boundary to the
surrounding flow field through a Delta function.
F  x f   D  xm  x f  F  xm 
m
(1)
where Delta function is expressed as:
1 
x 
y
D r 
1  cos
  1  cos
 ,| x |2h & | y |2 h
2 
16h 
2h  
2h 
(2)
Accordingly, the velocity of the boundary is updated by the velocity of surrounding flow:
u  x f   D  x f  xm u  x f
f


(3)

2.2 NP movement model
To take the size and shape effect of NPs into consideration when calculate the fluid drag force on
NPs, this paper introduces a boundary condition-enforced immersed boundary-lattice Boltzmann
method.The Brownian force on NPs, the force between NPs and RBCs, the force between NPs and
NPs and the force between NPs and vessel wall are respectively expressed as following equations:
13
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where, kb is Boltzmann constant; T is the local temperature; r is the distance between two particles; dp
is the diameter of NP; σ is the distance between two molecules at zero potential energy;  is the
depth of potential hydrazine; r0 and De stand for the zero force length and surface energy
respectively, and β is a scaling factor; s is the distance between ligand and receptor; K(p) is the elastic
modulus of spring in ligand-receptor model, L0 is the initial length of the spring in


ligand-receptor model,and is the viscosity coefficient.
2.3 Double-distribution- function model
The lattice Boltzmann equations corresponding to Boussinesq hypothesis are expressed as:
1
 fi eq (x, t)  f i (x, t)   tFi
f i (x  ei  t, t   t)  f i (x, t) 
f 
g i (x  ei  t, t   t)  g i (x, t) 

1
 g ieq (x, t)  g i (x, t)   tQi
g 

(7)

(8)

The local macroscopic densities, velocities and temperatures of fluid are respectively calculated as:
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3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The simulation region of this paper is capillary which is 32.5 μm in length and 8 μm in diameter. Them in length and 8 μm in length and 8 μm in diameter. Them in diameter. The
velocity of blood flow in the entrance is 0.024 mm/s. There are105 particles are distributed at the
entrance and 4 red blood cells in the capillary.
3.1 Effect of NP size on NP distribution and adhesion
The NPs at 200nm, 150nm and 100nm in diameter were simulated in this paper. The results in Fig 1
a show that the amount of NPs adhered to vessel wall increases with the decrease of the size of NPs.
What mainly caused the results is that the Brownian force acting on NPs increases as the size
decreases. The vigorous motion makes it easier for NPs to migrate to the vessel wall. But as shown
in Fig 1 b, the smaller NPs are instable when adhered to the vessel wall because of the big Brownian
force, and these NPs may detach from the wall. But in general, the bigger Brownian force promotes
the NPs adhesion.

Fig 1 a. Different adhesion number of NPs in different size and different Brownian force acting on
NPs. b. a tracking of the number of bound ligand-receptor of a certain NP.
3.2 Effect of NP shape
The study took three kinds of shapes to simulate. The results are shown in Fig 2 a, b and c. It is
apparent that non-spherical NPs are easier to migrate and adhere to the wall comparing with spherical
ones, and the adhesion amount of NPs of star shape is more than NPs of rod shape. By analyzing the
flow field, we found that non-spherical NPs caused greater disturbance to flow field than spherical
NPs(shown in Fig 2 d, e and f). The more acutely the flow field changes, the more changeable the
drag force acting on NPs, and the NPs are more likely to move towards the wall.

Fig 2. The adhesion and distribution of NPs of sphere, rod and star shape are described in fig a, b and
c respectively; fig d, e and f show the disturbance of NPs of sphere, rod and star shape caused on the
flow field.
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3.3 Effect of NPs temperature
When MNPs are heated by external field such as magnetic field during the process of transport, the
blood will be heated too. Constant heat flux of 0W/g, 600W/g and 1200W/g are respectively given on
NPs and the local temperature rises to 37℃. , 40 ℃.  and 43 ℃.  accordingly. As shown in Fig 3 a, the
adhesion amount increases as the temperature rises, and it is in proportion to temperature. This is
because the motion of flow field becomes acute(shown in Fig3 b and c) and the Brownian force
increases when the blood is heated, which drives NPs to migrate and adhere to the vessel wall.

Fig3. a. Different adhesion number of NPs heated by constant heat flux of 0W/g, 600W/g and
1200W/g; b, the temperature and flow distribution with the heat flux of 600W/g; c. the temperature
and flow distribution with the heat flux of 1200W/g.
4 CONCLUSION
The transport and adhesion of NPs drug carriers in microvessels is affected by the size and shape of
NPs as well as the temperature of NPs. The smaller the NPs are, the more the adhesion amount are.
The reason is that Brownian force on NPs increases as the size of NPs decreases, which drives NPs to
migrate to the vessel wall. The simulation also indicates that non-spherical NPs such as NPs in rod
and star shape are more likely to adhere comparing with spherical ones in that non-spherical NPs
cause greater disturbance on flow field which promotes the migration of NPs towards vessel wall. It
is found that NPs adhesion can be enhanced if NPs are heated, and at the range of temperature
beyond 45℃. , the number of adhered NPs increases as the temperature rises in that high temperature
makes the flow acute and causes greater Brownian force on NPs, and that promote the migration and
adhesion to the vessel wall.
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SUMMARY
In this paper, skin temperature measurements were first implemented on diabetic and normal rats’
hind paw using the Microtest which is capable of heating, recording data and making wavelet
analysis. The heat transfer process was described by one dimensional Pennes equation with an
arteriole perfusion item. Blood perfusions in diabetic rats were subsequently estimated via onedimensional heat transfer modeling and generic optimization algorithm. The results show that
compared to the normal rats, the average blood perfusion in diabetic rats is lower than that of
normal group and the response of the vasomotion to thermal stimulation is slower than that of the
normal one.
Key words: blood perfusion, heat transport model, diabetic SD rats, genetic algorithm
1 INTRODUCTION
Type 2 diabetes mellitus is frequently accompanied by microcirculation complications.
Relationship between abnormal thermoregulation and vasodilation are widely concerned in recent
years. Nieuwenhoff et al proposed that micorvascular function can be assessed by using time
constant in the process of heating and cooling skin surface [1]. Tang [2] implemented one
dimensional Pennes equation to investigate heat wave transport in skin tissue. Compared to the
mathematical model in ref [1], Tang’s model considered blood perfusion inside the arteriole and
heat transfer in depth direction of the tissue but not just on skin surface. Melo A R estimated the
blood perfusion in Tumors by minimizing the error of calculated temperature profile and a
reference profile with the aids of genetic algorithm, which is a conventional optimization method.
To compare the thermal signal between normal rats and diabetic ones, this work is composed of
several processes: (i) construction of diabetic model in rats; (ii) temperature measurements of
diabetic and normal rats; (iii) calculation of skin temperature variation using the 1D numerical
model; (iiii) blood perfusion estimation via GA. The executing processes are illustrated in the
following sections.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Experiment
We induced diabetic rats by streptozotocin subcutaneous injection. After three month of feeding, 7
diabetic rats, 9 healthy rats and 6 diabetic rats with diet control satisfied experimental conditions.
Fig1.a and b show the measuring device Microtest and Fig1.b is the probe with which heating,
cooling down and temperature measuring can be performed. Each test contains three stages. The
skin temperature was warmed up in the preheating stage, until it reaches about 41 ºC. The first
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heating stage lasts 10 minutes with larger heating power and the second heating stage lasts 15
minutes with 20% of heating rated power of Microtest.
As microcirculation at paw is prone to be influenced by high glucose, we fixed the left hind paw as
the measuring point on the prone as shown in Fig1.c. All measurements were performed in the
same room and the environmental temperature was 27ºC to 30ºC. Animals acclimatized to the room
for at least 20 minutes before the start of measurements.

a

c

b

Fig.1 Microtest device and temperature data collection process
(a)Microtest processor. (b) Microtest sensor. (c) measurement on a rat’s paw.
2.2 Mathematical model
A 1D mathematical model was employed to describe the heating and recovering phase considering
the perfusion of an arteriole. The schematic diagram of the model is presented in Fig.2. We
assumed an arteriole in the depth of l=0.5mm under the skin surface and the total calculating length
is 1.5mm.

Fig2. 1D skin tissue model.
Eq.1 is Pennes equation describing heat transfer in tissue. Tb is the blood temperature which is
constant in this model. ρ and ρb are density of tissue and blood, c and cb are tissue and blood
specific heat respectively. λ is the effective tissue thermal conductivity. Metabolic source of heat
Qm was neglected. ωb is blood perfusion whose value in the arteriole is not zero, while it is zero in
the other place. .

c

T
 2T
  2  Qm  b  bcb Tb  T 
t
x
wb  x  0  0

(1)
(2)

Heat exchange with surrounding media is described in Eq.3, where h is convection coefficient with
the environment and T∞ is the environment temperature. Q is heat flux imposed by Microtest.
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In the 1.5mm-depth of the tissue, adiabatic condition is assigned



T
x
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0

(4)

2.3 Optimization method for estimation of blood perfusion
Genetic algorithm (GA) is an optimization inspired by the process of natural selection relying on
operations such as mutation, crossover and selection. It was implemented to search the blood
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perfusion item in Pennes equation to match the computational results with the experiment results.
GA toolbox in Matlab was applied in this work in which the objective function was defined by the
least squares of computed values and experimental data as shown in Eq.5. t is time, Tt,cal is the
computed value by numerical simulation and Tt,ep is the temperature data recorded by Microtest.
The 1500s testing time is divided into 15 segments so that the blood perfusion in each period can
be obtained

J   Tt ,cal  Tt ,ep 
1500

2

(5)

t 1

Fig.3 illustrates the optimization process where the optimization starts with the initial population
and continues until the desired precision is obtained.

Fig.3 Problem description: GA coupled with the numerical simulation
3 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
3.1 Measured temperature of normal rats and diabetic rats
Fig.4 shows the measured temperature variations of the seven normal rats (a) and nine diabetic rats
(b). In the first heating stage, temperature rise slightly. In the second heating stage, temperature
declines sharply at first and the decreasing rate becomes smaller subsequently. Temperature curves
of the normal rats are intensively distributed and rise slowly compared to those of diabetic rats at
the first heating stage.

b

a

Fig.4 temperature curve of normal rats and diabetic rats in experiment.
(a)normal rat. (b) diabetic rats.
3.2 Blood perfusion solved by GA
Fifteen arteriolar blood perfusions corresponding to fifteen time segments were obtained in each
test. We focused on the average perfusion at the first heating stage which we called phase 1 and the
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first fifty seconds of the second heating stage which we called phase 2. After the preheating, vessel
in phase 1 was vasodilative. Phase 2 is the adjacent phase between the first and second heating
stage and blood perfusion alteration exhibits the thermoregulation capacity. Blood perfusion of 7
normal rats and 7 diabetic rats in phase 1 and phase 2 are shown in Fig.5a and Fig.5b respectively.
It is seen that the average perfusion of diabetic rats in phase 1 is distinctly lower than that in normal
rats and the difference of the perfusion between phase1 and phase2 are smaller than that of normal
rats obviously as well.
4. Discussion and conclusion
In phase 1, blood takes away heat to keep skin temperature stable due to the cooling effect of blood.
Thus, the higher increasing rate of skin temperature means smaller blood perfusion in the arteriole.
Larger difference of perfusion in phase 1 and 2 implies that the response of the arteriole to the
thermal stimulus is faster. In some diabetic rats, the degree of blood perfusion alteration in phase 2
and phase 1 is much lower than the average one of the normal rats which might be caused by
microcirculation lesion.
There could also be additional confounding factors which we did not take in account such as the
different heat conductivity coefficient and complicated vessel structure. Sensitivity analysis is
going to be added and the bioheat transfer model could be developed. This work provides a new
method for the assessment of microcirculation dysfunction.

a.

b.
Fig.5 Blood perfusions of the first stage and second stage of (a) normal rats; (b) diabetic rats.
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SUMMARY
Hyperthermia can stimulate local blood vessel expansion of the skin, promote blood circulation, and
increase blood flow. The variation of the blood vessel during heating was obtained by Kudryashov's
model. We have developed a computational model of skin heat transfer to investigate the unsteady flow
of blood through a varying arterial segment. The influence of blood flow on tissue temperature was
analyzed.
Keywords: skin tissue, blood vessel diameter, numerical simulation
1 INTRODUCTION
Heat transfer in living tissues is a key issue to thermal therapies. To ensure heat treatment efficiency
in the therapies, the dynamic temperature field of the heated tissue obtained by the numerical simulation
is used to analyze the influencing factors and predict the treatment outcome. The blood circulation plays
a different and significant role in the adaptive optimization of the treatment procedure in solid tissues.
There is a complex coupling relationship between blood flow and heat transfer in living tissues [1,2].
The structure of a blood vessel tree in living tissue, the blood velocity, and the properties of blood can
all significantly affect the heat transfer between the tissues and blood and change the tissue temperature.
In the human circulatory system, blood flowing through different branches of the arterial/venous tree,
heat is distributed through tissues evenly to the whole body and so heat cannot accumulate in any part
of the tissue medium. The manner in which the transfer of heat in the living human body takes place is
somewhat complicated. When the local heat is exerted in the tissue, the blood circulation can be
accelerated and the vasodilatation take place. Variation in blood flow due to changes in the temperature
was investigated by Barcroft and Edholm [3]. Widmer investigated the skin blood flow and the
vasomotion response in the Pallid bat wing to local heating [4]. Minson [5]and Barcroft [3] studies the
blood flow variation in the human skin during local heating, respectively. These studies show that local
heat can induce significant increase in blood flow and the diameter of the blood vessel. Kudryashov [6]
made an attempt to determine the relationship between skin blood flow and the diameter of blood vessel.
The flow in the expanding or contracting vessel has received attention of several researchers in the past.
Bujurke et al. [7] obtained a series solution for the unsteady flow in a contracting or expanding pipe
with varying radius having applications in blood flow in the veins and a thin bronchial tube. Akbar [8]
presented an analytical solution of blood flow (obeying Walter’s B fluid model) through a converging/
diverging arterial segment having stenosis by employing regular perturbation method. However, the
effect of the enlarging blood vessel on the heat transfer during hyperthermia has never been considered.
This paper will consider this kind of work.
2 HEAT TRANSFER MODEL
2.1 Geometry
We consider two dimensional skin tissue including epidermis layers; dermis and subcutaneous layer
with the thickness of 0.2μm, 5μm and 44.8μm. The aim of this paper is to study the effect of the vessel
expansion during heating. For simplicity, a Y-type bifurcation vascular network in the subcutaneous
layer was set in the subcutaneous layer, as shown in Fig.1. The angle was 60. The dermis is very
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sparingly supplied with capillaries and the capillary beds of skin lying immediately below the epidermis,
and thus, the contribution of these small vessels to the heat transfer can be ignored [9,10].
We adopted the relationship between the expansion and contraction of the vessel and the blood flow
rate which was supplied by Kudryashov [6]. Thus, in the simulation, we consider unsteady, laminar,
incompressible，a two-dimensional flow of blood through an arterial segment with slowly varying
radius. The mathematically function of the vessel variation at different condition is shown in Fig.2.
2
3
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Fig.1 Physical model
2.2 Mathematical equations of the model and boundary conditions
The mathematical equations of the heat transfer model of blood flow are as follows. By solving these equations,
the velocity and temperature distribution of flowing blood can be calculated.
Mass conservation equation:
𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝑢
⃗)=0
(1)
Momentum conservation equation:
𝜕(𝜌𝑢𝑖 )
+ 𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝜌𝑢𝑖 𝑢
⃗ ) = −(𝛻𝑃)𝑖 + 𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝜂𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑢𝑖 )
(2)
𝜕𝑡
Energy conservation equation:
𝜕𝑇
𝜆
+ 𝑑𝑖𝑣(𝑢
⃗ 𝑇) = 𝑑𝑖𝑣 ( 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑇)
(3)
𝑐𝜌
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𝜕𝑡

For the boundary conditions, the top wall is maintained at a
constant temperature t=316K and the bottom wall is maintained at
a constant temperature t=310K. Periodic Boundary Conditions is
applied on the other wall. The inlet temperature of the fluid is equal
to 310K.The physical parameters is listed in Table 1. The border of
the vessel is slowly varying during heating. The blood flows into
the vessels from the single ones and flow out of the vessel from the
branches. At the exits of the branch vessels, the relative
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pressure Pout is 0 Pa. The walls of these vessels are not
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permeable. The no-slip boundary condition was used at the
45
vessel walls.
0
50
100
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Time (s)
Three cases are simulated, whose vessel varying condition
Fig.2 Variation of vessel diameter with time
are different. According to Kudryashov's model, slowly varying
diameter can be put mathematically as shown in Fig.2. The
oscillation attenuation occurred in vessel diameters. However, the amplitude of the regulation process
reduced to a very low value after one cycle. Therefore, a rapid increase followed by a transient drop in
vessel diameter, and then a tiny secondary progressive rise to a plateau can be seen. Higher heating
temperature exhibited significantly greater dilation and the vessels dilated to a significantly less degree
at lower heating temperature. The fitted curve as shown in the follows is introduced in the numerical
simulation.
case1:
D= constant value
(4)
case2:
D = 20.10exp(−0.00121τ1.84 − 1.78) × cos(0.06456τ1.06 + 2.87) + 3.25
(5)
case3:
D = 61.91exp(−0.00389τ1.61 − 2.21) × cos(0.093646τ0.99 + 2.78) + 6.34
(6)
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The numerical solution procedure adopts semi-implicit method of pressure-coupled equations
(SIMPLE algorithm). Discretization scheme of control equations adopts the second-order upwind
scheme. The UDF program was used to complete the vessel boundary variation.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig.3 shows the average temperature along the x direction at the same y =27.5μm, 24μm, 20μm
and -20μm at case 2. Skin tissue warms up rapidly after being heated. Because the skin tissue is very
thin, the heat transfer process is very fast, only 27 seconds can make the whole skin tissue temperature
stable. The tissue near the abdominal cavity is affected by the constant temperature inside the abdominal
cavity, and the temperature is lower. The tissues close to the interior need more reaction time to achieve
temperature stability.
Fig.4 shows average Temperature variation with time under different cases. At the initial stage of
heating, the temperature response curves of three cases almost coincide, and the influence of blood flow
can be neglected. This is because the temperature difference between blood and tissue is very small at
the initial stage of heating, and heat transfer mainly depends on tissue heat conduction. Meanwhile, the
final temperature is similar. However, from the local enlarged figure of temperature variation at y=20μm, the vessel enlargement affect the heat transfer performance. The temperature decreased due to
the quick vasomotion and then increased. At y=20μm, the effect of blood flow is less, although the
temperature is still the lowest in case 3 before 50s.
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Fig.3 Average Temperature of different cross-section at
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Fig.4 Average Temperature variation with time under
different cases

heating temperature of 316 K

The variation of Nusselt number with time at three case is presented in Fig. 5. It is observed that
Nusselt number decreases with time and increases when the vessel enlarges. This is due to the fact that
the temperature difference between the blood and tissue is larger at the beginning. In the case of
distensible tube, the Nusselt number varies with time as the arterial cross-section varies
slowly.
According to Eq(7)，the wall shear stress is proportional to the blood flow. If the blood vessel
keeps constant when heating, the vascular wall should endure greater wall shear stress. Fig. 6 shows the
comparison of wall shear stress between the constant vessel wall and enlarged vessel wall. The increase
of vascular diameter largely limits the increase of wall shear stress, which is very important for
maintaining the relative stability of vascular endothelial stress. This physiological behavior effectively
reduces cell inflammation and apoptosis caused by excessive wall shear stress on blood vessels [11,12].
𝜕𝑣𝑥 (𝑟)
4𝜇𝑄
𝜏𝑠ℎ (𝑡) = −𝜇 𝜕𝑟
= 𝜋𝑅(𝑡)3
(7)
|
𝑟=𝑅(𝑡)
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SUMMARY
This study aims to propose a non-invasive assessment for lower extremity microcirculation. 20
females and 20 males (21-80 years) participated in the experiment were divided into diabetes group
and control group. The pulse waves of all subjects were detected by photoelectric sensors on the
left and right big toes and recorded by our laboratory-developed detection system. The
characteristic parameters of pulse waves were calculated and statistically analyzed. The results
showed that the microcirculation in lower extremity changed in the diabetes group and the
characteristics of pulse wave could be applied to assess the diabetes.
Key words: diabetes, lower extremity microcirculation, pulse wave

1

INTRODUCTION

As a group of metabolic disorders, diabetes can cause many complications, among which diabetes
with lower extremity arterial disease is due to the damage in small blood vessels. However, there
has been no effective method to detect the microcirculation in extremity. Pulse wave has been
reported to be an effective way to reflect blood circulation[1], therefore, in this study a noninvasive assessment for lower extremity microcirculation by using pulse wave is proposed.

2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Subjects
20 females and 20 males between 21 and 80 years old participated in the experiment. The subjects
were divided into diabetes group and control group. The diabetes group consisted of 26 subjects,
among whom 13 subjects suffered from lower extremity arterial disease. The other 14 subjects
without diabetes and lower extremity disease were included in the control group.
2.2 Experiment
The pulse waves of all subjects were continuously detected for more than 6s by photoelectric
sensors clamped on the left and right big toes, and recorded by our laboratory-developed detection
system. The blood pressure at the right upper brachial artery and bilateral ankle artery was
measured respectively by the blood vessel Doppler detector with 8MHz probe.
2.3 Pulse wave processing method
Pulse wave was filtered using hardware (30Hz, low-pass filter) and Hanning window function
(30Hz, low-pass filter), and the baseline fitted by a cubic spline interpolation function was
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removed, thus the interference from pulse wave could be filtered out. Besides, pulse wave was
normalized from minimum value to maximum value to 0-1.
2.4 Calculation of characteristic parameters
Ankle-brachial index (ABI), the ratio of the blood pressure at the ankle to the upper arm was
calculated to assess peripheral arterial condition [2]. ABI≥0. 9 was regarded as normal value and
ABI<0. 9 was abnormal in our study. The subjects with abnormal ABI were further diagnosed as
lower limb artery diseases by angiography. The characteristic parameters K1dt, K2dt, αdt, K1mt,
K2mt, αmt were extracted from pulse waves from all subjects. K1dt and K2dt are the normalized
average blood flow before and after the dicrotic notch. αdt is the ratio of the area under the pulse
wave before the dicrotic notch to the area under the complete pulse wave (αdt= K1dt / (K1dt +
K2dt)). K1mt and K2mt are the normalized average blood flow before and after the maximum of
pulse wave. αmt is the ratio of the area under the pulse wave before the maximum to the area under
the complete pulse wave (αmt= K1mt / (K1mt + K2mt)). All these parameters are shown in Fig.1.
2.5 Statistic analysis
Experimental measurement data was expressed as Mean±SD and was statistically processed by
SPSS 18.0 software (IBM Corporation, New York, United States) using independent-samples T test.
P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Example of a normalized pulse wave. (a) K1mt and K2mt are the normalized average blood flow before and
after the maximum of pulse wave. M is the time corresponding to the maximum of the pulse wave. (b) K1dt and K2dt are
the normalized average blood flow before and after the dicrotic notch, D is the time corresponding to the dicrotic notch.

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The characteristic parameters K1dt, K2dt, αdt, K1mt, K2mt, αmt in control group, diabetes group
with normal ABI and diabetes group with abnormal ABI were analyzed, and the results are shown
in Fig.2. The results showed that all the parameters of diabetes group with normal ABI were
slightly lower than diabetes group with abnormal ABI, and the K1de, K2dt and K2mt of diabetes
group were lower than those of control group. The αdt and αmt of diabetes group whether with
normal or abnormal ABI were significantly larger than the control group (p<0.05), while the αdt
and αmt had no significant difference (p>0.05) between normal and abnormal ABI within the
diabetes group. The mechanism of this result might be that diabetic patients is in the condition of
high blood sugar, fat and protein metabolism disorder for a long time, leading to the peripheral
vascular artery arteriosclerosis, narrow or even occlusion and corresponding changes of the pulse
wave.
It is concluded that the microcirculation in lower extremity changed in the diabetes group and the
characteristics of pulse wave could be applied to assess the diabetes.
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Figure 2. Statistic results of K1dt, K2dt, αdt, K1mt, K2mt and αmt. The αdt and αmt of diabetes group were significantly
larger than the control group (p<0.05), While αdt and αmt had no significant difference (p>0.05) between normal and
abnormal ABI within the diabetes group.
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SUMMARY

Despite the crucial role of nitric oxide (NO) in the homeostasis of the vasculature, quantitative
description of NO transport and distribution in arteries is still unclear. To model and analyze NO
transport in the healthy, atherosclerotic and stented arteries, we numerically simulated the blood
flow and the convection-diffusion-reaction transport of NO in the lumen and the diffusion-reaction
transport of NO in the wall. The distribution of NO is controlled by local hemodynamics and
modulated differently by NO scavengers in the lumen and within the wall. The lipid core that
containing the macrophages would greatly increase the local nitric oxide concentration.
Key words: nitric oxide, mathematical model, hemodynamics
1 INTRODUCTION
Nitric oxide (NO) is a pivotal regulator in vascular homeostasis, and the change in its
bioavailability has been proposed as a major mechanism of endothelial dysfunction and a crucial
modulator of vascular diseases [1]. To perform the versatile physiological functions, NO must
transport from the site of synthesis to its target, which is a complex process in the vasculature. In
physiological condition, the major NO-producing source in the vascular system is considered to be
located at the vascular endothelium and its production rate is modulated by wall shear stress (the
frictional force induced by the movement of blood on the endothelial cells) [2,3]. However, in
atherosclerotic artery, macrophages become the major source of NO. The amount of NO produced
from activated macrophages is much higher than that from endothelium. Once produced, NO can
transport in two directions: one towards the lumen of the blood vessel and the other towards the
vascular wall. In the lumen of the blood vessel, NO would be transported with the blood flow
through convection and be consumed and degraded by numerous reactions, such as oxidation into
nitrite, reaction with thiol group containing biomolecules to produce S-nitrosothiols, and formation
of a complex with hemoglobin (Hb) [4]. In the vascular wall, NO diffuses to its primary target, the
adjacent smooth muscle cells, to modulate smooth muscle relaxation and vasodilation.
2 METHODOLOGY
These complex transport process is hard to be investigated experimentally and numerical
simulations have shown to be a powerful tool. To model and analyze NO transport in the healthy,
atherosclerotic and stented arteries, we numerically simulated the blood flow and the convectiondiffusion-reaction transport of NO in the lumen and the diffusion-reaction transport of NO in the
wall. The flow simulation was based on the incompressible Navier–Stokes and continuity
equations. In the numerical study, NO production rate at the blood-vessel wall interface was
assumed to depend on wall shear stress and the NO consumption rate in both arterial lumen and
wall is related to the arterial components. The numerical calculations were carried out using a
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validated finite volume-based algorithm Fluent (Ansys. Inc. USA) with a user-defined C-like
function (UDF).
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Firstly, we constructed an idealized axisymmetric stenosis model and simulated the factors that
may affect the NO transport (Figure 1b).[5] The results showed that both the hydraulic conductivity
of the endothelium and the non-Newtonian viscous behavior of blood had little effects on the
distribution of NO. However, blood flow rate, stenosis severity, red blood cells (RBCs), RBC free
layer and NO production rate at the blood-vessel wall interface could significantly affect the
transport of NO. The theoretical study revealed that the transport of NO was significantly hindered
in the disturbed flow region distal to the stenosis. The important role of hemodynamics in NO
transport was further demonstrated in healthy human aorta model and stented arteries.[6,7] The
distribution of NO in the aorta was quite uneven with remarkably reduced NO bioavailability in
regions of disturbed flow, and local hemodynamics could affect NO distribution mainly via flow
dependent NO production rate of endothelium (figure 1a). In stented arteries, the decrease in the
endothelium coverage would greatly reduce the NO concentration and the location of the coverage
relative to the strut significantly affected its distribution. Strut protrusion and thicker strut would
induce flow disruption, which not only decreases NO concentration but also greatly changes NO
distribution, leading to very low NO concentration near the strut, especially the distal region
(Figure 1c). Likewise, strut malapposition and overlap would both diminish the NO concentration.
Therefore, these extrinsic factors including stent design, deployment and damage to endothelium
may affect NO concentration and disturb its distribution in the stented artery, hence contributing to
stent restenosis and thrombosis.

Figure 1. Nitric oxide distribution in human aorta model (a), stenosis model (b) and stented artery
model(c).

Figure 2. Nitric oxide distribution at different locations in human carotid model with lipid pool. (a)
the whole model, (b) the adventitia-tissue interface, (c) lipid pool, arterial lumen and coss section
of arterial wall, and (d) arterial lumen.
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Besides hemodynamics, nitric oxide scavengers and sources would also strongly affect NO
transport. The healthy human aorta model demonstrated that erythrocytes in the blood could
moderately modulate NO concentration in the aorta, especially at the endothelial surface. However,
the reaction of NO within the wall could only slightly affect NO concentration on the luminal
surface, but strongly reduce NO concentration within the aortic wall.[7] To further probe the NO
transport in arterial wall, we constructed the atherosclerotic human carotid model with components
of ulcer, lipid core, calcification based on high resolution MRI images (Figure 2). Preliminary
simulation results shown that the lipid core that containing the macrophages would greatly increase
the local nitric oxide concentration, which is much higher than the physiological amount and may
enhance the development of atherosclerosis.
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1

SUMMARY
Flexible, long, and thin devices, such as guidewires and catheters, are used for endovascular
treatment. In the present study, without the addition of a force sensor, we proposed a method for
estimating the contact force acting on these medical devices using image processing. After
binarization of the acquired image, we approximated the extracted points using the deflection curve
for a cantilever beam and estimated the applied force. Moreover, we corrected the estimation error
by considering the contact position and contact angle. The effectiveness of the proposed method is
demonstrated through a series of experiments.
Key words: flexible wire, force estimation, image processing, endovascular treatment
1

INTRODUCTION

Flexible, long, and thin devices, such as catheters and guidewires, are used in the treatment of
infarctions and aneurysms. Since wide incisions of tissue are not necessary in order to approach
lesions using catheters and guidewires, such surgeries can produce equivalent results with less pain
and better functioning compared to open surgery. However, manipulation of these flexible devices
is limited to pushing, pulling, and twisting at the proximal portion outside the human body, and the
procedure is very difficult due to the small diameter and tortuosity of blood vessels. Moreover, the
contact could lead to the stimulation and injury on the vessel wall. One method to improve the
manipulability of these medical devices is measurement of the contact force (e.g., excessive contact
force) between the device tip and the vessel wall.
Therefore, various catheter-type sensors have been developed to measure the contact force [1].
However, it is difficult to attach a force sensor because space is limited in the human body.
Therefore, we propose a method for estimating the contact force acting on flexible medical devices
(e.g., guidewires and catheters) using image processing of the deformation state without the
addition of a force sensor. In engineering fields, image processing methods used to evaluate
flexible wires in, for example, hot-line maintenance work [2]. However, there is a lack of research
on estimating the contact force during endovascular treatment using image processing. In clinical
situations, it is possible to use X-ray images. After binarization of the acquired image, we
approximated the extracted points by the deflection curve for a cantilever beam and estimated the
applied force. Moreover, we corrected the estimation error by considering the contact position and
contact angle.
2 METHOD
2.1 Experiment
The experimental apparatus used in the present study is shown in Fig. 1. As a fundamental study,
we evaluated the situation where a concentrated load is applied on the wire tip. Assuming a
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guidewire, we used a shape-memory alloy (SMA) wire (outer diameter (OD): 0.3 mm, Ni-Ti superelastic wire). The SMA wire was fixed vertically, and a contact force was applied to the wire tip by
an indenter connected to a load cell (Kyowa Electronic Instruments Co. Ltd., LSV-100GA). After
the contact, the load cell was moved from 0 to 10 mm by a manual stage. The yellow arrow in Fig.
1 shows the direction of the movement and the measurement of the load cell. The distance (l)
between the fixed point and the contact point (points A and B in Fig. 1, respectively) is 16 mm. A
USB camera (Hozan Tool Ind. Co., Ltd., L-835, 1280×960 screen resolution) was positioned beside
the wire and was used to acquire images during the experiment. A length of 1 mm corresponds to
the length of 21 pixels. The SMA wire was illuminated from the lower direction with an LED ring
light (Micronet Inc., Four Seasons).

Shape-memory
alloy wire

A

Original image

l

B

Gray-scale image after image extraction

Load cell
Binarization
𝑦

Illumination

Manual
stage

Calculation of approximation curve
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Figure 1: Experimental equipment

x

Figure 2: Image processing procedure

2.2 Image processing
After the experiment, the acquired images were assessed, and the applied force was estimated by
software developed in a LabVIEW (National Instruments Co.) environment. The procedure of
image processing to estimate the contact force (W) is shown in Fig. 2. The definitions of the origin
and the x and y axes are shown in this figure. After binarization of the SMA wire image, we
approximated the extracted points by the following deflection curve for a cantilever beam and
determined a3, a1, and a0 as constants:

W
( x3  3 l 2 x  2 l 3)
6 EI
 a3 x3  a1 x  a0
y

(1)

where EI is the bending stiffness. Substituting x = 0 into Eq. (1), the tip deflection (ymax) can be
calculated as follows:

y max 

W l3
3EI

(2)

Using a3, a1, and a0 in Eq. (1) and ymax in Eq. (2), we calculated the following four types of
estimated force (We3, We1, We0, and Wed):

W e3  6 EIa3

(3)

2 a1 EI

(4)

W e1 

2

l
3 a0 EI
W e0 
3
l
3EI
W ed  y max 3
l
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(5)
(6)

As EI, we used the measured values obtained through the three-point bending test. As ymax, we used
the difference between the maximum and minimum values of the y coordinates of the extracted
points.
We then compared the calculated force (We3, We1, We0, and Wed) with the applied force measured by
the load cell (Wa). The large bending state of the flexible cantilever is shown in Fig. 3. As shown in
this figure, the following two errors may occur.


As the wire deforms, the contact angle changes from the measurement direction of the load
cell. Therefore, the applied force is different from that measured by the load cell.
 As the wire deforms, the length between the fixed point and the contact point become
larger than l (the initial length).

L
x

Wa

a

b

l

θ0

θ0
Wa’ y

Figure 3: Bending state of the cantilever
In order to evaluate these effects, we calculated the deflection angle (θ) and the length between the
fixed point and contact point (L) in Fig. 3, and corrected We1, We0, Wed, and Wa. Here, θ is expressed
as follows:

dy
 3 a3 x2  a1
dx
Substituting x = 0 into Eq. (7), θ0 (θ on the contact point) can be calculated as follows:
θ  tan θ 

θ 0  a1

(7)

(8)

Ignoring the surface friction and using θ0 in Eq. (8), we calculated Wa'a’ as the actual applied force as
follows:

Wa 
'

Wa
cos θ 0

(9)

Using Eq. (1), L is expressed as follows:
2

dy
x
L   A 1  ( ) dx
xB
dx

(10)

where xA and xB are the x coordinates of points A and B, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. As xA and
xB, we used the maximum and minimum values, respectively, of the x coordinates of the extracted
'
'
'
points. Replacing l with L in Eqs. (4), (5), and (6), we calculated We1e1, We0e0, and Weded, respectively.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The relationship between the calculated force (We3, We1, We0, and Wed) and the applied force
measured by the load cell (Wa) is shown in Fig. 4(a). As shown in Fig. 4(a), the estimated force is
proportional to the actual force, and the gradient is approximately 1. Namely, we could estimate the
force by image processing. However, when the force was large, the difference between the
estimated force and Wa became large. In particular, when l was used in the estimation (We1, We0,
and Wed), the difference became large.
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Figure 5 shows θ0 and L. As Wa become large, |θ0| and L also become large. The relationship
'
'
'
between the calculated force (We3, W
We1e1, We0e0 , and Weded) and Wa'a is shown in Fig. 4(b). As shown in
'
'
'
this figure, the relationship (W
We0e0, and Weedd) becomes closer to a line having a gradient of 1.
We1e1, W
Namely, the consideration of the contact position and contact angle are useful for the error
correction.
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Figure 4: Relationship between actual force and estimated force
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Figure 5: Effect of applied force on deflection angle and pressed distance
4 CONCLUSIONS
In the present study, we proposed a method for estimating the contact force acting on an
endovascular treatment device using image processing. Through experiments using the developed
image processing software, we showed that the estimated force is proportional to the actual force.
Furthermore, it was proved that consideration of the contact position and contact angle is useful for
error correction. In a future study, through experiments using actual guidewires, catheters, and
blood vessel models, we intend to improve the proposed method in order to adapt to various
clinical situations where the contact forces are distributed over the surface of these devices.
Moreover, it is necessary to estimate three-dimensional contact forces using two images acquired
by two cameras.
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1

SUMMARY
In this study, we developed an interface for numerical simulation of blood flow to assist surgery for
an individual patient. A method is proposed to automate the segmentation process by a trained
cGAN (Conditional Generative Adversarial Networks) [1] model of patient-specific medical
images. In addition, the paper presented a method to create interactively a set of predictive vessel
geometry following by surgery in order to predict the hemodynamics status after surgery. The
present methods was applied to a patient with carotid stenosis, and the results showed that the
proposed interface could handle patient-specific data effectively and could be applied for computerassisted surgeries
Key words: blood flow simulation, computer assisted surgery, conditional generative adversarial
networks

1

INTRODUCTION

Intravascular surgeries for cerebrovascular diseases are performed at a loacation that greatly affects
functions of the brain. Therefore, precise manipulation is required. Since the circle of Willis, which
is the main component of cerebral artery network, has a complex vascular network that
automatically adjusts the blood flow, it is necessary to fully consider the effects and the risk of the
surgery. In this paper, a method of computer-assisted surgery is developed based on the above two
aspects
Blood flow simulation has been developed [2] to compute the hemodynamics inside the human
body. Furthermore, given a postoperative blood vessel geometry that is derived by methods such as
CAD (Computer assisted design), it allows users to simulate the hemodynamic status [3] after the
surgery, thus the risk of the surgery can be predicted and prevented. Blood flow simulation is
widely used by computational engineers. However, since it requires preparation and postprocessing of data, it is considered difficult for surgeons to understand and practice in clinical study.
As for preparation of data, it is necessary to construct a patient-specific vessel geometric model
from medical images, which requires a method of image segmentation to extract the region of the
target vessels. In general, the segmentation of vessel regions is conducted semi-manually with the
method of region growing [6], which is time-consuming. On the other hand, the automation of
image segmentation by deep learning often requires a large-scale size of datasets to train the model
and make the model robust. However, this is not easy due to the limited size of medical image
datasets.
In this study, we encapsulate the solver of blood flow simulation in an interface which has two
functions. The first function is for modelling, in which users create vessels geometry from patientspecific medical images and from an interactive operation. The second function is visualization,
which feeds back the simulation results to assist the real surgery. The interface connects and
exchanges data between input and solver as well as output and solver.
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2 METHODOLOGY
The interface exchanges data between input and the solver, and also between output and solver. The
input-solver interface is to convert medical images into geometric models for simulation. The
geometric models are made from the vessel regions annotated in medical images by matching
cubes method in the modelling software, “V-modeler” [6].
2.1 Preoperative modeling
In this study, a cGAN model is used to annotate vessel regions automatically in the slices of
medical images. The cGAN are networks such that is widely used in image segmentation tasks,
even with a small dataset. The networks are trained with MRI (Magnetic resonance images) of 12
patients with different diseases including stenosis and occlusion.
The images are pre-processed into slices in the z-direction and are resized into 256*256. The slices
are histogram averaged to eliminate errors between stations made by different manufacturers.
The results are generated as mask images. For post-processing, all the pixels in the mask images
are binarized according to a binarization function.
Comparing to the conventional method, in this study, three adjacent slices are combined into a
sample in the dataset. By this way, every sample contains local features not only in the x-y plane,
but also in the z-axis. The three adjacent slices are compressed into three channels, respectively R,
G, and B channel.
2.2 Predictive modeling
The post-operative vessel geometric model can be generated virtually, and the post-operative
hemodynamic status can be simulated using the model. Generation of a predictive geometric model
is performed through a GUI method that can be monitored in real time. The GUI is developed
based on Microsoft Foundation Classes.
As the same time as the new geometric model is displayed, new data representing the postoperative vessel status are also created which is able to directly use for blood simulation.
2.3 Visualization
We have developed a method to map the simulation results onto a 3D surface model to assist
investigating the effects of surgery on hemodynamics. The surface model is constructed by the
patient-specific model made by the method introduced in 2.1 or 2.2, and a reference model that
represents the general condition of human’s vascular network [5].

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The modelling process of the interface is applied to construct both preoperative and predictive
model of a real patient who had left ICA (internal carotid artery) stenosis with a NASCET stenosis
ratio as 73%.
A preoperative vessel geometry is created by the cGAN model that was trained according to the
way described in 2.1, the result is shown in Fig.1 (1), which is compared with the model that was
constructed with ground truth (Fig.1 (2)). From the comparison, it can be noticed that although it
still needs correction to generate a proper, completed geometry, the total working time including
the time required for the correction is still less than the conventional method (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1 The vessel geometry generated by (1) cGAN model; (2)ground truth

Fig. 2 Time consumed in segmentation process with the conventional method and the
proposed method
As for prediction of the surgery, the method in 2.2 is applied to generate a predictive geometry, in a
way to mimic CAS (Carotid Artery Stenting) surgery and to widen the stenosis as shown by the
yellow frame in Fig.3.

Fig. 3 Performing a virtual surgery to change the preoperative geometry into a predictive
one

Figure 4 shows the simulation results of a preoperative simulation and a predictive one which is
obtained by a virtual surgery to improve the stenosis. The color shows flow rates and the arrows
show the direction of the local blood flow. By the visualization, unbalanced blood flow can be
observed in the preoperative results, while the blood flow in the right side tries to supply blood to
the left side, especially in Lt. MCA. As shown in the results, the blood flow on the stenosis side is
restored by the surgery.
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Fig. 4 Visualization of the simulation results at circle of Willis
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SUMMARY
Coil embolization is an effective treatment option for cerebral aneurysms. However, it remains to
be solved that about one-fifth of the aneurysms would recanalize even after the aneurysms were
embolized completely. In order to investigate that what is happening to the coils when the
aneurysms recanalize after coil embolization, we performed computational fluid dynamic analysis
in 20 internal carotid artery aneurysms.
Key words:

1

Intracranial aneurysm, coil embolization, recanalization

INTRODUCTION

Coil embolization is not only a less invasive but also an effective treatment option for cerebral
aneurysms. However, it remains to be solved that about one-fifth of the aneurysms would
recanalize after coil embolization and half of them require re-treatment.
According to the previous researches, aneurysm recanalization after coil embolization is likely to
happen in such aneurysms with large diameter, after rupture and with intramural thrombus. And
recent researches revealing that hemodynamic force is also a very strong factor that is related to the
aneurysm recanalization.
We wondered that what is happening to the coils when the aneurysms recanalize after coil
embolization. Are the coils translated or deformed according to hemodyanamic force? When the
coils are deformed, are they compacted or expanded?
To seek the answers for such research questions, we performed computational fluid dynamic
analysis in 20 internal carotid artery aneurysms.

2 METHODOLOGY
Subjects
Twenty patients were identified and included in this study as follows.
1.
Internal carotid artery aneurysms with coil embolization
2.
Treated at the University of Tokyo Hospital between April 2008 and March 2017
3.
Three dimensional rotational angiograms were obtained both just after and one year after
the embolization.
For these 20 patients, the embolization status just after and one year after the embolization were
investigated from the medical charts.
CFD
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Vessels were segmented from the three dimensional rotational angiograms with contrast injection
and used for the CFD analysis. The assumptions were simple in this study as follows.
1.
Rigid wall
2.
Newtonian fluid with specific gravity of 1053kg/m3 and dynamic viscosity of 4 cP.
3.
Zero surface pressure to the all outlets.
4.
Non-pulsatile flow with a flow volume to make the wall shear stress 2.0Pa at the inlet
segment of internal carotid artery.
CFD parameters calculated were as follows.
1.
Spatially averaged velocity in the aneurysm cavity
2.
Spatially averaged velocity at the orifice of aneurysm
3.
Spatially averaged wall shear stress on the aneurysm
Coil
Coils were segmented from the three dimensional rotational angiograms without contrast injection
(mask image) which were obtained just after and one year after the embolization. These two images
were registrated according to the skull base bones, and the changes in locations and shapes were
measured in a three-dimengional image processing workstation.
Statistics
Logistic regression analysis were performed according to the embolization status.

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
When the aneurysm recanalized, the coils were not only moved but also deformed. As well as the
aneurysm recanalization, the coil deformations were significantly related to the aneurysm flow
dynamic parameters.
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SUMMARY

We report a novel model of a cochlear nerve response which is stimulated by an artificial sensory
epithelium. An oscillation characteristic of the artificial sensory epithelium is simulated based on a
lumped mass model and electrical stimuli are calculated from the results of the artificial sensory
epithelium oscillation. The response of cochlear nerve is analyzed by using Hodgkin-Huxley model
to validate a nerve excitation due to electrical stimuli of the artificial sensory epithelium. A sharp
peak which shows nerve firing is observed according to the electrical stimuli. The proposed model
can guide future animal experiments as well as optimize the artificial sensory epithelium, which is
piezoelectric micromachine type developed by us.
Key words:
1

artificial sensory epithelium, Hodgkin-Huxley model, hair cells

INTRODUCTION

The cochlea in the inner ear converts sound vibrations into electrical signals [1]. That is, a sound
transmitted to the cochlea oscillates the basilar membrane. Subsequently, the inner hair cells, which
are arranged on the membrane, cause neural impulses that travel to a brain through auditory nerves
and we recognize the sound. On the other hand, outer hair cells (OHCs) on the basilar membrane
have a function to enhance the dynamic range of hearing. In the cochlea, the OHCs control the
vibrations of the basilar membrane: weak sounds are amplified by the stretch of the OHCs, tuning
the mechanical properties of the membrane. Due to the function of the OHCs as the amplifier,
human can detect from 20 µPa to 20 Pa pressure variations with the dynamic range over 106, while
the amplitude of the basilar membrane is within in the range from 0.1 nm to 10 nm, which is only
two-order increase. That is, 1/3 compression occurs in the cochlea.
In the present study, we simulate a response of cochlear nerve stimulated by an artificial sensory
epithelium [2-4]. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the feedback system mimicking the
function of OHCs. Based on a lumped mass model, the vibration of the artificial sensory epithelium
is analyzed. Electrical signals generated due to the piezoelectric effect are proportional to an
oscillation characteristic of the artificial sensory epithelium. A cochlear nerve cell is stimulated by
the electrical signals and the response of cochlear nerve is simulated based on Hodgkin-Huxley
model. Results from this simulation show the fact that the electrical signals are often small to excite
nerve without the feedback control. On the other hand, the electrical signals cause nervous
excitation due to an amplification of feedback control. That is, when the electrical signals exceed a
threshold, the nerve is excited according to the electrical signals. This work is necessary to guide
experiments on animals and to develop artificial sensory epitheliums with the wide dynamic range.
2 THEORETICAL MODEL
The simulation model used in this study is shown in Fig. 1. The vibration of the artificial sensory
epithelium is induced by sound stimuli. The electrical signals are generated due to the piezoelectric
effect, which is the appearance of an electrical potential by applied mechanical stress. The electrical
signals are controlled by the feedback system mimicking the function of the OHCs. To be more
specific, a nonlinear velocity feedback signal is applied to the artificial sensory epithelium. The
control signal modifies an effective damping term due to the cubic term of the velocity. As a
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Fig 1 Simulation model of this study. Fig. 2 Results of simulation. The sound with frequency
Lumped mass model and Hodgkin- 20 Hz is applied. (a) membrane potential and electrical
Huxley model are used.
stimuli without control, (b) with feedback control.
consequence of the feedback control, the electrical signals are amplified. The cochlear nerve is
stimulated by using the generated electrical signals. The response of the cochlear nerve is simulated
based on Hodgkin-Huxley model to observe a nerve firing.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The numerical results of the feedback system show that the amplitude of displacement nonlinearly
responds to the external force with the power of 1/3. These behaviors are qualitatively similar to the
response in the mammalian cochleae.
The simulation results of the nerve response are shown in Figs. 2. Figure 2(a) and (b) indicate the
effect of the feedback system mimicking the OHCs on the response of the cochlear nerve. From the
case of no feedback control, membrane potential almost unchanged because the electrical signals
small to induce nerve excitation as shown in Fig. 2(a). On the other hand, nerve excitation is
observed with feedback control as shown in Fig. 2(b). That is, dynamical changes of the membrane
potential are shown at about t = 700 ms later than the artificial sensory epithelium sensed the sound.
From these results, it is considered that there is a threshold to excite the nerve cell. Therefore, it is
important to control the electrical signals in order to expand the dynamic range of the artificial
sensory epithelium.
In the present study, we have proposed a novel theoretical model of the nerve response stimulated
by the artificial sensory epithelium. It is found that an install of the feedback system mimicking the
OHCs can control the nerve excitation. Therefore, the wider dynamic range can be expected.
Moreover, the simulation results can shed light on a guide for future experiments on animals.
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SUMMARY
In this study, resonant frequencies of trapezoidal and sectorial shape membranes that mimic the basilar
membrane in the cochlea is evaluated. Taking into account the liquid-solid interaction, the vibrations
induced by the pressure fluctuations in liquids are represented and the vibration modes are successfully reproduced. The Young’s modulus of the quite thin membrane, which is adjusted with experimental data obtained in air, works well to evaluate the vibration modes in liquids. Consequently, the
numerical results were in good agreement with experimental results from animal tests.
Key words: resonant frequency, basilar membrane, cochlea, liquid-solid interaction

1 INTRODUCTION
The human ear is known to be sensitive to the sound frequency from 20 Hz to 20 kHz and has a
dynamic range of 120 dB (106 ) of sound-pressure level (SPL). This kind of transducer has never been
artificially achieved and therefore, one of the challenging topics in biomechanics and bioengineering
fields [1]. The ear consists of the external ear, the middle ear, and the cochlea, where sound pressures
collected at the external ear are mechanically amplified, during propagating through the middle ear
and the cochlea. At the interface between the middle ear and the cochlea, mechanical vibrations of the
tiny bone in the middle ear is transmitted to the perilymph fluid in the scala vestibuli of the cochlea
via the oval window. The cochlea has three layers that consist of the scala vestibuli, the scala media,
and the scala tympani. The scala vestibuli and the scala tympani are filled with the perilymph fluid
and are connected at the apex. The incompressible liquid motion is compensated by the vibration
of the round window at the end of the scala tympani. Furthermore, the cochlea has a function that
separates sound frequencies applied on the sensory epithelium. It is known that two types of hair cells
are settled along the basilar membrane in the scala media filled with the endolymph fluid. The outer
hair cells have a role to mechanically amplify the vibrations and the amplified amplitudes trigger the
inner hair cells to stimulate auditory nerve cells that transport the electrical signals to the brain. Thus,
the cochlea has a role of the auditory sensor and transducer, which has extremely high resolution and
wide dynamic range of SPL.
On the other hand, focusing on the cochlea, sensorineural hearing loss seriously decrease the quality
of life, and thus the recovery of hearing loss is an important issue. Although it may be quite difficult to fully recover the cochlear function by using the cutting-edge technology, the development of
artificial cochlear devices has progressed to improve the disadvantage. In a previous study [2], we
achieved the frequency selectivity by developing an artificial sensory epithelium based on the microelectromechanical system (MEMS) technology, in which a trapezoidal basilar membrane coated with
poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) responded to sound pressures and generated electrical output voltages by the piezoelectric effect of the PVDF membrane. Due to the trapezoidal shape mimicking the
actual one, the maximum peak positions of the resonant frequencies could be separated on the basilar membrane. Using the artificial device, the auditory brain-stem responses (ABRs) were observed
in deafened guinea pigs [3]. Further improvements are on going to provide a sufficiently available
device for usual human life.
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To optimize the output voltage of the artificial cochlear device, the shape of the basilar membrane has
to be optimally designed. In this study, we propose a computational method to numerically evaluate
resonant frequencies of the basilar membrane in liquids. Vibrations of the basilar membrane of the
cochlea are resulting from the interaction between the membrane and lymphatic fluid. Furthermore,
the quite thin membrane has a Young’s modulus different from the bulk. Therefore, we have to start
at the evaluation of the specific elastic modulus of the membrane and develop a mathematical model
to quantitatively evaluate the resonant frequencies with proper boundary conditions.
2 METHODOLOGY
Herein, we treat the basilar membrane as an elastic body and the equation of motion is expressed as
follows
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where ρM is the density of the elastic body, ζi (x, y, z, t), where i = x, y, z, is the displacement in
the i-axis, σi (x, y, z, t) is the tensile stress in each axis, and τij (x, y, z, t), where {i, j} = {x, y, z},
is the shear stress on the ij-plane. According to the relation between stress and strain, σi and τij are
given by


∑
E
(1 − η)εii + η
σi =
εjj  ,
(2)
(1 + η)(1 − 2η)
j̸=i

τij =

E
εij ,
(1 + η)

(3)

where εij are the strain tensors, E and η are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively.
Assuming an adiabatic condition, the propagation of sound pressure in liquids is expressed by
∂2p
∂p
− ν Ṽ ∆
− c20 ∆p = 0,
2
∂t
∂t

(4)

where p is the pressure, c0 is the sound velocity, ν = µ/ρL is the kinematic viscosity with the liquid
density of ρL , and Ṽ = 4/3 + µB /µ with the bulk viscosity of µB . The interface between the
membrane and the liquid has to contact during a minute vibration and the boundary has to satisfy
(
)
ν Ṽ
1
∂2ζ
1 + iω 2 n · ∇p = n · 2
(5)
ρL
∂t
c0
at the upper and lower surface of the membrane, where n is the surface normal vector and ω is the
angular frequency resulting from the solution assuming p(x, y, z, t) = p̂(x, y, z, ω) exp(iωt) with the
Fourier coefficient p̂(x, y, z, ω). In this framework, resonant frequencies are evaluated for various
boundary conditions using the finite element method (FEM) (COMSOL Multiphysics 5.4).
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Based on the basilar membrane used in a previous study [3], we determined the dimensions of the
computational model as shown in Fig. 1, where the PVDF basilar membrane of 3.00 µm thick was
settled in a liquid bath whose height was set to h1 = h2 = 300 µm. Here, the physical properties of
the working fluid were set to ρL = 873 kg/m3 , µ = 1.75 × 10−3 Pa·s, µB = 2.5µ, and c0 = 931
m/s, assuming silicone oil. We set the boundary conditions as follows: dp/dz = 0 on the upper
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Fig. 1. Design of the computational model
of the PVDF basilar membrane that is placed
in a silicone oil bath. The dimensions of the
basilar membrane is referred to the previous
experimental data [3].

Fig. 2. Amplitude distribution on the basilar
membrane in silicone oil corresponding to the
first resonant frequency of 8.1 kHz, resulting
from the Young’s modulus of E = 7.0 × 108
Pa and p0 = 2.0 × 10−4 Pa·s.

face A1 B1 C1 D1 and the lower face A2 B2 C2 D2 ; p = 0 on all side walls of the liquid layer; fixed
boundaries along the side faces of the elastic body. The liquid-solid interfaces are governed by Eq.
(4). By applying an external pressure difference of p0 sin(2πf t) between the upper and the lower
surface of the PVDF membrane and sweeping the frequency f , the resonant frequency was resulted
from the maximum amplitude. In comparison with the previous experimental data measured in air [3],
Young’s modulus of the PVDF membrane was resulted in E = 7.0 × 108 Pa. Using this value, the
first resonant frequency was analyzed according to the above mentioned procedure. As a result, the
resonant frequency, which was 37 kHz in air, decreased to 8.1 kHz in the silicone oil. This value
was in reasonable agreement with the experimental data of 9 kHz [3]. As shown in Fig. 2, the
distribution of the amplitude on the membrane also agreed with the experimental result. It was found
that determining Young’s modulus of peculiar shapes and materials by fitting the computational result
with the experimental reference data, the resonant frequency in liquids were well reproduced. The
present method was applied to some other cases and confirmed to reproduce the experimental results,
although we omitted details here.
It is concluded that the resonant frequencies of the basilar membrane settled in liquids can be quantitatively evaluated by using the FEM analysis under the condition of liquid-solid interactions. This
method is applicable for the optimal design of the artificial cochlear device.
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SUMMARY

Pial arteriovenous fistulas (pAVF) is one of vascular diseases and often associated with venous
varix because of high flow inside. Therefore, hemodynamics in pAVF can be thought as important.
We performed computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations in order to analyze hemodynamics
in a patient specific pAVF under several boundary conditions (BCs). For the BCs, in addition to
Cube Law (CL), digital subtracted angiography (DSA) images were utilized to obtain flow dividing
ratios at bifurcations. As a result, the flow pattern differed by applying DSA information. Average
wall shear stress (WSS) was lower when DSA was applied to proximal bifurcation.
Key words:

1

computational fluid dynamics (CFD), arteriovenous fistula (AVF), cube law

INTRODUCTION

A pial arteriovenous fistulas (pAVF) is an abnormal connection between arteries and veins at pia
mater. pAVF has characteristics that are predominant in children and is often associated with many
diseases including some intractable diseases: Rendu-Osler-Weber disease and Klippel-TrenaunayWeber disease [1]. In one report, 5 (63%) of 8 conservatively treated patients died [2]. It often
associates with a venous varix because of high flow inside. Therefore, it is necessary to know
hemodynamics in pAVF.
For analyzing hemodynamics, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been applied in several
complex models. However, with the best of our knowledge, none of CFD studies have been done
so far on pAVF. One of the difficulties to apply CFD to pAVF, because of many outlets of pAVF,
the boundary condition (BC) is one of dominant factors in the CFD simulation. Cube Law (CL) has
been frequently used for BC [3]. On the other hands, a digital subtraction angiography (DSA)
images with optical flow method was proposed for the blood velocity[4].
The purpose of this study is to compare the effect of BCs on CFD analysis on a patient specific
AVF.

2

MATERIAL AND METHOD

2.1 CFD
The image of patient specific AVF used is shown in Fig.1. Table 1 summarized the area of inlet
and outlets on AVF geometry. AVF geometry was provided by The University of Tokyo Hospital
in STL format. Informed consent was obtained.
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CFD simulation was performed using STAR-CCM+ (Siemens PLM Software, USA). 341552
polyhedral cells were created with boundary layer. Blood flow was assumed to be a laminar,
incompressible, and Newtonian fluid with a density of ρ=1063 kg/m3 and viscosity coefficient of

μ=0.004 Pa·s [5].
2.2 DSA
DSA was performed using Philips Allura Xper (Philips Medical Systems, The Netherlands). DSA
images were obtained using a short injection of contrast agent (3.5 ml/sec for total volume of 14
ml) and biplane angiography at 6 frames/sec. Those images were provided by The University of
Tokyo Hospital in jpg format with the size of 1024×1024 pixel and the resolution of 4.6083
pixel/mm. Informed consent was obtained.
Since the DSA images are the time sequential images which show the flow of contrast agent inside
blood vessels, it represents velocity information. We calculated velocity based on optical flow
method [5]. From the calculated velocity and diameter of branches, dividing ratio of mass flow rate
at the bifurcations were estimated.
2.3 BC
Vessel wall was assumed rigid and no-slip. Mass flow rates were set at the inlet and outlets. At the
inlet, mass flow rate Qin was set to 346 ml/min according to the reference data on internal carotid
artery (ICA) [6]. At the outlets, we set four types of BCs (BC1, BC2, BC3, and BC4).
For BC1, Qin was divided using CL based on the area of each outlet. For BC2, Qin was divided to
two flow rates of ‘Qab’ and ‘Qac’ based on DSA at bifurcation ‘A’ firstly. Then, Qab and Qac were
divided using CL according to the areas of each following branches’ outlets, respectively. For BC3,
Qin was divided using CL same as BC1. Then, we redistributed the flow rates of outlet11 and
outlet12 based on DSA velocity at bifurcation ‘B’. For BC4, Qin was divided into ‘Qab’ and ‘Qac’ at
bifurcation ‘A' same as BC2. For the flow rates of outlet11 and outlet12, we redistributed them
same as BC3.

Fig.1 Geometry of the patient pial AVF model
It has one inlet, 11 outlets and 13 bifurcations. Two of those bifurcations were named as
Bifurcation ‘A’ and Bifurcation ‘B’, respectively.
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Table 1 Areas and mass flow rates at inlet and outlets
Place

Area A [-]

inlet

outlet

3

44.14

mass flow rate [kg/s]
BC1
6.13×10

BC2
!!

6.13×10

BC3
!!

6.13×10

BC4
!!

6.13×10!!

1

6.88

1.98×10!!

1.79×10!!

1.98×10!!

1.79×10!!

2

0.801

7.86×10!!

7.12×10!!

7.86×10!!

7.12×10!!

3

1.99

3.07×10!!

2.78×10!!

3.07×10!!

2.78×10!!

4

1.26

1.55×10!!

1.40×10!!

1.55×10!!

1.40×10!!

5

1.56

2.13×10!!

1.93×10!!

2.13×10!!

1.93×10!!

6

2.80

5.14×10!!

4.66×10!!

5.14×10!!

4.66×10!!

7

0.762

7.29×10!!

4.01×10!!

7.29×10!!

4.01×10!!

8

1.02

1.13×10!!

6.22×10!!

1.13×10!!

6.22×10!!

9

6.37

1.76×10!!

9.70×10!!

1.76×10!!

9.70×10!!

10

25.0

1.37×10!!

7.55×10!!

1.26×10!!

6.94×10!!

11

53.1

4.24×10!!

2.33×10!!

4.35×10!!

2.39×10!!

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

Table2 summarizes the dividing ratio at bifurcation ‘A’ and ‘B’ based on DSA. The divided mass
flow rates under the four BCs are shown in Table1.
At bifurcation ‘A’, the dividing ratios of CL and DSA are 94.7: 5.29 and 52.1: 47.9, respectively.
At bifurcation ‘B’, the dividing ratios of CL and DSA are 24.5: 75.5 and 22.5: 77.5, respectively.
On CL, dividing ratio only corresponds to the area of outlets. It neglects flow resistance (geometry,
vein). However, DSA shows the flow of contrast agent. Then, it should represent flow resistance.
When we applied DSA dividing ratio at bifurcation ‘A’, the maximum difference of dividing ratios
was 42.6%. This big difference may cause a serious problem on flow analysis in AVF (for
diagnosis, for surgical planning).
According to the results of CFD simulations, the average WSSs under each BC were 2.22, 1.71,
2.22, and 1.71Pa, respectively. About the average WSS, the dividing ratio at bifurcation ‘A’ was
more dominant than that of at bifurcation ‘B’.
DSA images show the flow of contrast agent and not that of blood flow. This difference may affect
the results, so it should be considered.

Table 2 Dividing ratios at bifurcation ‘A’ and ‘B’ based on DSA
bifurcation ‘A’
bifurcation ‘B’
A1
A2
B1
B2
velocity v [mm/s]
5.50
11.8
6.67
10.2
2
2
diameter l [pixel ]
169
729
338
761
929
v × l2
8.57×10!
2.25×10!
7.75×10!
flow rate ratio Q [%]
9.78
90.2
22.5
77.5
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We performed CFD simulations on AVF with BCs based on CL and DSA to show the effect of
BCs on the hemodynamics. The flow using BCs of DSA is different from that of CL. Applying
DSA to CFD can be one option of measurement-integrated simulations which enables to perform
CFD simulation more precisely by feeding back experimental results to the simulation.
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SUMMARY
The velocity vector distribution of the blood and flush flow during intravascular endoscope under
different ratio were analyzed using Particle Image Velocimetry to find the flush efficiency of
endoscopy on visualization of vessel wall. The results indicate that flush flow goes to the vessel
wall when the blood flow does not exist, while the blood and flush flow goes to the center part of
the vessel when blood flow exists. The change of the position or angle of the catheter and camera
may be necessary in order to observe the plaque on the vessel wall.
Key words: intravascular endoscope, PIV

1

INTRODUCTION

Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) is the most common type of cardiology disease [1]. It is caused by
plaque buildup in the wall of the coronary arteries and can lead to Coronary Heart Diseases (CHD),
such as heart infarction, angina, etc.
Percutaneous Coronary Intervention (PCI) is known as a minimally invasive procedure of CAD [2].
A catheter (thin flexible tube) is inserted into the blood vessels to deliver an endovascular device
(e.g., stent, balloon, rotablator) used to expand the part of vessel narrowed by plaque. In order to
perform the procedure safely, medical doctors need to evaluate the condition of the vessel and
plaque. Color of the plaque is an important marker of its condition [3].
An intravascular endoscope is an imaging device that can record color images of the blood vessel
wall. This device is delivered to the lesion using a catheter. As blood is not transparent, it blocks the
view of the endoscope camera, therefore, a transparent fluid flow (i.e. the flush) is needed to create
a clear view in front of the camera when taking pictures. Previously, a technique involved balloon
occlusion of the treating blood vessel was established to help the recording using the endoscope [4],
however, it may affect the blood perfusion around the treating section. Due to the risk of ischemic
heart disease, occlusion is now avoided, and a new technique to wash away the blood with the flush
flow is required. Therefore, a better understanding of the distribution of two fluid flows in front of
the endoscope camera is necessary to improve the endoscope image quality.
The aim of this study is to take an image of flow distribution of blood flow together with flush to
understand the distributions of two flows, especially near the wall. We made a magnified
reproduction of a catheter and endoscope manufactured by 3D printing. After development of
circulation system with two flows, Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) of the blood and flush under
different ratio between their inlet flow rates were applied to take an image of flow patterns.
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2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Vascular, catheter and endoscope models
An ideal straight 2mm coronary model was magnified 5 times and manufactured in a silicone box
model 20×50×20 [mm3]. A catheter model including an endoscope geometry was manufactured
using 3D printer (Agilista, Keyence, Japan). Its outer and inner diameters were 8.5 and 6.5 [mm],
respectively.
2.2 Circulation system
The circulation system is shown in Fig. 1. Two flow pumps (Alpha Flow EC-1, Fuyo Corporation,
Japan and MD-15R-N, IWAKI CO., Japan) were used to reproduce blood and flush flow at flow
rates of 0, 125, and 250 [ml/min] and 120, 250, and 400 [ml/min], respectively. Flowmeters (FDSS2, Keyence, Japan) were applied to confirm each flow rate settings.
A working fluid made of a mixture of glycerin, water, and sodium iodide was used to reproduce the
kinematic viscosity (3.8 [
/s]) and density of blood (1.26 [g/mL]), and fit to silicone refractive
index (1.41) in order to perform the PIV experiments[5]. For simplification, the same fluid was
used for both blood and flush in the experiment, given that the flush fluid used in clinics has similar
fluid properties as blood.
2.3 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)
A Nd:YAG solid laser (Millennia eV, Spectra-Physics, USA) system was used to provide a nominal
1-mm-thick continuous laser sheet through the center plane of the silicon model with a power of 7
W and wavelength of 532 nm. Fluorescent microsphere (Fluostar, EBM, Japan), combined with a
long pass filter, were selected as particles for the PIV experiments. Images were captured using a
high-speed camera (Fastcam SA3, Photron, Japan) and the software Photon FASTCAM Viewer
(PFV, Photron, Japan). Two thousand and one images were recorded with a resolution of 1024×576
pixels and 25 µm by pixel. Frame rate and shutter speed were set to 2000 fps and 0.5 ms,
respectively. An adaptive PIV correlation algorithm (Dynamic Studio v6.4, Dantec Dynamics,
Denmark) was used to compute the velocity fields. This algorithm optimizes the size of the
interrogation windows (8×8pixels to 32×32 pixels) according to the local density of seeding
particles and the velocity gradient.

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Fig. 2(a) shows the velocity distribution image of balloon occlusion (blood is 0 and flush is 250
ml/min). Flush goes to the wall. Fig. 2(b) shows the velocity distribution image using flush 400 and
blood 250 ml/min. Blood and flush go to center region. At the center position (just distal position at
the camera), region of lower velocity is observed in both images.
All results including other ratios indicates that when the blood flow rate isn’t 0, the flush liquid
flow tends to go to center part of the vessel model. On the contrary, when the blood flow rate is 0,
flush liquid flow tends to go to vessel wall.
Results indicates that flush liquid direction changes depending on the flow rate ratio between blood
and flush. When the blood flow rate is 0, flush liquid flow could reach vessel wall. To observe the
wall, the direction of flush may need to be changed to the wall.
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Figure 1. Circulation system with two flow pump for PIV

Catheter
Camera
Vessel wall
(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Velocity distribution and stream line on condition that flow rate ratio between blood and flush liquid is (a)0 and
250, (b)125 and 250 [mL/min], respectively.
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SUMMARY
3D structure standardization of cerebral artery will be useful for the classification/threshold for disease and
health such as dolichectasia. The aim of this study is to establish a standard geometry of basilar artery (BA)
using MRA images. In this study, we corrected 249 geometries of the cerebral artery and established a
standard geometry of basilar artery using superposition method and centerline standardization method,
respectively. The results show that the existence frequency of BA is lower than that of the intracranical
artery (ICA) because ICA is in a bone. The centerline method shows a standard BA with standard deviation.
Key words:

cerebral artery, standard artery, dolichoectasia, superposition method, centerline

standardization method
1 INTRODUCTION
Diseases are frequently classified using a medical image such as MRI. Medical doctors find the disease
under the comparison of healthy geometry in his mind or guidelines. For instance, dolichoectasia is an
arterial disease that causes dilatation and/or tortuosity of the affected vessel. Intracranial dolichoectasia
commonly present with ischemic or hemorrhagic stroke, and/or cranial neuropathies[1]. Quantitative
reproducible criteria that aid diagnosis of dolichoectasia in the anterior circulation is lacking. No specific
treatment for dolichoectasia exists, and the surgical and medical therapies that have been used to treat this
condition have not been systematically evaluated.
To develop the quantitative reproducible criteria, the structure of disease can be classified from a standard
geometry of the artery. However, there is no standard geometry. The goal of this study is to contribute to
the establishment of diagnostic criteria for dolichoectasia and other vascular malformations with
normalized brain artery. For this goal, we propose to develop a method for constructing a standardized
cerebral artery shape. As a method of constructing a standard cerebral artery, a superposition method and a
centerline standardization method was proposed, respectively.
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2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Superposition method
Linear and nonlinear registration are performed for MRA images of 249 healthy subjects, using image
processing software FSL (Oxford Univ.). The registration was based on the MNI152 coordinate[4]. The
image size after the conversion was 364 × 436 × 364 voxels, and the voxel size was 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 mm3.
MRA images were thresholded at 98.5 % percentile of the signal. The arterial parts were obtained by the
region growing method. The obtained arterial images were superimposed, and the existence frequency of
the artery in each voxel of 364 × 436 × 364 pixels was calculated.
2.2 Centerline standardization method
Linear registration was performed for MRA images of 40 healthy subjects as in 2.1, and artery coordinates
were extracted. The centerlines of the arteries were acquired, using the image processing software Scikitimage (scikit-image development team). Then the centerline of BA was identified from the end points of
the basilar artery (BA), and the length was measured. Furthermore, the inscribed circle radius of the BA
was measured. A standard BA was constructed using values obtained by averaging the X, Y, Z coordinates
and the radius at 11 points that divide the BA obtained from each image into 10 equal parts. In addition,
standard deviations were obtained for X, Y, and Z coordinates.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Superposition method
The existence frequency of artery (Z = 50, 100) obtained by superposition is shown in Fig. 1. The existence
frequency of the internal carotid arteries(ICA) tends to be higher rather than other parts. Fig. 2 shows that
3D display of superimposed blood vessels with a threshold of 15% frequency. It is thought that the artery
appearance rate becomes higher on ICA by the method of superposition because the artery diameter is
relatively large and the artery is in a bone[3]. On the other hand, it is considered that arteries with large
individual differences in shape such as the basilar artery(BA) and distal arteries with small diameters have
a small frequency. Since the artery shape depends on the threshold in the 3D display, it is difficult to obtain
a unique artery shape with thresholding.
3.2 Centerline standardization method
Fig. 3 shows the BA position of 40 subjects. Fig. 4 shows a standardized BA. Fig. 5 shows the standard
deviation for X, Y, and Z location of 11 points. With the centerline standardization method, it was possible
to standardize the BA shape and we obtained a unique shape. In addition, it is considered possible to
construct a standard shape from not only BA but also other smaller arteries.
In conclusion, we proposed a concept of the standard cerebral artery system and discussed methods of
standardizing the shape of the arteries. The superposition method and the construction of artery shape using
the center line were developed, respectively. It is confirmed that in the superposition method, the existence
frequency of ICA is large. The standard BA is constructed by the artery shape standardization method using
the center line. It can be suggested that it may help to establish quantitative diagnostic criteria of vascular
malformation using centerline, diameter, and standard deviation of standard BA using these methods.
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Fig. 2: 3D display of superimposed
blood vessels (Threshold 15%)

Fig.1: Frequency of existing blood vessels
(Left fig. y = 50, Right fig. y = 100)

Fig. 3: Extracted BA shape
from 40 subjects

Fig. 4: Standardized BA

Fig. 5: tandard deviation in x,
y, and z coordinates
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SUMMARY
Stent implantation is used as the major treatment for intravascular diseases such as stenosis and
aneurysm. However, the re-blockage of the blood vessel is reported as the main complication after
stenting treatment. Previous studies find the mechanism is stent struts change the local flow pattern
then cause endothelium lesion. Without the regulation of endothelial cells (ECs) the neointima may
become over-proliferation. To reduce the re-blockage, we design this study to investigate the
relationship between the wall shear stress (WSS) distribution and ECs distribution, affected by the
gap distance between two stent struts.
Key words: Endothelial cell, flow exposure, stent struts
1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays stent implantation with its short operation time and low invasiveness is widely used to
cure the intravascular disorders. However, stenting still cause the damage to ECs then lead to severe
consequences such as restenosis [1]. One possibility of cause of damage by stenting may disturb the
flow and the disturbance may change the condition of ECs. We observed a stent strut changed the
ECs distribution with change of flow pattern using a flow exposure chamber [2]. In this study, to
investigate the WSS distribution with the placement of two stent struts, we observed the ECs
distribution after the flow exposure with two parallel placed stent struts in 3 mm gap.
2 METHODOLOGY
Passage 4-9 human carotid artery ECs (HCtAEC) was cultured in a plastic base culture dish until
confluent. The culture medium (PM) is made by M199 culture medium powder with 20% FBS and
penicillin/Streptomycin as antibody.
Two NiTi stent struts with 0.406 mm of cross-section and 18 mm of length were parallel placed in
the center of the confluent ECs layer in 3 mm gap.
The parallel flow chamber was used to expose ECs to certain WSS. This chamber was connected to
a flow system consisted by a pump, a damper and a reservoir. PM was used as the fluid. A steady
WSS of 2 Pa was distributed inside this flow system. ECs exposed under this WSS condition for 24
H in the temperature as 37 ℃. We also performed CFD simulation (ANSYS Inc.) for the WSS
distribution. The fluid was assumed as incompressible Newtonian fluid with a viscosity of 3.5 mPa•s
and density of 1050 kg m-3. Boundary condition set for the flow domain is set by 0.33 m/s laminar
inflow and 0 Pa laminar outflow with no-slip wall condition. Developed laminar parabolic flow
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pattern has been observed in all deployed stent region with confirmation of this flow pattern has been
conducted in comparison with the no-stent condition.
3 RESULT AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1, ECs distribution with two stent struts in 3 mm gap.
As shown in figure 1, high density of ECs appears in the gap area and after the gap. While the high
density of ECs in gap area appears linear shape, after second strut appears curvilinear shape and
shorter than high density of ECs in gap area. From the WSS distribution by CFD simulation, we
found the high WSS appears in the gap and after the second strut. The cellular experiment results
show agreement with WSS distribution. As conclusion, gap distance between stent struts may change
WSS distribution then change ECs distribution.
REFERENCES
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SUMMARY
This study aims at developing a framework to assess patient-specific risk for cerebral hyperperfusion
syndrome, which is one of the main complications following surgical treatments for severe carotid
artery stenosis. In particular, we quantify the variations in simulation output resulting from the
uncertainties in input parameters from clinical data. We construct the surrogate model by using
polynomial chaos expansion to obtain output statistics. In this work, as a first step, we investigated
the impact of clinical data uncertainties on the predicted quantities of interest and assessed the
importance of each parameter.
Key words: uncertainty quantification, computational hemodynamics, reduced-order models,
patient-specific modeling
1 INTRODUCTION
Surgical treatments for severe carotid artery stenosis, such as carotid endarterectomy and carotid
artery stenting, are recommended procedures to reduce the risk of stroke. However, those treatments
could cause cerebral hyperperfusion syndrome (CHS), which is one of the main complications
following the surgery. CHS is characterized by a severe headache, face and eye pain, and more
seriously, intracerebral hemorrhage. Despite the low reported incidence (0–3%), CHS can result in a
devastating event if not treated adequately [1]. Therefore, it is important to identify patients at high
risk in the preoperative stage.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is now progressively becoming a promising tool for predicting
disease progression, surgical outcome, and for assessing risk. Especially, CFD in combination with
geometry and boundary conditions derived from clinical data enables patient-specific setup of the
simulation, providing hemodynamic factors under the conditions of an individual patient. However,
a simulation-based prediction is often limited by its deterministic nature depending on input
parameters that are inherently uncertain due to current limitations in the measurement technique.
The purpose of this study is to develop a framework for assessing the patient-specific risk of CHS
following carotid artery surgery, taking into account clinical data uncertainties used for simulation.
We use the surrogate model constructed by using non-intrusive polynomial chaos expansion (PCE),
instead of the deterministic model, to obtain output statistics, which allows a significant reduction in
computational cost. As a first step, we investigated the impact of input parameter uncertainties on
the predicted quantities of interest. We then assessed the importance of each parameter to identify
which parameters should be regarded as random variables (RVs) in the further step for constructing
the polynomial surrogate.
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2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Reduced-order modeling of the cardiovascular system
We consider one-dimensional (1D) and zero-dimensional (0D) models of the cardiovascular system
[2, 3] for the deterministic simulation. The 1D arterial network contains a total of 83 segments, which
are assumed to be axisymmetric tubes with the elastic wall. At the beginning and terminal ends of
the network, the 0D closed-loop model was coupled, giving boundary conditions to the 1D model.
The governing equations for the 1D model can be derived from the conservation of mass and
momentum, and the pressure-area relationship, which take the form as follows [4]:
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where 𝑡 is the time; 𝑧 is the longitudinal coordinate of the artery; 𝐴 , 𝑄 , and 𝑝 are the crosssectional area, volumetric flow rate, and pressure, respectively; 𝜌 and 𝜇 are the blood density and
viscosity. Further, ℎ denotes the arterial wall thickness; 𝐸 and 𝜎 are the Young’s modulus and the
Poisson ratio; and subscript ‘0’ refers to the value at the reference pressure 𝑝0 = 85 mmHg. The
governing equations for the 0D model are given as the sets of ordinary differential equations, which
are based on mass and momentum conservation on electric circuit analogy.
For the stenotic artery, the stenosis model presented in [5, 6] was coupled with the above system to
describe the pressure drop caused by flow separation and reattachment. In this model, the pressure
drop across stenosis is represented as
∆𝑝 =
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where 𝐷 and 𝐿 are the artery diameter and length; 𝑄̇ is the time derivative of the flow rate;
subscript ‘s’ denotes the value for stenosis; and 𝐾𝑣 , 𝐾𝑡 , and 𝐾𝑢 are empirical coefficients.
CHS is most commonly defined as a drastic increase (>100%) in cerebral blood flow (CBF) within
several days after surgery [1, 7]. Therefore, we consider the percentage increase in blood flow leaving
the circle of Willis (CoW) as our quantity of interest, defined as follows:
∆CBF =

𝑄̅ post − 𝑄̅ pre
× 100 (%),
𝑄̅ pre

(5)

where 𝑄̅ denotes the volumetric flow rate averaged over a cardiac cycle, and superscripts ‘pre’ and
‘post’ refer to the values before and after surgery, respectively. The simulation began with a patientspecific model calibration process based on clinical data obtained in the preoperative stage [8],
followed by postoperative simulation (with no stenosis) to predict 𝑄̅ post .
2.2 Stochastic modeling
To quantify the impact of parametric uncertainties on the predicted ∆CBF, we employ non-intrusive
PCE [9, 10]. In PCE, input parameters with uncertainties are assumed as mutually independent RVs,
and the output quantity of interest (𝑢) is projected onto random space spanned by finite terms of
orthogonal polynomials as follows:
𝑀

𝑢(𝝃) ≈ 𝑢PCE (𝝃) = ∑ 𝑢̂𝑚 Φ𝑚 (𝝃),

(6)

𝑚=1

where 𝝃 = (𝜉1 ,…, 𝜉𝑁 ) is a vector of RVs, and Φ𝑚 are 𝑁-variate orthogonal polynomials of total
degree up to 𝑃. Further, the total number of polynomial bases is given as 𝑀 = (𝑁 + 𝑃)! / (𝑁!𝑃!).
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The polynomial basis is chosen such that its weighting function is identical to the assumed probability
density function (PDF) of RVs. In this study, we assume that the RVs are uniformly distributed, and
thus Legendre polynomials are chosen for Φ . With the use of stochastic collocation method,
coefficients, 𝑢̂𝑚 , can be evaluated on the Smolyak sparse grid as [10]:
𝑄

(7)

𝑢̂𝑚 ≈ ∑ 𝑢(𝝃(𝑗) )Φ𝑚 (𝝃(𝑗) )𝛼 (𝑗) ,
𝑗=1
(𝑗)

(𝑗)

where {𝝃 , 𝛼 } are nodal sets in 𝑁-dimensional random space, and 𝑄 is the number of nodes.
Once coefficients are evaluated, Eq. (6) serves as the polynomial surrogate of output, and output
statistics (e.g., mean, variance, sensitivity) are readily obtained using the surrogate.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The simulation was implemented with the conditions of a 70-year-old male patient who underwent
stenting for the left internal carotid artery stenosis (73% NASCET). Magnetic resonance imaging
and contrast-enhanced computed tomography scans were used to extract patient-specific geometric
parameters, which are the diameters of 22 arterial segments composing the carotid and cerebral
arteries, and the stenosis diameter. In addition, six flow rates in the efferent arteries of the CoW were
obtained from flow measurements with phase-contrast magnetic resonance angiography as well as
single photon emission computed tomography, and they were used for the calibration of outflow
resistance parameters [8]. All data were collected before surgery with written informed consent from
the patient, and the use of the data was approved by the ethics committee at our institution.
Here, we put our emphasis on the impact of input parameter uncertainties on the output quantities of
interest (i.e., ∆CBF). Specifically, we regard clinical data as the source of uncertainty and assume
that 29 input parameters derived from clinical data have 10% variations. Figure 1 shows the results
from the uncertainty analysis, along with the values from the deterministic simulation. The results
demonstrate that even 10% of input parameter uncertainties can lead to significant variations in the
predicted values of ∆CBF. In particular, pronounced variation can be seen at the MCA on the diseased
side, which is subjected to the largest ∆CBF, highlighting that the predictive capability could be
limited if data uncertainties were not considered. This large variation is mainly attributed to the
uncertainty in stenosis diameter, followed by that in small arteries of the CoW as summarized in
Table 1. It should be noted that the uncertainty in stenosis diameter can easily exceed the range
assumed in this work since severe stenosis has a diameter of the same order as the spatial resolution
of common medical imaging. In practice, we can obtain the ∆CBF predicted in the form of PDF or
failure probability (the probability of ∆CBF > 100%) by realistically estimating input parameter
distributions based on experimental data and characteristics of medical devices.
While the approach demonstrated herein is a straightforward means to predict ∆CBF and its variation
in a patient-specific manner, it requires many times ( 𝑄 times) of deterministic simulation
100

Flow increase (%)
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Figure 1: Percentage increase in blood flow leaving six efferent arteries of the CoW following
carotid artery surgery (mean ± standard deviation). Black plots refer to deterministic values. ACA:
anterior cerebral artery; MCA: middle cerebral artery; PCA: posterior cerebral artery.
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Table 1: Sensitivities of the predicted values of ∆CBF to the five most predominant parameters.
R. ACA
L. ACA
R. MCA
L. MCA
R. PCA
L. PCA

𝐷R. ACA I
-4.60
-4.47
0.55
-8.55
0.30
0.25

𝐷Stenosis
-1.75
-2.07
0.26
-9.72
0.22
0.16

𝐷L. Pcom
-0.66
-0.85
0.35
-4.73
0.79
0.91

𝐷L. ACA I
2.10
2.37
0.14
-0.88
-0.02
-0.03

𝑄̅L. MCA
0.64
0.78
-0.16
3.48
-0.12
-0.11

for every single patient. Instead of constructing a surrogate for each patient, it would be more
practical to construct the interpatient surrogate by taking only predominant parameters as RVs and
assuming a wider range of the parameters. Once the surrogate has been established with sufficient
accuracy, the patient-specific prediction can be made through a sampling-based method (e.g., Monte
Carlo method) where the surrogate is used instead of the expensive deterministic model, allowing a
significant reduction in computation time. Toward this end, global sensitivity analysis (to reduce the
number of RVs) and surrogate construction are currently ongoing, and the results will be presented
at the conference.
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SUMMARY
Cardiovascular simulations are increasingly used for non-invasive diagnosis of cardiovascular disease, to guide surgery, and in the design of medical devices. Assessing the reliability of simulation
outcomes is a key step toward to integration of these tools in routine clinical practice. To this end, we
perform uncertainty quantification (UQ) in a patient-specific cardiovascular model and investigate the
variability of several simulation outputs. We use a left coronary artery model with deformable vessel
walls simulated via an Arbitrary-Lagrangian-Eulerian framework for fluid-structure interaction, with
open-loop lumped parameter boundary conditions. Uncertainty is injected into two parameters known
to significantly affect coronary flow, i.e., coronary pressure waveform and intramyocardial pressure.
These variations are directly drawn from clinical data. We employ a Karhunen-Loéve expansion to
discretize the stochastic time series input and the Quasi-Monte Carlo method for uncertainty propagation. We investigate the resulting variability in model outputs, such as branch pressure, flow, wall
shear stress and wall deformation.
Key words: cardiovascular simulation, uncertainty quantification, fluid-structure interaction

1

INTRODUCTION

Cardiovascular simulations are increasingly used for surgical planning and to investigate the progression of cardiovascular disease. Patient-specific anatomical models are typically created through a
pipeline that includes vessel segmentation from image data, lofting the segmentations into a three
dimensional anatomic model, assignment of physiologic boundary conditions and solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. In recent cardiovascular simulations, vessel wall deformation
is considered via numerical methods for fluid-structure interaction. However, current cardiovascular
models only provide deterministic predictions while ignoring potential variabilities of simulation outputs due to numerous uncertainties in cardiac catheterization data, medical imaging, and boundary
conditions. A systematic investigation of effect of such uncertainties in cardiovascular modeling is
necessary, particularly for further adoption of these tools in the routine clinical diagnosis. To address
this issue, we propagate clinically-derived uncertainty in the pulsatile coronary pressure waveform
and intramyocardial pressure through a patient-specific model of the left coronary artery, characterizing the variability in the resulting branch flow rates, pressures, time-averaged wall shear stress, and
wall deformations.
2

METHODOLOGY

Uncertainty in the clinical measurements is quantified using cardiac catheterization measurements
from six patients, performed at the UCSD Medical Center with patient consent and institutional IRB
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Figure 1: Raw data from cardiac catheterization. (a) Pressure and ECG measurement data from Patient 1. (b)
Overlap of pressure waveforms within a heart cycle. (c) Mean and standard deviations of coronary pressure
from six patients. µ(P ) stands for both time and ensemble averaged pressure. σ(P ) is time-averaged standard
deviations of pressure variabilities.

Figure 2: Multi-scale patient-specific model of a left coronary artery (LCA). (a) 3-D patient-specific LCA
model and boundary conditions, showing the contour of the wall shear stress at the lumen under transparent
vessel walls. (b) Lumped parameter boundary conditions at outlets of coronary arteries. (c) Meshing of the
LCA model, with lumen mesh in red and wall elements in gray. (d) Typical coronary pressure and flow outputs
from the LCA model.

approval (Figure 1). The intracoronary pressure waveform Pin was measured using a ComboWire
(Volcano Inc.) catheter over more than 100 heart cycles while also acquiring an EGC signal. The
duration of a heart cycle was measured through ECG, and the pressure waveforms were registered to
lie within the same heart cycle (Figure 1b). Ensemble statistics were determined (mean and standard
deviation) as shown in Table 1c, with coefficient of variation in the 5-7% range. Additionally, uncertainty was injected into the time-derivative of the intramyocardial pressure, Pim (see Figure 1b), with
a standard deviation equal to 10% of its peak value.
The goal of our study is to understand how much the outputs of the numerical simulation are affected
by the degree of uncertainties in Pin and Pim . For our propagation study, we first constructed a 3D
multi-scale left coronary artery (LCA) model from a CT imaging study using the open-source package
Simvascular [6] (see Figure 2). We used a deformable LCA submodel with lumen and wall meshes
that share interface nodes, (see Figure 2c) and lumped parameter boundary conditions (Figure 2b).
The inlet pressure waveform Pin was extracted from a complete aorto-coronary model investigated in
previous studies [5] and used to validate the submodel. The interaction between fluid and structure
is simulated through an Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian framework in our Simvascular svFSI solver,
that implements a variational multi-scale finite element method with generalized-α integration in
time [1]. The discrete algebraic system of equations is solved using a Bi-Conjugate Gradient iterative
linear solver with the incomplete LU decomposition preconditioner provided by the Trilinos library.
This choice of linear solver was shown to be optimal for cardiovascular simulations with deformable
walls [4]. The boundary conditions at the coronary outlets were designed to reproduce the physiologic
response in a coronary flow, in which the cardiac muscle contraction impedes the coronary flow during
systole [2]. The total coronary resistance was distributed to downstream resistances following to a
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Figure 3: Stochastic model of the inlet pressure waveform. (a) Exponential autocovariance eigenfunctions. (b)
Two-dimensional Sobol sequence. (c) Two-hundred inlet pressure realizations from truncated Karhunen-Loéve
expansion.

Figure 4: Mean and standard deviations of LCA QoI resulting from uncertainty in the inlet pressure time
history. The error bars represent one standard deviation. The coefficients of variation are also reported at the
top of each bar.

vessel morphometry law that relates flow rate with vessel diameter as Q ∼ dm , with m = 2.6 [3].

After verifying the submodel for prescribed inlet flow, we switched to pressure boundary conditions
at the inlet so that a change in the intramyocardial pressure at the outlets could affect the flow through
the LCA. Inlet pressure uncertainty was modeled as a Gaussian stochastic process in time with exponential autocovariance function, C(s, t) = σ 2 exp(−|s − t|/lc ), where t and s are two arbitrary time
points, lc is the correlation length, and σ 2 the process variance. Pin is approximated through a finite
collection of independent N (0, 1) random variables ξi (ω), i = 1, . . . , m following a Karhunen-Loéve
expansion of the form
m p
X
Pin (t, ω) = Pin (t) +
λi ψi (t) ξi (ω),
(1)
i=1

where λi and ψi are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance function, respectively. For a
correlation length lc = 0.5, four modes were found sufficient to provide a satisfactory approximation.
The standard deviation σ is set to 7 percent of the cycle-averaged inlet pressure at the inlet, reported
in Figure 1c. Samples from ξi (ω), i = 1, . . . , 4 are obtained by projecting a four-dimensional Sobol
sequence through a multivariate Gaussian CDF. Covariance eigenvectors, a two-dimensional Sobol
sequence and realizations of the inlet pressure are shown in Figure 3. Two-hundred parallel simulations, each consisting of four heart cycles, were run on the Comet cluster, available through the
NSF-funded XSEDE portal.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The branch flow rate (Qi ), pressure (Pi ), time-averaged wall shear stress (TAWSSi ), wall deformation
(δi ) in all six branches (i = 1, ..., 6) were identified as the relevant quantities of interest (QoI). The
selected 7% coefficient of variation in the inlet pressure Pin generated variability in all selected QoIs,
with resulting standard deviations in a range between 5% to 7% of the corresponding mean, suggesting the variability in the output quantities of interest to be comparable to the inlet pressure variability.
For an uncertain intramyocardial pressure Pim , Figure 5 shows the mean and the 95% confidence
interval of Pi , Qi , the spatial distributions of TAWSSi and δi in the circumflex branch of left coronary
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Figure 5: Mean and 95% confidence intervals of QoIs in the LCx branch for uncertainty in the perturbed
intramyocardial pressure. (a) Pressure, (b) flow rate, (c) TAWSS, (d) wall displacement.

artery (LCx). The flow rate and TAWSS have significant variances, up to about 30% of their mean
value, whereas pressure and wall displacements show coefficients of variation less than 3%.
Recent advances in model-based diagnostics of coronary artery disease have demonstrated how models can be successfully integrated in routine clinical diagnosis, but have raised questions related to
diagnostic robustness, in light of possible uncertainty or ignorance associated with their input parameters. In this study, we focus on two particularly important parameters, i.e., aortic and intramyocardial
pressures, which are known to significantly affect coronary flow. Future work will focus on additional
sources of uncertainty, quantify how multiple sources interact and compare various propagation approaches.
This work was supported by NIH grant (NIH R01-EB018302), NSF SSI grants 1663671 and 1339824,
and NSF CDSE CBET 1508794. This work used the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery
Environment (XSEDE), which is supported by NSF grant number ACI-1548562.
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DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS OF STOCHASTIC
HOMOGENIZATION METHOD TO VERTEBRAL AND
MANDIBULAR TRABECULAR BONE
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SUMMARY

This paper proposes the first-order perturbation based stochastic homogenization (FPSH) method
to express the inter-individual difference in the mechanical properties of trabecular bone by
considering the variability or uncertainty in the physical parameter of bone material. This method
was firstly applied to human vertebral trabecular bone and calibrated by comparison with measured
data. It was then applied to mandibular trabecular bone and the drilling force during oral implant
surgery was calculated.
Key words: Stochastic homogenization method, inter-individual difference, trabecular bone

1

INTRODUCTION

Bone quality of the trabecular bone has been one of the main issues in the orthopaedic research.
Many studies have been carried out to characterize the bone quality. The 3D trabecular network
architecture is one of the important factors and micro-CT imaging contributed to this study. The
author discussed the anisotropy of the homogenized mechanical properties of the trabecular bone
region in human vertebra in the comparison between healthy and osteoporotic bones by the
asymptotic homogenization method [1]. In the numerical analysis of trabecular bone, the
anisotropy is indispensable to discuss the bone quality. Another important factor for the discussion
of bone quality is the inter-individual difference. For this discussion, the bone mineral density
(BMD) or bone volume fraction is, of course, an important parameter. However, many
experimental measurements revealed relatively large scattering in the mechanical property of
trabecular bone even thought the BMD or bone volume fraction is the same. It is due to the interindividual difference, which has made the diagnosis difficult. There was no numerical study that
could consider the inter-individual differences in the mechanical property and behavior of
trabecular bone.
Hence, this paper presents the stochastic homogenization method based on the first-order
perturbation approximation to consider the variability or uncertainty in the physical parameters of
the bone material. A correction factor was appended in the theory, and was calibrated in the
application to human lumbar trabecular bone to cover many experimental data in the published
papers. Finally, the calibrated model was applied to the human mandibular trabecular bone
assuming that the same level of inter-individual difference may appear. A micro-CT image-based
modeling using voxel (cubic) finite elements was used for the human trabecular bone.

2
FIRST-ORDER PERTURBATION BASED STOCHASTIC HOMOGENIZATION
METHOD
The simple formulation of the first-order perturbation based stochastic homogenization method
(FPSH) is a convenient but effective method to predict the probabilistic density function (PDF) of
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the homogenized or macroscopic properties for variety of heterogeneous materials [2, 3]. Let f 
be PDF, α be the random physical parameters, D be the stress-strain matrix of the bone
material and D H be the homogenized stress-strain matrix of trabecular bone region. The
variability or uncertainty in the mechanical properties of the bone material is considered by the
random physical parameter as in Eqs. (1), and the homogenized stress-strain matrix of the
trabecular bone region is assumed to be written in the same way by Eq. (2) using the same random
parameter.
(1)
f D  f D   D0  D1 f  

  

    

(2)
f D H  f D H    D H  D H f  
The more general formulation using many random parameters for wide range of heterogeneous
materials has been proposed so far [4, 5]. The zero-th and first order terms in Eq. (2) can be
calculated by the approximately expanded characteristic displacements with respect to α in the
same way with conventional homogenization method [2, 3]. It has been known that the first-order
perturbation approximation holds when α is small enough. Verification of FPSH has been
published in the case of fibrous composite materials [4].
0

1

In the application to the analysis of inter-individual difference of human trabecular bone, a
correction factor  was appended as follows in this study, where  is a scalar value [2].

   

 

(3)
f D H  D H   D H f  
The correction factor  is determined by comparison with as many measured data as possible.
0

1

2 ANALYSIS OF HUMAN LUMBAR TRABECULAR BONE
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The FPSH method (Eq. (3)) was applied to the micro-CT image-based voxel model of human
lumbar trabecular bone (L4). The small random parameter was set as   0.03 . By comparison
with many data measured in the published papers as shown in Fig. 1, the correction factor was
calibrated as   8 . The blue solid line is the Keyak’s regression curve, and dashed lines are the
range of the measured values in Keyak’s work. The calculated PDF of the homogenized Young’s
modulus could cover all the published data.
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Fig. 1 Prediction of homogenized Young’s modulus of human lumber trabecular bone with
published measured data including Keyak’s regression curve.

3 APPLICATION TO HUMAN MANDIBULAR TRABECULAR BONE
The calibrated stochastic homogenization model was applied to the human mandibular trabecular
bone assuming that the same level of inter-individual difference exists. The purpose here was not
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only to calculate the homogenized properties, but also to estimate the drilling force for the oral
implant surgery [6]. The calculated drilling force was implemented in our own oral implant surgery
simulator with force sensing device [7]. An example of calculated drilling force and the oral
implant surgery simulator are shown in Fig. 2. The solid line that shows 50% level is the expected
value, and 10% dotted line shows the case of poor bone quality that 10% among the patients may
have. This drilling force sensing system is utilized in the PBL class at the Tokyo Dental College. It
is useful for the education of such medical accident as the perforation of lingual cortical bone or
mandibular canal.

50%

10%

Fig. 2 An example of calculated drilling force in the case of perforation of lingual cortical bone and
the developed oral implant surgery simulator with drilling force sensing device.

4 CONCLUDING REMARK
The first-order perturbation based stochastic homogenization (FPSH) method was presented to
model the inter-individual difference in the mechanical property and behavior of trabecular bone.
The first-order perturbation method is the simplest and is easy to be implemented in the finite
element code. In the near future, more sophisticated expansion such as polynomial chaos [8] should
be investigated to model the large scattering.
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SUMMARY
Standard uncertainty quantification approaches for cardiovascular models are challenged by the large
number of uncertain inputs and expense of simulations. With multilevel multifidelity estimators, we
improve the accuracy of our quantities of interest for reasonable computational cost. This is achieved
by leveraging three model fidelities to rigorously quantify output variability. We demonstrate this for
modeling uncertainties such as material properties and boundary conditions. Significant reduction
in cost as compared to traditional UQ methods is demonstrated multiple models and quantities of
interest. Our implementation combines the SimVascular and Dakota open-source platforms, in an
effort to facilitate adoption of these approaches by the research and medical communities.
Key words: cardiovascular modeling, uncertainity quantification, multifidelity Monte Carlo

1

INTRODUCTION

Clinicians are increasingly pursuring computational models of the cardiovascular system due to the
hemodynamic insights they provide for both diagnosis and treatment planning of cardiovascular disease. The applications of these models range broadly, as the models are generated non-invasively
using routinely collected clinical data [1]. Unfortunately, intrinsic uncertainity permeates any models
of the cardiovascular system. These uncertainties arise from varied sources such as measurement
errors, intra-patient data variability, and modeling approximations. Therefore, relying on a deterministic framework provides limited information of the model hemodynamics, making the results much
less useful in clinical settings. To make our models more clinically relevant, we can account for these
uncertainities and provide various confidence metrics through uncertainity quantification (UQ).
There are several challenges to consider for uncertainity quantification of cardivascular simulation
results. First, there are typically multiple sources of uncertainty which need to be accounted for and
propogated through the model. UQ schemes can then be faced with manifestations of the curse of
dimensionality, which poses significant challenges for generalized Polynomial Chaos expansions [2]
and Stochastic Collocation [3] approaches due to the fast increase of the computational complexity
of tensor-products in high-dimensions. A second challenge, regardless of the number and realization
of uncertain input parameters, is the computational expense of three-dimensional model solutions.
Three-dimensional simulations involve discrete representations with millions of degrees of freedom
that are solved in parallel over multiple computational nodes. Mantaining a reasonable computational
cost therefore becomes challenging when relying solely on three-dimensional simulations.
For cardiovascular UQ, Monte Carlo estimators [4] have many desirable properties. They are unbiased, offer flexibility with respect to heterogeneous input sources, and the associated variance depends only on the true variance and number of model evaluations, not on the problem dimensionality.
However, only a small fraction of these evaluations can typically be afforded when working with expensive deterministic solvers. By instead utilizing multi-level and multi-fidelity estimators, we can
substantially reduce the variance associated with Monte Carlo estimators for the same computational
cost.
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Figure 1: Local resolution comes at the trade- Figure 2: (a) MFMC control variates are comoff of higher computational cost for varying bined with (b) MLMC estimators to generate (c)
fidelity models.
the MLMF schemes used in this study.
2

METHODOLOGY

2.1 Cardiovascular modeling
We utilize multilevel multifidelity approaches that leverage a cascade of varying fidelity models and
different spatio-temporal discretizations. Our simplified model representations are computationally
inexpensive, especially when compared to the cost of a full three-dimensional model. A validation
study was performed on multiple model geometries to confirm that the low-fidelity models can match
flow and pressure quantities of interest obtained from the three-dimensional models.
Three-dimensional models are generated from patient-specific imaging data in the open-source SimVascular platform [6], which provide tools for model creation, finite-element based simulation, and
post-processing. One-dimensional hemodynamic models are automatically extracted from the threedimensional models. The in-house solver formulation is adapted from Hughes and Lubliner [7],
with implementation details discussed in [8]. Linearizing the 1D incompressible Navier-Stokes equations around rest conditions leads to an even simpler zero-dimensional formulation where vascular
networks are analyzed using equivalent electrical circuits. For this representation, which leads to a
system of ODEs, flows and pressures are analagous to currents and voltage, respectively.
Figure 1 demonstrates the high-level tradeoff between the model fidelities. Low fidelity methods are
computationally inexpensive but lack the extrememly local resolution for the high fidelity models,
which allow us to examine in detail the variation of quantities of interest (QoIs) in specific regions of
interest.
2.2 Uncertainity quantification
Monte Carlo (MC) methods benefit from their flexibility and guaranteed convergence which is independent on the stochastic dimensionality. Multilevel and multifidelity approaches build on the generic
Monte Carlo concept to improve estimator variances while retaining the desirable properies of MC
estimators. Multilevel MC (MLMC) approaches replace the QoI Q with a telescopic sum of the differences between the next coarsest resolution level. For an extensive review on MLMC estimators
the reader can refer to [9]. Multifidelity MC (MFMC) estimators embed a correction term based on
the low fidelity model. For full details of MFMC estimators the reader can refer to [10, 11]. We can
combine these ideas into a multilevel multifidelity (MLMF) approach which further reduces estimator
variance. For MLMF, we apply one control variate for each (high-fidelity) resolution level. For further details, the reader is referred to [12]. Schematics summarizing the MFMC, MLMC, and MLMF
concepts can be seen in Figure 2.
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Table 1: UQ cost comparison for extrapolation to accuracy = 0.02.

2.3 Workflow
Our workflow integrates multiple cardiovascular solvers with Sandia National Laboratories’ Dakota
toolkit [5] for uncertainty analysis in a manner designed to automatically manage the solutions of
multiple models to compute MLMF estimators for a variety of quantities of interest. Both aortofemoral and coronary model geometries were used to verify the performance of the MLMF estimators. Over 100 different quantities of interest, ranging from global outlet flows and pressures to
local time-averaged wall shear stress quantities, were examined to robustly demonstrate the power
of the MLMF estimators. A range of uncertain parameters, including boundary conditions and vessel material properities, were explored in this study. Generally, these uncertain distributions can be
heterogeneously assimilated from patient data or assumed from literature data. 3D, 1D, and 0D models were chosen following an extensive mesh convergence study. Both healthy and diseased models
were included. Comparision of computational cost confirmed our expectation that multiple orders of
magnitude cost savings are achieved by the low-fidelity models.
3 RESULTS
Comparison of the MLMF esitmators to other UQ schemes reveals significant (several orders of
magnitude) computational cost savings for both local and global QoIs as compared to MC and MLMC
methods when extrapolating to a given accuracy, defined as six times the coefficient of variation of
the associated estimator. This can be seen in Table 1, while the improved MLMF confidence after a
fixed pilot set of 250 simulations can be seen in Figure 3 and Figure 4 for global and local QoIs.
We also include here a sampling of the insights we gathered from this study. Global QoIs are easier
to resolve than local QoIs, achieving greater accuracy for the same cost (best demonstrated by 3D1D MLMF scheme (blue) in Figure 5a). This is due to the degraded spatial resolution of the lowfidelity models, which means these models as less accurate for local QoIs. However, we also find that
under computational budget constraint, we can obtain larger improvements in estimator variance by
substituting 1D models with less expensive 0D models ( Figure 5b).
Our study demonstrates the effectiveness of the MLMF method on patient-specific model geometries.
By testing many types of uncertain parameters and a wide range of QoIs, we demonstrated the robustness of MLMF estimators. Future work to be presented will demonstrate the power of the MLMF
estimators for enhanced UQ. This includes applications of this method to additional sources of uncertainity (i.e. geometric uncertainties or existing libraries of patient-specific models) or sensitivity
analysis and parameter estimation in a variety of modeling physiologies. Finally, a fully automated
framework for the creation of low-fidelity models is underway to further faciliate user-accessible UQ.
4 CONCLUSIONS
With the increased adoption of computational tools for routine clinical diagnosis, it is imperative for
robust methods of uncertainity quantitification to be available. To assist in widespread adoption, new
tools for uncertainty analysis need to be adaptable to practical computational budgets and be relatively
easy to use. By leveraging MLMF estimators implemented in Dakota, estimators with high levels of
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accuracy improvement factors calculated with a fixed cost equivalent to 50 3D fine simulations.
confidence can be obtained with a reasonable computational budget in a semi-automated workflow.
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SUMMARY
This study explores how uncertainty in time-varying parameter estimates obtained using nonlinear
filtering algorithms with parameter tracking affects corresponding model output predictions. Results
are demonstrated on a numerical example estimating the time-varying external voltage parameter in
the FitzHugh-Nagumo system for modeling the spiking dynamics of neurons.
Key words: time-varying parameter estimation, parameter uncertainty, nonlinear filtering

1 INTRODUCTION
Many applications in modern-day science involve system parameters that are unknown and must be
estimated using little to no prior information. The problem of estimating and quantifying uncertainty
in such parameters remains a big challenge in computational and applied mathematics. A subset of
these parameter estimation problems involve system parameters that change with time but do not
have known evolution models. One example includes the external voltage parameter in modeling the
spiking dynamics of neurons [1], which may exhibit periodic behavior.
This study explores the effects of uncertainty in time-varying parameter estimates obtained using
nonlinear filtering algorithms with parameter tracking, with particular focus on how uncertainty in
the parameter estimates affect corresponding model output predictions. As will be demonstrated on a
numerical example estimating the time-varying external voltage parameter in the FitzHugh-Nagumo
model, uncertainty in this setting results from the choice of the drift variance in the parameter tracking
algorithm, along with the inability of parameter tracking to maintain the structural characteristics
(such as periodicity) of the parameter. Results show how parameter uncertainties have a noticeable
effect on the corresponding FitzHugh-Nagumo model predictions.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 The Parameter Estimation Inverse Problem
The parameter estimation inverse problem is to estimate the unknown (or poorly known) parameters
of a system given noisy, sometimes partial observations of the system states (or some function of
the system states). More specifically, assume the system dynamics are described by an ordinary
differential equation model
dx
= f (t, x, θ),
x(0) = x0 ,
(1)
dt
where x = x(t) ∈ Rd is the vector of model states, θ ∈ Rp is the vector of unknown parameters,
f : R × Rd × Rp → Rd is the known model function, and x0 is the vector of initial values (which
may also be unknown or poorly known). Further assume discrete, noisy observations
yk = g(x(tk ), θ) + wk ,

0 < t1 < t2 < . . . < tT
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(2)

where g : Rd × Rp → Rm , m ≤ d, is the known observation function and wk represents the
observation error. The inverse problem is therefore to estimate the parameters θ and model states x(t)
at given times from the observations yk .
2.2 Parameter Tracking via Nonlinear Filtering
While there are many approaches to solving the classic parameter estimation inverse problem as
posed, nonlinear filtering algorithms provide a natural framework for estimating time-varying parameters given time series data, as considered in this study. Nonlinear filtering methods fall under
the category of Bayesian approaches to solving the inverse problem, where the model states x and
parameters θ are treated as random variables with probability distributions, and their joint posterior
density is assembled using Bayes’ theorem
π(x, θ | y) ∝ π(y | x, θ)π(x, θ)

(3)

with likelihood function π(y | x, θ) and prior distribution π(x, θ). Nonlinear filters (also known as
sequential Monte Carlo methods) rely on the use of discrete-time stochastic equations describing the
model states and observations to sequentially update the joint posterior density π(x, θ | y). Denoting
by Dj the accumulated observations up to time tj , the posterior distribution π(xj , θ | Dj ) is updated
sequentially using a two-step, predictor-corrector-type scheme:
π(xj , θ | Dj ) −→ π(xj+1 , θ | Dj ) −→ π(xj+1 , θ | Dj+1 ).

(4)

The first step (the prediction step) uses the state evolution model to predict the values of the states
at time tj+1 without knowledge of the data, while the second step (the analysis step or observation
update) uses the observation equation to correct that prediction by taking into account the data at tj+1 .
Starting with a prior density π(x0 , θ | D0 ), D0 = ∅, this updating scheme is repeated until the final
joint posterior density is obtained when j = T .
Various nonlinear filtering algorithms exist in the literature, including particle filters [4, 5, 6] and ensemble Kalman filters (EnKFs) [7, 8, 9]. In standard formulations of these algorithms, the parameters
θ are assumed to be static, i.e., dθ/dt = 0, and are artificially evolved over time. However, in cases
where the parameter values change slowly over time, a drift can be added to the parameters in the
prediction step in order to track the change in the parameters over time, modeling the change as a
random walk
θj+1 = θj + ξj+1 ,
ξj+1 ∼ N (0, Ej+1 ).
(5)
The covariance Ej+1 of the drift term, typically modeled as Ej+1 = σξ2 I with drift variance σξ2 , must be
carefully chosen a priori for each application considered in order to avoid filter divergence and obtain
a useful parameter estimate. The choice of σξ2 has a direct effect on the amount of uncertainty in the
resulting parameter estimate. Parameter tracking also does not guarantee that structural characteristics
(such as periodicity) are maintained, introducing additional uncertainty into the parameter estimate.
3 NUMERICAL RESULTS
To explore the effects of uncertainty in the parameter tracking estimates of time-varying parameters, consider the following numerical example of estimating the external voltage parameter in the
FitzHugh-Nagumo model [2], which is commonly used as a simplified version of the Hodgkin-Huxley
model [3] for studying the spiking dynamics of neurons. The FitzHugh-Nagumo system is given by
dx1
dt
dx2
dt



x3
= c x2 + x1 − 1 + v(t)
3


1
= − x1 − a + bx2
c

(6)
(7)

where x1 describes the measurable membrane potential of the neuron and x2 is an unobservable
combined effect of different ionic currents. While the parameters a, b, and c are typically assigned as
some known constants, the time-varying external voltage parameter v(t) is unknown.
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Figure 1: States and external voltage parameter of the FitzHugh-Nagumo system. Noisy observations of
x1 (top, blue markers) of the FitzHugh-Nagumo system (6)–(7), along with the unobserved state x2 (bottom,
solid black) and external voltage parameter v(t) (bottom, dashed black).
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Figure 2: Parameter tracking estimates of the external voltage parameter. EnKF with parameter tracking
estimates of the voltage parameter v(t) in the FitzHugh-Nagumo system (6)–(7). The estimated EnKF mean is
plotted in solid red, and the ±2 standard deviation curves are plotted in blue and green, respectively. The true
sinusoidal voltage function used to generate the synthetic data is plotted in black.

Figure 1 shows synthetic data generated from the system (6)–(7) with initial conditions x1 (0) = 1 and
x2 (0) = 0.5, fixed parameters a = 0.7, b = 0.8, and c = 3, and modeling the time-varying external
voltage parameter as a periodic, sinusoidal function v(t) = 0.5 sin(ωt + π/2) − 1 with frequency
ω = 0.1, varying more slowly than the system dynamics; a similar example was considered in [1, 10].
Data was generated by taking measurements of x1 at 1571 equidistant time instances over the interval
from t = 0 to t = 314, which covers five periods of v(t). Observations were corrupted with zeromean Gaussian noise with standard deviation assigned to be 20% of the standard deviation of x1 .
Figure 2 shows the resulting mean and ±2 standard deviation curves estimating v(t) via parameter
tracking with an augmented EnKF in the style of [9, 10] using n = 15 ensemble members and drift
standard deviation σξ = 0.01. While the resulting curves are able to track the general shape of the
underlying sinusoidal function, periodicity is not maintained. Further, model predictions using these
curves result in widely different time series estimates of x1 and x2 , shown in Figure 3.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The results shown in Figure 3 demonstrate the sensitivity of the FitzHugh-Nagumo system (6)–(7)
to uncertainty in the estimate of the external voltage parameter v(t). While the parameter tracking
approach is able to capture the general behavior of the parameter over time, it is not able to maintain
the periodicity intrinsic to the parameter. Uncertainty in the external voltage parameter estimates
result in model predictions that are unable to capture fully the true underlying model states and differ
significantly between the mean estimate and ±2 standard deviation curves. This motivates future work
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Figure 3: Model predictions using parameter tracking estimates of the external voltage parameter.
Model predictions obtained using the parameter tracking estimates of the external voltage parameter v(t) in the
FitzHugh-Nagumo system (6)–(7). Predictions of the model states x1 and x2 using the EnKF mean estimate
are plotted in solid red (middle), while the ±2 standard deviation curves are plotted in blue (top) and green
(bottom), respectively. The true model states used to generate the synthetic data are plotted in dashed black.

to develop parameter tracking algorithms that are able to better maintain structural characteristics
while estimating time-varying parameters.
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SUMMARY
The incorporation of uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis in cardiovascular model development and assessment can significantly improve the prediction quality and efficiency of biomedical
models for clinical applications.
Key words: Cardiovascular models, uncertainty quantification, sensivity analysis

1 INTRODUCTION
To make cardiovascular model predictions relevant, applicable and usable in clinical practice, methods for uncertainty quantification (UQ) and sensitivity analysis (SA) are vital in the process of quality assurance. The awareness, understanding and integration of methods for UQ and SA in model
development is therefore key to qualify our cardiovascular model predictions for diagnostic decision support and thereby making them an integral part of the digitalization and modernization of
medicine. Precise and quantifiable metrics of prediction quality are mandatory to pave the way for
the inclusion of cardiovascular model predictions in clinical decision making. Efficient, simple and
practical methods for uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis are therefore called for, albeit
not yet applied routinely in biomedical engineering research and development. In this presentation
we will present some recent advances of uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis relevant
for cardiovascular modeling carried out in our group.
2 METHODOLOGY
Previously, we proposed a practical guide for UQ and global, variance based SA [1], applicable to
any deterministic cardiovascular model. These methods are demonstrated for a number of relatively
simple cardiovascular applications in our recent Jupyter notebooks.
Further, we have developed and validated a reduced-order model for the estimation of the fractional
flow reserve (FFR) index based on blood flow simulations that incorporate clinical imaging and
patient-specific characteristics, and assessed the uncertainty of FFR predictions with respect to input data on a per patient basis [2].
Moreover, we have developed a method to optimize/reduce the number of arterial segments included
in one-dimensional blood flow models, while preserving key features of flow and pressure waveforms
[3].
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In our presentation we will demonstrate how UQ and SA may be used for clinically relevant cardiovascular models, e.g. model predictions of arterial pressure and flow wave dynamics [4], model-based
estimation of the fractional flow reserve and model-based estimation of the total arterial compliance
(CT). The impact of image resolution limitations on computational predictions of coronary stenosis
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severity will also be presented [5]. Finally, we will demonstrate how a framework to optimize/reduce
the number of arterial segments in one-dimensional blood flow models, may be used as a tool for
model selection that aims at minimizing total uncertainty [3].
We maintain that the incorporation of UQ and SA in model development and assessment can significantly improve the prediction quality and efficiency of biomedical models for clinical applications.
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SUMMARY
This work aims at demonstrating how Kalman filters can be computed for partial-differential equation
without facing the usual curse of dimensionality. To this end, we demonstrate that there is a timedependent kernel with a certain regularity behind the covariance operator computed in the Kalman
filter. This kernel is then approximated through time using hierarchical matrices allowing to consider
space discretization with millions of degrees of freedom.
Key words: data assimilation, Kalman filter, H-matrix

1 INTRODUCTION
It is now widely accepted that data assimilation offers a unified framework for combining biophysical
time-dependent models and in-vivo measurements in order to define patient-specific models with predictive capabilities [6]. In the context of data assimilation, it is then common to try to minimize a least
square criterion which defines an adequate compromise between, on the one hand, the discrepancy
computed between simulations of the model and the corresponding available measurements and, on
the other hand, some model a priori knowledge. Minimizing this criterion under the constraint of the
model dynamics was popularized as the 4D-Var approach in data assimilation for geophysics before
being spread for other types of natural systems such as the ones studied in biology and medicine
[6, 12]. The 4D-Var algorithm is very efficient even for large-dimensional systems as soon as the
minimization procedure of the least square criterion does not require too many iterations. To avoid
relying on such minimization iterates, one has made the choice to rely on so-called sequential counterparts of the 4D-Var algorithm. Sequential procedure aims at defining a closed-loop dynamics which
uses sequentially the measurements at hand to nudge the estimated system to a configuration compatible with the observations. The most famous sequential approach is certainly given by using a
Kalman filter feedback in the dynamics, allowing to correct the system trajectory and possibly its
parameter in order to obtain an accurate estimation at the end of the time window. A Kalman estimator can be proved to give the exact same results as the 4D-Var when a linear dynamics operator
and a linear observation operator are considered, and Kalman-based approaches have been developed
to furnish comparable estimations with respect to the least square minimization in a general nonlinear context. However, Kalman-based estimators face a curse of dimensionality as their full cost
is prohibitive when considered for large-dimensional systems such as the ones described by partial
differential equations. To overcome this difficulty, two classes of strategies are used until now: (1)
rely on advanced reduced model strategies to limit the dimensionality of the model of interest [11]
or (2) reduced the uncertainty space in order to apply a Kalman-based estimator on only a subspace
of the system variable and unknown parameters [6]. The second case includes in particular all the
attempt of applying Kalman-based estimation procedure on a small number of model parameters.
In this work, we propose to show how new numerical methods based on H-matrix discretization of
integral operators can circumvent the curse of dimensionality behind Kalman estimator. Indeed, the
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Kalman filter computation relies on solving a Riccati equation normally leading to a full matrix after
spatial discretization. By justifying that the Riccati solution is, in fact, an integral operator with a
certain level of regularity, we can replace it full matrix discrete counterpart by a hierarchical matrix
with a certain level of compression. This allows us to compute a Kalman feedback even for very
large dimensional systems with millions of degrees of freedom, and pave the way of investigating the
impact of model or uncertainty reduction with respect to brute full sequential estimation.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1

The Kalman estimator for PDEs

To fix the ideas let consider a bounded domain Ω, Y a Hilbert space defined over functions of Ω
(typically L2 (Ω)) and V ⊂ Y a subspace with compact injection (typically H 1 (Ω)). We consider a
linear evolution PDE which is formally represented by

d
v ∈ V, t ∈ (0, T )
dt (y, v)Y + a(t, y, v) = ℓ(t, v) + b(t, ν(t), v),
(1)
y(0) = y0
where a(t, ·, ·) is a bilinear coercive form on a V × V, ℓ(t, ·) a linear form on V and b(t, ·, ·) a
bilinear form applied to the test function v and an input ν ∈ L2 ((0, T ), U ). We assume that in this
system the initial condition and the input ν are unknown and expect to estimate them from available
measurements z. We mathematically model the measurement process by a linear operator C such
that the measurements z = Cy + χ where χ represent the measurement error.
Denoting by A(t) the operator associated with a and B the operator associated with b. The KalmanBucy estimator associated with (3) is given by

d
v ∈ V, t ∈ (0, T )
dt (ŷ, v)Y + a(t, ŷ, v) = ℓ(t, v) + (z − C ŷ, CΠv),
(2)
ŷ(0) = ŷ0
with Π is the mild solution [3] of the Riccati dynamics

d
∗
∗ −1
∗
dt Π = AΠ + ΠA − ΠC R CΠ + BQB
Π(0) = Π0

(3)

where R is the measurement noise covariance and Q the model noise covariance. Under suitable
conditions on A, B and C namely A is variational, BQB ∗ is Hilbert Schmidt and C is bounded, it
can be proved that P belongs to the class of Hilbert-Schmidt operators [7, 5]. Therefore, Π can be
represented by a kernel π such that

(Π(t)y)(x) =
π(x, x′ , t) dx′ ,
(4)
Ω

with potential additional decreasing properties of the kernel when x and x′ are distant. In essence, the
kernel π(x, x′ , t) characterizes the correlation at time t and between x and x′ of solutions of (3).
2.2

Discretization

When it comes to discretization, a time and space discretization of (2) is typically given by

n ⊺
n+1 )−1 [z(tn ) − C(tn )ŷ n,− ]
ŷhn+1,− = ŷhn,+ + δtΠn,+
h C(t ) R(t
h
−1 + δtC(tn+1 )⊺ R(tn+1 )−1 C(tn+1 ))−1
Πn,+
= ((Πn,−
h
h )
followed by a prediction step

(I − δtAh (tn+1 ))yhn+1,− = yhn,+ + δtLh (tn+1 )
n+1 ))−⊺ + δtB(tn+1 )Q(tn+1 )B(tn+1 )⊺
Πn+1,−
= (I − δtAh (tn+1 ))−1 Πn,+
h
h (I − δtAh (t
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(5)

(6)

where Ah (tn+1 ) (resp. Lh (tn+1 )) is the linear operator associated with the finite element discretization of the bilinear form associated with a(tn+1 , ·, ·) (resp. ℓ(tn+1 , ·)). We then understand that with
a finite element discretization, inverting (I − δtAh (tn+1 )) can typically be performed by the inversion
of a sparse matrix. However,
−1
n+1 −⊺
((Πn,−
+ C(tn+1 )R(tn+1 )−1 C(tn+1 )⊺ )−1 or (I − δtAh (tn+1 ))−1 Πn,+
))
(7)
h )
h (I − δtAh (t

usually leads to intractable full matrices.
2.3

A hierarchical matrix representation

Hierarchical matrices have been first introduced by W. Hackbush and S. Börm (see e.g. [4, 8, 9]) in the
context of Partial Differential Equations in order to compress the matrices that typically come from
their discretization when using the Boundary Element Method. The main intuitive idea behind is that
the matrices discretize operators that act on spatial functions. The considered operators are typically
obtained by discretization of convolution operators with Green functions or kernel operators. In the
construction of H-matrices, the spatial unknowns are scattered in smaller and smaller boxes, in a
dyadic tree in a recursive way. The interactions between groups of unknowns of different boxes at
different levels correspond to extradiagonal blocks in the matrix and may be approximated using a
low-rank representation. It turns out that for regular kernels, this approximation can be very accurate,
leading to a compressed approximation of the original block. Indeed, if one considers a block B of
size m × n in the original matrix, and approximate it to the desired accuracy with a rank r matrix B̃,
one may compute r pairs of vectors (ui , vi )1≤i≤r such that
B ∼ B̃ =

r


ui vi⊺ .

i=1

Since, ui ∈ Rm and vi ∈ Rn , storing B̃ requires only r(m + n) data which is much lower than mn
if the rank r is much smaller than min(m, n).
Remarkably, H-matrices not only provide a way to compress matrices in a problem but allow the
user to perform algebraic operations, such as additions, multiplications or matrix inversions. Those
operations are by now classical and we refer to [4, 8, 9] for their practical implementations which
lead to a full algebra. A native M ATLAB version, openHmx, developed by M. Aussal is also available
on an open source basis inside the Gypsilab software [1, 2].
We use the H-matrices in our context, by remarking that the operator Π(t) is indeed represented by a
kernel in (4). If the kernel is smooth enough, it must be expected that a suitable compression through
the use of H-matrices can be performed. Eventually, if Πn,−
in (7) is a hierarchical matrix, we can
h
n,+
n+1,−
ensure that Πh and Πh
remain hierarchical matrices as long as we can perform the algebraic
operations present in (6) and (7). All of them can be done using the classical algebraic operations,
however a specific “on the fly” recompression algorithm is needed in order to adapt the hierarchical
representation of the matrix along the time. Indeed, the kernel π of the operator Π evolving in time,
its structure evolves as well. Moreover, Kalman filtering also needs to deal with both sparse and
full matrices, which is not standard in the classical H-matrix context. As Gypsilab was developed
to handle full and sparse matrices coming from BEM and FEM problems respectively, a complete
algebra is available that mixes both types. This toolbox is therefore used in the present work.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Here, we consider the simple heat equation model on a 2D domain. We use a P1 finite element discretization of 106 degrees of freedom. The initial covariance Π0 is set to the inverse of the stiffness
matrix and our algorithm automatically handles the adaptive compression of the H-matrix representation through time, leading ultimately to a very low rank matrix. Therefore, the time cost of solving
the full Ricatti drastically decrease after few time steps.
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Figure 1: Evolution of the H-matrix structure of the covariance operator

This simple example for the state estimation of a parabolic linear equation can then clearly be extended for a full range of models including viscoelasticity. Moreover, for non-linear models we can
then rely on the Extented Kalman Filter with the same properties, at least numerically.
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SUMMARY
We propose a novel computational pipeline to perform uncertainty quantification and sensitivity analysis of cardiac electrophysiology models exploiting efficient and accurate reduced order models
(ROMs) built through the reduced basis method for parametrized systems. We reduce the computational complexity entailed by stochastic sampling approaches by relying on less expensive queries
to the forward problem, still preserving the fidelity of an accurate model such as the monodomain
equation. Moreover, we properly account for the error with respect to the full order model by means
of inexpensive statistical ROM error models. Applications to scenarios related to cardiac arrhythmias
show the capability of the proposed framework to enhance substantially UQ analyses even in presence
of complex input-output relationships.
Key words: uncertainty quantification, cardiac electrophysiology, reduced order modeling, sensitivity analysis

1

INTRODUCTION

The mathematical and numerical modeling of the cardiovascular system poses several challenges because of its geometric complexity, the multiphysics/multiscale nature of the processes at hand, and the
need of a huge amount of data to feed the mathematical models when trying to reproduce both physiological and pathological behaviors [2]. Often partially missing, these data are inevitably hampered
by uncertainty, e.g., in (i) the computational domain, (ii) physical parameters (e.g. cardiac conductivities) and (iii) boundary conditions, among others. These are the main reasons behind the very
rapid growth of applications of uncertainty quantification (UQ) methods to cardiovascular problems
in the past decade, in view of both model calibration and personalization – that is, the adaptation of
model inputs to subject-specific conditions. Forward UQ problems are strictly related to the task of
parametric studies, multi-scenario and sensitivity analyses, whereas backward UQ problems involve
parameter (and state) estimation and data assimilation. In particular, by solving identification problems in cardiovascular modeling, we aim to identify those inputs which are unknown or affected by
uncertainty [5].
2 METHODOLOGY
Numerical strategies for UQ problems in this context involve the approximation of PDEs for several
(usually, order of thousands) input parameter values, thus making high-fidelity, or full-order, techniques (e.g. the finite element method) ill-suited, despite the constant growth of computer resources
available. Reduced-order models (ROMs) such as the reduced basis (RB) method [1], are emerging
methodologies in the UQ framework since they are aimed at reducing the computational complexity
entailed by the repeated solution of PDEs without affecting their accuracy [3].
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We propose to take advantage of ROM techniques to treat both forward and backward propagation
of uncertainty related to cardiac electrophysiology. In the former case we rely on variance-based
sensitivity analysis and Monte Carlo techniques; in the latter, we focus on statistical inversion methods
within a Bayesian framework [4, 5].
Here we focus on forward UQ, by considering the monodomain model to describe the electrical activity in a subject-specific left ventricle geometry, coupled with the Aliev-Panfilov model to characterize
the ionic activity through the cell membrane. We take into account relevant inputs related to both
models, such as electrical conductivities, pacing times, and coefficients affecting the ionic models.
We address a complete UQ pipeline, including: (i) a variance-based sensitivity analysis for the selection of the most relevant input parameters; (ii) forward UQ (or uncertainty propagation) to investigate
the impact of intra-subject variability on clinically relevant outputs related to the cardiac action potential. Both forward UQ and sensitivity analysis exploit stochastic (Monte Carlo) sampling techniques,
thus implying overwhelming computational costs because of the huge amount of queries to the highfidelity, full-order coupled PDE-ODEs model.
To mitigate this computational burden, we replace the high-fidelity model with computationally inexpensive projection-based reduced-order models aimed at reducing the state-space dimensionality.
ROM approximation errors on the outputs of interest are finally taken into account by means of statistical error models built through Gaussian process regression, enhancing the accuracy of the entire
UQ pipeline.
A suitable local ROM (see [6] for a detailed construction) provides an average speedup of about 50x
compared to the full-order model, ensuring at the same time a relative error smaller than 1% on the
computed electric potential, see Figure 1, where also the corresponding activation maps are reported
as meaningful output of clinical interest on which the UQ analysis is performed.

Figure 1: Left: Action potential at different time-steps t = 60,100,320 ms, for three different parameter vectors
(related to electric conductivities, ionic model, and electric activation) sampled online; right: activation maps
for the same parameter vectors computed through the full-order model (top) and the reduced order model
(bottom).

3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

We first perform a variance-based global sensitivity analysis; then, we propagate uncertainty from the
most relevant inputs (among several parameters affecting both the ionic model, the coefficients and the
data of the monodomain model) to vector-valued outputs of interest, related with the activation map.
We apply such a framework to two different cases, namely a two-dimensional spiral wave reentry and
breakup, simulating the presence of cardiac arrhythmias, and a three-dimensional patient-specific left
ventricle. Numerical results show that the proposed framework, combining a reduced order model to
speed up the evaluation of input-output maps and suitable statistical ROM error surrogates, enables
UQ analyses by greatly enhancing computational efficiency without compromising the numerical
accuracy of the computed results.
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SUMMARY
The purpose of this paper was to clarify accurate blood flow dynamics and hemodynamic parameters
in the ascending aorta obtained by MR-measurement-integrated (MR-MI) simulation. In this study,
flow field and hemodynamic parameters in the ascending aorta were compared between those
obtained from MR measurement data, ordinary simulation and MR-MI simulation using modified
inflow rate to minimize the mean axial velocity error in the ascending aorta. In the numerical results,
MR-MI simulation properly reproduced the velocity profiles of the MR data.
Key words:
1

Computational fluid dynamics, 4D flow MRI, Measurement-integrated simulation,
ascending aorta

INTRODUCTION

It is important to obtain accurate hemodynamic parameters because initiation and progress of
cardiovascular diseases are closely related to the flow condition. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) are typical ways to obtain information of the blood flow
field. However, MRI has relatively low temporal-spatial resolution although it noninvasively obtains
the actual data in vivo. On the other hand, giving exact initial and boundary conditions is difficult in
the CFD in general. Moreover, a patient-specific modeling of the blood flow has not been established
yet. To reproduce the accurate blood flow field in aorta, MR-measurement-integrated (MR-MI)
simulation was developed [1,2]. MR-MI simulation reproduces actual blood flow fields by adding
the virtual feedback force, which is proportional to velocity difference between the measurement and
computation, to the Navier-Stokes equation. In the analysis in a specific region of interest (ROI) in
the ascending aorta, it was shown that the velocity error in this ROI was substantially reduced by
inflow rate modification in ordinary simulation [1]. The error was further reduced by the feedback in
MR-MI simulation. In the MR-MI simulation for the ascending aorta, the error little decreased by
inflow rate modification in ordinary simulation but substantially decreased by feedback in MR-MI
simulation [2].
The purpose of this paper is to clarify accurate blood flow dynamics and hemodynamic parameters
in the ascending aorta by MR-MI simulation. In this study, flow field and hemodynamic parameters
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Fig.1 Geometry and computational condition

in the ascending aorta are compared between those obtained from MR measurement data, ordinary
simulation and MR-MI simulation using modified inflow rate to minimize the mean axial velocity
error in the ROI.
2 METHOD
MR data used in this study is the same as that of the former study for the descending aorta and
ascending aorta [1, 2]. It was extracted from a 38-year-old female patient with a dilatation at the level
of Valsalva sinuses and of the aortic root. The data was treated based on the ethical guidelines of the
University Hospital of Dijon (France). Three-dimensional shape of the aorta was extracted from the
MR data using medical image analysis software (Flova2.9，R’Tech，JPN). 3D data tool software
(Paraview5.4.0，SNL, LANL, Kitware Inc., USA) was used to smooth the extracted blood vessel
shape. A computational grid generation software (ICEM CFD16.2，ANSYS，USA) was used to
create a computation mesh for blood flow analysis (Fig. 1(a)). Tetrahedral and prism meshes were
used for the calculation, and three-layer prism meshes were arranged near the wall surface. The
numbers of grid points and cells are respectively 223317 and 794497. The ROI in this paper, the
same as that of the former report [2] was set in the ascending aorta using 3D data tool software
(Paraview5.4.0) (Fig.1(b)). Unsteady fluid flow analysis was performed by the commercial thermal
fluid analysis software (FLUENT16.2，ANSYS，USA). The density and the viscosity of the fluid
were set  = 1000 kg/m3 and  = 0.004 Pa･s, respectively, with reference to the physical property of
the blood. The feedback gain was set to 40 based on former report [2]. Flow rates for the outlet E
and branches B, C, D are 80 %, 10 %, 6 % and 4 %, respectively. Figure 1(c) shows the inlet flow
rate obtained from MR data. The cross-sectional velocity distribution at the inlet was uniform in all
cases. Data points were interpolated from 25 points to 100 points using linear interpolation in the
time direction. Figure 2 shows the simulation procedure performed in this study. Ordinary simulation
was performed using the inflow rate estimated from the mean axial velocity error in the ROI.

Ordinary

MR-MI

Fig. 2 Block diagram of MR-MI simulation and Ordinary simulation
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(a) Ordinary

(b) MR-MI

(c) MRI measurement

(d) Plane A

Fig. 3 Velocity profiles on Plane A colored by purple in (d). Upper and lower figures of the
velocity profiles are at t = 0.088s and t = 0.160s, respectively. The same color bar for velocity
magnitute is used for (a), (b), (c). The difference of the colors of the Plane A in (a), (b) and (c) is
due to different visualization softwares for the numerical simulation and MR data.
MR-MI simulation was also performed using the modified inflow rate. In MR- MI simulation, the
feedback force was added to all computational points in ROI using MRI data closest to each point.
The number of calculation points in the ROI was 174423, and those of MRI measurement points was
3815.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3(a), (b) and (c) show the velocity vectors of the ordinary simulation, MR-MI simulation and
MRI data on the plane A, which is a surface of ROI near the inlet, at t = 0.088s and t = 0.160s (see
Fig 1(c)) in the systolic phase. In Fig. 3(a) showing the results of the ordinary simulation without
feedback force, the velocity profiles are rather flat. On the other hand, in Fig. 3(b) showing the results
of MR-MI simulation with the feedback force, the velocity profiles are deflected to inside and outside
for the curvature of the aorta for the two cardiac phases, and they are similar to those of MR data
(Fig. 3(c)). The velocity profiles of MR-MI simulation and MR data are also in good agreement on
other cross sectional planes, which are consistent with former report [2] in which the error of the
MR-MI simulation largely decreased compared with that of the ordinary simulation.
4 CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this paper was to clarify accurate blood flow dynamics and hemodynamic parameters
in the ascending aorta obtained by MR-MI simulation. In this study, flow field and hemodynamic
parameters in the ascending aorta were compared between those obtained from MR measurement
data, ordinary simulation and MR-MI simulation using modified inflow rate to minimize the mean
axial velocity error in the ascending aorta. In the numerical results, MR-MI simulation properly
reproduced the velocity profiles of the MR data.
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SUMMARY (Current: 92 words; Word Limit: 100 words)
The Fontan procedure is the common palliation for single ventricle, congenital heart defects.
Though the procedure generally results in favorable short-term outcomes, Fontan patients suffer
from numerous long-term complications. Understanding the mechanism of these complications is
the key to personalized healthcare of Fontan patients. In the past two decades, computational
simulation has become an invaluable tool for evaluating Fontan hemodynamics and exploring
possible hemodynamic causes of complications. This article reviews computational Fontan studies
conducted at Georgia Tech and discusses the current and future role of computational simulation in
personalized healthcare for CHDs.
Keywords: Fontan, Computational Fluid Dynamics
1 INTRODUCTION
Congenital heart defects (CHDs) affect ~1% of newborns worldwide, and the single ventricle
heart defect is considered one of the complex forms of CHDs. For the past forty years, the Fontan
surgical procedure has been the most common palliative surgical treatment for single ventricle
patients. The Fontan procedure is a three-staged surgery that culminates in the total cavopulmonary
connection (TCPC), which connects the venous return directly to the pulmonary arteries. The
procedure generally gives favorable short-term outcomes and lowers early-age mortality. However,
several long-term complications have been recognized, resulting in decreased quality of life for
Fontan patients. Many of these complications are thought to be linked to compromised Fontan
hemodynamics. Understanding the hemodynamic causes of these complications may enable
personalized healthcare of Fontan patients.
2 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
For the past twenty years, the Cardiovascular Fluid Mechanics Lab at Georgia Tech has utilized
image-based computational simulation as a non-invasive tool to understand the hemodynamics of
Fontan patients. The computational paradigm was validated with in vitro experiments conducted at
an early age, as shown in Fig. 1

Figure 1 Validation of Computational Simulation (Images were adopted from Zélicourt et al.[1])

The validated computational paradigm provides a cost-effective approach to conduct
population studies examining the hypotheses linking hemodynamic metrics with Fontan
complications. The first example is the limited exercise capacity experienced by many Fontan
patients, which is hypothetically linked to power loss in the TCPC during exercise. The simulation
was a non-invasive means of assessing the TCPC power loss. The MRI-compatible supine bicycle
ergometer was used to evaluate Fontan patient's exercise physiology. The significant negative
correlations shown in Fig. 2 demonstrated the relationship between power loss and exercise
performance of Fontan patients. Recently, a significant negative correlation between TCPC power
loss at rest and patients’ quality of life (p-value = 0.011)[2] was also observed.
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Figure 2 Correlation between indexed power loss (iPL) at ventilator anaerobic threshold (VAT) and (A)
exercise minute oxygen consumption (VO2) at VAT and (B) exercise work at VAT. (Images were adopted
from Khiabani et al.[3])

Much of our previous literature has demonstrated that optimization of TCPC design can result
in better hemodynamic performance of the TCPC [4, 5]. Moreover, the aforementioned findings in
this article encourage the consideration of pre-procedural planning to reduce the TCPC power loss
and/or resistance. A cardiovascular virtual surgery platform (SURGEM) was collaboratively
developed at Georgia Tech and is currently used to pre-operatively optimize the surgical strategy
for Fontan surgery, particularly with regards to hepatic flow distribution (HFD). This hemodynamic
factor is associated with the progression of pulmonary arteriovenous malformation (PAVM). The
Fontan pre-procedural planning can help clinicians explore the hemodynamic performance of
multiple surgical options and potentially improve surgical outcomes, such as the patient
demonstrated in Fig. 3. Additionally, this paradigm can predictively identify the risk of PAVM,
such as the patient demonstrated in Fig. 4.

Figure 3 Comparison of hepatic flow distribution of the pre-operative TCPC and three surgical options. A 5050% hepatic flow distribution is hypothetically ideal. The patient has PAVM pre-operatively and needs
surgery to rebuild the Fontan pathway. Option 3 was selected and implemented to the patient. PAVM was
alleviated 6 months after the surgery and was not recurrent in an 8-year follow-up. (Images were adopted
from Sundareswaran, et al.[6])

Figure 4 (a) Flow conditions (percentage flow in terms of total cardiac output goes through each vessel) and
(b) streamlines from four inlet vessel for a patient with a significant central pulmonary artery stenosis. No
evidence for PAVMs at the time of simulation, but simulated results demonstrated that <10% was coursing to
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the left lung (yellow ribbon on the right image), implying that this lung was at risk for PAVM development.
Two years later, the patient’s systemic oxygen saturation had dropped from the mid-90s to the low 80s, and
cardiac catheterization revealed significant left lung PAVMs. (Hep: hepatic vein; AZ: azygous vein;
LPA/RPA: left and right pulmonary arteries; (L)SVC: (left) superior vena cava. Images were adopted from
Fogel, et al.[7])

However, the predicted hemodynamic metrics from the pre-procedural planning are not always
entirely accurate. We have completed ~60 pre-procedural planning cases for Fontan surgeries in the
past 13 years and obtained 12 post-Fontan follow-up data. We evaluated the accuracy of preprocedural planning predictions based on this limited data. It was concluded that while surgical
planning can offer accurate HFD predictions for specific graft types, methodological improvements,
especially in post-operative anatomy prediction, are essential to increase overall accuracy, as shown
in Fig. 5.

Figure 5 Relationship between HFD prediction error and mismatch of TCPC anatomy. Representative cases
are shown for (a) low, (b) moderate, and (c) high graft insertion offsets. A strong correlation (d) was seen
between prediction errors and offset for these connection types. The overlay figures compare the predicted
(blue) and post-operative (red) TCPCs on the left and show a color map of the offset between the predicted
and post-operative grafts on the right for each representative case. All cases use the same color scale. (Images
and the caption were adopted from Trusty et al.[8]).

This article reviews examples of how we used computational simulation to better understand
Fontan hemodynamics and to enhance personalized healthcare for Fontan patients. Though
computational simulation is progressively becoming a promising tool to assist clinical decision and
improving surgical strategy of CHDs, future efforts and refinements to the computational paradigm
will benefit from an improved understanding of the current state. Additionally, population studies
with large patient cohorts are necessary to verify the efficacy of the personalized healthcare.
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SUMMARY

In this work, we investigate the influence of the annular dynamic motion during systole on mitral
valve closure of a patient with Barlow’s disease. A finite element (FE) model is created from threedimensional (3D) echocardiographic data. Dynamic boundary conditions and nonlinear elastic
materials are used in the finite element model.

Key words: Barlow, Mitral Annulus, Finite Element

1 INTRODUCTION
The mitral valve is a thin walled complex connective tissue structure located between the left
atrium and left ventricle preventing the blood from flowing back into the atrium when the ventricle
contracts. The mitral apparatus consists of two leaflets attached to the annulus, which is an illdefined line between the left atrium and the left ventricle and connected to a network of chordae
tendinae further attached to the papillary muscles attached to the left ventricular wall. The normal
function of the mitral valve depends on the coordinated actions of different anatomical parts: the
left atrium, the mitral annulus, the mitral leaflets, the chordae tendinae, the papillary muscles and
the left ventricle.
Degenerative mitral regurgitation including Barlow’s disease is a common disorder affecting
around 2% of the population [1]. The left ventricle is challenged by increased volume load causing
remodeling and heart failure with increased morbidity and mortality. Mitral valve repair is
considered the treatment of choice, whenever feasible, as it is associated with improved quality of
life and survival as opposed to valve replacement [2]. Regardless of the leaflet and chordal
techniques employed, a prosthetic ring or band annuloplasty is mandatory for all surgical repair
procedures [3]. Unfortunately, repair failures are not uncommon with an incidence rate of about 2-3
% annually, most often seen in complex degenerative valve lesions like Barlow’s disease.
The Barlow disease has typical characteristics: the annulus is severely dilated, the leaflets are
thickened with excessive myxomatous tissue and billowing of both leaflets.
In contrast to isolated prolapse seen in fibroelastic deficiency, the regurgitation appears later in
systole, and may appear at several locations. The causes of repair failures in Barlow’s disease are
still unclear and data about the mechanisms of regurgitation and the progression of the disease are
scarce.
In this work, we investigate the influence of the annular dynamic motion during systole on valve
closure. To this end, a finite element model is created from 3D echocardiographic data. Annular
motion and papillary muscles displacements are acquired from the ultrasound recording and used
as boundary conditions in the FE model.
2 METHODOLOGY
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The geometry is reconstructed from 3D echocardiographic recording of a Barlow patient. Annulus
geometry and papillary muscles positions are recorded for each time step, an example is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1- Annulus (red circles) and papillary muscles detection (yellow circle) from an
echocardiographic image.
As it is difficult to track material points from echocardiographic measurements, the motion of the
annulus was prescribed using displacement boundary conditions determined from the acquired
images, under the assumption that heterogeneity in annular strain is small. First, the annular
geometries of each time step were modeled as periodic degree‐3 spline curves parameterized by arc
length. Then, the relative parameterization of the annular curves was optimized to find the
point‐wise map that minimized the total displacement between two consecutive curves as described
by Rego et al. [4].
The papillary muscles and annular displacements during the cardiac cycles are incorporated in the
finite element model as displacement boundary conditions using the Abaqus user subroutine
VDISP. The left ventricular pressure during systole was applied to the ventricular surface of the
leaflets as a uniform pressure. Frictionless general contact was assigned to the mitral leaflets to
model coaptation.
Incompressible transversely isotropic hyperelastic material properties were assigned to the leaflets
derived from the work of May-Newman and Yin [5], this corresponds to porcine data. Pham and
Sun [6] showed that material properties of aged human mitral valves are much stiffer than porcine
valves. However, in this work, our focus is a Barlow mitral valve. Since Barber et al. [7] showed
that myxomatous valves are more extensible and less stiff than normal valves, we assume that
porcine properties are suitable for these patients. Hyperelastic properties were assigned to the
chordae tendinae, see Prot et al. [8].
The leaflets were meshed with four noded shell elements (S4 Abaqus type) and the chordae with
two noded truss elements. All simulations were performed with the explicit Abaqus solver.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
As can be seen from Figure 2, our FE model predicts regurgitation as it is diagnosed for the
corresponding patient. This may be due to the excessively large annulus: we found an anteriorposterior diameter of 4.8 cm for the patient. In addition, our analysis of the geometric change of the
annulus during one cardiac cycle indicates expansion of the annulus area in mid systole: this could
also be a cause leading to regurgitation.
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Figure 2- View from the left atrium of the closed valve at peak systole: the FE analysis
predicts unproper coaptation
.
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SUMMARY
Computational models of cardiac mechanics contain a number of parameters that characterize the
non-linear material properties of the muscle tissue. In patient-specific models, the parameters are
typically estimated by minimizing a given cost function that quantifies the mismatch between model
output and measurements. Uncertainty quantification methods have been applied to study the impact
of uncertain parameters on model outputs, and these methods typically make assumptions about the
statistical distribution of the input parameters. We here propose a Bayesian approach to parameter
estimation, which can be applied to estimate probability density functions for model parameters based
on observed data.
Key words: cardiac mechanics, parameter estimation, Bayesian approach

1

INTRODUCTION

The problem of estimating inputs to a simulation model from observations is fundamentally an inverse problem [1, 2]. While the forward problem tries to predict the system behaviour by solving the
governing equations given some inputs, the inverse problem reverses this relationship by estimating
uncertain inputs from measurements or observations. The inverse approach is often formulated as a
deterministic non-linear optimization problem that seeks to minimize the misfit between the observed
and predicted outputs in an appropriate norm. However, from probability theory, a consistent formulation of the inverse problem can be made using Bayes’ theory [3]. In the Bayesian inference framework, observational data and their uncertainty is represented by a probability distribution function
(pdf) known as the likelihood, which quantifies the probability of a given parameter value to produce
a specific observation. This information is combined with previous knowledge and assumptions in
the form of a prior pdf, to obtain the posterior distribution for the parameters of interest.
The Bayesian approach has several advantages over the classical deterministic approach for parameter
estimation. From a practical viewpoint, it provides a consistent framework for handling noise in experimental data, and for combining existing knowledge with new information as it becomes available.
A more theoretical advantage is that prior knowledge and assumptions are explicitly represented in
the method, while these are typically well hidden in regularized optimization approaches to parameter
estimation. However, these features come with some additional costs. One challenge is in computing
the statistics of the posterior pdf, which in the case of multiple parameters becomes a surface in high
dimensions. Evaluating the probability of each point in the parameter space requires solution of the
forward problem, and many such evaluations may be required to adequately sample the posterior pdf.
A more fundamental challenge is the choice and representation of the prior probability distribution.
While the likelihood can usually be inferred from known noise properties of the measurements, the
shape of the prior is usually not obvious, and the choice may have a significant impact on the final
results.
In this study, we formulate a Bayesian inversion method for estimating material parameters in cardiac
mechanics, and explore fundamental features of the solution procedure and its relation with deterministic optimization methods. The study is, to our knowledge, the first application of Bayesian approach
for parameter estimation in cardiac mechanics, and there is limited information in the literature about
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the statistical distribution of material parameters. We therefore mainly focus on exploring the characteristics of the method, and in particular on studying the impact of the prior pdf on the method
output.
2

METHODS

Within the Bayesian approach, the inverse problem is stated as a problem of statistical inference over
the space of uncertain parameters, which have to be inferred from the data and a mathematical model.
The mathematical model is characterized by a deterministic operator f : H → Rq , which predicts
observables yobs ∈ Rq corresponding to a given parameter m ∈ H solving a system of PDEs. In
this study the mathematical model corresponds to the mechanics of the cardiac tissue formulated
within the general framework of continuum mechanics presented in [4]. Left ventricular pressure
measurements from a specific patient were taken and synchronized to volume data captured with 4D
echocardiography [4]. The pressure measurements are included in our model as a boundary condition,
and thus the data assimilation process will only use as the ventricular volume as target:
f (m) = yobs ,

(1)

where the uncertain parameter vector, m, corresponds to scalar material parameters a, af , b, and bf ,
which influence the shape of the stress-strain relationship of the left ventricle wall. We assume that
we have measurements of such observables yobs that can be modeled by an additive Gaussian noise
model:
yobs = f (m) +  , with  ∼ N (0, Γnoise )
(2)
where  ∈ Rq is a random variable representing the noise, and Γnoise ∈ Rq the noise covariance
matrix. In the particular case of m being a scalar, the measurement errors are normally distributed
2
with zero mean and a noise covariance matrix equals to σnoise
. The resulting solution to the statistical
inverse problem is a posterior distribution. The posterior probability distribution combines the prior
ρpri (m), which describes our prior beliefs about m before any data information are considered, with
the likelihood function, ρlik (yobs |m), which explicitly represents the probability that a given vector
m might have produced the observations yobs . As we have assumed that observational uncertainty is
centered, additive and Gaussian, we can express the likelihood model as in [5]:
h 1
i
ρlik (yobs |m) ∝ exp − (f (m) − yobs )T Γ−1
(f
(m)
−
y
)
.
(3)
obs
noise
2
Again, in the particular case of only one unknown parameters, Eq. (3) becomes
h |f (m) − y |2 i
obs
ρlik (yobs |m) ∝ exp −
.
2
2σnoise

(4)

As noted above, choosing the prior distribution is of utmost practical importance in Bayesian inference and the most controversial aspect. The prior allows one to incorporate qualitative and quantitative information other than the data. Beyond physical constraints, the prior information may
include heterogeneous sources such as expert knowledge, previous experiments and published literature. Usually, one often designates a well-known family of distributions as candidate priors; uniform (parameters bounded from above and below), Gaussian (unbounded parameters), log-normal or
gamma distributions (strictly positive). For the present work, three different priors have been tested:
h (m − m )2 i
0
ρnormal
.
prior (m) = exp −
2σ 2
orm
ρunif
(m)
prior

=

(

1
b−a ,

0,

ρgamma
prior (m) =

for a < m < b.
otherwise.

β α α−1 −βm
m
e
Γ(α)
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(5)

(6)

(7)

Now one can synthesize the prior information and the observed data and compute the posterior probability density function through the Bayes’ theorem [6, 7]
(8)

ρpost (m|yobs ) ∝ ρpri (m) × ρlik (yobs |m)

In order to examine the characteristics of the posterior probability density function, we have adopted
the Markov Chain Monte Carlo approach.
3

RESULTS

As a preliminary experiment, we consider a model of passive cardiac mechanics, with material properties described by the Holzapfel-Ogden model [8], as described in [9]. All model parameters are
fixed, except for the parameter a that scales the isotropic component of the stress-strain relation (see
[8, 9] for details). While a simpler model, with fewer parameters, could be seen as a more natural
choice for the initial tests, our choice was mainly motivated by the patient-specific models developed in [9]. For this parameter, we test a series of different prior distributions, combine with similar
likelihoods based on observed data, and examine the resulting posterior distribution using a MarkovChain Monte Carlo approach. Figures 1 and 2 shows the results for two different priors; respectively
gaussian and uniform. We see that in this case the choice of the prior only has a minor effect on the
posterior pdf.
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Figure 1: Top left: histogram of sampled parameter values. Top right: Prior (Normal, µ = 0.291, σ = 0.08).
Bottom left: Likelihood (Normal). Bottom left: Posterior

4 CONCLUSION
Our preliminary experiments demonstrate that Bayesian inversion may be a useful approach for combining parameter estimation with uncertainty quantification (UQ) in cardiac mechanics. Furthermore,
the initial results indicate that the shape of the posterior distribution is dominated by the shape of the
likelihood pdf, while the choice of prior is of less importance. Since the likelihood is driven by measurement noise and therefore often assumed to be Gaussian, the latter result indicates that a Gaussian
distribution is a reasonable choice for input parameters in cardiac mechanics UQ studies. However,
the results presented here are highly preliminary, and need to be supplemented by more extensive
experiments and analysis before any firm conclusions may be drawn.
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SUMMARY
In this research, large-scale molecular dynamics simulations are conducted to investigate the Na +
ion transport across the endothelial glycocalyx layer under varying blood flow velocity conditions.
Results suggest that a slightly faster blood velocity could benefit the transport of Na + to the main
flow region. The Na+ ion transport could influence the charge distribution of the endothelial
glycocalyx layer, thereby affecting interactions between endothelial glycocalyx layer and red blood
cells. These results provide an alternative explanation for the benefit of exercising to maintaining
better health.
Key words: endothelial glycocalyx, molecular dynamics, ion transport
1 INTRODUCTION
The endothelial glycocalyx layer (EGL), the first barrier in direct contact with blood [1], is closely
related to cardiovascular diseases (CVD) [2]. EGL also acts as a crucial buffer barrier for sodium
[3]. Studies suggest that exercising regularly [4, 5] can lower the risk of CVD or reduce the chance
of CVD getting worse. An interesting phenomenon occurring between the EGL and red blood cells
(RBCs) may explain the benefit of regular exercise [6]: when RBCs flow through vessels, an
exclusion layer between the RBCs and EGL forms, facilitating the motion of the RBCs; the layer
thickness increases as RBCs accelerate [7]. The behavior of the RBCs on the EGL can be compared
to skiing, and a lubrication theory for the principle of skiing has been extended to understand the
formation of the exclusive layer [8]. However, the theory is unable to explain the layer thickness
variation with the varying blood velocity.
2 METHODOLOGY
In this research, large-scale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are conducted to study the Na+
ion transport under varying flow velocity conditions. An all-atom flow/glycocalyx system (Figure
1a) is established. The entire system is solvated in NaCl solution with a molarity of 0.1 M. To
mimic blood flow of different velocities, varying external forces are imposed on water molecules,
in the ectodomain in Figure 1a. Four cases individually with an external force of 0.003 fN, 0.002
fN, 0.001 fN and 0 fN are constructed for the investigation of ion transport.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The EGL features highly negatively charged sugar chains [2]. As a result, in the initial
configuration of the system, Na + ions (Figure 1c) follow a nearly symmetric distribution with the
charge distribution of the sugar chains (Figure 1b). Meanwhile, the Na+ molarity near the
membrane (a space from 2 nm to 12 nm in height) is greater than its counterpart in the flow region
(a space from 42 to 50 nm in height). The molarity difference is also ubiquitously found throughout
a 30-ns simulation of the flow case with the external of 0.003 fN as shown in Figure 1d. The
molarity gradient suggests Na + ion transport through the sugar-chain-rich region. The Na+ molarity
differences across the sugar-chain-rich region, cwg -cf, under varying blood flow velocities are
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compared in Figure 1e. Results suggest that the flow promotes the Na + ion transport across the
glycocalyx layer to the main flow region, as the mean value of the molarity difference decreases as
the blood flow velocity increases.
A slightly faster blood velocity assists the transport of Na + ions to the outside of the EGL.
Particularly, the number of Na + ions remaining in the EGL decreases, and the net negative charges
in the EGL increase. Consequently, the repulsive interaction between RBCs and EGL is
strengthened, leading to the thickness growth of the exclusion layer. The thickness increase then
facilitates the smooth flowing of the RBCs which are intimately bound with metabolism. It is thus
expected that regular exercise is beneficial for maintaining the normal operation of the body, as the
blood velocity will slightly increase during exercise [6].

Figure 1 The configuration of the flow/glycocalyx system and charge distributions over the
glycocalyx layer under varying flow velocities. a. The configuration of the flow/glycocalyx
system. Water and ions are not shown. b. Charge distributions of the negatively charged sugar
chains along the height in the ectodomain. c. Molarity distributions of the Na + and Cl− along the
height in the ectodomain. d. Molarity difference continues throughout the entire simulation. cwg is
continuously greater than cf in the simulation. (previously published in [9]) e. The molarity
difference between two regions beneath and above the sugar chain region, cwg −cf, changes with the
varying blood flow velocities.
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SUMMARY
Accurate prediction of hemodynamic parameters in patients with aortic dissections is complicated
by the deformations of the dissection membrane separating the true and false lumen. We present
finite-element simulations of a patient–specific Type B aortic dissection, including fluid–structure interaction, prestress, and viscoelastic tissue support and compare deformation and flow to 4D PC-MRI
data. Our simulations show that with increasing flap elasticity flap movement increases significantly
by approximately 9.9 mm, pressure difference between true and false lumen increases by 2.75 mmHg
and areas of low time–average wall shear stress are more than doubled. Including prestress, viscoelastic tissue support and a regionally defined flap elasticity into our numerical model is important
to obtain reasonable agreement with 4D PC MRI data.
Key words: aortic dissection, fluid–structure–interaction
1 INTRODUCTION
Aortic dissection is a life-threatening condition in which the inner-most elastic layers (intima and
media) of the aortic wall separate from the remaining media and outer fibrous wall (adventitia), forming a new flow–channel - the so called false lumen - between the delaminated arterial layers, and a
so-called true lumen contained by the original inner layers of the aorta. The most proximal communication between the true and the false lumen is referred to as the primary intimal tear (PIT) where blood
enters the false lumen. The PIT is located either in the ascending aorta (classified as Type A aortic
dissections) or distal to the ascending aorta (classified as Type B aortic dissections (TBAD)). Many
patients with TBAD are treated medically, and do not immediately undergo surgery or endovascular
repair. A major current challenge is to identify patients who benefit from preemptive thoracic endovascular repair (TEVAR) and to minimize the risk of late adverse events for this group of patients.
Late adverse events include aortic aneurysm (enlargement) with risk of rupture, organ malperfusion,
ischemia, and refractory pain.
In this study we derive and validate a numerical framework to investigate clinical relevant hemodynamic parameters in silico. We compare our simulation results to 4D phase contrast magnetic imaging
(4D PC-MRI or 4D Flow) data and perform a parameter study for intimal flap elasticity. Specifically,
we highlight the effect of intimal flap stiffness on deformation, time-averaged wall shear stress, and
flow ratio and pressure differences between true and false lumen.
2 METHODOLOGY
Computed tomography angiography (CTA) data and a 4D Flow scan was obtained from a 52-year-old
man with a chronic TBAD in accordance with IRB processes and HIPAA regulations at our institution.
The geometric model of the aortic dissection is derived from CTA imaging data using SimVascular
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([1]) and Meshmixer (Autodesk, Inc.) (Figure 1). 4D Flow and cuff pressure of the same patient was
obtained within one day of CTA image acquisition, allowing our model to be tuned to patient–specific
boundary conditions and for validation of simulation results.
Governing equation in fluid domain The fluid
is governed by the Navier–Stokes equations for incompressible Newtonian fluids, which in arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation are given in
Eqs. (1) and (2). The ALE formulation accounts for
the deformability of the fluid domain Ωf (t) via the
grid velocity v̂ and the ALE time derivative ∂ˆt .
%f ∂ˆt v + %f ((v − v̂) · ∇)v − div σ f = 0, in Ωf (t) (1)
div v = 0, in Ωf (t) (2)


σ f = µf ∇v + ∇v> − p I denotes the Cauchy–
stress tensor, with fluid velocity v and pressure p. The
fluid density %f and viscosity µf are chosen as %f =
1060 kg/m3 and µf = 0.004 P a s.
Figure 1: Patient–specific model of a Type B aortic dissection. The intimal flap is highlighted in
purple and separates the true from the false lumen.
The primary intimal tear is located at the level of
the left common carotid artery, and the dissection
extends into the left subclavian artery and both iliac arteries, where re-entry tears allow the blood
from the false lumen to re-enter the true lumen.

At the outlet of the fluid domain, we prescribe threeelement Windkessel boundary conditions ([2]) and
tune the parameters to match patient–specific blood
pressure (109 / 56 mmHg) with an error of less than
10 %. We prescribe a time–dependent Dirichlet inlet
boundary condition which was derived from 4D Flow
and corresponds to a cardiac output of 7.57 lit/min.

Structural domain The arterial tissue is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, and we apply a
Neo–Hookean constitutive model to govern the stress-strain relationship. To account for the prestress
of the arterial tissue we augment the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor S by a so–called prestress
tensor S0 , see [3]. Prestressing the structural domain ensures that the segmented geometry from
imaging data and the geometry from simulation match at diastolic pressure state. With the structural
density %s = 1200 kg/m3 and the deformation gradient tensor F := I + ∇X u (X denote the material
coordinates in the reference configuration) the governing equation in the reference domain Ωs is given
as
%s ∂tt u + div X (F(S + S0 )) = 0
in Ωs .
(3)
The solid boundary at the outer arterial wall is modeled such that viscoelastic tissue support is included via a Robin–type boundary condition ([4]) σ s n = −ks u − cs ∂t u − p0 n. We assume
p0 = cs = 0 and ks = 1e7 mN3 which results in a reasonable outer wall movement. Additionally,
to prevent unphysiological movement of the aorta, we apply Dirichlet boundary conditions at all outlets, and additionally anchor the aorta at branches of intercostal and lumbar arteries. We prescribe
an elastic modulus of the outer arterial wall of 800 kPa, and we perform four different simulations
Run20 , Run50 , Run100 and Run800 with an elastic modulus in the flap region of Ef lap =20 kPa, 50
kPa , 100 kPa and 800 kPa respectively to investigate the influence of flap elasticity on flap motion
and hemodynamic parameters.
At the interface Γ(t) between the fluid and structural domains the no–slip condition and traction
compatibility are enforced.
Numerical Solver Fluid and structural domain are solved in a monolithic approach with the finiteelement solver svFSI ([5]) which is part of the SimVascular open source project. To achieve cycle
to cycle periodicity, we simulate up to 5 cycles per simulation, and evaluate the last cycle to report
simulation results. The temporal resolution was set to 4000 timesteps per cardiac cycle. We use an
iterative GMRES linear solver with a resistance preconditioner as described in [5].
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3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

3.1 Comparison of simulation results to 4D Flow data
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In the 4D Flow data, the true lumen increases by
8.7 mm at SLSA (dashed line in Figure 2), simulations with Ef lap = 20 kPa and 50 kPa reach
a displacement of 11.2 mm and 6.7 mm respectively, while a stiffer flap with Ef lap = 800 kPa
results in a true lumen diameter variation of less
than 1.3 mm. Simulation results are qualitatively
similar in the false lumen and at SPA .
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In Figure 2 the diameter of the true and false lumen over the cardiac cycle is presented at three
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than 1.2 mm, a result that is facilitated by prestress of the structural domain and viscoelastic–tissue
support. Interestingly, the elastic modulus of the flap has limited influence on the total diameter
change, and simulation results vary by less than 0.33 mm.
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max pressure
difference
FL - TL
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1.20 1.17 3.03
1.44 2.14 2.52
2.04 2.61 2.22
3.66 3.92 3.47

Figure 3: Influence of flap stiffness
on pressure differences between true
and false lumen in four different simulations at different locations along the
aorta.

Simulation results of true lumen flow ratio 4D Flow yields
a true lumen flow ratio of 0.80 at SPA , while our simulations
result in a flow split range of 0.82 (Ef lap = 20 kPa) to 0.90
(Ef lap = 800 kPa). Overall, the influence of Ef lap on true
lumen flow ratio in the simulations is between 8 % to 18 %.
Increasing flap stiffness consistently results in an increase in
true lumen flow ratio.
3.2 Influence of intimal flap stiffness on pressure and
TAWSS

We evaluate the intraluminal pressure difference between true
and false lumen at level SLSA , SPA and SCT . In the thoracic
aorta a stiffer flap yields an increase in false lumen pressure
compared to true lumen pressure (Table 3), but the differences
remain small (< 4 mmHg). In the abdominal aorta at SCT such a trend is not present.
Regions of low time averaged wall shear stress (TAWSS) are highlighted in Figure 4. The surface area
of low TAWSS increases monotonically with increasing flap stiffness, where 90 cm2 are measured in
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0.8

the simulation with Ef lap = 20 kPa and 232 cm2 are measured in the simulation with Ef lap = 800
kPa. Regions of low TAWSS may render the aortic wall vulnerable to destructive remodelling [6],
and are therefore of possible interest in future clinical investigations.
3.3 Conclusions

Run20

Run50

Run100

Run800

Our numerical approach, including prestress and viscoelastic tissue support is able to reproduce the deformation pattern that was extracted from medical imaging data, where the intimal flap moves notably during the cardiac cycle, while the total diameter dilation remains small. The sensitivity of simulation results on the choice of elasticity for the intimal flap
region has been highlighted, with the biggest effect
on true and false lumen diameter variation (9.9 mm
at SLSA ). The best match between simulation and
imaging data was achieved in the thoracic aorta for
highly elastic intimal flaps (Ef lap = 20 kPa and
Ef lap = 50 kPa). In the abdominal aorta, deformation of the imaging data was best matched with
a stiffer elastic flap (Ef lap = 800kP a). Pressure differences increased by more than 300 % in the thoracic
aorta, however the maximal pressure difference reTime averaged wall shear stress
mains below 4 mmHg. Flow ratios between true and Figure 4:
false lumen were affected by up to 18 % and regions (TAWSS) in four simulations with different elastic modulus in the intimal flap of the dissection
of low TAWSS were more than doubled.
(Ef lap ). We highlight regions with TAWSS < 0.2

Our simulations indicate that modeling prestress, vis- Pa, the remaining surface area is opaque. The
coelastic tissue support and a regionally defined flap overall area of low TAWSS increases for increaselasticity is important to obtain reasonable agreement ing Ef lap .
with 4D PC MRI data. Given the impact of flap stiffness on deformation and subsequently on pressure differences and TAWSS further research is warranted to identify optimal simulation parameters and validate results in a larger patient cohort.
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SUMMARY
This work aims at assessing the impact of ascending thoracic aorta morphology on aortic hemodynamics in patients possessing ascending thoracic aortic aneurysm (ATAA). The 3D blood flow velocities
and geometry of the aorta were obtained by 4D flow MRI in 2 patients having ATAA. The results
show that the WSS are very low near the anterior region of the ascending aorta whereas the oscillatory shear index (OSI) and relative residence time (RRT) are high. This comprehensive computational
framework combining CFD and 4D MRI also permit to assess the progressive hemodynamic alterations induced by ATAA dilatation. This may be useful to assist vascular surgeons when assessing
the state of the disease and decide for surgical intervention.
Key words: Ascending Thoracic Aortic Aneurysm, 4D MRI, CFD, Biomechanical Descriptors

1

INTRODUCTION

Ascending thoracic aortic aneurysms (ATAA) are a permanent dilation associated with a high risk
of aortic rupture or dissection and death of the patient. It is the 17th most common cause of death,
affecting approximately 10 out of 100,000 persons per year. Normally surgical intervention on ATAA
is recommended for patients if the diameter is ≥ 5.5 cm. However, rupture/dissection may occur
rather frequently for aneurysms with a diameter smaller than 5.5 cm, with an incidence of 5-10% (1).
A good prediction of the probability of aneurysm rupture is the need of the hour.
Biomechanical descriptors such as wall shear stress (WSS) has emerged as an important factor to estimate the change in arterial physiological characteristics leading to rupture. Latest imaging techniques
such as 4D magnetic resonance imaging (4D MRI) are widely accepted by the clinicians to evaluate
hemodynamics in the diseased aorta, but it has limitations on its spatial resolution which may affect
the accuracy of the data measured especially the WSS (2). In the last four decades researchers found
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis to be an efficient computational tool that mimics 3D
imaging of blood flow patterns in the aorta and is widely used to understand the progress of cardiovascular disease (3). However, these extensive studies reported different findings on the correlation
of low and high WSS with rupture.
To facilitate a more accurate predictive assessment, in this study we proposed a robust computational
framework combining 4D MRI and CFD to study the influence of change in aortic morphology on
the biomechanical descriptors. The patient-specific geometry of two patients were obtained from 4D
MRI with a follow-up over two years. CFD simulations were conducted to predict the biomechanical
descriptors during the various stages of aneurysm growth and inclination angle of aortic inlet, based
on the 3D velocity maps obtained from 4D MRI. These findings will provide a valuable insight on the
role of biomechanical factors in ATAA progression.
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2

METHODOLOGY

4D flow MRI scans were acquired sequentially on two patients possessing ATAA. The protocol was
approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University Hospital Center of Saint-Etienne and
informed consent was obtained from the participants. The patient characteristics are reported in Table
1. In 4D flow MRI, velocity is encoded along all three spatial dimensions throughout the cardiac
cycle, thus providing a dynamic imaging of 3D velocity field. The patient-specific images obtained
from 4D MRI were exported to CRIMSON (CardiovascularR Integrated Modelling and SimulatiON
software) for 3D reconstruction of the aortic vessel. The reconstructed patient-specific geometry was
imported in Ansys-Fluent (ANSYS, Academic research, Release 17.2) for CFD simulation. Blood
was modelled as non-Newtonian and laminar. The aortic walls were assumed rigid, impermeable and
with no-slip.
Table 1: Patient and healthy subject characteristics and time-line of 4D Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
Blood Pressure,
mmHg

Patient A

124/85

2

0/1

70

Female

64

Height,
m
1.58

Patient B

130/100

2

0/1

54

Female

50

1.53

ID

3

No of 4D MRI

Follow-up time,
Years

Age at baseline,
Years

Gender

Weight,
kg

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The simulations were conducted at different stages of evolution of the aortic morphology for the 2
patients. Flow eccentricity calculated from the 4D MRI during the systolic phase was compared with
the simulation and were shown in Table. 2. The simulated results were found to be in agreement with
the 4D MRI data. The flow eccentricity contour obtained from CFD simulations at section 1-1’ for
Table 2: Comparison of F loweccentricity between the 4D MRI and CFD for different case studies

Baseline

F loweccentricity
4D MRI
CFD
0.6633
0.6623

1 year
Baseline

0.6419
0.7594

0.6368
0.7777

1 year

0.9258

0.9338

Patient A

Patient B

the patient-specific geometry were shown in Fig. 1. It shows that for both patients the blood with
high velocity was displaced away from the aortic center line and induced a blood flow impingement
against the other side of the aneurysm wall. Hence we were interested in evaluating the distribution
of WSS, OSI and RRT parameters along the circumference of the aortic wall. The simulation was
performed on various ascending aortic diameters and arbitrary varied inlet angle. Since we have only
one follow-up of patient’s data, the aneurysm growth diameter was predicted for ten years from the
baseline acquisition based on an exponential function taking into account age, sex and body surface
area (BSA).
Results show that the change in ascending aortic morphology has an influence on the WSS, OSI and
RRT parameter. The WSS magnitude were estimated along the circumference of the aorta (i.e A Anterior, LA - Left anterior, L - Left, LP - Left posterior, P - Posterior, RP - Right posterior, R - Right
and RA - Right anterior) and shown in Fig. 2. High WSS appeared near the posterior region where
the fluid velocity is high and low WSS near the anterior region where the fluid velocity is low. The
similar inference is drawn for both patients and with increase in the number of years after the first
examination the WSS decreases much lower near the anterior region of the aorta. The change in inlet
angle has also an influence on the WSS parameter.
There is substantial evidence that the WSS due to pulsatile blood flow in the aorta may affect the
wall remodeling process. It is also found that in other vascular districts that low WSS are related to
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Figure 1: Flow eccentricity contour obtained from CFD simulation (Top: Patient 1 and Bottom: Patient 2)

Baseline
5th Year
10th Year
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0 deg

P
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28.78 deg
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A
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L

Patient 2
Figure 2: WSS distribution along the circumference of the ascending aorta in the dilated region (section 1-1’)
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highest risk of developing atherosclerosis. In our study, low WSS distribution was found to be a useful
parameter for quantifying the hemodynamics alterations, usually associated with low local velocities,
high OSI and RRT. We are currently investigating if these regions of low WSS may also have a
pronounced tissue remodeling which may explain the complex morphology evolution of ATAAs.
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SUMMARY
Here we present a theoretical and numerical study of a 4 × 4 non-linear, time-dependent, first-order
system that models the dynamics of cerebrospinal fluid in the spinal subarachnoid space [1]. The
system can be of mixed elliptic-hyperbolic type depending on the values of the unknowns and of
parameters of the problem. Necessary and sufficient conditions for strict hyperbolicity of the system
are proved [2] and conclusions regarding the well-posedness of the associated initial value problem
are drawn. Test cases are computed using a centred, second-order accurate scheme [3], highlighting
the implications of using such a system for numerical simulation of physiological problems.
Key words: cerebrospinal fluid, mixed elliptic-hyperbolic equations, well-posedness, unstable solutions

1 THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Following the work of Cirovic and Kim [1], the spinal cord and its enclosing dura mater are represented as two coaxial elastic tubes, with the cerebrospinal fluid running in the space between them,
see Fig. 1. The governing equations represent mass and momentum conservation in the spinal cord

Figure 1: Coaxial tubes model of the spinal canal: Ad and Ac represent the dura and spinal cord cross-sectional
area, while Ua and Uc indicate the cerebrospinal fluid and spinal cord velocity, respectively. Ad , Ac , Ua and
Uc are all functions of (x, t).

and the space between the tubes. By using a simple form of tube law it is possible to write the system
in physically conserved-variables, but still in non-conservative form, as
∂Q
∂Q
+ B(Q)
= 0;
∂t
∂x
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(1)

where the vector of the unknowns is

Ac


Ac Uc

Q=
 Ad − Ac  ;
(Ad − Ac )Ua

(2)


0
1
0
0
c2c + Ac c2 /Ad − Uc2 2Uc
Ac c2d /Ad
0 
d
.
B(Q) = 

0
0
0
1 
(Ad − Ac )c2d /Ad
0 (Ad − Ac )c2d /Ad − Ua2 2Ua

(3)



and the coefficient matrix reads


The unknowns of the model are the cross-sectional area of the dura and the spinal cord, Ad and Ac ,
and the velocity of the spinal cord and cerebrospinal fluid,
c and cd are the wave speeds
√ Uc and Ua ; c√
for spinal cord and dura mater and are defined as cc = kAc and cd = lAd , where k and l are
k=

Elc
;
ρA0c

l=

Eld
;
ρA0d

(4)

where Elc(d) is the elastance of the cord (dura), A0c(d) is the cross-sectional area of the spinal cord
(dura) at rest and ρ is the density of both spinal cord and dura, assumed constant. See [4] for a
computational study of system (1) in a physiological context.
1.1 Hyperbolicity and well posedness
System (1) is said to be hyperbolic if the coefficient matrix has four real eigenvalues and a complete
set of linearly independent eigevectors; it is said to be strictly hyperbolic if, besides, the eigenvalues
are all distinct.
The following theorem identifies necessary and sufficient conditions for system (1) to be strictly
hyperbolic and necessary conditions for the same system to be hyperbolic.
Theorem 1. Consider system (1), where Q is a vector defined in (2) and B(Q) is 4×4 matrix defined
in (3). The system is hyperbolic only if Ac = Ad or |∆U | = |Un − Us | is such that
|∆U | ≤ ∆U3 ∨ |∆U | ≥ ∆U4
for every k, l, Ac > 0 and Ad > Ac ; where
q
√
√
(k + l)(3(Ac k + Ad l)(4k + 3l) + 3(k + l) s2 − s8 − s9 )
√
∆U3 =
;
2 3(k + l)
q
√
√
(k + l)(3(Ac k + Ad l)(4k + 3l) + 3(k + l) s2 + s8 + s9 )
√
∆U4 =
;
2 3(k + l)

(5)

(6)
(7)

and s2 = s2 (Ad , Ac , k, l), s8 = s8 (Ad , Ac , k, l) and s9 = s9 (Ad , Ac , k, l) are functions of Ad , Ac ,
k, l. Strict hyperbolicity holds if and only if strict inequalities hold in (5).
Proof. The proof is carried out by studying the characteristic polynomial associated to (3), which is
a polynomial of degree four which depends on 9 variables; four of them are the unknowns of the
problem and the other five quantities are physical parameters. In order to determine the hyperbolicity
of the system, it is not necessary to determine the roots of the characteristic polynomial, but it is sufficient to study the sign of its discriminant. To reduce the number of variables, the physical parameters
can be rewritten using k and l and the two velocities only appear as a difference, so they merge into
∆U = Uc − Ua . This way the discriminant only depends on 5 variables. The complete study leading
to the proof of the theorem can be found in [2].
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The theorem identifies 3 regions where the system is strictly hyperbolic and 2 regions where the
system is mixed elliptic-hyperbolic. A simplified plot of the result can be obtained by fixing 3 out of
5 variables on which the discriminant associated to the characteristic polynomial of (3) depends on,
and letting the remaining two quantities vary within a certain range. The physiological values first
chosen by Cirovic and Kim [1], see also [4] and [5] were adopted: the elastance of the dura and the
cord is taken as Eld = 0.14 MPa and Elc = 0.125 MPa, the density of dura and CSF is chosen as
ρ = 1000 kg/m3 and the dura and cord cross-sectional areas at rest are defined as A0d = 226.98 mm2
and A0c = 78.54 mm2 . Besides, in order to produce a 2D plot, the value of the cord cross-sectional
area is fixed at its rest value A0c . Fig. 2 graphically illustrates the results of Theorem 1.

Figure 2: Character of the system for Ac = A0c , Ad varying between A0c and 4A0d and −40 ≤ ∆U ≤ 40.
The green (red) regions represent the strictly hyperbolic (mixed elliptic-hyperbolic) regions. The system can
be hyperbolic (not strictly) only along the black lines.

The study of hyperbolicity becomes more important when interested in solving the associated initial
value problem:
(
∂t Q + B(Q)(Q)∂x Q = 0;
(8)
Q(x, 0)
= Q0 (x).
where Q and B(Q) are defined in (2) and (3), respectively.
In fact, in 1980, Lax [6] showed that such initial value problems do have a bounded integral of their
solution only if B(Q) has real eigenvalues and a full set of linearly independent eigenvectors. This
means that, if some or all eigenvalues of B(Q) are complex, the solution cannot be written as a
bounded integral and consequently does not depend continuously on the data, i.e. the problem is illposed. In other words, hyperbolicity is required in order for the problem to be well-posed. Theorem
1 summarises the conditions that are necessary for the problem to be hyperbolic, which must be kept
in mind when computing solutions to physiological problems.
2 NUMERICAL STUDY
The governing equations (1) were solved using a second order in time and space centred PRICE
scheme, put forward by Toro and Siviglia in 2003, see [3]. This method does not require hyperbolicity
to run and is therefore able to solve the initial value problem even when the initial conditions and
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parameters are chosen so that the system is of mixed elliptic-hyperbolic type and the problem is
therefore ill-posed.
If the problem is ill-posed, no mesh convergence is observed and the numerical solution develops
oscillations that increase both in number and amplitude when refining the mesh. However, we note
that their amplitude stops growing after a certain mesh threshold and the problem begings to regularise
itself, restoring hyperbolicity.
3

CONCLUSIONS

A 4 × 4 non-linear, time-dependent, first-order system used to model the dynamics of cerebrospinal
fluid in the spinal subarachnoid space has been studied, both theoretically and numerically. Being the
system of mixed elliptic-hyperbolic type, the well-posedness of the associated IVP was studied analytically and necessary and sufficient conditions for it to be strictly hyperbolic were drawn. Last, the
behaviour of the numerical solution of the ill-posed problem was analysed; it presents an oscillatory
character that is enhanced by refining the mesh. Besides, if a simulation is run for a sufficiently long
time, the system may regain hyperbolicity.
We higlight the dangers involved in computing solutions to first-order time dependent nonlinear systems. Strictly, one must first perform an analysis of the well-posedness, or otherwise, of the system
and then perform and interpret numerical solutions with great care, as truncation errors may well
allow the computation of solutions that seem to be physically relevant.
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SUMMARY
Transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR) is an established and effective therapy for inoperable
patients with severe aortic stenosis. However, peri-procedural complications, such as valve migration,
paravalvular leakage (PVL) and cardiac conductions abnormalities have been hindering TAVR
expansion into younger and lower-risk patients. Our aim is to develop a computational approach to
investigate the impact of deployment choices and heart motion on the risk for peri-procedural
complications. Patient-specific finite element and computational fluid dynamics models are capable
of assessing the risk of migration and flow regurgitation after deployment, showing a direct effect of
the initial TAVR positioning on the degree of PVL. The Living Heart Human Model was able to
successfully assess heart motion on the transcatheter aortic valve anchorage.
Key words: TAVR, FEA, CFD
1. INTRODUCTION
Calcific aortic stenosis is a degenerative process in which the aortic valve (AV) narrows its opening
due to the formation and aggregation of calcifications. Transcatheter aortic valve replacement (TAVR)
has established as the only lifesaving solution for elderly inoperable patients [1]. Despite its
promising outcomes, peri-procedural complications such as paravalvular leakage (PVL) and cardiac
conduction abnormalities (CCAs) may occur because of suboptimal placement ─ leading to poor
device performance. A subsequent balloon valvuloplasty can be repeated after the deployment in case
of resulting excessive PVL, even though this procedure typically increases the risk of aortic root (AR)
rupture and conduction abnormalities [2]. Furthermore, even though a better anchorage with the
native valve is guaranteed with stiffer stents, the interference with the cardiac conduction fibers and
the increased compression in the region of the atrio-ventricular (A-V) node may dramatically
increase the risk of heart blockage and thus the need of pacemaker implantation [3]. This fact is
supported by the evidence of edematous reaction in the proximity of the cardiac conduction axis.
However, the exact mechanisms behind this interaction remain unclear. During the minimally
invasive TAVR procedure, the patient’s heart is still beating, and no cardiopulmonary by-pass is
needed ─ allowing an expedited patient’s recovery after the intervention. In these circumstances, the
heart motion plays an important rule during the delivery and it might affect the outcome of the
procedure and the short-term performance of the prosthesis. The aim of this study is to evaluate the
effect of various TAVR deployment options on the procedural outcome by informing on the degree
of post-procedural PVL and regional strains in proximity of the A-V. The effect of the heart beating
was also investigated to assess the anchorage variability across the cardiac cycle.
2. METHODOLOGY
First, realistic and high-resolution AR patient-specific models were reconstructed from pre-TAVR
CT scans (Fig. 1A) of patients suffering from valve migration, PVL (n = 3, PVL01-03) and CCAs (n
= 2, PPM01-02) after TAVR at the Stony Brook University Hospital. Aortic leaflets were modeled
with variable thickness and calcifications were embedded in the AR to better mimic the stenotic
tissue (Fig. 1D) [4]. Second, the balloon-expandable (BE) Edwards SAPIEN and self-expandable
(SE) Medtronic CoreValve crimping process was modeled via Abaqus Explicit Finite Element (FE)
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solver. Subsequently, the crimped CoreValve stent was deployed by its self-expansion capabilities
and the crimped SAPIEN stent was deployed by balloon-inflation into the patient-specific calcified
ARs using Abaqus Explicit. The CoreValve stent was modeled using nitinol alloy (14 constants user
material VUMAT available in Abaqus). The SAPIEN stent was modeled using stainless-steel bilinear
elasto-plastic material (ρ = 7760 kg/m3, E = 193 GPa, σYield (0.2%) = 340 MPa, σUltimate (48%) = 670
MPa, ν = 0.29) material properties. The balloon was modeled as linear elastic (ρ = 1100 kg/m3, E =
600 MPa, ν = 0.45, αR = 8000). The AR soft tissue material properties were modeled by fitting
available experimental data [5] with isotropic hyperelastic models proposed by Ogden, whose
strain energy potential is defined as:
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where,     ;  are the principal stretched; N is a material parameter; µi, αi, and Di are the
temperature dependent material parameters. The calcium deposits were modeled as homogenous
linear elastic material (E = 12.6 MPa, ν = 0.3). The deployment location was parametrized in three
deployment positions for the BE (midway, in which stent centroid is placed on the annulus plane,
distal, and proximal, where the stent centroid was shifted by 30% towards the aorta and the eft
ventricle, respectively) and in four configurations for the BE cases (midway/aortic and nominal/overinflation). To assess the risk of CCA, the strain distribution and intensities were computed in the
membranous septum (MS) and left bundle branch (LBB) regions for all the procedural configurations.


Figure 1: Patient-specific anatomy reconstruction steps. The AR anatomy is traced from CTA images and
processed in ANSYS Fluent Meshing and SpaceClaim while maintaining the anatomical features.

The resulting deformed configurations were used to generate new models to assess post procedural
PVL degree during diastole. The walls of the fluid domain of both the AR and the prosthetic stent,
were processed in ANSYS 17 SpaceClaim to obtain smoothed and merged domains while retaining
the detailed features. A FE analysis was carried out to displace the prosthetic leaflets and cuff from
their pre-crimped to the end-recoil configuration, and subsequently closed them by applying diastolic
transvalvular pressure difference. The resulting geometry was smoothed and assembled with the AR
to create the fluid domain and was meshed in ANSYS Fluent Meshing 17 with polyhedral cells and
transient diastolic Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analyses were conducted in ANSYS Fluent
17, assuming homogeneous and Newtonian blood and laminar flow. The aortic, the ventricular
pressure and the two main coronary arteries flow waveforms were applied as boundary conditions.
Lastly, to assess the effect of the heart beating on the transcatheter aortic valve (TAV) performance,
both BE and SE TAV devices were evaluated. The TAVs were crimped, and their deployment was
simulated in the beating Living Heart Human Model (LHHM). LHHM is an anatomically and
physiologically realistic model of an adult male heart that includes the four chambers, major vessels,
electrophysiology, and fibrous architecture of the myocardium. The LHHM cardiac tissue was
modeled assuming anisotropic hyperelastic material properties based on Holzapfel and Ogden [6]
model, whose the strain energy function W is defined as follows:
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where 4 ≝ 6$%  3'  $1  36' %7$ '  1, and " # , , , , , and 6 are temperature
depende material parameter; N is the number of families of fibers (N ≤ 3); % is the first deviatoric
strain invariant;  is the elastic volume ratio, and %7$ ' are pseudo-invariants of right CauchyGreen strain tensor. Furthermore, to mimic the stenotic tissue morphology, the native AV leaflets
were adapted to include characteristic calcification patterns necessary for TAV stent anchoring. The
AV, calcification pattern, and the stents material properties were similar as explained on Section 2.1.
The LHHM employs an electrical analysis to compute the spatiotemporal pacing of the heart, which
was then implemented into a subsequent mechanical analysis that allows to model device-heart
interactions. Therefore, this model has the potential to capture several phenomena such as the
influence of the beating on the dynamics and kinematics of the TAV stent.
3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
For the BE cases (PVL01-02), a large posterior jet on the left coronary cusp in proximity to the noncoronary cusp (NCC) and a smaller jet on the opposite cusp were observed. The location of the
posterior jet is in close proximity to a large sub-annular calcific deposit which caused sub-optimal
stent expansion and anchorage to the AR. In PVL03, a posterior jet in the commissural region
between left and NCC was observed, in proximity to two bulky calcific deposits at the base of the
AV leaflets. The aortic configuration resulted in the highest PVL reduction whereas the ventricular
one resulted in PVL worsening, with peak velocity approaching 4 m/s and noticeable flow
acceleration at the top the AV. Volumetric flow rate was then integrated over the diastolic time to
calculate the total regurgitant volume (Fig. 2, right) per cardiac cycle. In PVL01 implantation depth
mattered more than the balloon inflation volume, with 32.0% in PVL volume reduction against 10.0%
as a result of balloon over-inflation. For the SE TAV, the severity of PVL decreases by 22.1 % and
increases by 46.7% by positioning the TAV more downstream and upstream, respectively. Location
of PVL was qualitatively compared to clinical measurements to validate the models’ predictions
Excellent agreement on the regurgitant jet location was found for all the three PVL clinical cases.

Figure 2: Velocity magnitude contours and vectors on longitudinal planes showing paravalvular regurgitant
jets for SAPIEN recipient (left) and total regurgitant volume (right) calculated for each analyzed configuration
for the three cases. Adapted from Bianchi, et al. [4].

In the CCA analysis, the strain pattern was substantially comparable across the three configurations
for the first case (PPM01), with the ventricle positioning developing a larger area and high strains.
It’s apparent from Fig. 3 that a deeper implantation depth directly translates in higher strains in the
interleaflet triangular regions, where the MS and LBB are located. Ventricular positioning resulted
in higher strains in both the MS and LBB regions, thus resulting in a higher risk of mechanical
compression of the cardiac conduction fibers. This finding appears to be consistent with the contact
variables calculations, in which the ventricular configuration resulted with the highest contact area
in both MS and LBB regions. Comparatively, average strains resulted to be higher in the MS (logεLV
= 0.23) than the LBB (logεLV = 0.1) region. Overall, the effect of positioning is visible in both regions,
but it appears to have more significance in the MS region, given the higher strain magnitudes at play.
The analysis of TAV deployment in the LHHM was performed for the old and new generation BE
Edwards SAPIEN and for the SE Evolut R. The SAPIEN TAVs had a much larger effect in MS region,
both during the systolic peak and during diastole, whereas the effect on the LBB is very limited,
especially in systole. Finally, the strains derived from the heartbeat increased by a factor of 2 in the
LBB region, whereas the peak values reported at the end of the deployment are recuperated in the
middle of the systolic phases. On the other hand, mean logarithmic strains increased by 4 and 5 times
in the MS and LBB region during the systolic phase, respectively, in case of implantation of
CoreValve. Despite the larger contact area, SAPIEN 3 resulted in comparable strain distribution in
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the MS and LBB region with respect to the old-generation TAV. Overall, BE valves resulted in 400%
and 20% increase in mean strain in the MS in diastole and in peak systole, respectively, compared to
the SE valve. MS and LBB regions remained stretched for the entire duration of the cardiac cycle
with a BE TAV, whereas a SE TAV allows a more dynamic recovery of the tissue strain over time.

Figure 3: Logarithmic strain distribution on the inner surface of the AR at the end of the relaxation phase,
showing strain accumulation in the interleaflet triangle for the three configurations analyzed in the PPM01
case (A-C). Location and extension of the MS and LBB regions of the specific anatomical model are depicted
in red (D). Mean logarithmic strain calculated over time in the MS and LBB region for PPM01 (E-F).

Figure 4: SAPIEN 3 stent deployment in the LHHM during different steps (top row). Initial positioning (A),
mid of beating step (B), and end of recovery step (C). Area-weighted mean logarithmic strain waveforms in the
MS (D) and LBB (E) regions for all the TAVs analyzed across one cardiac cycle.

In conclusion, this work demonstrated that rigorous and realistic patient-specific numerical models
could potentially serve as a valuable tool to assist in pre-operative TAVR planning and TAV selection
to ultimately reduce the risk of clinical complications.
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SUMMARY
High-resolution magnetic resonance vessel wall imaging (MR-VWI) was recently used to associate
wall enhancement with inflammatory cell invasion in intracranial aneurysms. To evaluate relevant
hemodynamic parameters and corresponding flow structures, nine middle cerebral artery (MCA)
aneurysms were investigated using image-based blood flow simulations. The results reveal that
vessel wall enhancement in MCA aneurysms is associated with lower cycle-averaged wall shear
stresses, decreased oscillatory shear, and increased low shear areas compared to the overall
aneurysm surfaces. Furthermore, flow structures perpendicular to the main flow occur in the region
of enhancement. Overall, MR-VWI may be beneficial in the evaluation of unruptured aneurysms
regarding rupture risk assessment.
Key words: intracranial aneurysm, hemodynamics, wall enhancement
1 INTRODUCTION
The assessment of intracranial aneurysm (IA) rupture risk remains challenging due to a highly
individual appearance in size and shape, as well as an unpredictable course of the disease. As the
event of a rupture occurs within the aneurysm wall, different attempts have been made to clinically
visualize endangered dilatations. In 2013, Matouk et al. [1] used high-resolution magnetic
resonance vessel wall imaging (MR-VWI) in patients harboring multiple IAs. They demonstrated
the usability of this technique to investigate aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage.
A more technical study by Robertson et al. [2] focused on stress and strength measurements in
15 aneurysm domes and 12 control arteries. They revealed that both vulnerable and strong
unruptured aneurysms exist, and thus suggested a classification regarding the individual rupture
risk.
A related study by Cebral et al. [3] evaluated 20 tissue samples of resected aneurysms and found
that highly active flow leads to increased wall shear stresses and is associated with wall
inflammation. Thus, hemodynamics may be helpful for the rupture risk assessment of IAs.
Recently, Larsen et al. [4] studied unruptured MCA aneurysms, which were measured using VWI
and histologically analyzed. They found that wall enhancement in MR-VWI is associated with
inflammatory cell invasion, neovascularization, and the presence of vasa vasorum. To further
investigate those findings, hemodynamic simulations were carried out in the corresponding cases.
Afterwards, local flow analysis based on advanced filtering techniques were applied to improve the
understanding of vessel wall enhancement.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Case description
We retrospectively identified consecutive patients with an unruptured saccular MCA aneurysm
who underwent pre-operative high-resolution MR-VWI showing wall enhancement, digital
subtraction angiography (DSA; including 3-dimensional rotational angiography), microsurgical
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aneurysm clipping, and histologic analysis of the resected aneurysm wall in our institution between
9/2016 and 11/2018. Nine patients with a mean age of 56 years (range 36-67) harboring nine
aneurysms were included in this study. All aneurysms were located at the MCA bifurcation, and
had a median size of 7 mm. The median time elapsed between MR VWI and aneurysm clipping
was 28 days.
2.2 High-resolution imaging
MR-VWI was performed on a 3 Tesla MR scanner (Achieva, Philips Healthcare, Best, The
Netherlands) and comprised a T1-weighted black blood 3D variable refocusing flip angle sequence
(VISTA) (TE/TR, 27/700 ms; matrix, 268x332; field of view, 200x250x160 mm; voxel size
0.75x0.75x0.75 mm; acquisition time 4 min 45 sec) before and after administration of 0.1 mmol/kg
gadoterate meglumine (Dotarem, Guerbet, Villepinte, France).
DSA was carried out under local anesthesia on a biplane flat panel DSA unit (Allura Xper
FD20/10, Philips, Best, The Netherlands) via a femoral access. A three-dimensional rotational
angiography (3D-RA) was acquired with selective contrast injection.
2.3 Vessel segmentation and image co-registration
Segmentation of vessel surface meshes and co-registration was carried out using MeVisLab 2.7
(MeVis Medical Solutions AG, Bremen, Germany). A threshold-based segmentation approach was
applied to the 3D DSA images, followed by marching cubes to obtain a triangulated surface mesh.
Manual delineation of enhanced regions in the MR-VWI was applied using the contour
segmentation objects library of MeVisLab. The enhancement mask was converted into a triangle
surface mesh as well. Finally, co-registration utilizing a rigid registration within MeVisLab yields
transformation matrices for each patient’s datasets. Applying the transformation matrices to the
manually segmented enhancement regions allowed for the combination with the final luminal
surface, as can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: A) Illustration of the 3D RA dataset with an MCA aneurysm (arrow). B)
Corresponding MR-VWI dataset with yellow contours to delineate enhanced regions. C) 3D Model
of the enhancement. D) Co-registered 3D RA aneurysm surface mesh and 3D MR-VWI
enhancement surface mesh.

2.4 Hemodynamic simulations
Based on the segmented aneurysm surfaces, hemodynamic simulations were carried out in all cases
using STAR-CCM+ 13.04 (Siemens PLM Software Inc., Plano, TX, USA). For spatial
discretization, a base size of x=0.08 mm was chosen leading to 1.3 to 2.1 million polyhedral and
prism elements in total. At each inlet, a time-dependent flow waveform was applied that was
obtained from PC-MRI measurements in a healthy volunteer [5]. Flow-splitting at all outlet crosssections was defined according to the recent model by Chnafa et al. [6]. Blood was treated as an
incompressible (=1055 kg/m3) and Newtonian (=4 mPas) fluid, while the flow was assumed to
be laminar. Three cardiac cycles were simulated, while only the last one was considered for
analysis.
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2.5 Local flow evaluation
Based on the resulting flow fields, 1000 pathlines were integrated from equally distributed seed
points at each inlet. For each pathline point, the closest distance to the enhanced region was
calculated using a k-dimensional tree. To focus the visualization on local flow features, all lines
that did not contain at least one point with a distance below 1 mm were discarded. Hemodynamic
parameters, such as residence time and flow velocity, were mapped onto the remaining lines using
color scales [7]. Further quantification of hemodynamic parameters includes time-averaged wall
shear stresses (AWSS), the maximum oscillatory shear index (maxOSI), and the low shear area
(LSA).
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A qualitative description of flow patterns associated with the areas of enhancement is highlighted
in Figure 2. Flow structures that are perpendicular to the main flow direction occur in the vicinity
of the enhancement zones. In some cases, it can be observed that these flows move sideward
through the aneurysm sac instead of following the global flow direction. Additionally, it is
important to highlight that enhancement is almost never present on the aneurysm dome, but rather
appears on the sides of the wall. Thus, the entering flow-jet and the corresponding impingement
zone (which causes increased shear stresses on the luminal surface) is not associated with the
regions of interest.

Figure 2: Exemplary illustration of flow patterns associated with enhanced vessel wall regions.
The streamlines represent only the flow passing the enhancement (pinkish patches indicated using
black arrows): Color-coded streamlines showing velocity magnitude for patient 2 (left); flowstructures occurring at the proximal enhancement in green, and at the distal enhancement in purple
for patient 4 (right).
To further quantify the flow behavior along the aneurysmal lumen as well as the enhanced regions,
Table 1 contains the values for the considered shear-related parameters. It can be noticed that for
all cases, lower shear values are present in the enhanced areas compared to the complete
aneurysmal lumen. Specifically, AWSS is less than half (2.24±1.03 Pa versus 6.71±3.5 Pa), while
the maxOSI decreases from 0.43±0.07 to 0.29±0.16 on average, respectively. For the analysis of
LSA, which was identified as a relevant parameter for the discrimination between ruptured and
unruptured aneurysms, increased values are clearly observed in the regions of interest (e.g., from
60.2±24.9 % for the whole aneurysm sac to 93.18±10.2 % for the specific enhancement).
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Table 1: Calculation of shear-related parameters for all aneurysms: time-averaged wall shear stress
(AWSS), the maximum oscillatory shear index (maxOSI), and the low shear area (LSA).

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
mean
sd

AWSS [Pa]
Whole
Enhanced
aneurysm
region
3.98
2.28
7.01
0.9
5.58
1.76
6.6
3.8
3.77
2.13
6.98
3.54
11
0.94
1.75
1.49
13.74
3.29
6.71
2.24
3.5
1.03

maxOSI [-]
Whole
Enhanced
aneurysm
region
0.42
0.1
0.43
0.17
0.46
0.4
0.46
0.38
0.25
0.02
0.48
0.48
0.45
0.18
0.48
0.48
0.45
0.4
0.43
0.29
0.07
0.16

LSA [%]
Whole
Enhanced
aneurysm
region
87.9
100
28.5
100
79
96.5
64.2
83.9
77.2
100
71.5
90.8
66.7
100
61
68.4
5.7
99
60.2
93.18
24.9
10.2

Overall, the study confirms the recent findings by Xiao et al. [8], which associate wall
enhancement in MR-VWI with low wall shear stresses. In addition to this observation, our
methodology enables the analysis of flow structures that occur close to the enhanced regions. They
show a perpendicular direction to the main flow, and thus require further investigation to
understand their role in the fluid-wall-interaction process. In this regard, the role of high-resolution
MR-VWI with respect to the rupture risk assessment of intracranial aneurysms can be further
specified.
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SUMMARY
The aim of this study was to quantify the wall motion of cerebral aneurysm and its influence on
intra-aneurysmal hemodynamics. Patient-specific hemodynamic simulations were performed on ten
aneurysms located at the internal carotid artery (ICA), with realistic wall motion and boundary
conditions obtained from electrocardiography-gated dynamic four-dimensional computed
tomography angiography (4D-CTA) and magnetic resonance angiography (4D-MRA)
measurements, respectively. Obtained results shown that the time-averaged wall shear stress (WSS)
and oscillatory shear index (OSI) in rigid aneurysm models differ significantly from those of
deformed aneurysm models, with an average overestimation of 13.75±4.23% and 20.60±8.60%,
respectively. In conclusion, the present study indicates the marked influence of wall deformation on
the intra-aneurysmal hemodynamics for ICA aneurysms.
Key words: cerebral aneurysm, four-dimensional computed tomography angiography, fourdimensional magnetic resonance angiography, computational fluid dynamics

1 INTRODUCTION
Hemodynamic simulations have been widely employed to assist in the evaluation or treatment of
cerebral aneurysm [1–4]. However, the increasing application of computational approaches to
hemodynamic studies has raised the question of whether and how computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) models can be used to reproduce patient-specific in vivo hemodynamics with satisfactory
accuracy and reliability [5,6]. CFD simulations of cerebral arteries and aneurysms are impacted by
various modeling assumptions. For instance, the rigid-wall assumption represents a major
limitation since deformability is an intrinsic property of arterial wall. Compliant effects of vessels
and aneurysm were usually neglected in numerical studies, although it has been widely reported
that the evident overestimation of WSS resulting from a rigid-wall assumption with fluid-solid
interaction simulations [7,8]. In addition, several CFD studies have investigated the compliant
effects with realistic wall motion obtained from digital subtraction angiography (DSA) images
[9,10], which is however limited for clinical studies due to its invasive measurement.
On the other hand, electrocardiography (ECG)-gated dynamic four-dimensional computed
tomography angiography (4D-CTA) is the preferred noninvasive imaging approach adopted to
quantify wall deformation in cerebral aneurysms [11]. In the present study, hemodynamic
simulations based on 4D-CTA were performed to quantitatively evaluate to what extent wall
deformation would affect the hemodynamics in cerebral aneurysms. In addition, four-dimensional
magnetic resonance angiography (4D-MRA) were employed to obtain patient-specific inflow and
outflow boundary conditions for cerebral aneurysm models.
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2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Geometric modeling
4D-CTA and 4D-MRI images were acquired from ten patients diagnosed with ICA aneurysm upon
ethical approval and written patient consent by Renji Hospital. 4D-CTA scanning was performed
with a 3.0T scanner (Toshiba Medical Systems). Each slice had a thickness of 0.5 mm and a spatial
resolution of 512 × 512 pixels (with pixel size being 0.469 mm) covering a field view of 240×240
mm. All patients underwent quantitative vessel flow rate measurements of the intracranial arteries
using QMRA. This approach was implemented through the GT Flow software (GyroTools, Zurich,
Switzerland).
Image registration of 20 frames of dynamic CTA images was performed in the workstation
using the commercial software (Toshiba Medical Systems). The geometric models of the
aneurysms and adjacent arteries were then reconstructed from medical images using the Vascular
Modeling Toolkit. The inlets and outlets of each model were extended (using straight tubes) in the
normal directions by 10 diameters to reduce the effects of artifacts associated with the settings of
outlet boundary conditions. Subsequently, the geometric models were imported into ANSYS ICEM
CFD 16.0 to generate high-resolution mesh models. Herein, the fluid domain was firstly divided
using tetrahedral elements, followed by a mesh refinement treatment where five prism layers were
created from the wall towards interior to improve the precision of flow computation in the nearwall regions (Figure 2b). To obtain acceptable numerical results with an optimal balance between
numerical accuracy and computational cost, mesh sensitivity studies were conducted.
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Fig. 1. 4D-computed tomography angiography of an internal carotid artery aneurysm in the third to
seventh frames, an elevation (pulsation) is observed in a part of the external wall of the aneurysm
(red arrows).
2.2 Computational fluid dynamic modeling
Blood flow was assumed to be an incompressible Newtonian fluid governed by the unsteady threedimensional Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations. The density and dynamic viscosity of blood were set
to 1025 kg/m3 and 0.0035 Pa·s, respectively. Patient-specific inflow rate measured using 4D-MRI
were imposed at the inlet of the ICA. We quantified the volume changes in intracranial aneurysms
(Figure 2c), which are qualitatively consistent with those reported in previous studies [12,13].
Moreover, all the models were separated into vessel and aneurysm regions where realistic wall
boundary conditions were imposed.
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Fig. 2. Setup of hemodynamic model: (a) geometric model with the aneurysm sac being highlighted
by red; (b) outside view of mesh model, cross-sectional view of internal meshes in a plane cutting
through the aneurysm sac; and (c) wall deformation waveform and flow velocity waveform
imposed at the wall and model inlet, respectively.

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Simulated hemodynamic parameters were compared between the rigid and deformed
aneurysm models, with emphasis on examining the influence of wall deformation on intraaneurysmal hemodynamics. For a representative ICA aneurysm model, the time-averaged
wall shear stress (WSS) and oscillatory shear index (OSI) in deformed model were 11.05%
and 20.30% lower than those of rigid model, respectively (see Figure 3).
The interaction between the blood flow and wall deformation remarkably alters the
hemodynamic factors on the aneurysm, compared to the rigid wall case. The rigid wall
simulations were found to consistently overestimate the wall shear stress magnitude, with a
mean value of 13.75%. These results of the present study demonstrate the considerable role
of deformed modeling in accurately predict the intra-aneurysm hemodynamics,
highlighting the importance of setting patient-specific wall boundary conditions in
computational hemodynamic studies on cerebral aneurysms.
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Fig. 3. Distributions of WSS and OSI on the wall of a representative aneurysm model simulated
with rigid-wall and deformed-wall boundary conditions. WSSs are slightly affected by changing
the wall boundary conditions, whereas, OSI is remarkably increased as the rigid-wall boundary
conditions is replaced by the deformed one.
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SUMMARY
In this work, we investigated the effect of pulsatile flow with different frequencies on the wall
deformation of a lateral aneurysm by combining experiments and fluid–structure interaction (FSI)
simulations. A compliant aneurysm model was manufactured and a self-designed piston pump was
employed to provide the pulsatile flow conditions which were applied as the inlet boundary
conditions in the FSI simulations. The wall displacement characteristics were obtained at dome, neck
and the parent vessel of aneurysm. It was found that the maximum wall deformation increases as the
pulsation frequency increase for the aneurysm dome. When the Womersley number increases from
2.3 to 3.5, the maximum wall deformation is doubled. The results provide a reasonable explanation
that why the aneurysm rupture always occurs at the aneurysm dome in clinic.
Key words: lateral aneurysm; pulsatile flow; in-vitro experiment; wall deformation, fluid–
structure interaction
1

INTRODUCTION

Lateral cerebral aneurysm is “sac-like” dilation of an artery and arises along a curve of the parent
vessel or the lateral wall of artery, which is generally simplified as a straight or curved tube with a
saccular [1]. Hemodynamic effects have been widely concerned on the growth and rupture of
aneurysms. The FSI simulations of a patient-specific and simplified cerebral aneurysms are applied
for investigating the interplay between blood flow and aneurysm walls. It is reported that
hypertension can promote the growth of the aneurysm and high blood pressure (HBP) can induce the
wall deformation with high dependence on cerebral aneurysm geometry [2]. Compared with
numerical modeling method, the wall deformation can be easily detected by using in-vitro modeling
method. Chodzynski et al. [3] experimentally investigated the effect of gravity orientation of saccular
aneurysms on the behavior of the red blood cell by using a flexible model. The pulsatile flow was
controlled by a piston pump. Usmani and Muralidhar [4] experimentally compared hemodynamic
characteristics in a rigid and a compliant stenosed asymmetric model. It is observed that an increased
oscillation frequency delays the flow separation in the rigid model and the period of the wall
displacement for the highly compliant models can be doubled with the increased oscillation
frequency.
Although extensive experimental and numerical investigations have been made for the flow in
treated and untreated aneurysms, few specific information is available on the displacement variation
of aneurysmal wall under different pulsatile flows. The aim of this paper is to investigate how
different pulsatile flow frequencies affect the wall displacement in the lateral aneurysm.
2 METHODOLOGY
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2.1 In vitro model preparation and physiological flow system
A hollow compliant aneurysm model (Fig.1a) was manufactured by following Fahy’s method [5].
The aneurysm inner core (aspect ratio of 1.0, Fig.1b) was made of water-soluble material (PVA 3D
Filament, natural-0.5KG (N.W)). The two ingredients of a dispersion silicone type G2840
(Chunchang Group Co., Ltd, Shenzhen, China) were mixed in a ratio of 1:1 by volume. The mixture
was used to mimic the aneurysm wall and coated repeatedly the inner core until the required thickness
of 1.2 mm was achieved. The Young’s modulus of the silicone rubber is about 0.4 MPa, which was
measured by using a testing machine (Material Testing Systems MTS 810, USA). The experimental
set-up is shown in Fig.1c. An average flow rate was provided by peristaltic pump. The pulsatile flow
was controlled by a self-designed piston pump which was driven by a motor. Under the combination
working of peristaltic and piston pump, the pulsatile flow was well acquired. The flow frequencies
ω of 0.25, 0.44, and 0.97 Hz were obtained by changing the angular frequency of the motor leading
to Womersley numbers, Wo=0.5D(ωρ/μ)1/2, as 1.7, 2.3, and 3.5. Where D is the diameter of the parent
vessel of aneurysm, and ρ, μ are the density, and dynamic viscosity of the fluid, respectively.
A laser displacement sensor (IL-065, KEYENCE, and Japan) with a measurement precision of
0.002 mm and time resolution of 0.33 ms was employed to detect the wall deformation at the dome
of the lateral aneurysm. A digital camera (Sony, 60fps, DCR-SR200E, and Japan) was used to observe
the wall deformation at the dome, neck and the parent vessel of the lateral aneurysm, as shown by
arrows in Fig.1a. The data analysis procedures are based on sequential images converted from the
experimental videos. The wall displacement at different time instants was extracted from a spacetime diagram in an image processing software (ImageJ). A de-ionized water was applied as the
working fluid with a viscosity of 0.89 mPa·s and a density of 1000 kg/m3 at room temperature. An
average flow rate of the applied liquid was assigned as 158.9 ml/min flowing into this elastic model
with an inner diameter of 6.7 mm, thus the time-average Reynolds number is 563 in the present study.
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(a)flexible silicone model, (b)water-soluble core, (c)physiological flow system, (d)solid
domain mesh, (e)fluid domain mesh, and (f)mass flow waveform for the inlet boundary
condition at Wo=3.5.

2.2 Computational mesh generation and boundary conditions setting in the FSI simulations
In order to compare the wall deformation characteristics of lateral aneurysm with in-vitro
experiments and analyze the relationship of wall deformation and flow behavior in it, two-way FSI
simulation was applied. The computational model used for FSI simulation is the same one for making
the in-vitro flexible model. A hybrid mesh consisting of tetrahedral grids and a prismatic boundary
layer for the fluid and solid domains was generated by using the ANSYS meshing system in ANSYS
workbench. Three mesh layers were used adjacent to the vessel and aneurysm walls to increase the
accuracy of calculations. The solid and fluid domain mesh were shown in Fig.1d and Fig.1e.
Mass flow profiles and constant pressure in parent artery were used as the inlet and outlet boundary
condition, respectively. The same mass flow profiles were derived from our physiological flow
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system which were shown in Fig.1f. No-slip boundary condition was imposed for the vessel and
aneurysm walls. The blood used in the simulation was treated with a same physical property using
in the experiments. ANSYS CFX software was employed to solve three-dimensional equations of
continuity and momentum with the assumption of a laminar, homogenous and incompressible blood
flow. The convergence value for these equations was set to 2 × 10−6. Total solving time was
considered to be 12 s (four pulsatile cycles). The time step of 0.05 s was utilized for all cases.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Wall displacement changes from in vitro experiments
We first investigated experimentally the effect of pulsation frequency on the wall displacement at the
dome in the compliant lateral aneurysm model, as shown in Fig.2a. We found that the wall
displacement has the same pulsation period with the pulsatile flow. Moreover, the maximum wall
displacement increases with the increase of pulsation frequency. When Womersley number is 3.5,
the maximum wall displacement fluctuation reaches 0.24 mm. Fig.2b indicates the comparison of
the wall displacement at the dome, neck, and the parent vessel of the lateral aneurysm as Womersley
number is 3.5. It is distinct that the maximum wall displacement occurs at the dome of the aneurysm.
It is nearly four times larger than the maximum wall displacement at the locations of aneurysm neck
and parent vessel despite of the uniform material property. Whereas the maximum wall displacement
at the aneurysm neck is slightly larger than that at the parent vessel.
a)

b)

Fig.2

(a) Wall displacement of aneurysmal dome at different Womersly number, (b) Wall
displacement comparison at different locations versus time with Δh = 29cm. t is the current
moment, and T is the period of the pulsatile flow.

3.2 Wall deformations variation based on FSI simulation
Based on FSI simulation, the wall deformation of aneurysm dome and the velocity vector
distribution of flow in the lateral aneurysm were obtained under different pulsatile flow conditions.
Fig.3a shows wall displacement of aneurysmal dome at different Womersly numbers. It is easy to see
that the maximum wall displacement increases with the increased pulsation frequency. Fig.3b shows
the comparison of experimental and FSI simulation results at Wo =1.7. It is found that the results
based on FSI have a good agreement with the experimental results. The maximum wall deformation
fluctuation in the experiment and FSI simulation is 0.066mm and 0.058mm, respectively. Fig.4a
indicates the velocity vector distribution at the sequential moment for the situation of Wo = 2.3. The
flow rate in the parent artery is the largest at the peak moment (t/T=0.26). And there is obvious vortex
(as arrow showed) appearing at the neck region of the aneurysm. Accompanying with the inflow
periodic fluctuation, a reciprocating motion of vortex center comes out. As Yu et al. [6] reported that
the periodic shedding of vortices will induce a flexible flag a self-oscillating motion when the flag
was placed in a water channel. This periodic motion of vortex observed in the lateral aneurysm may
provide an explanation about the periodic oscillation of aneurysm wall.
In addition, we compared the velocity vector distribution at the moment of flow peak for the
different pulsatile situations as shown in Fig.4b. It can be seen that the distance h, from the vortex
center to the aneurysm dome decreases (h1 > h2 > h3) as the Wermosly number increases. When the
vortex move towards the aneurysm dome, at which wall shear stress will increase, and there are more
fluid compressing and scouring the aneurysm dome, which will result in a larger wall deformations
at the moment of peak flow, as shown in Fig.2a and Fig.3a.
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(a)Wall displacement of aneurysmal dome at different Womersly number by FSI
simulation; (b)Comparison of experimental and FSI simulation results at Wo =1.7
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Fig.4

(a)The velocity vector distribution at the sequential moment at Wo = 2.3; (b)The velocity
vector distribution at the moment of flow peak for the different pulsatile situations

3.3 Conclusions
We investigated the effect of pulsatile flow frequency on the wall displacement of aneurysm with
combination of experiments and FSI simulations, and obtained the wall deformation characteristics
of the lateral aneurysm. Our results confirm that maximum wall displacement at the aneurysm dome
increases with the increased pulsation frequency. It is clearly shown that the dome of the aneurysm
has a much larger wall deformation than that at the aneurysm neck and that at the parent vessel,
which provides an important information about the impact of pulsatile flow on the wall displacement
in a compliant lateral aneurysm.
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SUMMARY
In this article, we summarize our recent work towards developing statistical rupture probability
models of cerebral aneurysms using hemodynamic characteristics derived from image-based CFD
models, geometric characteristics, aneurysm location, and patients’ gender and age. We describe
internal and external validation of the models, comparison to machine learning classifiers, and
extension to multiple populations.
Key words: cerebral aneurysms, rupture probability models, hemodynamics

1 INTRODUCTION
Improving the evaluation of intracranial aneurysm rupture risk is important for recommending
immediate treatment for high risk aneurysms, and conservative observation for low risk aneurysms,
thus avoiding unnecessary interventions and minimizing treatment complications [1]. The use of
image-based computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for cerebral aneurysms risk assessment has been
investigated for several years [2, 3]. In this article, we summarize our efforts at building statistical
models of aneurysm rupture using basic patient information, aneurysm anatomical data, as well as
aneurysm hemodynamic and geometric characteristics.
2 METHODOLOGY
Patient-specific CFD models are constructed from 3D rotational angiography images. The
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are numerically solved using finite elements under
pulsatile flow conditions [4]. The results are used to compute a number of flow variables to
characterize the aneurysm hemodynamic environment. The models, simulation results, flow
variables and geometric characteristics computed from the reconstructed vascular models are stored
into a database along with aneurysm location and rupture status, and patient’s gender and age. This
database of aneurysm CFD models currently includes over 2,500 aneurysms, from diverse
populations from the US, Europe (other than Finland), Finland, and Japan.
This data was used to train statistical rupture probability models and to test their discrimination
power. Further details of the methodology can be found in the references of the next sections.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this section we summarize our recent studies aimed at discriminating high risk and low risk
aneurysms.
3.1 Adverse Aneurysm Characteristics
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First, we compared the hemodynamic and geometric characteristics of ruptured and unruptured
aneurysms using univariate statistical analysis [5]. This study showed that in general ruptured
aneurysms tend to have higher flow conditions characterized by stronger and more concentrated
inflow jets, more complex flow patterns and higher wall shear stress than unruptured aneurysms,
and that these associations are independent of aneurysm location.
Secondly, we performed a study in which we compared the hemodynamics and geometry of stable
(no change at follow-up), unstable (growth at follow-up or symptoms), and ruptured aneurysms
while controlling for aneurysm location and patient’s age and gender [6]. For this purpose, we
matched stable and unstable aneurysms, stable and ruptured aneurysms, and unstable and ruptured
aneurysms, and carried out paired univariate statistical tests. The results indicate unstable and
ruptured aneurysms have more complex flows with concentrated wall shear stress distributions (i.e.
hostile hemodynamic environments), and are larger and more irregular than stable aneurysms. No
differences were found between unstable and ruptured aneurysms. These associations were
independent from aneurysm location and patient’s gender and age.
These studies provide support to the notion that hemodynamic and geometric aneurysm
characteristics may be used to discriminate between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms, as well as
between high and low risk unruptured aneurysms.
3.2 Rupture Probability Model
A rupture probability model was generated using cross-sectional data mainly from hospitals in the
US [7]. A logistic group Lasso regression model was trained with data from 1631 aneurysms. The
model was based on aneurysm location, geometric and hemodynamic characteristics as well as
patient’s gender and age. The model was able to discriminate between ruptured and unruptured
aneurysms with an AUC of 86% (internal validation). This study indicated the potential application
of these models to support clinical decisions.
3.3 External Validation
The rupture probability model described above was subsequently evaluated on two external
datasets from European patients [8]: a) Aneurisk database (n=113), b) AneuX database (n=136).
The results showed that the statistical model was able to discriminate between ruptured and
unruptured aneurysms in these two datasets with similar accuracy as the internal validation
(Aneurisk AUC=0.82, AneuX AUC=0.86, Combined AUC=0.82). This study provided an external
validation to the rupture probability model and also showed that the models developed with US
populations also apply to European populations.
3.4 Machine Learning Approaches
Recently, the rupture probability model based on logistic group Lasso regression was compared to
other machine learning classifiers, including support vector machines (SVM) with linear and nonlinear kernels, k-nearest neighbors (kNN), decision trees, and random forests [9]. These classifiers
were trained on the same data used to develop the logistic regression model and the external
validation described above was repeated for each of them. This study showed that the logistic
regression model was comparable to the best machine learning classifiers, thus confirming that it is
a suitable approach for aneurysm assessment.
3.5 Extension to Finnish and Japanese Populations
Since the Finnish and Japanese populations have been identified as populations with higher
aneurysm rupture risk, we recently evaluated the performance of the rupture probability model
developed on US populations on two datasets, one from Japan (n=147) and another from Finland
(n=108) [10]. When evaluating the US-based model on the data from Finland, Japan, and Finland
and Japan combined, the AUCs were 0.72, 0.70 and 0.74. This indicates that indeed these
populations may have different characteristics. Therefore, we trained a new rupture probability
model using 90% of the US, EU, Japanese and Finnish populations and leaving the remaining 10%
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as a testing set. In this model, we also added interactions terms between the population and the
hemodynamic and geometric variables, and the new AUCs were 0.68 for the Japanese left-out data,
0.79 for the left-out Finnish data, 0.83 for the left-out Japanese and Finnish combined, and 0.83 for
all left-out data combined. This study suggests that to train rupture probability models across
populations it is necessary to include data from all populations in the training set as well as
interaction terms in the model.
3.6 Future Directions
The results described above indicate that it is possible to construct rupture probability models to
discriminate between ruptured and unruptured aneurysms, and that these models can be made valid
across populations. The discrimination power of these models (as well as other machine learning
classifiers) is around 80-85%, which suggests that other aneurysm characteristics not included in
the current data (e.g. wall characteristics, genetics, etc.) may be needed to increase this predictive
power. In addition, in order to translate these techniques to the clinical practice it is necessary to
further validate (and perhaps re-train) the models with longitudinal data to demonstrate the ability
to discriminate between high and low risk aneurysms.
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SUMMARY
Currently in Australia, it is estimated that 450,000 to 1.4 million people harbor cerebral aneurysms.
Therefore, it is important to develop a quick method of detecting aneurysms to assist doctors so
that doctors can find the aneurysms in the early stage. To achieve this goal, we analysis the
maximum inscribed sphere radius for the vessels with an aneurysm and found that the maximum
inscribed sphere radius exhibited a large fluctuation at the position of the aneurysm. This is an
important characteristic for vessels with aneurysms and can be used as an auxiliary characteristic to
detect cerebral aneurysms.
Key words: Aneurysm, Centerline, Maximum inscribed sphere radius

1

INTRODUCTION

An aneurysm is an outward bulging, likened to a bubble or balloon, caused by a localized,
abnormal, weak spot on a blood vessel wall. Aneurysms are a result of a weakened blood vessel
wall and may be a result of a hereditary condition or an acquired disease. Aneurysms can also be a
nidus (starting point) for clot formation (thrombosis) and embolization [1]. The overall prevalence
of aneurysm is high and was estimated to be 3.2% for population without comorbidity [2]. For
elder people or people with comorbidity, the prevalence is even higher. The high prevalence rate of
aneurysm emphasis the importance of developing a technology that can quickly detect cerebral so
that more patient with cerebral aneurysm can be confirmed in the early stage and get to be more
possible to be diagnosed. Besides the high prevalence of aneurysms, the cerebral aneurysm may be
ruptured and cause death to patient. Studies have shown that the patient with an aneurysm
exceeding 6 mm can expect a yearly rate of rupture of at least 6.9% and a death rate of 11.8%. Also,
cerebral aneurysm is a common cause of subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) that is estimated to
affect between 0.2% and 9% of the population. Therefore, it is important to develop a technology
that can detect aneurysm and further the rupture risk for patients.

Given that the high health risk of aneurysms, it is very important to detect aneurysm in
early stage before they grow up or rupture. Currently, the most traditional way for medical
doctors to observe the aneurysm is based to read the CT or MR image slides one by one.
However, there are over hundreds of slides for each patient. It takes huge time for
radiologists to read all image slides. Even more, sometime doctors may misread some
small size of aneurysms. To solve this problem, some computer-aid technologies have been
developed to help doctors find aneurysms. Lauric et al. [3] have developed an initial
detection method based on parent vessel 3D analysis. In their method, the vessels are
segmented, and their medial axis is computed, and aneurysm is detected according to the
medial axis. However, this method is specific to some typical aneurysms, and cannot detect
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all kinds of aneurysms. Moreover, this method also has high false positive rate, which
causes problem for future use. For example, doctors still need to take much time to further
confirm whether the proposed aneurysms are the trues ones or not.
Currently, Unde et al. use artificial neural network to develop a model that use MRI images
to detect aneurysms [6]. The sensitive rate of this model is more than 90%. But this model
is a black-box model, it is difficult to analysis why the model could detect correctly or not.
Given the high risk of cerebral aneurysm, it is important to develop a method that can help
doctors detect aneurysm. The target of this paper is to show an important characteristic that
can be used to detect aneurysms.
2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Selection of beginning and end points
In order to achieve the automatic calculation of all the centerlines for a vessel surface
model, we need to develop a method that can automatically assign the beginning and end
points of centerlines. We use SC method to find the convex ellipsoid on the vessel surface
[4]. This method uses two values, S and C, to determine the shape of the surface. When the
S value is larger than 5/8 and is smaller than 1, the shape of the surface can be treated as
convex ellipsoid, and the centers of all the convex ellipsoid and plane on the vessel surface
are used as the beginning and end point for the calculation of centerlines.

2.2 Maximum inscribed sphere radius
The algorithm used in our study deals with the surface geometry model of vessels. Before
getting the maximum inscribed sphere radius alone the vessels, we should first calculate
the centerlines of vessels. The centerlines are determined as the weighted shortest paths
traced between two extremal points. The Voronoi diagrams are used to ensure the final
calculated lines are in fact central.
After getting the centerlines, we can further calculate the maximum inscribed sphere radius.
A sphere inscribed in an object is said to be maximal when there’s no other inscribed
sphere that contains it. So, for every point on the centerlines, we can calculate a sphere
which is inscribed with the surface of the vessels. The radius of the sphere is the maximum
inscribed sphere radius. All the related calculation is conducted using VMTK [5].
3 RESULTS
3.1 Example of selected convex surface
Figure 1 is the original calculation result of the SC method. The blue points on the surface are
thought as the centers of the convex surface. It is easy to see that there are too many false points.
The reason for this result is because there are some small convex surfaces on the vessels surface. In
order to remove these false points, the following two steps are taken: 1. We only select the blue
points that have at least two other blue points connected with (figure 2); 2. We used classification
analysis to get the center point for each blocks of blue points.
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3.2 Characteristics of the maximum inscribed sphere radius for vessels with an aneurysm
Figure 3(a) shows the calculated centerline of the vessel surface. The beginning point and the end
point of the centerline is assigned by the result in section 3.1. The maximum inscribed sphere
radius for each point on the centerline is shown in Figure 3(b). It is easy to see that at the position
of the aneurysm, the maximum inscribed sphere radius exhibited a larger fluctuation, the minimum
radius for the corresponding inscribed sphere is smaller than 1mm. With this characteristic, we can
confirm that there is an aneurysm on the vessels.

Figure 1. The original results of the SC method

Figure 2. The left points on the convex ellipsoid

(a)

(b)
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Figure 3. The maximum inscribed sphere radius for a vessel surface

4 Discussion
This study propose a characteristic that can help doctors find the aneurysm on the vessels. However,
this characteristic may not enough to help doctors to find small aneurysm. In future, our work
would focus on the characteristic to detect the small aneurysm.
5 Conclusions
This study proposes a characteristic that can help doctors find the aneurysm on the vessels. For the
vessels that have aneurysm on it, the radius of the maximum inscribed sphere may exhibits an
fluctuation.
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SUMMARY
In this work we carry out the analysis of data on uniaxial loading of cerebral aneurysms obtained
after their extraction from patients. Basing on the experimental data, mathematical modeling with
Mooney-Rivlin and Yeoh models was done. As a result of the study, it turned out that ruptured and
unruptured cerebral aneurysms have a different mean value of the critical strain, as well as various
avalanche characteristics. At the same time, an analysis of the coefficients of hyperelastic models approximating the experimental data did not reveal statistically significant differences between ruptured
and unruptured aneurysms.
Key words: Cerebral aneurysm, avalanche, strain-stress diagram

1

INTRODUCTION

Cerebral aneurysms are a widespread disease occurring in the entire population of the world with a
frequency of up to 50 cases per 1000 population [1, 2]. The main danger of this disease is a possible
rupture of the aneurysm, which leads to disability or death (up to 30%).
The reason for aneurysm rupture may be haemodynamics characteristics as well as degenerative processes in the wall of the aneurysm. The haemodynamics of cerebral aneurysms is discussed in many
papers and in most cases uses solely the geometry of the vessels of specific patients. However, when
considering hydroelastic haemodynamic scenarios, it is necessary to set the patient-specific mechanical properties of the artery wall and aneurysm. Such information cannot be obtained in non-invasive
way and data on the mechanical properties of aneurysms is incredibly valuable[3, 4, 5] and [6].
The wall of a cerebral aneurysm is more complex than a healthy artery: layers of healthy vascular
tissue intertwine with connective and even necrotic tissue. All this gives rise to more complex tissue
aneurysm mechanics. In [7], a model describing and explaining the jump on strain-stress diagrams is
demonstrated. We have studied a similar phenomenon in relation to the wall of cerebral aneurysms.
1.1 Additional information
In our work, we study the data of the results of uniaxial loading of the material of the wall of cerebral
aneurysms of 8 patients (3 unruptured and 5 ruptured), as well as a healthy temporal artery. All
samples were obtained by resection of the wall of cerebral aneurysms during microsurgical clipping
at the Federal Neurosurgical Center (Novosibirsk). Materials were obtained in accordance with the
local ethical protocol and the data was anonymized.
2

METHODOLOGY

Cerebral aneurysms were transported from the clinic to the laboratory and stored at a temperature of
+2-+ 5C in saline, according to one of the methods described in [8].
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Figure 1: (a) Specimen in tensile machine; (b) Typical strain-stress curve, 3 and 5 Mooney-Rivlin
model and Yeoh model.
As many other live tissues, aneurysm samples were considered an hyperelastic material. At this stage
of research we decided to use isotropic hyperelastic model therefore 3-parameter and 5-parameter
Mooney-Rivlin models and Yeoh model were chosen for mathematical modeling.
The MooneyRivlin model is a special case of the generalized Rivlin model:
W =

N
X

p,q=0

Cpq (I¯1 − 3)p (I¯2 − 3)q +

M
X

m=1

Dm (J − 1)2m

(1)

Where W – strain energy density function,
Cpq – material constants related to the distortional response, Dm – material constants related to the
volumetric response. As the conducted tension of aneurysm tissue in mechanic tests was uniaxial,
the mathematical models will be considered under that condition. Assuming the studied hyperelastic
material is incompressible and considering the stress being uniaxial, this representation of energy
density follows:
σ3p =

F
1
1
1
1
1
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λ
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Where σ3p and σ5p are Cauchy stresses and λ =
strain).
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For Yeoh model corresponding formulas are:
W =

X

3,i=0

Ci (Ii − 3)i

(4)

And under the same assumptions, the energy density is represented by the formula:
σ=

F
= 2(λ − λ−2 )(C1 + 2C2 (λ2 + 2λ−1 − 3))
S0
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(5)

Uniaxial loading experiments were performed on a Zwick&Roell Z100 tensile testing machine. During the experiment, the sample was moistened with saline between each attempt (2-3 min time interval).
The force-displacement diagrams were converted to strain-stress diagrams, using the geometric characteristics of the investigated samples.
In [7], one jump is demonstrated due to the rupture of the elastin layer of the healthy vessel wall, however, as already mentioned, the aneurysm wall has a much more complex structure and, accordingly,
it is necessary to assume the presence of several elastin layers with different properties, which in turn
must generate jump sequence on strain-stress diagrams. We have studied the frequency of jumps in
these graphs depending on the amplitude of the jump, for which the module processing strain-stress
diagram was written on Python. The idea of such analysis was taken from the paper [9], where it was
done for fiber material.
3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In the course of analysis of the coefficients of hyperelastic models, we did not find a statistically significant difference (p¿0.05) in their values between the cohorts of ruptured and unruptured aneurysms.
However, as in [10], it was possible to reliably (p¡0.01) show the difference between these cohorts in
terms of the values of the ultimate stress value.

σ

ϵ
(b)

(a)

Figure 2: (a) Schematic of stages of cerebral arterial tissue deformation. Stage A: Unloaded tissue,
Stage B: Only elastin load bearing, Stage C: Initiation of collagen load bearing, Stage D: Elastin and
collagen load bearing, Stage E: Elastin rupture, Stage F: Only collagen load bearing, Stage G: Partial
disruption of collagen. Also shown is a representative stress versus stretch curve (picture and caption
taken from [7]); (b) Series of jumps present at strain-stress diagram of one of the experiments of
uniaxial specimen loading.
As a result of processing the strain-stress diagrams, different statistical dynamics was obtained in the
occurrence of jumps for ruptured and unruptured aneurysms, see Fig. 3.
In addition, an avalanche way of the occurrence of jumps was noted, which is easy to observe in Fig.
3.
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Figure 3: (a) First stage of experiment; (b) Last stage of experiment. Unruptured cases are marked
with blue colour, ruptured – with red. σtr is the threshold for jump’s magnitude, N – the number of
jumps in the threshold range.
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SUMMARY
It remains unknown whether abnormal flow stress in cerebral aneurysm geometry causes the
endothelial inflammatory response. To examine the impact of abnormal flow stress in aneurysms,
we fabricated vascular models using patient-specific images, 3D printing technology, and human
endothelial attachment. After flow circulation, RNA was extracted from the cells and quantitative
real-time polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) was performed. The expression of pro-inflammatory
genes was increased and an anti-inflammatory gene was decreased in the aneurysms. This is the
first evidence that abnormal flow in human aneurysmal geometry specifically induces endothelial
inflammatory responses.
Key words: cerebral aneurysms, endothelial cells, computational fluid dynamics, inflammation
1 INTRODUCTION
Abnormal flow conditions are implicated in the pathophysiological process of cerebral aneurysms.
However, current approaches that analyze the effects of flow stress on endothelial cells are limited
by their simplistic design, lacking the patient-specific vascular anatomic features that contribute to
disease pathogenesis. This has created a significant gap between the understanding of flow
dynamics and the biology that disease-specific vascular anatomy changes create, and therefore, the
the underlying mechanisms of the growth or rupture of cerebral aneurysms remain poorly
understood [1]. The aim of this study is to examine a biological effect of complex-flow stress on
endothelial cells using a precision medicine approach that incorporates three-dimensional (3D)
patient-specific vascular geometry.
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2 METHODOLOGY
Using 3D printing technology, we generated two basilar tip aneurysm models and two internal
carotid-posterior communicating artery (IC-PC) models from vascular image data acquired by CT
angiography as we reported before [1]. The vascular molds are made of acrylonitrile butadiene
styrene (ABS) and chemically smoothed by soaking in ABS solvent (eSolve, Kaneko Chemical,
Saitama, Japan) to remove the stair-like layers on the surface of the plastic printing objects. After
drying, polydimethylsiloxanes (PDMS; Dow Corning Corp., Midland, MI) was coated on the
plastic vascular mold, cured, and the plastic mold was removed by dissolving in acetone. The
vascular models were hydrophilized and coated with fibronectin to create a biologic scaffold.
Human endothelial cells were attached in the CO2 incubator in 3D using a rotational machine. CFD
were performed to characterize the flow dynamics with specific regions of the vascular models and
this CFD condition was reproduced in the circulation by perfusion with a culture media with
viscosity similar to human blood. After perfusion, RNA was extracted from endothelial cells in the
parent artery and the aneurysm and gene expression was examined using quantitative real-time
polymerase chain reaction (qPCR). In addition, the morphology of endothelial cells in specific
regions of the model were observed with confocal microscopy.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
CFD analysis showed low wall shear, slow circulating flow in the aneurysm laminar flow in the
parent artery in all 4 cases.
Confocal imaging demonstrated that the luminal surface was evenly covered with monolayer
endothelial cells after 3D rotational culture. After flow circulation, endothelial cells in the
aneurysms with low wall shear stress slow flow were irregular in shape and size and associated
with up-regulation of pro-inflammatory genes and down-regulation of anti-inflammatory gene
compared with cells in the parent artery that exhibited typical spindle shape and aligned with the
directionality of flow. Some pro-inflammatory genes were upregulated in IC-PC aneurysms, but not
in basilar tip aneurysms.
These findings indicate that abnormal flow stress in the cerebral aneurysm geometry induces
inflammatory gene responses in endothelial cells and the differences of 3D morphology between
IC-PC and basilar tip aneurysms might induce the differences of gene expression. This in vitro
model enables a new research approach to bridge the gap of biophysical flow phemonology and the
biological impact of complex flow on endothelial cells using patient-specific imaging data. Such
models are likely to be useful to determine novel observations about the pathogenesis of vascular
stenosis, aneurysmal growth, or rupture.
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SUMMARY
The shape of intracranial aneurysms is used by clinicians for risk assessment. It has been suggested
that irregular shape is linked to degenerate wall conditions and rupture. With the goal to better characterize shape irregularity, we acquired rating data of 27 participants (9 clinical experts, 18 laypersons)
who assessed 134 aneurysms for perceived irregularity. 9 raters additionally examined the presence
of 5 morphological attributes. Alongside with quantitative metrics for morphology, we used this rating data to model perceived irregularity. Our results suggest that a combination of quantitative and
qualitative shape assessment may characterize perceived irregularity the best.
Key words: intracranial aneurysms, morphology

1 INTRODUCTION
The morphology of intracranial aneurysms (IAs) is clinically relevant. For instance, irregularly
shaped aneurysms have been associated, recently, with degenerate wall conditions [1] and higher
rupture risk [2]. Already today, irregular shape plays a role in the risk assessment of IAs [3], but
definitions of morphological irregularity or other characteristics are vague and ambiguous [2, 4].
Human observers are able to assess morphological characteristics only qualitatively, and the development of robust shape features or morphological scoring schemes remains challenging. For instance,
no robust, quantitative criteria to distinguish between regular and irregular shapes have been established so far. In this study, we employed psychometric and radiomic methods to develop two types
of statistical models for perceived irregularity of intracranial aneurysms and compare these to one
another.
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2

METHODOLOGY

2.1 Imaging and patient data
This study is based on imaging data of 134 IAs (41 ruptured, 78 unruptured, 15 with unknown rupture
status) from 110 different patients, acquired at the University Hospital Geneva (HUG). For both the
quantitative description of shape (shape features) and the survey on qualitative assessment of raters,
we used 3D geometric models of the aneurysm dome that we extracted from 3D rotational angiographies (3DRA). We followed a procedure very similar to the one described in [5]. Fig. 1 shows the
structure of this study and exemplary geometries of the extracted aneurysms.
Imaging
data (3DRA)

Data
preparation
(134 aneurysms)

Quantitative data
Radiomic
description
(179 features)

Perceived
irregularity

Quantitative
model

Mixed model

(27 raters)

Morphological
attributes
(5 attributes, 9 raters)

Rating data

Qualitative
model
Models for
perceived irregularity

Figure 1: Study overview. The lower left corner shows five exemplary IA geometries with their vascular
contexts. For this study, we distinguish between quantitative morphological data and the qualitative rating data.
Both are used to compute statistical models for perceived irregularity.

2.2 Rating data acquisition
Using our interactive rating tool for 3D geometries, we collected ordinal and qualitative rating data
from 27 different participants (9 clinical experts, 27 informed laypersons). As a primary task, the
raters assessed each of the 134 aneurysms in terms of its shape irregularity on a 9-point rating scale,
from “very regular” to “very irregular”. As a secondary task, we asked the raters to decide whether
the aneurysm under examination exhibited one of the following morphological attributes: rough (nonsmooth) surface, blebs, lobules, an asymmetric appearance, a complex configuration of the parent
vasculature/bifurcation, or neither of those. 9 raters (5 experts, 4 laypersons) provided ratings for the
secondary task.
In the subsequent steps, we operated with aggregated rating data. A) To compensate for different
rating preferences (bias) of the participants, we ranked the ordinal irregularity ratings rij per rater
0 = rank(r ), with r
a priori: r∗j
∗j
∗j representing the ratings of rater j. The (collectively) perceived
0
irregularity r̄i for case i was then defined as the mean rating rank, averaged over all raters j. Finally,
we normalized perceived irregularity onto [0, 1], where 0 and 1 refer to minimally and maximally
irregular, respectively. B) For the binary ratings of morphological attribute k and case i, we defined
0 as the number of votes in favor of the attribute, relative to the number of total votes
the aggregate q̄ik
for that case.
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2.3 Quantitative description of morphology
We isolated the IA with a single planar cut (as described e.g. by [6]) and compute morphological
indices from three different categories: Geometry indices describing size and shape [6], distributionderived features (curvature and writhe metrics) [6, 7] and generic shape descriptors (Zernike moment
invariants) [5]. Our pool of quantitative features consisted of 179 different shape indices.
2.4 Perceived irregularity vs. quantitative features
With the goal to model the perceived irregularity r̄i0 of IA shape by means of quantitative metrics, we
employed linear and non-linear regression based on support vector regression (SVR, linear kernel)
and decision trees (gradient boosting machines (GBMs), implementation: LightGBM [8]). To reduce
the number of explanatory variables in the regression models, we identified first a subset of candidate
features that encode irregularity well. We used the best performers of both a univariate correlation
analysis, and a multivariate analysis based on the feature importance metric, a by-product that results
from computing decision trees. In a second step we trained and validated regression models using
a 5-fold nested cross-validation scheme, which was repeated 50 times. The prediction performance
of the resulting models (for each repetition) was measured by root mean square error (RMSE) and
the coefficient of determination (R2 ). We report the mean and standard deviation µ ± σ of these
performance metrics.
2.5 Perceived irregularity vs. morphological attributes
0
In an alternative approach to model perceived irregularity, we made use of the rating aggregates q̄ik
for the morphological attributes. To ensure comparability with the quantitative model, we applied
exactly the same training and validation procedure as described in the previous subsection. The only
0 .
difference was that the explanatory variables were now the q̄ik

For this comparative study, we also considered a mixed approach where we combined quantitative
features and rating aggregates of morphological ratings.
3

RESULTS

We have collected qualitative rating data from 27 raters for 134 aneurysms. By comparing sub-cohorts
of raters, we can show that clinical experts and informed laypersons assessed the cases similarly. This
suggests that prior knowledge about the disease did not affect the assessment of perceived irregularity.
From this, we conclude that it is feasible to include rating data from both clinicians and laypersons.
The best-performing multivariate regression model based on quantitative shape features only predicted perceived irregularity on average with RMSE of 0.118 ± 0.00315 and R2 of 0.824 ± 0.011.
(We report here the figure for the linear SVR models only, the non-linear GBM based method performs similarly.) These results suggest that the collective opinion of our raters on irregularity can be
predicted well by the quantitative metrics included in this study. It is likely that the inclusion of other
features (such as size ratio [9], or measures based on the Voronoi diagram core [10]) will improve the
prediction performance. A further stratification of the cases based on bifurcation attributes (e.g. degree of bifurcation, location of the aneurysm relative to the branching point) could likewise improve
the performance of the quantitative model.
0 of the morphological attributes (asymmeAn SVR model including only the rating aggregates q̄ik
try, presence of rough surface, blebs, lobules, complex parent vasculature) performs with RMSE of
0.095 ± 0.0013 and R2 of 0.879 ± 0.00437. Here, two observations are interesting. Firstly, the assessment of the morphological attributes from 9 raters can predict the perceived irregularity, measured
from a cohort of 27 raters, very accurately. Secondly, the prediction performance of the qualitative
model (based on morphological attributes only) is higher than the quantitative model (based on shape
features).

Preliminary tests with mixed models based on both shape descriptors and qualitative ratings show that
the best prediction performance can be improved further. For instance a model that includes the non585

0 performs
sphericity index (NSI) as the only quantitative predictor in addition to the aggregates q̄ik
2
with RMSE of 0.080 ± 0.0019 and R of 0.912 ± 0.0051.

We argue that these models for perceived irregularity can be used to inspire novel scoring schemes
for the morphological assessments of IAs. For instance, examining the relative contribution of the
different explanatory variables to the prediction could lead to novel assessment criteria.
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SUMMARY
Hepatic arterial flow acceleration (HAFA) has been proposed as a potential hemodynamic index for
estimating the severity of portal hypertension. In this study, computational model-based numerical
experiments were performed to investigate the sensitivity of HAFA to various cardiovascular
parameters. Obtained results confirmed the clinical observation that HAFA is higher in portal
hypertensive than in normal condition. On the other hand, HAFA was found to be also considerably
influenced by many factors unrelated to portal hypertension, such as cardiac contractility and aortic
stiffness, which implies that the validity of HAFA as an indirect index for diagnosing portal
hypertension is limited.
Key words: portal hypertension, hepatic arterial flow acceleration, sensitivity analysis
1 INTRODUCTION
In the management of portal hypertension, hepatic venous pressure gradient is widely utilized
as a gold standard to estimate portal pressure gradient and evaluate the severity of portal
hypertension [1]. Nevertheless, the invasive nature and high cost restrict its wide application in
general clinical settings. Alternatively, some researchers have proposed to non-invasively estimate
the severity of portal hypertension through exploiting the characteristics of hepatic arterial flow
waveform measured with Doppler ultrasound [2]. For instance, a study demonstrated that hepatic
arterial flow acceleration (HAFA) correlated strongly with hepatic venous pressure gradient and
might be utilized to diagnose portal hypertension [3].On the other hand, some other studies found
that the indices derived from hepatic arterial flow waveform could not be used to rank the severity
of portal hypertension although they may differ between normal subjects and patients with portal
hypertension [4]. So far, it remains incompletely understood what factors affect the validity of
HAFA as an indirect index for diagnosing portal hypertension. In the present study, we employed a
computational model to simulate HAFA and investigate its sensitivity to various cardiovascular
parameters, aiming to provide some theoretical insights for examining the validity of HAFA or
explaining clinical observations.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Model development
A 0-1-D multi-scale model of the cardiovascular system developed in [5] was modified to
include a simplified sub-model of the hepatic circulation (see Fig. 1 for the schematic description
of the model) so that blood pressure in the portal vein (i.e., portal pressure) and blood flow
waveform in the hepatic artery can be simulated. Model parameters were assigned based on the
population-averaged data according to the methods used in a previous study [6] to represent the
normal condition and portal hypertensive condition (with higher post-sinusoidal hepatic vascular
resistance, lower splanchnic vascular resistance, and lower hepatic arterial resistance compared
with the normal condition), respectively. In addition, in the portal hypertensive condition, heart rate
was increased from 72 beats/minute to 88 beats/minute, and total blood volume was also increased.
These adjustments allowed the model to account for the hyperdynamic circulatory features in
patients with portal hypertension [7]. Hepatic arterial flow acceleration (HAFA) was derived from
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the simulated flow velocity waveform in the hepatic artery by calculating the slope of the initial
systolic upsweep, in line with the definition in a previous clinical study [3].

Figure 1. Schematic description of 0-1-D multi-scale modeling of the cardiovascular system.
The aorta and large arteries were represented by a 1-D model coupled with lumped-parameter
models of the arterioles, capillaries, venules, veins, heart, and pulmonary circulation.
Highlighted with shadows in the left panel is the simplified sub-model of the hepatic circulation
consisting of the hepatic arterial system, portal venous system, and hepatic venous system.
2.2 Parameter sensitivity analysis
Parameter sensitivity analysis was performed using the model calibrated to the portal
hypertensive condition. Six model parameters considered to directly or indirectly affect the
characteristics of flow waveform in the hepatic artery were selected, including the peripheral
hepatic arterial resistance (Rha), hepatic arteriolar compliance (Cha), hepatic venular resistance (Rhv),
ventricular elastances (Evt), heart period (T), and aortic stiffness (βao). Each parameter was varied
(by multiplying its baseline value with a scaling factor) over a specific range to reflect the clinically
observed inter-patient difference in the cardiovascular property represented by the parameter. For
instance, the ranges of the scaling factors of the resistances (i.e., Rha and Rhv) and Cha were [0.41,
3.16] and [0.56, 1.56], respectively. The scaling factors of Evt and T ranged from 0.75 to 1.25, and
from 0.95 to 1.35, respectively. βao was varied by multiplying the baseline elastic modulus of the
aortic wall with a scaling factor ranging from 1.0 to 7.0 to account for the marked change in aortic
pulse wave velocity during aging [5]. Numerical simulation was run separately for each case of
parameter variation, with the simulated hepatic arterial flow velocity waveform being analyzed to
derive HAFA.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Comparison of HAFA between the normal and portal hypertensive conditions
Table 1 shows the model-simulated blood flow rates and pressures in the aorta and some large
arteries/veins under the normal and portal hypertensive conditions, respectively. The modelsimulated results for the normal condition were consistent with general in vivo measurements in
healthy subjects [5], while those for the portal hypertensive condition reasonably captured the
hemodynamic characteristics observed in patients with portal hypertension, such as the increased
blood flow in the splanchnic organs and the elevated portal pressure [8].
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The simulated flow velocity waveforms in the hepatic artery under the two conditions are
plotted in Fig. 2. HAFA calculated from the waveform was 832.16 cm/s2 in the normal condition,
and was 1152.58 cm/s2 in the portal hypertensive condition, both were comparable with the
measured HAFAs in the two patient cohorts [3]. It is evident that HAFA is higher in the portal
hypertensive condition than in the normal condition, indicating that the onset of portal hypertension
is accompanied by an increase in HAFA.
Table 1. Simulated hemodynamic variables under the normal and portal hypertensive conditions
Hemodynamic variable
Normal
Portal hypertensive
Cardiac output (ml/s)
83.34
92.59
Hepatic arterial flow rate (ml/s)
4.19
6.57
Splenic arterial flow rate (ml/s)
2.29
2.88
Gastric arterial flow rate (ml/s)
4.03
4.56
Superior mesenteric arterial flow rate (ml/s)
3.69
7.41
Inferior mesenteric arterial flow rate (ml/s)
2.90
3.52
Aortic pressure (mmHg)
93.55
96.83
Portal pressure (mmHg)
7.37
18.37
Inferior vena cava pressure (mmHg)
3.49
3.63

Figure 2. Simulated hepatic arterial flow velocity waveforms and corresponding HAFAs under
the normal and portal hypertensive conditions.
3.2 Influence of the parameter variations on HAFA
Fig. 3 shows the changes in simulated hepatic arterial flow velocity waveform and HAFA in
response to the variations in six model parameters. It is noted that HAFA is plotted against the
scaling factor rather than the real value of each parameter to facilitate inter-parameter comparison.
It was observed that HAFA was most sensitive to peripheral hepatic arterial resistance (Rha). A
decrease in Rha led to a sharp increase in HAFA (see Fig. 3 (a)). The observation might explain the
larger HAFA in the portal hypertensive condition compared with the normal condition since the
hepatic arterial resistance usually decreases in portal hypertension as a consequence of the hepatic
arterial buffer response [9]. Varying other hepatic parameters (e.g., hepatic arteriolar compliance,
hepatic venular resistance) only had mild to moderate influence on HAFA. On the other hand, the
variations in some systemic pathophysiological factors unrelated to portal hypertension, such as
ventricular elastances (an indicator of cardiac contractility) and aortic stiffness, also considerably
influenced HAFA.
The model-based findings indicate that HAFA can partly reflect the characteristic change in
hepatic arterial flow velocity waveform associated with portal hypertension. However, HAFA is
subject to the influence from many hepatic vascular or systemic cardiovascular parameters that
may not change in parallel with or do not relate to the progression of portal hypertension, which
might lead to considerably variability of HAFA among patients with similar portal hypertension
while different cardiovascular conditions. In this sense, the validity of HAFA as an indirect index
for diagnosing portal hypertension is limited.
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Figure 3. Simulated changes in hepatic arterial flow velocity waveform and HAFA in response
to the variations in six model parameters: (a) peripheral hepatic arterial resistance (Rha), (b)
hepatic arteriolar compliance (Cha), (c) hepatic venular resistance (Rhv), (d) ventricular
elastances (Evt), (e) heart period (T), and (f) aortic stiffness (βao).
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SUMMARY
We use a global closed loop multiscale mathematical model of the human circulation to study a novel
vascular hypothesis about the onset of essential hypertension. We extend the Müller-Toro model
accounting for a precise cerebellum and brainstem vascular network, an autoregulation mechanism of
brain hemodynamics, a detailed cerebrospinal fluid dynamics. We present preliminary computational
results about the impact of some vascular cerebral anatomical malformations on cerebral perfusion
and blood flow before the onset of arterial hypertension.
Key words: Selfish brain hypothesis, vertebral artery hypoplasia, incompleteness of circle of willis

1

INTRODUCTION

Arterial hypertension is by far one of the most important source of morbidity and mortality in the
world, according to the World Health Organization [1]; it affects approximately 40% of the world
population aged >25 years (1 billion people in 2008) and it has been estimated that complications
of hypertension account for 9.4 million deaths worldwide every year. Essential, or primary, or idiopathic hypertension is historically defined as a rise in blood pressure. Multiple risk factors for arterial
hypertension, including genetic variations, obesity, insulin resistance, high alcohol intake, and stress,
have been identified but its etiology remains enigmatic in 95% of cases [2]. Despite well-established
approaches to diagnosis and treatment (numerous classes of antihypertensives), fewer than half of all
hypertensive patients have adequately controlled blood pressure.
The effect of arterial hypertension on the cerebrovascular structure is often described through the
pathophysiology of vessel remodeling and decrease in luminal diameter leading to decreased blood
flow. Recent groundbreaking medical research suggests that vascular anatomical variations may play
a significant role in the onset of essential hypertension. In 1959, Dickinson and Thomason [3] hypotized a significant correlation between narrowing of the vertebral arteries, brainstem hypoperfusion
and development of arterial hypertension; cerebrovascular remodelling with a rise in resistance due
to vasoconstriction of the supplying arteries to the brain may cause high blood pressure as a selfprotective brain mechanism to preserve adequate levels of cerebral blood flow and perfusion. This
mechanism is known as the ”Selfish-Brain Hypothesis” or Cushing’s mechanism [4]. The first confirmation focused on conscious humans about this theory was presented in 2016 by Warnert et al. [5];
a series of retrospective, mechanistic case-control, magnetic resonance imaging studies in a range
of participants with different levels of blood pressure and classifications of hypertension were performed, supporting that congenital cerebral vascular variations, such as decreased vertebral artery
diameters and variants in the posterior circle of Willis, are tightly coupled to the development of
arterial hypertension and may play an important role in triggering high blood pressure.
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The aim of this paper is to explore this theory in silico by means of mathematical modeling in the
context of a global approach to human circulation.
2

METHODOLOGY

2.1 Mathematical model
The mathematical model used in this work to simulate the selfish brain hypothesis is an extension of
the closed-loop model for the entire human circulation presented in Müller and Toro [6]. It includes
networks for major arteries and veins (a total of 307 vessels) where a one-dimensional model consisting in a non-linear hyperbolic PDE system is used and solved using a high-order well-balanced
non-linear numerical scheme in space and time based on ADER (Arbitrary high-order DERivatives)
finite volume scheme for networks of elastic and viscoelastic vessels [7] and a local time stepping
(LTS) approach [8]. The global model includes also lumped-parameter modelling for the heart and
pulmonary circulation and for microvasculature (arterioles, capillaries and venules); moreover, the
Starling-resistor like behaviour of the cerebral veins and the presence of venous valves are considered.
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of the Müller-Toro global model.
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1D models

Because of the medical problem under consideration, we consider a cerebral autoregulation model
that simulates static regulation of brain perfusion and accounts for deviations from baseline cerebral
flow in terminal cerebral vessels of the model and also for hyper- and hypocapnia [9]. Finally, the
cerebral circulation is coupled to a refined cerebrospinal fluid model [10] which includes cerebral
ventricles, aqueduct of Sylvious, cranial and spianl subarachnoid spaces.
2.2 Cerebral arterial network and its congenital variations
The cerebral arterial network with major cerebral arteries is shown in Figure 2(a). The brain is supplied by the circle of Willis, a circulatory anastomosis that is fed by four major vessels, the right and
left internal carotid arteries (ICAs) and the right and left vertebral arteries (VAs) which converge to
form the basilar artery. As concerning the posterior regions of the brain, we extend the cerebral vasculature, including superior cerebellar arteries (SCA), anterior (AICA) and posterior (PICA) inferior
cerebellar arteries which arise respectively from the basilar and the vertebral arteries and supply the
brainstem and cerebellum.

(a) Cerebral arteries network.

(b) Computational cerebral blood
hemodynamic compared to MRI data.

Figure 2: ICA: internal carotid artery; VA: vertebral artery; BA: basilar artery; ACA: anterior cerebral artery; MCA: middle

cerebral artery; PCA: posterior cerebral artery; AcoA: anterior communicating artery; PcoA: posterior communicating
artery; SCA: superior cerebellar artery; AICA: anterior inferior cerebellar artery; PICA: posterior inferior cerebellar artery;
LA: labyrinthine artery.

The hypothesis put forward by Warnert et al. [5] is studied by changing our arterial network accordingly. Congenital variations in the arrangement and size of the vertebral arteries are common, ranging
from asymmetry to severe hypoplasia (VAH). There is no consensus on a standard value to define
VAH due to the absence of pathological symptoms. Recently, it was defined as a lumen diameter of
 2 mm and a concomitant diameter asymmetry ratio  1:1.7 in the course of the vertebral artery
[11]. In this work, we consider different cases of hypoplasia until the critic case of 75 % of occlusion
uniformly throughout the vessel. Since VAH is generally found more frequently on the right side, we
put our attention only on the right vertebral artery. Other anatomical variations underlined by Warnert concern the incompleteness of the Circle of Willis (CoW). In this work we define an incomplete
anterior CoW as absence of the first tract of anterior cerebral artery or absent anterior communicating
artery, while an incomplete posterior CoW is defined as absence of unilateral or bilateral posterior
communicating arteries or first segment of posterior cerebral artery or a combination thereof. Finally,
the combination of VAH and the incompleteness of CoW is examined.
To assess the role played by these anatomical anomalies on a normotensive patient, we perform a
computational study looking at their impact on cerebral perfusion (evaluated as the difference between
mean arterial pressure and intracranial pressure), cerebral blood flow (total and regional), cerebral
vascular resistance, cerebral autoregulation, pressure of major systemic arteries and cardiac output.
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3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

When a complete CoW and normal size of VAs are considered, our model well-reproduces the cerebral blood hemodynamic compared to MRI literature data [12] (Figure 2(b)), with a total amount of
cerebral blood flow equal to 12 ml/s. As suggested by Warnert et al. [5], we observe computationally
that incomplete anterior circle of Willis does not produce relevant variation in cerebral perfusion because the remaining vessels are able to fully compensate for flow. Instead, vertebral artery hypoplasia
and/or the incompleteness of the posterior part of the circle show variations in cerebral blood flow
and perfusion, with a rise of vascular resistance (evaluated as the ratio between regional perfusion and
blood flow). Major effects can be observed in the posterior parts of the brain; we underline the importance of the vasculature of the brainstem and cerebellum, where there is the vasomotor center but,
more importantly, the cardiovascular and respiratory centers that play a key role in maintaining blood
pressure homeostasis and other cardiac functions [13]. Despite cerebral hypoperfusion and increased
cerebrovascular resistance, there is no significant rise in blood pressure. However, changes in cerebral
perfusion of the posterior brain could be crucial in activation of the sympathetic nervous system and
control mechanism of blood pressure, leading to rise systemic pressure to preserve adequate levels of
cerebral blood flow and oxygen [14].
We have used a state of the art global model of the human circulation to explore the validity of
the recent medical hypothesis on the triggering of essential hypertension. The confirmation of the
Cushing’s mechanism should potentially suggest early treatments of hypertension to prevent the progression of the disease and at the same time avoid ischemic stroke in the posterior brain and vascular
dementia. The work is limited to the disease onset and does not consider the development of hypertension because we would like to assess the effects of cerebral malformations before the rise of
systemic pressure. For the sake of completeness, future work will require the implementation of modeling strategies to simulate hypertension development, which in turn implies dealing with body fluids
balance (mass transport and exchange, organ functioning, etc.), systemic regulatory mechanisms and
arterial system remodeling.
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SUMMARY
The Potts shunt (PS) offers a promising palliative treatment for suprasystemic idiopathic pulmonary
artery hypertension (IPAH). A zero-dimensional (0D) lumped parameter model (LPM) of the circulatory system has been developed and the parameters manually tuned for the pre-operative clinical
measurements of a 12-year-old patient. The pulmonary and aortic pressures predicted by the 0D
model show good agreement with both pre- and post-operative clinical measurements. Multi-scale
models are being developed, which will enable detailed analysis of the local flow features in addition
to a global analysis of the circulatory system to aid clinical decision-making regarding patient-specific
suitability of PS.
Key words: pulmonary artery hypertension, Potts shunt, lumped parameter model, multi-scale model,
computational haemodynamics

1 INTRODUCTION
Pulmonary artery hypertension (PAH) is a rare, chronic disorder of the pulmonary vasculature characterised by cellular changes in the vascular walls, which cause progressive constriction, obstruction
or obliteration of the small pulmonary vessels in the lungs, thereby increasing the resistance to pulmonary blood flow. The right ventricle (RV) adapts by undergoing dilatation and hypertrophy, with
the resulting severe RV overload eventually leading to RV failure and, in the absence of a lung transplant, death.
PAH is characterised haemodynamically by a sustained elevated mean pulmonary arterial pressure
≥ 25 mmHg at rest, the presence of pre-capillary pulmonary hypertension and increased pulmonary
vascular resistance (PVR), the latter of which is defined by a threshold ≥3 Wood units·m2 , indexed
to body surface area, for PAH diagnosis in children [1].
Idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension (IPAH) is a sporadic form of the disease corresponding to
non-hereditary PAH of unknown aetiology. If left untreated, the prognosis for IPAH patients is poor,
with mean survival times after diagnosis of less than one year for children and 2-3 years for adults
[1]. Advances in understanding the pathophysiological and molecular mechanisms underlying PAH
have resulted in new pharmacological therapies, which may improve quality of life and slow the rate
of clinical deterioration [2], however, the therapies only allow short term functional improvement [3].
Recent surgical developments have identified the Potts shunt (PS) as a promising palliative treatment
for severely ill children with drug-refractory suprasystemic IPAH [3], where the pulmonary arterial
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pressure is higher than the systemic pressure. The procedure creates an anastomosis, either surgically
or by transcatheter intervention, between the left pulmonary artery (LPA) and the descending aorta
(DAo), allowing blood to flow from the LPA to the DAo, thereby equilibrating the pulmonary and
systemic pressures and decompressing the RV. However, the PS also allows de-oxygenated blood to
mix with oxygenated blood in the DAo.
Whilst some successful PS procedures have demonstrated sustained improvement in functional capacities and prolonged survival, the clinical response to the PS procedure in suprasystemic IPAH patients
is mixed [3][4], with unsuccessful procedures and post-operative complications often attributed to excessive right-to-left shunting at post-ventricular level leading to reduced left ventricular preload and
stroke volume with, thus, reduced systemic cardiac output.
Given the varied response of suprasystemic IPAH patients to the PS treatment, a validated computational model can be used to predict the patient-specific post-operative performance, based upon
pre-operative measurements and hence, aid clinical decision-making.

2

METHODOLOGY

Two closed-loop computational models have been developed to describe the circulatory system: a
lumped parameter model (LPM) model, known interchangeably as a zero-dimensional (0D) model;
and a multi-scale model coupling the LPM to a patient-specific three-dimensional (3D) model.
2.1 Multi-Scale and Lumped Parameter Models
Pre- and post-operative multi-scale models have been developed, a schematic for which is shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1: A multi-scale model for PAH and the PS procedure: the circulatory system is described by
an electrical analogy in the LPM and the 3D geometry is shown in blue
The patient-specific 3D model comprises key sections of the aorta (AO) and pulmonary arteries fun597

damental to the PAH physiology. In the 3D model, blood is described by a Newtonian fluid, governed
by the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and a rigid wall assumption. The inlets/outlets of
the 3D domain are defined by Neumann boundaries, which are coupled with the LPM. Applying
a hydraulic-electrical analogy, the LPM is defined by a system of ordinary differential equations
whereby blood pressure and flow rate are analogues to voltage and current; resistors and inductors
represent the viscous and inertial losses of the blood; and capacitors model the elasticity of the vessel
walls. Accordingly, aortic and pulmonary artery (PA) compliance are included within the LPM and
the vascular response downstream of each outlet in the 3D model is described by a three-element
Windkessel model comprising a proximal resistance for the large vessels, a distal resistance of the
microvasculature and a vessel compliance. The four heart chambers are each described by a single
fibre model [5][6] and the heart valves are modelled dynamically [7]. The time-varying compliances
represent the contraction of the heart and diodes represent the valves to ensure unidirectional flow
through them.
In the closed-loop LPM, the 3D patient-specific model of Figure 1 is simply removed, i.e. the pressure
drop in the 3D region is considered negligible. In the post-operative LPM, the shunt model proposed
in [8] is used.

2.2 Patient-Specific Measurements
Pre-operative measurements were obtained from cardiac CT imaging, Doppler echocardiography,
electrocardiography and right heart catheterisation for a 12-year-old patient with drug-refractory
suprasystemic IPAH. The pre-operative measurements include systolic and diastolic pressures for
the PA and AO; end-diastolic ventricular volumes and corresponding end-systolic atrial volumes; and
pressure traces of the right heart chambers, DAo, PA and pulmonary wedge pressure. Patient-specific
post-operative measurements were limited to the systolic and diastolic pressures in the PA and AO.

2.3 Parameter Estimation
Initial values for the parameters in the pre-operative LPM were based upon clinical measurements
and literature [6] [7]. The computational efficiency of the LPM allowed these parameters to be manually tuned for the 12-year-old patient’s pre-operative clinical measurements. These patient-specific
pre-operative parameters were then employed within the multi-scale model.

3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Table 1 shows that the pressures predicted by the LPM in the AO and PA are in good agreement
with the clinical measurements for both pre-operative and post-operative states. In addition, Figure
2 shows how the PS aids pressure equalisation, reducing the previously suprasystemic pulmonary
pressures to near systemic levels.
Pre-operative and post-operative multi-scale simulations are currently under evaluation. The postoperative analysis will include a PS constrained by the distance between the LPA and DAo and, in
order to typify clinical practice, a PS of unconstrained length that protrudes into both LPA and DAo.
The small discrepancy between the measured and calculated post-operative pressures may be attributed to uncertainties within the clinical data resulting from, for example, the limited available data
only accounting for a couple of heartbeats or the respiratory influence on the measurements. Discrepancies may also be attributed to simplifications within the LPM.
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Pao [mmHg]

Ppa [mmHg]

Systolic

Diastolic

Mean

Systolic

Diastolic

Mean

Pre-Operative Measurements

95

53

67

112

70

84

Pre-Operative 0D Model

93

52

67

112

70

85

Post-Operative Measurements

97

51

71

102

54

76

Post-Operative 0D Model

102

61

77

107

62

78

Table 1: Comparison of predicted aortic pressure Pao and pulmonary artery pressure Ppa with corresponding clinical measurements for both pre-operative and post-operative states

(b) Pulmonary artery

(a) Aorta

Figure 2: Comparison of pre-operative and post-operative pressures predicted by the LPM
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SUMMARY
Hypertension serves primarily as a description of hemodynamical state as the underlying factors causing high blood pressure are difficult to identify. Thus numerous physiological indices have been studied as effects or causes of hypertension such as arterial stiffening, renal function, and cardiac output.
We apply a lumped modelling approach to study the role of baroreflex disfunction –due to stiffening–
as an underlying explanation for changes in hemodynamical indices in hypertension.
Key words: hypertension, baroreflex, aging

1 INTRODUCTION
Cardiovascular aging often results in hypertension alongside a number of other structural and physiological changes, e.g. stiffening arteries, increasing pressure, decreasing cardiac output, changes in
circulating hormones. However, understanding of the mechanistic progression of these changes and
their role in the etiology of hypertension remains elusive. As cardiovascular diseases are the leading
cause of death in the US and account for 17% of national spending on healthcare according to a report
by Heidenreich et al. [1], improved understanding of cardiovascular aging and its role in hypertension
can enable improved healthcare for a large number of people, as hypertension is both very common
and substantially increases the risk of other severe health issues.
Aging almost universally results in arterial stiffening, which may significantly influence the regulation of the blood pressure due to role of arterial strain as an input to the baroreflex. The primary
system for regulating blood pressure over the short term is called the baroreflex. This system activates
smooth muscles throughout the vasculature to modulate resistance, compliance, and cardiac function
in response to changes in blood pressure detected by strain sensitive neurons in the arteries called
baroreceptors. These neurons cannot sense blood pressure directly, but rather rely on the strain of the
arterial wall as a proxy. They are thus directly affected by the arterial stiffening. This suggests that
the response of the baroreflex to aging may be as important as the observed structural and mechanical
changes of the cardiovascular system over age.
We investigate the impact increasing arterial stiffness has on the homeostasis of the cardiovascular
system by coupling a well-established baroreflex model to a simple mechanical model of the fluid
flow through both the pulmonary and systemic circuits of the cardiovascular system. We evaluate the
response of the baroreflex to this stiffening by extending the baroreflex model to reset to sustained
changes in blood pressure, and evaluating the response to differing levels of stiffening and resetting.
The resulting trends shown in our simulations of aging show agreement with a wide variety of data
measured in various studies of the aging of the cardiovascular system. In fact our results suggest that
changes in cardiac output, peripheral resistance, and total blood volume may be explained by failure
of the baroreflex to adapt to arterial stiffening.
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2

METHODOLOGY

To investigate the role of baroreflex disfunction in the development of hypertension, we implemented
a closed loop, lumped compartment model of the hemodynamics based on the model of Smith et
al. [2]. We also incorporated the effects of autonomic regulation via a baroreflex model based on
previous studies [3, 4, 5] and a simple for volume regulation component.
To emulate the development of hypertension, we simulated aging in the model by imposing changes
in the stiffnesses of each compartment and solving the adjusted model to find its steady state. As
the baroreflex resets in response to sustained changes in blood pressure, we developed a novel model
of long term baroreflex resetting in response to sustained changes in arterial strain based on experimental data [6]. The resulting steady state of the adjusted model reflects the development of the
hemodynamic in response to stiffening over age.
We hypothesized that incomplete baroreflex resetting could enable the development of hypertension.
Further, we hypothesized that variations in baroreflex could explain some of the conflicting patterns
found in the changeds of some hemodynamic indices in hypertension, for example depending on the
study both increased and decreased blood volume may be observed to correlate with hypertension.
We investigated the influence of stiffening and resetting in the development of hypertension and associated hemodynamical indices by comparing their progression for different degrees of stiffening and
baroreflex resetting.
3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
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We developed a novel model of hemodynamic regulation which accounts for baroreflex resetting
and volume regulation. We simulated aging under different conditions with this model and found
that incomplete baroreflex resetting substantially increases blood pressure over age (see Figure 1).
Further, the degree of resetting was shown to directly affect the predicted blood volume. These results
suggest that the baroreflex may be an important factor in the etiology of hypertension and further that
assessing baroreflex disfunction could provide a means of explaining patterns that seem contradictory
under the theory that renal disfunction is the cause of hypertension.
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Figure 1: Comparison of resulting hemodynamic indices for full resetting and incomplete resetting. The steady
state systolic and diastolic blood pressures are plotted along with the cardiac output, systemic arterial resistance,
and the total blood volume
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SUMMARY
Central blood pressure (cBP) is a better cardiovascular risk indicator than brachial pressure. We
propose a non-invasive approach to estimate cBP combining medical image data and reduced-order
models of arterial haemodynamics. This approach (i) estimates cardiovascular parameters from noninvasive data; and (ii) uses these parameters as inputs to one of three cBP estimation models. We
assessed the performance of each model by comparing estimated and reference values of pulse pressure for an in silico dataset.
Key words: central blood pressure, non-invasive, medical imaging, cardiovascular parameters,
reduced-order models

1

INTRODUCTION

Current evidence suggests that central (aortic) blood pressure (cBP) is a better cardiovascular risk indicator than brachial blood pressure (bBP) [2]. Moreover, anti-hypertensive drugs can have a different
effect on cBP and bBP [2]. This suggests that treatment decisions based on cBP could have important
implications for the diagnosis, prognosis and management of hypertension. The gold standard approach for cBP assessment is cardiac catheterisation. Well-established non-invasive approaches use
a peripheral (i.e. radial, carotid) pressure waveform to obtain the cBP waveform via a mathematical
transfer function [2].
We propose a non-invasive approach to estimate cBP from patient-specific aortic flow and peripheral
pressure. Our approach consists of two main steps: (i) estimation of cardiovascular (CV) parameters
from non-invasive data, and (ii) estimation of cBP. CV parameters (i.e. physical properties) are estimated using a range of methods which work in different clinical scenarios (e.g. ultrasound, magnetic
resonance imaging, applanation tonometry, sphygmomanometry). Together with aortic geometry,
aortic blood flow, and peripheral pressure, these CV parameters are required as inputs to one of three
reduced-order (0-D/1-D) computational models of arterial haemodynamics.
Our aim is to find optimal CV parameter estimation methods using an in silico dataset of healthy adult
subjects, and to estimate cBP using reduced-order models applied to this in silico dataset, and to two
in vivo datasets. Their characteristics are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1: In silico and in vivo datasets characteristics. *Age ranges from 25 to 75 years, with 10 year intervals.
Abbreviations: pSBP and pPP: peripheral systolic and pulse pressure, respectively; DBP, MBP, cSBP, and
cPP: central diastolic, mean, systolic, and pulse pressure, respectively; SV: stroke volume; HR: heart rate; CO:
cardiac output.

Subjects (males)
Age [years]
DBP [mmHg]
MBP [mmHg]
pSBP [mmHg]
cSBP [mmHg]
pPP [mmHg]
cPP [mmHg]
SV [mL]
HR [bpm]
CO [L/min]
2

In silico
4374
*
76.0 ± 4.3
94.4 ± 3.8
118.8 ± 5.8
109.6 ± 7.6
45.2 ± 7.4
33.5 ± 9.5
60.4 ± 7.0
75.9 ± 4.7
4.6 ± 0.6

Normotensive
13 (10)
48.4 ± 9.4
68.3 ± 10.3
85.6 ± 12.1
111.4 ± 17.3
107.2 ± 17.3
43.2 ± 12.2
38.8 ± 11.0
107.4 ± 36.4
62.2 ± 11.2
6.6 ± 2.6

Hypertensive
158 (80)
46.2 ± 17.1
81.4 ± 12.7
102.0 ± 15.8
129.6 ± 22.6
126.4 ± 22.2
48.2 ± 16.0
44.6 ± 15.4
85.6 ± 33.6
65.5 ± 10.4
5.5 ± 1.9

METHODOLOGY

An in silico dataset of healthy adult ‘subjects’ was generated as previously described in [5]. Firstly, a
baseline 1-D model of arterial haemodynamics representing a healthy adult (i.e. a subject) was generated [1]. A literature review was then performed to identify CV parameters’ variability in healthy
aging. Cardiac variations in stroke volume (SV ), heart rate (HR), and left-ventricular ejection time
(LV ET ) were introduced via an inflow waveform imposed at the aortic root. Arterial variations in
area (A) and pulse wave velocity (P W V ) were introduced via arterial network parameters. Vascular variations in systemic vascular resistance (RT ) and asymptotic outflow pressure (Pout ) were
introduced via Windkessel boundary conditions. For each combination of parameter variations, a
unique 1-D model of arterial haemodynamics was generated. Finally, simulations of 1-D pulse wave
propagation were run for each model, resulting in distinct pulse waves (i.e. velocity, area, flow and
pressure) at multiple arterial locations for 4374 in silico subjects.
An exhaustive literature review of CV parameter estimation methods was performed. Some existing
methods were improved and new methods were developed when possible. In this study, these methods were used to estimate the CV parameters of a representative subset (n = 78) from the in silico
dataset. This subset included subjects of all ages with the largest possible variations of individual
CV parameters. Imposed CV parameters from each subject were used as reference data. For each
CV parameter estimation method, performance was assessed using the mean relative error between
estimated and reference values. According to these errors, a preliminary set of optimal CV parameter
estimation methods was identified.
Optimal CV parameter estimates, combined with aortic geometry, aortic blood flow, and brachial
pressure, were used as inputs to one of the following cBP estimation models (Figure 1, top): (i) a
two-element Windkessel (0-D) [3], (ii) a three-element Windkessel (0-D) [4], or (iii) a 1-D model of
the upper-thoracic aorta [7]. While all three models required aortic blood flow and brachial pressure,
the 1-D model also required the geometry of the upper-thoracic aorta. In this study, these inputs
were extracted from each subject in the in silico subset. Figure 1, middle, shows a comparison
between the reference and estimated cBP waveform for a given patient for each cBP estimation model.
Performance was assessed using the absolute error (mean ± standard deviation) between estimated
and reference values of pulse pressure (PP).
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Figure 1: Top: cBP models (two-element Windkessel, three-element Windkessel, 1-D aortic model). Middle:
estimated cBP waveform for a given in silico subject, using each cBP model. Bottom: scatter plots comparing
reference and estimated central pulse pressure for the in silico subset, using each cBP model.

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Absolute errors (mean ± standard deviation) for PP for the in silico subset were: 7.4 ± 0.9 mmHg for
the two-element Windkessel model; 7.9 ± 0.9 mmHg for the three-element Windkessel model; and
7.4 ± 4.2 mmHg for the 1-D model of the upper-thoracic aorta. Scatter plots showing these errors for
each model are presented in Figure 1, bottom.
The use of an in silico dataset had the advantage that the reference CV parameters and the pressure
and flow waveforms were known precisely and varied across a wide range of values. This preliminary
study using a representative subset of the in silico dataset has shown that all three models perform
similarly when estimating PP. Next, we will also look at diastolic, mean, systolic, and pulse pressure
estimation errors using the complete in silico dataset.
Finally, we will apply the cBP estimation algorithms to two in vivo datasets (previously described
in [6]) of hypertensive patients (n = 158) and normotensive volunteers (n = 13). These cBP estimation algorithms will be validated using both in vivo datasets, and their performance results will be
presented at the conference.
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SUMMARY
We investigate models regarding the evolutionary dynamics of cancer. These models are based on the
Moran process, which is a birth-death stochastic process used to describe constant populations with
competing cell types. We consider models with variations on the basic Moran process, including migration between many connected regions representing different locations and tissues in the body. We
implement analytical methods and stochastic simulations in order to assess the probability of mutant
fixation as well as the mean time until such fixation occurs. These results can improve understanding
of cancer-specific evolutionary dynamics and can help predict the progression of cancer.
Key words: evolutionary dynamics of cancer, migration, diversity

1 INTRODUCTION
Cancer is an evolutionary disease. Evolutionary mathematical models are thus helpful in both understanding cancer development and determining best courses of cancer treatment [1]. In this talk, we
investigate mathematical models regarding the evolutionary dynamics of cancer cells. We focus on
common blood cancers such as lymphoma. In the progression of this disease, cancerous mutant cells
are stochastically formed and then migrate from different bodily tissues through the blood stream. In
particular, lymphocytes (infection-fighting cells of the immune system) are damaged and then migrate
through the lymphatic system to the lymph nodes, spleen, thymus, bone marrow, etc.
We utilize and develop evolutionary mathematical models that take into account the spatial components of a disease like lymphoma. We consider models with multiple spatial regions (representing
different bodily tissues) that are connected in some way through migration (representing the blood
stream). These models are useful in determining the probability and way in which a cancerous mutant
can take over and fixate in the body. They are also useful in predicting the diversity and makeup of
different cancer formations.

2 METHODOLOGY
Our models are based on the Moran process, which is a simple birth-death stochastic mathematical
process used to describe constant populations with competing healthy and mutant cell types [2]. Since
its introduction in the 1950s, the Moran process has been well studied and has been used to model a
wide variety of phenomena in many different biological disciplines [3, 4, 5]. We first consider Moran
processes with migration. In these models, multiple spatial demes are filled with a constant number
of cells that are either healthy wild type or cancerous mutants. These demes are then connected in
some way by migration. We first consider swap migration, in which cells are simply interchanged
between demes. We also consider send-and-replace migration, where cells are sent from one deme to
another and then correcting adjustments are made in order to keep a constant total population size in
each deme. In the context of all of these models, we implement analytical Markovian techniques and
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Figure 1: Multiple demes/patches filled with healthy wild type cells (blue) and cancerous mutant cells (red).
The different regions are connected in some way via migration. The cells represent lymphocytes that migrate
through the lymphatic system.

stochastic simulations in order to understand the dynamics of the cancerous mutant cells.
We also consider patch models, which can be thought of as a natural extension of the basic Moran
process. Again in these models, multiple spatial patches are filled with healthy wild type and cancerous mutant cells [6]. These patches are then connected in some way by migration. However, instead
of a constant number of cells in each patch, the total populations are allowed to fluctuate and are constrained by logistic growth. These assumptions are potentially more biologically realistic, but come
at the cost of mathematical tractability. We again implement analytical Markovian techniques and
stochastic simulations in order to understand the dynamics of the cancerous mutant cells.

3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Our mathematical modeling helps us to understand the evolutionary dynamics of the disease, as well
as gives us insight into formulating new treatment practices. In the context of all of the mathematical
models considered, we analyze the fixation probability of the cancerous mutant cells and the mean
conditional time until fixation. These metrics are investigated for different deme and patch structures,
including different total number of regions, different ways of connecting the regions, and in the way
that the cells are distributed throughout the regions. For the more mathematically amenable models,
we derive explicit analytic formulas for our measures of the mutant progression. For other models, we
rely on the results of stochastic simulations to give us insight into the dynamics of the cancerous cells.
In general, we find that higher levels of migration are correlated with longer persistence and increased
probability of fixation for a disadvantaged mutant. Correspondingly, higher levels of migration are
correlated with shorter persistence and decreased probability of fixation for an advantaged mutant.
These results suggest that in the progression of cancers that have a high migratory component, like
blood cancers, many different mutant cells with disadvantageous mutations can still persist. This
increases the diversity of the disease, which has large evolutionary implications because of the drug
resistant properties of many mutations. We also find that for a consistent total population size, the
time until mutant fixation is heavily influenced by the amount of migration, number of regions, and
structure of the regions (both in number of cells and geometry). Overall, these results can improve
understanding of cancer-specific evolutionary dynamics and can help predict the progression of cancer through the body.
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SUMMARY
In mammals, oxygen is regulated to avoid oxidative damage during hyperoxia and metabolic
demise during hypoxia. The core of growing tumors is often necrotic due low oxygen condition
(hypoxia). On the other hand, bacteria move from low to high O2 regions, a mechanism called
aerotaxis. Recently, it was demonstrated that aerotaxis also happens in epithelial cells [7]. We
present here experiments and simulations showing that aerotaxis drives the collective behaviour of
the social amoeba Dictyostelium. In particular, we observe striking travelling band of densely
packed cells toward O2. This robust phenotype offers very promising perspectives to model
aerotaxis.
Key words: Oxygen Sensing, Cell motility, Cell modelling

1 INTRODUCTION
Oxygen concentration is increasingly recognized as a central parameter in various
physiopathological processes. In many organisms, O2 homeostasis is necessary due to the risk of
oxidative damage at high O2 (hyperoxia) and metabolic demise from insufficient oxygen (hypoxia)
[1]. As a result, cells can move from oxygen poor regions towards richer environments in a
mechanism called aerotaxis. This process, which has long been recognized in bacteria [2], has also
been observed in mammalian cells during placenta formation [3], skin wound healing [4] and even
during tumor progression in which blood capillaries serve as a target for cells within the hypoxic
primary tumor, leading to metastatic spreading [5,6]. Recently, it was demonstrated that epithelial
cells also exhibit directed migration toward oxygen using a very simple assay: after covering an
epithelial cell monolayer by a coverglass non permeable to O2, peripheral cells exhibit a strong
outward directional migration to escape hypoxia from the center of the colony [7]. Following that
assay, we show that the social amoeba Dictyostelium discoideum also displays this “race to
oxygen” (see result section).
These experiments indicate that aerotaxis is probably conserved among all eukaryotes. It may play
a role in tumor progression by orienting the migration and invasion of the cells of the primary
hypoxic tumor to the blood capillaries, promoting metastatic spread. However, due to technical
difficulties to control and measure O2 gradients, very few quantitative in vitro studies have
investigated the mechanisms of aerotaxis, the involved signaling pathways and the mechanical
aspects of this process. Because of this lack of quantitative experiments, mathematical models
describing the collective response of a cell assembly to hypoxia is yet to be done. Macroscopic
models of cell organization in response to an external chemotactic gradient have been widely
studied since the Keller-Segel model introduced in the early 70’s [8]. Individual-based model with a
collection of interacting single cells, with various level of details, enable to bridge cellular to tissue
scales [9]. This class of models which is often used to investigate tumor invasion will be
considered in this work.

2 METHODOLOGY
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Inspired by recent work on mammalian cells [7], we have developed a simple, versatile and
quantitative spot assay inducing the collective aerotaxis of the social amoeba Dictyostelium
discoideum. A dense colony is inoculated on a surface and quickly covered by a non-permeable
coverslip effectively applying confinement to the cells and hypoxia. Images of the radially
expanding colony (toward oxygen) are taken by brightfield videomicroscopy using a x4 objective
lens mounted on an inverted microscope and a cMOS camera. The whole cell trajectories are
tracked using ImageJ and Matlab. Simulations of the spreading of the colony in response hypoxia
are performed with an extended Potts model using the free software CompuCell3D [10]. The
oxygen field is self-generated by the cells themselves and in turn, cell migration is biased by
oxygen gradients.

Figure 1. (A-B) Spot assay: A densely packed spot of Dictyostelium cells (A, t=0h) quickly move
outward with the formation of a ring of cells when covered by a coverglass after t=3h (B) while in
the absence of confinement the spot slowly spreads without ring formation (not shown). (C-E)
Potts model simulations of this phenomena showing the initial (C) and final (D, after 600 MCS)
cell configuration as well as the O2 concentration map (E).
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Under a coverglass, confined cells quickly consume the available O2 and gradients directed to the
outside of the colony are self-generated. In response, cells start migrating outwards and even form
a dense ring (Fig 1). Remarkably, this ring keeps a constant speed, a constant width and a constant
density. A very central part with non moving cells is observed for colonies with a large number of
cells, but except this very central zone, all other cells move at the same absolute value of
instantaneous speed whatever their location but with different persistence features. Cells in the ring
a very polarized and directed in a radial direction while cells outside or inside are more randomly
directed.
We simulate these experiments with an extended Potts model [10]. Cells can deform and move with
both a stochastic random “Fickian” flux and a chemotactic-like flux. We tested that a classical
Keller-Segel model with a simple chemotaxis bias toward oxygen is not enough to reproduce a
dense travelling band of cells. Adding attraction between cells enables to reproduce the high band
cell density but cells tend also to aggregate in various other areas than the band. We hence
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introduced a chemotaxis force with a nonlinear response of the chemotactic force in term of oxygen
concentration (See Fig. 1C-E).
We expect that this simple spreading assay will produce sufficient data to develop a quantitative
model of aerotaxis in Dictyostelium. Once well established with Dictyostelium, we hope that this
model will be general enough to be applied, with minor modifications, to other cell types,
especially mammalian, healthy or cancer cells. A better understanding of aerotaxis could open the
door to many applications in tissue engineering or cancer treatment.
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SUMMARY
This work presents a simulation study of blood flow characteristics in a bifurcating channel. We
primarily consider asymmetric bifurcations, while making a baseline comparison with a symmetric
bifurcation. We present two different hematocrit values and include an immersed rare cell that might
represent a white blood cell or a circulating tumor cell. The rare cell is larger, spherical and stiffer
than the red blood cells. The simulations show a dependence of flow characteristics on the type of
bifurcation and on the rare cell presence.
Key words: bifurcation, red blood cell, microfluidic channel

1

INTRODUCTION

Microscale blood flow in bifurcating channels (and in bifurcating microvessels) exhibits complex
behavior. The local flow is influenced by the irregular converging and diverging bifurcations and
then impacts the transportation of gasses. Various aspects of this kind of flow have been examined:
bifurcation induced margination of cells [1], the effect of successive bifurcations and larger networks
on red blood cells (RBCs) [2], RBC aggregates [3] or even depletion of cells from some branches
under certain flow rate conditions [4].
In this work we perform a simulation study to investigate the effect of bifurcation asymmetry on blood
flow when there is a larger cell present together with red blood cells. This may be a white blood cell
or a circulating tumor cell, comparable in size to the diameter of the channel branch.
1.1 Computational model
The computational model consists of two parts. For the fluidic component, which represents the blood
plasma, we use the lattice-Boltzmann method with a regular cubical grid. The cells are modeled
as elastic objects with triangular mesh. The elastic behavior is achieved using five elastic moduli:
stretching, bending, local area conservation, global area conservation and global volume conservation
linked to the edges, angles and triangles of the mesh representation of the membrane. The two model
components - fluid and cells - affect each other via dissipative coupling. The detailed derivation and
description of the model can be found in [5].
The original implementation of this model is described in [6], however, since then, the open-source
scientific software ESPResSo underwent significant changes and the current python implementation
that was used for this work is part of [7].
2

SIMULATION SETUP

2.1 Geometry
The simulated domain was a straight periodic channel that undergoes a bifurcation and splits into two
daughter branches. The two branches then merge again to satisfy the periodic condition. Figure 1
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shows this geometry and indicates the dimensions. The primary channel width was wp = 30µm. For
the two daughter branches (denoted upper and lower), we considered a symmetric case (A: wu =
wl = 15µm) and two asymmetric cases (B: wu = 10µm, wu = 20µm; C: wu = 12µm, wu =
18µm).

Figure 1: Bifurcating channel with 60 RBCs and one rare cell, case C60. All dimensions are in micrometers.
The height of the channel was h = 20µm.

2.2 Cells and fluid
The red blood cells had the typical biconcave discoid shape (in relaxed state) with radius 3.91µm
and 374 mesh nodes. We ran two kinds of simulations for each case: with 40 cells and with 60 cells.
Each of these was repeated 10 times with a different random initial seeding of cells. The results are
aggregated by the type of simulation (A40, A60, B40, B60, C40, C60).
The rare cell was spherical, with radius 7.5µm and 642 mesh nodes. It was stiffer than the red blood
cells, as is typical for white blood cells and circulating tumor cells. In all cases, it was seeded at the
center of the primary channel.
The kinematic viscosity of the fluid was 1.5 · 10−6 m2 /s, the density 1 · 103 kg/m3 . The fluid velocity
at the center of the primary channel was 1.3 · 10−3 m/s.
3 RESULTS
In the following, we look at the RBC characteristics in the daughter branches:
Situation 1 - RBCs in narrow branch, rare cell inside the wider branch
Situation 2 - RBCs in wider branch, rare cell inside the wider branch
Situation 3 - RBCs in narrow branch, rare cell in parent channel
Situation 4 - RBCs in wider branch, rare cell in parent channel
In all asymmetric cases (A, B), the rare cell entered the wider branch. In symmetric cases (C), we
kept the notation and report the branch, which rare cell entered, as wider. In cases A40, B40, C40,
there were about 700 occurrences of RBC entering a daughter branch in each. In cases A60, B60,
C60, there were about 1100.
3.1 Symmetric vs asymmetric bifurcation
The percentage of red blood cells that enter the daughter branches is related to the (a)symmetry, Table
1. Larger percentage of the red blood cells is going to the wider branches in all asymmetric cases and
both branches receive about half of the cells each in the symmetric (C) cases. The table also shows
the effect of the rare cell. When it is inside the branch (Situation 1 and 2), the differences between
asymmetric branches are more pronounced compared to rare cell being in the parent section of the
channel (Situation 3 and 4).
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Case
A40
B40
C40
A60
B60
C60

Table 1: Percentage of RBCs entering the branches

Situation 1
28.8
36.1
51.2
28.4
34.9
49.6

Situation 2
71.2
63.9
48.8
71.6
65.1
50.4

Situation 3
31.3
41.0
52.1
30.8
39.1
50.6

Situation 4
68.7
59.0
47.9
69.2
60.9
49.4

Table 2: Approximation of average fluid force acting on red blood cells (·10−3 m/s)

Case
A40
B40
C40
A60
B60
C60

Situation 1
6.68
5.37
3.23
4.97
4.75
3.75

Situation 2
3.25
3.20
3.25
3.22
3.18
3.42

Situation 3
4.92
3.80
3.74
4.58
4.27
3.98

Situation 4
3.16
3.14
3.36
3.22
3.22
3.58

3.2 Total fluid force acting on red blood cells
An approximation of fluid force acting on a single red blood cell was calculated as a difference
between the mesh node velocity and fluid velocity at the mesh node position, summed over all mesh
nodes.
The mean fluid force acting on red blood cells was calculated by first obtaining the mean approximate
fluid force on each RBC while it traveled through the daughter branch and then averaged over all
RBCs that traveled the same branch in the given case. The averaged values are presented in Table 2.
We see that fluid forces are larger in the narrow daughter branches and remain approximately the same
in the wider daughter branches when we compare the situations with and without rare cell present in
the branch.
4

DISCUSSION

The computational model is suitable for investigation of blood flow characteristics in various geometries. It enables quantitative investigation of the impact of a larger immersed cell on the blood flow
and can bring insight into the micro-flow behavior and red blood cell stress in micro-bifurcations. In
addition to the cell distribution among branches and approximate fluid forces acting on cells, also the
cell velocities, rotations, cell distributions in channel cross-sections and other characteristics can be
examined in a similar fashion.
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SUMMARY
There are two main types of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC): one associated with
high-risk human papillomaviruses (HPV) and another one related to alcohol and smoking. Although
the number of HNSCCs cases associated with alcohol and tobacco usages are decreasing, the number
of HPV+ HNSCCs are increasing. HPV+ HNSCCs are notably different from HPV- HNSCCs both
biologically and clinically. Patients with HPV+ HNSCCs response differently to the treatments, and
they have better survival rate than HPV- HNSCCs. To investigate the role of HPV in the initiation
and progression of HNSCC, we analyze gene expression profiles of HNSCC tumors.
Key Words: human papillomavirus, head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, gene set enrichment
analysis
1 INTRODUCTION
Human papillomavirus (HPV) is a group of similar types of viruses. There are more than 170 types
of viruses in the family. Those viruses are capable to infect human and cause damage to health like
skin wart, usually feet and hand. However, there are 40 types of members in the group can infect the
genitals, which is outside of the body. Those infections can be severe in time and lead to cancer.
These viruses transmitted to one person to another through sexual activity. Among these 40 HPVs,
some genital HPVs are low risk and may only cause wart on genital for both man and women;
sometimes wart inside the mouth and throat as well. Other genital HPVs are high risk. These HPVs
can lead to other genital, anal and oral cancers in both men and women [ 1, 4].
HPV viruses are non-enveloped, double stranded DNA and approximately 8000 base pairs in length.
Most of the viruses are distinct and divided into two subtypes as “Low Risk” and “High Risk”.
HPV16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 45, 51, 52, and 56 are considered to be “High Risk” which are responsible
for causing cancer of the cervix, head and neck, anus, vagina, vulva, and penis. It is to be noted that
the cancers caused by HPVs may not have adequate symptoms. And the low risk HPVs that generates
wart, may not be the symptom of cancer [2].
HPVs are usually transmitted through bodily contact which considered sexual intercourse including
vaginal, anal and oral sex activity. It can easily pass and infiltrated other person from one is infected.
Having more than one sex partner or having sex with someone who has many sex partners increases
the risk of being infected. An HPV infected person may not expose any symptoms and their potential
carrier of the virus may have infected long time ago [3].
High-risk HPVs are reason behind different types of STDs including cancers. At the beginning of
the process of infection, HPV attacks and enter into epithelial cells. HPV virus begins to make
the proteins that encode on the infected cells. There are two proteins (E6 and E7) made by high-risk
HPVs that eliminate infected cell’s normal functionality and allow them to grow abnormally.
Infected cells are sometimes detected and eliminated by the immune system. If not, survived cells
may start developing mutations in cellular that lead toward the formation of an area of precancerous
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cells resulting a cancerous tumor. The entire process may take from 10 to 30 years to form a
cancerous tumor since initial infection [4].
HPV-Positives (HPV+) are distinct from HPV-Negative (HPV-) HNSCCs regarding risk factors,
demographic and tumor characteristics. HPV+ tumors are smaller and poorly differentiated. It has
been discovered that the HPV+ patients have more survival opportunities than the HPV- patients [2].
Researchers have found that a series of changes in multiple genes including TP53, NOTCH1, and
CDKN2A involve in the development and progression of HNSCC. TP53 is the most common
genomic alteration that can be found in HNSCC cases. The normal functionality of TP53 disrupts
through mutation that causes by HPV infection. In that contexts, HPV E6 proteins attack TP53,
resulting proteasomal degradation. Another tumor suppressor gene in HNSCC is NOTCH1. A
notable ratio of inactive mutations is present in NOTCH1 in HNSCC and associated with squamous
differentiations. As the tumor-suppressive function of NOTCH1 is, yet, abstruse; researchers looking
for TP53 and its impact of mutation on HNSCC that may progress into predictive biomarkers for
HNSCC [7].
2 METHODOLOGY
Several computational models have been developed to investigate the role of a factor in the initiation
and progression of diseases. To investigate the role of HPV in HNSCC, we analyze gene expression
profiles of HNSCC, and we perform several enrichment analyses and compare our results with the
well-known enrichment analysis methods, including gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) [10] and
Gene Ontology (GO) pathway analysis.
We collect the gene expression profiles of primary tumors of patients with HNSCC from cBio portal.
We first normalize each sample separately to be able to compare the samples. Then, we apply
variance threshold to remove the genes that have a low variance across samples. Finally, we perform
enrichment analysis to obtain the list of genes that their expression level has been significantly altered
in HPV+ patients compared to HPV- patients.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Several computational analyses, including Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA), have been
performed to identify potential pathways that differentiate the HPV+ and HPV- tumors. Analyses of
the gene expression datasets using unsupervised clustering methods have revealed the existence of
two distinct clusters of patients with HPV+ HNSCC: IMU (enriched for immune response and
mesenchymal cell differentiation) and KRT (enriched for keratinocyte differentiation) [11, 12, 13].
Moreover, a recent gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) reveals a significant up-regulation of
keratinization-associated gene sets in HPV- and immunity related gene sets in HPV+ HNSCC [14].
We have also found KRT family genes among the most variant genes across samples in the data set.
The second most variant gene in the data set is KRT14, and the normalized expression value of
KRT14 in HNSCC tumors is significantly different between HPV+ and HPV- patients (Figure 1).
Additionally, we observed the upregulation of KRT14, KRT6A, KRT17, and KRT16 in HPVpatients compared to the HPV+ patients. However, we found the downregulation of KRT13 and
KRT15 in HPV- compared to the HPV+ tumors (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Density function of normalized expression value
of KRT14 in HPV+ and HPV- head and neck tumors.

Figure 2. Normalized expression values of the most variant KRT genes
in head and neck tumors of HPV+ and HPV- patients.
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SUMMARY
Changes to cell’ s biophysical properties can be a determining factor in establishing the onset of
certain diseases. The behaviour of circulating tumour cells is particularly interesting. This article
offers an approach to modelling elastic cells with a nucleus. Starting with two elastic spheres, one
inside the other, we create bonds connecting them. Afterwards, we study the parameters of these
bonds. The results of simulations show that both the number of bonds and their strength affects cell
behaviour and that the optimal parameter values must be strong enough to keep the nucleus inside but
flexible enough to allow the cell to pass through narrow constrictions.
Key words: numerical model, cell with a nucleus, elastic cell

1 INTRODUCTION
The importance of understanding the biophysical properties of cells is well documented in the literature. In [1], the deformability of cells is used as a marker for distinguishing malignant cells. The
motivation to model elastic cells with a nucleus is quite strong. Some researches already undertook
this task in their own work. In [2] they studied different geometries of micro-filtering channels and
their efficiency for circulating tumour cells (CTC) separation. In [3], CTC are modelled using a
compound capsule and fixed parameters are given for simulations of CTC passing through a channel
narrowing. In [4], parameters related to the structure of the cell’s actin network, nucleus and adhesion
links between the tumour and endothelial cells are examined in simulations with a single cell in blood
flow.
These articles model CTC in different ways. However, all of them give already specified models, with
set parameters. Our approach aims to offer more flexibility. The model discussed in this work has
elastic parameters for both the nucleus and the membrane. This allows anyone to take advantage and
use our approach for modelling a wide range of cells with a nucleus, from very elastic ones to rigid
ones. This work focuses on studying the interactions between the nucleus and the membrane.
Let us give a brief overview of the numerical model we used to model both the membrane and nucleus
of a cell. The simulations run on open software ESPResSo with extension Object-in-fluid, developed
by our research group. This extension, using the immersed boundary method, allows simulations
of elastic objects immersed in a fluid. Each object is represented by a set of mesh points that are
connected and together they create a triangular mesh of the object geometry. The lattice-Boltzmann
method is used to model the fluid dynamics [5].
To model elastic behaviour of the object, five elastic moduli are introduced - stretching, bending, local
area conservation, global area conservation, global volume conservation. Their objective is to keep
the cell at its relaxed state. Simply put, if stress is introduced, cell deforms and as spring comes back
to its original shape. Depending on how rigid or elastic the cell is, applied stress has to be stronger in
order to achieve the same deformation as with less rigid cell. Details about the model can be found in
[6]. Since the model is quite versatile, it is quite easy to create two elastic spheres of different sizes
and put one in the middle of the other. However, if we introduced this type of cell with a nucleus
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in fluid flow, it’s only a matter of time when the nucleus will escape from the membrane. We must
introduce interaction keeping the nucleus inside the cell.
2

METHODOLOGY

There are two types of interactions in the model - bonded and non-bonded. Bonded interactions
create a bond between specific points. This type of interaction is used for enforcing all of the elastic
moduli mentioned earlier. Stretching interaction is an interaction between two points on an edge.
Bending interaction is between four points that form two triangles with a shared edge. And so on for
all the other moduli. Non-bonded interaction is not bound to a specific bond between points. It’s an
interaction acting between each pair of particles of different objects. In the simulations, it’s used for
for example repelling cells from the channel borders.
To model the nucleus inside a cell, we chose the bonded interaction. In conclusion we briefly discuss
also the non-bonded approach.
First, we create bonds between points on the two meshes. These bonds will be of the stretching type
and should allow the nucleus to move a little bit within the cell, but at the same forbid the nucleus to
travel outside of the cell.
For each point on the nucleus an angle between the possible bond, the edge connecting nucleus point
and point on the outer membrane, and point’s outer normal vector is computed. In order to compute
outer normal vector for each point, its three neighbours are selected and then a normal vector of a
triangle defined by these neighbours is used as an approximation from the outer normal vector for the
point. The number of bonds is defined by a maximum angle between the possible bond and the outer
normal. This constant angle a is set at the beginning of the simulation.
In order to achieve the desired behaviour of the nucleus, we chose a harmonic potential function for
the stretching interaction of the bonds between the outer membrane and the nucleus:
1
V (r) = k(r − r0 )
2

(1)

where r is current length of the bond, r0 is its relaxed length and k is the parameter regulating the
strength of the interaction.
2.1 Experiment setup
With the bonded approach to the nucleus-membrane interaction, we studied the influence of two
previously mentioned parameters, k and a. Since according to literature cells should be able to pass
through a constriction in channels, we designed a channel to test the cells. Our hypothesis was that
the smaller the constriction and thus the stress on the cell to deform, the more we will be able to see
the influence of a particular parameter and the functionality of the approach.
In order to test this, we created a simulation with fluid flowing through a simple channel with constriction. The channel was narrow cuboid with cross section 40 µm × 40 µm and length 80 µm.
The constriction was in the middle of the channel with length 20 µm and cross section was a square
ranging in size from 10 µm × 10 µm to 15 µm × 15 µm in different simulation.

The nucleus radius was set to 3 µm and the membrane radius to 7.5 µm. Nucleus five elastic moduli
(ks = 1.4, kb = 1.4, kal = 1.4, kg = 2.5, kv = 3.5) were set to create quite rigid sphere and the
membrane parameters (ks = 0.2, kb = 0.16, kal = 0.2, kg = 0.7, kv = 0.9) were set much lower,
making it more elastic. These parameters, as well as the simulation parameters for the fluid, were
fixed in all of the simulations. We established values to test for parameters k and a after running a
few initial simulations with different values of them.
We ran set of 18 simulation for each constriction size. Each set consisted of all the combinations for
values of k and a. For k six values were tested [0.00625, 0.0125, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2]. For a it was
these three [10, 15, 20] which correspond to angles [18◦ , 12◦ , 9◦ ] respectively.
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To quantify the changes in cell’s behaviour due to the changes in the parameters we computed two
values. One was the absolute distance of the membrane and nucleus centre. Which served two
purposes. It was used as a control. If the value was larger then 4.5 µm, it meant that the nucleus had
escaped the membrane. And it also measured the flexibility of the movement of the nucleus within
x
the cell. Second was deformation index computed as L
Ly , where Lx is the length of the cell along
the x-axis (direction of the fluid flow) and Ly is the length of the cell along the y-axis (direction of
the channel width). Deformation index was computed for both the nucleus and the membrane.
3 RESULTS
To compare the results of the simulations, we plotted the absolute distance against the position of
the membrane centre for different values of k or a. Each graph consists of either three or six lines,
depending on if the parameter a or k was fixed. The line represents values of absolute distance
between the membrane and nucleus centre. Each graph has a horizontal line marking the cutoff point
for nucleus leaving the membrane and two vertical dotted lines marking the beginning and end of the
constriction in the channel.
Based on the results we were able to come to several conclusions. As we expected, when the angle a
was lower, the absolute distance between the nucleus and membrane centre was larger than in cases
were a was larger. This is due to the fact, that when the angle is smaller, we have fewer bonds, and
thus the interaction is weaker.
The graphs also confirmed that increasing the value of k leads to stronger bonds and less movement of
the nucleus within the membrane. However, setting k very large also leads to a cell not being able to
pass through the constriction, since the bonds are too strong. This means, that for some simulations,
the resulting graph stopped at somewhere around the constriction beginning and the cell was stuck.
This type of result was quite useful since we now can say, which sets of parameters are able to pass
through the constrictions. For example, for constriction 12 µm × 12 µm only setting k = 0.0125 and
a = 18◦ resulted in a cell passing through the channel with nucleus still inside.

Figure 1: Comparison between the nucleus and cell behaviour in two different sizes of constrictions. On the
left is the small one (e.g. 13 µm × 13 µm) and on the right the large one (e.g. 15 µm × 15 µm). The top
row shows changes in absolute distances of membrane and nucleus centres when k is set to different values
and angle is set to 18. The second row does the same, except k is fixed at 0.05 and angle changes. Dotted lines
con b and con e mark the beginning and the end of the constriction in the channel.

In Figure 1 we selected four graphs to show that when the constriction is smaller, the stress on the
cell is larger and thus the same set of parameters results in different movement of the nucleus within
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the cell. We can see that for some sets of parameters the stress from deformation was stronger than
the bond between the nucleus and the membrane. Such an example is the blue line in the first row of
Figure 1, which represents set of parameters k = 0.00625 and a = 18◦ .
4 CONCLUSIONS
Biological experiments studying cells can be time consuming and expensive. A numerical model
might be used to reduce the cost and time spent on biological testing. The bonded interaction approach
to modelling cells with nucleus allows to study the behaviour of a variety of elastic cells passing
through constrictions and thus provide valuable information.
We show a comparison of different sets of parameters and how they influence the strength of the
bonds. Based on the testing, working sets of parameters are derived for constrictions of small and
large sizes. However, there is still space for improvement. First, we tested the approach on a phenomenological channel we created. We plan on obtaining biological data and possibly fine-tune the
parameters to mimic the behaviour of actual biological cells. Second, the approach we used is not the
only possible solution and we are already exploring the possibilities of setting non-bonded interaction between the nucleus and the membrane. And last, we are aware that other functions, besides the
harmonic potential can be used to adjust the bonded interaction we used and we are also exploring
those.
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SUMMARY
Abnormal flow patterns caused by bicuspid aortic valve (BAV) are increasingly recognized as an
important factor in the pathogenesis of ascending aortic dilatation (AAD). Computational Fluid Dynamics is a non-invasive method for the assessment of cardiovascular hemodynamics. However,
the assignment of accurate boundary conditions is crucial to capture the main patterns of the flow
field. This study investigates the effect of different inlet velocity profiles on the prediction of valverelated flow patterns in the ascending aorta of tricuspid and BAV patients. A comparison between
the resulting simulations suggested that fully patient-specific inlet velocity profiles should be used to
investigate the relation between BAV and AAD.
Key words: patient-specific modeling, 4D Flow MRI, bicuspid aortic valve

1 INTRODUCTION
The relation between bicuspid aortic valve and ascending aortic dilatation (AAD) has attracted a lot
of attention in recent years [1]. In particular, Mahadevia et al. suggested a physiological mechanism by which the valve morphology phenotype can influence the phenotypes of aortic dilatation
[2]. Both in-vivo measurements with phase contrast magnetic resonance imaging (PC-MRI) and insilico simulation with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) can be used to assess the cardiovascular
hemodynamics. CFD has the ability to compute unmeasurable hemodynamic parameters but requires
accurate boundary conditions to correctly predict the flow field. This work presents a CFD model to
simulate blood flow through the thoracic aorta based on 4D Flow MRI data. Numerical simulations
were performed in three patients to compare the ability of different inlet velocity profiles to retrieve
valve-related flow patterns in the ascending aorta. In particular, flow eccentricity, helical patterns and
increased wall shear stress (WSS), were quantitatively and qualitatively assessed in each configuration.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Image acquisition
Three patients underwent a 4D Flow MRI examination in addition to a routine cardiac MRI protocol. The images were acquired on a 1.5T Aera clinical scanner (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen,
Germany) using a phased-array body coil. A three-dimensional cine phase contrast MRI sequence
without administration of contrast media was used to obtain velocity-encoded images of the entire
thoracic aorta during one cardiac cycle. Main imaging parameters were as follows: voxel size 2 ×
2 × 2 mm3 , the number of phases was fixed to 25 and the velocity encoding parameter VENC from
150 to 250 cm/s tailored on a velocity scout scan. The patient population is described in the table 1.
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Name
Patient 1
Patient 2
Patient 3

Gender
F
M
M

Age
38
43
29

Valve
tricuspid
bicuspid
bicuspid

Ascending aorta
normal
dilatation
normal

R-R (msec)
740
1120
1000

VENC (cm/sec)
250
250
150

Table 1: Main features for each patient. The RR interval corresponds to the DICOM tags ”Nominal Interval”
which measures the heartbeat duration as the average R-R interval along the acquisition.

2.2 Geometry reconstruction
For each patient, the phase contrast MR angiography (PCMRA) image was calculated from the 4D
Flow MRI dataset as described in [3]. Vessel segmentation was performed with an active contour
algorithm implemented in ITK-SNAP 1 . Next, a 3D surface was reconstructed with a marching cubes
algorithm and refined with a Lagrangian smoothing method. Unstructured tetrahedral volume meshes
were generated with a commercial software (ICEM CFD 14.0, ANSYS, USA) for finite volume
modeling. A prism with three thin layers of mesh wall refinements was added to efficiently capture
shear and boundary layer physics near the surface.
2.3 Governing equation
Blood was assumed as a Newtonian and incompressible fluid with a prescribed density of ρ = 1060
kg/m3 and a constant viscosity of µ = 0.004 Pa.s. Under these assumptions, the blood dynamics was
described by the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations. A no-slip boundary condition was prescribed at
the vessel wall. The flow problem was solved by a pressure-based solver using the pressure-velocity
coupling algorithm SIMPLE (Fluent, ANSYS, USA). The temporal resolution was set to 4.4 ms and
three cardiac cycles were produced to ensure a good periodicity in the calculated physical quantities.
The last cardiac cycle was used for the purpose of data analysis for each subject.
2.4

Boundary conditions

In this study, two types of inlet boundary conditions were investigated. Both are patient-specific
velocity profiles derived from the 4D Flow MR data and describe the same flow waveform but with a
different velocity vectors distribution. The first case prescribes a flat velocity profile with a uniform
velocity vectors distribution. In the second case, the prescribed profile fully exploits the information
provided by the 4D Flow MR images and shows a complex velocity vector distribution related to the
valve morphology. We refer to the two different inflow velocity profiles as (i) flat profile and (ii)
4D profile. Outlets’ boundary conditions were defined as outflow ratios calculated from the patientspecific flow waveform.
2.5

Evaluation

In order to assess the flow characteristics of the different simulated scenarios, several hemodynamic
quantities were calculated and visualized. Both velocity magnitude and flow displacement (FD) [4]
were calculated to assess the systolic jet flow in the ascending aorta and helical blood flow was
quantified with the helicity. Three investigating sites were considered for the quantification: section 1
(S1) corresponds to the sino-tubular junction, section 2 (S2) to the mid-ascending aorta, and section 3
(S3) to the proximal aortic arch. Moreover, a streamlines analysis of blood trajectories was performed
in each configuration and compared to the 4D Flow MRI measurements. Finally, WSS patterns were
evaluated by calculating the average and maximum WSS (W SSavg and W SSmax ) within the region
of interest corresponding to the ascending aorta at three different phases of the cardiac cycle (T1
acceleration, T2 peak systole, and T3 deceleration).
1

http://www.itksnap.org/
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3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

3.1 Results
Flow patterns Flat and 4D profiles displayed very different trends throughout the ascending aorta.
The visual assessment of blood flow streamlines obtained with the 4D profile showed a better match
to the MRI measurements than the simulation with the flat profile. In BAV patients, a flow separation
including an eccentric jet and strong helical patterns was observed (Fig. 1). The flat profile showed
similar flow displacement values in all patients (both BAV and TAV): the flow is symmetrical at
S1, and moderately asymmetrical (0.30 < F D < 0.4) at S2 and S3. Conversely, the 4D profile
exhibited different flow asymmetry relative to the valve morphology. In patient 1 (TAV), the flow is
slightly asymmetrical (F D < 0.3) in all planes while BAV patients (2 and 3) demonstrated highly
asymmetrical flow from the mid-ascending aorta (F D > 0.8 at S2) to the proximal aortic arch (F D >
0.5 at S3).

Figure 1: Blood velocity streamlines analysis at peak systole in patient 1 (TAV+normal aorta), patient 2
(BAV+dilatation) and patient 3 (BAV+normal aorta). Comparison between CFD simulations with the flat profile (top) or 4D profile (middle) and 4D Flow MRI measurements (bottom).

Wall shear stress An important difference in WSS distribution was observed between flat and 4D
profiles in patients with BAV. With the flat profile, peak systolic WSS was low at the convexity of
the ascending aorta in patient 2 and patient 3 (Fig. 2). However, with the 4D profile, both patients
showed high WSS in this region: for patient 2, WSS remained moderate during the acceleration phase
(W SSavg = 1.8 Pa and W SSmax = 7.3 Pa), drastically increased at peak systole (W SSavg = 3.7
Pa and W SSmax = 16.3 Pa) and slowly decreased during the deceleration phase (W SSavg = 3.1 Pa
and W SSmax = 13.7 Pa). The same trends were observed for patient 3. Conversely, the patient 1
exhibited lower differences between flat and 4D profile as shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Average (left) and maximum WSS quantification (in Pa). Comparison between the flat and 4D profile
for patient 1 (TAV+normal aorta), patient 2 (BAV+dilatation) and patient 3 (BAV+normal aorta).

3.2 Discussion and conclusion
Discussion A methodology for extracting geometric and functional information from 4D Flow MRI
and using this data in a CFD model was presented. This approach produced a patient-specific workflow for simulating thoracic aortic blood flow. Using this methodology, we have shown the differences
in aortic hemodynamics between simulations run with fully velocity profiles (4D profile) versus idealized inflow velocity profiles (flat profile) on three different subjects. Our numerical results with
the 4D profile are coherent with previous studies which similarly report the presence of peak systolic
eccentric jet flow associated with strong helical flow patterns in BAV patients [5]. Also, the presence
of increased WSS areas at the level of the convexity of the ascending aorta, which is a known marker
for BAV [6], was predicted in our simulations with the 4D profile.
Conclusion We have presented a patient-specific numerical model of the aorta based on 4D Flow
MRI data. The model has been developed with the aim of investigating the relation between aortic
valve morphology and related flow patterns at the level of the ascending aorta. To achieve this goal,
both geometric and functional information has been extracted from 4D Flow MRI acquisitions in three
patients (one TAV and two BAV). Two types of inlet velocity profiles were investigated to determine
the more suitable to model valve morphology. Numerical simulations were performed to compare
the ability of each type to predict the ascending aortic hemodynamics. Results suggest that fully
patient-specific inlet boundary conditions (4D profile) should be considered to investigate the relation
between BAV and AAD.
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SUMMARY

In ultrasound-guided technique for minimally invasive interventional procedure, the visibility of the
needle is one of important factors to ensure successful procedure. Modelling and simulation is an
effective approach to preliminary study the behavior of wave propagation and understand the
fundamental physics of the needle visibility. It is relatively more effective to be implemented than
experimental approach because the combination of several parameters can be varied more freely
without the restriction of experimental setting which usually requires abundant measurements. In
addition to that, the simulation in this research is performed analytically which is more
computationally effective than numerical simulation. In this case, the needle is modelled as rigid
cylinder where the stylet is attached to the hollow cylinder. Three stainless steel needles, i.e., 18G,
20G, 22G are simulated under the insonation of incident ultrasound plane waves in water as
background medium. The incident angles are varied between 00−450 in the range of frequencies
between 0− 10 MH.. The spectra of scattering pressure amplitude demonstrate that the peak of
resonances occur in certain areas that can be identified from the critical angles 𝛼𝐿 , 𝛼 𝑇 , and 𝛼𝑅 . The
bigger the si.e of the needle, the higher the chance to find the peak of resonances. In other words,
the chance to find good visibility of the needle is higher for bigger needle. The spectrum of resonance
scattering pressure amplitude for bigger needle tend to be presence in lower frequencies than the
smaller ones.
Key words: ultrasound-guided, needle visibility, ultrasound modelling and simulation, resonance
scattering
1

INTRODUCTION

Ultrasonography is chosen as the imaging modality for guiding the needle in interventional procedure
because of several advantages, e.g. lack of radiation risk, the si.e of transducer and equipment that
are relatively small, relatively low cost, high temporal resolution, and the availability of multiple
imaging planes. Despite of those advantages, in clinical application the needle visibility in
ultrasonography is relatively inferior compared to other imaging modalities, e.g. x-ray based imaging,
MRI, etc. From the previous research, we develop a map of needle visibility when the needle inserted
at several angles and depths. The map shows that the needle visibility varies over the depths and the
angles [5]. The needle visibility is tend to be inconsistent because of several technical factors, i.e. the
angle and depth of insertion, the acoustical characteristics of intermediate medium, and the material
and si.e of the needle.
In order to understand the fundamental of physics that underlie the needle visibility, multiple
approaches are needed to be done. One of the approaches is through the modelling and simulation,
as an early investigation to study the needle visibility. It is relatively more effective to be
implemented than experimental approach because combination of several parameters can be varied
more freely without the restriction of experimental setting which usually requires abundant
measurements. In addition to that, the simulation in this research is performed analytically which is
more computationally effective than numerical simulation.
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From the previous investigation, we find that the inconsistency of the needle visibility is affected by
resonance scattering phenomenon, when the guided waves are excited from the surface of the needle
causing resonances [8]. In this research, we investigate the same behavior of ultrasound wave
propagation through the surface of the needle but in this case the needle is considered as a rigid
cylinder when the stylet is being attached to the hollow cylinder. This scenario is often performed
when the physicians doing the insertion with spinal needle. The stylet is part of the spinal needle to
strengthen the hollow cylinder when it is inserted to the body. When the needle reaches the target,
the stylet can be removed and the fluid can be flowed through the needle.
2 MODELLING AND SIMULATION APPROACH
In this research, the needle is modelled as infinite rigid cylinder. The simulation is conducted for 3
different of needle si.es, i.e. 18G, 20G, and 22G, for order number 𝑛 = 1. The si.e of the needle is
identified by gauge number. The smaller the gauge number the bigger the radius of the cylinder. As
the source, the frequencies of ultrasound plane waves are varied between 0−10 MH.. The incident
wave insonifies the cylinder obliquely at the angles between 00−450. The needle is immersed in water
as the background medium, which is assumed to be anechoic. The material of the needle is stainless
steel (type 316). The Young’s modulus (𝐸) is 200 GPa, shear modulus (𝜇) is 78.14 GPa, density (𝜌)
is 8027 kg/m3, the velocity of longitudinal wave component (𝑐𝐿 ) is 5664 m/s, and the velocity of
transversal wave component (𝑐𝑇 ) is 3120 m/s.
The propagation of acoustic wave through isotropic infinite rigid cylinder must satisfy these
following governing equations [4]:
1 𝜕2 𝜙

∇2 𝜙 = 𝑐 2 𝜕𝑡 2
𝐿

1

𝜕2 𝚿

𝑇

𝜕𝑡 2

∇2 𝚿 = 𝑐 2

(1)
(2)

𝑐𝐿 is the velocity of longitudinal or compressional wave component, while 𝑐𝑇 is the velocity of
transversal or rotational wave component. The solution of the two wave equations for specific cases
on cylindrical objects is solved in cylindrical coordinate 𝑟, 𝜃, and 𝑧, along with the appropriate
boundary conditions.
In this case, the incident wave is a plane wave that insonifies the infinite rigid cylinder obliquely at
angle α, with radius 𝑟 = 𝑎, can be expressed as:
∞

𝑝𝑖 = 𝑃0 ∑𝑛=0 𝜖𝑛 𝑖 𝑛 𝐽𝑛 (𝑘⊥ 𝑟)cos(𝑛𝜃)𝑒 𝑖(𝑘𝑧𝑧−𝜔𝑡)
(3)
where 𝑝𝑖 is a plane compressional wave when interacting with the surface of cylinder, 𝑃0 is the
pressure amplitude of the incident wave, 𝜖𝑛 is the Neumann factor (𝜖0 = 1 dan 𝜖𝑛 = 2 for n ≥ 1),
𝑛 is order. Whereas, 𝐽𝑛 is Bessel function of the first kind; 𝑘 states the wave number, where 𝑘 =
𝜔⁄ ; 𝑘 = 𝑘 cos 𝛼; 𝑘 = 𝑘 sin α. Equation (3) deals with the solution of wave equation (1) which
𝑧
𝑐 ⊥
is a component of a longitudinal or compressional wave.
To calculate the amplitude of scattering pressure field, the field is represented by 3 scalar and vector
potential functions in 2 solution domains, i.e., outside and on the cylinder [2,9].
𝑖(𝑘𝑧 𝑧−𝜔𝑡)
𝜙 = ∑∞
(4)
𝑛=0 𝐵𝑛 𝐽𝑛 (𝑘𝐿 𝑟) cos 𝑛𝜃 𝑒
∞
𝝍 = ∑𝑛=0 𝐶𝑛 𝐽𝑛 (𝑘 𝑇 𝑟) cos 𝑛𝜃 𝑒 𝑖(𝑘𝑧𝑧−𝜔𝑡)
(5)
∞
𝑖(𝑘
𝑧−𝜔𝑡)
𝑧
𝝌 = ∑𝑛=0 𝐷𝑛 𝐽𝑛 (𝑘𝑇 𝑟) sin 𝑛𝜃 𝑒
(6)
𝜙 represents the component of the longitudinal or compressional wave of the solution of equation
(1), while 𝝍 and 𝝌 represent the components of the transversal or rotational wave 𝚿 from the
solution of equation (2). 𝐵𝑛 , 𝐶𝑛 , and 𝐷𝑛 are unknown coefficients. The displacement vector in the
cylinder is written in 3 scalar potential and vector potential functions [7].
𝒖 = ∇𝜙 + ∇ × (𝝌𝑒̂𝑧 ) + 𝑎∇ × ∇ × (𝝍𝑒̂𝑧 )
(7)
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The scattering pressure field can be stated as:
(1)
𝑛
𝑝𝑠 = 𝑃0 ∑∞
(𝑘⊥ 𝑟)cos(𝑛𝜃)𝑒 𝑖(𝑘𝑧𝑧−𝜔𝑡)
𝑛=0 𝜖𝑛 𝑖 𝐴𝑛 𝐻𝑛

(8)

where 𝐻𝑛 (1) is Hankel function of the first kind and 𝐴𝑛 is an unknown scattering coefficient that
represents the amplitude of scattering pressure. The four unknown parameters, i.e., 𝐴𝑛 , 𝐵𝑛 , 𝐶𝑛 , and
𝐷𝑛 will be calculated by substituting four boundary conditions at the interface between water and
the surface of the cylinder. The four boundary conditions, i.e. [2,9]:
•
Continuity of normal displacement:
−
•
•

1 𝜕
(𝑝𝑖
𝜌 𝜕𝑟

+ 𝑝𝑠 ) =

𝜕2 𝑈𝑟
𝜕𝑡 2

(9)

Continuity of normal stress:
𝜎𝑟𝑟 = −(𝑝𝑖 + 𝑝𝑠 )
Shear stresses that are .ero:
𝜎𝑟𝜃 = 0
and
𝜎𝑟𝑧 = 0

(10)
(11)

By combining these in a linear set of four equations, 𝐴𝑛 as one of the four unknown parameters can
be calculated and the pressure field scattered 𝑝𝑠 can be obtained. See [9] for details. The theory of
resonance scattering states that the spectrum of returned echo reflection consists of two different
parts, i.e., the first part is non-resonant background that changes smoothly with the changes in
frequency and the second part is a resonance spectrum. The spectrum of resonance scattering pressure
amplitude can be obtained by removing the non-resonant background.
Interactions that occur between the components of the longitudinal and transversal waves of the
ultrasound beam that insonify the cylinder will generate the components of the circumferential wave
on the surface of the cylinder. The resultant of it is represented by the scattering pressure field in
equation (8). The circumferential waves propagate clockwise and counterclockwise around the
cylinder and generate the resonance if the interferences occur among the waves constructively. The
resonance scattering theory is used to calculate the spectrum of scattering pressure amplitude and to
measure scattered pressure fields analytically [6,8].
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The spectrum of resonance scattering pressure amplitude for 18G, 20G and 22G needle are plotted
in the frequency range of 0−10 MH. and incident angles of 00−450.

Figure 1. Resonance spectrum of stainless steel rigid cylinder (18G, 20G, and 22G)
Based on its material parameters, the needle has 3 critical angles that identify the generation of certain
circumferential waves. Those critical angles are formulated as follow:
𝛼𝐿 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 (

𝑐𝑤
)
⁄√𝐸⁄
𝜌

𝑐
𝑐
𝛼 𝑇 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 ( 𝑤
) 𝛼𝑅 ≈ 𝑠𝑖𝑛−1 ( 𝑤
)
⁄√µ
⁄
µ
⁄𝜌
(0,92√ ⁄𝜌)
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(12)

𝑐𝑤 = 1492 𝑚/𝑠 is the speed of sound in water. The resonance modes can be excited if the
interferences occur among the circumferential waves constructively. The first resonance mode related
to the whispering gallery waves can be excited up to the first critical angle 𝛼𝐿 . The second resonance
mode can be excited up to the second critical angle 𝛼 𝑇 and caused by the helical guided waves. [3]
In addition to those, another wave mode can be excited at angles superseding the Rayleigh angle 𝛼𝑅
[1,2]. From the spectra of resonance scattering pressure amplitude, it is observed that the bigger the
si.e of the needle, the higher the chance to find the peak of resonances. In other words, the chance
to find good visibility of the needle is higher for bigger needle.

Figure 2. Resonance spectrum of stainless steel rigid cylinder for representative angles
In order to observe the behavior of the spectra in the mean of their frequency dependent, the spectra
for 3 representative angles, i.e., 𝛼 < 𝛼𝐿 ; 𝛼𝐿 < 𝛼 < 𝛼 𝑇 ; and 𝛼 > 𝛼𝑅 are plotted in the same range
of frequencies and 𝛼 . From these plots, it is observed that the spectrum of resonance scattering
pressure amplitude for bigger needle tend to be presence in lower frequencies than the smaller ones.
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SUMMARY
One of the common arteries that are associated with aneurysm formation is middle cerebral artery
(MCA). Numerical simulation is one of the methods which can be used to predict the aneurysm
rupture. Previous studies used laminar flow for simulation, however it is known that laminar model
unable to capture the complex flow features such as patient specific model. This study focuses on
the comparison between laminar model and k-ω SST turbulent model to determine the flow
behavior. A specific patient image of the MCA was remodeled for numerical simulation. The result
on velocity showed closely-match distribution. The overall error of less than 1 percent was
calculated with the k-ω SST turbulent model being slightly better. Thus, it is recommended to use
the turbulent model for patient specific image simulation.
Key words: intracranial aneurysm, aneurysm rupture risk, fluid structure interaction
1 INTRODUCTION
Aneurysm is a bulging formation in an artery due to flow irregularity that commonly occurs either
in the brain or aorta. Normally, discerning an estimation of the small size of aneurysm can be
difficult to be detected. If the aneurysm ruptures, it would lead to sudden headache, stiff neck and
hemorrhage [1]. Aneurysm rupture is one of the severe cases which can be fatal due to the flow
irregularity inside it. Middle cerebral artery (MCA) is an artery in the Circle of Willis which has a
high tendency for aneurysm formation [2]. Predicting aneurysm rupture risk was done in prior
studies by analyzing the hemodynamic factors using numerical simulation [3] and most of the
studies on aneurysm rupture risk were performed the laminar flow condition due to the low
Reynold number [4] [5].
Unfortunately, using laminar flow model has limitation of being unable to capture the complex
flow features especially in patient specific geometries compared with using turbulent model [6].
This is due to the unique geometric feature for each specific patient. Therefore, this study proposes
a comparison between laminar and turbulence model k-ω SST in order to describe the flow
behavior for low Reynolds number condition in MCA aneurysm. The patient specific image was
reconstructed using computer-aided design software for flow and structural simulation.
Computational fluid dynamic modelling with transient flow approach was implemented to study
the hemodynamic performance for the rigid model.
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2 METHODOLOGY
The MCA aneurysm model used for the simulation was remodeled from an actual scan of a patient
was provided by medical doctors. It was remodeled using computer-aided design software for flow
simulation purpose. The numerical simulation results were analyzed for both laminar and k-ω SST
turbulent model for comparison. The results from the simulation was collected to determine the
correlation for each parameter and discussed in the next subsection.

2.1

Patient-specific Model reconstruction

The reconstructed steps of the MCA geometry are illustrated in Table 1. 3D modeling was done
using SOLIDWORKS (Dassault Systems SolidWorks Corporation, Waltham, MA) based on
patient-specific model which then exported to ANSYS CFD Fluent (Canonsburg, PA, USA) for
mesh generation and boundary condition setup of the model. There were 3 sub-step in the
reconstruction process before numerical simulation was carried out.
Table 1: Solidworks
Patient specific model

2.2

Polyline creation from
3D images

Knit and combine the
surface in Solid work

Meshing and boundary conditions

The model geometry is divided into 4 boundary zone, the inflow, the 2 outflows and the wall
region. A triangular mesh (tetrahedral) was selected for the entire flow domain as the quality of
mesh has a significant impact on the accuracy of the numerical solutions. To ensure the adequate
overall mesh quality, the skewness and aspect ratio was used as mesh quality indicators.

Figure 1 : Meshing and inflatio and the pulsatile flow wave form at inlet
The blood was modeled as Newtonian fluid and the properties with density of 1188 kg/m 3 and a
kinematic viscosity of 0.00365 N. s/m 2. A pulsatile inlet was used with the values and profile
illustrated Figure 1 [7]. The laminar flow model and k-ω SST turbulent model were selected for
this study with a comparable Reynolds number of Re = 463.
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3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Grid Independence Convergent Test
The GIC test was completed in order to identify the suitable nodes number used in the CFD
simulation. Figure 3 illustrates the comparison between numbers of nodes and the velocity for
different mesh nodes. The figure shows three of nodes used which are 600k nodes, 850k nodes, and
1100k nodes. The velocity between each node must be more than 1.25 to be sufficient.

Figure 2: Grid Convergence Test for Laminar flow model (Left) and k-ω SST turbulent model
(Right)
Based on the velocity of each nodes number, there is no significant differences of velocity value
even as the nodes increase past 100k nodes as shown in Figure 2. Thus, the number of nodes for all
simulations were minimum set about 600k nodes.
3.2 Velocity profile and comparison
The hemodynamic analysis was performed to approach the flow inside the aneurysm bulge. Table
2 shows the flow pattern at t=0.1s, and 0.2s which are representative of early systole and peak
systole respectively. The velocity distribution was analyzed on a median plane of the model. It was
observed that the flow collides to certain point of stagnation, S. Velocity distribution during 0.2s at
peak systole is higher than during 0.1s at early systole. Low velocity in the S area yield to the
aneurysm rupture point. The irregularity of flow behavior was observed as the flow moves away
from the stagnation point S. The flow pattern between the laminar model and the turbulent model
had shown to exhibit similarities with high velocities from inlet until point S. There is also a small
vortex observed in the bleb area. These data were taken from model with 600 000 nodes for both
models.
Table 2: Velocity contour between flow model at early systole (0.1s) and peak systole (0.2s)
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Figure 3 illustrates the velocity profile taken along the mid-plane walls at t=0.2s. Based on the
analysis, the k-ω SST turbulent model was similar to the laminar model in term capturing the
complex flow feature. Additionally, the calculated error between the models are illustrated in
Figure 4 for further comparison which shows that less than 1% standard error in overall with a
slight improvement for k-ω SST turbulent model over the laminar model.

Figure 3: Distribution of velocity for laminar and turbulent model

Figure 4: Standard error for velocity between laminar model and k-ω SST turbulent model
The numerical analysis of a patient specific model on cerebral aneurysm was presented. The
computed velocity values of laminar flow model agreed with those of simulations with k-ω SST
model. The k-ω SST model was implied to be better suited for patient specific model of cerebral
aneurysm although having low Reynolds number with better ability in capturing detailed flow
profile. This study would serve as a base for further experimental verification and elastic

aeurysm.
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SUMMARY
This work investigates the association between geometry configurations and resulting
haemodynamics on endothelial erosion. It represents the first attempt to automate reconstructing
coronary artery geometries to an accuracy that has not been achieved before, using both
intravascular and non-invasive imaging techniques. Simulations were conducted and wall-shear
based metrics were extracted. Results indicate that at the site that endothelial erosion occurs, i) 9
out of 17 cases experience high Time-Averaged Wall Shear Stress (TAWSS) and low Oscillatory
Shear Index (OSI), ii) 5 out of 17 cases experienced both high TAWSS and OSI, iii) 3 cases
experienced high OSI and low WSS.
Key words: angiography, atherosclerosis, computational fluid dynamics, coronary arteries,
haemodynamics, optical coherence tomography.

1 INTRODUCTION
Blood clots due to erosion or rupture of fatty plaques in arteries (atherothrombosis) is the major
cause of cardiovascular death and is the leading cause of mortality in the developed world [1–3].
Patient mortality is caused by myocardial infarction due to these blood clots which are precipitated
by erosion or rupture of these fatty plaques (atherosclerosis) [4]. Endothelial wall (single-celllayered wall in direct contact with blood flow) erosion is the cause of a third of all myocardial
infarctions and is the focus of this study [5–7]. Endothelial erosion is currently understood to be
associated with three fundamental mechanisms; i) cigarette smoke extract, ii) cytokines such as
tumour necrosis factor (TNFα), iii) and the local flow conditions, with the later not yet being well
defined [7,8]. A fully-developed and universal association between endothelial erosion and flowbased metrics is yet to be established. Developing such a relationship will enable better tailored
treatment of patients suffering from coronary atherosclerosis as the geometrical characteristics of
each patient can be factored into the diagnosis process. Firstly however, a comprehensive analysis
must be conducted to establish such a reliable relationship between flow conditions and erosion.
The aim of this work is to establish the local haemodynamic conditions that precipitate coronary
endothelial erosion and thrombus formation.

2 METHODOLOGY
The lumen geometries of left coronary artery, right coronary artery and left circumflex arteries
(n=17) were reconstructed by combining the high lumen profile accuracy extracted from Optical
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Coherence Tomography (OCT) imaging with the vessel curvature obtainable with bi-plane
angiography. A semi-automated workflow was developed to enable the reconstruction of the
vessels faster and more accurately than that has been achieved before. The OCT slices were stacked
and properly orientated along the centreline extracted from bi-plane angiography data. A surface
was then created and the adhered thrombus (blood clot) location defined (as shown in green in
Figure 1).
The geometries were meshed using ANSYS-Meshing (Version 19.0). The mesh was based on a
finite volume hybrid mesh consisting of tetrahedral elements within the core region and prism
layers (3 elements thick) near the wall to allow for large spatial velocity gradients. In order to
ensure the accuracy of the simulations, a series of 10 steady-state computations with various mesh
refinement levels (ranging from 0.7 to 14.5 million elements) were conducted.
The computational fluid dynamics solver ANSYS-CFX (Version 19.0) was used for the
simulations. Blood was defined as a Newtonian and incompressible fluid with dynamic viscosity of
0.004 Pa∙s and density of 1060 kg∙m-3 [9]. The shear stress transport model [10] is employed as the
turbulence model in these simulations [11–13]. Simulations were run for 4 cardiac cycles (4 s) with
a timestep size of 1.25 ms and 10 coefficient loops per timestep. The results are recorded during the
final cardiac cycle.
No-slip boundary conditions were applied to all walls [14]. A rigid wall model is also assumed
[15]. For every case, the respective time-dependent coronary velocity profiles were prescribed at
the inlet based on a 36 year old healthy male subject, obtained from Kim et al. [16]. At all the
outlets, except for the most distal, an outlet velocity was prescribed. These outlet velocities were
scaled versions of the inlet profile to satisfy Doriot’s fit [14,17]. At the remaining, most distal,
outflow tract, a traction free boundary condition was applied. The velocities at the inlet and outlets
were assigned as a velocity normal to the boundary. The commercial visualisation tool, Ensight
10.2.3 was used to post-process the results.
(a) Patient
imaging data

(b) Geometry
construction

(c) Computational fluid
dynamics

Figure 1. (a) Bi-plane angiography image of coronary artery. (b) OCT segments are
stacked along the artery centreline. (c) An angiography/OCT hybrid coronary artery
reconstruction with defined adhered thrombus location (highlighted in green).

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Time-Averaged Wall Shear Stress (TAWSS) and (Oscillatory Shear Index) OSI were extracted from
a non-diseased area and the endothelial erosion locations (n=17) for both rest and exercise
conditions. These metrics are frequently used to understand the effect of blood flow in a variety of
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cardiovascular problems. In 9 cases the TAWSS increased but the OSI decreases or was unchanged
at rest or exercise, in 5/17 cases both TAWSS and OSI increase and in 3 cases the dominant feature
appears to be an increase in OSI and very little change in TAWSS. This work represents a
reasonable pilot study-sized population on which a larger cohort of patient data (n≥100) can be
further analysed to establish a comprehensive relationship between endothelial erosion and local
haemodynamics.
(a)

(b)

(c)

0.62

2.28 (Pa)

Figure 2. a) Example of wall-shear based haemodynamic metrics extracted in each case.
b) Box and whiskers diagram of TAWSS extracted from all 17 cases for both rest and
exercise conditions. c) 3D scatter plot of TAWSS, OSI and an additional metric known as
Time-Averaged Wall Shear Stress Gradient (TAWSSG).
Table 1. Area-averaged values of TAWSS and OSI averaged over 17 cases at the site
defined as being normal flow (non-diseased) and at the adhered thrombus location.
Rest
Non-diseased Thrombus
TAWSS Median (Pa) 1.10
7.29
OSI Median (-)
0.0004
0.0012

Exercise
Non-diseased Thrombus
3.11
19.96
0.0008
0.0031
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SUMMARY
Pulmonary hypertension is a progressive disease that affects the shape and function of the right
ventricle (RV). This study uses 3D statistical shape analysis of cardiac imaging data to uniquely
examine RV function by analyzing relative shape change in hypertensive patients. The noninvasive approach is anatomically consistent and may provide new metrics for the diagnosis of
cardiovascular diseases. Preliminary data shows an association between two modes of RV shape
and patient outcomes. Important work is now underway to establish the robustness of the method
and to increase automation; both critical to integrating shape analysis in a clinical setting.
Key words: right ventricle, pulmonary hypertension, shape analysis
1 INTRODUCTION
Pulmonary Hypertension (PH) is a progressive cardio-pulmonary disease that has been observed to
significantly affect the shape, mechanical properties, and overall mechanical function of the heart.
PH describes high blood pressure in the arteries of the lungs from any cause, and is defined as a
mean pulmonary arterial pressure of above 25mmHg at rest as assessed by,right heart
catheterization [1]. The non-specificity of early PH symptoms leads to a tendency for PH to be
confused with other, less serious conditions and can delay diagnosis. This non-specificity, in
conjunction with the disease’s debilitating and progressive nature is extremely detrimental to longterm patient outcomes. In particular, the median survival time after diagnosis for untreated
pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is 2.8 years [2].
The right ventricle (RV) is particularly affected by PH due to the direct link to the pressure
overload. The RV in PH experiences shape and mechanical function changes under the sustained
pressure overload to a higher degree than the rest of the heart in many instances, and the ability of
individual right ventricles to adapt is a major determinant of prognosis and survival [3][4][5].
Despite the presence of a clear correlation between RV shape and both function and disease
progression, there is still no clear understanding as to why certain patients maintain near-normal
cardiac outputs for many years despite experiencing severe PH, yet other, apparently healthier
patients experience dramatic and rapid deterioration, leading to RV failure [2]. Thus, attributing a
causal link between ventricle shape and hypertensive state would be a significant contribution to
diagnosis and treatment of this deadly disease. The present study is aimed at generating this link
between the shape of the human RV and the state of PH. The following details the clinical dataset
examined and the statistical shape analysis methodology used to analyze that dataset, which is
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followed by the discussion of the current results relating shape to the state of PH (including
outcomes) and potential future research directions.
A shape analysis framework based on harmonic mapping has been developed in [2] that produces
unique mathematical representations of 3D closed surfaces. This method requires minimal
referential data, is anatomically consistent and is not reliant on mesh uniformity or conformity.
2 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Clinical Data Acquisition
The dataset used was composed of clinically-obtained, cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR)
images from patients who underwent both CMR and right heart catheterization. Images were
acquired using a 1.5-Tesla Siemens Magnetom Espree machine equipped with a 32-channel cardiac
coil. Standard breath-held cine imaging was acquired with steady-state free precession in the short
axis orientation, spanning base to apex. Image stacks were taken in 6mm thick slices, skipping
4mm in between. Typical imaging parameters included 30 phases per R-R interval, matrix 256 by
~144, flip angle 51 deg, TE 1.11 ms, acceleration factor 3.
A total of 50 patients were considered, with 33 of these patients assessed as having pulmonary
hypertension and 17 as non-hypertensive. Images were extracted at two distinct cardiac phases for
each patient; end-systole and end-diastole, to create 100 total RV shapes to analyze. All patients
included within the study are symptomatic, and therefore, the non-hypertensive individuals are not
representative of the typical healthy ventricle. Figure 1 shows the pulmonary arterial pressure and
pulmonary capillary wedge pressure for each of the 50 patients in the dataset. Of note is that the
distribution of pressure is quite broad, including several patients on the border of being classified as
hypertensive or not. Note that patients are classified as Type 1 PH or Type 2 PH in this case based
on the pulmonary capillary wedge pressure, which is an indirect measure of left atrial pressure.

Figure 1: Pulmonary arterial pressure (PAP) and pulmonary capillary wedge pressure (PWCP) for
each patient in the dataset.
2.2 Three-Dimensional Statistical Shape Analysis
The statistical shape analysis strategy employed is a unique approach for anatomically consistent
assessment of shape variations in three-dimensional (3D) closed surface representations of
anatomical structures that was developed by the authors [2]. This approach involves five steps
following the acquisition of the medical images:
1. Segment the image stacks to obtain 3D surfaces (i.e., point clouds) of the RV at the desired
phases in the cardiac cycle for all patients.
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2. Smooth the surfaces of the RV using a standard Gaussian filter and convert the surfaces
into 3D closed surface meshes suitable for numerical analysis (e.g., finite element meshes).
3. Topologically map (i.e., parameterize) every 3D mesh to a unit sphere through a harmonic
mapping approach to create a unique shape function for each 3D shape.
4. Apply the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) method to the complete set of shape
functions to determine and rank a set of shape features (i.e., modes and corresponding
coefficients from decomposition).
5. Utilize the modal coefficients to determine which shape features are significant (as relating
to features of the disease) to the patient population and/or create classifiers to predict
disease classification from these coefficients, etc.
Of particular importance is that the harmonic mapping step (Step 3) requires 2 anatomical reference
points (referred to as poles) and an anatomical references line (referred to as the dateline). For the
analysis herein the anterior border between the free wall and septum of the RV with endpoints at
the intersection with the pulmonary valve and apex was used as the dateline, and the intersection
points were the poles. As noted, the MRI image stacks were segmented to obtain 3D surfaces of
the RV at end-systole and end-diastole, and all segmentation was overseen by a trained
cardiologist.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
After applying the statistical shape analysis strategy to the 50 patient set, correlation between each
modal coefficient across the population and a variety of hemodynamic measures (including
pulmonary arterial pressure and pulmonary capillary wedge pressure, among others) was assessed.
Two modes of the RV shape were identified as being more significantly correlated to the
hemodynamic variables than the others. These were Mode 8 and Mode 13 (note that the mode
number relates to rank of the associated eigenvalue, ordering from highest eigenvalue to lowest).
These two modes are visualized in Figure 2, which shows each mode’s effect on the mean shape of
the RV from the patient set.

Figure 2: Mode 8 (left) and Mode 13 (right) obtained from the statistical shape analysis, shown in
terms of their effect on the mean RV shape (colour contours are shape change magnitude).
What is particularly interesting is to see that the two modes have specific and clear effect on the RV
shape. Mode 8 appears to relate to an expansion or contraction of the RV free wall. More
significantly, Mode 8 was seen to positively associate with PH, in that a larger value of the Mode 8
coefficient (meaning a bigger RV free wall) corresponded to higher pressures. Alternatively, Mode
13 appears to relate to a change in curvature of the septum and was negatively correlated with the
pulmonary arterial pressure. A relationship between septal curvature and PH has been observed
before, but this is the first time a 3D statistical shape analysis approach has so clearly quantified
this relationship. The results showed that a positive value of the Mode 13 coefficient increased the
“flatness” of the septum, which is commonly observed to be a less healthy state, and this was
significantly correlated to the increase in pulmonary arterial pressure.
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The coefficients of Mode 13 were then hypothesized to be significantly correlated to the state of
PH. So, the value of the Mode 13 coefficients were considered with respect to patient outcomes, as
defined as death or hospitalization with heart failure within 5 years of the image acquisition.
Figure 3 shows the value of the Mode 13 coefficient for each of the two outcomes.

Figure 3: Curvature mode, Mode 13, coefficients for each of the 50 patients divided by outcome as
either dead/hospitalized with heart failure (HHF) or not.
Although the correlation between outcomes and the Mode 13 coefficient is not perfect, there is
clearly a division between the two groups that is related to the value of the modal coefficient.
Moreover, the division between the two groups is significantly clearly for this Mode 13 coefficient
than any other measure available from the dataset, including all hemodynamic measures that were
clinically available. This correlation was significant even when adjusting for patient age. Thus,
there is significant evidence to motivate further evaluation of the relationship between shape of the
RV (as quantified by statistical shape analysis) and the state of PH. Important work is now
underway to evaluate the robustness of the method, which is critical to clinical integration, and to
explore how the technique can be automated to improve accuracy and minimise error associated
with human interference.
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SUMMARY
In this work a possibility of detecting the rotational-translational character of the blood flow in human
vessels using magnetic resonance imaging is analysed. We study a flow in silicone models of blood
vessels, which was generated with a programmable pump. A program for data processing was created,
which allows visualisation of the flow and calculation of the hydrodynamic parameters. The geometry
of the models were reconstructed and numerical calculations were performed. The results of the
simulation are in good agreement with the experimental data.
Key words: vessel models, helical flow, magnetic resonance imaging, numerical simulation

1 INTRODUCTION
In medicine, there are non-invasive methods for studying blood flow, such as computed tomography,
Doppler ultrasonography and magnetic resonance imaging. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is
considered as one of the safest methods for studying the blood flow in the circulatory system of the
body, so this method is of the greatest interest.
In classical haemodynamics it is believed that the blood flow is predominantly laminar and only
under certain conditions is turbulent. Studies of the structure of the blood flow show (e.g., [1, 2]) the
existence of the helical (rotational-translational) character of the blood flow in certain parts of the
human cardiovascular system, for example, in the aorta.
The role of the rotational-translational nature of the blood flow in the human body has not yet been
fully studied, and the question whether the helical character of the flow has a positive effect on the
movement of blood through the vessels, or contributes to the occurrence of diseases, remains open. The
purpose of this work is to study the possibility of reconstruction of the three-dimensional non-stationary
structure of fluid flow in blood vessel models based on magnetic resonance imaging, and to design a
software framework for processing medical data, in order to be able to further detect and analyse the
helical nature of the flow in human blood vessels.
2

MATERIALS

A set of experimental data was obtained by studying the flow in silicone models of blood vessels
with a Philips Ingenia 3T MRI scanner with the magnetic field of 3 tesla. The flow in models was
generated by a CompuFlow 1000MR programmable pump (Shelley Medical Imaging Technologies).
This pump allows one to create non-stationary fluid flow profiles, similar to the flow in blood vessels.
A 40% glycerol solution with water was used as a blood mimicking liquid. A silicone tube with a
home-made swirl generator and a silicone model of a common carotid artery bifurcation were used
in our experiments. The sizes of these models were taken in accordance with the average values of
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human vessels. A description of the experimental setup and preliminary results are given in [3]. For
each model, several series of experiments were carried out, differing by scanning area (ROI—region
of interest) and resolution. Characteristic values of such parameters of the experiments are shown in
table 1.
Table 1: Characteristic flow parameters and scanning setting used in the experiments

Flow rate, ml/s
ROI, mm3
Resolution, voxels
Voxel size, mm3
Temporal steps

Carotid artery bifurcation

Tube with a swirl generator

18 + 3 sin 𝜋𝑡
150×150×13.75
160×160×11
0.94×0.94×1.25
20

18 + 3 sin 2𝜋𝑡
150×150×13.75
160×160×11
0.94×0.94×1.25
20

To measure the velocity field using a magnetic resonance scanner, the 4D Qflow protocol was used.
The scanning protocol results in three image series (sets) corresponding to the three components of
the velocity field. Each series consists of two types of images which can be referred to as “mask” and
“data”. The “mask” images contain the information about the density of a liquid, and the “data” images
contain the velocity components of the flow. We use density images to reconstruct the flow domain
and to filter out the noise outside the flow domain.
3

DATA POST-PROCESSING SOFTWARE

The images from the MR scanner are obtained in the DICOM (Digital Imaging and Communications in
Medicine) format. The so-called patient coordinate system is used for specification spatial parameters.
The axes of this coordinate system are related to the patient’s body, lying on his back with his head
towards scanner magnet, that is: RL (Right-Left) — axis 𝑥, AP (Anterior-Posterior) — axis 𝑦 and FH
(Foot-Head) — the 𝑧 axis. The three series of images produced in one scan correspond to the three
velocity components along these 𝑥, 𝑦 and 𝑧 axis.
For processing DICOM files, we developed a MATLAB program. The “Image Processing Toolbox”
package is used to read medical images in DICOM format and extract all necessary information from
it.
During the analysis of image metadata, the fields responsible for the spatial and temporal characteristics
of the measured data were identified. The following fields from the metadata stored in the image files
were used: (0028,0030)—pixel spacing, (0028,0010)—number of rows, (0028,0011)—number of
columns, (0018,0088)—spacing between slices, (0020,0032)—image position, (0020,0037)—image
orientation, (2001,1008)—time step number, (2001,100A)—slice number, (2005,140B)—data scaling.
The scaling type is either normalized or cm/s, and indicates whether this image is related to the
density encoded image or velocity encoded one. The fields with the pixel spacing and spacing between
slices provide use the information about voxel size.
To get the velocity data from a DICOM file, a dicomread function is used. As a result, fourdimensional matrices of the components of the velocity components corresponding to the RL, AP,
FH directions are obtained. The first two indices of the matrices correspond to the row and column
numbers of the image, the third one is the layer number, and the fourth one is the time step.
For flow analysis, it is more convenient to change the coordinate system to the one associated with the
region of interest (ROI), in which the axes are directed along the edges of the rectangular ROI and
equivalent to the indices in the data matrices. To find the transformation matrix we employ the field
with the image orientation containing the unit vectors along the rows and columns of the images.
The velocity field obtained allows one to visualise the flow and analyse its spatial structure. Fig. 1
shows the streamlines for the flow in the silicone model of bifurcation of a common carotid artery.
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Figure 1: Streamlines of a flow in a model of a common carotid artery bifurcation

4 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The reconstruction of the flow domain for the common carotid artery bifurcation model was performed
using density images in the ITK-Snap software.
For the numerical simulation of the flow, the Navier–Stokes equations for a viscous incompressible
fluid under the assumption of rigid walls were used. The assumption used gives a fairly good qualitative
and quantitative description of the blood flow and is often used to simulate haemodynamics [4, 5]. A
no-slip condition on the model walls is used, along with the prescribed flow at the inlet and pressure at
the outlet of the flow domain.
The ANSYS CFX software was used to perform numerical calculations. The solver is based on the
finite volume method and is of the second order of accuracy. Time integration is performed using an
implicit second order accuracy scheme.
The simulations were carried out with periodic boundary conditions from a state of rest. The solution
quickly converges to the periodic one [6] and the results of the calculation for the third period were
taken as the periodic solution.
The grid parameters were selected after research on grid convergence. For the bifurcation we carried
out 3 simulations with the total number of elements equal to 171 633, 1 218 923 and 9 292 337. A
quantitative comparison of the numerical solutions between showed that the difference in the velocity
field and pressure does not exceed 5%. The sensitivity of the results obtained to variation of the time
step on the same grid was also checked. Calculations were performed for time step of 0.04, 0.01, and
0.005 s. The comparison showed insignificant differences in the resulting solutions.
Numerical simulations with different flow rates 12 + 3 sin 2𝜋𝑡, 15 + 3 sin 2𝜋𝑡, 18 + 3 sin 2𝜋𝑡, 18 +
6 sin 2𝜋𝑡, and 19 + 6 sin 2𝜋𝑡 ml/s were performed. The comparison showed that with the increase of
the flow rate, the length of the helical region increases.
5

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

For a qualitative comparison of the character of the flow, components of the velocity vector obtained in
the numerical simulations were extracted in the ANSYS CFD-Post and compared with corresponding
values obtained from experimental data. A comparison of the results of the numerical calculation and
the data obtained in the experiment using MRI showed that the conclusion about the character of the
fluid flow was made correctly.
Since, in the experiment, a known flow rate of 18 + 3 sin 2𝜋𝑡 ml/s was generated with the pump,
we can assess the accuracy of the MRI measurements by plotting the flow rate computed from the
experimental data. The discharge can be calculated by numerical integration of the velocity over the
cross-section of the tube.
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Figure 2: Volumetric flow rate

In Fig. 2, the exact volumetric flow rate of 18 + 3 sin 2𝜋𝑡 ml/s is shown in red, and the one obtained
from the experimental data is in blue. The horizontal axis corresponds to the time step and the vertical
one is the flow. According to the graphs, one can be conclude that the experimentally obtained results
are close to the prescribed exact ones. The graph was built for the tube model.
In this work a processing software for DICOM images containing experimental data obtained using
magnetic resonance imaging is developed. An analysis of the results of experiments showed the
possibility of detecting the swirling character of the blood flow in the vessels using MRI. The software
created allows one to compute hydrodynamic parameters of the flow, visualise and study the spatial
structure of the flow. Comparison of the results of numerical simulation and experimental data showed
qualitative agreement in the character of the flow.
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SUMMARY
Imaging the osteocyte-lacunar network is imperative for understanding its role in
mechanosensation. Separating lacunar objects from noise structures is not a trivial task when using
ultra-high-resolution desktop micro-computed tomography (micro-CT). Current studies use a
simple object volume filter that excludes a substantial number of small lacunae from the analysis.
This lacuna group is crucial for elucidating the small but important changes in their morphology,
which may be triggered by age or disease. We present a novel shape filter that allows including
small lacunae while effectively reducing noise as demonstrated through human visual inspection as
a gold standard for lacunar segmentation.
Key words: Osteocyte-lacunar imaging, ultra-high-resolution micro-CT, shape filter

1 INTRODUCTION
The osteocyte network is one of the most vastly distributed interconnected systems in the body and
consists of ≈3.7 trillion connections with the collective mass of their cell bodies and dendritic
processes equating the mass of the brain [1]. This dense network has been shown to transduce
mechanical ques into chemical signals and orchestrate the bone remodeling process via the
coordination of bone formation and bone resorption [2-4]. Each osteocyte inhabits an individual
cave-like structure known as lacuna, which hosts the unique geometry of each osteocyte and
remains intact even after cell death. This allows imaging of these porous lacunar structures using xray radiation at the sub-micrometer resolution. Several studies have previously explored the lacunar
network geometry using synchrotron radiation computed tomography (SR-CT) [5-7]. However,
SR-CT is both an expensive and a scarce resource among researchers. Therefore, it is imperative
that a lacunar imaging technique be developed for a more commonly available device: ultra-highresolution desktop micro-computed tomography (micro-CT). Desktop micro-CT equipment
possesses slightly lower resolution contrast compared to SR-CT making optimization of image
acquisition and sample-specific processing a large challenge for this application [8, 9].
Furthermore, it is difficult to separate true lacunar objects from noise structures, which will
typically also be segmented from the mineralized bone tissue using an individualized samplespecific threshold. More specifically, the distinction between small lacunar objects and noise
structures is particularly difficult and recent studies typically choose a single volumetric threshold
of 100µm3 – 175µm3 as the lower limit without any justification or investigation of how this
threshold affects quantification the image data [10-13]. By applying such a coarse filter to the
image, many small lacunae are excluded from subsequent analyses as a previous study has
determined the lower limit of an osteocyte lacuna volume to be as small as 28µm3 [14]. Therefore,
we present an improved method to separate lacunar objects from noise structures using a twoparameter shape filter that is optimized by visual inspection of every object and applies an
exclusion criterion based upon both volume of the object and the ratio of the object’s surface-tovolume ratio.
2 METHODOLOGY
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Four human iliac crest biopsies embedded in PMMA were imaged at a nominal voxel resolution of
1.2µm using a µCT50 imaging system (Scanco Medical, Bassersdorf Switzerland). A sub-volume
of between 200µm3 – 300µm3, which consisted of roughly 250 objects, was selected from each
sample with a total of 994 objects included across all four samples. A threshold was applied to each
volume using a previously described sample-specific tissue mineral density (TMD) approach and
all resulting objects were segmented, component labeled, and measured using a custom Python
(3.7.1, Python Software Foundation, Delaware, USA) script (Figures 1a – 1c). [9]. The threedimensional (3D) centroid location, volume, flatness, and surface area of each object were recorded
into an overarching database that included all of these parameters for all objects. The 3D centroid
location of each object was then used to locate and visualize the object in the original gray-scale
image in each of the three orthogonal 2D planes (Figures 1d and 1e) using a custom interface in
Python. Each object was visually inspected by an experienced human operator, who moved back
and forth through several slices in each 2D orthogonal plane to determine if the object was a
lacunar object (Figure 1d) or a noise structure (Figure 1e). This group designation from each visual
inspection was also included in the database. Lacunar volume (Lc.V) and surface-to-volume ratio
(Lc.S/Lc.V) were identified as the two best group separation parameters. Each parameter was
iteratively applied as an object threshold and the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy were
calculated at each step. Theses plots and the value that optimized for sensitivity, specificity, and
accuracy in each parameter was identified in Figure 2. These two values were then used in Figure 3
to construct a line that passes through zero and the intersection point of the two optimum
parameters to separate the noise group from the lacuna group. The method was then evaluated
using the leave-one-out-cross-validation (LOOCV) approach by treating the first three samples as
training data to calculate the optimum linear separation of the two groups and then applying it to
the fourth sample (Figure 4).

Figure 1: a) Original gray-scale micro-CT image. b) Segmented image using sample-specific TMD
threshold. c) 3D visualization of segmented objects. d) 2D visualization of the 3D lacunar object d*
in all three orthogonal planes of the original gray-scale image. e) 2D visualization of the 3D noise
structure e* in all three orthogonal planes of the original gray-scale image.
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3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
When optimizing for all three performance parameters, sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy, the
best single parameter thresholds were calculated to be 58µm3 for Lc.V and 1.59µm3/µm3 for
Lc.S/Lc.V, respectively. The performance of each single threshold is tabulated in Table 1 and all
three performance parameters range between 91% and 97%. Each single parameter is plotted on the
corresponding axis in Figure 3 depicting how the group of accepted lacunar objects would be
separated from the rejected noise structure group. The optimal 2-parameter linear separation line is
shown as the dashed line in Figure 3 while the vertical dotted line in Figure 3 provides a visual
comparison if the data were cut using a classical volumetric filter of 100µm3. The performance of
the optimal linear separation of the two groups is roughly equal to that of each individual single
parameter filter with sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy in the low to mid 90% range. Both single
parameters and the two-parameter linear separator perform 7% to 9% better in sensitivity and
accuracy, yet approximately 3% worse in specificity. Figure 4 displays the linear separator using
the LOOCV method and confirms the strength of this method with sensitivity, specificity, and
accuracy at 97%, 88%, and 98% respectively.

Figure 2: Accuracy, specificity, and sensitivity curves for Lc.V thresholds (a) and Lc.S/Lc.V
thresholds (b) with the optimum value identified for each with the vertical dashed line.

Figure 3: a) Two-parameter comparison of all objects (accepted lacunar objects and rejected noise
structures). Optimum threshold of each parameter are a solid line; dashed line constructed from
both optimums; classical 100µm3 volumetric threshold as a dotted line. b) LOOCV approach by
applying the optimum linear separation calculated from three samples on the fourth sample.
Table 1: Object threshold performance comparison.
Parameter
TP
TN FP
Optimum Lc.V (58µm3)
789 155 15
Optimum Lc.S/Lc.V (1.59) 795 157 13
Linear Separation
788 155 15
Classical Thresh (100µm3) 724 161
9
LOOCV Linear Separation 184
14
2

FN
35
29
36
100
4

Sensitivity
95.8%
96.5%
95.6%
87.9%
97.9%

Specificity
91.2%
92.4%
91.2%
94.7%
87.5%

Accuracy
95.0%
95.8%
94.9%
89.0%
97.1%

The importance of this new object separation method is twofold. When performing a lacunar
analysis, it is crucial to include the small lacunae to detect where minute morphological changes
occur with aging and disease. Tommasini et al. asserted that changes in these small pores could act
as an indicator for changes in the canalicular morphology size and connectivity, which we believe
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could subsequently affect the mechanosensitivity of the osteocyte network [12]. Therefore, the
sensitivity of the shape filter is critical and the new filter’s 7.7% increase from the classical 100µm3
filter is a marked improvement. We acknowledge the 3.5% reduction in specificity will allow
additional non-lacunar structures to infiltrate the data but argue that this is worth the 7.7% gain in
sensitivity and 4.0% gain in accuracy that the new filter provides. Furthermore, the ability to finetune a two-parameter linear separator is a big advantage for future datasets. Because both volume
and surface-to-volume ratio thresholds are quite sensitive to changes as seen in Figure 2, it is
important that a linear separator be rooted in the individual sample-specific distributions of both
parameters. We are currently developing an approach for creating a custom shape filter for each
sample based on these two parameters. Just as we choose a threshold that binarizes each image
based on the inflection point of the specific sample’s TMD histogram, we aim to link a similar
measure to the object group demarcation. This will permit the construction of a sensitive, unique
linear separator for each sample to split the lacunar objects from the noise structures without
requiring an in-depth visual inspection of all objects in every sample.
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1

SUMMARY
This study demonstrates the haemodynamic effects of different graft designs on atherosclerosis
redevelopment in coronary artery bypass graft surgeries. It aims to assess the necessity of a graft
optimisation platform being used as part of a pre-surgical planning framework. To do this, noninvasive clinical measurements and post-surgical computed tomography medical images are required
for a patient-specific analysis. By examining various haemodynamic metrics on three different graft
configurations, it was shown that an S-shaped conduit had better patency amongst other cases as a
result of a more uniform wall shear stress throughout, with a relatively low relative residence time.
Key words: surgical planning, haemodynamics, atherosclerosis, CFD
1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades, simulating and monitoring blood flow inside cardiovascular arteries have
provided the research community with an exclusive opportunity to further study the complications
of the vascular system particularly, coronary arteries [1]. Despite all the advances in medical imaging
techniques and healthcare technologies, surgeons currently have very little information on the
haemodynamic conditions of patients’ graft after a Coronary Artery Bypass Graft (CABG) operation.
This study focuses on optimising a Saphenous Vein Graft (SVG) which bypasses blood to the obtuse
marginal branch of the left coronary artery. To this aim, two different scenarios (S-shaped and Dshaped) were compared with an original configuration used by the surgeon. In this study
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) along with patient-specific clinical data were employed to
improve engraftment techniques and haemodynamic conditions in CABG patients in order to reduce
post-surgical complications.
There have been several studies discussing and evaluating the behaviour of blood flow in the vicinity
of coronary artery stenosis. In addition, many researchers have endeavoured to enhance graft patency
by considering the effect of local parameters such as anastomosis angle, distance of grafting, cuff
design etc. [2–4]. However, the bulk shape, chord length and transitional curvature of bypass conduits
have received little attention. The role of such parameters becomes more vital as the complexity of
cardiovascular revascularisation increases (e.g. sequential grafting) [5,6].
Various forms of cost-functions, consisting of multiple haemodynamic metrics (e.g. spatial averaged
wall shear stress, local wall shear stress gradient etc.) have been introduced previously in order to
maximise the efficacy of CABGs by eliminating ‘ill-shaped’ grafts [5]. However, there is still a need
for investigating the effects of varying aforementioned parameters in commonly performed graft
configurations which are particularly dissimilar in terms of their ‘bulk shape’.
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2

METHODOLOGY

In this study, the numerical modelling was done on patient-specific data as described below in details:
2.1 Geometry reconstruction and mesh generation
To reconstruct the geometry from a patient-specific anatomy, a Computed Tomography (CT) scan
image of a 75-year-old male patient experiencing coronary artery disease (70% stenosis) was
obtained. CT data of the patient revealed a triple CABG (Figure 1): one internal mammary artery
graft from the left subclavian artery to the left anterior descending artery, two native SVGs originated
from two locations in the ascending aorta to first, the obtuse marginal branch of the left coronary
artery and second, to the right coronary artery. This raw data (i.e. CT scan image) was then
transformed into a 3D geometry using image processing toolbox of an Open-Source software
(SimVascular v. 2018.07.04 [7]). Mesh sensitivity analysis was carried out and finally a grid with 2.7
million tetrahedral elements was chosen as the computational domain. Furthermore, to fully capture
high velocity gradients near the vessel walls, three prism layers were implemented. To mesh the
geometry, the ANSYS-Meshing module (ANSYS v. 19.0) was used.
2.2 Numerical method and boundary conditions
Throughout this study, a set of partial differential equations through which it governs fluid flow properties
at each node within the generated mesh are solved numerically [6,8–10]. Accordingly, continuity equations
along with Navier-Stokes equations are invoked for conservation of mass and momentum, respectively. The
fluid domain (i.e. blood) is assumed to be incompressible and Newtonian with properties of µ = 0.0035 Pa.s
and ρ = 1060 kg.m-3 [11]; additionally, all walls were considered to be rigid with no-slip condition. A velocity
waveform of a healthy patient with similar age/gender was applied to the aorta inlet (Figure 1) for the
purpose of this parametric study and all outlets were exposed to atmospheric conditions (i.e. traction free).
The turbulence model has been chosen to be the Shear Stress Transport (SST) model [12]. The
transient simulation was performed for four cardiac cycles and the results for the last cycle, when the flow
reaches to steady condition, was used to record the results. Finally, governing equations were discretised and
solved by commercial code ANSYS CFX (v. 19.0).
2

(a)

5

(b)

4 3
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1 – Aorta
2 – Left Subclavian Artery
3 – Left Common Carotid Artery
4 – Right Common Carotid Artery
5 – Right Subclavian Artery
6 – Saphenous Vein Graft
7 – Left Coronary Artery
8 – Right Coronary Artery
9 – Saphenous Vein Graft
10 – Internal Mammary Arterial Graft
11 – Left Anterior Descending Artery
12 – Obtuse Marginal artery

1
6
7
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11
12
8

Aorta & aortic branches
Bypass grafts
Coronary arteries
Occluded regions

Figure 1- Patient-Specific geometry reconstruction process - (a) Obtaining clinical data (e.g. CTscan and aortic inlet velocity waveform (from [10]) to be used as an inlet BC), (b) Identifying vessels'
pathlines (centre lines) followed by segmenting normal to the pathlines to create vessels’ crosssection areas and lofting segments to create the final geometrical model.
3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Various haemodynamic parameters were assessed using EnSight post-processing software (v. 10.2.3)
to describe the blood flow behaviour, namely Time-Averaged Wall Shear Stress (TAWSS),
Oscillatory Shear Index (OSI) and Relative Residence Time (RRT). These metrics have been
employed in many studies to demonstrate the haemodynamics in coronary arteries [1,4–6,13,14].
It has been concluded by previous studies that, there is an association between the likelihood of
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atherosclerosis development and local haemodynamic metrics [13,15,16]. Studies have emphasised
that low Wall Shear Stress (WSS) and oscillatory flows can trigger plaques build-up, also, a larger
TAWSS Gradient (TAWSSG) can increase wall permeability which might lead to atherosclerotic
lesions [4]. Therefore, they were presented here to decide whether the ‘bulk shape’ of grafts can
enhance the downstream and up-stream flow of the anastomosed region. The proposed D-shaped
graft, induced low TAWSS values and promoted oscillatory backflows near the anastomosed region,
causing RRT to increase locally as compared to the other two scenarios. However, the S-shaped
configuration minimised the downstream oscillation and in terms of TAWSS, this shape has a
considerably higher value in the vicinity of suturing in comparison with the two other anastomoses,
providing better graft patency by assuming the OSI to be uniformly distributed along the conduit in
all cases (Figure 2). As a corollary, the S-shaped conduit has minimised the RRT marginally as
compared to the original graft performed by the surgeon.
(2) Case A
S-shaped

(1) Original

(1)

(2)

(3)

(1)

(3) Case B
D-shaped

(2)

(3)

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 2 – Comparison of the up-stream and downstream haemodynamic metrics of three grafts with
different bulk shapes. (1) The original graft shape as performed by the cardiologist. (2) S-shaped graft.
(3) D-shaped graft.
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Results confirmed that applying slight changes to the geometrical features of conduits used in CABG
surgeries can lead to haemodynamic improvements, therefore, introducing a well-defined algorithm,
which can optimise CABG patency is necessary. Despite the WSS based results closely matching
those in similar works [17,18] in the literature, future work will incorporate more advanced BCs that
reflect physiologically accurate flow conditions, such as multi-scale modelling [1,5,6].
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SUMMARY
Restenosis typically occurs in regions of low and oscillating wall shear stress which also favours
the accumulation of atherogenic macromolecules such as low-density lipoprotein (LDL). This study
aims to determine how stent strut design may affect in-stent restenosis at the carotid artery bifurcation
following carotid artery stenting (CAS) by means of computational simulation. LDL concentrations
were compared for post-stent carotid and the contralateral models reconstructed from patient-specific
images. Our results show that closed-cell stent designs are more likely to create atheroprone and
procoagulant flow conditions than open-cell designs due to larger area exposed to high LDL concentration.
Key words: Stent design, Carotid artery stenting, Low-density lipoprotein

1 INTRODUCTION
In-stent restenosis (ISR) has been reported as a long-term complication which can arise from CAS.
Results from recent clinical trials on the long-term follow-up of CAS reported ISR rates ranging from
5.0% to 17.3% [1]. The incidence of restenosis is influenced by stent characeristics [2, 3] and vessel
geometry and correlates strongly with regions of neointimal hyperplasia, which is modulated by wall
shear stress [4, 5]. Differences in stent design may contribute to disparity in wall shear stress distribution and subsequent development of neointimal hyperplasia; the latter involves platelet aggregation,
smooth muscle cell proliferation and migration, and accumulation of inflammatory cells and fatty
deposits. Several studies used wall shear stress as a hemodynamic risk indicator to identify potential
regions of ISR [4, 5] and to determine the optimal stent type for specific vessels. However, computational studies of the transport of biologically active macromolecules in patient-specific carotid artery
bifurcation after CAS are lacking. Understanding the effects of detailed stent cell geometry on the
accumulation of atherogenic macromolecules such as LDL is important for further improvement and
optimisation of stent design in the future.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Reconstruction of the carotid artery bifurcation and stents
A patient with asymptomatic chronic stenosis (90% according to NASCET grading) in the right internal carotid artery (ICA) was examined using contrast-enhanced computed tomography angiography
(CTA). Due to patient medical background, the patient was recommended for endovascular intervention using CAS. A self-expanding Wallstent (Carotid WALLSTENT 6-8 × 37 mm, Boston Scientific)
was deployed in the ICA and distal to the common carotid artery (CCA), followed by post stenting
dilation using 4 mm diameter balloon, to ensure good stent positioning. According to the guidelines
and regulations of the NHS Health Research Authority in England, formal ethical approval was not
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Figure 1: Method of reconstruction of deployed stent geometry and virtual deployment. (a) Segmented CT
images are used to generate polylines of the post-stent carotid bifurcation. (b) Both polylines and centrelines
are exported to CAD software for (c) lofting to create a 3D solid model. (d) Parameterized sketch of the stent
cell is (e) wrapped around the solid wall representing the stented region (CCA and ICA). (f) Intersection of the
stent struts and the solid wall yields the expanded stent, and (g) subtraction from the solid post-stent model to
produce a post-stent carotid bifurcation for CFD simulation.

required for this limited retrospective and anonymised study. Post-stent CTA images were acquired
and used to reconstruct patient-specific models for computational simulations. Overall, two carotid
bifurcation geometric models were built at this stage: (a) post-stent model (reconstructed from poststent CTA images of the right carotid) and (b) the contralateral carotid with a low-grade stenosis
(30%), reconstructed from CTA images of the left carotid.
A generic approach to reconstruct the deployed stent was developed (Figure 1) by making use of
the following information: (1) geometry of the post-stent carotid bifurcation; and (2) stent-specific
properties including the number and width of cells, circumferential and longitudinal struts, as well
as the overall stent length and diameter. To investigate the influence of open- and closed-cell stent
design on blood flow patterns, models of two additional commercial stent designs were built i.e. Stent
B was created to represent another closed-cell stent design resembling a XACT stent and Stent C was
created for an open-cell design to resemble an ACCULINK stent.
2.2 Flow and LDL transport modelling
Laminar and pulsatile blood flows were simulated by numerically solving the governing equations
for an incompressible fluid using a finite volume based CFD code (ANSYS CFX 15.0). Blood was
treated as incompressible and non-Newtonian with a density of 1060 kg/m3 while its viscosity was
described using the Quemada model [6]. LDL was modelled as a dilute substance dissolved in blood
and transported by the flow through a convection-diffusion process. Patient-specific pulsatile flow
waveforms were applied at the inlet and 3-element Windkessel models were prescribed at the two
outlets. LDL was modelled as a dilute substance dissolved in blood and transported by the flow
through a convection-diffusion transport equation:
∂c
+ u · ∇c = D∇2 c
∂t
where c is LDL concentration, u is blood velocity vector and D is LDL diffusivity in blood. A
physiological concentration of 1.2 mg/mL was applied at the inlet [7].
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Figure 2: Sub-endothelial LDL concentration in the contralateral and stented models obtained with (a) normal
and (b) accelerated near wall transport, normalised against the average concentration found in the contralateral
carotid. The strut thickness in the stented models was reduced to half of its original size to account for neointima
hyperplasia induced in the early stages of implantation.

3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Our results in Figure 2 shows the local sub-endothelial LDL concentration in the four models with
normal and artificially accelerated near wall transport. For the contralateral (left) carotid, slightly
elevated LDL concentrations are observed in the carotid bulb, regardless of the rate of near wall
transport. For the post-stent models with normal near wall transport, elevated LDL concentrations
can be found in the proximal portion of the stent along the outer wall especially at the sharp corners
of the struts, with less pronounced LDL accumulation in the distal region. The local concentration
found in these regions is up to 80% higher than the average concentration found in the contralateral
carotid. More obvious differences in LDL accumulation can be found with accelerated near wall
transport. While LDL concentrations in the contralateral carotid are not affected by the artificial
acceleration of its near wall transport, notable changes are observed for the post-stent models. The
reason for significant LDL accumulation towards the distal end of the stent could be attributed to
the combined effect of bending at both ends of the stent, slightly enlarged local diameter and the
presence of a mild constriction in the middle of the stent. Isolated spots of LDL accumulation were
also observed at the proximal end of the stent but these were limited to the sharp corners around the
struts. Based on our results, LDL accumulation appeared to be more pronounced in Wallstent and
Stent B - both are closed-cell stents. Nonetheless, it should be borne in mind that our simulation
results were based on the assumption that the plaque was pushed back uniformly by the stent, so that
any possible protrusion of the plaque through the free cell area of the stent was not taken into account.
The methodology presented in this study allows us to replicate stent apposition from the post-CAS
patient-specific geometry, maintaining the complex shape of stent strut such as floating strut at the
external carotid artery (ECA) entrance and a small constriction downstream of the bifurcation; all
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of these influence the local hemodynamics [4, 5]. The results clearly show that the patient-specific
geometry and stent design in post-stent models affect the distribution of LDL concentration. Low
endothelial shear stress, flow recirculation and stagnation are known to be associated with weak convective clearance near the endothelial surface, which could result in local accumulation of biologically active compounds like LDL [8]. This method can be applied to multiple patient cases in order
to further elucidate the role of stent design on the development of ISR after CAS.
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SUMMARY
This work describes the development of a patient-specific, open source intervention planning
pipeline for congenital heart disease in a low-to-middle income country context. The research uses
computational fluid dynamics along with computed tomography angiogram and echocardiograph
imaging modalities to model flow in diseased and repaired arteries of tetralogy of Fallot and
coarctation of the aorta. The constituents of the open source pipeline are discussed to provide
perspective on the imaging protocol, segmentation techniques and characteristics of flow after postprocessing. This illustrates the capability of the pipeline to show qualitative variations in blood flow
characteristics useful for surgical planning.
Key words: CFD, patient-specific, tetralogy of Fallot, coarctation of the aorta
1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

Eight in every 1000 babies are born with a congenital heart disease (CHD) and of this cohort,
tetralogy of Fallot (ToF) and coarctation of the aorta (CoA) have a high occurrence of 7% each [1, 2].
CHD is a global burden, however, in developing countries, it is exacerbated by the lack of access to
quick diagnosis and treatment. This has led to a large disparity between the likely outcome of a CHD
patient in developed countries such as the USA and developing countries such as Mozambique or
Uganda [2, 3, 4]. Biomechanical and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies have seen an
expansion of multi-disciplinary research collaborations which have focused on the themes of
interventional planning and haemodynamic pathophysiology [5, 6, 7].
In ToF, the palliative placement of systemic to pulmonary shunts may not provide adequate blood
supply to the pulmonary branches and so necessitating re-operation. In addition, CoA has presented
challenges related to re-coarctation post-repair, as well as other heart lesions being developed later
in life [1]. In silico CFD modelling can offer further insight into the favourable or unfavourable
changes to haemodynamics of the system given a chosen repair approach which in turn can guide
surgical planning and long-term treatment plans [8].
This research aims to develop a semi-automated, patient-specific, open source interventional
planning pipeline for congenital heart disease that is feasible for application within the typical
constraints of low-to-middle income countries. The latter condition poses several challenges to the
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standard CFD modelling pipeline which necessitates a considered approach such that the
methodology is replicable in under-resourced facilities. This project forms part of an international
collaborative effort between the University of Cape Town, the Red Cross War Memorial Children’s
Hospital and the University of Manchester. The reach of the Red Cross War Memorial Children’s
Hospital across Africa is particularly crucial for feasibility checks and protocol development over the
course of the project.
1.2

Scope

In both the CoA and ToF case, the study uses a patient-specific image set, along with the open source
tool kit, SimVascular [9], to segment geometry. In ToF, artificially generated shunt configurations
will be modelled to examine each configuration’s efficacy and qualitatively compare the changes to
blood flow in the system. In the CoA case, the study will consist of a qualitative comparison between
blood flow pre and post-surgical interventions of stenting. The geometry of the stent itself will be
ignored. It is recognised that this simplification carries implications regarding the local
haemodynamics around the stent, however changes to macro-scale blood flow will be focused on.
The open source software, OpenFOAM, will be used to model transient flows based on patientspecific velocity data through the aorta. The validation process is underway and simulation results
will be compared to the echocardiographic data for verification purposes and to understand accuracy
limitations and sensitivity to numerical meshes. In addition, the metrics of velocity profiles, pressure
distributions, oscillatory shear index (OSI) and wall shear stress (WSS) distributions will be used to
compare the results of the different states. The effect of fluid-solid interactions and valve motion will
be excluded and, in the interest of first developing a methodical approach, sensitivity to variability
in the inlet velocity profile will be investigated at a later stage.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1

Data Acquisition and Geometry Reconstruction

Each stage in the process schematic detailed in Figure 1 was followed to develop the overall pipeline,
with a view to building a database of flow-derived metrics to complement local patient-specific
records. Geometric data was collected retrospectively through the Red Cross War Memorial
Children’s Hospital archives. In both the ToF and CoA cases, a CT angiogram (CTA) was conducted
to obtain geometric data and an echocardiography investigation was conducted for patient-specific
blood flow data. CTA data for a five-month-old child who presented with typical coarctation (patient
A) and a twelve-month-old child presenting with typical ToF and who had had a central shunt in
place (patient B) was collected. A protocol was established and carried out to obtain a set of blood
flow measurements in the aorta specific for application in CFD using echocardiography. Figure 2
illustrates the transient velocity profile captured at the ascending aorta during an echocardiography
investigation for patient A. Data had to be idealised for patient B due to a lack of relevant
echocardiographic data at the time of the CTA scan. It was decided that by using consistent, albeit
generalised data would allow for an adequate qualitative study. Imaging data was uploaded in

Figure 1: Schematic of the open-source CFD pipeline for patient-specific modelling

DICOM format into the open source SimVascular (27/01/2018 update) platform [9] for geometry
segmentation and their volumes were discretised.
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Coarctation

Shunt

Figure 2: Echocardiograph blood velocity
data extracted for the inlet to patient A at the
ascending aorta.

2.3

Figure 3: Segmented geometry of patient
A (left) and patient B (right). The central
shunt and coarctation are labelled.

Simulation

Meshes were imported into OpenFOAM (version 6) for fluid simulations. The finite volume
pressure-implicit split-operator (PISO) algorithm was used for solving the Navier-Stokes equations
under laminar flow and Newtonian fluid conditions. The dynamic viscosity and density properties of
blood were taken as 0.004 Pa∙s and 1060 kg∙m-3 respectively [10] and simulations solved using a
time step size of 1x10-5 s in order to maintain stability. The simulation was carried out in parallel on
the CSIR Centre For High Performance Computing Lengau cluster.
The inlet to the domain was defined using a Dirichlet velocity boundary condition. The velocity at
the inlet was defined to have a fully developed parabolic profile. The outlets of the domain were
initially based on a Dirichlet zero-pressure outlet boundary conditions. Walls were considered rigid
with a no slip condition. Following successful implementation of simple models, the study aims to
evaluate the qualitative differences in haemodynamic metrics obtained using different outlet
boundary conditions namely; zero-pressure, defined mass flow splits and the 3 element Windkessel
model for transient cases. Results were post-processed using ParaView (version 5.6) to be able to
analyse key fluid flow characteristics.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
CTA data was obtained for patient A and patient B and a comprehensive echocardiograph data
collection protocol was implemented. CTA data was successfully translated into a segmented
geometry for patient A and patient B as shown in Figure 3. Segmentation has thus far necessitated
significant user input supplemented by semi-automated methods as fully automated methods are
inhibited by the large variation of vascular geometries presented in CoA and ToF patients. In addition,
manual input remained due to the relatively low image quality resulting from motion artefacts and
the important restrictions on exposure of paediatric patients to radiation.
Preliminary results are shown in Figure 4, which illustrates the complex flow field present in the arch
as well as the vortices generated by the bifurcation at the pulmonary arteries and descending aorta.
The work presented here shows progress towards developing a patient-specific, semi-automated,
open-source simulation pipeline that can use readily available equipment in hospitals. Once the
geometry has been segmented and meshed, scripts will run and post-process geometry files submitted
to the cluster; towards the aim of providing an automatic assessment of the patient-specific
haemodynamics. This could serve as a broadly accessible tool in clinical setting in both wellresourced and minimally resourced hospitals and will be made available to the community in order
to motivate continual improvements towards this goal.
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Figure 4: Initial results showing key flow features through the volume of patient B and geometry
extractions for patient A and patient B. A: vorticity generated by bifurcation in the pulmonary artery.
B: vorticity generated by the arch. C: parabolic inlet velocity condition. D: velocity streamlines in
descending aorta.
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SUMMARY
We present a proof of concept for web-based interface for 3D simulations. Two problems are considered: sensitivity analysis of bioimpedance measurements and assessment of reconstructed aortic
valve function. The bioimpedance model is based on Finite Element Method and anatomically correct
3D model from the Visible Human Project. The technology provides an online numerical simulator
of bioimpedance measurements using different electrode placement schemes. The aortic valve model
is based on Mass-Spring Model and automatic segmentation of aortic walls from contrast enhanced
Computer Tomography Angiography images. The numerical framework for assessment of valve function can be utilized by surgeons during patient-specific decision making.
Key words: bioimpedance, aortic valve reconstruction, web services

1 INTRODUCTION
The mathematical models are extensively used in biomedical applications. Visualization of numerical results, especially in 3D simulations, becomes the next limiting factor in translation of numerical
modeling to clinical practice. 3D visualization usually requires interactivity for better perception. In
this work we present a light-weight web-based interface, which does not require special equipment
and runs computations on a remote server. We demonstrate performance of this interface for two
biomedical problems: sensitivity analysis of bioimpedance measurements and assessment of reconstructed aortic valve function.
Bioimpedance measurements estimate passive electric properties of biological tissues in response to
application of low-level alternating electric current. Conventionally, in bioimpedance analysis of body
composition and spectroscopy four or eight contact electrodes are used to obtain whole, segmental
or local body characteristics from measured transfer impedance at single or multiple current frequencies. Similarly, a few electrodes are used for the assessment of central hemodynamics in impedance
cardiography and evaluation of vascular function in impedance plethysmography. The human body is
highly inhomogeneous anisotropic structure. The most promising way of substantiation and further
development of the above methods, as well as accurate data interpretation, is a high-resolution mathematical model of the human body. In our previous work, we presented the FEM-based computational
technology for bioimpedance modeling [1]. The cornerstone of the technology is an anatomically
correct 3D model from the Visible Human Project. We developed an online numerical simulator of
bioimpedance measurements [2] which models the conventional 4-electrode and 10-electrode placement schemes and allows user to select arbitrary positions of electrodes for any tetrapolar scheme.
Referring back to aortic valves, one of the approaches to treat aortic valve diseases is surgical valve
replacement techniques based on reconstruction of leaflets from glutaraldehyde-fixed autologous pericardium [3]. In this procedure, the decision on the shape of new leaflets is based on the experience and
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expertise of surgeons and is being made during the surgical procedure. We aim to develop a numerical
framework for patient-specific assessment of reconstructed valve function that can be utilized by surgeons at the preoperative stage and allows surgeons to compare different shapes of valve leaflet and
to choose optimal replacement strategies. This framework should provide simulation results on the
fly to test different valve configurations. This imposes specific restrictions on the numerical model:
modeling of leaflets deformation (valve closure) should be as fast as possible. Therefore, we have
chosen mass-spring models (MSM) [4, 5], a feasible approach to predict coaptation zone of closed
heart valve. Personalized aorta geometry is derived from contrast enhanced Computer Tomography
Angiography (ceCTA) images.
2

METHODOLOGY

We developed web interfaces for definition of input parameters and visualization of the 3D simulation results. The mathematical models used in these simulations are presented in this section. The
developed online numerical simulators are publicly available [2, 6].
2.1 Bioimpedance sensitivity analysis
The mathematical model of bioimpedance measurements is based on the following problem [1]:
div(C∇U ) = 0
(J, n) = I0 /S±
(J, n) = 0

J = C∇U,

in Ω,

(1)

on Γ± ,

(2)

on ∂Ω\Γ± ,

(3)
(4)

where Ω is the computational domain (human body), ∂Ω is its boundary, Γ± are the electrode contact
surfaces, n is the outward unit normal vector, U is the electric potential, C is the conductivity tensor,
J is the current density, I0 is the injected electric current, S± are the areas of the electrode contacts.
Equation (1) determines the distribution of electric field in the domain with heterogeneous conductivity C. Equation (2) sets the constant current density on the electrode contact surfaces. Equation (3)
defines the no-flow boundary conditions. Note, that U is defined only up to a constant.
The conventional tetrapolar measurement technique involves two pairs of electrodes attached to the
skin. The first pair of current carrying (CC) electrodes is used for injecting electrical current into
the body. The second pair of pick-up (PU) electrodes is used for measuring the electric potential
difference. This difference divided by the value of injected current is called the transfer impedance.
(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

Figure 1: (A)–(C) Sensitivity of the tetrapolar scheme on a homogeneous cylinder: (A) and (B) electric potential and current lines for CC and PU pairs, respectively; (C) sensitivity field, red – positive, blue – negative, white – nearly zero. (D)–(E) Conventional 4-electrode scheme: (D) sensitivity distribution; (E) volume
impedance density distribution.

We introduce two lead fields Jcc and Jreci , which are computed from (1)-(4) as density vector fields
generated by a unit current excitation (I0 = 1) using the pairs of CC and PU electrodes, respectively
(Fig. 1 A–B). The sensitivity analysis is based on the distribution of the sensitivity field S = Jcc ·
Jreci (Fig. 1 C). The transfer impedance is computed from the general transfer impedance equation:
Z
Z
Zt =
ρ Jcc · Jreci dx =
ρ S dx,
(5)
Ω

Ω
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where ρ is the resistivity. Sensitivity multiplied by resistivity is also called volume impedance density.
In the web interface the user selects one of the predefined electrode schemes, or specifies the positions
of the electrodes for a new tetrapolar scheme. The server computes the lead fields from (1)-(4) and
calculates the sensitivity filed. The sensitivity and volume impedance density distribution (Fig. 1 D–
E) are then transferred back to the user.
2.2 Aortic valve model
We use the surface mesh of left ventricle and aorta, reconstructed from ceCTA images, for visualization of the patient-specific domain and manual assignment of leaflets position and suturing path on
the aorta wall (Fig. 2 A). We define the leaflet shape by a parameterized template (Fig. 2 B) and use
use the advancing front triangular mesher from Ani2D package for mesh generation (Fig. 2 C).
T
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Figure 2: (A) Surface mesh: ascending aorta (AA), sinotubular junction (STJ), commissure point (green dot),
suturing path (yellow dashed line), ventriculo-aortic junction (VAJ), part of the left ventricle (LV), aortic sinuses
are between suturing path and sinotubular junction. (B) Leaflet template: sutured part of the boundary (P −
Q − R − S), free part of the boundary (P − T − S). (C) Leaflet uniform triangular mesh with mesh size
h = 3mm, r = 12mm, a = 13mm, b = 13mm, α = 160◦ . (D) Characteristics of coaptation zone. (E) The
position of leaflets in closed valve.

According to MSM, each valve leaflet is represented by an oriented triangulated surface, each edge
is considered as a spring with given stiffness, and each node is considered as a point mass at which
forces are applied. The static equilibrium equation at the i-th node is
Fpi + Fsi + Fci = 0,

(6)

Fpi ,

where
Fsi , Fci are the forces of blood pressure, spring’s elasticity and contact of leaflets, respectively. The static equilibrium is derived from the iterative process. At each step the forces are
computed for each node, and all nodes are shifted in the direction of their forces.
P
P
The pressure force Fpi is defined by Fpi = P i Ai /3, where P is the applied pressure and i Ai is
the sum of all oriented areas computed as vector product of triangles containing the i-th node.
s

Consider a single spring sij connecting nodes ri and rj . The elastic force Fi ij at the i-th node caused
by deformation of spring sij is [4]:
P
E(ε)h s As
rj − ri
sij
sij
, kij =
,
(7)
Fi = kij (krj − ri k − l0 )
s
krj − ri k
(l0ij )2

where E(ε) is a piecewise linear function
Pfor the elastic modulus derived from the experimental stressstrain curve, h is the surface thickness, s As is the surface area of the triangular elements sharing the
s
edge sij , l0ij is the initial length of the spring sij , ε is relative elongation of the spring.
P s Assembling
over neighbouring springs/triangle we obtain elastic force at the i-th node: Fsi = j Fi ij .

To describe the contact interaction, we introduce contact forces which are similar to reaction forces [5]
and act only in the vicinity of the other leaflet. The detailed definition of these forces is presented
in [7].
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The coaptation zone and height (Fig. 2 D) are derived from the final position of the leaflets (Fig. 2 E).
These statistics and the final position of the leaflets are transferred back to the user.
3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we presented essential elements and the workflow of two web-based technologies. The
first technology is the FEM-based high-resolution modeling of bioimpedance measurements. This
technology is implemented as the online numerical simulator with a user-friendly interface. The advantages of the technology are anatomically correct 3D model of the VHP man and the usage of FEM
discretizations on the adaptive unstructured tetrahedral meshes. Mesh adaptivity provides significant
reduction of CPU time and computer memory requirements while saving the model accuracy. The
simulator enables to calculate and visualize the sensitivity fields for the conventional tetrapolar and
10-electrode configurations at various measuring scenarios [1].
We also presented the numerical framework for computing coaptation characteristics of reconstructed
aortic valve. The coaptation zone is the main factor for decision making of leaflet shape optimization.
Our numerical results for the coaptation zone are in good agreement with the benchmark [4]. Our
numerical framework aims at patient-specific aortic valve reconstruction and is based on automatic
aorta segmentation from ceCTA images. The elastic parameters sensitivity analysis and the impact
of material anisotropy on the coaptation height are presented in [7]. According to our results, the
coaptation zone is mainly determined by the geometrical features of the valve leaflets.
The online numerical simulators are based on JavaScript 3D library and WebGL technology. We
prepared the public versions of these simulators [2, 6]. Both simulators use the preloaded sample
data and are aimed to research and educational purposes. The actual work with the patient data will
require additional steps to implement, including authentication, encryption, and data storage. The data
privacy is a major concern nowadays. At the moment, our web services do not collect any personal
information about the users. For statistical purposes only the country of the user is logged according to
GeoIP database. So far, the bioimpedance online simulator [2] was used from the following countries:
Brazil, China, France, Germany, India, Italy, Russia, Turkey, and United Kingdom.
Acknowledgments. The work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (RFBR
grant 17-01-00886).
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SUMMARY
A numerical model of drug delivery from three different drug delivery modes, namely topical
administration, therapeutic lens (TL) and sub-conjunctival implant (SI) in the anterior portion of the
human eye has been developed for the treatment of primary open angle glaucoma (POAG). The
numerical model takes into account the drug transport along with heat transfer and fluid flow in the
anterior portion of the human eye. Additionally, a comparison of the efficacy of the aforementioned drug
delivery modes has been done to find out the most suitable drug delivery mode for treating POAG.
Results illustrate that therapeutic lens is the most optimum drug delivery mode as it leads to higher
accumulation of the drug and for longer duration in all the relevant domains of eye.
Key words: Topical administration, Therapeutic lens, sub-conjunctival implant, anterior portion,
POAG.
1 INTRODUCTION
Ocular diseases are the major cause of blindness and vision deficiency in humans worldwide. These
diseases mainly affect the anterior and posterior portions of the eye. Out of these diseases, primary open
angle glaucoma (POAG), which is an anterior chamber eye disease is very challenging. Extensive
numerical studies have been performed by several researchers on drug transport for treatment of POAG
[1–4]. Despite significant research has already been done in the field of numerical modeling of drug
transport in the human eye, there remains scope for improvement. To the extent of our knowledge, there
has been no mathematical model and numerical study that simulates drug transport after implantation of
the drug-eluting contact lens in the anterior eye for treatment of POAG. Ferreira et al. developed a 1D
model to study drug transport in the human eye through a drug-eluting contact lens. However, this model
did not consider the complex interplay of heat transfer and aqueous humor (AH) flow on drug transport in
the anterior chamber (AC) of the human eye [4]. Additionally, a comparison of the efficacy of different
drug delivery modes for the treatment of POAG has not been performed before.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Geometric model: An axi-symmetric two dimensional model of up facing human eye has been
developed including all the components of the eye. Figure 1 ((a)-(c)) shows the geometric eye model for
topical administration, therapeutic lens (TL) and sub-conjunctival implant (SI), respectively. The eye
model included all the essential components of the eye such as cornea, sclera, AC, eye lens, vitreous body
(VB), iris, posterior chamber (PC), trabecular mesh (TM) and ciliary body (CB). The geometric
dimensions of the developed eye model are same as mentioned in Chen et al. [2]. The thickness of TL
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was taken to be 0.1 mm [4]. The dimensions of the SI were taken as 0.019 m in length, 0.00203 m in
width and 0.001016 m in thickness as shown in Figure 1(c) [3].
Cornea
TM

AC
Lens

TL
SI
Iris
CB

PC
Sclera
VB

(a)

(c)

(b)

Figure 1. Eye geometry showing various components (a) Topical Administration, (b)
Therapeutic Lens (TL) and (c) Sub-conjunctival Implant (SI).
2.2 Mathematical Model: Mathematical model includes the governing equations describing heat transfer,
AH flow and drug concentration.
2.2.1 Heat transfer
The governing equation for the flow of heat in both the anterior and posterior segments of the eye for all
the drug delivery modes is described as [2]

ρcc (v ∇ T )=∇ (k ∇ T )
(1)
Where ρc is the mass density of the AH, c is the specific heat, v is the velocity of AH and k is the thermal
conductivity. Their values are different for different parts of the eye and have been taken from literature
[2].
For topical administration, on the outer surface of the cornea, convective and radiative heat transfer along
with heat loss due to tear evaporation has been considered as the boundary condition [2]. Similar
boundary condition has been used for implant and lens drug delivery mode. However, in case of TL
convective and radiative boundary condition was applied on TL surface instead of corneal surface with
emissivity and tear evaporation rate of the lens surface taken to be 0.955 and 55.82 (Wm−2), respectively.
Similar convective boundary condition was applied on the outer surface of the sclera for all drug delivery
modes [2].
2.2.2 AH Flow
Within the anterior and posterior chamber of the eye, AH flow takes place. Assuming the AH to be incompressible Newtonian fluid the flow is governed by the continuity and the Navier–Stokes equations for
steady state and is expressed as [2]
(2)
∇ ∙ v=0
(3)
ρc0 ( v ∙ ∇ ) v=−∇ p+ μ ∇2 v + ρc0 g[1−β (T −T ref )]
Where μ is the dynamic viscosity of the AH, p is the pressure, g is the gravitational acceleration, ρc0 is the
reference density of the fluid, β is the volume expansion coefficient of the AH and T ref is the reference
temperature (307K) [2]. It has been assumed that for AH flow there is only one inlet and one outlet,
namely CB and TM, respectively. The AH velocity profile at the inlet (CB) was assumed to be parabolic
[2]. Boundary conditions at the outlet surface TM were taken to be zero viscous stresses. At all the remaining boundaries the AH velocity was assumed to be zero, i.e., the no-slip and no-penetration boundary
condition.
2.2.3 Drug Transport
Spatial and temporal distribution of the drug concentration is governed by the unsteady convection-diffusion equation [2]
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∂C
+ v ∙ ∇ C−D ∇2 C=0
∂t

(4)

Where C is the drug concentration and D is the mass diffusion coefficient of the drug. Ethacrynic acid
(ECA) has been used as the sample drug in this study. The diffusion coefficient of the drug in different
parts of the eye has been taken from the literature [2]. For topical administration, drug delivery has been
modeled by first-order kinetics boundary condition with a half-life of 177.77 seconds [2]. Diffusion of the
drug was slower and thus assumed negligible as compared to convection at TM. A zero concentration
boundary condition was applied on the posterior surface of iris. The initial drug concentration was taken
to be zero in all regions of the eye by assuming no drug in the eye initially. Similar drug transport equation (4) has been used for TL and implant but with different boundary conditions. Lens has been assumed
to be a semi-impermeable membrane that allows the drug to pass through it by diffusion. Therefore, a
zero flux boundary condition was taken on the outer surface of the contact lens. Additionally, the contact
lens was loaded with an initial drug concentration of 1.147mol/m 3 [4]. For implant, an exponential function with respect to time was used to model the amount of drug released from the implant [3].
3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The aforementioned governing differential equations were simulated with the help of commercial finite
element software COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0. All the simulated results were mesh independent with final
mesh elements for topical, TL and SI case consisted of 23445, 23590 and 23489 triangular mesh
elements, respectively. Figure 2(a) shows the contour map of temperature distribution with temperature
increasing gradually as one move from the cornea to the interior side of the eye. Figure 2(b) shows the
contour map indicating the magnitude of AH flow and red arrows showing the direction of AH flow. A
counter clock-wise AH natural convection in the anterior chamber was found. This is because of the
temperature gradient present in the eye, which increases from cornea to the interior surface due to which
warmer fluids with lower densities tend to rise along the corneal surface. The temperature distribution
results were validated with the experimental results of Lagendijk et al. [5]. Additionally, the AH flow
simulated results were validated with the one reported by Ooi et al. [1] and a similar qualitative and
quantitative agreement was observed.
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(a)
Figure 2. (a) Temperature distribution (K) and (b) AH flow field (m/sec) in an up facing eye.

0

Figure 3 (a) shows the contour map of the drug concentration at 1 hour after topical administration of eye
drops. The drug diffuses through the cornea at initial time instances up to 10 minutes. However, as time
progresses the drug is mostly convected to the center of the AC (along with the optical axis) and then
down to the interior (lens and iris) because of AH circulation. Further, some part of the drug was also
found to be diffused to some parts of TM and sclera. A similar observation was seen in case of TL (Figure
3 (b)) after the drug diffuses slowly from the TL to the cornea. In the case of the implant (Figure 3 (c)) it
was observed that drug is slowly released from the implant and gradually diffuses through the sclera.
After some time, drug starts to enter the AC of the eye through the gap present between iris and lens.
Since iris is a good absorber of drug, therefore, a very small amount of drug enters the AC. In the AC, the
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drug is convected towards the center due to counterclockwise AH flow present in the AC. Further, it was
seen that a large portion of the drug released from the implant diffuses across sclera into the vitreous.
Figure 4((a)-(d)) shows the comparison of average drug concentration in AC, TM, iris and lens of the eye
for different drug delivery modes at all the time instances. It can be observed that for TL drug delivery
mode the average drug concentration in all the domains is higher as compared to the other two modes for
all times. The biological reason behind this is that lens divides the tear film present in front of the cornea
into two parts, namely pre-lens tear film (exposed to environment) and post-lens tear film (between lens
and cornea). Drug diffused through the lens into post-lens tear film remains in contact with cornea for
prolonged period, increasing its bioavailability. It has been reported in the literature that TL drug delivery
has a residence time of more than
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Figure 3. Spatio-temporal distribution of drug concentration at t = 1hour (a) Topical administration,
(b) Therapeutic lens (TL) and (c) Sub-conjunctival (SI) implantation.
1 hour in comparison to just 1–3 minutes in case of topical eye drops. Due to this, drug delivery through
the TL sustains for a longer amount of time. Due to its highest concentration for the longest amount of
time in AC and TM, TL drug delivery is most suitable for the treatment of POAG. Further, highest drug
concentration achieved through TL drug delivery will help open up the pores of TM. This will result in
efficient drainage of AH, thus reducing intraocular pressure (IOP), which is the primary cause of POAG.

(b)

(a)

(c)
(d)
Figure 4. Temporal evolution of average drug concentration for different drug
delivery modes in (a) Anterior Chamber, (b) TM, (c) Iris and (d) Eye Lens.
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SUMMARY

Heart arrhythmia is caused by abnormal electrical conduction through the myocardium, which in
some cases, can be treated with heat. One of the challenges is to reduce temperature peaks through
the process, that could cause undesired consequences like healthy cells destruction.
In this work, pulsatile heat is used to modulate induced temperature fields. A three-dimensional
model of the myocardium, catheter and blood flow is developed. Porous media, heat conduction
and Navier-Stokes equations are respectively employed for each domain. Results are presented for
different pulsatile conditions, in order to show when an ablation zone is obtained without any
undesired temperature peaks.
Key words: Porous Media, Bioheat, RF Catheter Ablation.

1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, one of the major causes of death are cardiac arrhythmias. This is caused by an abnormal
conduction through the myocardium. This causes a variation of the pumping mechanism in the
heart, and the worst consequence consists of embolic events, that might cause strokes. The most
diffused arrhythmia is the atrial fibrillation, that has a certain risk of stroke and other
thromboembolism. Arrhytmia can be treated by using various techniques, and one of these is the
ablation therapy [1]. With this technique, a catheter passes through a femoral vein, and it reaches a
specific position inside the heart. By emitting radiofrequencies (RF) to the myocardium, the cardiac
tissue is heated up so that abnormal conduction pathways are destroyed.
Computational modeling of RF cardiac ablation is very important due to the difficulties in carrying
out informative experiments. Haines and Watson [2] proposed a spherical electrode surrounded by
the tissue, without considering exterior blood flow circulation, that was included by Labonté et al.
[3]. A model that includes blood, myocardium and ablation catheter with a thermistor that is on the
tip has been presented by Lai et al. [4]. They modeled RF ablation response time for various
positions with different objective temperatures, and lesion dimensions correlation with time under
different conditions is presented. Gonzàlez-Suàrez and Berjano [5] compared different models in
order to quantify the importance of modeling blood flow on heat transfer through the myocardium.
They concluded that modeling blood flow requires more effort but provides results that are closer
to the experiments. Iasiello et al. [6] developed a model based on porous media theory. In their
work, the myocardium was treated as a perfused porous media, they also took into account that
interstitial blood flow and myocardium tissue are not in local thermal equilibrium. By varying
parameters, they concluded that lower temperatures are achieved when inlet velocities are lower.
One of the challenges related to RF cardiac ablation is to avoid temperature peaks. This is because
healthy cells might be destroyed, or there might be undesired effects like coagulation on the
electrode, steam popping, perforation and so on [7]. A solution could be the use of pulsating heat,
that avoids peaks because heat is modulated through the process. In the present work, effects of
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pulsating heat are analyzed for RF cardiac ablation procedure, that is modeled by using porous
media theory as in Iasiello et al. [6]
2 METHODOLOGY
A sketch of the computational domain is depicted in Fig. (1), together with dimensions [5, 6]. The
catheter is embedded in the cardiac tissue with a certain depth (here equal to 1.25 mm). The effects
of the thermistor are also included in the domain. Governing equations and boundary conditions are
the same as given in Iasiello et al. [6]. For the blood flow region, Navier-Stokes equations are
invoked with a uniform temperature and velocity condition at the inlet (say, 37 °C and 0.05 m/s).
Heat equation is solved for the catheter, while porous media equations [7] for mass, momentum and
energy (both solid and fluid phases) are employed for the myocardium. Since we have
radiofrequencies, voltage field is solved with Laplace equation by assuming that the active
electrode is at constant voltage, and pulsatile heating condition are modeled by varying this voltage
(details in the following section). Property dependence on the temperature is also considered for
electric and thermal conductivity, and liquid-gas evaporation is also included with the enthalpy
method. Thermophysical and porous media properties are taken from González-Suárez and Berjano
[5] and Iasiello et al. [6]. Computations are based on using a finite-element method with about
150,000 tethraedral elements with boundary layer and a 0.05 s time step and a convergence
criterion of 10-5.
3 RESULTS
Effects of pulsating heat are considered by varying the induced voltage. In particular, by assuming
that 0 = 25 V, the pulsatile function that multiplies 0 is
1 1

f , t     cos t 
2 2


(3)

with  the pulsation and t the time. In order to quantify such effects, it is assumed that for 30
seconds (ablation time in the present study) the whole cosine function has to be equal to 0.95 with t
= 30 s. This case can be referred to be the case with constant voltage through time. In particular, the
value is 0 = 0.015 1/s, thus we can define a dimensionless pulsation * that is 1 for the
aforementioned steady state case, i.e.  * = 0/, and less than 1 if the pulsation is longer or the
period is shorter. Pulsatile functions through time, for different values of dimensionless pulsation
, are presented in Fig. (2). It is shown that the lower the dimensionless pulsation, the higher is
the period. Further, it is not fair to compare pulsating and non-pulsating cases at equal heating time,
since in this case pulsating heat carries less energy and this means lower temperatures. For the sake
of comparison, the total heating time required by the pulsating heat condition is derived from the

Figure 1 – Computational domain for RF cardiac ablation
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Figure 2 – Different pulsation functions
following equation, in which it is assumed that the energy (from applied voltage) carried from the
catheter to the system is the same
ttot

1

1



 0t0   0   cos  t  dt
2 2

0

(5)

with t0 heating time for the quasi-steady-case (30 seconds). It is possible to derive the following

0t0 

0
2

ttot 

0
 
sin(ttot ) 
sin(ttot )  0 ttot 
2
2 
 

(6)

The sinusoidal term in the last term of the equation approaches to zero for high pulsations. In
particular, we can neglect this term if pulsation is higher than about 0.05 (4-5% error in the
equation), or equivalently lower than roughly 125 seconds of period. With this approximation,
heating time for pulsating case becomes ttot = 2t (i.e., 60 seconds), and * can vary between 0 and
about 0.40.
Tissue temperature fields for * = 1 and 0.125 at t = 30 s and 60 s, respectively, are presented in
Fig. (3). It is shown that the highest temperature is reached in the proximity of the catheter, that is
where from the heat starts to diffuse. It is important to notice that the ablation temperature is about
50 °C [8], thus necrosis is reached in all the points that are above 50 °C. However, it is important to
underline that, even for the pulsatile case (Fig. 3b) temperatures are generally lower, the ablation
zone is almost similar since points above 50 °C are almost the same. This means that it is possible
to obtain similar ablation zones without any peaks. In order to demonstrate this, the variation of
temperature through time at point P (x, y, z), that refers to x = 0 cm, y = 0.04 cm and z = 0.015 cm,
is reported in Fig. (4) for different pulsations *. It is shown that for * = 1, that corresponds to
the quasi-steady state case, ablation temperatures are rapidly achieved in half of the time. By
varying *, it is shown that in some cases ablation temperature is reached after several seconds
(say, about 60 s) but by modulating the imposed heat: this also guarantees that peaks are avoided
since the heat slowly reaches all the ablation zone.
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Figure 3 – Tissue temperature fields for a) * = 1 and b)  * = 0.0125

Figure 4 – Tissue temperature evolution evaluated at point P (x, y, z) , with x = 0 cm, y = 0.04 cm
and z = 0.015 cm, for different values of *
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SUMMARY
Radio frequency (RF) ablation is one type of minimally invasive therapies that use heat from highfrequency electricity to kill cancer tissue. For efficiently cure the cancerous tissue, therapy
planning is considered crucial, moreover, the successful rate of this therapy is highly dependent on
the experience of the surgeon. Thus simulation of RF surgery procedure is necessary with the
utilization of biomodel phantom that resembles the biological tissue characteristics as an object of
ablation trial is necessary. This work tries to identify the properties and predict the performance of
biomodel based on agar phantom material on its capability to represent the liver tissue on RF
ablation surgery by performing computational simulation on the electrical-heat transfer coupled
simulation.
Key words: RF ablation, agar phantom, heat transfer, computational simulation.
1 INTRODUCTION
Radiofrequency (RF) ablator is used as one of the alternatives for minimally-invasive treatment
towards several diseases such as tachycardia and cancer [1],[2]. By producing lesions on the
abnormal tissues, RF ablation catheter has successfully treated patients with primary and metastatic
liver tumors with long-term survival rate [3]. Apart from the other treatment modality, such as
microwave ablation technique, RF has more unpredictable shape and size of its ablation zone [4].
This treatment works by damaging the cancerous tissue whilst maintaining the health conditions of
the surrounding tissues Therefore, RF ablation cancer treatment has been carried by many medical
practitioners during recent years.
As reported by the WHO, cancer case in Indonesia has caused at least 12% mortality in 2016 [5].
This number brought a huge concern for Indonesian medical practitioner to introduce an effective
treatment procedure with high efficacy, in which RF ablation treatment can improve the treatment
success rate. Recently, several national level medical centers have been carried the minimally
invasive treatment with RF ablation catheter although the availability of the RF ablation machine
still extremely limited [6]. Thus, several local medical industries are trying to develop RF ablation
electrodes which targeted to fulfill the national needs. However, the development of local brand RF
ablation catheter needs to be supported by scientific proof especially on safety also efficacy trials
and evaluation. Since the in vivo experiment in both human and animals is difficult to conduct, the
utilization of biomodel has been recently popular. Besides, biomodel can also bring a benefit for
the training process of a medical practitioner to improve their ability to perform the treatment
procedure. Several types of liver phantom has been known, for example, polyacrylamide, gelatin,
and agar [7]. Among these phantoms, agar phantom is one of the easiest to produce at low price.
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However, the heating and ablating performance of this biomodel has not yet known, especially in
how it can represent the liver tissue on its ablating mechanism.
This research tries to assess the heating profiles on the biomodel as liver phantom when the
ablation procedure is conducted. Bipolar RF ablation electrodes are modeled with a slab of agar
biomodel phantom on computational simulation based on finite element method (FEM). With this
simulation model, we try to understand about the heating process and predicts the ablation volume
under the ablation process.
2 METHODOLOGY
This research tries to simulate the ablation process by bipolar RF ablation electrodes on the
biomodel phantom based on agar material. The simulation was carried on COMSOL Multiphysics
5.0 and started with three-dimensional geometry construction as depicted on Fig. 1. Phantom
geometry was defined as a simple box shape with 80 mm length (x-direction), 50 mm width (ydirection) and 50 mm height (z-direction). Both electrodes are set to penetrate at 10 mm depth
inside the phantom. Phantom material properties have been set based on the experimental
measurement of phantom’s electrical and thermal conductivity, which was obtained by 0.43 S/m
and 0.67 W/mK respectively. These properties has been measured experimentally at Medical
Instrumentation Laboratory, Engineering Physics, Institut Teknologi Bandung by using impedance
analyzer and thermal conductivity measurement system. 4182 J/kg K heat capacity and 998 kg/
m3density were set as the material properties of agar material. These material properties have been
obtained from the experimental measurement.

Figure 1. Computational geometry model of the ablation process with meshes’ configuration.
Bipolar RF electrodes are placed on the upper side of the phantom, which is represented by box
geometry. Denser meshes are set on the phantom’s middle part to increase the accuracy on the
vicinity of the electrodes.
The bipolar RF ablation electrodes have been represented as an identical geometry with shape and
geometry size similar to the real electrodes. Multi-physical simulations with coupling systems
between electrical currents and heat transfer have been performed to mimic the ablation process on
the agar phantom experiment. In this simulation, electrical current is set as the energy source of the
ablation process and heat transfer based on Pennes’ equation has been set to perform the simulation
of internal heat transfer phenomenon on the phantom.
As electrical system setup, 160 V electrical source is defined on one side of the electrode with the
other electrode has been assigned as the ground. On the heat transfer settings, the initial
temperature of the phantom has been set as 23°C, since it is known as the normal working
temperature when the ablation experiment is conducted. Based on the experimental setup
conditions, the phantom is placed on the standard room temperature with direct contact with the
25°C air. Therefore, convection occurs on the phantom surface, with phantom’s convection
coefficient of 5 Wm2/K.
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Figure 2. Temperature distribution on the ablation area

Figure 3. Temperature change which measures around the vicinity of the electrodes
368470 degrees of freedom mesh was constructed by tetrahedral meshes. The phantom geometry
has been divided into three similar regions. To improve the computational accuracy, meshes are
denser on the mid layer area as shown in Figure 1. Time-dependent analysis is launch by 10-5
convergence criteria.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Simulation Results
From the simulation, we learn that the temperature distribution on the phantom is focused mainly
on the contact area of the bipolar electrode with maximum temperature elevation reach 55°C.
Therefore, the heating process starting from the area in between each electrode which shows that
the current density is mainly concentrated within this area (Figure 2). Because of this high current
density, the temperature is increasing in this area and start the coagulation process until it spreads
symmetrically to all sides of the phantom. Further attention also focused to the contact area
between the phantom and both electrodes, with two observation points; point A located right in the
middle of both electrodes and point B located four millimeters away (x-axis, at equal y and z to the
tip of penetrated electrode) from one of the electrode. As depicted by Figure 3, the simulation
shows that at point A, temperature increase dramatically compares to point B. With this result, we
can understand that the RF ablation electrodes shall be placed in the middle area of the cancerous
tissue.
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Figure 4. Prediction of the tissue’s coagulation volume
From this study, we can also predict the coagulation volume on the ablation area by picking the
isothermal contour plot on 50°C which represents the threshold temperature when tissue
coagulates. From this data, the prediction of tissue’s coagulation volume can be calculated by
measuring the size of this isothermal area. The coagulation volume is predicted as 1251.6 mm 3.
3.2 Conclusions
In order to improve the accuracy of this study, result confirmation and evaluation with the
experimental study with agar phantom is planned to be conducted in the near future. Besides, due
to the limitation of the computational power, the mesh quality in this study still not yet at a
maximum level. Therefore, reconfirmations of the simulation result’s accuracy such as checking
the mesh convergence are indeed important.
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SUMMARY
In recent decades, the biomechanical properties of human red blood cells (RBCs) have been greatly
explored by numerous researchers for diverse reasons. In normal physiological conditions, RBCs
undergoes large deformation when traversing thin microcapillaries, however, upon infection by
different blood-related diseases such as malaria, they experience impaired deformability. This paper
examines how biomechanical properties of RBCs change with temperature using a multiscale
meshfree method. The multiscale meshfree method offers improved accuracy and better
computational efficiency as it incorporates RBC membrane microstructural configuration into its
constitutive formulation, thereby providing better insights into the changes on the atomistic level.
Keywords: Red blood cell, biomechanical properties, multiscale meshfree method
1 INTRODUCTION
Red blood cells (RBCs) alone account for more than 99% of the particulate matter in blood and
about 40–45% of the blood by volume. Mature RBCs are non-nucleated and highly differentiated
biconcave cells that consist of a lipid bilayer with an attached spectrin network and an inner fluid
(cytosol) with dissociated protein hemoglobin. RBC diameter and membrane thickness are about 8
µm and 10 nm, respectively. The biomechanical properties and biorheological behaviors of RBC
membrane are very essential for sustaining cell functions and they have strong links to the overall
state of human well-being since changes in these properties may eventually lead to the
manifestation of various blood related hereditary and non-hereditary diseases.
According to the World Malaria Report 2015 published by the World Health Organization (WHO),
malaria can be described as the most important parasitic and non-hereditary blood disease of
humans as it claims the lives of more children worldwide than any other infectious disease. In the
year 2015 alone, around 214 million new cases of malaria infection and ~438,000 malaria deaths
occurred worldwide [1]. Of all the known malaria parasites, Plasmodium falciparum (P.
falciparum), which is a protozoan parasite transmitted through the bite of infected female
Anopheles mosquito, has been identified as the most prevalent and lethal malaria parasite affecting
humans [2,3]. Generally, the merozoites develop through the ring (Pf-rRBC), trophozoite (PftRBC) and schizont (Pf-sRBC) stages with varying properties and degrees of influence on the cell
properties. Trophozoite (Pf-tRBC) stage has been identified as the most active stage of malaria
development. The product of this dynamic invasion process is the bursting of the RBCs resulting in
anemia, chills, and fever [4]. Other notable effects of infection include increased membrane shear
modulus, cell viscosity and cytoadherence [5].
Noteworthy numerical studies into the effect of malaria infection on RBC membrane include the
works by Dupin et al. [6] using a 3D lattice Boltzmann model, Hosseini and Feng [7] by means of
smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method and dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) method
by Fedosov et al. [8]. In a bid to predict the large deformation behaviors of the iRBC membrane
more precisely and elucidate their stiffening mechanism, a nonlinear 3D multiscale RBC membrane
model is proposed in this study. The developed 3D multiscale RBC multiscale model, based on the
2D atomistic-continuum model presented in Ref. [9], is computationally efficient and able to
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capture the atomistic scale behavior of RBC membrane more accurately. This approach has been
successfully applied to study the biomechanical behavior of healthy RBC membrane [10,11].
2 MULTISCALE MESHFREE COMPUTATIONAL FRAMEWORK
2.1 Multiscale hyperelastic constitutive model
In this section, we describe the development of a hyperelastic constitutive model that is derived
from the first-order Cauchy–Born rule by using the coarse-grained Helmholtz free energy to
describe the membrane atomic interactions. The Cauchy–Born rule establishes a connection
between the deformation of the lattice vector of an atomistic system and that of a continuum
displacement field and plays an important role in the development of continuum constitutive
models of atomic lattices. Considering a representative microstructure that is composed of six
spectrin links I J (J 1, , 6) as shown in Fig. 1, the deformation of each spectrin links can be
approximated using the Cauchy–Born rule, as follows,
rIJ

Grad

RIJ ,

(1)

where Grad GradiJ ei eJ , RIJ and rIJ denotes the first-order deformation gradient tensor, the
undeformed and deformed spectrin link length between junction complexes I and J, respectively.

Figure 1: Representative microstructure of the RBC membrane

In our current derivation, the strain energy density function W0 at a junction complex I of the RBC
membrane representative microstructure is defined using the coarse-grained Helmholtz free energy
at this point, which is obtained as a summation of membrane in-plane and bending energies, and
expressed as

h 1 6
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where h represents RBC membrane thickness and
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where x0 = Lmax/L, p, Lmax, kB, Aγ, and T, respectively, denote the persistence length, the maximum
spectrin extension length, the Boltzmann constant, given as 1.38 × 10-23 JK-1 , area of each
triangular plaquette in the unit cell, and the physiological temperature, which was varied from
subzero to above-room temperature values to examine the influence of temperature on RBC
membrane deformability. The terms θψφ and θ0 (= 0), respectively, denote the instantaneous and
spontaneous curvature angles between two neighboring triangles as illustrated in Fig. 1. The firstorder Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor P and the tangent modulus matrix M corresponding to the
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first- and second-order derivative of the strain energy density with respect to Grad , respectively
can be calculated using,
P

W0

rIJ
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Grad

Grad

rIJ

2

and M

2
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Grad 2

Grad

T

W0

rIJ

rIJ 2

Grad

.

(4)

2.2 Nonlinear meshfree computational framework
A nonlinear three-dimensional (3D) multiscale meshfree method based on the improved moving
least-squares (IMLS) approximation and Ritz minimization scheme, is employed to investigate the
effect of malaria infection on the large deformation behavior of iRBC membrane. The current
approach is well able to overcome the inherent limitations of mesh-based methods since it satisfies
the higher order continuity requirements, circumvent mesh distortion, increased computation cost
due to remeshing process and owing to the nonlocal intrinsic properties of meshfree methods,
displacements are the only nodal degree of freedom [12]. We refer readers who are interested in the
derivation and numerical computation procedure of the expressions in (1)–(4) above as well as the
meshfree development and implementation to the following literature and the references cited
therein [9,13–15].
Table I
Cell condition /
infection stage
hRBC
Pf-tRBC

Values of microstructure parameters for healthy RBC and iRBC membrane
Equilibrium
spectrin length, L
(nm)
87.0
139.2

RBC membrane microstructure parameters
Maximum contour
Persistence length,
length, Lmax (nm)
p (nm)
8.5
6.0

238
238

RBC diameter
(µm)
7.820
7.260

2.3 Numerical simulation procedure
The full biconcave geometry of the RBC membrane was used for all numerical simulations in this
study since the precise shapes of the various infection stages are unknown. This geometry was first
discretized with meshfree nodes. Stretching forces ranging from 0 – 195 pN was applied to the
ends of the cell and pulled. These simulations were performed using an in-house MATLAB code.
The variation of the elongation index, EI of hRBC and Pf-tRBC membrane, computed with RBC
deformed axial da and transverse dt diameters using EI = (da – da)/(da + da) as temperature changes
were plotted against increasing stretching force. The sets of RBC membrane microstructure
parameters presented in Table I are dependent on the condition of the cell membrane. Other
simulation parameters are defined irrespective of the RBC condition. They include the membrane
thickness, h = 12 nm and the RBC membrane bending coefficient, kb 2.77 10 19 J . Results
obtained from our numerical simulations have been compared and validated against experimental
results reported in Ref. [16].
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Figure 2 shows the effects of varying temperature from the subzero to above room temperature
regions for hRBC and Pf-tRBC infection stage. It was observed that the effect of temperature
change is nearly negligible in the small deformation region when applied stretching force is
between 0 and 50pN since the elongation index curves for various temperature values are nearly
linear and very close. Beyond this applied stretching force range, the influence of temperature
increment on the deformability of iRBC membrane becomes more obvious and the degree of
nonlinearity and curvature of the elongation index polynomic curves reduces as the parasitic
infection progresses. This suggests that as the malaria infection progresses, the overall rigidity of
the iRBC membrane grows, primarily due to the remodeling and microstructural changes as well as
possible denaturation of the membrane underlying spectrin protein network owing to the disruption
and destruction of the spectrin cytoskeleton secondary and tertiary protein structure as a result of
thermal treatments. These changes lead to an overall decrease in RBC membrane deformability.
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Figure 2: Measurement of membrane deformability using the variation of elongation index as a function of applied
stretching forces as temperature changes for (a) healthy RBCs and (b) Pf-tRBCs.
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SUMMARY
Compared to bone and cardiovascular sciences, research in pulmonary mechanics is still
underexplored, despite being a leading cause of death worldwide. The structural complexity of
bronchial tissue challenges experimental material property characterization, thereby limiting the
construction of fluid-structure interaction models and restricting computational prediction
capabilities. To address these needs, the viscoelastic response of proximal and distal airways is
investigated, using discrete rheological element models to describe tissue relaxation experiments.
Bronchial anisotropic and heterogeneous viscous characteristics measured from energy dissipation
and observed in model results are examined in light of tissue microstructure and composition.
Key words: lung, biomechanics, rheological modeling, stress relaxation, fractional viscoelasticity
1 INTRODUCTION
Lung disease claims millions of lives annually [9], necessitating fundamental pulmonary
biomechanics research. Given the complex combined fluid and structure nature of the lung,
characterizing bronchial material behavior is required to understand the interaction between airflow
and tissue expansion. However, airway mechanics studies are limited to the trachea, the most easily
accessible airway, whereas distal airways imbedded in the parenchyma are the site of disease [2,
10]. Moreover, exploration of airway viscoelasticity is almost non-existent with only one other
study conducted, which was also restricted to the trachea [11]. These considerations are critical to
the advancement of pulmonary predictive technologies, and are therefore, the focus of this study.
The temporal features of the lung, wherein the duration and expansion of breath can be controlled,
posits a unique potential measure of pulmonary function. As structure and composition of
remodeled diseased tissue alters lung behavior, investigating the viscoelastic features will enable
insights to pulmonary damage and injury. To this aim, experiments are conducted on extra- and
intra-parenchymal regions of porcine airways, measuring the viscous response of tissue collected
from axial and circumferential orientations. Effects of preconditioning and hysteresis are
significant, linking to energy dissipation expectancy from tissue composition. Several rheological
models for tissue stress relaxation are evaluated. Notable anisotropic and heterogeneous trends are
observed. These findings are discussed in view of glycosaminoglycan (GAG) content and the
evolving microstructural weave of collagen and elastin fibers.
2 METHODOLOGY
Five fresh pig lungs were obtained from a slaughterhouse for testing. Twelve samples were
obtained from three regions of each lung, the trachea, large bronchi, and small bronchi, with the
latter two regions equally collected from the right and left lung lobes. Amongst these regions, half
the samples were axially oriented and the other half were circumferentially oriented, resulting in
six categorical tissue sample sets with N>20 per category after excluding erroneous samples (e.g.
failed specimen before test completion). Specimens were subjected to uniaxial tensile tests (Instron
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5848 Microtester, 10N load cell), elongated five times to 35% to precondition the stress-strain
response; A 1%/sec strain rate was used [6]. Samples displayed substantial hysteresis; the area
between the loading and unloading response was normalized by the stress range, given the linear
dependency, and defined energy dissipation. Preconditioning was also explored, comparing the
energy loss between the first and fifth cycles for each tissue category. The stress relaxation
response was measured over 300sec and evaluated utilizing various discrete element rheological
models.
Preliminary studies of the tissue relaxation modulus (the ratio of stress relaxation σ(t) to held strain
εo) were conducted using Standard Linear Solid (SLS), Standard Linear Fluid, Maxwell, and
Kelvin-Voigt models. SLS was the most appropriate basis formulation whereby Weichart and
Fractional SLS models were iteratively derived, and have been credited with better representing
biological tissues. The latter model employed a spring-dashpot element, fractionally manifested as
a spring (power parameter α of zero) or dashpot (power parameter α of unity)[3]. Nonlinear
viscoelastic models were not considered as soft connective tissue was only tested, and a previous
study of trachea soft tissue did not find nonlinear significance [11].
Models were fit using MATLAB’s lsqnonlin function. Goodness of fit was evaluated using the
correlation coefficient R2 and residual errors, minimizing the difference between experimental
stress relaxation data and model predicted values. Statistical analysis was conducted using
MATLAB’s Statistics Toolbox (Mathworks Inc.), with a Box-Cox transformation (to account for
non-normal sample distribution), one-way ANOVA, and Bonferroni’s posthoc analysis for pairwise
comparison. p<0.05 was set as the significance threshold.
3 RESULTS
Hysteresis effects were larger in the first cycle than the fifth, displaying preconditioning effects
specific to sample region and orientation (not shown as preconditioning effects were echoed in
energy dissipation trends). Axial samples reached reproducible stress-strain responses well before
the fifth preconditioning cycle, whereas circumferential samples continued to display hysteresis
narrowing and stress range reduction (p<0.001). Furthermore, heterogeneity was observed with
trachea samples, exhibiting greater preconditioning effects than either the large or small bronchi
(p<0.001).
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Figure 1: A) Energy dissipation: specimen hysteresis area versus stress range demonstrated a linear trend. When
subcategorized by region and orientation, each sample group exhibited varying relationships. B) Ratio between
hysteresis area and stress range measures energy dissipation for each group (average ± standard deviation). Energy loss
is significantly anisotropic and trachea samples behave differently than either large or small bronchi, yet with
remarkably altered extremes for axial compared to circumferential groups.

Hysteresis area and sample stress range were linearly related for all cycles (fifth cycle shown in
Figure 1A). The linear trends varied by tissue category: circumferential samples showed increased
hysteresis area for decreased stress range. Within circumferential samples, energy dissipation
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decreased distally but the trend reversed amongst axial samples, with energy loss distally increased
(p<0.001, Figure 1B). Heterogeneous energy loss was observed for trachea samples compared to
the large and small bronchi (p<0.001).
Average relaxation modulus response for all categories ranged between axial and circumferential
trachea samples (Figure 2A). Axial samples had higher relaxation moduli than circumferential
counterparts and increased discrepancy between initial and asymptotic stress response. In contrast
to trachea samples with the most diverse stress relaxation response between axial and
circumferential tissues, small bronchi sample orientations’ behavior merged.
There was good agreement between experiments and rheological models, and the best fit was the
Fractional SLS model (R2=0.994), followed by Weichart (R2=0.986) and SLS (R2=0.935)
(schematic and representative fit shown in Figure 2B). Fractional SLS was better able to capture
the initial stress depletion and asymptotic response with only four parameters, compared to
Weichart with five.
Fractional SLS parameter fits are shown in Figure 2C. α and E0 did not display significant
anisotropic trends, unlike η and E1 with significantly higher axial values (p<0.001). α exhibited
heterogeneity with trachea values significantly higher than either the large or small bronchi
(p<0.001). η and E1 had lowest values for the small bronchi compared to the trachea (η: p<0.001,
E1: p<0.001) and large bronchi (η: p<0.05, E1: p<0.01).
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Figure 2: A) Average relaxation modulus response of each categorical tissue sample. Axial samples show increased
modulus values. Amongst regions, the trachea exhibits significant differences in axial versus circumferential response,
whereas small bronchi merge. B) Schematic and representative fit of three rheological models. C) Parameter fits
(average ± standard deviation) of Fractional SLS reporting significant anisotropy and heterogeneity.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Rheological model fits capture pulmonary tissue response better through a power law than
exponential relationship, similar to indentation tests conducted on parenchymal tissue [3].
Comparably, parenchymal model parameters also had α values leaning more towards the elastic
regime (α=0). Increasing α translates to both an increased relaxation modulus peak and increased
range between initial response and asymptotic behavior, as seen in axial samples (Figure 2A).
While α does not reflect the observed tissue anisotropy, the preferential response is assumed in the
η-E1 model branch (p<0.001), especially as those parameters show the widest range of fitted values
between tissue categories (Figure 2C).
GAG content is responsible for pulmonary viscosity [8]. A previous study of GAG degradation
finds depletion results in decreased energy efficiency [1], indicating increased GAG content would
correlate with decreased energy loss. Our recent work illustrates GAG content continuously
increases from proximal to distal airways [7], suggesting small bronchi are the most energy
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efficient. Combined axial and circumferential samples of the three regions show the trachea
exhibits the greatest energy dissipation, followed by the large and small bronchi (p<0.001, Figure
1). While past studies speculate the energy efficiency of the small bronchi given the GAG–energy
connection, the results of this study demonstrates energy dissipation and GAG are inversely yet
directly associated.
GAG content cannot be deconstructed by orientation to understand energy effects, yet axial
samples have significantly decreased energy loss compared to circumferential counterparts. Axial
alignment and engagement of collagen and elastin fibers substantiates the elasticity and energy
efficiency compared to circumferential samples. However, differentiating axial sets by region
reveals an increasing energy loss in distal regions, countering the expected link to GAG content.
Axial tissue energy trends could potentially be explained by fiber weave, which is observed to
evolve distally: trachea fibers are folded while small bronchi microstructure is straight [7]. Taut
distal airway fibers could be elongated beyond ideal physiological lengths, rendering energy
conservation ineffective compared to proximal counterparts. Regional histological studies
considering potential differences in fiber thicknesses or cross-links are necessary to elucidate the
cause of viscoelastic variability.
This study is the first exploration of proximal and distal airway viscoelasticity. Anisotropy and
heterogeneity likely stem from fiber alignment and architecture, as indicated by GAG tissue
composition and energy dissipation. This dependence holds promise of understanding changes in
viscoelasticity in regard to disease manifestation and tissue damage, which remodel and
disintegrate airway fibers [5, 10, 12]. Advances in pulmonary research can be brought about
through viscoelastic biomarkers extrapolated to whole-organ function, as done for breast tumors [3,
4]. Further studies, such as dynamic viscous measurements and characterizing asthmatic and cystic
fibrotic lungs will enable future pulmonary technological diagnostic capabilities.
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SUMMARY
Despite the role that alveolar wall stresses plays in some pulmonary diseases, their determination
remains highly challenging. Here we show that the 3D stress distribution in alveolar walls of normal
lungs can be studied by combining micro-computed tomography and advanced finite-element analysis. Our results demonstrate that stress concentrations, with values up to 26 times than the applied
pressure, can be found. Interestingly, we show that this effect strongly depends on alveolar pressure applied, i.e., stresses do not scale proportional to the applied alveolar pressure. In addition, we
show that 2D techniques to assess alveolar stresses consistently overestimate the stress magnitude in
alveolar walls.
Key words: Stress amplification, lung micromechanics, µ-CT imaging.

1 INTRODUCTION
The lung parenchyma correspond to the 70 % of lung volume. The alveolar tissue has evolved with
the finality of maximizing the amount of oxygen transferred to the blood during a normal respiration
cycle. During our lifetime, the alveoli are submitted to constant and repetitive deformation triggered
by internal pressures. The alveolar network present a complex structure formed, among others, by
collagen and elastin fibers interconnected with an intricate vascular system [1].
Understand their mechanical behavior has been a challenge for physiologists and pulmonologists.
Recently, the determination of stresses in the alveolar wall has gained great relevance due to the
mechanobiological role of stresses in lung remodeling and pathogenesis. Accordingly, measure insitu the alveolar septa stress has become fundamental for several research groups. However, determine
in-vivo the stress distribution is a challenging technological problem, particularly due to their microscopic dimensions. Gefen et al. [2, 3] developed a finite-element method based on real scanning
electric micrographs of murine parenchyma samples. They use a particular sector of an alveolar sac
to impose a static equilibrium in the tissue under different load levels of alveolar pressure. By doing
this, they were able to demonstrate that local stresses concentrate on localized spots of the alveolar
geometry. One important limitation shared by most investigations to date, like Gefen et al., is the
two dimensional (2D) nature of the acquired images, which neglects the out-of-plane geometry and
mechanics of the alveolar sacs [4].
To this end, imaging techniques, such as µ-CT, have allowed the ex-vivo study of lung parenchyma
samples, providing detailed three-dimensional morphological information [5, 6, 7]. Despite these
advances, the three-dimensional distribution of alveolar stresses in the lung parenchyma remains understudied.
In this work, we hypothesize that the consideration of carefully reconstructed 3D geometries from
µ-CT images will enhance our current knowledge on local alveolar stresses. Accordingly, boundary
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and pressure loading conditions, close to the physiological state, were applied in the real 3D models
of finite elements. Then, we develop a computational technique to assess the 3D stress distribution
in alveolar walls of rat acini. Finally, statistical analysis were performed to the stress distributions
which were compared to current alveolar stress states reported in the literature.

2

METHODOLOGY

2.1 Experimental conditions
The protocol of this study was approved by the Bioethics and Security Committee of Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile. The stress distribution within the alveolar network was analyzed in realistic structures obtained from µ-CT reconstructions from healthy adult rat lungs (∼ 300 g). Via tracheostomy procedure it was possible to control the lung transpulmonary pressure during the pumping
of a formalin phosphate-buffered-saline (F-PBS) solution into the lungs. Two groups were studied,
low alveolar pressure group (N=3, airway pressure of 10 cm H2 O) or a high alveolar pressure group
(N=3, airway pressure of 20 cm H2 O). Then, left lungs were dissected from the thorax and dried by
following a desiccating process based on gradual ethanol baths, finalizing with a 100 % ethanol bath
overnight. Previous to the scanning process, left lungs were left air drying at atmospheric conditions
during 24 hours in order to evaporate the remaining ethanol. This fixation method was previously
tested and compared with two different ones, also based on alcohol baths. The mean alveolar radius
was measured in each case, indicating a that the method used present the lowest radius reduction.
Fixed lungs were scanned using a commercial µ-CT device (SkyScan 1272, Bruker). The X-ray
source voltage and current were set to 10 kV and 250 µA, respectively. Then, three-dimensional
geometry of representative volume elements (RVE) was extracted from µ-CT images. These cuboids
were meshed with quadratic tetrahedral hybrid elements (C3D10H) using the CGAL library. These
type of elements are necessary for modeling incompressible materials. Then, the biomechanical
behavior of the finite-element models, which represent small sections of lung parenchyma, was simulated and analyzed by using the software ABAQUS.

2.2 Numerical Model
The stresses along the alveolar micro-structure are governed by the differential equilibrium equation
(div σ = 0 in Ω). To determine the stresses in the alveolar walls, we considered an elastic formulation
in which we assumed an incompressible elastic constitutive law of the form:
(1)

σ = −pI + 2µε(u)

At the boundary, we consider that the force applied on the each cube face was balanced with their
opposite one. By appealing to Pascal0 s law for incompressible fluids, and neglecting the effect of
gravity, we can conclude that in a small RVE of lung parenchyma must satisfied:
Ptissue = Palv ·

Aair
Atissue

(2)

Where Atissue is the total area of the boundary face occupied by alveolar tissue, Ptissue the pressure
acting such area, and Aair the total area of the boundary face occupied by air under alveolar pressure.
Additionally, an alveolar pressure was applied to all inner surfaces exposed to air in order to replicate
the physiologic conditions during a normal respiration cycle.
To analyze the stresses, two different classical scalar measures were computed; the hydrostatic stress,
defined as the first invariant of the Cauchy tensor; and the von Misses stress, both defined as:
σH

1
= trace(σ);
3

σV M =
696

r

3
σdev : σdev
2

(3)

Is important to note that the hydrostatic and the von Mises stresses quantify two independent and
orthogonal components of the Cauchy stress tensor.
3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our results from the stress analysis show that their distribution on the lung parenchyma is not homogeneous, presenting several regions of highly localized stress that could be caused by local inhomogeneities on the tissue (stress raisers). This effect becomes critical because is possible to observe
regions on the RVE where stresses are amplified in more than 26 times the alveolar pressure. In Figure 1 are depicted some of the results obtained for the stresses (trace(σ) and von Mises) for two the
different pressure states. The consideration of different levels of alveolar pressure showed that stress
distributions follow a nonlinear trend, as an increase in the initial load does not produce a proportional
effect on the final stresses.
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Figure 1: Bar plots of two classical stress measures (trace(σ) and von Mises stresses) for RVEs tested at
different inner pressures.

Also, 2D and 3D stress distributions for lung parenchyma models were statistically compared, the
results show that if the inherent three-dimensionality of the problem is not considered, the stress
distribution is overestimated by the two-dimensional analyses. Part of these results are depicted in
Figure 2.

Figure 2: Stress distributions (trace(σ) and von Mises) for the 2D and 3D real geometries obtained from µ-CT.

4

CONCLUSION

In this work, we have assessed the 3D stress distribution in alveolar walls of rat lungs under high and
low alveolar-pressure levels. While the estimation of alveolar strains and stresses has been the focus
of several investigations in lung mechanics in the past, the present work represents a first attempt to
characterize alveolar stresses in statistical terms using realistic three-dimensional alveolar architectures under physical loading conditions. One of the main conclusions is that 2D mechanical analysis
of acinar architectures tends to overestimate the stress level in alveolar walls. A direct comparison of
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the stress frequency distribution resulting from 2D and 3D evidences a positive shift towards higher
values both for the trace(σ) and von Mises stresses. Other important conclusion is that the alveolar
wall stresses does not follow a linear-trend according to the inner pressure applied in the 3D realistic
model of finite elements. Also, it was demonstrated that there exist some spots in the alveolar geometry that tend to accumulate high stresses, these sectors are commonly known as stress raisers and can
generate stresses 26 times higher than the initial load applied.
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SUMMARY
Recent results on the understanding of the beating of epithelial cilia in human lungs to transport
bronchial mucus will be presented. This process, known as mucociliary clearance, is at the roots
of several chronic respiratory diseases. Using a numerical solver based on the lattice Boltzmann
method, we find that the metachronal waves generated by the ensemble of cilia coordinate efficiently
in the form of antiplectic waves. We analyse this key physical mechanism which relies on an optimal
coupling between the cilia waves and the mucus layer.
Key words: mucociliary clearance, anitplectic waves, lattice Boltzmann.

1 INTRODUCTION
The process of mucociliary clearance is an innate mechanism to protect the organism against pathogens
and foreign particles inhaled during the breathing cycle. To do so, a layer of mucus is covering the
upper respiratory tract, and is continuously transported from the bronchioles (last generations of the
bronchial tree) to the mouth and nose where it is digested. More precisely, the near-epithelium zone
can be decomposed into two regions: a 6-7 µm depth periciliary liquid (PCL), which can be approximated by a Newtonian fluid [1], and the mucus on top of it, which is a very viscous and strongly non
Newtonian gel.
The transport of mucus is performed by billions of micrometric cilia, and can reach a velocity of 40
µm.s−1 [2]. Cilia are whip-like structures having a length of around 7µm, and beating at a frequency
estimated between 10-20 Hz [3]. The beating pattern consists in two phases: a fast stroke where the
cilia are rigid and penetrate the mucus phase[4], and a slow recovery where the cilia are bent. Note
that the cilia tips can reach the mucus phase during the stroke phase [4].
Their coordinated motion generates typical wavy motions, known as metachronal waves. These waves
can be “antiplectic” when the phase lag ∆Φ between two cilia is positive, or “symplectic” when ∆Φ
is negative. Antiplectic waves move in the direction opposite to the flow generated by the cilia, while
symplectic ones move in the same direction.
In literature, antiplectic waves are observed to be more efficient to transport fluids than symplectic
ones [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. We expose here the physical mechanism underlying this mechanical efficiency
in a two-phase fluid environment, which relies on the blowing or suction of the PCL-mucus interface,
depending on the cilia metachrony.
2 METHODOLOGY
A lattice Boltzmann solver coupled to an immersed boundary method [9, 11] is used to tackle the
fluid-structure interaction problem in a multicomponent environment (mucus and PCL) [12].
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Figure 1: Computational domain showing the PCL (blue) and the mucus (red).

As shown schematically on figure 1 the computational domain is a rectangular box with the cilia
lying on the bottom wall and beating in the mucus-PCL fluid environment.The PCL-mucus interface
is modulated due to the hydrodynamic coupling between cilia and the fluid.
The spacing between cilia is taken large enough to avoid collisions of cilia during their beatings. The
beating pattern is imposed for each cilia following the equations taken from [13] which reproduce
a realistic 2D beating pattern. In the following, results are presented for a Reynolds number of
Re = 10−2 , i.e. without inertial effects.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A mechanism based on a blowing/suction of fluid is found to occur at the PCL-mucus interface, and
justifies antiplectic waves are more efficient than symplectic or synchrone waves to transport fluids in
a two-layer configuration.
Figure. 2 instantaneous flow fields for three kind of waves : synchrone (i.e. ∆Φ = 0), antiplectic
(i.e. ∆Φ = π/4) and symplectic (i.e. ∆Φ = −π/4). In the synchrone case the PCL-mucus interface
remains flat during the entire beating cycle (Fig. 2(a)). A weak transport is found in the mucus,
resulting from the balance between a flow in the PCL during the stroke phase, and a counter-flow in
the mucus during recovery phase. For the antiplectic case (figure. 2b) and symplectic case (figure. 2c)
the cilia 1 to 4 are in stroke phase, and cilia 5 to 8 in recovery phase. As shown by the velocity vectors,
the antiplectic case generates a much stronger flow than the synchronous case, and the symplectic
case is also unefficient to transport mucus. By computing the normalized average fluid velocities
U ∗ produced by the three kinds of waves, we find that the symplectic wave is U ∗ = −4.5 × 10−2 ,
the synchronous motion U ∗ = 2.3 × 10−1 , and the antiplectic wave U ∗ = 4.8 × 10−1 . Thus, the
antiplectic wave produces a flow approximately two times larger than the synchrone case, and the
symplectic wave produces a small counterflow.
This superior efficiency of the antiplectic case is due to the the hydrodynamical interactions between
neighboring cilia: a blowing/suction mechanism is occurring at the PCL-mucus interface. Indeed,
for antiplectic case (Fig. 2(b)), cilia 1–4 are far away from each other during the stroke phase. Thus,
an aspiration effect occurs onto the interface which is pushed downward, and allows the cilia to
penetrate more deeply into the mucus. On the contrary, during the recovery phase, cilia 5–8 are
closely packed, thus they blow the interface above them. Hence, their tips do not enter the mucus
phase, and no reversal of the mucus flow occurs. For the symplectic case, the opposite phenomenon
happens (Fig. 2(c)). Cilia 5–8 are far away from each other during the recovery phase enabling the
aspiration effect to occur and the cilia to penetrate the mucus layer. Thus, they create a greater reversal
flow. During the stroke phase, cilia 1–4 are closely packed, and the interface is now displaced above
their tips so that the cilia do not penetrate the mucus during the stroke phase, thus minimizing their
pushing effort. Moreover, as shown on Fig. 2(b) and (c), different systems of vortices are created by
the interface displacement for both kinds of metachrony. For the antiplectic case, only one vortex
is created above the cilia during the recovery motion (see cilia 5–8 in Fig. 2(b)). This is the direct
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2: Results obtained for rν = 10, b/L = 0.18 and h/L = 0.91 for (a) a synchronous wave (∆Φ = 0);
(b) an antiplectic MCW with ∆Φ = π/4; and (c) a symplectic MCW with ∆Φ = −π/4. Vectors indicate the
flow propagation, and the same scale is used in each case.
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consequence of the fact that cilia in the recovery motion do not penetrate the mucus: the reversal flow
remains in the low viscosity PCL phase. On the contrary, the symplectic wave generates a system of
two neighboring vortices in the mucus (Fig. 2(c)), one rotating clockwise (above cilia 5–6) and the
other one rotating anti-clockwise (above cilia 2–3), as the cilia in the recovery phase generate a strong
counter-flow which cancels out the flow produced by the cilia in the stroke phase.
This mechanism allows the cilia in the stroke phase to better penetrate the mucus phase for antiplectic
MCW, while hindering them to reach the mucus during the recovery phase. Without this mechanism,
the clearance velocity of antiplectic and symplectic metachronies becomes similar. These results are
expected to offer new perspectives on the understanding of respiratory diseases [14, 15].
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SUMMARY

We performed a finite element analysis of an isolated pulmonary acinus for static inflation. The
acinar structure models were generated with the mathematical model considering the heterogeneity
of airspace and the large duct in a whole acinus. Under the transpulmonary pressure of 0.5 kPa, the
acinus inflated, and the frequency distributions of the first principal strains and the areal strains for
the model considering both the heterogeneity and the large duct were much closer to those for the
image-based model. The mechanical analysis with the heterogeneous structure model may be a
promising approach to predict the mechanical field in the acinus with less information of the acinar
geometries.
Key words: Mechanotransduction, Alveolar mechanics, Surface tension
1

INTRODUCTION

During breathing, pulmonary acini undergo the volume fluctuation. The mechanical stimuli from
the acinar tissue to alveolar epithelial cells regulate the cell functions [1], and, hence, the detailed
mechanical field in the acini are essential in mechanobiology and pulmonary pathophysiology [2].
So far, to investigate the acinar mechanics, lung researchers have used the simple acinar structural
model, which is composed of the polyhedra of regular size and shape, and have revealed the
averaged characteristics. Recently, we numerically investigated the acinar response with the
realistic structure model built from the whole acinus CT data [3, 4]. However, because of the
limited number of the realistic model used for the analysis, the relationship between the detailed
acinar structure and the mechanical fields is still unclear. In this study, we investigate the
mechanical response of acinar tissues in a whole acinus with the mathematical structure models
considering the heterogeneity of the acinar geometries [5]. We report the reproducibility of the
mechanical fields for the heterogeneous acinar structure models by comparing with the data for the
realistic structure model.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Acinar structure model
We used the acinar structure model of an assemblage of polyhedra, where each polyhedron as the
airspace region and each face as the tissue region. We constructed the regularly-distributed and
heterogeneously-distributed polyhedra models based on our previous study [5] (Fig. 1A). Also, we
removed a part of tissue regions in the heterogeneous model to represent the large duct. To compare
with the data from the mathematical models, we constructed the image-based structure model
extracted from the mouse lung CT images [3]. The modeling conditions for the mathematical
model are the entire acinar volume and the tissue/airspace volume ratio obtained from the CT data.
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2.2 Acinar inflation simulation
The inflation of pulmonary acinus was simulated using the Galerkin finite element method with
the hyperelastic material model of lung parenchyma. We obtained the static mechanical equilibrium
by solving the equation of motion in a weak formulation with our in-house code. We used the Euler
explicit method and the BiCGSTAB method for the time discretization and the solution algorithm
of the linear equations, respectively. We regarded the state when the averaged strain energy
converged as the static equilibrium under given boundary pressure conditions. We set the
transpulmonary pressure of 0.5 kPa as the pressure condition for inflation. The details about the
inflation simulation can be found elsewhere [4].
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Under the transpulmonary pressure condition of 0.5 kPa, the acinus inflated. The first principal
strains and the areal strains of the tissues increased and showed similar distributions among the
models, excepting the regular model (Fig. 1 (B) and (C)). The mean areal strains for each model
(~0.2) for 0.5 kPa were in the range of those reported in microscopic lung experiments [1]. The
mechanical fields for the heterogeneous models could reproduce those for the image-based model.
Also, albeit slightly, the heterogeneous model with the large duct might have better reproducibility.
Recently, the high-resolution CT data of a whole acinar have started to be provided. However, it is
still very time-consuming to generate the complete structure model from the CT data [3, 4]. On the
other hand, the mathematical modeling requires only the simple anatomical data [5], e.g., the entire
acinus volume and the tissue/airspace volume ratio, which may be readily obtained with the lowresolution micro-CT data. The mechanical analysis with the mathematical structure models
considering the heterogeneity may be a promising approach comprehensibly to predict the
mechanical field with less information of acinus geometries.

Figure 1. Cutaways of the acinar structure models (A), the frequency distributions of the first
principal strains (B), and those of the areal strains (C).
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SUMMARY
This works presents an analysis of particle clearance in the upper airways by numerical modeling
of fluid-particle-cilium interaction in the perciliary layer. This model of the periciliary layer enables
the characterization of the effects of changes to specific biophysical parameters including cilium
patch fraction. Embedded particles are tracked to quantify the transport of the fluid layer, which
is a common practice among researchers measuring mucosal clearance experimentally. The cilium
patch fraction is investigated here as a means of understanding the limits of the numerical modeling
process. The insight found here adds to the understanding of the mechanisms governing particlecilium interaction.
Key words: periciliary layer, particle clearance, ciliated epithelium, immersed boundary method

1 INTRODUCTION
Impairment of the mucosal layer is detrimental to respiratory health, and could be fatal for individuals
who suffer from chronic respiratory diseases. Understanding how the cilia (hair-like structures that
extend from ciliated epithelial cells) in the mucosal layer clear mucus is the subject of many studies,
many of which aid in the development of inhaled therapies for certain disease conditions. Conversely,
harmful coarse particulate matter (2.1-10 µm in diameter) deposit in the upper airways where they are
entrapped by the mucus layer. The mucosal layer has evolved to clear particulates and other inhaled
insults by the coordinated beating of cilia. Additionally, particle (e.g. polystyrene beads) velocity in
the mucosal layer has been used as a measure of mucosal clearance to monitor cilia function in-vitro
[1]. Bottier et al. has recently proposed to use micron particles to directly measure diseased ciliated
cell function [2]. Therefore, it is important to understand quantitatively how particles interact with
cilia at the same length scales in order to predict mucosal layer function for varying physiologically
relevant conditions. However, certain biophysical parameters which are inherent to ciliated cell configuration are not possible to modify in an experimental setup. Numerical investigations have been
helpful to explore ciliated cell population configuration, as they allow varying cilia beat frequency,
cilia beat pattern, and cilia spacing [3, 4].
Development of a representative ciliated cell numerical model requires investigating a properly simplified physical configuration, with the appropriate assumptions. Ciliated cell populations are known
to be non-uniform in spacial distribution and density. Further, because the mucosal layer is composed
of the mucus and periciliary fluids layers, fluid properties are not uniform which complicates the
modeling. Thus in the case of the periciliary layer, a simplified mathematical model is made in order
to simulate the underlying flow physics. The objective of this study is to use numerical simulation
to study fluid-particle-cilium interaction in the periciliary layer, in order to assess how cilium patch
fraction effects clearance.
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2

METHODOLOGY

2.1 Numerical Model Description
The model domain includes only the periciliary layer fluid with prescribed cilia motion as an approximation for the mucosal layer in order to study seeded particle dynamics. The non-Newtonian
characteristics of mucus will not be considered in this work since the focus is on quantifying ciliaparticle interaction. The governing equations of motion for the fluid are the Navier-Stokes equations
(1) (2).



∂~v
+ ∇ · (~v ⊗ ~v ) = −∇p + µp ∇2~v + f~ (2)
∂t
The cilium structure is treated using the immersed boundary method, where the cilia motion is prescribed in a one-way coupling between the structure and the fluid (3)-(5).
(1);

∇ · ~v = 0

f (~x, t) =

ρp

Z

~
~ (s, t) (4);
~ t)δ(~x − X(s,
~ t))ds (3); ∂ X(s, t) = U
F~ (X,
∂t
B
Z
~ t))d~x (5)
~ (s, t) =
~v (~x, t)δ(~x − X(s,
U
F

The specific version of the immersed boundary method is a distributed Lagrange multiplier formulation for the kinematic and rigidity constraints[5]. The formulation allows for two-way coupling for
a solid rigid body. This is used for embedded particles that fully respond to the fluid motion created
by the beating cilia, thereby requiring no specific particle dynamics model. It is implemented in the
open-source library IBAMR [6].
2.2 Ciliated Epithelial Cell Configuration
Since the purpose of this study is to evaluate the cilium patch fraction, there is a need to accurately
describe the area covered by ciliated cells. We define the cilium patch fraction as
(6)

ρc = Apatch /Aref = nc Ac /Aref

Apatch is the patch area covered by cilia, Aref is the reference area of the luminal surface, nc is the
number of cilia/patch, and Ac is a reference area occupied by a single cilium separated by a distance
lc . It then follows that ρc , the fraction of space occupied by cilia on the luminal surface, has three
free parameters a) inter-cilium spacing, lc ; b) number of cilia, nc ; c) reference area of interest, Aref .
Figure 1 shows a description of the luminal surface area of the upper airways, where the reference
area Aref is a circle, and Ac is a square. The number of ciliated cells decreases down the airways,
with a larger percentage (60%) of ciliated cells in upper airways compared to a smaller percentage
(20%) in the terminal bronchiles [7].
Upper airway section

Aref : reference area
Ac: cilium reference area
Cilium representation
Cell boundary

Figure 1: Luminal epithelial surface representation of the upper airway cilium patch fraction. The
reference area is denoted by the circular red reference area. Individual cilium are represented as green
dots. Each cilium is enclosed by a black square. Cell boundarires are represented by the fine dotted
lines. The different reference area shapes are picked to illustrate that any shape can be defined as a
reference area. Not drawn to scale
The 3-D physical scenario described in Figure 1 shows a simplification of a realistic section of the
luminal upper airway, and we make further simplifications in order to model this 2-dimensionally. The
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numerical model domain is show in Figure 2a, where the periciliary fluid layer has periodic boundary
conditions in the x-direction, and no-slip boundary conditions along the y-direction. The arc length of
an individual cilium is hc , and the periciliary height is hp . The cilia shape and position are described
using Fulford and Blake’s canonical shape [7] shown in Figure 2c, with a beat frequency, f , and phase
shift between neighboring cilia, θ.

dp
hp

Sample particle
Sample shapes
particle shapes
and orientations
and orientations
Circular

Periciliary layer

Aref
(a)

Seeded particle

hc

Square
Ellipse-perpendicular

Apatch l
c

(b)

Basal epithelial cell layer

Ellipse-parallel

(c)

Figure 2: a) Numerical model configuration shown with all biophysical parameters that are considered. b) All particle shape and orientations considered. c) Canonical beat pattern from [7].
Red
blue line denotes forward stroke,
.
green line
line denotes beginning of forward stroke,
denotes recovery stroke.
The particle dynamics are quantified by measuring the arc length of the particle trajectory. We compare a tracer particle to that of a finite-sized particle which has been seeded into the fluid. All finite
sized particles are treated as neutrally buoyant, rigid, and non-deforming, however, the motion is not
constrained or prescribed, therefore, particles and fluid motion are two-way coupled via the forcing
term in the IB formulation (2). The particle shapes are: a) circular, b) elliptical, c) square (Figure
2b). The elliptical particles are seeded in the fluid both perpendicular and parallel to the direction
of the cilia beat motion, and therefore the bulk direction of fluid transport. The parameters used for
the numerical model are shown in Table 1. We have picked a set of fixed parameters for the baseline
numerical simulations from previously measured experimental numbers [1, 4, 7].
Baseline Parameter

Symbol

Value

Variable Parameter

Symbol

Range [Baseline∗ ]

Frequency
Periciliary Height
Phase
Number of Cilia

f
hp
θ
nc

10 (hz)
20 (µm)

Cilia Spacing
→ Patch Fraction
Reference Area
→ Patch Fraction

lc
ρc
Aref
ρc

1-6 (µm)
[2]
0.1-0.6
10-40 (µm) [40]
0.1-0.4

π
5

5

Table 1: Parameter space for numerical model configuration. ∗ Fixed baseline parameter value shown
in brackets [·]

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Several numerical simulations were carried in order to quantify the effect that cilium patch fraction
had on the transport of fluid and particle dynamics. First, simulations were run with a) only cilia
beating (no embedded particle), and b) with different particle types. These simulations used varying
values of cilia spacing. Figure 3 shows two representative simulations of the baseline case with two
different particle types.
After varying the cilium spacing, bulk fluid flow rate was quantified by Rcalculating the fluid flow rate
L
in the domain along a vertical cross section of the domain, namely Q = 0 y ux dy. The fluid flow rate
was not affected greatly for a variety of cilium spacing (Figure 4a), however, the trajectory of each
particle did exhibit some differences. There was an overall increase in particle net displacement along
the x-axis as the spacing between cilia increased (Figure 4b). As inter-cilium spacing was increased,
there was a local maximum at lc = 4µm. Since the number of cilia (nc ) was kept constant, the patch
fraction increased as lc was increased. The generality of these observed trends will have to be further
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Two representative simulations of different particle types. a) shows a circular particle, while
b) shows elliptical particle that has been seeded perpendicular to the direction of fluid movement
assessed given the limited range of parameter values considered here. Comparisons to experimentally
relevant cases must be conducted to acertain the validity of the numerical modeling approach.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: a) Flow rate during one period for different cilium spacing. b) Influence of cilium spacing
on streamwise net displament for various particle shapes.
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SUMMARY
An initiation of intracranial aneurysm was revisited using rat models during pre- to post-ligation
(Day1, 3). Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) revealed a low and disturbed wall shear stress at
the favorite site of initiation as opposed to those found by previous researchers. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) delineated smooth muscle cells that infiltrated into the internal elastic
lamella and changed the orientation to be aligned in the axial direction as the medial layer thickness
was substantially reduced. These data suggested the possible role of elevated local pressure may
change the orientation of mechanical stretch and induce the initiation of intracranial aneurysm.
Key words: Intracranial aneurysm, hemodynamics, pathology, initiation
1

INTRODUCTION
Understanding an initiation of intracranial aneurysms has advanced using animal models by
investigating complex relations between hemodynamics and pathophysiology of arterial walls in
response to an elevated flow rate after ligation. Spatial coincidences of a co-localized high wall
shear stress (HWSS), its gradient (HWSSG) and matrix metalloproteinases (MMP) has been
reported, and those natures led to speculate a shear-induced MMP secretion as a trigger source of
disrupting internal elastic lamina (IEL)[1,2]. However, a gap still exists in previous literatures, or
whether such biological responses can be explained from a hemodynamic, inflammatory, or
combined pathway [1-3]. More importantly, previous researches have heavily emphasized wall
shear stress and usually neglected wall pressure. After ligation, a non-ligated arterial flow rate
increases [4], which leads to increase not only wall shear stress, but also wall pressure due to an
augmented flow impingement, at vascular bifurcations. Such an elevated local pressure is
significantly lower than blood pressure, but an elevated pressure should change an orientation of a
mechanical stretch on smooth muscle cells (SMC). SMC gives a capability of adapting to a
mechanical stretch. Besides, SMC at bifurcations after ligation are known to change in state and
exhibits an apoptosis and phenotyping change. The origin of these SMC alterations has yet to be
fully understood. The present study aims to understand the first biological responses at bifurcation
after ligation and investigate its triggering source by combining computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
2 METHOD
(A) ANIMAL MODELS
A study protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and the
Ethics Committee of Kyoto University. Intracranial aneurysms were induced as previously
described [5]. Briefly, the left common carotid artery and the left renal artery were ligated under
general anesthesia by an intraperitoneal injection of 50 mg/kg pentobarbital (Kyoritsu Seiyaku,
Tokyo, Japan).
(B) MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING
Rats were subjected to a 7T preclinical MR system (BioSpec 70/20 USR, Bruker Biospin MRI
GmbH, Ettlingen, Germany). Time-of-flight magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) was
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performed using a three-dimensional gradient echo with flow compensation sequence. Spatial
resolution was approximately 0.1 ×0.1 ×0.1 mm3.
(C) COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMNICS
CFD was made for 6 rats before ligation. MRA failed to resolve a bump-like protrusion whose
geometry was measured by scanning electron microscopy and added afterwards. The first step was
extracting vascular geometries by setting a threshold (Ziostation2, Ziosoft, Inc., Japan). The second
step was to add a bank-like protrusion to the original geometry (Rhinoceros 6, Robert McNeel &
Associates, USA). CFD was carried out using commercial software (ANSYS CFX 15, ANSYS
JAPAN, Japan), where three-dimensional steady flow assumptions were made. The inlet and outlet
boundary conditions were set by velocity except the edge of anterior cerebral artery (ACA) where a
constant pressure was set. Two inflow rates 0.025 and 0.1 ml/sec were compared, which were
assumed to be a diastolic and systolic flow rate after ligation [4]. The flow rate ratio at bifurcation
was set to be a cubic ratio of a dimeter of daughter vessels.
(D) SCANNING AND TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
SEM and TEM were carried out as described previously [6]. In brief, harvested samples were
fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde solution (pH 7.2 to 7.4) for 24 hours at 4℃ for prefixation, followed
by two-hour immersion of 1% osmium acid solution at 4℃ for post fixation. Dried samples were
coated with platinum-palladium for two minutes using a magnetron sputter coater. These coated
samples were analyzed using SEM. TEM followed the same pre- and post-fixation. After
dehydration, samples were immersed into propylene oxide (PO). These samples were immersed
into 100% epoxy resin finally. After infiltration of epoxy resin, all samples were embedded into
epoxy resin. Samples were ultrathin-sectioned by ultramicrotome (Reichert-Jung Ultramicrotome E,
Leica Microsystems, Nuβlock, Germany). Ultrathin-sliced samples were electron-stained using 4%
uranyl acetate and 0.5% lead citrate. Uranyl acetate was covered onto the mesh for 5 minutes at
30℃. The mesh was rinsed with pure water and covered with lead citrate and stained for one
minutes.
3 RESULTS
(A) COMPUTATIONAL FLUYID DYNAMICS
A bump-like protrusion (BP) as observed by SEM before ligation exhibited a ring-like shape with
a height of 30 μm approximately, which covered an entire circumference along an inner side of a
proximal end of ACA. An initiation of intracranial aneurysm has been observed at an immediate
distal location of BP at the apex of bifurcation, which is hereinafter referred to be a favorite site.
Therefore we compared hemodynamics with or without the BP. Figure 1 shows CFD data. A WSS
magnitude at the favorite site was found to be lower than that of surroundings, and the presence of
BP even lowered the magnitude of WSS. A WSS direction allowed us to notice a wide variety of
localized flow at the favorite zone such as flow impingement and convergence, which was found to
be generated with a presence of BP. A wall pressure exhibited an elevated profile at the favorite site,
where the presence of BP even localized the elevated pressure in space especially at the favorite
zone.
(B) TRANSMISSION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
A total of 9 rats were compared with three before ligation, three at Day1, and three at Day3 using
TEM. Primary interests were given to (1) internal elastic lamella (IEL) (2) smooth muscle cells
(SMC), and (3) medial layer thickness (MLT) (Figure 2-3). By utilizing SEM as well, endothelial
cells (EC), platelet adhesions, and inflammatory cell infiltrations were also focused. The IEL
exhibited a deficit region at the apex of bifurcation at all cases before ligation. During pre-ligation
to post ligation (Day1 to 3), the deficit region was enlarged as SMC infiltrated into IEL and
disrupted its proximal edge. As IEL was disrupted, the SMC at the favorite site changed the
orientation. Such SMC was aligned rather in the axial direction whereas others remained in the
circumferential direction. The former SMC included a synthetic phenotype. As these IEL and SMC
changes progressed, the MLT showed a substantial reduction during pre-ligation to post-ligation
(Day1,3). During these periods, there was no loss of EC. EC at the favorite site tended to show
Weibel-Palade bodies, which is a storage compartment for vonWillebrand factor, which has a role
in controlling adhesion and aggregation of platelets at sites of vascular injury [7]. Indeed, platelet
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Figure 1 A representative case of CFD with or without a bump-like protrusion (left and right) Those
results explained in sentences were preserved at two sets of IC inflow rate (0.025 and 0.1 ml/sec)
for 6 rats.
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Ⅰ

Ⅱ
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Figure 2 A representative case of TEM at pre-ligation and post-ligation (Day1 and Day3).
adhesion and aggregation were often found around the favorite site after ligation. There was no
visible infiltration and accumulation of inflammatory cells during these periods.
4

DISCUSSION
The favorite site of initiation, defined at the immediate downstream of the bump-like protrusion,
experienced rather low and disturbed wall shear stress than that of downstream. High wall shear
stress was found at the OA side of bifurcation and at the downstream side of the favorite zone. This
observation suggested an occasion to revisit the current school of thought, or HWSS and HWSSG
theory. Out of our data, we were unable to insist the primary role of the low and disturb shear stress
as observed at the favorite site since the contralateral side of the favorite side experienced an even
lower and disturbed flow pattern due to the emergence of flow separation. The above data and
previous literatures failed to allow us to explain the initiation of aneurysm solely by wall shear
stress and associated parameters.
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Figure 3 IEL deficit, SMC aspect ratio, and medial layer thickness at zoneⅠ(favorite site)
andⅡ(just distal) as shown in Figure 2. The medial layer thickness was a ratio of favorite
site to just distal.
One possible rationale may be related with an elevated local pressure at the favorite site. Animal
models of intracranial aneurysms require a vascular ligation. Our current ligation was made at the
contralateral side of CCA. After ligation, the blood flow volume significantly increases, although
we did not measure the change of flow volume after ligation [4]. The initiation of intracranial
aneurysms progresses along with this flow alteration and redistribution after ligation. Higher flow
rate increases a local pressure at vascular bifurcation, which should be transferred into a varying
mechanical stretch. Given an orientation of mechanical stretch is related with a cellular alignment,
our current finding of axial-aligned elongated SMC suggests a possible role of pressure change
may trigger the initiation of intracranial aneurysm.
5 CONCLUSION
The present study suggested the possible role of elevated local pressure due to ligation may change
the orientation of mechanical stretch and induce the initiation of intracranial aneurysm.
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SUMMARY
We present a preliminary study on aneurysm wall vibrations associated with turbulent-like
hemodynamics in intracranial vascular sections. The specificity of our numerical model is to
explore the fluid/structure coupling of the arterial flow and the wall mechanics to relatively high
frequencies (100-500 Hz). Despite the computational cost of the couple FSI problem and its direct
impact on the resolutions of the model presented here, our findings highlight an important
mechanical interplay resulting in a complex, but characteristic, deformation of the arterial wall. We
hope to stimulate discussions and further work towards this physiological process, which can
potentially have important implications for cell signaling mechanisms.
Key words: fluid-structure interaction, intracranial aneurysm, wall vibrations
1 INTRODUCTION
The presence of acoustic high-frequency (several hundred of Hz) blood flow “bruits” within
intracranial aneurysm have been documented by clinical measurements since, at least, the
beginning of the 70’s [1, 2]. The potential implications of such phenomena have received only little
attention. From the later studies, the source of the measured acoustic signals is not fully elucidated
and could either be induced by the pressure fluctuations of a turbulent-like bloodstream flow or by
a more complex mechanical interplay of the vasculature, and particularly vibration of the aneurysm
walls. More recently, the presence of turbulent-like hemodynamic flows in intracranial aneurysm
has been reported from a number of computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulations and in-vitro
studies, with characteristic fluctuations in the order of 100-300 Hz ([3, 4]), mimicking acoustic
frequencies documented earlier. However, the link between non-laminar blood flows within
intracranial aneurysms and complex arterial wall vibrations is still controversial and is the focus of
the present work.
2 METHODOLOGY
We perform a fully coupled fluid-structure interaction (FSI) numerical study on a physiological
plausible sidewall aneurysm model, where the aneurysm is present on the ophthalmic segment
(section C6, Fig. a and b) of an internal carotid artery (ICA). In order to approximate the
intracranial confinement of the artery, held by bones (Fig. 1a), the FSI domain is restricted to a
specific region in the close vicinity of the aneurysm sac, whereas the rest of the vasculature is
considered with rigid walls (Fig. 1b). We use VMTK to generate the combined solid/fluid mesh,
where the solid mesh is constructed as a “boundarylayer” with specific indices. The wall thickness
is set constant to 0.2 mm and corresponds to 1/10 of the inlet radius of the model. The material
properties of the solid are defined with Young’s modulus of 10e7 dyn/cm2, Poisson’s ratio of 0.45,
and density of 1 g/cm3, as used by previous FSI studies [e.g., 5]. For the fluid, a constant inlet flow
velocity of 47 mm/ms is prescribed as boundary conditions. Given the radius of 2 mm of the inlet,
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the velocity results in a volumetric flow rate of 402 mL/min, which is documented as a mean peak
systolic flow condition for ICAs [6]. The two outlets of the model were treated with a constant
pressure boundary condition with no flux boundary conditions for the velocity.
Fig. 1: a) sections
in intracranal
carotid artery
(illustration from
Tonya Hines,
Mayfield Clinic).
b) Physiologically
plausible sidewall
aneurysm model
used in the study.
The aneursym is
located a the C6
segment of the
internal carotid
artery.

We employ a monolithic FSI solver to couple the Navier-Stokes equation for the blood flow and
the equation of hyperelasticity (St. Venant model) for the aneurysm wall mechanics. Despite the
inherent computational cost associated with a fully coupled FSI monolithic approach, the solver
shows numerical robustness and no instabilities due to added-mass effect that can significantly alter
the numerical solution of partitioned solvers [7]. The fluid domain is solved with an Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian method in order to follow the deformation of the solid at any time steps. We
used P2-P1 elements to discretize the velocity-pressure fields from the Navier-Stokes equation, and
P2 elements for the solid problem. These choices ensure the solver to be energy conservative,
minimally diffusive, with 2nd-order accuracy on temporal and spatial discretization. The present
aneurysm model is discretized with 63000 elements and 2000 time steps per second.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The patient specific geometry used in this study have previously been assessed by CFD models
with rigid-wall assumptions. These studies have revealed the presence of complex turbulent-like
flows the aneurysm sac. Despite the relatively low spatial resolution uses here (in comparison to
CFD rigid wall simulation standards), our model captures the main feature of the hemodynamic
environment within the aneurysm, with the formation a singular eddy. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 a)
with isosurface (67 mm/ms) and vectors of the blood flow circulation at 0.13 s. The magnitude of
the arterial wall deformation is illustrated in Fig. 2 b) for the same given simulation time. Note that
the amplitude of the deformation is of the same order as the wall thickness.
The time evolution of the fluid velocity and wall displacement magnitudes are plotted in Fig. 2 c
and d. After an initial phase of ca. 2 ms dominated by the initial conditions of the simulation, the
flow fluctuations and the wall deformations develop in pseudo-random sequences. Along the
aneurysm wall (Fig. 2d), the displacement fluctuations are repeating with distinguishable cycles.
We further observe a relatively tight spread of the maxima from the mean value at any time during
the simulation (gray shade around the black curve in Fig. 2d). This coherence is not present in the
fluid signals where we observe large variations of the magnitude of the velocity both spatially and
temporally, reflecting nearly static to relatively high flow regimes (>1 mm/ms).
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Fig. 2: a) Isosurface of the fluid velocity (at 67 mm/ms) within the aneurysm, with flow vectors,
taken at 0.13 s. b) Wall displacement magnitude (color-coded) and direction (vectors) of the
aneurysm sac taken at 0.13 s. c) Time evolution of the fluid velocity magnitude at various location
within the aneurysm. d) Time evolution of wall displacements magnitude represented as an
average of the magnitude of a collection of points on the top of the aneurysm. e-f) Power
spectrum of the time signals presented in c and d, respectively.
The time signals (Fig. 2 c and d) are decomposed to their frequency domains (Fig. 2 e and f), as an
attempt to dissociate the characteristic vibration frequencies. It should be noted that the frequency
analysis presented here suffers from the relatively low resolution of our model, but still, shape
peaks at about 150 and 330 Hz are distinguishable from the aneurysm wall displacement signal
(Fig. 2f). The position of the peaks is also seen in the signal decomposition from individual
locations along the aneurysm and could illustrate some characteristic vibration modes for this
specific aneurysm model.
On the biological point of view, the implications of aneurysm wall vibrations are not obvious.
However, it is well established that mechanical factors such as shear stresses along the arterial
walls are directly sensed by the endothelium and contribute to a great extent to the homeostasis and
arterial remodeling processes [8]. Our preliminary results show wall deformations in the order of
the wall thickness with the aneurysm. This could mean that the stress condition within the thickness
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of arterial wall might be more complex than previously thought. How important aneurysm wall
vibrations can contribute to intracellular signaling and vascular regulation, is an open question.
As mentioned previously, the main limitation of our work is related the computational cost of our
monolithic FSI solver. One approach to improve the efficiency of the numerical solution is to
segregate the solid and fluid solvers and partitioned the coupling interaction. Several coupling
scheme algorithms have been developed in this direction specifically for arterial blood flow [7].
Further work will focus in this direction.
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SUMMARY
We model the enlargement of clinically detected intracranial aneurysms. The tissue is modelled as
a fibre-reinforced constrained mixture and represents the collagen fibre attachment stretch distribution and its remodelling. Tissue growth and remodelling is linked to pulsatile hemodynamic stimuli
and cyclic deformation. The collagenous adventitia of the parent artery is modelled as a protective
mechanical sheath whereas collagen is modelled as the dominant load bearer in the aneurysm sac.
Initially, we assume that the collagen fabric is in homeostasis throughout the domain. Subsequent
localised collagen degradation associated with a dysfunctional endothelium drives the formation of
secondary blebs on the aneurysm dome.
Key words: intracranial aneurysm, remodelling, mechanobiology

1 INTRODUCTION
Improvements in imaging technology have led to incidental aneurysms being detected more frequently. Clinicians are challenged to make difficult decisions taking into consideration: low rupture
rate risk; treatment risks; high financial costs and psychological impact on patients. Prediction of
rupture risk is often associated with simple measures based on aneurysm size and aspect ratio. However, now, high contrast imaging can yield additional patient-specific information associated with an
individuals aneurysm’s regional wall properties, i.e. permeability of the endothelium. Whilst holding
promise, it is not clear how to reliably use this additional information to assess intracranial aneurysm
stability: personalised in silico mechanobiological models of IA growth may assist in this endeavour.
2 METHODOLOGY
The aneurysm/arterial tissue is modelled as a fibre-reinforced constrained mixture [1, 2]. The thickwalled finite element (FE) model [3] is sophistcated to include a novel constitutive model for collagen
that accounts for a distribution of collagen attachment stretches [4]; the distribution can adapt so
that the collagen adapt it’s load bearing without increases in mass. In the initial configuration, the
attachment stretch distributions are defined such that on the parent artery, adventitial collagen acts
as a protective sheath, i.e. is on the onset of load bearing; in the aneurysm sac, all fibres within
the distribution contribute to load bearing. A patient-specific aneurysm geometry is used (see Fig. 1
left) and collagen fibres are aligned with principal curvatures on the aneurysm sac and symmetrically
about the circumferential axis on the parent artery (see Fig. 1 right); a transition region is adopted in
the neck region. The structural model is integrated into a Fluid-Solid-Growth framework, e.g. see
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9], within the Sim4Life [10] simulation platform.
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Figure 1: (left) Whole geometry and the reduced domain. (right) Collagen fiber directions in the dome (blue)
and parent artery (red) regions.

To model the formation of secondary blebs, we assume:
• the aneurysm is initially stable and thus the collagen fabric is in homeostasis throughout the
tissue domain
• endothelial morphology (spindle/irregular [11]) is related to local pusatile flow metrics
• localised collagen degradation is associated with irregular endothelium (associated with altered
permeability)
• fibroblasts remodel collagen to maintain the stretch distribution towards a homeostatic distribution
• the homeostatic distribution of collagen fibre attachment stretches can evolve
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Figure 2 illustrates the initial clinical geometry and the subsequent enlargement for two illustrative
cases: (left) enlargement of the whole sac; (right) formation of a secondary bleb. Figure 3 illustrates
the (maximum) collagen fibre stretches in the initial (left) and evolved (right) states. Initially the
maximum collagen fibre stretch is 1 in the parent artery, i.e. the collagen is acting as a protective
sheath on the onset of load bearing; whereas in the aneurysm sac the collagen is load bearing. Collagen mass degradation drives subsequent remodelling and enlargement of the aneurysm. However, in
this simulation the aneurysm restabilizes due to a remodelling of the collagen fibre attachment stretch
distribution.
The stability of an intracranial aneurysm is likely governed by the mechanobiology of the aneurysm
wall, i.e., the interaction of the mechanics with the biology [12]. This modelling framework provides
a basis for exploring the relationship between permeability of the endothelium and collagen regulatory
mechanisms that influence the stability or future growth of clinically detected intracranial aneurysms.
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Figure 2: Illustrative examples of aneurym evolution: (left) Enlargement of whole aneurysm sac; (b) Formation
of a localised secondary bleb on aneurysm dome

Figure 3: Maximum collagen stretch at t = 0 (initial deformed geometry) and after development of secondary
bleb.
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SUMMARY
Previously, a semi-quantitative approach was introduced to classify intracranial aneurysm (IA) walls
into four categories based on histological assessment of cellular content and wall thickness. This
approach provides an important means to categorize IA walls using serial sections from fixed
samples. Here, we develop a complementary non-destructive methodology, applicable to larger
regions of intact samples, either fixed or unfixed. This approach employs micro-CT for wall
thickness and multiphoton imaging with nuclear stain for cell density and orientation. This novel
methodology was applied to two human IAs.
Key words: cerebral aneurysm, non-destructive testing, 3-dimensional pathological analysis,
1 INTRODUCTION
Rupture of cerebral aneurysms is one of the leading causes of subarachnoid hemorrhage. Current
treatments of unruptured aneurysms are designed to isolate the aneurysm from the circulation by
either endovascular or surgical means. As the risks associated with treatment can be even higher than
the annual rupture rate of approximately 1%, there is an urgent need to understand the causes of wall
failure and develop new treatment strategies [1,2]. Prior studies of aneurysm wall pathology have
demonstrated a large heterogeneity in IA walls within and between aneurysm domes [3]. Ongoing
investigations strive to understand the physical causes for these changes and to identify features that
predispose aneurysms walls to rupture. Previously, a methodology was developed to subdivide IA
walls into four categories, enabling categorical assessment of the complex changes to the wall [1].
This categorization is based on histological assessment of the cellular content and wall thickness,
defined as- Type A: organized, aligned smooth muscle cells (SMCs); Type B: thickened wall with
disorganized SMCs; Type C: hypocellular wall with normal or increased thickness; Type D:
hypocellular, thinned wall. This important work provides a means to rationally categorize IA walls,
although it is necessarily destructive and focuses on representative sections from fixed IA wall
samples. Here, we endeavor to build on these prior studies by introducing a method to assess wall
type in intact aneurysm samples with or without fixation, providing information that will be
particularly important for heterogeneous aneurysm walls.
2 METHODOLOGY

2.1 Tissue harvesting and clinical data
Following clipping, a ruptured aneurysm dome was harvested from a 54 year old male (Case 1) and
an unruptured IA dome from a 57 year old female (Case 2) at the University of Illinois College of
Medicine at Chicago. Each sample was placed in biopreservation media (HypoThermosol®, BioLife
Solutions) and transported in a cooled container to the University of Pittsburgh for analysis. Before
intervention, the aneurysm and surrounding vasculature were imaged with 3D rotational
angiographyand these data was used for 3D vascular reconstruction [4]. Features visible during
resection were marked on 3D reconstructions using a custom tool (ChePen3D), [4]. In particular,
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this tool was used to mark the location of red and white regions as well as adhesions between the IA
wall and surrounding tissue. The protocol for patient consent, handling of patient data, and tissue
harvest and analysis were approved by the institutional review boards at both the University of
Illinois and the University of Pittsburgh in compliance with IRB REN18010236.

2.2 Assessment of Wall Type
Wall Thickness Samples were fixed using 4% paraformaldehyde for 2 hours, tissue dye was applied
along with radiopaque beads for tissue mapping. Samples were then scanned using a high resolution
micro CT scanner (Skyscan 1272, Bruker Micro-CT, Kontich, Belgium) at a resolution of at least
3µm (range: 1 - 3µm) using a previously developed protocol [5]. 3D reconstructions of each sample
were created (ScanIP, Mountain View, USA), and wall thickness maps were generated (3-matic,
Materialise, Leuven, Belgium).
Assessment of cellular distribution and alignment Samples were whole mount stained with
Hoechst 33342 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and imaged from the luminal and abluminal sides using
an Olympus FV1000 MPE (Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a Spectra-Physics DeepSee Mai Tai TiSapphire laser (Mountain View, CA) with a 1.12NA 25x MPE water immersion objective at an
excitation wavelength of [3,5].
Wall Typing IA Each 500 µm x 500 µm imaged area was classified into one of four wall types, (AD) using a semi-quantitative scale. Based on quantities of cells in the medial region of the wall,
imaged areas were first subcategorized as cellular (Types A and B) or hypocellular (Types C and D).
The cellular areas were further subdivided as Type A (aligned cells) or Type B (disorganized cells).
The hypocellular walls were subdivided by wall thickness with Type C having normal or thickened
walls (greater than 100 µm) and Type D walls being thinned (less than 100 µm).
3 RESULTS
3.1 Clinical Presentation of Tissue Samples
The 3D reconstructions, surgical images, resected sample and micro-CT 3D sample reconstruction
are shown in Fig. 1. The specimen was cut above the clip, shown in green, Fig. 1(b,g).
Case 1 is a ruptured Acom aneurysm (white circle), with a thrombus clearly visible in both the
surgical video and harvested specimen (white arrow). The red region marked in Fig. 1(b) corresponds
to the red bleb seen in 1(c). The shoulder region between the bleb (red arrow) and parent aneurysm
is seen as a transition from red to pink regions with a bright red ring at the shoulder, 1(c).

Figure 1. Aneurysms for Case 1 (row 1) and Case 2 (row 2). Shown are the 3D reconstruction of the
aneurysms and surrounding vasculature (a,f) with an enlargement of aneurysm region marked using the
ChePen3D tool (b,g). The clip location (green) and reddish and whitish regions visible in the surgical
video (c,h) are marked with their respective colors (b,g). The resected specimens under dissection
microscope (d,i) and 3D reconstruction of micro-CT data (e,j). are shown. The thrombus of Case 1 (white
arrow) is seen in (c,d) with beads and dye locations used for registration (white arrow head), (d,e,i,j).

Case 2 is an unruptured left MCA bifurcation (white circle) aneurysm that was incidentally found
during imaging following rupture of a right MCA aneurysm. Two red blebs are clearly seen in the
surgical video and marked in the ChePen3D image, Fig. 1(g), separated by a white region from the
parent aneurysm. To clarify the orientation of the tissue specimen relative to the surgical view, the
bleb and parent region are numbered 1 and 2 in (h,i). The bleb labeled 1 collapsed after resection,
seen in the Fig. 1(i.j). The second bleb was only partially included in the resected specimen.
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Figure 2. Assessment of Wall Type for Case 1
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Figure 3. Assessment of Wall Type for Case 2
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3.2 Thickness maps and wall classification
Case 1 The dome of the ruptured Acom aneurysm was highly heterogeneous with a thickness ranging
from approximately 80 um to over 800 um, Fig. 2. This heterogeneity was not only seen in the
thrombosed region at the rupture site (white arrow), Fig. 1(c), but also on the opposite side of the
sample. To avoid artifacts from the thrombus, regions for MPM imaging were chosen away from the
thrombus. All four regions (I - IV) had high cell density. Three regions displayed high cell
orientation (Type A) while the cells in region II were largely unaligned (Type B). Region I (the bleb)
was the thinnest, consistent with the red appearance seen in Fig. 1(c).
Case 2: The dome of the unruptured MCA aneurysm was more homogeneous in thickness and
largely less than 200 um, throughout, Fig. 3. The collapsed bleb region was especially thin around
the shoulder with thickness of around 80 um. In contrast, the cell content in the wall was highly
heterogeneous. Regions I and IV, adjacent to the collapsed bleb region were hypocellular, with
region I clearly of type D. While the adjacent region IV was categorized as C, based on wall
thickness, it approached type D. In contrast, the wall regions II and III, corresponding to the white
band region between the blebs in Fig. 1(h,i) label 2, had medium to high cell density with and without
aligned nuclei, corresponding to wall types A and B, respectively.
4 DISCUSSION
This work introduces an approach for assessing wall type in intact samples of cerebral aneurysm
using a combination of micro-CT and multiphoton microscopy. Two representative samples were
chosen for the current study. One was a ruptured Acom aneurysm with heterogeneous thickness and
consistently high cell density away from the rupture site with a relatively homogeneous wall type
(A,B). The Case 2 wall, though unruptured had two blebs and was uniformly thin. This patient also
had a prior ruptured MCA IA. Although, of uniform thickness, the wall showed marked variation in
appearance in the surgical video - two red blebs were separated by a whitish strip of parent wall. The
shoulder of one bleb was imaged and found to be hypocellular while the thicker parent strip was
thicker and of Type A and B.
As the current approach provides an enface mapping of the wall type to the sample, it can be used in
the future to leverage previously developed techniques [3,4,5] to relate wall type to collagen
architecture, flow dynamics and wall mechanics. There are some limitations to this approach.
Hoechst staining stains the DNA inside the nucleus, but it does not distinguish between cell types.
To address this issue, cell density was evaluated in the mid region of the wall away from the luminal
surface. However, the cells in wall types A and B cannot be confirmed to be smooth muscle cells
without further analysis. Future studies will include histological sectioning of these samples to
confirm this approach is consistent with histological based scoring [1]. In addition, establishment of
protocols for staining with additional antibodies will be valuable for advancing this approach.
5 CONCLUSION
This study introduced a new noninvasive methodology using coupled micro-CT and multiphoton
microscopy for assessing locational differences in wall types in cerebral aneurysm tissues without
destructive sectioning. This methodology opens up new possibilities for evaluating the relationship
between changes in wall pathology and both hemodynamic and intramural stresses.
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SUMMARY
This paper investigates how material properties and geometrical parameters of braided stent
influence its flexibility. Five groups of braided stent models with different materials, braiding
angles, numbers of wires and wire diameters are constructed. Flexibility of these models are
conducted using Abaqus/Explicit. Results show the material property, the diameter of wire, the
number of wire and braiding angle have the larger impact on bending characteristics of braided
stent. This study may provide theoretical guidance for the design of self-expanding braided stent
and its clinical usage.
Key words: flexibility, stent, finite element method, aneurysm

1

INTRODUCTION

Self-expanding braided stent is a type of flow diverter device for the treatment of cerebral
aneurysm. Silk (Balt Extrusion, Montmorency, France), and PED (Irvine, CA, USA) are the two
typical braided stents in clinical application. Material of Silk is nickel-titanium shape memory alloy
(hereafter Ni-Ti alloy), and that of PED is cobalt-chromium-nickel alloy (hereafter Co-Cr-Ni alloy).
Geometrical shape of intracranial vascular is complex with characteristics of bend and torsion. To
treat aneurysm, braided stent must be able to pass through cerebral artery. Therefore, flexibility of
braided stent is very important. After a comprehensive review of the existing literatures, we found
that there are many papers about bending characteristics of stents using laser cutting technique[1-3],
but there are few papers investigating the influence of different material properties on the flexibility
of braided stent.
In this paper, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) method is employed to investigate the flexibility of
braided stent made of different materials (i.e. Ni-Ti alloy and Co-Cr-Ni alloy). Specifically, this
paper focuses on the influence of different materials on the flexibility of the braided stents under
the same braiding angle, number of wires, and wire diameter. Results of the present study may
provide theoretical guidance for the design of self-expanding braided stent and its clinical
application.
2 METHODOLOGY
Abaqus Explicit 6.14 was used to create the geometrical and finite element model of braided stents.
It mainly included two steps. First, the flat model with weaved wires was created. Second, the flat
*
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model was wrapped into cylindrical shape by using ABAQUS plug-in Wrap mesh. In this way five
groups of stent model with different parameter values were designed (Table 1).
Table 1. Model group of the braided stent and the related structural parameters
Group
A
B
C
D
E

Braiding angle
30˚
45˚
60˚
75˚
60˚

Number of Wires
14, 24, 48
14, 24, 48
14, 24, 48
14, 24, 48
24

Diameter of wire (mm)
0.026
0.026
0.026
0.026
0.026, 0.0325, 0.039, 0.0445, 0.052

B31 beam element was used to mesh the stents. Based on the mesh sensitivity experiment in the
reference [4], an average beam element size of 0.08 mm for all stent models was adopted. The
contact structure of braided wires is depicted in Fig.1.

Fig.1 Contact structure of braided wires
Fig.2 Boundary conditions of a braided stent

Two kinds of material were used in the calculation. One is Co-Cr-Ni alloy, and the other is Ni-Ti
alloy. Co-Cr-Ni material properties obtained from the literature [4] were used to all stent's wires.
Mechanical parameters are presented as follows: Young’s modulus 20,600 MPa; density 8000
kg/m3; 0.2% yield strength 2800 MPa; isotropic hardening slope 8800 MPa, Poisson’s ratio 0.26.
Material properties of Nitinol wires are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Material properties of Nitinol
Material properties
Austenite elasticity
Austenite Poisson’s ratio
Martensite elasticity
Martensite Poisson’s ratio
Transformation strain
 / T loading
Start of transformation loading
End of transformation loading
Reference temperature
 / T unloading
Start of transformation unloading
End of transformation unloading
Start of transformation stress during loading in
compression, as a positive value
Volumetric transformation strain

Value
46728 MPa
0.33
25199 MPa
0.33
0.0426
4.5 MPa/℃
358.2 MPa
437.8 MPa
0℃
4.5 MPa/℃
124.5 MPa
17.75 MPa
537.3 MPa
0.0426

The braided stent was treated as a cantilever beam. One end of it is fixed and the other is free. As
shown in Fig.2, the displacement and rotation in the X, Y and Z direction were set to 0 on all nodes
of one end of braided stent. For the other free end, a coupling constraint was imposed through one
referencing node and all the nodes of the free end. To compare the flexibility among the braided
stents with different material constitutive model, the referencing node on the free end is subjected
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to the same displacement of 1 mm in Y direction (Fig.2). The force at referencing node is the
output variable during the calculation process.
There is only one kind of contact type which is the contact between wire and wire. "General
contact" method in Abaqus/Explicit was applied to the intra-strand interactions because of its
powerful automatic detection capability for all interactions among the braided wires[4]. The intrawire friction coefficient was estimated from the literatures[4-7], and its value was set to 0.2.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
As shown in Fig.3, material property and diameter of wire has a significant effect on the flexibility
of braided stent. When the diameter of wires increases from 0.026 mm to 0.052 mm, the forces
required for the flexural deformation of braided stent (Co-Cr-Ni alloy) increases from 1.0E-04 N to
9.3E-04 N. Corresponding force required for the flexural deformation of braided stent (Ni-Ti alloy)
is from 3.08E-05N to 4.34E-04 N. The ratio of the force required for the bending deformation
between the braided stent with Co-Cr-Ni alloy and the braided stent with Ni-Ti alloy is about a
little more than two. Whether it is Co-Cr-Ni alloy or Ni-Ti alloy, the forces required for the flexural
deformation increase about 14 times as diameter of wire increased from 0.026 mm to 0.052 mm.

Fig.3 Relationship between the bending force and the diameter of wire of braided stent with different
material (braiding angle is 60 degree and the number of wires is 48)

As shown in Fig.4, material property and braiding angle also have a significant effect on the
flexibility of braided stent. As shown in Fig.4, when braiding angle varies from 30°to 75°, the
bending force required for the flexural deformation of braided stent (Co-Cr-Ni alloy) decreases
from 2.26E-03 N to 2.41E-04 N. Corresponding bending force required for the flexural
deformation of braided stent (Ni-Ti alloy) is from 3.74 E-04N to 6.41E-05N. On the whole, the
larger the braiding angle, the smaller the force required for bending deformation of braided stent.
The force required for the bending deformation doesn’t change much for braided stent with the NiTi alloy when the braiding angle is greater than 45 degrees.

Fig.4 Relationship between the bending force and braiding angle of braided stent with different material (the
diameter of wire is 0.026mm and the number of wires is 48)

The flexural deformation results of stents with different number of wires and materials are shown
in Fig.5. When the number of wires varies from 14 to 48, the bending forces required for the
flexural deformation of braided stent with Co-Cr-Ni alloy increase quickly compared with Ni-Ti
alloy braided stent. To have an excellent ability to pass through curved vessels, braided stents
should be designed with fewer wires and made of Ni-Ti alloy. However, the lower the number of
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wires, the higher the porosity. As porosity increased, the flow reduction effects of blood flow in
aneurismal cavity decreased. Therefore, the number of wires of braided stent can’t be too small.

Fig.5 Relationship between force and the number of wires of braided stent with different material (the
diameter of wire is 0.026mm and the braiding angle is 75 degree)

Wallstent (Boston Scientific, Natick, MA) has a similar braiding structure and its material is Co-CrNi alloy. Therefore, experimental results on the flexural deformation for Wallstent were used to
indirectly validate the simulation in this study. First, a model of Wallstent was constructed using the
method described in section of methodology. Second, the same loading and boundary conditions as
used by Wissgott et al [8]. were applied to the Wallstent. A data comparison between the
experimental result of Wissgott et al [8] and the FEA calculation of ours shows that both are in the
same order of magnitude. By such an indirect method, the reliability of the calculation method used
in this study was validated preliminarily.
Conformability and tractability are often discussed during the approach to target and after
displacement on target. Through the research, it is found that the braided stent with Co-Cr-Ni alloy
or Ni-Ti alloy can achieve large bending deformation only by a small force (The force required for
the deformation of 1 mm in the vertical direction does not exceed 2.25E-03N). This shows that the
braided stents of these two materials have a strong ability to navigate the curved arteries.
In summary, the influence of different material, the diameter of wire, braiding angle and the
number of wires on the bending characteristics of braided stent was quantitatively analyzed using
FEA method. From the above-mentioned results, it can be seen that material property, the diameter
of wire, the number of wire and braiding angle have the larger impact on bending characteristics of
braided stent. The present study may provide theoretical guidance for the design of self-expanding
braided stent and its clinical application.
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SUMMARY
Retrograde type A dissection induced by stent-graft induced new entry can occur as a complication
after thoracic endovascular repair for Stanford type B aortic dissection. This study investigated the
possible mechanical reasons of the new entry occurring when stent grafts were implanted into the
true lumen of one type B aortic dissection by using finite element simulations. The three-dimensional
geometric model of a patient-specific aortic dissection was established through image segmentation
and reconstruction from CTA data. Three manufactured stent-grafts: Talent, Valiant and cTag were
implanted into the true lumen of the model of aortic dissection by finite element method. It was
found that the maximum von Mises stress was located where the bare stent or the small nickeltitanium alloy ring interacted with aortic wall, and the maximum value of stress in the aortic wall
with cTag was smallest. The following conclusions can be drawn. When the three manufactured stentgrafts are implanted into the true lumen to treat the aortic dissection, the bare stent or thinner nickeltitanium alloy ring generates the higher stress at the aorta wall, which may induce the retrograde
type A dissection. Moreover, we believe that cTag has lowest risk to induce new lesions in the three
manufactured stent-grafts to treat the type B aortic dissection because it generates the smallest stress
in the aortic wall.
Key words: Aortic Dissection, Thoracic Endovascular Aortic Repair, Stent-graft, Finite element
method, von Mises Stress

1

INTRODUCTION

Aortic dissection is a terrible vascular disease with considerable morbidity and mortality in that a
tear in the aortic wall allows blood to track within the wall to separate into component layers, the
original true aortic lumen and a newly created false lumen. The anatomical position of the entry tear
is used to define Stanford Type A dissection (starting in the ascending aorta) and Stanford Type B
dissection (starting in the distal aortic arch). Thoracic endovascular aortic repair (TEVAR) has been
widely accepted in the treatment of Stanford Type B aortic dissection (TBAD). However, stent graftinduced new entry (SINE) is one of the most common post-TEVAR complications, and is defined as
a new tear caused by the stent-graft (SG) itself [1]. Retrograde type A dissection (RTAD) is a kind
of SINE occurred at the proximal side of the SG. As a complication after TEVAR, the RTAD may be
even more dangerous than the TBAD itself [2]. Presumably, the RTAD is induced by the mechanical
action of implanted SG to the aora, and the mechanical action and potential damage of SG to the aorta
is related to the structure of stent graft. This study investigated the occurring reasons of new lesions
from mechanical view when three kinds of stent-grafts were implanted into the true lumen to treat a
patient-specific aortic dissection by finite element simulations.
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Figure 1: Three-dimensional geometric model of an aortic dissection and the three kinds of stent-grafts: Talent,
Valient and cTag implanted into the true lumen of the dissection.

2

METHODOLOGY

Based on the CTA images, a three-dimensional geometric model of a patient-specific aortic dissection
was established through image segmentation and reconstruction in Mimics 15.0. Three manufactured
stent-grafts: Talent, Valient and cTag, were designed in CAD software ProE 5.0. They are dominating
interventional devices to treat type B aortic dissections in clinic. They were implanted virtually into
the true lumen of the aortic dissection model by employing finite element method software Abaqus
6.14. In the simulations, the artery wall and the dissection layer in the model were assumed as isotropic, linear-elastic materials with Youngs modulus of 5.0 MPa, Poissons ratio of 0.35, and its thickness
was assumed uniform 1.0 mm. The metal wires of the stents were assumed as isotropic and homogeneous material. The hyper-elastic constitutive relation in Abaqus 6.14 was applied for the metal
wires and the linear elastic constitutive relation was applied for the graft with the thickness of 0.08
mm, Young’s modulus of 1840 MPa, and Poisson’s ratio of 0.35 [3]. Eight-node linear brick was used
to mesh the stent wires in Hypermesh13.0, and the graft as membrane was meshed with tetrahedral
elements. The compression and flexion of stent-grafts were achieved with an auxiliary cylinder. The
auxiliary cylinder is defined as the rigid surface, and was meshed into four node reduction integral
elements in the surface cell.
When the stent-graft is implanted into the true lumen of the aortic dissection, it is compressed to the
appropriate sheath and transported to the lesion location, and then the sheath is removed to allow
the stent to recover its original shape with the super-elasticity of nickel-titanium alloy. In turn, the
stent interacts with the wall of the aorta, and is anchored to the aorta by its radial force and the metal
bare-bones at the top. In this study, the process of the numerical implantation of the stent-grafts was
divided into three steps: compressing, bending and deploying. The inner surface of the stent was
bound to the outer surface of the graft to ensure that there was no relative movement between the
stent wires and the membrane during the simulation. The simulation of each stent-graft implanting
into the landing zone area was done 5 times in order to analyze the results statistically.
3

RESULTS

Three manufactured stent-grafts with different structures: Talent, Valient and cTag, were implanted
into the true lumen of the aortic dissection model virtually. The final positions and geometries of
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Figure 2: The maximum principle strain (first row) and the von Mises stress (second row) in the aortic dissection
after implanting the stent-grafts: Talent, Valiant and cTag corresponding to left column, middle column and
right column.

the deployed stent-grafts were shown in Figure 1. When the deployed stent-graft reached the stable
status, the maximum principle strain and von Mises stress in the aorta were analyzed to investigate the
occurring reason of SINE. As shown in Figure 2, the distributions of principle strain and von Mises
stress of the aorta are very similar because of the linear-elastic property of the aortic wall, therefore
the mechanical factor of inducing new lesions focuses on the distribution of von Mises stress in the
aortic wall. The maximum values of the maximum principle strain and von Mises stress in the aortic
wall of the treated dissection are demonstrated in Table 1. Observing the distribution of von Mises
stress in the aortic wall, it is seen that the maximum von Mises stress is located where the bare stent
or the small nickel-titanium alloy ring interacted with aortic wall, and the maximum values for Talent,
Valiant and cTag are 0.587MPa, 0.564 MPa and 0.341 MPa, respectively.
Table 1: The maximum values of the Max. Principle Strain and the von Mises Stress in the aorta after three
stent-grafts implantation.

Stent-graft
Talent
Valiant
cTag

4

Max Principle Strain
0.098
0.098
0.065

von Mises Stress (MPa)
0.587
0.564
0.341

CONCLUSIONS

Three manufactured stent-grafts were implanted into the true lumen to treat the aortic dissection
virtually by finite element simulations. By analyzing the position of the maximum von Mises stress
in the aortic wall after the stent-grafts implantation, we found that the thinner nickel-titanium alloy
ring generated the higher stress in the aorta wall, around which area retrograde type A aortic dissection
are always observed in clinic. We guess that the long-term higher stress in the aortic wall may lead to
the emergence of new lesions in these areas. On the other hand, we think that cTag has lowest risk to
induce new lesions in the three manufactured stent-grafts to treat the type B aortic dissection because
it generates the lowest stress in the aortic wall.
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1

SUMMARY
In this work, numerical analyses of blood flow in 10 pre-tearing models with aortic dissection (AD)
and 5 models without AD were carried out using FLUENT. The geometric models were
reconstructed from CT images using SIMPLEWARE. At the inlet, the aortic valve at the opening
stage was included with an auxiliary computational domain acting on the aortic valve. The
numerical results show that the flow pattern of the ascending aorta is much closer to the one
obtained by 4DMRI. At the same time, a non-physiological vortex flow was observed in the AD
group, which also led to the significant difference in the distribution of WSS between the AD group
and the control one on the aortic arch.
Key words:

1

type A aortic dissection; aortic valve; wall shear stress distribution

INTRODUCTION

Aortic dissection, a tear in the intima under the action of pulsating blood, is one of the most
complex cardiovascular diseases. Stanford type A dissections develop along the ascending aorta
and aortic arch, whereas type B dissections only occur in the descending aorta. Patients with type A
AD have worse survival prospects than those with type B, which can lead to major casualties in the
treatment of acute aortic dissection. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can provide information
about blood flow patterns like streamline or wall shear stress (WSS) that can be used to study the
hemodynamic factors that trigger the dissection. A reliable vascular model can increase the
authenticity of the numerical simulation, but it is difficult to obtain a model of the aortic dissection
that will occur.
Because the time from the occurrence of type A AD to the obtain of its CT imaging should be short,
it is assumed that there were no significant changes in aorta morphology before and after tearing
[1]. Thus, in order to study the characteristics of blood flow that may be related to the formation of
the dissection, the aorta before the tear was reconstructed by “repairing” the dissection. Totally
fifteen patient-specific models were used, ten of which were type A dissections and the remaining
five cases were normal aortas (Fig. 1e). CFD analyses of the two groups (pre-type A dissection, and
normal structure) were carried out. The features of the velocity streamline and WSS distribution are
discussed in the two groups.
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2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Image acquisition
The original CT imaging data of ten patients with type A AD and five normal subjects were adopted
in this study. An example of a cross-sectional image was shown in Fig. 1a, in which the true and
false lumen can be clearly identified. The DICOM data were imported into the image processing
package SIMPLEWARE to reconstruct the aorta model.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig.1

The reconstruction of AD and normal aortas. (a) Cross-sectional CT image
showing the true lumen, false lumen, ascending aorta, and descending aorta. Image
processing steps to estimate the geometries before aortic dissection. (b) The areas of the
true lumen, false lumens and the gap area between them. (c) The lumen of the vessel after
the reparation. (d-e) 3D geometries of the ten AD subjects after the repairs and five
control subjects after reconstructed.

In order to obtain the aortic model before the dissection, all tearing features were reconstructed by
three image processing procedures. First, the areas of the true, false lumens and the gap between
them were identified (Fig. 1b). The Boolean sum of the lumens and gap was performed. Then the
lumen of the aorta before the tear was estimated (Fig. 1c). If abnormal vascular inflation, such as a
triangle shape, was observed, further repairs were performed manually by comparing the shape of
the lumen in the neighboring slices. Finally, after a filtering operation for eliminating the noise in
the images, 3D models of the aorta before AD were constructed (Fig. 1d).
2.2 Flow model and boundary conditions
Because the shape of patient-specific aortic valve at opening stage is difficult to obtain, we
simplified the aortic valve into an open shape that acts on the aortic valve [2]. To enhance the
authenticity of numerical simulation at ascending aorta, an auxiliary computational domain at the
aortic valve was created by mixing the shape of the aortic valve opening with a circular face in a
distance of 200mm. The orientation of this cylindrical auxiliary computational domain is further
adjusted according to the direction of the outer contour of the aortic sinus.
Previous research pointed out that in order to reduce the cost of analysis in multiple sample
comparisons, the steady-state calculation under the peak of the cardiac cycle can be used instead of
the transient calculation of the whole cardiac cycle [3]. A test in our early research also shows a
similar flow pattern between the unsteady simulation in peak systole and the steady-state
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simulation [4]. In order to save the calculation cost, simulation under steady state condition was
adopted in this research.

(a)

Fig.2

(b)

Velocity streamlines (a) and Wall shear stress (b) on the ascending aorta in a typical
control subject and an AD subject.

A constant-in-space mass flow rate was set as 530 g/s, which was obtained from the available
literature [5]. Steady pressure boundary conditions (BC) on branches and a zero-pressure BC at the
main outlet were assigned. Due to the difficulty of obtaining type A AD patient-specific BCs in
branches, we adopted the aortic flow distribution scheme which 30% of the inflow leaves the aorta
through branch vessels on the aortic arch. The commercial CFD solver Ansys FLUENT ver. 18.0
was used to approximately solve the Navier-Stokes equations. A turbulence model of shear stress
transport (SST) was adopted to capture the gradually varying flow from the inner region to the
interior lumen.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Comparison of calculation results with 4D MRI result
Fig. 2 shows the comparison of the flow field in an AD and normal aorta model. The auxiliary
computational domain employed at the aortic valve opening can be observed in Figure 2b. The
streamline in the AD model (Fig. 2a right) has many similarities as the one obtained by 4D MRI in
Markl's study [6]. After passing through the auxiliary calculation domain, the velocity gradually
decreases along the outer wall of the ascending aorta and drives a helical flow inside. Meanwhile,
the helical flow inside the aorta was replaced by a vortex flow in the AD model. Similar abnormal
flow pattern (accelerated flow channel along the outer ascending aortic wall and formation of a
large recirculating vortex) was also observed in the 4D MRI research of Markl [6]. This nonphysiological vortex flow is generally observed in AD group which greatly reduces the velocity on
the aortic arch causing a significant difference in the WSS distribution between the AD sample and
the control sample on the thoracic aorta.

(a)

(b)

Fig.3

WSS distribution with the areas of the low WSS value that colored in green and
high WSS valve colored in red. (a) Ten models in AD group. (b) Five models in control
group.
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3.2 The average WSS of the AD group and the distribution of its low-value area showed
significant differences from the control group
Further investigation on the difference of WSS distribution between AD and control group was
carried out. The mean WSS values in both of the groups are 13.09Pa, but the distributions show
different features. The areas with WSS values under the mean value have been classified as low
WSS areas (green) and the ones with WSS values higher than the mean value are indexed as high
WSS (red) which are shown in Fig 3. It is seen that the low WSS region in the aortic arch in the AD
group is much larger than that in the control one. Abnormally distributed wall shear forces can
cause damage to vascular endothelial cells and even affect the mechanical properties of the arterial
wall. The difference in the distribution of wall shear stress in this research may contribute to the
occurrence of AD.
3.3 Conclusions
In this study, numerical studies were performed on 10 reconstructed pre-dissection AD samples and
5 control samples. The pre-dissection models were obtained by repairing the dissection feature of
AD. Abnormal vortex flow was observed in the AD group, which causes a significant decrease in
blood flow velocity and WSS at aortic arch. Lower WSS may cause lower concentration of nitric
oxide dependent on endothelium. This alteration may lead to the changes of mechanical properties
of vascular since nitric oxide is the key factor of vasodilation. More researches about fluidstructure interaction in pre-dissection models should be performed to investigate the mechanism of
aortic dissection.
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SUMMARY
Few biodegradable stents have been applied in clinical therapy because they cannot afford enough
scaffolding for stenotic vessel. In this study, a novel stent with strong scaffolding performance was
proposed. Subsequently, the scaffolding performance of the novel stent in corrosion environment
was investigated using finite element analysis approach. Results indicate that benefiting from the
novel structure, the novel stent still has strong scaffolding performance following its degradation.
The novel stent is promised to be an alternative choice in intervention surgeries.
Key words: biodegradable stent, stent design, finite element analysis, corrosion

1

INTRODUCTION

Biodegradable stents can provide temporary scaffolding for stenotic vessel and can be absorbed by
human body once remodeling of stenotic vessel is completed[1]. They have great potentials to avoid
risks leaded by long-term biological incompatibility between permanent stents and artery. However,
few biodegradable stents have been applied in clinical therapy because they cannot afford enough
scaffolding for stenotic vessel. Both less Young’s Modulus of biodegradable materials compared
with that of permanent materials[2] and weaken structures caused by degradation[3-4] compromise
radial stiffness of biodegradable stents.
To deal with these challenges, structural designs can be effective attempts. However, novel
structures of biodegradable stent that provide adequate support for arteries have not been reported
yet. Therefore, in this study, a novel stent with strong scaffolding performance is proposed.
Subsequently, the novel stent and a common stent which is chosen as a control group were
implanted into 40% stenotic vessels and a corrosion model is applied to simulate the degradation of
both stents. In degradation process, the scaffolding performance of both stents are revealed and
compared. It is widely established that geometries of stents have strong influence on their
mechanical performance, so structural innovations are highly expected to develop excellent stents.
2

METHODOLOGY

2.1 Geometry models
Figure 1(a) and (b) depict the novel stent and a common stent, respectively. In the novel stent, six
short strutting rings are inserted into links. Fig. 2 depicts details of the short strutting ring and
the links. The short strutting ring is tied on a solid link and runs through another link. Benefitting
from the cooperation between the strutting ring and the links, the strutting ring can allow stent to
expand but not recoil, thus the scaffolding performance of the novel stent can be enhanced.
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(a)
(b)
Fig.1 The geometries of stents. (a) The novel stent; (b) The common stent.

Fig.2 The details of the strutting ring and the links
2.2 Material
Biodegradable zinc alloy, a typical elasto-plastic material, is used to fabricate the two stents. The
material properties are as follows: the Young's Modulus E = 74.5 GPa, Poisson's ratio v = 0.3, yield
strength = 220 MPa and ultimate strength = 325 MPa. Both the vessel and the plaque are assumed
to be nearly incompressible hyperelasitic material which are presented by a three-parameter and a
six-parameter Odgen hyperelastic constitutive equation respectively[5].
2.3 Material degradation model
The relationship between the effective stress tensor  and the undamaged stress tensor  can be
described as equation (1).

 = (1 − D) 
(1)
where D is a global damage variable, which increases monotonously from 0 to 1. The global
damage variable D is assumed to be linear superposition of the uniform corrosion damage and the
stress corrosion damage.
2.3 Finite element analysis models and meshing
Finite element method is used to simulate the expansion, recoiling and degradation processes of
both stents in 40% stenotic vessel. Hexahedral elements and pentahedral elements are used to mesh
the two models. Different element sizes depending on geometries are chosen.
2.4 Boundary conditions and loads
The whole simulation contains three simulation steps. The first two steps simulate conventional
implantation procedures of stents. In step-1, the two stents are expanded to the target radial
displacement (0.66 mm) in stenotic vessel by means of exerting expansion pressure on inner
surfaces of the stents. An expansion pressure of 2.8 MPa is used to inflate Model I while 2.1 MPa is
used for Model II due to their different structures. In step-2, the two stents recoil under
compression of the plaque-vessel tissue. In step-3, the two stents degrade based on the material
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degradation model. With damage evolution, degradation process of both stents can be observed and
analyzed.
3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In order to make an effective comparison between different designs, a normalized unit time (t*)
based on the longest simulation time before fracture of the common stent is adopted to illustrate
results. In degradation process, evolution of material degradation leads to weaken structures
continuously and mass loss. The preferential mass loss occurs in the areas with high stress
concentration due to stress corrosion, and then the mass loss occurs in the other areas following the
evolution of uniform corrosion. Ultimately, the common stent break down. In contrast, there is only
a few elements died in the novel stent when t* = 1, which implies that the novel stent is promised
to have a longer service time. The average von Mises stress only decreased from 50.71 MPa to 39.6
MPa in the novel stent. On the other hand, that of the common stent decreased from 80.99 MPa to
51.9 MPa during the degradation process. These data corroborated that less recoiling and failed
elements occur with the novel stent.
As is shown in Fig.3, the radial recoiling ratio of the common stent and the novel stent are 22.6%
and 7.19%, respectively. The mass loss ratio of the common stent is 14.1%, while that of the novel
stent is only 3.1%. Less radial recoiling ratio and mass loss ratio of the novel stent mean the novel
stent can still have stronger scaffolding performance and longer server time in corrosive
environment.

Fig.3 The radial recoiling ratio and mass loss ratio of both stents
The results indicate that structural innovation is very helpful for strong scaffolding performance
and resistance to corrosion. A novel biodegradable zinc alloy stent with sufficient scaffolding
performance can be a new competitive intervention device for future clinical cardiovascular
application.
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SUMMARY
Endovascular stent is the optimal choice for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases in minimally
invasive surgery. In the present study, two different patterns of network artery stent models were
designed. An ideal model of aneurysm and peripheral vessel were employed to investigate the local
hemodynamic characteristics of the stents by using the technique of computational fluid dynamics
(CFD). The results indicated that the distribution of blood flow in aneurismal cavity reduced after
the implantation of stents. The staggered mesh stent was more effective.
Key words: endovascular stent, aneurysm, computational fluid dynamics, hemodynamics
1 INTRODUCTION
Aneurysm is a serious cardiovascular disease. Due to vascular lesions, it can lead to the reduction
of vascular strength and local pathological dilation of the artery. Aneurysm usually occurs in the
region of the basilar ring. According to statistics, the incidence of aneurysm in the whole Asian
population is around 2.5-3.0% [1,2]. Its rupture can cause high morbidity and mortality. At present,
aneurysm clipping and minimally invasive stent implantation are the commonly used treatments in
clinic.
With the rapid development of medical and engineering technology, endovascular stent therapy
become the optimal choice of the minimally invasive technique for the treatment of cardiovascular
aneurysm, because of its advantages of minimal trauma, easy operation and easy access to the
lesion site that cannot be reached by conventional instruments. The therapy attracts much attention
in clinical medicine. It has also become a research hotspot in the field of interventional medicine.
Foutrakis GN, et al. established an ideal three-dimensional model of aneurysm in curved vessels for
hemodynamic analysis [3]. They found that intravascular pressure and wall shear stress were the
important elements of the aneurysm formation. The intravascular pressure was 2-3 times of the
intravascular pressure near the aneurysm. Eddy currents were always present in the aneurysm. Sato
K, et al. showed the importance of arterial geometry in intra-aneurysmal hemodynamics [4].
Shojima M, et al. reconstructed 62 individual geometric models of intracranial aneurysms, and
found that the complexity and stability of blood flow, impact area and inflow width were all related
to the rupture of aneurysms [5]. Some of the conclusions have been applied to the risk assessment
of aneurysm rupture in clinic.
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In the present study, we constructed two models of the stents with different network patterns. An
ideal model of aneurysm and peripheral vessel were employed to study the local hemodynamics of
these stents, which may provide a reference for stent design and clinical application.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Three-dimensional model construction
Studies have shown that most ruptured aneurysms are less than 7mm in diameter [6]. The
maximum diameter of aneurismal cavity was 6.5mm. Based on these statistics, an ideal model of
three-dimensional (3D) aneurysm was constructed in the present study. The artery was simplified
as an elastic homogeneous straight tube with a wall thickness of 0.2mm, as shown in Figure 1. Two
kinds of stents with different grid patterns are designed. One is the grid connected by stiffeners, the
other is staggered mesh stent. Relevant studies have shown that lower porosity allows better
therapeutic effect of stents [7]. In the actual use, the porosity range of the stent was 60%-86%, and
the lower limit of this range was achieved by using two stents. In this study, we considered a single
stent, so the permeability of the stents was both 75%. The cross-section of the stents is rectangular,
as shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 is an assembly of the stents inserted into aneurysm. Model 1 is a
simple aneurysm, model 2 is a combination of stent1 and aneurysm, model 3 is a combination of
stent 2 and aneurysm.

Figure 1 An ideal model of aneurysm

Figure 2 Three-dimensional expansion plan of the stents

Figure 3 The assembly of the stent inserted into aneurysm.
The constructed stent and ideal aneurysm model are assembled together. Boolean operation is done,
and then the model is imported into the commercial software package ANSYS (ANSYS, Inc. USA)
for meshing and calculation.
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2.2 Calculation and analysis
The fluid-structure interaction (FSI) analysis is utilized to deal with the solid-fluid coupling
calculation. The deformation results from blood vessel and fluid pressure loads from corresponding
blood domain are all considered. In the FSI calculation, partitioned method is adopted for solution.
It defines the blood fluid field and blood vessel as two domains in the calculation. The solid and
fluid domains have their own mesh, numerical algorithm and solver, and can be made the solution
interactively.
2.3 Boundary Conditions
For the structure model of blood vessel, the fixed supports apply on the both end of the blood
vessel, and the fluid-structure interface is defined. The vascular wall and the wall of the aneurysm
cavity are uniformly set as isotropic linear elastic materials with a density of 1,150 kg/m3, a
modulus of elasticity of 108 Pa and a Poisson's ratio of 0.45. Blood is considered as incompressible
Newtonian fluid in the calculation [8]. The blood density is 1,060kg/m3 and the viscosity is
0.0035Pa·s.
Three boundary conditions, namely inlet, outlet and nonslip wall boundary, applied to limit the
blood fluid model in the FSI simulation. The nonslip wall boundary condition is applied on the
surface of the whole fluid model except for the inlet and outlet area, and the fluid velocity on the
wall boundary is zero. The inlet surface of the fluid domain is described by the inlet boundary
condition on which the time-varying velocity value shown in Figure 4 is applied. The outlet surface
of the fluid domain is described by the outlet boundary condition on which the pressure with zero
gradients is applied.

Figure 4 Velocity on the inlet boundary
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Figure 5 shows the streamline on the center plane at the maximum inflow, where d1, d2 and d3 are
the distances from the eddy current center to the aneurysm center, and d1 > d2 > d3. Three models
have different intensity of eddy currents. The velocity at the aneurysm's neck and right side is
relatively high in model 1, and it is also high in model 2, while model 3 is relatively lower.

Figure 5 Streamline on the central section at the maximum inflow
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Figure 6 shows four contour maps of the cross-sectional velocity from the neck to the top of the
aneurismal cavity at the maximum inflow. The value of velocity decreases from the neck to the top.
The stent implantation slows down the speed of blood flow in the aneurysm cavity at the neck, and
model 3 reduces obviously.

Figure 6 The contour maps of velocity at the different sections in aneurysm
High velocity has a great impact on the inner wall of aneurysm, and the vortex center affects
hemodynamic characteristics of aneurysm. The stent not only changes the center of the eddy
current, but also reduces the impact of blood flow on the side wall of the aneurysm, which helps to
reduce the risk of aneurysm rupture. In addition, the stent implantation can reduce the neck velocity
of aneurysm. The results showed that the staggered mesh stent has better biomechanical influence
on the treatment of internal carotid aneurysm.
This study only discussed the hemodynamic characteristics on aneurysms with two stents. We will
continue to study stent of mesh structure, mesh section and penetration rate on aneurysm in the
future.
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SUMMARY
This is the first study to investigate the effect of material models and properties on stress and strain
distributions in Type IIIb aortic dissection patient with distal stent graft induced new entry. Both
elastic and hyperelastic models consistently showed a reduction in all stress and strain parameters
(i.e. 5.4% - 59.1%) at neighboring region distal to the stent-wall composite when the disease
progressed from acute to chronic. We found that the maximum shear stress (SS) presents a potential
inducer for SINE formation, while the maximum shear elastic strain (SE) could be an indicator for
the location of such formation.
Key words: aortic dissection, distal stent graft induced entry (SINE), thoracic endovascular
aneurysm repair (TEVAR), disease stage based

1 INTRODUCTION
Stent graft induced new entry (SINE) is a device-related post-TEVAR complication in aortic
dissection (AD) patients with a mortality rate of 26.1% [1]. SINE provides new path for blood
flow, leading to the formation of false lumen, aneurysmal expansion, and aortic rupture [2]. Past
investigations into factors contributing to SINE formation have focused on patient’s anatomical
geometry [3] and stent characteristics, which include stent size, rigidity and expansion [1].
Retrospective clinical studies have reported that timing of TEVAR intervention significantly
influences the occurrence of SINE. As compared to TEVAR intervention at later stages, early
TEVAR intervention at the acute stage was found to reduce the incidence of SINE from 32.5% to
5.9% in one study [4] and from 50% to 16% in another [5]. While transitioning from acute to
chronic stages, both aortic wall and intimal flap experience changes in material properties [2].
Compliance mismatch between the stented wall and its neighboring regions has been hypothesized
to induce SINE by altering the stress and strain distribution [3]. However, none of the studies have
explicitly demonstrated the changes in wall stiffness during disease transition as the potential
culprit behind higher incidences of SINE formation in chronic patients. Computational studies
using patient-specific geometry have served as tools to investigate factors leading to SINE in AD
patients. Menichini et al. [3] reported that AD patients with SINE occurrence, especially those with
higher stent-graft tortuosity, had higher wall stress at region close to distal SINE. One limitation of
their study was that simplified linear elastic model was used to represent the aortic wall, which may
not accurately describe the non-linear material behavior of biological tissues [6]. In addition, few
studies have examined risk factor of SINE, which include varying the stent graft oversizing ratio,
using contact analysis [1]. Due to limited experimental data on tissue properties in AD patients,
changes in material properties due to disease progression have yet to be considered in these studies.
The present study aims to investigate the effect of wall stiffness on stress and strain distributions in
the aorta using two different material models (i.e. linear vs. hyperelastic) and properties to
represent the acute and chronic disease stages. This assessment was performed on a patient-specific
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geometry of one AD patient who was diagnosed with SINE three months after TEVAR treatment.
Shear stress, shear elastic strain and equivalent stress (also known as von Mises stress) surrounding
the stent graft region were analyzed and correlated to SINE formation.
2 METHODOLOGY
A patient-specific case reported by Menichini et al. [3] was adopted in this study. The patient
underwent TEVAR in the chronic phase, but developed SINE at 14 months after TEVAR. Threedimensional geometry of the aorta corresponded to the the 3-month post-TEVAR anatomy prior to
SINE development, based on which structural wall model was built by extruding the geometry with
a uniform wall thickness of 1.4 mm and 2.3 mm at the aortic wall and the composite stent-wall
regions, respectively. Detailed description of the geometry can be found in [3].Stress-strain curves
as reported by [6] for abdominal aorta aneurysm tissues at the initiation of aneurysm and late
aneurysm stages were adopted in the current study to represent the acute and chronic disease
stages, respectively. Since abdominal aorta has been reported to be stiffer than descending thoracic
aorta [7], scaling was applied to the stress values of these curves, consistent with [7] . The 5parameter Mooney Rivlin (MR) hyperelastic model was adopted, and is described by the strain
energy density function, as follow:
1
W  c10 ( I 1  3)  c01 ( I 2  3)  c20 ( I 1  3) 2  c11 ( I 2  3)( I 2  3)  c02 ( I 2  3) 2  ( J  1) 2 (1)
d
where c10 , c01 , c20 , c11 , c02 are material constants, I 1 and I 2 are strain invariants and d is the
incompressibility parameter. The coefficients of the 5-parameter MR models for each of the acute
and chronic phases were obtained by curve fitting their respective biaxial test experimental data, as
shown in Figure 1. The bulk modulus was set to be 20x107 kPa to model the nearly incompressible
behavior of the aorta.
In separate simulation studies, elastic material model was used, and the simulation results were
compared against those obtained using the 5-parameter MR model. The elastic modulus values for
the two different disease stages were computed as the slope of the stress-strain curve within a
narrow region, i.e. Cauchy strain between 0.10 to 0.12, which represents strain levels normally
experienced by the aorta. All coefficient values were reported in Table 1.

Figure 1: Biaxial stress-strain curves adopted in this study for the descending thoracic aorta wall
during the acute and chronic phases, using (a) elastic and (b) hyperelastic models.
Table 1: Material constants for elastic and hyperelastic models at acute and chronic stages.
Disease
stage

C01 (MPa)

Hyperelastic coefficients
C02 (MPa) C10 (MPa) C11 (MPa)

C20 (MPa)

Linear elastic modulus
E (MPa)

Acute
Chronic

0.50359
0.6962

-0.43898
-0.56777

0.001291
-0.012143

1.0
2.67

0.63059
1.1311

-0.013136
0.069679

The composite stent-wall region was modelled to be linear elastic with an elastic modulus of 8.4
MPa. A static pressure of 50 mmHg (i.e. nominal pulse pressure) was applied at the inner surface to
mimic blood pressure acting on the aortic inner wall. A fixed support constraint was applied at each
of the inlet and outlet branches. Stress analysis was performed using the ANSYS static structural
solver (Ansys Inc, Canonsburg, PA, USA). Mesh independent tests were performed using the acute
HM, and a 5% difference between successive mesh size in terms of the maximum equivalent stress
(von Mises stress), shear strain and shear stress was deemed acceptable. The wall volume was
divided into an average of 1,320,951 tetrahedral mesh elements for all models.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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Figure 2 depicts the equivalent stress, shear stress and shear strain distribution on a patient-specific
geometry simulated with the elastic and the hyperelastic models during the acute stage. The AD
patient was diagnosed with SINE at a region distal to the stent-wall composite (Red circle). In both
elastic and hyperelastic models, maximum shear stress (SS) was observed to locate at the distal
edge of the stent-wall composite, adjacent to the location of SINE. As suggested by [5], the
compliance mismatch at the distal edge of the composite in addition to frequent movement of the
descending aorta is believed to induce high shear stress, subsequently promoting SINE
development. Such a development is not observed at the proximal end of the composite, likely due
to lower displacement at the ascending aorta. Furthermore, SINE at the descending aorta region
was found to coincide with high shear elastic strain region (SE) in both models. The hyperelastic
model demonstrated significantly higher SE values with a larger high SE surface area at the SINE
location, as compared to other regions. Our finding is consistent with [1] & [3], where new entry
sites coincide with high stent graft induced wall deformation region. Tear is often assumed to be
more stable (or less serious) in patients with a smaller tear size [4]. Underestimating the size of the
tear might affect the reliability of the simulations in gauging the stability of the tear. Previously,
Menichini et al. [3] has suggested high equivalent stress (ES) as a result of high tortuosity as a
potential SINE predictor. In the current study, high equivalent stress was also observed to occur at
both the proximal and distal edges, with higher values at the proximal region. This finding did not
concur with the actual SINE occurrence at the distal end. Based on these findings, we concluded
that maximum shear stress and strain are more suitable predictors and locaters of distal SINE,
respectively.

Figure 2 Equivalent stress, shear strain and shear stress of linear elastic and hyperelastic material
models at acute stage. Red tags indicate the global maximum values of the whole body and region
of interest (ROI) for further analysis is labelled with a box on the left.
Table 2 tabulates all parameters within a region of interest (ROI) encompassing the distal edge of
the stent-wall composite and its non-stented neighboring regions, as labelled in Figure 2. Table 3
tabulates the percentage changes in the maximum SE, SS and ES from the acute to the chronic
stage. Higher maximum ES, SE and SS were evident at the acute stage as compared to the chronic
stage. The stent graft induced SS and ES remained much higher at the distal contact region in both
models as compared to regions away from the stent (≈20-60 kPa), despite a progression into the
chronic stage. As compared to SS and ES, more significant reduction was observed for SE in both
models with disease progression from acute to chronic. The reduction in SE during the chronic
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stage was most likely caused by an increase in the aortic stiffness, which limits its ability to expand
and recover after stent insertion [4]. Even though the trend was similar for both elastic and
hyperelastic models, more significant reduction in the maximum ES, SS and SE was observed for
the elastic model as compared to the hyperelastic model.
Table 2 Maximum equivalent stress (ES), shear elastic strain (SE) and shear stress (SS) at ROI.
Disease phase
Material model
ES (kPa)
SE
SS (kPa)
Acute
EM
391.3
0.19
150.3
HM
302.8
0.22
129.2
Chronic
EM
289.4
0.08
118.8
HM
286.5
0.14
121.4
Table 3 Percentage changes of maximum equivalent stress (ES), shear elastic strain (SE), and
shear stress (SS) at ROI across disease stages.
Stages
Material model
% changes at ROI
Max ES
Max SE
Max SS
Acute to EM
-26.03
-59.15
-20.98
chronic
HM
-5.38
-34.53
-6.04
4 CONCLUSION
High maximum SS and SE at the distal edge of the stent-wall composite are deemed better
indicators for the presence of stent graft induced straining effect as compared to conventional use
of maximum ES. Stress and strain distributions on the aorta were similar using both elastic and
hyperelastic models, but higher SE values and a larger high SE surface area were observed in the
hyperelastic model. Both elastic and hyperelastic models showed a reduction in stress and strain in
stiffer aorta, but with the former displaying larger changes. Therefore, based on our findings, the
increased risk of SINE formation in chronic patients was not due to the altered stress and strain
distribution/values accompanying an increase in the wall stiffness. Future simulation studies call
for more subject data to investigate the reasons behind increased risk of SINE formation in chronic
patients as well as to determine the feasibility of predicting SINE formation using maximum SS
and SE.
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SUMMARY
With applying Bernoulli’s equation, we have designed a novel intracranial stent, the local
stenoesed stent, with cross-section near the aneurysm inlet stenosed. Its hemodynamics
performance has been evaluated and compared with traditional stent. The results confirmed that
using this kind of stent geometry had batter features in reducing the pressure in the intracranial
aneurysm.
Key words: Bernoulli’s equation, pressure, intracranial aneurysm
1 INTRODUCTION
The incidence of intracranial aneurysms is about 1% to 2%. Available epidemiological data
indicates that only a few people with intracranial aneurysms rupture during their lifetime.
Unfortunately, once the aneurysm ruptures, the mortality rate can up to 50%[1]. Nowadays, the
main methods for treating intracranial aneurysms include coil embolization, surgical clipping and
endovascular stent intervention. Stent intervention as an effective method of treating intracranial
aneurysms has been widely accepted. The coil embolization and surgical clipping have been used
to treat the small and narrow neck saccular aneurysms. The saccular aneurysm with wide neck will
be treated with stent-assisted coiling. Aneurysms with large volume, wide neck and complex
anatomical environment can be clinically selected with flow deversion[2]. However, there is still a
risk of rupture and bleeding after treatment of the aneurysms with stent. Therefore with applying
Bernoulli’s equation, we have designed a novel intracranial stent, the local stenosed stent, with
cross-section near the aneurysm inlet stenosed, and evaluated its performance.
The Bernoulli’s equation is described as‘The sum of pressure, the kinetic and potential energies per
unit volume in a steady flow of an in compressible and non viscous fluid remains constant at every
point of its path’. This equation stills approximately works if the conditions are not sufficiently
met. When the blood passes through a stenosed section of a tube, the velocity will increase at the
stenosed section and the pressure there will decrease accordingly to keep the total potential energy
constant (the gravity is neglected).
2 METHODOLOGY
The anatomical model of intracranial aneurysm was reconstructed using Mimics (v9.0, Materialise,
Ann Arbor, MI, USA) based on CT scan images. Then 3 models have been established based on the
anatomical model of intracranial aneurysm, namely the Normal Stent (NS), Local Stenosed Stent
(LSS) in initial phase (LSSI) and LSS in thrombosis phase (LSST). All stents were constructed by
the commercial software SolidWorks (SolidWorks Corp, Concord, MA) to fit into the vessel lumen
and placed across the aneurysm orifice. These stents consist of 19 wires with 0.3mm×0.2mm
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rectangle cross-section. The NS model was used as the control model, in which the normal stent
with no stenosis was used. While the LSSI and the LSST models used local stenosed stent in the
intracranial aneurysm model assuming the thrombus had not and had already formed between the
stent and the host artery wall respectively. The degree of stenosis of local stenosed stent was set to
16.7%.
In the numerical simulation, blood was assumed as incompressible, isotropic and Newtonian fluid.
The density and viscosity of the blood were 1050 kg/m 3 and 0.0035 Pa•s, respectively. The artery
walls and all stents surfaces were considered to be rigid and non-slip. An unsteady velocity profile
was used as the boundary condition at the inlet. The outlet boundary condition was defined as
outflow condition.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The pressure in the aneurysm was mainly concerned in the present study. Under the same flow
conditions, the pressure in the aneurysms of model LSSI and LSST was relatively low. However,
the wall shear stress (WSS) on the inner wall of the aneurysm has been slightly increased. The
results of this study indicated that the local stenosed stents have good hemodynamic characteristics
in decreasing the pressure compared with the control model. Although the WSS on the inner wall
of the aneurysm has a little increase trend in the models of LSSI and LSST, it was still lower than
that of the model NS that before stenting. Therefore, this kind of stent design could be considered
as an alternative to treat the intracranial aneurysm. The present study also provided a new concept
for designing stent.
REFERENCES
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SUMMARY
Biodegradable devices have been developed and investigated as alternatives for the currently-used
permanent cardiovascular stents or bone plate/screw. Biodegradable polymers and biodegradable
metals (magnesium alloys) are the most widely used degradable biomaterials in biomedical
applications, including implantable cardiovascular stents. A number of studies have been launched
during last twenty years in view of how physiological and biochemical environment in vivo
significantly affects biodegradation process. There are little studies focused on the effect of
mechanical stresses on degradation process in biomechanics. It is important that the mechanical
performances during biodegradation process for the understanding and better design of implantable
biodegradable devices.
Key words: biodegradable, stress, numerical simulation
1

INTRODUCTION

During the last decades, biodegradable devices have been developed and investigated as
alternatives for the currently-used permanent cardiovascular stents or bone plate/screw.
Biodegradable polymers and biodegradable metals (magnesium alloys, Polymers such as PLA,
PLGA, PCL) are the most widely used degradable biomaterials in biomedical applications,
including implantable orthopaedic fixation devices and cardiovascular stents. Biodegradable stents
eliminate many limitations of permanent stents, such as the need for long-term antiplatelet
treatment to avoid thrombosis, and have been heralded as the fourth revolution in cardiovascular
intervention A number of studies have been launched during last twenty years in view of how
physiological and biochemical environment in vivo significantly affects biodegradation process.
However, there are little studies focused on the effect of mechanical stresses on degradation
process in biomechanics. It is important that the mechanical performances during biodegradation
process for the understanding and better design of implantable biodegradable devices. In this study,
we quantitatively studied the effects of multi-dimensional corrosion by test and simulation. The
effects of different mechanical stresses on the degradation of aliphatic biodegradable polyesters and
magnesium alloys by experimental and numerical simulation would be discussed. It is reasonable
to conclude that mechanical stresses would be an important factor for the design of implantable
device which made up of biodegradable polyesters or magnesium alloys. It was indicated that
investigations into the effects of mechanical loads on the degradation should be very indispensable
for appropriately designing and application of implantable devices.
2 METHODOLOGY
The corrosion behavior of the biodegradable materials were determined in 0.9 wt.% NaCl or Hans
liquid at 37±0.5 ℃. Specimens, cubes of 5×5×5 mm, were cut out from 5 mm thick plate, and
then mounted in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) in order to expose different numbers of
surfaces (one, two, and three surfaces). They were also used to represent the elements with
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different corrosion-surface numbers in FE model. These specimens were polished with emery
papers up to 2000 grit, cleaned ultrasonically in anhydrous alcohol, and then dried in open air.
Specimens were placed in supports, and each exposed surface had the same inclination angle
(about 55-degree angle) to eliminate the inconsistency effects. Every three specimens having the
same numbers of exposed surfaces were placed in a support, and formed a specimen group.
Aggregately, 30 specimen groups (90 specimens) were used in the test. Every 10 specimen groups
had the same exposed-surface number. Each specimen group was immersed in one solution (450
ml) held in a beaker. The ratios of solution volume to the exposed surface area of the specimens
(ml/cm2) were 600, 300, and 200 for the one, two and three exposed-surface groups respectively.
The solution temperature was maintained at 37 ℃ by means of a thermostatically controlled water
bath. Compressive strengths of 30 specimens with one, two or three exposed surfaces were
determined after immersion. The compressive strengths of 10 intact specimens were determined as
control group.
The corrosion of every element in the FE simulation was assumed to be the superposition of
uniform micro-galvanic corrosion and stress corrosion processes. During the two corrosion
processes, the degradations of mechanical properties were described by continuum damage
mechanics. The corrosion model was implemented within Abaqus/Explicit FE code (DS SIMULIA,
USA) by means of a user subroutine (VUMAT). Considering the multi-dimensional corrosions
affect corrosion rates of elements by corrosion-surface numbers, we improved the damage
evolution law for the uniform corrosion process. The multi-dimension-effect ratio, an elementspecific dimensionless variable, was determined by the immersion test. The ratio is related to
corrosion-surface number which can cause multi-dimensional corrosions. Larger corrosion-surface
number means rapider damage of the element for increasing surface area exposed to multidimensional environment. The elements with more corrosion surfaces have larger
, and then
have higher corrosion rates. The VUMAT code was called in each material point to update the
stress states of the elements. The VUMAT received a strain and time increment from Abaqus solver
at the beginning of an analysis increment, and returned the resulting stress at the end of the analysis
increment. The corrosion damage was considered on an element-by-element evolution, and only
occurred for elements on exposed surfaces or corrosion layer. The VUMAT got the element
connectivity map by reading a input file. Based on the element connectivity map, elements on the
initial corrosion layer were determined and corroded. When a critical amount of D, 0.9, in the
element was reached, the element was removed from FE model. Some elements around the
removed element were exposed and introduced to the updated corrosion layer by VUMAT. The
ratio of each element was not a constant value during simulation. Before corrosion, each initial
value of ratio was determined based on the element location. During corrosion, the elements around
removed elements had additional corrosion surfaces. Then the values of ratio of these elements
were increased. The ratio of each element was updated in FE simulation. The stress state was
observed also based on the FE simulation.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the effects of different mechanical stresses on the degradation of aliphatic
biodegradable polyesters and magnesium alloys by experimental and numerical simulation would
be discussed. It is reasonable to conclude that mechanical stresses would be an important factor for
the design of implantable device which made up of biodegradable polyesters or magnesium alloys.
It was indicated that investigations into the effects of mechanical loads on the degradation should
be very indispensable for appropriately designing and application of implantable devices. The work
was supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (11421202, 11572029).
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SUMMARY
4D ultrasound is a non-invasive medical imaging technique that provides full field displacement
data of aortic and aneurysmal wall motion in vivo. Combined with inverse techniques to identify
the parameters of an orthotropic and nonlinear elastic constitutive equation, this data type has the
potential to overcome known limitations in the identification of the individual constitutive
behaviour of the human aortic and aneurysmal wall in vivo. In this study, results of the validation
of 4D ultrasound displacement measurement and the impact of the determined measurement
uncertainty on the reliability of the inverse parameter identification procedure are presented.

Key words: 4D ultrasound, full field measurement, validation

1 INTRODUCTION
Abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAA) are a degenerative disease of the human aortic wall that may
lead to weakening and eventually rupture of the wall with high mortality rates. Since the currently
established criterion for surgical or endovascular treatment of the disease is imprecise in the
individual case and treatment is not free of complications, the need for additional patient-individual
biomarkers for short-term AAA rupture risk as basis for improved clinical decision making is
widely acknowledged.
Analysis of patient-specific wall stresses in AAAs by finite element analysis is used to estimate the
individual risk of rupture, based on assumptions of wall strength. To provide truly individual
information, these models have to be patient specific regarding geometry, boundary conditions and
material. Often, only two load cases can be observed in a clinical setting since the possibilities of
non-invasive blood pressure measurement are limited. Mostly, only diastolic and systolic values of
transmural pressure are available from sphygmomanometry. Parameter identification of an
orthotropic and non-linear hyperelastic constitutive equation that is appropriate for modelling the
constitutive behaviour of the aneurysmal wall tends to be an ill-posed problem in such cases. It has
been shown that the use of heterogeneous displacement or strain fields is an appropriate means to
improve the reliability of constitutive parameter identification based on the observation of only few
load cases [1,2].
Time-resolved three-dimensional ultrasound combined with speckle tracking algorithms (4D
ultrasound) is a non-invasive medical imaging technique that provides full field displacement data
of aortic and aneurysmal wall motion in vivo [3]. Combined with inverse techniques to identify the
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parameters of an orthotropic and nonlinear elastic constitutive equation, this data type has the
potential to overcome known limitations in the identification of the individual constitutive
behaviour of the human aortic and aneurysmal wall in a clinical setting. We have developed an in
vivo Finite Element Model Updating (FEMU) approach to determining individual material
properties and the load free configuration of human aortae and AAA based on in vivo 4D
ultrasound full field strain measurement [4,5]. Since constitutive parameter identification based on
full field data is sensitive to uncertainties or systematic deviations in the data [1], the authors
present the results of a validation study of 4D ultrasound displacement measurement and the impact
of the measurement uncertainty on the reliability of parameter identification in this paper.

2 METHODOLOGY
Using a custom-built inflation-extension setup, a tubular specimen of porcine aorta was loaded
physiologically by axial prestretch that was held constant and a cyclic pressure amplitude that was
applied with a frequency of 1 Hz. In 5 experiments, constant axial prestretches of 1.31 to 1.61 and
pressure amplitudes ranging from 1 to 12 kPa were applied. All experiments were performed in
physiological salt solution at 37° in order to provide isotonic conditions as well as acoustic
properties of the medium that are close to the in vivo conditions. The cyclic deformation of the
specimen was measured in parallel by 4D ultrasound and optically capturing a field of view of
about 30 mm in longitudinal direction of the specimen. Temporal resolution of optical and
ultrasound measurements was 40 data sets/s. Three-dimensional deformation of the specimen’s
luminal surface was measured by use of a commercial customized 4D ultrasound device (Artida,
Toshiba Medical Systems, Otawara, Japan) that was equipped with a 3D transthoracic probe
(Toshiba, PST-25SX, 3.5 MHz phased array matrix transducer) resulting in 3D displacement fields
of up to 1080 material points that were distributed regularly over the specimen with distances of
about 1 mm between two material points in longitudinal and circumferential direction [3]. In
parallel the deformation of the specimen was measured optically by two 8-bit CMOS cameras with
a resolution of 1280 x 1024 pixels. The specimen surface was covered by an irregular optically
visible speckle pattern. Diameter change and 2D displacement fields of the outer wall surface were
determined in the two 2D views that were orthogonal to each other. An in-house threshold-based
edge detection method and a DIC code modified from [6] were used for these purposes,
respectively. Both were coded using MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Diameter change
and 2D displacement fields in planes corresponding to the optical measurements were extracted
from three-dimensional ultrasound data and registered on the optical 2D data. The agreement of 4D
ultrasound measurement of aortic wall motion with the optical reference measurement and the
reproducibility (test-retest reliability) of 4D ultrasound measurement results were determined.

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 1: 2D displacement fields obtained by 4D ultrasound (left) and by optical measurement
(right) with speckle tracking. x corresponds to the axial length of the tubular specimen, y to the
radial direction.
In an in vitro validation study, we have assessed the agreement of 4D ultrasound measurement of
aortic wall motion with an optical reference measurement and the reproducibility (test-retest
reliability) of 4D ultrasound measurement results. Compared to the reference, 4D ultrasound
measurement did not show any systematic error. Random error of local displacement measurement
was IQR = 0.21 mm in propagation direction of the ultrasound signal and IQR = 0.18 mm
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orthogonal to the propagation direction. The 95% confidence interval of local strain measurement
for tissue segments with a size of about 1.5 x 1.5 mm was determined to be ± 2.1%. From repeated
measurement and postprocessing of 5 different inflation-extension load cases of a porcine aortic
sample an intraclass correlation coefficient of ICC(1,1) ≥ 0.90 was found for the measurement of
local diameter, diameter change and circumferential strain.
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Figure 2: Result of the numerical verification experiment using strain fields with superimposed
random error. From the three best-fit parameter sets, stress-stretch curves for longitudinal (left) and
circumferential (right) stress for equi-biaxial stretch are calculated.
In a numerical verification experiment, we have examined the effect of the identified measurement
uncertainty on the results of the inverse identification of the constitutive parameters and the load
free geometry. Assuming an arbitrary but reasonable “master” constitutive behaviour and diastolic
and systolic blood pressure, data comparable to the clinically available 4D ultrasound full field
strain measurements of wall motion were generated numerically. Random error as identified in the
validation study was superimposed on the generated strain field data and these data were used as
input to the inverse FEMU approach. The Hausdorff distance of the identified load free geometry
was 0.3 mm, stress-stretch curves of the identified constitutive behaviour along three characteristic
load paths showed good agreement with the “master” material (R2 ≥ 0.79).
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SUMMARY
First documented in arteries, prestretches are considered a hallmark of biological tissues. Since the,
there have been a large number of studies on determining the pre-stretches or -strains in different tissues
at various scales. Incorporating these pre-strains into computational models for achieving the desired
equilibrium configuration – usually determined from in-vivo images – is non-trivial. Here we present
an inverse formulation that determines the field of pre-strain that is closest to the experimentally
determined values while maintaining the equilibrium configuration as that from images. We apply
the formulation to aortic valves, where the pre-strains have been reported at organ- and layer-scales.
The results indicate that we can closely match the experimental values, however we require an
inhomogeneous pre-strain field in order to accommodate the anisotropic boundary conditions.
Key words: inverse method, residual strain, aortic valves

1 INTRODUCTION
In the classical study by Fung et al., pre-strains in arteries were demonstrated using the opening angle
method – making a longitudinal cut in a ring of arteries leads to circular arc with an angle less than
2π [1]. Several experimental studies have confirmed the existence of similar pre-strains in different
biological systems. Although we have a large amount of experimental data available, including this
into our computational model remains a challenge.
Specifically, the pre-strains in soft tissues can be relatively large, sometimes as high as 40%. Furthermore, these strains are anisotropic and inhomogeneous. Given the nonlinear nature of tissues
and the coarse nature of the experimental results, it is not surprising that these pre-strains are not
self-equilibrating, in general. In other words, if we simply incorporate these pre-strains into our
models, the equilibrium configuration will be significantly different from the one we expect.
In this study, we aim to solve this problem by formulating an inverse analysis, whereby we assume that
we know the stress-free reference and equilibrated configurations with high confidence. Furthermore,
we know the experimental values of pre-strains, however their values are not precise and may vary
from point to point in the tissue. Thus, we seek to find what pre-strains can satisfy our reference and
equilibrated configurations. We use aortic valve as a model example case, where the pre-strains have
been determined experimentally at the organ- and layer-scales [2, 3].
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Kinematics
Consider a soft biological tissue with an ex-vivo or reference configuration B0 ∈ R3 , which is assumed
to be completed stress-free (Fig. 1). The tissue is subjected to a pre-stretch distribution F p , which
deforms the body into a different equilibrium, but stressed, configuration B p ∈ R3 with boundary ∂B p .
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The second order tensor F p represents the mapping between the reference configuration B0 and the
pre-stretched configuration B p . The tissue is further subjected to deformation from the pre-stretched
 
configuration occupying a final configuration B ∈ R3 with boundary ∂B. A mapping φ X p can be
defined between a particle from
configuration X p ∈ Bp to the deformed configuration
 
 the pre-stretched
x ∈ B according to x = φ X p = u X p + X p , where u represents the displacement field from the
 
pre-stretched to the final configuration. Associated with the mapping φ X p , it is possible to define
the deformation gradient tensor F as
 
 
F = ∇p φ X p = I + ∇p u X p ;

∇ p (•) =

∂ (•)
.
∂Xp

(1)

The total mapping F t linking the reference configuration B0 and the final configuration B can be
defined by means of the following multiplication decomposition
F t = FF p .

(2)

Figure 1: The multiplicative decomposition: fibre elements {d X, d X p, d x}, area elements {d A0, d A p, d a} and
volume elements {dV0, dVp, dv} in the three configurations {B0, B p, B}, respectively, with J = detF, Jp = detF p ,
H = JF −T and H p = Jp F −T
p .

2.2 Matching experimental pre-strain
Let us denote as F ∗p the target pre-stretch distribution determined via experiments. In general, F ∗p
distribution is approximate or incomplete and does not automatically imply equilibrium of the prestretched configuration B p . The underlying assumption here is that the equilibrium configuration
B p is determined much more accurately than the pre-strains. In order to correct the pre-strains, a
different distribution of pre-stretches F p must be found, close to the target distribution F ∗p such that
equilibrium is satisfied.
In order to write this mathematically, we first define the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor with respect
to the pre-stretched configuration P p in terms of the strain energy e per unit of undeformed volume as


∂e F, F p
P p = Jp−1
.
(3)
∂F
Furthermore, we denote the first PK stress in the B p configuration as P p . An important condition
0
that the distribution of pre-stretches F p must satisfy is that the pre-stretched configuration B p must
be in equilibrium (see (??)), namely


DIV p P p = 0;
on B p ;
0
(4)
P p N p = 0;
on ∂B p \∂φ B p,
0
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where ∂φ B p is the portion of the boundary ∂B p where Dirichlet boundary conditions are applied.

Therefore, our problem can be stated mathematically as the following constrained minimisation
 

1
F p − F ∗p : F p − F ∗p
2 

s.t DIV p P p = 0.
min

(5)

0



The Lagrangian L F p, µ associated with the above minimisation problem (5) is




L F p, µ =

Z

Bp

Z
 

 
1
∗
∗
F p − F p : F p − F p dVp +
DIV p P p F p · µ dVp .
0
2
Bp

(6)

Integration by parts on the second term on the right-hand side of (6) enables to re-write the Lagrangian
as
Z

 Z 1
 

 
∗
∗
L F p, µ =
F p − F p : F p − F p dVp +
∇ p µ : P p F p dVp .
(7)
0
Bp 2
Bp

The Lagrangian (7) was minimized using Newton’s method with consistent linearisation to determine
the equilibrating pre-stretches.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
We use the example of aortic valves, where the experimental in-plane pre-stretch is given as
F Fp = diag [λ C = 1.143, λ R = 1.307, ] and
F Vp

= diag [λ C = 1.33, λ R = 1.85, ]

(8)
(9)

in the fibrosa (F ) and ventricularis (V ) layers along the circumferential (C ) and radial (R ) directions,
respectively. The stretch in the thickness direction was determine assuming isochoric deformation. It
was evident that these pre-stretches do not lead to equilibrium, and the inverse problem is required
in order to calculate equilibrating pre-stretches. We found that, using a neo-Hookean material, the
equilibrating pre-stretches have to be inhomogeneous.
Furthermore, we performed a parameteric study by varying the pre-stretches in the fibrosa and
ventricularis layers. In order to keep the number of parameters tractable, the pre-stretches were
assumed to be isotropic (λ C = λ R ). In spite of the different applied pre-stretches, our inverse
formulation allowed us to start with the same equilibrium configuration and we calculated the time it
takes to open the valve leaflet. Interesting we found that the opening time decreases in pre-stretched
leaflets (Fig. 2). Our results might provide an insight into the functional role of pre-stretches and new
mechanisms of improving the artificial valve design.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Two views of the geometry and mesh of the aortic valve used in this study and (b) the resulting
opening time as we vary layer-level pre-stretches
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SUMMARY
Machine learning models are derived to assess local rupture risk of ascending thoracic aortic
aneurysm tissues using tension-strain data harvested in inflation test. The inputs to these models are
two sets of stress, strain, slope, and curvature values in the low strain region of response. The models
are trained using data from locations where the tissue ruptured. They are subsequently applied to data
from nonrupture sites. The rupture risk is assessed using the ratio of the end tension to the predicted
rupture tension. The results suggested that this indicator can better evaluate the rupture risk than the
peak tension.
Key words: ATAA, machine learning, strength, rupture
1

INTRODUCTION

The mortality rate caused by the rupture of Ascending thoracic aortic aneurysm (ATAA) has been
reported to be more than 90% [1]. From the perspective of mechanics, aneurysms rupture when the
local stress exceeds the tissue’s strength. Nowadays, finite element method has been routinely used
to predict the wall stress in aneurysms [2,3], and studies suggested that stress-based rupture
assessment is an improvement over the use of ATAA diameter [4,5]. Since the wall stress is only one
of the two factors determining the failure risk, an accurate estimation of the rupture potential requires
that the tissue’s strength be taken into account. However, to date there is no practical way to obtain
the tissue’s strength in a non-invasive manner.
Early studies have shown that for aneurysmal tissues there could exist relationships between the
strength and some pre-rupture response features. Sugita et al. reported that the ATAA strength
correlates significantly with a particular stress at a “yield point” before rupture [6]. Luo et al. found
that the ATAA strength is related to the tension at the point where the curvature of the total tension
strain curve attains maximum [7]. Motivated by these findings, we hypothesize that statistical models
could be derived to predict the local strength of the ATAA tissue based on knowledge of tensionstrain behavior prior to rupture. To this end, machine learning models are derived using previously
harvested tension-strain data. The feasibility of predicting ATAA rupture risk using these models are
evaluated.
2

METHODOLOGY

2.1 Tension-strain data and response curves
Tension-strain data used in our study are obtained in Prof. Avril’s lab [3]. The data were collected
through in vitro inflation tests over ATAA samples from five patients who underwent surgical
intervention. An inverse stress analysis was performed to compute the wall tension at Gauss points.
Some of these points were at or near the sites where the tissue eventually ruptured, while others were
at locations where the tissue remained intact. For each patient, a total 2385 tension-strain curves
including 2304 nonrupture and 81 rupture were garnered. Through pre-screening the data, we found
that noise existing in some samples could affect the smoothness of tension strain curves. To
circumvent this problem, a principal component analysis (PCA) is applied to reduce the noise.
Afterward, the tension and strain are fitted to a third-order NURBS function with 3 knot intervals.
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At the same time, knot positions for each curve are optimized to maintain a smooth change of slope.
The R2 value of the fitting is around 0.98 for all curves.
The typical ATAA tension-strain curve as shown in figure 1 has a J-shape with a compliant elastindominated region at the low strain range, a transition phase in the middle, and a stiﬀ collagendominated region at the high strain end. Early studies [6,7] observed that the response features in the
transition phase have strong correlation with the rupture strength. Motivated by this observation,
eight features associated with the transitional response are extracted: the tension, strain, slope and
curvature at the maximum curvature point and a transition point (Figure 1). The maximum curvature
of the curve may reflect how fast the collagen recruitment is, the tension and strain at this point may
suggest how early the transition occurs, and
the slope could be a measurement of the early
stiffness. The transition point is identified
based on the slope change. As shown in Figure
1, the slope of a typical tension-strain curve
changes significantly in the transition period
while becoming stable when it comes to the
high strain phase. We define the transition
point as the onset of the decreasing of second
derivative. The tension and strain at this point
may reflect the end of the transitional phase.
The slope may represent the stiffness of the
tissue when collagen fibers nearly fully come
into load bearing. The curvature at the
transition point is added to improve the model
performance.
Figure 1. Typical ATAA tension-strain curve
2.2 Machine learning models
A machine learning library, Scikit-learn [8], is used in the study. Three supervised-learning
techniques are selected to predict the rupture stress, namely Support Vector Machines (SVM),
Random forest (RF), and Artiﬁcial Neural Networks in their most popular version, the so-called
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP). A 10-fold cross-validation is applied to the training dataset
consisting of 405 rupture curves from 5 patients. The average mean-square error (AMSE) and
average cross-validation score (ACVS) are used to evaluate the performance of the models. To further
validate the models, we applied the models to an unseen dataset of 11520 curves in the non-rupture
group to predict their rupture stresses.
The optimal parameters are determined for each regression algorithm. Specifically, in the RF and
MLP, the accuracy of the model improves with the number of tress and neurons. Nevertheless, high
number of tress or neurons may induce overfitting [9]. As shown in Table1 and Table 2, the training
dataset accuracy stabilizes at around 50 trees and 60 neurons. Therefore, the optimal number of trees
and neurons are selected as 50 and 60, respectively. As for the SVM, a radial basis kernel function is
selected since it could produce the best result [10]. There are two parameters (C and 𝛾) in the radial
basis function kernel. To tune these two parameters, a grid searching method is applied, with the
order of both parameters ranging from 10 to 103. From the grid searching, C=10 and γ=1 are picked.
Table 1. Accuracy of Randomforest under different number of trees
RF
Number of tress
5
20
50
70
100
ACVS
0.971
0.980
0.989
0.989
0.9893
AMSE
0.0028
0.0022
0.0016
0.0016
0.0013
Table 2. Accuracy of Multilayer-perceptron under different number of neurons
MLP
Number of neurons
10
30
60
80
100
ACVS
0.83
0.88
0.953
0.951
0.954
AMSE
0.01
0.014
0.0053
0.0056
0.005
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3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
3.1 Training
Figure 2 shows the predicted rupture tension vs actual rupture tension for the training dataset. As we
can see from the figure, the average cross-validation scores derived from all three algorithms are
close to 1 while the mean squared error is on the order of 10-3. This cross-examination demonstrates
that the regression result is reasonably trustworthy.

Figure 2. Training performance. Top: RF. Bottom left: SVR. Bottom right: MLP
3.2 Prediction of rupture tension for nonrupture curves
The trained models are applied to curves in
the nonrupture group. Figure 3 illustrates
the predicted rupture tension vs the end
tension using MLP for all nonrupture
curves. We consider a strength prediction
greater than the end tension as a positive
prediction (PP), otherwise a negative
prediction (NP). Figure 4 shows the
percentages of PP vs NP for three
regression models. Note that the positive
prediction accounts for around 88% for all
three algorithms, indicating that the
models are reasonably trustworthy in
terms of PP outcome.

Figure 3. Predicted strength for nonrupture curves

Figure 4. Positive prediction and negative prediction
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Further, the models are applied to all curves. A local risk factor, which is the ratio of the end tension
to the predicted rupture tension, is defined. Figure 5 presents the distribution of the risk factor in 4
tissue samples while Figure 6 shows the corresponding tension distribution. The red circles indicate
the locations of the onset of rupture. Since the machine learning models are trained using data from
rupture sites, it is not surprising that the risk factor ‘hot spots’ coincide with the actual rupture sites.
It can be seen that for sample 2 and sample 3, the high risk factor regions match the high tension
regions. For sample 1 and sample 4, however, they are different, and the high tension spots are not
necessarily the rupture sites. This result underlines that the stress-based assessment is not always
reliable due to lack of consideration of the local strength.

Patient 1

Patient 3

Patient 2

Patient 4

Figure 5. Distribution of rupture risk factor
distribution

Patient 1

Patient 2

Patient 3

Patient 4

Figure 6. Distribution of von-Mises tension
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SUMMARY
The characterization of material properties from a sequence of images is of paramount importance
in biomedical engineering research. This is a two-step task, which has been traditionally addressed
in an uncoupled fashion, through an estimation of the displacement field from the images followed
by an estimation of the material properties. Recently, new approaches were proposed integrating
both stages into a single identification process. In this work, a robust numerical method for the
simultaneous identification of the optical flow field and the material properties of a mechanical model
from a sequence of images is presented.
Key words: Material Identification, Inverse Problems, Optical Flow, Intravascular Ultrasound

1 INTRODUCTION
The identification of mechanical properties of biological tissues has emerged as a challenging problem
in the field of biomechanics. Moreover, the possibility of performing the in-vivo characterization of
materials in anatomical structures is key to improve the understanding of the onset and progress of
some cardiovascular diseases. In particular the identification of elastic properties from sequences of
ultrasound images is a field of research that has witnessed a remarkable proliferation of scientific
contributions in the last decades.
The material characterization driven by image sequences has been traditionally approached by addressing two well defined sub-problems: (i) extracting the displacement field experienced by the solid
body from a sequence of images; (ii) formulating the material characterization as a data assimilation
problem, exploiting the displacement field obtained in the previous stage.
These sub-problems are actually two intertwined tasks in the identification process, each posing serious challenges for the effective material characterization in realistic scenarios. The displacement
field obtained from images is also known as optical flow (OF).
In [1] the first formulations integrating DIC techniques with regularizers based on strain energy functionals, were presented. The coupling between these two, formerly separated, problems, has led to
a promising approach aiming to perform a simultaneous characterization of the OF and the material
properties. A few years later, in [2], a formulation based on a strong coupling of the problems and
using a sequence containing several images was presented. Also, an iterative identification algorithm
was presented, illustrating its application to certain constitutive modeling problems.
In the present work, a new formulation for the simultaneous identification of the displacement field
(OF) and the mechanical properties from image sequences is presented. The proposed method is
based on the integration of the OF characterization problem with a mechanical model whose constitutive parameters are to be identified in a similar fashion as in the formulation presented in [2].
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The main difference with that study is that we propose a different manner to evaluate and normalize
the gradient of the functional to be minimized. The results obtained with the proposed approach are
compared with those delivered by the original method reported in [2], through the resolution of one
numerical example with manufactured solution.
2

METHODOLOGY

The two sub-problems stated above can be synthetically formulated as follows. The optical flow
estimation problem can be written as: find u∗ such that
u∗ = arg min IOF (u),

(1)

u∈UOF

where UOF is a proper set of displacement fields, and IOF is a measure of the error between images
in the sequence. The optical flow problem is usually based on the hypothesis that the intensity of each
material point does not change during the motion.
The material identification can be written as: find C∗ such that
C∗ = arg min J (u(C) − u∗ ),

(2)

C∈C

where J is a measure of errors between the measured displacements and those given by an underlying
mechanical model depending upon the candidate material parameters C. Linear elastic behavior is
assumed, therefore, the parameters to be estimated are the Young moduli E, which fully characterize
the tensor C.
Considering the implicit relation between u and the constitutive parameters C, given by the elasticity
problem, the image-based material identification problem is formulated as: find C∗ such that
C∗ = arg min

C∈C

(3)

I(C).

where u(C) is the implicit relation given by the linear elasticity problem, and I is a functional given
by
Z Z
1 T
I(C) =
|I(x0 + u(x0 , t, C), t) − I(x0 , 0)|2 dΩdt,
(4)
2 0 ΩROI

with I(x, t) being a space-time intensity function which encodes the information about the motion of
the solid body, under the action of external forces and prescribed kinematical boundary conditions.
This functional is presented in [2], where a numerical method based on an approximate evaluation
of the gradient is developed. The formulation presented in this work uses an exact evaluation of the
gradient gE,i of the functional, given by:
gE,i (E) =

Z

0

T

Z

ΩROI

 


t
t
I x0 + u(x0 , E) , t − I(x0 , 0) ∇I (x0 + u(x0 , E), t)·si (E) dΩdt
T
T

i = 1, . . . , nM , (5)

where nM is the number of different material properties to be identified and si =
3

∂u
∂Ei .

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to analyze the potential of the proposed formulation, a problem with a manufactured solution
is addressed.
The solution of the mechanical problem is approximated through the Finite Element Method (FEM),
using FreeFem++ solver. For the mechanical problem the displacement field u is interpolated using
an unstructured mesh, while the intensity function I is evaluated in a regular grid of nodes representing the pixels in the ΩROI region. The following stopping criterion is used for both formulations:
(k)

kδE(k) k2 < 10−4 , with δEi

(k)

=

∆Ei

(k)
Ei

.
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The geometry utilized was obtained from the segmentation of IVUS images, describing the crosssection of a coronary artery. Through image processing it is possible to retrieve more than one cardiac
phase corresponding to the cross-section of such vessel [3], each corresponding to different blood
pressure levels. In this example, the displacement field to be identified is manufactured by solving
the inflation problem for the geometry with known pressure loads.
From the raw IVUS frame shown in Figure 1a, the geometry of the cross-section is obtained by
manual segmentation of the lumen and of the external elastic membrane. The intensity function
extracted from the IVUS dataset is shown in Figure 2a, with a resolution of 256 × 256 pixels. Three
regions were segmented and identified as shown in Figure 1b: the cellular matrix tissue (1-red), a
lipid pool inclusion (2-blue) and a calcium inclusion (3-green).

(a) IVUS image.

(b) Segmented wall.

(c) FEM mesh.

Figure 1: IVUS raw image and segmented arterial wall featuring two inclusions: lipid pool (blue) and
calcium (green).
An isotropic behavior with known ν = 0.4 Poisson ratio is assumed and the reference Young modulus
considered are: E1 = 500 kPa, E2 = 10 kPa and E3 = 4000 kPa.
To generate the deformed configurations, the inflation of the mechanical model is solved by FEM
analysis (using the mesh shown in Figure 1c) and then the displacement field is interpolated over the
pixel grid. Also, additive independent zero-mean Gaussian noise (χ ∈ {0.02, 0.04, 0.06}) is applied
at each pixel of the images. The deformation between consecutive frames is driven by an internal
pressure increment of p = 300 Pa (2.25 mmHg, approximately). The number of increments used in
the loading program is nI = 4, rendering a total pressure increment of 9 mmHg. In Figure 2, the
reference (undeformed) IVUS frame is shown over the top row, and the deformed image, at the end
of the loading program, is shown at the bottom row. Over the left column the images without noise
are displayed, while over the right column, the images with added noise are depicted.

(a) Ref. image wo/noise.

(b) Ref. image w/noise.

(c) Def. image wo/noise.

(d) Def. image w/noise.

Figure 2: Reference and deformed configurations at IVUS frames including artificially added noise.
Both formulations were applied considering two different initial guesses for the Young moduli. The
results obtained are summarized in Table 1 where the results provided by the proposed formulation
are labeled as F2 (pressure and Young moduli were scaled down by a factor of 10−5 ).
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Form.
F1
F2
F2
F2

χ
0.02
0.02
0.04
0.06

Initial guess: E = (10, 10, 10)
E1
E2
E3
iters.
7.10 0.160
2.65
36
5.00 0.101 47.78
17
5.02 0.095 64.27
37
5.02 0.086 998.04
65

Initial guess:
E1
E2
7.10 0.159
5.00 0.101
5.00 0.096
5.02 0.083

E = (2, 2, 10)
E3
iters.
10.00
81
47.78
20
116.34
23
244.07
47

Table 1: Results of the material identification problem using the proposed formulation for different
levels of noise.
kδuk
The approximate gradient formulation (F1) proposed
in [2] did not yield acceptable results for χ = 0.04 and
χ = 0.06.
The map of the pixel-normalized displacements error obtained using the exact gradient formulation for
χ = 0.06 is shown in Figure 3, where the error of the
obtained displacement is less than 7% of the pixel size.
It can be therefore inferred that the error of the value
obtained for the calcium is related to the low resolution
of the image pixel grid.
Figure 3: Map of the pixel-normalized displacement errors for χ = 0.06.
The results obtained allow us to conclude that the proposed identification method is able to identify
the constitutive parameters of the regions corresponding to cellular matrix and lipid pool for all the
levels of noise and initial guesses considered. It is observed that there exists a low sensitivity of the
functional under variations of the value of the Young modulus corresponding to the calcium region,
in particular when higher levels of error are present in the images.
4 CONCLUSIONS
A new formulation for the simultaneous identification of the optical flow and the mechanical properties of elastic solids, using data contained in sequence of images, was presented. One numerical
example is employed to compare and analyze the results provided by the proposed method with one of
the most recent methods presented in the literature, considered as the reference method. The method
reported in this work extends the applicability of the reference method by removing some hypotheses,
yielding to a more robust approach.
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SUMMARY
We present a finite element method for solving two- and three-dimensional problems of nonlinear
elasticity in case of hyperelastic material. The proposed method uses two measures of deformation
and allows us to develop an effective and easy-to-implement tool for the numerical study of the stressstrain state of any hyperelastic material. In particular, the deformation measure based on upper triangular (QR) decomposition of the deformation gradient, minimizes errors of processing experimental
data.
Key words: finite element method, hyperelasticity, QR-decomposition

1 INTRODUCTION
Hyperelastic models remain the most popular models for describing the mechanical behaviour of soft
biological tissues. As an example, we refer to the book “Biomechanics of living organs: hyperelastic
constitutive laws for finite element modeling” [1], which presents hyperelastic models for almost
every organ of the human body. In the framework of hyperelasticity, there exists an elastic potential
that completely determines stress-strain relations (constitutive equations) for hyperelastic material.
The form of the constitutive equations, as well as the methods of their construction, strongly depend
on the chosen deformation characteristic (strain measure).
Conventionally, numerical solution of a nonlinear elastic problem is based on finite element discretization of the weak statement of the problem. Within this approach, it is necessary to find the
so-called stiffness matrix, characterized by the Hessian of the elastic potential. The formulas for the
stiffness matrix can be complicated and cumbersome, for each new constitutive equations it is necessary to find the stiffness matrix each time anew. We consider an alternative, more simple, finite
element approach to find the deformation of a hyperelastic material.
2 KINEMATICS
Consider the domain Ωt ⊂ Rd , d = 2, 3 occupied by an elastic body at time t. Let Ω0 be the domain
at the initial time. The position of a point at the initial time is denoted by X, and the position of
the point at time t, by x. For the Cartesian frame {Ei } fixed to the initial configuration Ω0 and the
Cartesian frame {ei } fixed to the actual configuration Ωt , we can write
X=

d
X

Xi Ei , x =

i=1

d
X

xi ei .

i=1

The deformation x = φ(X, t) of the elastic body is defined as a one-to-one mapping
φ : Ω0 × [0, t] → Ωt ,
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(1)

and the corresponding displacements have the form u(X, t) := φ(X, t) − X. The deformation
gradient F, which is a key characteristic of the kinematics, is determined by the relation
F = F(X, t) =

∂φ
∂x
=
.
∂X
∂X

(2)

The deformation gradient F contains information about changes in the distance between the points of
the body and about rigid rotations of the body. A rigid rotation does not cause additional stresses in
the body, and hence one introduces various strain measures eliminating such rotations. We consider
the following strain measure:
- right CauchyGreen deformation tensor C = FT F,
- upper triangular matrix F̃ = QT F defined by the QR-decomposition of F [4].
3

HYPERELASTIC MATERIALS

By the definition of hyperelastic material, there exists an elastic potential ψ(F) such that the Cauchy
stress tensor σ has the form
1 ∂ψ(F) T
F ,
J ∂F
where F is the deformation gradient and J = det F. The potential energy U of the elastic body can
be expressed via the elastic potential as well
Z
Z
U=
ψ(F)dΩ =
J −1 ψ(F)dΩ.
(3)
σ=

Ω0

Ωt

4 EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIONS
The equilibrium equation of an elastic body in the differential form becomes
div σ + b = 0 in Ωt ,

(4)

where b is the body force. Let ∂Ωt be the boundary of the domain Ωt , and let ∂Ωt = Γu (t) ∪ Γσ (t),
where Γu (t) = Γu (t). Consider the mixed boundary conditions
on Γu (t), σn = t0

u = ū

on Γσ (t),

(5)

where n is the outward normal on ∂Ωt and ū and t0 are given displacements and forces on the
boundaries Γu (t) and Γσ (t), respectively.
Since there exists an elastic potential for hyperelastic materials, the finite-element approximation of
Eqs. (4), (5) can be based on the virtual work principle: find a function u ∈ H̃ 1 (Ωt ) such that
(6)

δW − δU = 0,
where the internal energy variation
δU =

Z

Ωt

is due to the work
δW =

Z

Γt (t)

σ : ∇δu dS

t0 · δu dS +

Z

Ωt

b · δu dΩ,

of the applied body and surface forces and the H̃ 1 (Ωt ) is defined as

H̃ 1 (Ωt ) = v ∈ H 1 (Ωt ) |v = ū on Γu (t)
Taking into account (3), we can write Eq. (6) as
Z

∂
δW −
ψ(F)dΩ · δu = 0.
∂u
Ω0
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(7)

5

FINITE-ELEMENT DISCRETIZATION

Given a conformal mesh (triangular or tetrahedral) of the domain Ω0 , consider the finite element
method in which the displacement field is approximated by continuous functions linear on each triangle/tetrahedron. Consider a simplex TP of computational mesh with vertices Pi , i = 1, . . . , (d + 1)
which, after the deformation φ(X, t), becomes a simplex TQ with vertices Qi , i = 1, . . . , (d + 1).
If λi (X), i = 1, . . . , (d + 1) are the barycentric coordinates of a point X, then the coordinates of
any point X ∈ TP before the deformation and the coordinates of the corresponding material point
x = φ(X) ∈ TQ after the deformation can be written as
(d+1)

X=

X

(d+1)

λi (X)Pi , x =

i=1

X

(8)

λi (X)Qi .

i=1

For the deformation gradient F = ∂x/∂X, with regard to (8), we obtain the representation
(d+1)

F=

X
i=1

(9)

Qi ⊗ Di ,

where Di := ∂λi /∂X and the vectors Di are completely determined by the geometry of the simplex
TP .
Using (9) we can obtain the following expressions for the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor
(d+1) (d+1)

C = FT F =

X X
i=1

j=1

(Qi · Qj )Di ⊗ Dj .

(10)

The components of the F̃ can be obtained by the Cholesky factorization of the CauchyGreen deformation tensor C [4].
Since the basis functions are linear, it follows that the value of the elastic potential ψ(F) is constant
on TP and, by (3), the contribution Up of the TP to the internal energy is given by
Up = Ap ψ(G),
where G is an arbitrary point of the simplex TP and Ap is d-volume of TP . Now, using Eq. (7)
for the approximate solution of the problem, we can obtain equations for the new coordinates of the
nodes. Consider the contribution of each finite element containing the ith node to the nodal forces.
Let Fi (TP ) be the elastic force, and let Fi,ext (TP ) be the external force at the ith node of TP ; then
Z
Z
∂Up
, Fi,ext (TP ) =
t0 λi dS +
bλi dΩ.
Fi (TP ) = −
∂Qi
Γet (t)
TQ
Assembling over the neighboring cells, we obtain the static equilibrium equation for the ith node of
TP
X
(Fi (TP ) + Fi,ext (TP )) = 0,
(11)
TP ∈Si

where Si is the set of simplices containing the ith node.
The formulas for Fi (TP ) depend on the form of elastic potential. We considered isotropic and
anisotropic hyperelastic materials using C and F̃ as strain measures. As an example, we present
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the formulas for elastic forces in three-dimensional case for isotropic material ψ(G) = ψ(I1 , I2 , I3 ):
3
X
∂ψ ∂Is
∂UP
= −AP
;
Fi (TP ) = −
∂Qi
∂Is ∂Qi

(12)

s=1

4

X
∂I1
=2
(Dn · Di ) Qn ;
∂Qi
∂I2
=
∂Qi

n=1
3
X

j,k=1

(I1 δjk − Cjk )

∂I3
∂J
= 2J
,
∂Qi
∂Qi

(13)

∂Cjk
,
∂Qi

4

X
∂Cij
=
Qn (Dn ⊗ Dk + Dk ⊗ Dn )ij ;
∂Qk

(14)

n=1

∂J
(−1)i
=
(Qi+1 − Qi+3 ) × (Qi+2 − Qi+3 ),
∂Qi
6VP

(15)

where

1
tr2 C − trC2 ,
2
In anisotropic case the expressions are similar.
I1 = trC,

I2 =

I3 = J 2 .

(16)

If we use components of F̃ as deformation characteristics for a hyperelastic material, its elastic potential is a function of 6 arguments
ψ(G) = ψQR (ξ1 , ξ2 , ξ3 , ξ4 , ξ5 , ξ6 ),
where
ξ1 = ln F̃11 ,

ξ2 = ln F̃22 ,

ξ3 = ln F̃33 ,

ξ4 =

F̃12
,
F̃11

ξ5 =

F̃13
,
F̃11

ξ6 =

F̃23
F̃22

(17)

and F̃ij are entries of the upper triangular matrix F̃. The expression for the elastic forces at the ith
node of the simplex has the form
Fi = −

6
X
∂ψQR ∂ξs
∂UP
= −AP
;
∂Qi
∂ξs ∂Qi

(18)

s=1

1 ∂ F̃11
∂ξ1
=
,
∂Qi
F̃11 ∂Qi
∂ξ4
1 ∂ F̃12
=
−
∂Qi
F̃11 ∂Qi

∂ξ2
1 ∂ F̃22
=
,
∂Qi
F̃22 ∂Qi
F̃12 ∂ F̃11
;
2 ∂Q
F̃11
i

∂ξ3
1 ∂ F̃33
=
;
∂Qi
F̃33 ∂Qi

(19)
(20)

∂ξ5
1 ∂ F̃13 F̃13 ∂ F̃11
=
− 2
;
∂Qi
F̃11 ∂Qi
F̃11 ∂Qi

(21)

∂ξ6
1 ∂ F̃23 F̃23 ∂ F̃22
=
− 2
;
∂Qi
F̃22 ∂Qi
F̃22 ∂Qi

(22)

∂ F̃11
1 ∂C11
= √
,
∂Qi
2 C11 ∂Qi

(23)

∂ F̃12
1 ∂C12 C12 ∂ F̃11
=
− 2
;
∂Qi
F̃11 ∂Qi
F̃11 ∂Qi

∂ F̃13
1 ∂C13 C13 ∂ F̃11
=
− 2
,
∂Qi
F̃11 ∂Qi
F̃11 ∂Qi

∂ F̃22
1
=
∂Qi
2F̃22

∂C22
∂ F̃12
− 2F̃12
∂Qi
∂Qi
!
∂ F̃23
F̃23 ∂ F̃22
1
∂C23
∂ F̃13
∂ F̃13
=−
+
− F̃12
− F̃12
;
∂Qi
∂Q
∂Q
∂Q
∂Qi
F̃22
F̃22
i
i
i
!
∂ F̃33
1
∂C33
∂ F̃13
∂ F̃23
=
− 2F̃13
− 2F̃23
;
∂Qi
∂Qi
∂Qi
2F̃33 ∂Qi

!

;

(24)
(25)
(26)

4

X
∂Cij
=
Qn (Dn ⊗ Dk + Dk ⊗ Dn )ij .
∂Qk

(27)

n=1

The solution of the nonlinear system (11) can be obtained either by the classical Newton method (the
corresponding Jacobian can be written out) or by the Jacobian-free NewtonKrylov method.
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6

METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS

The work [2] presents an elegant approach for computing deformations of nonlinear membranes in
case of St.VenantKirchhoff material. The approach is based on the interpolation properties of the
barycentric coordinates and the minimum potential energy principle, which produces all necessary
formulas in analytical and compact forms in the case of linear triangular finite elements. We suggest
to expand the proposed approach to all hyperelastic materials and to the 3D case [3].
A distinctive feature of this approach is the compact form of the equations which leads to a lesser
computational work and allows us to implement a wide range of elastic potentials for hyperelastic
models in a simple way. The proposed approach has been described for two different measures of
deformation. One measure is the well-known the right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. The other
measure is based on QR-decomposition of deformation gradient [4], [5]. Using this measure leads
to constitutive equations with non-correlating members. The absence of correlation allows one to
describe the mechanical behaviour of soft tissues without using an a priori specified form of the
constitutive equations and minimizes errors of processing experimental data.
We consider two- and three-dimensional nonlinear elastic problems discretized by linear finite elements. The use of linear finite elements is the limitation of the approach. The obtained formulas
have a general nature and can be used for both isotropic and anisotropic materials. The anisotropy
of materials is characterized by the corresponding derivatives of the elastic potential. The proposed
method allows us to develop an effective and easy-to-implement tool for modeling hyperelastic material deformation. This tool can be useful for solving inverse problems at the stage of forward problem
solution.
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SUMMARY
Many life-threatening cardiovascular events are precipitated by the mechanical failure of an
atherosclerotic plaque, referred to as plaque rupture. Rupture risk prediction assessments can greatly
benefit from structural stress analyses of plaques, where accurate representation of the heterogenous
plaque material behaviour is of great importance for the accuracy of the analyses. In this study, we
have developed and validated a novel material characterization approach for heterogenous plaques
using virtual fields method. Study results demonstrate the high accuracy of the approach for
component-wise material characterization of plaques and hence, the potential of both in-vitro and invivo use in the future.
Key words: atherosclerotic plaques, material characterization, virtual fields method
1 INTRODUCTION
Fatal cardiovascular events such myocardial infarction and stroke are majorly caused by
atherosclerotic plaque rupture [1]. Plaque rupture is a biomechanical tissue failure, that occurs when
plaque’s structural integrity is compromised by an overwhelming mechanical load. Hence, plaque
stress analyses are key for predicting rupture. Plaque stresses can be assessed with computational
techniques, such as finite element (FE) modelling, where accurate representation of the plaque
material behavior is a must for correct plaque stress predictions [2].
Atherosclerotic plaque tissue is highly heterogeneous and is composed of various structural
components. For accurate regional stress assessment, it is of great importance to measure the
component-wise material properties of atherosclerotic plaques. However, mechanical properties data
of atherosclerotic plaques is scarce and mainly limited to gross properties of plaques [3]. Recent
studies performed component-wise material characterization of plaques using inverse FE approach
[4,5]. However, this technique is computationally expensive as it requires FE updating iteratively.
Hence, faster techniques are required, especially for in-vivo characterization and clinical use in the
future.
A computationally less expensive approach for material characterization is the virtual fields method
(VFM), which is based on the principle of virtual work [6]. VFM has been widely used for various
engineering applications and also recently in the cardiovascular biomedical field for healthy arteries
[7]. The current study applies the VFM for material characterization of heterogeneous atherosclerotic
plaque tissue, for the first time. Here we present the derived virtual fields for the particular application
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of intraluminal pressurization of atherosclerotic arteries and the validation of the approach using
synthetically generated experimental data.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 VFM principle and derivation of the virtual fields
VFM employs the virtual work principle, which can be for a given solid of volume V in the absence
of body forces and for a (pseudo-)static loading written as follows:
− ∫𝑉 [𝜎]: [𝜀 ∗ ] + ∫𝑆 𝒕 ∙ 𝒖∗

= 0

(1)

where [σ] is the Cauchy stress tensor, [ε*] is the virtual strain (small strain definition) tensor derived
from the virtual displacement vector u*, and t is the distribution vector of the traction loads exerted
on the surface S. VFM utilizes full-field deformation measurements of the investigated structure.
Together with a predefined constitutive law, the deformation fields are used to obtain the Cauchy
stress tensor [σ]. In case of an incompressible hyperelastic material description with a strain energy
density function ψ, the stress tensor [σ] is obtained from:
𝜕𝜓

[𝜎] = −𝑝[𝐼] + 2 ∙ 𝜕[𝐹] ∙ [𝐹 𝑇 ]

(2)

where p is the hydrostatic pressure term enforcing incompressibility constraint, [I] is the identity
tensor, and [F] is the deformation gradient tensor obtained from full-field deformation measurements.
The material parameters to be determined with VFM are integrated in the strain energy density
function ψ. VFM principle (Eqn 1) requires describing kinematically admissible virtual displacement
fields u*. Choosing the fields smartly is a key issue as the final analytical equation(s) obtained from
Eqn 1 must enable the evaluation of the unknown material constants in the strain energy density
function ψ.
In an ideal case of homogeneous full-field deformation, same number of virtual fields, and hence
analytical equations derived from Eqn 1, as the number of unknowns would be sufficient to solve the
system of the equations. However, in case of heterogeneous full-field deformation measurements,
noise in the measurements and nonlinearity of the material properties the identification strategy
requires a minimization technique and virtual displacement fields more than the number of equations.
For this study, trust region reflective technique integrated in a custom-developed MATLAB code was
employed as the minimization algorithm and the system of the analytical equations obtained from
Eqn 1 by prescribing multiple virtual fields is used in the minimization to identify the unknown
material parameters. The first phase of the study included finding appropriate virtual fields that would
allow assessing component-wise plaque stiffness for atherosclerotic plaques under intraluminal
pressure loading with VFM.
2.2 Validation study
As this is the first study applying VFM to the intraluminal pressurization of atherosclerotic plaques,
the derived virtual displacement fields and the VFM approach required validation. Therefore,
synthetic full-field displacement measurements of atherosclerotic plaques for physiological
intraluminal pressure of 100 mmHg were computed with FE modelling. Ten FE models were
generated based on ten realistic plaque morphology obtained from histology segmentation of human
carotid plaques (Figure 1). Incompressible Neo-Hookean material models, described by a single
material constant C, were assumed for the plaque components. The C-values for the four components
were: fibrous tissue=120 kPa, calcified tissue=423 kPa, lipid rich tissue=5 kPa, and the arterial
wall=250 kPa [8,9]. In the end, the VFM-estimated values were compared against these “groundtruth” values.
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Figure 1: Illustrative example for FE models (right) for validation analysis. The geometries were
obtained from segmented carotid plaque histology images (left).
2.3 Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity of the employed VFM approach to the number of the prescribed virtual fields and on
the initial guesses for the C-values of the four plaque components was investigated. Ten initial
guesses were generated randomly within the range of 1-1000 kPa for the four plaque components.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Because of the incompressibility condition a strong requirement in the search of the virtual fields
was that the trace of the virtual strain fields was equal to zero, but resulting in non-zero integral
evaluations of Eqn 1 at the same time. We identified a smart choice of an in-plane displacement field
fulfilling these requirements to be u*=[x/(x2+y2), y/(x2+y2), 0]. By multiplying this displacement
field with periodic functions to the power of “n” and rotating the fields “m”-times with increments
of π/m in the circumferential direction, new virtual fields were obtained. In the end, the number of
equations obtained equaled to m-times-n. The maximum relative error of the VFM-estimated Cvalues compared to the ground truth decreased by increasing the number m and/or n. The error values
for the fibrous tissue component are illustrated in Figure 2. Approximately 120 virtual fields were
sufficient to achieve a mean error of < 5% for the VFM-derived C-values of the four plaque
components.
Mean error in
C-value estimation

Figure 2: Relative error evaluation for fibrous tissue C-value with respect to the number of
rotations, m, and order of the periodic functions, n.
An illustrative case of m=12 and n=12 showed an excellent estimation of the C-values with the
developed VFM approach. The mean error for all VFM evaluations of 10 plaque cases and 10 initial
guesses (in total 100 evaluations) combined resulted in VFM-derived C-values for fibrous tissue as
122 kPa, for wall as 258 kPa, for lipid as 7 kPa and for calcified as 457 kPa (Table 1). The highest
absolute error was for the calcified tissue (34 kPa) with a relative error of 8%. The VFM evaluation
for this illustrative case took <10 min using the developed MATLAB code in a PC (Intel i7, four
core, RAM=16GB).
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Table 1: VFM-results of an illustrative case

In this study, VFM was used for the first time for atherosclerotic plaque mechanical characterization.
The validation analysis showed high accuracy of the VFM approach for the particular application,
demonstrating the great potential of VFM for heterogeneous plaque characterization from full-field
deformation data. In-vivo full-field plaque deformation can be acquired from MRI and ultrasound.
Moreover, the computational time required for the VFM approach was in the order of minutes, much
shorter than e.g. inverse FE approach, which might take hours or days. Hence, the developed VFM
technique has great potential to be used for in-vivo plaque characterization.
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SUMMARY
A non-invasive inverse method is proposed to identify the patientspecific local extensional stiffness
of aortic walls based on gated CT scans. We apply the approach on 11 patients who underwent a
gated CT scan before surgical ascending thoracic aortic aneurysm (ATAA) repair and whose ATAA
tissue was tested after the surgical procedure to estimate the rupture risk criterion. We find a very
good correlation between the rupture risk criterion and the local extensional stiffness. Finally it is
shown that patients can be separated in two groups: a group of stiff and brittle ATAA and a group of
relatively compliant ATAA.
Key words: Non–invasive inverse method, Local extensional stiffness, Finite–elements, Patient–
specific rupture risk criterion, stretch ratio risk criterion.

1

INTRODUCTION

An ascending thoracic aortic aneurysm (ATAA) is a pathological dilatation of the ascending thoracic
aorta. It often grows slowly and usually without symptoms. ATAAs are difficult to detect because it is
a silent disease. Small and slow-growing ATAAs may never rupture, but large, fast-growing ATAAs
may dissect or rupture, leading to the sudden death of the patient.
Depending on the growth rate and size of a thoracic aortic aneurysm, treatment may vary from watchful waiting to emergency surgery. Preferably, surgery for an ATAA can be planned by replacement of
the enlarged aortic segment with synthetic grafts. Excluding the patients with familial genetic disorders such as Marfan syndrome, elective surgical repair of ATAA is recommended for diameter larger
than 5.5 cm or for fast growing aneurysms (growth>1 cm per year) [5, 4]. The 5.5 cm diameter criterion is widely acknowledged as an incomplete criterion. The International Registry of Acute Aortic
Dissection (IRAD) reported that among 591 type ”A” aortic dissections, 59% had a diameter below
5.5 cm. Our research group proposed a rupture risk criterion, namely the stretch ratio risk, defined
as the current tissue stretch (under in vivo conditions) and the maximum stretch (at which the tissue
ruptures). We derived the stretch ratio risk criterion for a cohort of 31 patients by performing bulge
inflation tests on ATAA tissues collected during surgical procedures of these patients. We also derived
from these tests the tangent elastic modulus of the ATAA tissues and demonstrated that it is strongly
correlated to the stretch ratio risk criterion, showing that most of the patients for whom stretch ratio
risk criterion less than 0.9 have moduli below 1 MPa whereas patients for whom stretch ratio risk
criterion greater than 0.9 have moduli ranging from 1 MPa to 7 MPa [2]. A natural question is: could
the stretch ratio risk criterion be deduced from non invasive measurements of in vivo aortic stiffness?
Trabelsi et al. [6] introduced a methodology to identify the patient–specific material properties of
ATAAs by minimization of the difference between model predictions and gated CT measurements of
the aneurysm.
We recently presented a novel methodology, onward denoted the LESI (local extensional stiffness
identification) methodology [3], to identify local extensional stiffness non-invasively, simply employing the gated CT scans and measured systolic and diastolic blood pressures. It was proved that
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the reconstruction of stiffness is averagely correct and the local heterogeneity can be retrieved using
the LESI methodology [3]. In the present work we show that the local extensional stiffness obtained
on a cohort of 11 patients using the LESI methodology correlates well with the stretch ratio risk
criterion.
2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

ATAA samples were collected for a cohort of 11 patients who underwent elective surgical repair
of ATAA at the University Hospital of Saint-Etienne (CHU-SE) in France. For each sample, a 40 ×
40 mm square piece was cut and a bulge inflation test was carried out [1, 2]. During the bulge inflation
test, the circumferential, λ1 , and axial, λ2 , components of Cauchy-Green stretch were measured at the
center of the sample for each pressure stage, p(t). Finally stretch ratio risk criterion can be defined as
[2]:
v(
)
( t
)2
u t
physio
u λ physio 2
λ
t
1
2
cos2 θ +
sin2 θ
(1)
γstretch =
λrup
λrup

where λrup denotes the rupture stretch measured in the direction perpendicular to the crack splitting
the sample in two halves, noting that 0 > γstretch > 1.

Each reconstructed aortic geometry was meshed in such a way that each node represented the position
of the same material point at each phase of the cardiac cycle. Thus, a structural mesh is required, with
an identical number of elements and nodes at all phases. To this aim, a mesh morphing function
between the geometries of each phase was reconstructed and applied. VMTK was used to generate
the structural mesh from segmented geometries (STL files) [3]. In order to track the same material
points at all phases throughout the cardiac cycle, we assumed anatomical references, namely the left
subclavian artery, the brachiocephalic artery, the left common carotid artery and the coronary artery
branches. Eventually, the extracted data from VMTK were postprocessed in Matlab to extract an
accurate mesh using the longitudinal and circumferential metrics obtained from VMTK.
Any periodic function (such as material coordinates in each phase of a cardiac cycle, x(t)) can be
expressed as a summation of sine and cosine functions of varying frequency. Therefore, using the
structural mesh of all ten phases, a discrete Fourier transform was employed such as
)
∞ (
∑
x(t) = a0 +
an cos(nf t) + bn sin(nf t)
(2)
n=1

where a0 is the Direct current (DC) term (average) and f is the fundamental frequency. Strains in
longitudinal and circumferential directions were obtained on the average geometry (defined by using
DC terms of all nodal positions) by applying displacements and torsion at each node corresponding
to the fundamental term obtained from the Fourier transform in Eq. 2. So extensional stiffness can be
obtained as:
τ10 ∆r1
τ20 ∆r2
∆P + (r
0 2 + (r 0 )2
1)
2
Q = ε (t)+νε (t) νε (t)+ε
(3)
1
2 (t)
1
2
+
0
0
r
r
1

2

where ∆P = (Psys − Pdias )/2. r1 and r2 denote radii in both circumferential and longitudinal
directions, respectively [3]. τ10 and τ20 are the membrane tensions (pretensions existing in the average
geometry), ν is the Poisson’s ratio. For each aorta, the Abaqus FE software was employed to derive
strains from the nodal displacements obtained with the Fourier transform. For each FE analysis, an
orientation user subroutine (ORIENT) was employed to assign local material directions and to record
the results in the local coordinate system. Each geometry was a non–perfectly cylindrical geometry
so that the radial direction (normal to the artery) was defined as the outward normal direction to
each element, the axial direction was defined as the direction parallel to the luminal centerline in the
direction of the blood flow, and the circumferential direction was perpendicular to both previously
defined directions. To calculate and visualize the local extensional stiffness obtained from Eq. 3, a
user material subroutine (UMAT) and a user–defined external databases (UEXTERNALDB) were
coupled with the commercial FE software Abaqus [3].
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Figure 1: Boxplots of both groups of patients a- Q1 (median value across ATAA region 1), b- Q2 (median value
across ATAA region 2), c- Q3 (median value across ATAA region 3) and d- Q4 (value at center of ATAA).

Figure 2: Extensional stiffness distribution [MPa.mm] obtained with the LESI methodology across the ascending thoracic aorta of ten patients. From left to right, region 1 (frontal and distal views), region 2 (frontal and
distal views) and region 3.

3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Three regions were defined in the ascending thoracic aorta of each patient: (i) ATAA region 1 is the
whole ascending thoracic aorta. (ii) ATAA region 2 is the segment of ascending thoracic aorta which
was removed during the surgical procedure. (iii) ATAA region 3 is the square sample of 40 × 40 mm
which was cut for the bulge inflation test. As the tests of normality show that the data is non-normal,
for the sake of statistical analysis, we derived the median of the identified extensional stiffness across
each of the 3 ATAA regions defined above, denoted respectively Q1 , Q2 and Q3 . We also derived the
value of the identified extensional stiffness at the center of ATAA region 3, denoted Q4 . The derived
median values are very close to mean values.
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Patients were divided in two groups based on their γstretch value, as this appears to be the relevant
criterion to estimate the risk of rupture. Then, Q1 , Q2 , Q3 and Q4 for each group were analyzed
as median and the 25th and 75th percentiles using boxplots. Statistical pairwise comparisons were
made across the 2 groups for each of the 4 material parameters. The P–value was derived for each
quantity. Significant differences (denoted by *) were identified for comparisons with p<0.05. We
also searched for correlations between stiffness values identified in vivo (Q1 , Q2 , Q3 and Q4 ) and
the properties characterized in vitro, including σrup , Ein−vitro and γstretch . The Pearson productmoment correlation coefficient was also derived to assess the dependence between each couple of
quantities. We found a large correlation between Q4 and γstretch (the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, ρ=0.89). Other extensional stiffness properties identified in vivo also show some
correlation with γstretch , but the best correlation was found for Q4 , which is the identified stiffness
at the center of ATAA region 3. Note that no correlation was found between σrup and the identified
stiffness properties.
In Fig. 1, we show the boxplots of median extensional stiffness values for both groups of patients.
A boxplot is shown for each stiffness value (Q1 , Q2 , Q3 and Q4 ). The most significant difference
between both groups is shown for the Q4 value with a p-value of 0.027. The identified stiffness
distribution obtained with the LESI methodology is shown for each patient in regions 1, 2 and 3
(Fig. 2).
In this work, the LESI methodology [3] was employed to reconstruct noninvasively the stiffness distribution of the ascending thoracic aorta of 11 patients based on their preoperative gated CT scans. We
found an acceptable correlation between the rupture risk criterion and the local extensional stiffness
values obtained using the LESI methodology. Finally it was shown that patients can be separated in
two groups: a group of stiff and brittle ATAA with a rupture risk criterion above 0.9, and a group
of relatively compliant ATAA with a rupture risk below 0.9. Although these results need to be repeated on larger cohorts to impact the clinical practice, they support the new paradigm that local
aortic stiffness is an important determinant of the ATAA risk of rupture.
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SUMMARY
Healing of soft biological tissue is the process of self-recovering or self-repairing the injured or
damaged extracellular matrix (ECM). Healing is assumed to be stress-driven, with the objective of
returning to a homeostatic stress metrics in the tissue after replacing the damaged ECM with new
undamaged one. However, based on the existence of intrinsic length-scales in soft tissues, it is
thought that computational models of healing should be non-local. In the present study, we introduce
for a new 3D constitutive healing model for soft tissues including non-local variables, by combining
a gradient-enhanced damage model with a temporally homogenized growth model. The HolzapfelGasser-Ogden (HGO) constitutive model is used to consider the anisotropic effects of fibers. The
effectiveness of the proposed model is illustrated by numerical examples and its application in
practical problems is shown as well.
Keywords: Healing, 3D simulation, Gradient-enhanced damage, Soft tissue, Growth and
remodelling

1 INTRODUCTION
Healing of soft biological tissues is the process of self-recovering or self-repairing the injured
or damaged extracellular matrix (ECM). Healing is a complex biochemical and biomechanical
process, and the computational modeling can provide insight into healing of soft tissues both at short
term and long term.
Intrinsic length-scales, such as the length of collagen fibers, are physically inherent to soft
tissues and numerical models of healing should consider them through non-local approaches.
However, there are no non-local computational models of healing in the literature to the authors’ best
knowledge, and the effects of intrinsic length-scales in healing are still unknown.
In this paper, we introduce a new 3D gradient-enhanced constitutive healing models for soft
tissues including non-local variables in a similar fashion as in previous work from Dimitrijevic and
Hackl [1-2]. By virtue of the proposed model, an intrinsic length-scale parameter is for the first time
included in a healing model with a gradient-enhanced term, and a non-local variable is introduced
with a penalization term to reduce mesh dependency. The temporally homogenized growth model is
used for considering the growth and remodeling (G&R) of soft tissue, and the rate of mass production
satisfies a homeostasis-driven governing equation.
2 METHODOLOGY
The total deformation at any time t is represented as
F (t )= Fe (t ) Fg ( t )
A new non-local gradient-enhanced healing model based on G&R is presented inspired by
Valentín et al. [3]. The strain energy function per unit reference volume at each G&R time t is
assumed as
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cd

2
2
 X  d    d d 
(6)
2
2
where the variable field  , which transfers the values of the damage parameter across the element
boundaries to make it non-local in nature, and
 g (t )

H1 (t )=f (d ) 0 Q(t ) 
(7)
 (t )
 (t )

 1 (t )=H1 (t ) ˆ (Fe (t )) 

where  0 is mass density per unit reference volume at t  0 , just prior to the beginning of G&R,

 g (t ) denotes the change of mass density computed by  g (t )   (t )  0 , and  g ( t ) are caused
by G&R only and induce inelastic deformations whereas the motion induces elastic motions.
Q (t )   0,1 is the mass fraction that was present at t 0 that survives to time t [3] and f ( d )
represents a function of damage variable d that measures the material stiffness loss and satisfies
the conditions





f (d ) :   (0,1] f (0)  1, lim f (d )  0
d 

with f (d ) 0,1

(8)

According to Braeu et al. [4], the deformation caused by growth is regarded as an inelastic
deformation, where the change of volume is related to a change in mass. Hence, the rate of inelastic
deformation gradient F g is obtained as in Braeu et al. [4]

F g =
where the second-order tensor
generality such that tr  B   1 .

B

 (t )
 (0) Fg (Fg )T : B

B

(9)

defines the growth direction and is normalized without loss of

The rate of mass production is mediated by the current stress as proposed by Braeu et al. [4]
 g (t )= g (t )K  :  σ R  σ h   D (t )
(15)

where K is a gain-type second-order tensor, for two-dimensional case, D(t ) is a generic rate


function for additional deposition that is not stress mediated, σR is the co-rotated Cauchy stress
tensor with the orthonormal rotation tensor R in polar decomposition and σ h denote the
homeostatic stress.
3 RESULTS
The healing of a wound induced by local indentation is considered as shown in Figure 1. The
Holzapfel-Gasser-Ogden (HGO) model [5] is used with material parameters provided in Table 1. The
 t 
mass fraction function of extracellular matrix that survives is Q  t    e t . The loading is applied
by two steps in the simulation. Firstly, bi-axial tension is applied with u x  u y  10 mm to simulate
the physical homeostatic state without damage. Secondly, the distributed force p is applied to
introduce damage. Thirdly, p is removed to let the damage to be healed.

Figure 1. Geometry of the medium considered for the healing example after indentation wound
785

Table 1. Hyperplastic and damage parameters

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the temporal variations of damage fields during healing, and the
influence of different survival parameters t is tested from top view and section view, respectively.
The results illustrate that the damage field decrease during healing, and a faster degradation of soft
tissues will produce a faster healing in this example.

Figure 2. The variation of damage field with different t (Top view)

Figure 3. The variation of damage field with different t (Section view)

4 CONCLUSIONS

In summary, a 3D gradient-enhanced constitutive healing model for soft tissues
including non-local variables was presented. The proposed model included non-local healing
786

effects induced by internal length scales, which are physically inherent to soft tissues. Further
practical applications are currently underway, including more comparison with experiments
data.
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SUMMARY
Existing brain model to study brain oedema formation has an assumption of homogeneous brain
capillary distribution, despite it is actually normally distributed. In this paper, the assumption is
improved by applying asymptotic expansion homogenization (AEH) to a vascularized poroelastic
model to obtain a new homogenized macroscale governing equations with 4 microscale cell problems.
The cell problems are solved on a cube of brain tissue with capillary to obtain 4 tensors describing
the mechanical and fluid transport properties of the brain. From the simulations, only the blood
permeability and Biot’s parameter tensors are significantly affected by the capillary tortuosities.
Key words: asymptotic expansion homogenization, poroelastic theory, brain tissue, ischaemic stroke,
cell problems

1

INTRODUCTION

A prediction system for ischemic stroke is very important for doctors in deciding a suitable treatment
plan for their patients. Before a reliable prediction system can be fully developed, firstly we have to
model the brain geometry. Existing brain model developed by [1] assumed the brain as a homogenized
structure and the blood pressure is assumed constant throughout the brain. Another assumption in
this model is that the size and shape of brain capillaries are similar throughout the brain. However, in
actual brain, the capillaries size and shape are normally distributed throughout the brain as reported
by [2].
In this paper, the brain capillaries distribution is included in the existing brain model by applying
asymptotic expansion homogenization (AEH) technique. Brain is assumed as a porous elastic structure filled with interstitial fluid following Darcy’s Law [3]. Blood flow in the capillaries is assumed to
obey Navier-Stokes formulation [4], while the water transport in between the capillary and interstitial
space mimics brain oedema [3]. The AEH technique [5] is then applied to these equations system
to obtain a new set of homogenized macroscale governing equations and their respective microscale
cell problems. In this paper, only the microscale cell problems are solved and analysed, in which the
results obtained could be used later to solve for the macroscale governing equations on a larger brain
geometry.
2

METHODOLOGY

Consider a brain tissue, Ω = Ωt ∪Ωc , where Ωt and Ωc represent the poroelastic brain tissue and brain
capillaries respectively. It is assumed that the pore scale of the tissue, r is much smaller compared
to the distance between two adjacent vessels, d. Meanwhile, d is much smaller than the average
brain size, L, thus satisfying r  d  L. A parameter  is defined such that  = d/L  1. Two
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independent variables x and y representing the macro- and micro-scale, can be defined as  = x/y
and O → Ox + 1/Oy . The interface between the brain tissue and the capillary is defined as Γ =
∂Ωt ∩ ∂Ωc , where suitable conditions are applied.

The stress equilibrium in the poroelastic brain tissue is given by equations (1) and (2) from Figure
1, where σt is the stress tensor, u is the solid matrix displacement, Pt is the interstitial pressure, α is
the Biot coeefficient and C is the stiffness tensor of the solid matrix. Pt is related to the interstitial
fluid velocity, vt by Darcy’s Law as shown in equations (3) and (4), where k is the permeability of
the brain tissue, µ is the fluid viscosity, wt is the relative interstitial velocity, and φ is the porosity
of the medium. Mass conservation relationship for the brain tissue is given by equation (5) with M
represents the relative compressibility of the interstitial fluid.
In the capillary network, the blood is assumed as an incompressible Newtonian fluid, follows the
Navier-Stokes’ Law of equations (6) and (7), where σc is the blood network stress tensor represented
by equation (8) with vc , Pc and µc are the velocity, pressure and viscosity of the blood, respectively.
Conservation of momentum at the interface, Γ is given by equation (9), where n is the unit vector to
the Γ. The normal component of the velocities at Γ is given by equation (10). The fluid transport
across Γ can be described by equation (11), where Lp measures the amount of fluid leaks from the
capillary into the interstitial space. We also consider the fluid slip over the porous surface, which can
be modelled using the Beavers-Joseph-Saffman condition as shown in equation (12), where t is the
tangential direction of Γ and β is the Beavers-Joseph parameter.

Figure 1: Governing equations for vascularized poroelastic model.

2.1 Asymptotic Expansion Homogenization Technique
Equations (1) to (12) in Figure 1 will be non-dimensionalized before the AEH is applied. The variables Pt , Pc , wt , vc , u, P
σt , and σc are assumed to be functions in terms of x and y. Power series
(l)
l
expansion, F (x, y, t) = ∞
l=1 F (x, y, t) is applied for every variable involved. It is also assumed
here that all of Rthe PDE variables are periodic with respect to y. The cell average operator is defined
1
as h(•)i = |Ω|
Ωa (•)dy , where |Ω| is the total volume of the microscale periodic cell a = t, c. The
power for l = 0, 1, ... of each variable are then compared. Through these processes, the variables
(0)
(0)
Pt , Pc ,and u(0) are found to be y-constant.
2.2 Homogenized Macroscale Equations and Microscale Cell Problems
(0)

Figure 2 shows the macroscale governing equations obtained after AEH processes, where wt and
(0)
wc are the leading order interstitial fluid and blood velocities. The right figure shows an ideal brain
geometry with an infarct, imitating stroke area.
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Figure 2: New homogenized macroscale governing equations.

The parameters L, Q, K and G in equations (13) to (18) can be obtained by solving the four cell
problems shown in Figure 3 (a). Pt , Pc and a are auxiliary vectors, W is auxiliary second order
tensor and A is axiliary third order tensor. It should be noted that Q, K and G are second order
tensors, while L is a fourth order tensor.
To investigate the effect of capillary tortuosity or twistedness towards L, Q, K and G, the simulation
is repeated by making the capillary more twisted [6] as shown in Figure 3 (b). The straight capillary
represents the lowest tortuosity, while the highest tortuosity is shown when the value of ω and A are
set to 3 and 1, respectively.

Figure 3: (a) Micro-scale Equations (b) Capillary tortuosity variations.

Figure 4: Example of simulation results of the cell problems to obtain the parameters (a)G (b)Q (c)K (d)L.

3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 4 shows the example of the simulation results obained when solving the cell problems for the
lowest tortuosity case. This results can then used to calculate the parameter L, Q, K and G. From
the equations, K and G are similar to the blood and interstitial fluid permeability in the porous tissue,
respectively. Whereas, L is similar to effective stiffness tensor and Q is similar to Biot’s coefficient
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[1]. Table 1-3 summarize the values for G, K and Q for 13 different tortuosity variations, where I
is identity matrix. The percentage difference between the highest and lowest value of each parameter
is then calculated. For G, the percentage difference is 0.38%, which is very small as compared to the
percentage difference of K of about 6000%. Whereas, for Q, the percentage difference is 17.34%.
For L, the result obtained in a 9 × 9 tensor (results not shown) and there are also no significant
changes L values when varying the tortuosity. In conclusion, the tortuosity variations have shown a
significant effect on K and Q, but no significant changes for G and L.
Table 1: Parameter G.
ω
0
1
2
3

0rc
0.9780I
−
−
−

A
0.5rc
−
0.9784I
0.9793I
0.9802I

0.25rc
−
0.9781I
0.9784I
0.9788I

0.75rc
−
0.9788I
0.9802I
0.9813I

rc
−
0.9792I
0.9810I
0.9817I

0.75rc
−
2.1867×10−6 I
1.1767×10−6 I
1.9757×10−7 I

rc
−
1.9142×10−6 I
6.5169×10−7 I
3.8348×10−8 I

0.75rc
−
1.7825×10−5 I
1.6607×10−5 I
1.5943×10−5 I

rc
−
1.7643×10−5 I
1.6104×10−5 I
1.5507×10−5 I

Table 2: Parameter K.
ω
0
1
2
3

0rc
2.6294×10−6 I
−
−
−

0.25rc
−
2.5746×10−6 I
2.4210×10−6 I
2.1598×10−6 I

A
0.5rc
−
2.4192×10−6 I
1.8748×10−6 I
8.6931×10−7 I

Table 3: Parameter Q.
ω
0
1
2
3

4

0rc
1.8196×10−5 I
−
−
−

0.25rc
−
1.8133×10−5 I
1.7929×10−5 I
1.7647×10−5 I

A
0.5rc
−
1.8004×10−5 I
1.7387×10−5 I
1.6378×10−5 I
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SUMMARY
It is well known that numerical analysis has the capability to improve clinical practice but is currently under-utilised due to time constraints associated with computational expense. A discrete fluidstructure interaction (FSI) method well suited to graphics processing unit (GPU) acceleration, consisting of a lattice Boltzmann fluid solver and vector-based discrete element method structural solver,
coupled via the immersed boundary method, is presented. The FSI method, capable of modelling local defects in complex geometries often found in diseased cardiovascular structures, is validated and
used to model a venous valve case. Implementation of the V-model on GPU architecture has demonstrated promising acceleration of the method. Currently, an idealised geometry has been implemented
with future work to include patient-specific geometries and full FSI implentation on GPU.
Key words: lattice Boltzmann, immersed boundary, discrete element method, GPU acceleration
1

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, interest has increased in the inclusion of numerical analysis within clinical toolchains
for cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) [1]. For many CVDs, fluid-structure interaction (FSI) plays a
key role in the pathogenesis or effects resulting from the disease. It is therefore important that this
interaction be modelled in numerical analysis. However, the high computational expense of modelling
this interaction has traditionally limited it’s implementation to either simpler representations of the
fluid and structure [2] than in a standalone fluid or structure solver [3] or resulted in prohibitively
long computational times given that clinicians have indicated that results are required within a few
hours. In addition, many CVDs are strongly linked to local changes in the cardiovascular structure,
including defects and remodelling of tissue. Discrete element methods are well suited to modelling
local changes within structures where particle connections are created and broken according to the
conditions experienced. Furthermore, discrete methods can easily handle complex geometries.
The use of GPU architecture increases the feasibility of numerical analysis in clinical toolchains since
simulations can be conducted using portable and affordable hardware rather than relying on connection to large high performance computing clusters. However, many numerical methods, including

a
ni

nj

i

j
rij

Figure 1: (Left) Particles i and j connected via a bond of equilibrium length a and current length rij . Vectors
ni and nj are rigidly attached to the particle, tracking orientation. (Right) Independent Eulerian (fluid) and
Lagrangian (structure) grids, coupled via immersed boundary markers (purple) with associated stencil (blue)
spreading required force for no slip condition at the boundary, onto the fluid.
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traditional continuum computational fluid dynamic (CFD) and solid mechanics methods, are not well
suited to the advantages of GPU architecture; it’s ability to perform relatively simple operations on
large streams of data. Here, a novel, validated discrete FSI method is presented consisting of the lattice Boltzmann method and vector-based discrete element method with immersed boundary coupling.
2

METHODOLOGY

2.1 Lattice Boltzmann method
The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is a mesoscale method capable of modelling fluid flow via
the Boltzmann transport equation, as opposed to the traditional Navier-Stokes equations, discretised
across a reduced set of velocities i, resulting in the discrete lattice Boltzmann equation:
(1)

fi (x + ci ∆t, t + ∆t) − fi (x, t) = Ωi

where fi (x, t) is a probability distribution function representing the proportion of particles at lattice
site x and time t with velocity i. Within this study, D2Q9 lattice model was adopted defining values
for the discretised lattice velocities ci . For further details of the method can be found in [4].
2.2 Vector-based discrete element method
The vector-based discrete element model [5], or V-model, discretises a structure into bonded particles.
The forces and moments within each bond are calculated using Eqns. 2-5 with respect to vectors
rigidly attached to the particles connected at each end of the bond as shown in Fig. 1.
Fij = B1 (rij − a)rij +
Mij = −

B2
(nj − ni ) · (E − eij eij )
2rij

B2
eij × ni + B3 nj × ni
2

(4)

(2)

Mji =

Fji = −Fij

(3)

B2
eij × nj − B3 nj × ni
2

(5)

where Bn are model stiffness coefficients derivable from material properties, eij is a unit direction
vector of particle j from particle i, and E is an identity matrix. Fij and Mij are applied to particle
i while Fji and Mji are applied to particle j. Using resultant forces and moments, translational and
rotational accelerations of each particle are calculated via Newton’s second law. Their position and
orientation is updated via a time integration scheme and the algorithm repeated. The V-model has
demonstrated good agreement with analytical solutions [6], while the nature of discretisation means
that complex geometries are easily handled. Moreover, the governing equations are solved via linear,
local operations, and therefore well suited to GPU architecture.

5m

0.06 m

75 N/m

1m

20 m

Figure 2: Schematic of initially loaded beam in a tank case originally proposed by Gluck et al. [7].

2.3 Immersed boundary method
The immersed boundary method interpolates forces between fluid and structure grids that can remain
independent. This dispenses the need for remeshing after each timestep as is required by other coupling methods such as the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) which is computationally expensive.
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Tip deflection in

0
-0.1

The-0.2
LBM step is performed without the object in the flow on the Eulerian (fluid) grid to produce a
0
5
10
15
velocity field which is interpolated onto the Lagrangian
5.0 Pa.s (structure) markers. The interpolated velocities 0.2
are used to calculate the corrective force required to achieve a no slip condition at the immersed
boundary which is spread back to the Eulerian grid via a support stencil as shown in Fig. 1. The in0
terpolated
velocities are also used by the structural solver to update the Lagrangian marker positions.
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Figure 3: Tip deflection time histories for the FSI method presented here in comparison with previous studies.

A numerical benchmark case is used to validate the FSI method, shown in Fig. 2, consisting of a
beam within a tank where the fluid and beam are initially at rest. The beam is placed under an initial
distributed load of 75 N/m for 0.5 seconds. The resulting beam oscillation is damped by the fluid
viscosity. The fluid density is 1 kg/m3 and viscosities are 0.2, 1 and 5 Pa.s while the structure density
is 2550 kg/m3 , Young’s modulus is 2.5 MPa and Poisson’s ratio is 0.33. The LBM V-model FSI
method presented is shown to produce a tip deflection profile and damping characteristics within the
range of previous studies (see [6]) for each of the viscosities as shown in Fig 3.
3.2 GPU acceleration
The numerical methods selected within the partitioned fluid-structure interaction method are well
suited to GPU acceleration. The V-model solver has been implemented on GPU and has demonstrated
promising speed-up as shown in Figure 4. The V-model solver uses 1D arrays for each particle and
bond property e.g. position, and implemented according to standard best practise guidelines and
optimisation techniques such as kernel launch reduction. Further details of the implementation are

CPU
GPU
x Speed Up

6

0.03
4
0.02
2

0.01
0
10 2

0
10 4

# 10 -6

Number of particles

Computational time per timestep per particle (s)

0.04

8

Relative speed up of GPU architecture

Computational time per timestep (s)

0.05

1.2
CPU
GPU

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
10 2

10 4

Number of particles

Figure 4: (Left) Computational time per timestep for V-model executed on each architecture with relative speed
up. (Right) Computational time per timestep per particle for V-model executed on each architecture.
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beyond the scope of this abstract but an article is in preparation focusing on its implementation.
3.3 Idealised venous valve
Preliminary flow field results of a simple idealised venous valve geometry are shown in Fig. 5. This
case serves as an intermediate step to a more representative geometry. The method is able to capture
the high valve deformations that occur during the cardiac cycle and demonstrates the feasibility of
including increasingly complex geometry and flexible vein walls into the model.
Velocity Magnitude
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

Figure 5: (Left) Flow through idealised venous valve during equilibrium phase. (Right) Schematic of patientspecific venous valve geometry to be included within the model in future work.

4

CONCLUSIONS

A validated, novel discrete FSI method is presented consisting of a lattice Boltzmann fluid solver and
V-model structural solver, coupled via immersed boundary. Validation results and implementation
on GPU architecture with its associated computational acceleration, have demonstrated the capability
of the newly proposed V-model. Preliminary steps have been made in modelling a patient-specific
venous valve, with idealised geometries currently implemented. Incorporating patient-specific geometries represents the next step for this work.
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SUMMARY
The cerebrospinal fluid surrounds the brain and the spinal cord, and is believed to be a potential risk
factor to many CNS diseases. The biomechanics of the CSF flow in the brain ventricles is poorly
understood due partly to the difficulty in obtaining the flow data in vivo. This paper describes the
outcomes of a computational study to examine the elastic response of the walls of the ventricles and
its effects on the flow. Comparisons of the simulated results are guided by clinical data obtained with
the Time-SLIP MRI, which captures ventricular CSF flows in real time in vivo.
Key words: cerebrospinal fluid flow, elastic wall, simulation
1 INTRODUCTION
In the cranial vault, the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) fills the cerebral ventricle and the subarachnoid
space. Clinical evidence continues to indicate CSF as a potential risk factor to many diseases of the
central nervous system. Significant advances in the visualization of the transient CSF flow in the
ventricles inside the brain were made recently by the development of the Time-SLIP MRI (TimeSpatial Labeling Inversion Magnetic Resonance Imaging) medical imaging technology [1-6]. The
Time-SLIP MRI captures views of the ventricular CSF flow in real time in vivo, which has not been
possible with cardiac-gated brain MRI.
CSF is reported to have a specific gravity of about 1.007, close to that of water. Deep inside the brain,
the ventricles, including the paired lateral ventricles, the third ventricle, and the fourth ventricle are
interconnected, allowing the CSF to move freely in the brain ventricles and to the subarachnoid
space. The flow of the CSF in the ventricles is believed to present throughout the ventricles. The
ventricular CSF flow performs many irreplaceable tasks that are critical to the functioning of the
brain. For instance, the ventricular CSF flow transports nutrients, hormones, and brain metabolites
from where they are produced to target nucleuses, such as the circumventricular organs. The
pressure-volume relationship between the intracranial pressure, the volume of CSF, blood, and brain
tissue, is known as the Monro-Kellie doctrine. The cranium’s constituents maintain a homeostasis,
such that any increase in the volume of one of the cranial constituents must be compensated by a
decrease in the volume of the others. CSF flow dynamics is a result of the interaction between brain
tissues, the vascular systems, and other factors, such as respiration.
Computational models are being applied at increasing rate toward a better understanding and
assessment of the circulation of biofluids, and prediction of deleterious human physiological effects.
Computational modeling provides detailed spatial and temporal descriptions of biofluid flow, which
are not readily achievable via physical measurement. Patient-specific computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulations, using commercial software, of the CSF flow in the spinal or cranial
compartments [7-9] have been reported, where measured flow volume and velocity at the
computational boundaries are applied to generate pulsating CSF flow. Through the use of
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mathematical models of different levels of resolutions, e.g. system vs. local, computer simulation
makes available realistic flow quantities for a wider range of patient cases. For instance, lumpedparameter based models [10] that provides beat-by-beat and long-duration information of the cardiac
system has been used to provide the boundary conditions in CFD calculations of the modeled
compartments.
This paper describes a work that develops a physiologically accurate computer simulation platform
that models different biophysics for the purpose of the simulation of the ventricular CSF flow. In
particular, the effects of the response of the soft brain tissue to the CSF flow are examined and the
results are presented in this paper. The computations of the fluid/structure interactions study are
performed using clinically obtained anatomy of the brain and of the ventricles. The results of the
multiphysics study are compared with those of fluid-only simulations using two CFD approaches.
The comparison of the simulated CSF flow is guided by the clinical observations made by using the
new Time-SLIP MRI technology.
2 METHODOLOGY
To digitally define anatomically-accurate ventricular spatial regions in the head, the T1-weighted
MRI of a subject of interest is used. The spatial resolution of the MRI is 0.67 mm isotropic. The MRI
images are segmented to identify the brain tissues and the ventricular space where the CSF flows and
exported into CAD geometries. These are performed by using the ScanIP [11] software.
Two numerical solvers for the fluid physics used, including the open source OpenLB [12], a lattice
Boltzmann equation solver, and STAR CCM+ [13], a commercial computational platform widely
adopted in academic research and industrial applications. The inflow/outflow boundaries are set at
the apertures with a pulsatile flow at the median aperture, which varies sinusoidally in time at 1 Hz.
The volume flow rate is based on clinically measured values. The lateral apertures that link the fourth
ventricle to the cerebellopontine cistern are the free flow boundary. The ventricle wall is set as the
interface between the fluid domain and the solid domain. The outer surfaces of the brain constituents
next to the cranium are set as no-displacement boundary in the finite element solutions of the brain
tissues mechanics. The reported experimental values of modulus of compression for a volumetric
strain and the Poisson ratio of the brain tissues vary, but are in the range normally being regarded as
soft solid. For example, 10 kPa and 0.49, respectively, for the Young’s modulus and the Poisson ratio,
are reported [14] and are used in the current simulation. The effects of the material properties adopted
on the simulation results are examined. The ventricular CSF flow is solved in a time-accurate manner
until a rhythmed periodic state is achieved. The multiphysics solution algorithms in STAR CCM+
are used for the simulation of the fluid/structure interactions (FSI) through the interface on the wall
of the ventricles. The method performs two-way FSI co-simulation via an implicit coupling of the
Navier-Stokes equations solver and the solid structure solver, with hydrodynamic mass effects [15].
For small ventricular wall displacement, the linear elastic solid stress solver is considered appropriate
for the current study. In the coupling scheme, the fluid loads (e.g., pressure and viscous forces) and
the structural deformation are allowed to be communicated iteratively per time step. The time step
sizes are determined by the need to obtain accurate resolution of the turbulence physics, the stability
requirement of the numerical algorithms, and the stability of the
FSI numerical solution process.
3 RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the segmented CAD image of the ventricles. For
the FSI study, digital representations of the brain geometry of the
same patient, from the same MRI scan, is shown in Figure 2.
Digital smoothing is applied and Figure 3 shows the errors of the
smoothing superposed on the original MRI scan. Figure 4 shows
variations of the maximum velocity at the aqueduct and the Figure 1. Ventricular system of
the human brain.
intraventricular foramina (or the foramina of Monro). The
simulated flow becomes nearly void of the effects of the initial conditions and becomes periodic
beyond 0.4 sec from the start of the computation. The results are obtained by modeling the brain
tissue as elastic, nearly incompressible materials, while the CSF is modeled using a Newtonian fluid.
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The velocities variations show that the CSF moves in a backand-forth manner across the foramina, which connects the
lateral ventricles to the third ventricle. The CSF flow is
pulsatile in the aqueduct. Figure 5 shows a snapshot of the
velocity vectors, colored by its magnitude, of the CSF on a
cross sectional plane that cuts along channel of the right
foramen of Monro. The figure shows that CSF moves from
the third ventricle, through the channel, and forms a jet-like
flow in the right lateral ventricle. Figure 6 shows a snapshot
of the distribution of the displacement of the ventricle wall at
the same instant of time as that for Figure 5. The von Mises
stress of the brain on a sagittal plan is also shown in Figure
6. The lateral ventricles are seen to exhibit the most
significant amount of deformation. The brain tissues exhibit
the highest stress in the region surrounding the lateral
ventricles.
4 DISCUSSIONS
Time-SLIP MRI imaging technology can resolve the transient
evolution of the CSF flow in real time and has provided
evidence that disrupts many current believes of CSF flow
features [3-6]. One of the key observations made is there is a
lack of unidirectional, bulk flow in the ventricular CSF flow
system in the Time-SLIP studies of healthy subjects [5,6] and
the CSF flow through the intraventricular foramina exhibit
“back-and-fro” movement. The implication of the finding is
significant as it suggests that flow mixing, either laminar or

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Segmentation of MRI images
of the brain. (a) Reconstructed CAD
geometry, (b) Composite view of MRI
scans of the brain on the three anatomical
planes and the segmented brain model
transected along a sagittal plane.

Figure 3. Errors of the smoothing of the
brain surfaces.

Figure 5. Velocity vectors of the CSF flow in the
region around the right foramen of Monro.

Figure 4. Evolution of the maximum CSF flow
velocity.

turbulent, is responsible for the
functioning of the CSF flow in
the brain, instead of a bulk flow.
In the simulations performed in
this study (not shown here)
where the wall of the ventricle is
considered rigid, the CSF flow in
the intraventricular foramina is
insignificant. This is true using
either of the two CFD solvers. In
cases where the deformation of
the brain tissue, as a result of its
interactions with the simulated Figure 6. Contour of the von Mises stress of the brain tissues on a
CSF flow, is considered, the near midsagittal plane and the contour of the displacement of the
behavior of the simulated CSF ventricle wall that has been set as the FSI interface.
flow agrees with that based on the Time-SLIP MRI images. The results show that to capture
physiologically plausible ventricular CSF flow in the brain, the responses of the brain tissues to the
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pulsating CSF flow should be modeled in the computer simulation platform, which is consistent with
the Monro-Kellie doctrine.
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SUMMARY
Analysis of mechanical behavior in blood flow is a relevant topic for many diseases. Wall Shear Stress
(WSS) in aorta has been related to aneurysm formation. The study of this topic using simulation opens
many possibilities, including the use of machine learning techniques to associate WSS profiles to
different aorta geometries. In this study, we present a method to characterize the aorta geometry based
on a reduced number of characteristics. Unlike approaches that rely on direct Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) analysis, the method is based on geometric information that can be given anatomical
meaning. We show that this method is able to characterize an aorta from Medical Image (MI) data
and synthesize a new geometry with only small visible differences. We compare the WSS profiles of
a real aorta and the corresponding reconstructed geometry.
Key words: blood flow in aorta, computational fluid dynamics, computational geometry, geometry
reconstruction

1

INTRODUCTION

Simulation studies can help establish the influence of blood flow and aorta geometry on the development of different diseases [2, 7, 9]. In order to conduct studies that can relate geometry to flow
properties a large number of samples is desirable. A possible solution is the generation of large sets
of synthetic aortas, that are anatomically meaningful but show geometric variation [7]. In this work
we present a method to characterize the main geometric features of the aortic arch and the abdominal
aorta with a reduced number of features. Our method relies on geometrical features, compared to
classic data analysis methods such as PCA or Neural Networks applied to the geometry [7]. Compared to other similar approaches, such as [1], the main difference is that we decouple centerline and
surface extraction, leading to a more modular approach.
2

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The goal of our method is to build an analytical description of the aorta geometry that requires a
reduced number of parameters. The method takes a triangle mesh that represents the aorta wall
reconstructed from MI and computes the parametrization of a differentiable surface that approximates
its geometry. Using this parametrization, we are able to generate a new triangle mesh with a similar
geometry.
The algorithm proposed is based on the assumption that the aorta can be modelled, to some extent,
as a tubular surface [5]. Without going into technical details, a tubular surface can be considered as
the Cartesian product of a regular curve (which we will call centerline) and a regular closed curve.
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In particular, Canal Surfaces use circumferences as the closed curve that generates the surface when
travelling along the centerline [5]. As a result, canal surfaces can be easily parametrized using their
centerline and cross sections, which are circumferences:


p
x(s, θ) = α(s) + r(s) −t(s)r0 (s) + 1 − r0 (t)2 (−n(s) cos(θ) + b(s) sin(θ)) ,
(1)
where α(t) is the centerline, {t(s), n(s), b(s)} is its the Frenet frame and r(t) is the radius of the
sections. Our algorithm will generate a similar parametrization using an evolving frame along the
curve and ellipses that fit the surface that was given as input.
2.1 Algorithm
The algorithm considers as its input a triangle mesh that represents the surface of the aorta. Let V be
the set of points that form the mesh. The proposed algorithm starts by computing a vector that forms
an angle close to 90o with the coronal plane. In order to do this, we build a reference frame based on a
PCA analysis on V . From that frame, we take e3 as the eigenvector associated to the resulting smallest
eigenvalue. In a second step, we extract the centerline of the mesh as a set of points and approximate it
as a spline, α(t). Then, beginning at the aortic valve, the algorithm samples α(t) regularly at a series
of points xi and computes a reference frame associated to each point, v1i , v2i , v3i . This reference
frame includes the tangent to the centerline, v1 = t, a vector v2 , orthogonal to both v1 and e3 , and
v3 = v1 × v2 . We have two possible choices for v2 . In the first sample point, the vector v21 is taken
so that it points in the direction of the descending aorta. From then on, each new vector is taken so
that it does not twist the reference frame respect to the previous one, by ensuring v2i−1 · v2i > 0. For
each reference frame we compute the intersection between the original mesh and the plane defined
by v2 and v3 , and adjust an ellipse to that set of points by least squares fitting [6]. The information of
the ellipse is stored alongside the reference frame and defines the reconstructed section of the aorta at
that point of the centerline.
When the process finishes, the aorta has been represented by means of the locations of the points on
the centerline, and the associated reference frames and elliptical sections. From this information it
is possible to reconstruct a mesh by sampling the elliptical sections using an expression equivalent
to (1). If a mesh is required with a resolution higher than that provided by the generated sections,
then some interpolant surfaces, such as NURBS [4], can be used.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
So far, the method has been tested with 8 aortas acquired from Computerized Tomography (CT) in
a retrospective sampling. The different samples were of patients with over 60 years old and different pathologies, and where acquired in the mesosystole phase of the cardiac cycle. Figure 1 shows
four aorta geometries with the corresponding reconstructions. The algorithm has been applied to the
geometries without an smoothing step except in one case. The method has been able to reproduce
the geometry of the aortic arch and the descending aorta with only small visible differences when
using over 75 cross sections on the centerline. However, since it tries to fit each section using a single
ellipse, the region of the sinuses of Valsalva is not properly reproduced. An specific treatment of this
region will be required in future research. Nevertheless, the method has proved to be very robust in
what regards noise and the inclusion of the different aorta branches in the original mesh as it can be
seen in Figure 1, (a) and (b).
Since our final goal is to be able to generate aorta geometries in order to perform Computational
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations, we have run a simulation of blood flow in an aorta acquired from
CT and the reconstructed geometry using our method. According to [3], blood can be considered as
an incompressible Newtonian fluid in large arteries such as the aorta. We set a kinematic viscosity
of value ν = 3.37 · 10−6 m2 s, following [2]. We solve Navier-Stokes equations by means of the
CFD software OpenFOAM [8], based on the Finite Volume Method. Boundary conditions applied
try to reproduce peak systolic conditions which are the following: for velocity, a uniform profile of
0.68 m/s on the inlet, a non slip condition on the aorta wall and a zero gradient condition on the outlet;
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Four examples of aortas acquired from CT (above) and the corresponding reconstruction
using the method proposed (below). In case (b) it can be seen how the method is able to reconstruct
the aorta lumen even though aortic branches are present. Case (d) was the only one smoothed before
the reconstruction, and is the aorta used for CFD simulation.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2: Wall Shear Stress (m2 /s2 ) distribution on the aorta wall after 0.5s of simulation. Flow
without turbulence model on the real aorta (a) and on the reconstructed geometry (b). Flow with k − 
turbulence model on the real aorta (a) and on the reconstructed geometry (b). Note that the color scale
is not the same in both cases.
for pressure we applied a zero gradient condition on every patch except for the outlet where we set a
zero value boundary condition. A spatial resolution of 1.5 and 0.75 mm is used near the center and
the wall, respectively. With this resolution, the number of cells has been 173340 for the real aorta
mesh and 171303 for the reconstructed aorta mesh. Time resolution has been of 1 ms. The simulation
has been let evolve until the flow becomes stable. The results are shown for the state of the simulation
after 0.5s. We measure wall shear stress (WSS) on the aorta wall, defined as the tangential component
of the traction force τ (n) on the surface, where τ is the stress tensor and n the vector normal to the
wall. It must be said that OpeanFoam provides wall shear stress divided by the density of blood, set
as ρ = 1040 kg/m3 .
Since the maximum Reynolds number has been estimated to be around 10000 we have run an additional simulation using the k −  model for turbulent flow. As a result, we have four simulations: two
simulations for the original mesh and two simulations for the reconstructed mesh. Figure 2 presents
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the results of the simulations. Even though the results are very preliminary, the most noticeable
macroscopic WSS patterns that appear on the original aorta mesh are reproduced when using the
reconstructed surface. This might indicate that the proposed characterization would be able to store
geometric information relevant to reproduce WSS profiles.
The proposed characterization of the geometry offers a low-dimensional representation of the aorta
that can be used as a characteristic vector for statistical or machine learning analyses. By means of
Statistical Shape Modelling, a large dataset of aorta geometries can be generated to run simulations
and characterize different WSS profiles from the geometry. Compared to other dimensional reduction
techniques, such as PCA or Neural Network approaches [7], our approach is based on geometry and,
thus, characteristics are more meaningful even from a clinical point of view.
The method, however, is still at an early stage and requires further improvement. First of all, there
are some free parameters, such as the number of elliptic cross sections, or the degrees of freedom of
the centerline that need to be fixed to have an standard characterization. The proper selection of these
and other parameters needs to be done using a larger sample of aortas to determine which are more
discriminant of the intra-population variations.
The method, in its current form, does not reconstruct the sinuses of Valsalva and is not able to build the
main aorta branches. Using a centerline extraction that is able to reproduce branching would enable
this feature. The location and orientation of these branches should also be considered as relevant
features.
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SUMMARY
Peripheral Intravenous Catheter (PIVC) is generally used for medical treatments of infusing fluids,
drug and transfusions in hospitals. In many cases of the treatments for patients, thrombus sometimes
occurs near the catheter during the infusion. Especially in case of infants (until 2 years old), the
possibility of thrombus formation is more frequent than that in case of adults. The reasons have not
been elucidated yet, but they are considered to be shear rate near the catheter, catheter motion and
infants’ crying. In this investigation, effects of the catheter position, venous flow and infusion flow
on the thrombus formation are examined by the CFD model composed of the catheter and the infant’s
vein, and the evaluation methods are proposed. As a result, the probability of thrombus formation
was evaluated as the product of strain rate and residence time near the wall. It was concluded that
there is high probability area of thrombus formation near the catheter outlet in case of infants
Key words:

PIVC, Infant, Thrombus formation, CFD, Strain rate, Residence time

1 INTRODUCTION
Peripheral Intravenous Catheter (PIVC) is generally used for medical treatments of infusing fluids,
drug and transfusions in hospitals (Fig.1). In many cases of the treatments for patients, thrombus
sometimes occurs near the catheter during the infusion [1]-[3]. Especially in case of infants (until 2
years old), the possibility of thrombus formation is more frequent than that in case of adults. The
reasons have not been elucidated yet, but they are considered to be shear rate near the catheter,
catheter motion and infants’ crying [4]. In case of adults, recent CFD work pointed out the importance
of high wall shear stress (WSS) by impinging jet flow of catheter for the thrombus generation [5].
But the parameter such as flow rate of infusion in this CFD is extremely high comparing with clinical
flow rate of infusion even though the vein diameter is large. In addition to this, the ratio between the
vein diameter and the catheter diameter in case of infants is apparently larger than that in case of
adults. Then it is necessary to elucidate the mechanism of thrombus formation near the catheter tip
in the infant’s vein. In our previous investigations, the high shear induced thrombus formation rate
was evaluated by original CFD. But this prediction method can be applicable for high shear flows. It
is also necessary to develop new prediction method for thrombus formation by low shear rate such
as vein flow. In this investigation, effects of the catheter position, venous flow and infusion flow on
the thrombus formation are examined by the CFD model (ANSYS-FLUENT) composed of the
catheter and the infant’s vein, and the evaluation methods are proposed. As for the crying effects, the
slight pulsatile pressure was added to the vein steady flow for simulating it.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Catheter and vein model
There are two models composed of the catheter and vein. One is a model to simulate the catheter
before reaching the wall of vein (Incomplete Insertion), the other is a model after fixing the catheter
on the wall (Complete Insertion). In this paper, the angle of the catheter to the center axis of vein is
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fixed to be 20 [deg]. The geometry of the fluid volume in the combined the catheter and the vein is
designed by CAD software SOLIDWORKS. Figure 2 shows the typical model for fixing the catheter.
An optimum mesh is generated using ANSYS-FLUENT for both the design models.
2.2 Various boundary conditions for simulating infusion and infant’s crying
The fluid is assumed to be plasma in blood, this can be considered as an incompressible, homogenous
and Newtonian fluid. The physical properties of blood plasma is almost same as water, and the
density is 1050 [kg/m3]，the viscosity is 0.0032 [kg/m ・ s]．If d (=1.5x10-3m) is
representative length and average vein velocity Um (=2.5 x10-2 m/s) is representative

velocity，then Reynolds number of this model is 13 and the flow is laminar. In the vein flow,
the pulsatile flow is used to consider the effects of infants’ crying on the velocity. The
amplitude of this pulsatile flow is defined to be . As for the infusion flow rate in the catheter,
it changes from 0[ml/h] to 15[ml/h] with time. It means that the time history of the flow rate in the
catheter is set to be stepwise form. In addition to this, the diameter of catheter is 0.7 x 10-3 [m], this
size is called 24G. The status is defined to be “OFF mode” when the flow rate is 0[ml/h]. And the
status is “OFF mode” when the flow rate is 15[ml/h] here.
2.3 Evaluation methods of thrombus formation by using residence time
In this computation, the residence time is used for evaluation of thrombus formation, and it is
obtained by computing following governing equation of residence time
+

=

1

Here,
is density, S is source term, τ is residence time. The possibility of occurrence of
thrombus formation is evaluated by the following quantity I in Eq. (2);
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where I is function of x, y, t, and defined as product of strain function
and function of
residence time
. In our previous study [6][7], it is known that the red thrombus generates under
the threshold of shear rate
= 200 1/ ．As for the threshold of residence time
, it is
defined to be 0.8 [s] because the average time of passing through the vein is 0.8[s].
As described above, after integrating the value I in (2) with time and space, the total evaluation
value E for red thrombus formation can be obtained as follows;
=
, ,
where T is duration time and A indicates the fluid area.

(4)

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Figure 3 shows contours of residence time in case of incomplete insertion and complete insertion
with catheter flow (ON mode). From Fig.3 (a), it is found that there is a high residence region around
the catheter near the vein wall. On the other hand, it is also found that there is a high residence region
between the catheter and the vein wall from Fig.3 (b).
Figure 4 shows temporary contour of the occurrence possibility of thrombus formation I(x,y,t) in
case of complete insertion with catheter flow (ON mode) and without catheter (OFF mode). In this
result, the amplitude of pulsatile flow in vein α is 0.2 to simulate infant’s crying. From this figure, it
is found that higher value regions are located between the catheter and the vein wall in both cases.
This tendency is as same as that in case of above residence time. In case of OFF mode, it is considered
to be high probability of thrombus formation, especially red thrombus formation, near the catheter
outlet.
Figure 5 show the evaluation E of red thrombus formation obtained by Eq.(4). It is found

that the highest risk of thrombus formation will be occur in case of complete insertion and
OFF mode. From these results, it is necessary for clinicians or nurses to start injecting as soon as
possible after the catheter’s penetrating the vein wall.
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In this investigation, effects of the catheter position, venous flow and infusion flow of catheter
on the thrombus formation are examined by the CFD model composed of the catheter and the infant’s
vein, and the evaluation methods were proposed. As a result, the probability of thrombus formation
was evaluated as the product of strain rate and residence time near the wall. It was concluded that
there is high probability area of thrombus formation near the catheter outlet in case of infants. To get
more accurate prediction for this phenomena, it is necessary to consider transport equation of protein
with chemical reaction. On the other hand, it is also necessary to find out the relation between contact
force of catheter on the vein wall and thrombus formation in case of complete insertion in future.
Needle
Catheter

①

Catheter

Catheter
Vein
1.5 [mm]

Vein

②

Vein

③
（a） Incomplete insertion

Fig. 1 Contour of strain rate in case of
incomplete insertion and complete
insertion

（b） Complete insertion

Fig. 2 Computational object composed of infant’s
vein and a catheter

0

250

（a）ON mode (With catheter flow)

（a）Incomplete insertion

0

250

（b）Complete insertion
（b）OFF mode (Without catheter flow)
Fig. 3 Contour of strain rate in case
of incomplete insertion and
complete

Fig. 4 Contour of I(x,y,t) in case of complete
insertion and α=0.2

Fig. 5 Evaluation of red thrombus formation
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SUMMARY
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and time-resolved phase-contrast MRI (PC-MRI) are
potential non-invasive methods for the assessment of the severity of arterial stenoses. Fractional flow
reserve (FFR) is the current “gold standard” for determining stenosis severity in the coronary arteries
but is an invasive method requiring insertion of a pressure wire. CFD derived FFR (vFFR) is an
alternative to traditional catheter derived FFR now available commercially for coronary artery
assessment, however, it can potentially be applied to a wider range of vulnerable vessels such as the
iliac arteries. In this study CFD simulations are used to assess the ability of vFFR in predicting the
stenosis severity in a patient with a severe stenosis of 78% area reduction (>50% diameter reduction)
in the left iliac artery. The study concludes that vFFR has good potential to characterise iliac artery
stenotic disease.
Key words: CFD, iliac artery stenosis, fractional flow reserve, FFR
1. INTRODUCTION
Fractional flow reserve (FFR) is considered to be the current “gold standard” for assessing the
severity of atherosclerotic coronary artery stenotic disease [1]. However, it has not as yet been tested
for assessment of stenotic disease in other common areas such as the iliac, femoral and renal arteries.
FFR is the ratio of the mean distal arterial pressure (Pd) over the mean proximal pressure (Pp) during
maximum hyperaemia [2]. FFR measurement is costly and being an invasive method is associated
with certain risks: it requires drug administration, specialist equipment, an operating room and a
medical team [3]. Nevertheless, FFR is a good and relatively simple index of predicting the
haemodynamic severity of a stenosis, which makes it desirable to test this principle for non-invasive
evaluation of other vessels, such as the iliac arteries.
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) combined with high quality medical imaging data can be a
viable non-invasive alternative to catheter derived pressure measurements for FFR calculation. CFD
analysis can be performed for a wide range of vessels extending its applications to vessel where
conventional catheterisation may not be viable. Furthermore, CFD results can provide a much wider
spectrum of data beyond pressure which can be used to assess the flow field in diseased arteries. To
test this, in-silico measurement of FFR for a patient with iliac artery stenosis has been the focus of
this study.
2. METHODOLOGY
Time-resolved 3D PC-MRI (4D Flow) measurements were conducted on a patient with a focal 78%
area reduction (and >50% diameter reduction) left iliac artery stenosis as part of a comprehensive
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non-invasive assessment. The morphological 3D geometry of the abdominal aorta and both iliac
arteries were also reconstructed from the non-invasive imaging data and CFD simulations were
performed. Four scenarios were investigated: systolic and mean flow was simulated for conditions
of the patient at rest and with induced hyperaemic flow. The 3D geometry of the abdominal aorta and
both iliac arteries were reconstructed from imaging data using the open source Vascular Modelling
Toolkit (www.vmtk.org). Flow extensions were added to the inlet and outlets to guarantee there is a
sufficient distance to achieve fully developed flow at the inlet and to avoid backflow at the outlets.
Smaller vessels were not included, as that would result in outlets too close to the area of interest and
increased complexity of the model. Commercial software Star-CCM+ (Siemens PLM, 2018) was
used for meshing and running the simulation. The vessel wall was assumed rigid and the domain was
discretized using tetrahedral elements of with a size of 1 mm and 15 boundary layers near the inlet
and outlets with a local mesh refinement around the stenosis with element size reduced to 0.3 mm
and 20 boundary layers. Constant mass flow rate was applied at the inlet at rate of 20.2 mL/s and
56.3 ml/s for the mean and systolic scenarios respectively. Pressure outlet boundary conditions were
used for both outlets, with values based on the catheter-derived blood pressures and as shown in
Table 1 [4]. Blood was modelled as a Newtonian fluid with density of 1060 kg/m3 and dynamic
viscosity of 4 mPa·s [5]. The diameter based Reynolds number at the inlet is Re≈415 for the mean
scenarios and Re≈1150 for the systolic scenarios. Standard two-equation k-Omega SST turbulence
model was used for all scenarios [6].

Systolic
Mean

Outlet Pressure [mmHg]
Hyperaemic
Resting
Healthy
Stenosed Healthy Stenosed
117
85.6
126
100
73.3
61.9
79.1
72

Inlet MFR [mL/s]
56.3
20.2

Table 1: Summary of the boundary conditions used in different scenarios.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Four simulation scenarios were performed with varying outlet pressures and inlet flowrate. Figure 1
shows the wall pressure variation for all four scenarios. Centerline pressure was also measured in
two points: Pp was measured near the inlet while Pd was measured immediately after the stenosis.
FFR was calculated for all four scenarios using Equation (1) below:

𝐹𝐹𝑅 =

𝑃𝑑
𝑃𝑎

(1)

Pressure drop was calculated, and the simulation results are presented in Figure 2 with comparison
to the invasive catheter measurements by Archie et. al [4] for a study group with stenosis severity
between 76% and 90%. It can be observed that CFD results have a good agreement with reference
data, especially taking into account that the simulation has 78% stenosis and therefore lies closer to
the lower threshold of the study population. Computationally derived FFR (vFFR) values were 0.74,
0.78, 0.88 and 0.92 for the hyperaemic systolic, resting systolic, hyperaemic mean and resting mean
scenarios respectively. Although no FFR was calculated in their study using the definition above, the
ratio between resting systolic pressure at the stenosis and resting systolic pressure in the radial artery
was reported as 0.63 ±0.14 for the 76-90% stenosis group [4]. Once again, taking into account that
the pressure ratio is expected to fall with increasing stenosis severity, and the percentage stenosis of
the studied patient, there appears to be good agreement between reported pressure ratio at the upper
threshold of approx. 0.78 vs. vFFR of 0.78. Furthermore, vFFR results have good correlation with
the findings of Kobayashi et al. [7] who studied the effects of papaverine administration on FFR
values in the iliac arteries. Their study reports baseline FFR pre-papaverine administration of 0.97
±0.04 and hyperaemic FFR of 0.84 ± 0.10, both of which have good agreement with the resting mean
vFFR of 0.92 and hyperaemic mean vFFR of 0.88.
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Overall, a good correlation between computational results and reference data was achieved.
Nevertheless, there are a few limitations of the presented case, which need to be taken into account.
First, the greatest limitation to the study is that it only represents one single stenosis in a sinlge patient
rather than a larger cohort of patients or multilevel disease. Furthermore, all scenarios were steady
state simulations while physiological blood flow is pulsatile, hence the presented results do not take
into account any dynamic effects of the flow during the cardiac cycle. Third, although flow rate was
varied for mean and systolic scenarios, no adjustment was made to take into account the increased
flow rate after inducing hyperaemia. Finally, the arterial wall was modelled as rigid, thus any effects
arising from vessel compliance were not represented.

Resting

Mean

Systolic

Hyperaemic

Figure 1: Pressure field from simulation for all four scenarios.
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Pressure [mmHg]

Comparison of experimental and numerical pressure gradients
60

Reference

CFD

40
20
0

Resting Systolic

Hyperaemic Systolic Hyperaemic Mean

Resting Mean

Figure 2: Comparison of pressure drop values from CFD with reference values for study group
with 76-90% stenosis [7].

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study steady state CFD simulations based on medical imaging and in-vivo data were
performed to study the pressure drop and calculate FFR across a severe iliac artery stenosis. Four
scenarios are presented and pressure data from simulations was compared to in-vivo catheter
measurements. The scenarios presented in this study are subject to a number of limitations,
nevertheless the results for pressure drop and vFFR have reasonably good agreement with reference
data from different studies. This confirms the potential of vFFR to be successfully used as a noninvasive alternative to catheter derived FFR for assessing the severity of iliac artery stenosis.
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SUMMARY
One of the risks of ischaemic stroke reperfusion treatment is the formation of brain oedema. This is
usually observed clinically by the formation of herniation, which if not treated, it may disrupt brain
functionality. In this paper, a mathematical model of brain oedema formation after stroke has been
developed and simulated on an ideal 3D brain geometry with different infarct sizes and locations, to
see their effects on brain herniation. The brain tissue displacement and pressure are then analyzed. It
is found that those infarcts with large sizes and located nearer to the brain ventricle cause severe brain
herniation.
Key words: brain tissue swelling, ischaemic stroke, poroelastic theory, finite element modelling

1

INTRODUCTION

Brain oedema or tissue swelling can occur as a result of ischaemic stroke reperfusion. A prolonged
ischaemia may result in blood-brain barrier (BBB) breakdown. Upon reperfusion, either naturally
or through medication and surgery, BBB damage may become irreparable [1] and may increase its
permeability. When BBB permeability increases, the capillary filtration of molecules and ions from
reperfused blood into the interstitial space increases the osmotic pressure difference, resulting in water
movement into the brain tissue, a condition called vasogenic oedema or brain tissue swelling [2].
Brain tissue swelling can usually be observed by the formation of cerebral herniation and by the increase of intracranial pressure (ICP). Brain herniation can be observed using medical imaging modalities such as CT scan and MRI. This is usually seen by the movement of the brain midline structures,
for example the ventricles. Various quantitative methods to measure brain herniation after stroke have
been developed, which could be used for stroke pronostic [3]. Meanwhile, the ICP measurement is
invasive and is seldomly performed on ischaemic stroke patients. However, research on non-invasive
ICP measurements is still on-going [4].
The formation of brain tissue swelling during ischaemia-reperfusion has been modelled by [5] using poroelastic theory and capillary filtration model. In this model, the interstitial water pressure is
coupled with the brain tissue displacement, to demonstrate the effect of capillary filtration on brain
tissue swelling or oedema. Here, the model is solved in an ideal 3D brain geometry to simulate the
effect of brain tissue swelling for different ischaemic stroke infarct sizes and locations towards brain
herniation and pressure.
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2

METHODOLOGY

2.1 Poroelastic model
We assumed that the brain tissue as an isotropic poroelastic material, which consists of a solid matrix
permeated by interstitial fluid and the swelling occurs at a very small strain. The stress balance in the
tissue is given by:
O · σij − αw OPw = 0

(1)

where σij is the total stress of the tissue, Pw is the interstitial fluid pressure, and αw is the Biot
parameter for water. The total tissue stress is linearly related to the strain, ij by:
σij = Cij

(2)

where C is the stiffness tensor. Then, the rate of change of the interstitial fluid is given by the
conservation of mass relationship:
1
Ṗw − O · w − Ṡb→w = 0
Qw

(3)

where Qw is the relative compressibility of water and w is the relative interstitial fluid velocity, which
can be further related to Pw by Darcy’s law:
w = −κw OPw

(4)

Here, κw is the interstitial fluid permeability in the porous tissue. Meanwhile, the term Ṡb→w is the
net of water flow into the brain tissue through capillary filtration, given by:
Ṡb→w = Lb→w f (Pb − Pw − σΠb )

(5)

where Lb→w is hydraulic permeability constant of the capillary. Pb is the baseline blood pressure, σ is
the reflection coefficient, and Πb is the osmotic pressure in the capillary. Lastly, the term f represents
the ratio of capillaries that remain open after the swelling process. A more detail explanation of these
equations and the parameters value can be found in [5].
2.2 Ideal brain geometry
The model is implemented on a semi-spherical ideal brain geometry with a hollow semi-spherical
ventricle in the middle, as proposed by [6] as shown in 1 below. Here, the skull and the ventricle
radius is 80 mm and 24 mm, respectively. The non-infarct or normal tissue region is set to have
Ṡb→w = 0 representing no capillary filtration occurrence. The location and size from the ventricle of
the infarct are varied from 0 mm to 14 mm, to investigate these effects on the ventricle movement.
All geometries are meshed using 10-node tetrahedral elements and the number of elements are in
between 17,000 to 47,000, with the infarct has finer mesh then the other region.
2.3 Numerical procedure
The skull, RS is assumed to have a fixed pressure at baseline ICP, P̄ and a tissue displacement, u
of zero. Meanwhile, the ventricle RV is allowed to move freely due to the force applied from the
swollen tissue, as follows:
σij (RV , t) · n = −P̄ n

(6)

The brain tissue is assumed to have initial displacement and pressure fixed at zero and ICP, respectively. The simulation is solved using a standard solver in COMSOL Multiphysics 5.3a.
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Figure 1: Ideal brain geometry as proposed by [3].

3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The simulations are ran to see the effects of brain tissue swelling after 3 hours from stroke onset.
Figure 2 shows the pressure and displacement for the infarct radii 7 mm, 14 mm, and 21 mm located
0 mm from the ventricle. Here, the label 0mm/7mm (which is used throughout the paper) indicates
the results for the infarct radius 7 mm located 0 mm from the ventricle. From 2, the ventricle is
slightly moved. The ventricle will move significantly if the swelling time is longer, as predicted by
the simulation [8] on a real patient geometry. Other than the infarct size and location, the brain tissue
mechanical properties [7] also affect the brain tissue swelling, subsequently result in the ventricle
movement.

Figure 2: Pressure and displacement distributions for a slice of the brain located 10 mm from the bottom.

Meanwhile, figure 3 shows the variation of maximum pressure and displacement against time for all
infarct sizes and locations. From the maximum pressure, it can be seen that the infarcts located 0
mm from the ventricle have the highest pressure. However, the infarct radius 7 mm has the highest
pressure of all infarct variations. This shows that brain oedema reaches steady value quicker in smaller
infarct compared to bigger one as proven in [5]. If the simulations were run for a longer time, the
maximum pressure for larger infarcts is expected to reach a higher steady-state value.
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On the other hand, the maximum displacement is higher for infarct radius 21 mm, followed by 14 mm
and 7 mm. This is as expected because larger infarct will produce bigger swelling, as also predicted in
[8]. It should be noted here that both maximum pressure and displacement do not reach steady-state
value within the 3 hours simulation time. The study on ischaemic stroke patients found that brain
tissue continues to swell after 6 to 24 hours after stroke onset [9]. This model has the potential to
be used to predict brain oedema progression of ischaemic stroke patient upon reperfusion if suitable
boundary conditions and parameter values are used.

Figure 3: Maximum pressure (a) and maximum displacement (b) for various infarct sizes and locations.
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SUMMARY

In this study, the morphometric analysis of normal knee proximal tibia in Thai population was
evaluated by the use of three-dimensional computed tomographic data. The measured parameters of
the proximal tibia were then compared to the sizing of currently available prostheses used in
Thailand. The results revealed that most of the measured parameters in male were significantly
higher than that female. In addition, the design of tibial tray component prostheses based on
western population was highly improper for Thai population, especially in the range of normal
prosthesis knees size. This study provides the fundamental data for designing a proper component
of the tibial tray for Thai population.
Keywords: proximal tibia, computed tomography, morphology measurements, Thai

1 INTRODUCTION
The total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is the standard surgical operative treatment of osteoarthritis,
which successful operation is relief pain, restoration of function, long-term survivorship and
maximal coverage [1]. The restored success of function depends on restores biomechanics of knees
[2]. To minimize the stress applied to the prosthesis, a surgeon restores maximal implant coverage
on the bone interface [3]. A proper matching between the prosthesis and the resected surface of the
knee has been reported as a factor for long-term survivorship in TKA [4-5]. In addition, Noble et
al., [2] emphasized that besides surgical procedure, improve prosthetic design still needed to restore
normal function in patients after TKA. The current implant has been reported that anatomical
profiles of Asian knees were smaller than those of Caucasian, and Asian population requires a
smaller range of component size for knee replacement [6-7]. In Thailand, the most commercially
available of total knee arthroplasty prosthesis are made based on a western population which is not
suitable for Thai population. Chaiyos et al., [8] reported that anatomical Thai knees proportionally
matched current total knee prostheses by using MRI. However, differences between male and
female sizing and necessity of gender gender-specific implant is an issue of debate [7]. Recently,
some studies have focused on a more detailed point such as designing asymmetrical tibial tray
components for better fit [8, 9]. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to evaluate morphology
parameters of the proximal tibia in Thai population. The morphometric data obtained from threedimensional models, which were created from living subjects using reversed engineering
technique. The measured parameters of the proximal tibia were analyzed gender difference and
correlation with currently available prostheses which used in Thailand.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Data acquisition
The acquisition data for this study were a 3D image of human knees, which has been approved by
the Ethics Committee (EC 59-60). All subjects have informed the description of this study and
signed the consent form before the research process. The selection criteria of each subject included
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normal lower limb alignment and no clinical history of knee arthritis. The subject was recruited
from Thai adult volunteers with an age range between 20-50 years old. A total number of 60
samples consisted of 30 male and 30 female (average age of 34.3±9.5 years).
2.2 CT scan and 3D reconstruction
All subject was set in supine position and foot in a neutral position with the use of 64 slice spiral
computed tomography (CT) scanner. The CT protocol was defined for the following parameters:
120 kVp with automatic value in the range of 50 mA to 320 mA, dose reduction of 20 %, and slice
thickness of 2.5 mm with the reconstruction of 0.625 mm in the scan length of 90 cm to 30 cm.
After scanning, the anatomical data of subjects were recorded as Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine (DICOM) file format, and then imported into medical imaging
processing software (Mimics, Materialise N.V.,) for the reconstruction of 3D models of tibiae while
the resected bony surface and measurement were done by Mimics 3-matic module.
2.3 Method for morphometric parameter measurement
According to the morphometric measurement, the 3D of tibial models were aligned on a standard
reference plane as shown in Figure 1. The tibial mechanical axis was defined as a line from the
midpoint of the medial and lateral peaks of the tibia plateau eminences to the midpoint of the most
extreme points of the medial and lateral malleoli [10]. The virtual cutting plane of proximal tibia
model was the performed at the level of tibial resection, 6 mm below the lateral tibial plateau and
perpendicular to the tibial mechanical axis with 7o posterior slope [11]. The morphometric
measurement parameter consisted of the medial anteroposterior (MAP) and the lateral
anteroposterior (LAP) was defined as the length of a line drawn parallel to the middle
anteroposterior (AP) line with the longest value throughout the tibia plateaus. The distances of the
MAP and LAP lines from the central point (intersection of AP and ML lines) were measured as the
central to medial distance (CM) and the central to lateral distance (CL), respectively [9]. All of the
parameter measurements shown in Fig. 1. In addition, the tibial aspect ratio was calculated as the
mediolateral (ML) value divided by the middle anteroposterior (AP) value [12]. All measured
values of each morphometric parameter were correlated to the sizing of four available tibia tray
components in Thailand, including the Depuy (Sigma), Zimmer (Nexgen), Smith & nephew
(Genesis II), and Stryker (Scorpio).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The reconstructed 3D model of the tibia: (a) the alignment of section plane and
(b) visual resected of tibia and measurement parameters.
2.4 Statistical analysis
The measured values of each morphometric parameter were summarized as mean and standard
deviation (SD). The investigation of different parameters between male and female groups was
analyzed with independent t-test. A p-value of less than 0.05 (P<0.05) was considered to be a
statistically significant difference.
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1. showed the results of measurement parameters of the proximal tibia in mean ± SD (mm).
According to the comparison between genders, most of the male proximal tibia parameters were
significantly higher than that female, except the tibial aspect ratio.
Table 1: Average values of proximal tibia morphology measurements (mm) for Thai population.
Parameters
ML
AP
MAP
LAP
CM
CL
MAP– LAP
AR

Total (n=60)
72.4 ± 5.3
45.9 ± 4.0
48.7 ± 3.6
43.7 ± 3.8
14.1 ± 3.4
16.2 ± 2.9
5.2 ± 2.3
1.58

Male (n=30)
76.7 ± 2.5
49.0 ± 2.4
51.1 ± 2.5
46.5 ± 2.9
15.5 ± 2.6
17.6 ± 2.8
5.0 ± 2.0
1.57

Female (n=30)
68.1 ± 3.5
42.9 ± 2.8
46.3 ± 2.9
41.8 ± 2.4
12.7 ± 3.5
14.8 ± 2.3
4.9 ± 2.5
1.59

p-value
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
<0.05
0.278

For comparison between morphometric data and available prosthesis, the correlation analysis was
performed. Fig. 2 showed the results of correlation analysis between the mediolateral (ML) and
middle anteroposterior (AP) among prosthetic systems among genders. It can be noticed that
Zimmer system displayed a high correlation with Thai proximal tibia than those others.

(b)

(a)

Figure 2: Correlation analysis between the mediolateral (ML) and the middle anteroposterior (AP)
among genders compare with four tibia prosthetic systems: (a) male and (b) female.

(b)

(a)

Figure 3: Correlation analysis between the tibial aspect ratio and the middle anteroposterior (AP)
among genders compare with four tibial prosthetic systems: (a) male and (b) female.
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However, all prosthetic systems were undersized in ML with the smaller AP, and overhang in ML
with the larger AP. This was more evident in male groups. To anticipate shape of tibial tray
component that is suitable for Thai population, the tibial aspect ratio was calculated and compared
it with the middle AP dimension of proximal tibia shown in Fig.3. The tibial aspect ratio showed a
definite negative correlation with increasing AP dimension, irrespective of the gender. For
comparison with tibial tray prostheses, the results showed that Zimmer system followed a similar
pattern of fall in the aspect ratio while others showed a smaller change or no change in the tibial
aspect ratio. So, the rate of change did not match that of Thai population
4 CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the morphology of proximal tibia in Thai population was performed using the threedimensional computed tomographic reconstructed data. The conclusion can be drawn that all of the
proximal tibia measured parameters in Thai male were higher than those female group. The
designed tibial tray component revealed the improper size for Thai population. This study provides
the fundamental data for the development of tibial tray component in the total knee prosthesis,
especially between available gender-specific and asymmetric shaped design to match the natural
geometry of proximal tibia in Thai population.
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SUMMARY

Objective of the work is to investigate the stress and strain fields which corneal tissue and donor
graft undergo during a keratoplasty procedure. In order to attach the donor graft to the cornea,
different air bubble pressure profiles acting on the graft are considered. This study is carried out by
employing a three-dimensional non-linear finite element (FE) methodology, combined with a
contact algorithm. The contact algorithm, based on the penalty-based node-to-surface approach, is
used to model the donor graft-corneal interface region. Results clearly indicate that the air bubble
pressure plays a key role in the corneal stress and deformation, as well as graft stiffness and
thickness.
Key words: Keratoplasty; Cornea transplantation; Hyper-elastic model
1 INTRODUCTION
Keratoplasty, a corneal transplantation technique, is a surgical method for the corneal endothelial
disorders which can lead to visual impairment [1]. In the conventional surgical procedures for
corneal transplantation, the full thickness cornea tissue is replaced with donor tissue and it is
known as Penetrating Keratoplasty (PK). However, with the advent of sophisticated techniques like
Descemet’s Stripping Automated Endothelial Keratoplasty (DSAEK) and Descemet’s Membrane
Automated Endothelial Keratoplasty (DMAEK), selective removal of posterior corneal tissue is
achieved with a consequent decrease in post-operative complications and improved vision.
DSAEK and DMAEK refer to the partial removal of damaged corneal basement layer, mainly the
Descemet’s Membrane (DM) and replace with a donor DM. The thickness of the donor DM is
selected by the surgeon based on the intensity of the damage on the host membrane. The donor DM
is often referred as graft, inserted inside the Anterior Chamber (AC) of the eye by means of scleral
incision and attaches the graft at the posterior cornea with a surgical device. The intervention of the
device may damage the corneal tissues and graft due to which the surgery is carried out by means
of air bubbling technique. In this technique, an air bubble is placed at the anterior part of the graft
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inside the AC and the bubble size is increased with the elevation in pressure such that the graft
moves and attach with the corneal basement side. This technique guarantees approximately 90% of
success rate for the attachment of the graft to the posterior cornea and generally avoids further
surgical device interventions with ocular tissues. Graft detachment may be associated to the
presence of interfacial fluid but the underlying cause of the detachment is still unknown.
To the authors’ knowledge, there are no studies concerning the numerical modelling of
keratoplasty, and realistic reproductions of the corneal transplantation procedure into a threedimensional cornea model. The proposed study represents therefore a first attempt to theoretically
reproduce keratoplasty procedure in order to characterize the structural interaction between graft
and cornea. This ultimately aims to provide insights on the design of corneal transplantation
operation, and thereby to reduce post-operative complications.
2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY

For an infinitesimal solid volume d the balance of linear momentum along the ith
direction may be written as:
..

(1)

 ij , j  d i i, j 1, 2,3
where

 ij , j ( ij , j 

 ij , j

..

) are the derivatives of the Cauchy stress tensor and d i are the
xi

material acceleration components. The stress tensor  is defined via the strain energy
function () associated to the material. In the current study a neo-Hookean type material
has been adopted ,

  ( I1  3)  

( J  1) 2
,
2

(2)

in which  is the shear modulus, I1 is the first invariant of the Right Cauchy deformation
tensor,  is the Bulk modulus and J is the determinant of the deformation gradient. It is
worth mentioning that finite deformation theory is used for structural calculations of both
bodies.
The application of the virtual work principle to the ith momentum equation leads, after
integration by parts, to
..

 δddδbδdt0,d i  d i d    δddδbδdt0,b ij ij d    δddδbδdt0,d i t i d  0,

(3)

where δddδbδdt0,d i and δddδbδdt0,bij are the virtual displacement and strain components, respectively, and
is the current traction vector acting on the surface  .

After the Galerkin discretization (  e  e ,   ee ) , it is possible to write the multidimensional system in the following compact matrix form,
..


 e  e  d T  d de  e (Bd )T  d e  e  d Ttde  0,



(4)
in which B is a matrix containing the derivatives of the shape functions. The semi-discrete
system obtained can then be discretized in time by using the -method. This yields a nonlinear system of equations:
..

M d n+1  S(d n+1 )  Tn+1 0,

where d n+1

(5)
is the vector of unknown nodal displacements at time n+1, M is the mass

matrix, S is the internal force (non-linearized) vector and Tn+1 is the external forces vector.
The system solution is sought by employing the Newton-Raphson method, as described in
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[2]. In this solution procedure the stiffness matrix, K, is computed as derivative of the
residual of the previous system of equations with respect to the displacement d.
A frictionless node-to-surface contact procedure based on penalty method is employed
where the nodes at lower surface of the graft are designated as slave nodes.
3 COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The cornea and graft are modelled as isotropic, hyper-elastic and nearly-incompressible materials.
A simplified computational domain of the graft (slave body) and cornea (master body) is
represented in Figure 1. The graft has geometric dimensions of 8 mm in diameter and 120 µm as
thickness while the cornea is assumed to have a uniform thickness of 450 µm with an anterior
chamber depth of 15 mm. Linear hexahedron elements are used to discretise the computational
domain of graft and cornea with 324 elements for the former and the later with 968 elements.
In order to reproduce the air bubble pressure load, used to attach the graft to cornea, a spatial and
time varying load, P(x, z, t) is applied at the pressure load surface (anterior part) of the graft. A
parabolic pressure function is employed such that the bubble pressure load is higher at centre of the
graft for a specific time with respect to other regions and it is increased to maximum value of Pmax
until the graft completely attaches with cornea. Moreover, in cornea, a fixed boundary condition
(fixed b.c) is imposed at the circumferential sides (blue colour). The remaining surfaces are treated
as free boundary condition.
With regard to the cornea, the Young’s Modulus and Poisson ratio υ are equal to E = 1.0 MPa and
0.4, respectively. For the graft, material properties are similar to DM. However, the stiffness of
donor graft is slightly higher than the actual DM due to the chemical treatment performed prior to
the keratoplasty procedure. Therefore, different Young’s Modulus values between 0.1 MPa and 0.3
MPa are considered in this study (Poisson ratio is maintained equal to 0.4). A density ρ = 1000 kg/
m3 is assumed for both bodies. Since the study focuses on the biomechanical behaviour of cornea
and graft, the presence of aqueous humor at the anterior chamber is, for sake of simplicity, not
accounted for.

Figure 1. Computational domain of graft (left) and cornea (right)
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
This section reports the numerical results obtained by reproducing the keratoplasty operation. For
this problem a time step Δt = 5 x 10t = 5 x 10-6 seconds is used. Figure 2 depicts the Von Mises (VM) stress
intensity of cornea and graft at different stages of keratoplasty surgical procedure with a graft
Young’s Modulus of 0.3 MPa. The thickness and stiffness of cornea is considered to be the same
throughout the study. The bubble pressure load is applied to the graft and gradually increased each
time step up to a prescribed maximum pressure level P max = 3.0 mmHg. This is done in order to
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have a complete attachment of the graft to the cornea. The first contact occurs when the
circumferential corners of the graft hit the cornea after 0.0001 seconds. At this point contact forces
are exerted on the graft corners. As a consequence, stress intensity rises on the graft corners as well
as on the corneal body surface, while the core regions of the graft undergo deformation due to
inertia and increase in pressure load. The graft completely attaches to the cornea after
approximately 0.02 seconds. Since then, the effect of the impact is more prominent in the central
region of the cornea, where higher stress is recorded. This may be caused by the higher load acting
on the central region of the graft.

Figure 2. VM stress intensity at graft and cornea at different stages.
Displacement and VM stress analysis show that the change in geometrical and material properties
of graft has significant effects on biomechanical behavior of the cornea. A lower stiffness and
thickness of the graft induce higher corneal stress intensity and deformation during the impact. This
is more evident for high bubble pressure loads. Undoubtedly, the air bubble pressure load condition
plays a fundamental role in the graft-cornea attachment. Simulation results can provide a valuable
insight for a more efficient keratoplasty surgery design, accounting for geometric, material and air
bubble pressure conditions.
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SUMMARY
In this study, we aim to improve the accuracy of quantitative ultrasound (QUS) with highfrequency ultrasound （HFU, > 20 MHz) on the envelope statistics and backscattered powerspectrum analysis by using an annular array that allows for an extended depth of field (DOF). A
20-MHz annular-array transducer with 5 elements was employed to obtain transmit-to-receive
signals from each element pair data were beamformed in post-processing. For the envelope
statistics, we estimated the QUS parameters with the Nakagami distribution. For the backscattered
coefficient analysis, we estimated the scatterer diameter.
Key words: quantitative ultrasound, envelope statistics, backscattered coefficient analysis, highfrequency ultrasound, annular array
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INTRODUCTION

Quantitative ultrasound (QUS) techniques provide a means to characterize tissue. Tissue
characterization has been demonstrated in biological soft tissue based on the characteristics of the
echo signal such as frequency-based analysis [1, 2, 3] and statistical characteristics of the echo
amplitude envelope [4, 5]. Some organs have already been studied with QUS diagnosis (i.e., liver,
breast tumor), or more fundamentally, to better understand the intricate relationship between
ultrasound scattering and tissue properties. Generally, high-frequency ultrasound (HFU, > 20 MHz)
transducers provide high-resolution images because of the short wavelength. Thus, HFU QUS
techniques can provide insight into tissue microstructure corresponding to anatomical information.
For single-element transducers, spatial resolution is determined by the center frequency
and transducer geometry. Depth of field (DOF) is typically extremely limited unless resolution is
sacrificed. A shallower DOF means decreasing the accuracy of QUS parameter versus penetration
depth, and limits the range of the analysis. Multi-element array transducer, however, can improve
the DOF and the spatial resolution by using a beamforming technique. In particular, because the
size of individual elements of an annular-array is on the order of conventional HFU single-element
focused transducers, standard fabrication and instrumentation techniques may be employed to
construct them [6]. An annular array that can provide the expanded DOF has already been applied
to HFU imaging for small animals [7] and ophthalmology [8]. To date, few reports have applied an
HFU annular-array to tissue characterization with QUS.
The aim of this study is to the improve the accuracy of HFU, QUS-based parameters on the
envelope statistics and the backscattered power-spectrum analysis by using an annular-array
transducer that allows for an extended DOF. A 20-µm scattering phantom with low attenuation and
concentration was employed to validate the approach. The data were synthetically focused in postprocessing. For the envelope statistics, we estimated the QUS parameters with the Nakagami
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distribution. For the backscattered power-spectrum analysis, we estimated the scatterer diameter
with reflector method.

2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Annular Array and Synthetic Focusing
The annular array used in this study was fabricated using previously described methods [6].
A 25-μm-thick P(VDF-TrFE) membrane with one side metalized was bonded to a copper-clad
polyimide film with nonconductive epoxy. The final array consisted of 5 equal-area annuli with a
10-mm total aperture and a 31-mm geometric focus. The spacing between the annuli was 100 μm.
To improve the DOF and lateral resolution using the annular array, a synthetic-focusing technique
(SFT) was employed to post-process the 25 (the combination of transmission and reception by five
rings) data sets of the radio-frequency (RF) signal. The SFT is achieved by applying an appropriate
round trip delay to each transmit-receive (TR) pair for an arbitrary focal depth, and then summing
the data to create a locally focused area [9]. Focusing was performed at each pixel location of the
final image.
2.2 Amplitude envelope analysis
The probability density function (PDF) of the Nakagami distribution, [10] is well known as
the general model to estimate the scatterer condition of scattering field from echo amplitude
envelope. The Nakagami parameter (μ) represents a shape parameter determined by the statistics of
the backscattered signal. As it varies from 0.5 to 1, the envelope statistics change from a preRayleigh to a Rayleigh distribution, and the statistics of the backscattered signal conform to postRayleigh distributions when larger than 1. The Nakagami parameters were estimated using
envelope signals which were derived from the RF signal using a Hilbert transformation. The scale
parameter (ω) had almost stable value as known as in the field of scatterer characteristics analysis.
2.3 Backscatter Coefficient (BSC) Analysis
The frequency characteristics of the backscatter signals measured by a transducer include
the characteristics of the transducer (i.e., geometry and electrical circuit) and the scatterers in the
scattering medium. In this study, to compensate for the imaging transducer characteristics and
measure the BSC value, the reflector method was employed [11]. In the case of an annular-array
analysis, the measurement BSC value estimates from the echo in region of interest (ROI). This
report analyzed the QUS estimates from the fluid-fill sphere model (FFSM) and the structure factor
model (SFM) [12].
2.4 Measurement and analysis
In this study, the scattering phantom used was a mixture of distilled water, 2% (w/w) agar
powder, and 0.3% (w/w) acrylic monomer scatterer with a diameter of 20 µm (MX-2000, Soken
Chemical). The wave length is 75 µm at 20 MHz when the speed of sound of propagation medium
is 1500 m/s. The attenuation coefficient of the phantom was determined using a standard
substitution method (0.16 dB/MHz/cm).
The RF echo data sets of all 25 TR ring pairs from the phantoms were acquired. To accomplish
this task, one element was excited, and echoes were received by all five elements simultaneously
by using the pulser/receiver (Model 5800, Panametrics-NDT). Each echo was digitized to 12
bits/sample by an oscilloscope (HDO6104, Teledyne LeCroy) with a sampling frequency of 250
MHz. The phantoms were put in a water tank filled with degassed water and scanned with a 30 µm
step size.
The two QUS parameters were estimated with a small ROI that was 830 μm in the axial
direction and 900 μm in the lateral direction. The lateral size was defined as 5 times of the point
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spread function of the lateral direction, and the axial size was defined as 10 times the acoustic wave
length that was calculated at 20 MHz.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Figure 1 shows the B-mode images
of the phantom for fixed focusing (a) and SFT
(b). It can be confirmed that the resolution is
enhanced over the wide range in SFT, but
only the geometric focal depth was focused in
the fixed focused case.
Figure 2 shows the mean value and
standard deviation of QUS parameters of 𝜇 in
the Nakagami model. In the result of the SFT
case, the 𝜇 was constant versus depth. In the
fixed focusing case, the values of both cases
were close in the vicinity of the focal depth,
but near the array, the value was close to 1, in
spite of the fact that the number of scatterers
was insufficient for 𝜇 to be 1. Generally, when
𝜇 = 1, either one of two conditions could be
met: First, the scatterers are randomly
distributed with more than 10 scatterers per
resolution cell and the amplitude of the
Fig. 1 B-mode images of the phantom
scattered signal is random. Second case, the
(Dynamic range: 40 dB). (a) fixed focusing,
randomness of the scattered signal increases
(b) synthetic focusing. Black triangle signifies
due to low SNR. In this study, the phantom
the geometric focal length.
had a low scatterer concentration (the number
of scatterers in the phantom was 1.09/resolution cell) and the amplitude was stable over the depth
with each sum method (Figure. 3).

Fig. 2. The mean value and standard deviation
of Nakagami parameter. The blue line is the
SFT case, and the orange line is the fixed focus
case, respectively.

Fig. 3 The mean value of the amplitude of the
echo data averaged with 301 lines. The range of
depth was close to the range of the axial direction
to analyze.

For the fixed focus case, the amplitude was almost the same at the geometric focus even
though the 𝜇 was close to 1 near the transducer. Assuming that the result in geometric focus was
sufficiently accurate, since the electrical noise had no dependence on depth, it was thought the
noise did not affect Nakagami parameter in this phantom case. In the synthetic focus case, the
resolution was maintained over a wider depth, and the fixed focus case did not have an acceptable
resolution to analyze, it is thought that 𝜇 was adversely affected by the acoustic-field character.
Figure 4 shows the mean value and standard deviation of the estimated scatterer diameter (ESD).
The solid line is the result analyzed by applying the SFM, and the dashed line is the result of FFSM.
There was no difference in FFSM and SFM. Compared to the case of the fixed focusing, the depth
dependence of the ESD was low in the SFT result. However, it is possible that the matching
between the size of the phantom scatterers included and the estimated ESD value was not sufficient.
This is caused by using the reflector method because the method is only applied to the focal region
of the transducer where the wave front is planar. To achieve a better estimation with the annulararray, the reference-phantom method would be more appropriate.
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Fig. 4 The mean value and standard deviation of ESD.
The solid line is the result analyzed by applying the
SFM, and the dashed line is the result of FFSM.
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SUMMARY
We propose a method to visualize the acoustic impedance distribution inside the sample by a scanning
acoustic microscopy (SAM), where the autoregressive model in frequency domain was applied to
the analysis. To verify the effectiveness of the method, the acoustic impedance of cultured HeLa cells
was analyzed by using 250-MHz ultrasound and compared with the 3-D structure of the cell in
confocal microscopic image. The contour in acoustic impedance map was similar to the cell nucleus
in the confocal image. In addition, the nuclear has larger acoustic impedance compared with other
portion (cytoplasm).

Key words:
microscopy

1

Acoustic impedance, scanning acoustic microscopy, autoregressive model, confocal

INTRODUCTION

Scanning acoustic microscopy (SAM) with fine resolution enables to visualize microscopic
acoustic properties, e.g. speed of sound and acoustic impedance. SAM has some advantage compared
with optical microscopy; possibility to obtain novel histological knowledge and omitting the process
for staining tissue specimen. In addition, SAM have been key technology leading to some insight for
sound propagation and scattering in various organs[1,2], resulting in relating the macroscopic
acoustic features of tissues to their microscopic characteristic. This technique will contribute to
advance the conventional quantitative ultrasound techniques on the characteristics of the echo signal
such as frequency-based analysis[3] and statistical characteristics of the echo amplitude envelope[4].
Acoustic impedance analysis using SAM has been expected as a mean for characterizing the
property of excised fresh sample[2] and cultured cells[5]. Conventional method can visualize the 2D acoustic impedance map on the interface where the sample is close contact with the substrate.
However, there are few studies on 3D acoustic impedance analysis except for Ref. [6]. Chean et al.
proposed the method to convert the B-mode image into Z image based on the time domain
reflectometry theory and transmission line model. They demonstrated in in-vivo experiment that 80MHz ultrasound with lateral resolution of 30 µm can visualize the impedance map in skin tissue.
This method will be powerful tool to non-invasively investigate the acoustic impedance distribution
in the direction of sound propagation.
This study proposes a simple method to analyze 3-D acoustic impedance map compared with
the previous study. The autoregressive model is applied in frequency domain to separate individual
echo from the interfered echo signals induced by the internal structure of the sample. The acoustic
impedance map can be constructed from the amplitude and time of flight of each separated echo. The
effectiveness of the proposed method is verified based on the analysis of acoustic impedance of a
cultured cell by using 250-MHz ultrasound with fine resolution of 32 µm in axial and 7 µm in lateral.
In addition, the resultant acoustic impedance map is compared with the laser confocal microscopic
image of the cell.
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2.1 Conventional analysis of acoustic impedance at measurement interface
Kobayashi et al. proposed the method for
analyzing specific acoustic impedance based on the
measurement of reflection coefficient at the interface
between the substrate and the measurement
sample[7]. Figure 1 shows the schematic of
measurement principle. In the method, the amplitude
of received signal (s1) can be written as
𝑍𝑍 −𝑍𝑍
𝑆𝑆1 = 1 sub 𝑆𝑆0 ,
(1)

Fig. 1 Schematic of measurement principle.

𝑍𝑍1 +𝑍𝑍sub

where S0 and S1 are the amplitude of the incident signal and received signal from the sample,
respectively. Z1 and Zsub mean the specific acoustic impedance of the sample (1st layer) and substrate,
respectively. The signal from the interface between the substrate and reference material must be
measured because the amplitude of the incident signal, S0, is unknown parameter. The amplitude of
the reference signal is expressed as
𝑍𝑍 −𝑍𝑍
𝑆𝑆ref = ref sub 𝑆𝑆0 ,
(2)
𝑍𝑍ref +𝑍𝑍sub

where Zref is the specific acoustic impedance of reference material. Assuming of known Zsub and Zref,
substituting Eq.(2) with Eq.(1) yields a following expression.
𝑍𝑍1 =

𝑆𝑆
1+ 1
𝑆𝑆0
𝑆𝑆
1− 1
𝑆𝑆0

𝑍𝑍sub =

−𝑍𝑍
𝑆𝑆 𝑍𝑍
1+ 1 ref sub

𝑆𝑆ref 𝑍𝑍sub +𝑍𝑍ref

𝑍𝑍sub .
−𝑍𝑍
𝑆𝑆 𝑍𝑍
1− 1 ref sub

(3)

𝑆𝑆ref 𝑍𝑍sub +𝑍𝑍ref

2.2 Analysis of acoustic impedance inside measurement sample

The structure in the measurement sample induces the interference of echoes if the pulse
duration of incident signal is equivalent or longer than twice of distance between the interfaces. To
precisely analyze the amplitude of each echo, the received interfered signal must be separated into
individual echoes. Previous studies demonstrated that the autoregressive (AR) model can be applied
for separating in case of analysis of speed of sound of sliced tissue specimen[1,8]. The AR method
was applied for analyzing the specific acoustic impedance in frequency domain. The normalized
spectrum of interfered signal R(ω), i.e. the spectrum divided by the reference spectrum, can be
modeled as
(𝛼𝛼𝑘𝑘 +𝑗𝑗∆𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘 )𝜔𝜔
.
(4)
𝑅𝑅(𝜔𝜔) = ∑𝑁𝑁
𝑘𝑘=1 𝐶𝐶𝑘𝑘 𝑒𝑒
where ω, N, Ck and ∆tk means the angular frequency, the number of echo component, amplitude and
time of flight of individual signal, respectively. Based on the AR model, the discretized normalized
spectrum can be also written as
𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 = − ∑𝑁𝑁
(5)
𝑙𝑙=1 𝑥𝑥𝑙𝑙 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖−𝑙𝑙 + 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 ,
where xl is model parameter and ei is error term. The Ck and ∆tk could be estimated from the model
parameter minimizing the sum of squares of error term. The separated signal was numbered in
ascending order of ∆tk. The distance to the interface between (k-1)th and kth layers could be calculated
from ∆tk. The acoustic impedance in kth layer could be calculated from the amplitudes of separated
signals from 1st to (k-1)th as
𝑍𝑍𝑘𝑘 = ∏𝑘𝑘

1+
1−

𝑍𝑍𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑆𝑆k
1
⋅�∏𝑘𝑘−1
�⋅
𝑇𝑇𝑘𝑘−1 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑍𝑍𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 − 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑆𝑆k
1
⋅�∏𝑘𝑘−1
�⋅
𝑇𝑇𝑘𝑘−1 𝑍𝑍𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 + 𝑍𝑍𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟
𝑆𝑆𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟

𝑍𝑍𝑘𝑘−1 ,

where Tk was transmission coefficient at the interface between (k-1)th and kth layers as
4𝑍𝑍k 𝑍𝑍𝑘𝑘−1
𝑇𝑇𝑘𝑘 =
2.
(𝑍𝑍k +𝑍𝑍𝑘𝑘−1 )

(6)

(7)

As a matter of convenience, Z0=Zsub and T0=1 at k=1.

2.2 Cell culture
HeLa cells were cultured in 5% CO2 at 37°C with MEM+10% FBS medium and penicillin/streptomycin, and were seeded on a dish made of polystyrene thin film with thickness of 50 µm.
Laser scanning confocal microscopy (A1R; Nikon) with a Plan Apo 60x oil immersion objective (NA
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Fig. 2 (a) Bright-field image of cell, (b) signal from medium (point A), (c) signal from cell (point B),
(d) normalized frequency spectra of each separated signals and (d) separated signal obtained by
inverse Fourier transform of spectra in (c).

1.40) (Nikon), which has the z-axial resolution of 0.3 µm, was employed for visualization of three
dimensional structure in cell. Cellular skeleton (actin fiber) and nuclear could be observed by
expressing GFP-actin and mCherry-NLS, respectively [9].
2.3 Measurement system
A scanning acoustic microscope (modified AMS-50SI; Honda Electronics) equipped with a
250-MHz center-frequency transducer (Fraunhofer IBMT) was employed for analyzing the acoustic
impedance of the cultured HeLa cells. The lateral resolution of the system was 7 µm. The transducer
was two-dimensionally scanned with the step of 1 µm in each direction. The signal was received at
each scan line. The reference signal from the interface between the culture medium and substrate was
defined as the reference signal. The preliminary-measured specific acoustic impedance of medium
was 1.55 kg/m/s2. The specific acoustic impedance of substrate (polystyrene thin film) was assumed
to be 2.37 kg/m/s2.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Assuming that the number of echo
components (N) was 7, the impedance analysis was
conducted. Figure 2 shows (a) the reference signal for
the impedance analysis and signal from medium, (b)
the signal from a cell, (c) individual frequency
spectrum of separated signals and (d) separated signal
obtained by inverse Fourier transform of several
spectra in (c). In Fig.2 (a), the echo signal from the
medium seems to result from the interference of two
signals. Thus the gated signal in the range of 30-50 ns
was regard as the reference signal from the interface
between the substrate and medium. Among the three
dominant separated signals in (d), the first and third
signals (s1 and s3) were not the signal from the
structure in cell because they were clearly observed in
the signal from the medium unlike the second signal.
By substituting the amplitudes of s1, s2 and sref into
Eq.(6), the acoustic impedance of 2nd layer (Z2) was
Fig. 3 (a) 3-D acoustic impedance map and
analyzed. The distance from the substrate to the
(b) laser confocal microscopic image. d in
interface was calculated from the difference between
∆t1 and ∆t2 assuming of the speed of sound of 1500 (b) means the distance from the substrate.
m/s.
The above analysis was applied to signals at all scan lines. Figure 3 shows (a) the 3-D
acoustic impedance map in the cells and (b) laser confocal microscopic image (z-axis). The thickness
of cell nucleus was 8 µm from the confocal image. This value was approximately equal to the distance
evaluated from the difference between ∆t1 and ∆t2. Figure 4 shows (a) the bright-field image, (b) the
confocal image from top-view, (c-1)-(c-4) the distribution of acoustic impedance on the substrate
where the cell adhered (d = 0 µm) and d= 4.5, 5.6 and 6.7 µm, respectively.
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Fig. 4 (a) Bright-field image and (b) Confocal image of a cell from top-view, (c) 2-D acoustic
impedance map of d = 0 µm, 4-5 µm, 5-6 µm, 6-7 µm, respectively. d means the distance from the
substrate.

It was demonstrated that the acoustic impedance on the extended cell membrane was almost 1.6
kg/m/s2 equal to the value of the medium. In contrast, the acoustic impedance on the cell nucleus was
higher to be 1.7-1.8 kg/m/s2. Since the thickness of cell membrane was much smaller (several
nanometer) than pulse length of incident signal, the measured impedance should be that of the cell
cytoplasm and nucleus, respectively. In Fig.4(b), the ring with high impedance value was clearly
observed at each distance. The diameter of the ring and the impedance on the ring decreased with
increasing the distance. In Fig. 2(b-3), the impedance on the top of the cell was approximately equal
to the medium. These results suggested that the signal s2 was the echo from the nucleus-cytoplasm
or the nucleus-medium interface. It means that the contour of cell nucleus can be visualized by the
proposed method.
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SUMMARY
In this study, we report the examination results of the speed of sound of sliced rat organs
analyzed with high frequencies ultrasound such as 250 MHz from the acquiring radiofrequency
echo signals observed by our self-made scanning acoustic microscopy system. The frequency
dependence of the speed of sound was evaluated by the analysis method involving filtering
considering a spatial resolution at each frequency.

Key words: speed of sound, multi-scale, acoustic characteristics, ultrasound, scanning acoustic
microscopy

1

INTRODUCTION

Many studies of evaluating acoustic characteristics of biological tissue were
reported. These studies used several hundred MHz band ultrasound which is possible to
discriminate different cell organelles [1], and used several tens MHz band ultrasound
which is possible to discriminate different microstructure of organs. However, there is no
study to evaluate the difference between the acoustic characteristics between several tens
MHz and several hundred MHz in detail.
The measurement and analysis on conventional scanning acoustic microscopy
(SAM) have the limitation of the measurement area. We developed new SAM system to
acquire radiofrequency (RF) echo signal from 100 mm square area of sliced specimens,
and evaluated the speed of sound (SoS) of the whole size of rat organs by ultrasound of
250 MHz center frequency with micro resolution.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Data acquisition by self-made scanning acoustic microscopy system

In our self-made SAM system, the minimum to the maximum moving pitch of X-Y
stage is 0.1 μm to 100 mm, and the maximum position error was 429 nm. The center
frequency of transmission and reception can be accepted from 1 to 500 MHz. For this study,
a ZnO transducer (Fraunhofer Co.) with a center frequency of 250 MHz (Lateral resolution
is 7 μm, depth resolution is 50 μm at -6 dB bandwidth) was used.
To acquire RF echo signal from a sliced specimen put on the glass plate, a
transducer on the moving stages was scanned in two-dimension (2D). In this observation,
after scanning for the direction of X-axis in each line, the RF echo signal was transferred
834

from the digitizer (HDO6104, Lecroy) to a computer, and then the transducer was moved
for Y-axis direction. The amplified RF echo data (by AU-114-BNC, MITEQ) of each scan
line were acquired with the sampling frequency of 2.5 GHz and digitized with 12-bit.
An excised kidney of 17-week-old rat (Slc:SD, male) was fixed with formalin,
infiltrated paraffin, and sliced with 7 or 10 μm. After removing the paraffin, that sliced
specimens put on a glass plate was put in the water tank (100 mm in lateral * 50 mm in
depth * 10 mm in height) filled with degassed water. The scanning area was 21 mm * 16
mm including the size of the whole kidney, and the scanning interval for both X and Y
direction was 4 μm in 250 MHz observation considering each spatial resolution. After
scanning, the sliced specimens were stained with Hematoxylin-Eosin (HE) method, and a
digital pathological image was observed using a virtual slide scanner (NanoZoomer S60,
Hamamatsu Photonics).
2.2 Speed of sound analysis

There are some problems to acquire ultra-high frequency RF echo signals in the
wide area: it takes a long time to scan, and the distance from the transducer to the sliced
specimen is not constant because of the mechanical displacement difference (e.g. from
expansion and contraction of column support due to slight temperature change). Moreover,
time lag, i.e. phase shifting, is occurred in the short term such as X-axis scanning or Y-axis
moving, because of the inclination of the glass plate in X-Z or Y-Z plane. These time
(distance) lags are about several nm, so this phase shifting can be possible to correct.
However, the distance lag in the long term may be larger (from several μm to several 10
μm) than in the short term scanning. If distance lag in the long term overly exceeds the
resolution range in depth direction or the thickness of the sliced tissue, it assumes that large
error occurs in the analysis of SoS. There is the difference of time lags between X-axis and
Y-axis.
Therefore, the short-term inclination in the direction of the X-Z plane was linearly
corrected using the phase and the intensity difference of the echo signal from glass plate
areas (selected manually). Moreover, to consider the nonlinear fluctuation for the direction
of Y-axis, considering the measurement of each scanning line as independent measurement,
normalized power spectrum (measurement signals/reference signals) was calculated using
the same scanning line in Y-axis as reference signals after correcting linear inclination.
Autoregressive (AR) model of 5 order was applied to each normalized power spectrums to
separate the RF echo signals from the surface of the sliced specimen, the bottom of the
specimen (surface of the glass plate) and others. After separation of echo signals, SoS (ct)
was calculated from the phase of signals from the surface (ts) and the bottom of the
specimen (td) using water SoS (c0) [2].


ct = c0 * ts / (td - ts)

Fig. 1 echo from thin sample.
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3 RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the SoS map of 250 MHz using no phase correction (a) and after
phase correction (b). The pixel which SoS was less than 1480 m/s is painted as black.
Although the discontinuous texture is especially confirmed in Y-axis of Fig. 1(a), the
continuous SoS map can be obtained in Fig. 1(b) by correction the method of calculating
SoS. It can be confirmed the detailed texture of rat kidney are clearly shown in after phase
correction, and the value of speed of sound was lower than the original result. The average
value of Fig. 2(b) is close to the known SoS value of soft tissue.

(a) original

(b) after phase correction

Fig. 1 2D SoS maps of rat kidney. (a) original result, (b) after phase correction.

Figure 2 shows the result of multi-scale analysis. The difference between renal
cortex and renal medulla can be confirmed by both histology (optical) image and speed of
sound (ultrasound) image in macro scale. Evaluation on a more detailed tissue structure is
also possible by performing zooming of analysis results or remeasurement with high
resolution. In the enlarged image of a few mm square of speed of sound, it is possible to
recognize a fine texture of the boundary between the renal cortex and the renal medulla
which is difficult to discriminate in the pathological image. In the speed of sound image of
several 100 μm square, the structure inside the renal corpus can also be evaluated.

Fig. 2 comparing result between speed of sound and histology in multi-scale.
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4 CONCLUSIONS

The SoS maps of whole rat kidney were made from observed RF echo signal of 250
MHz, and SoS values of the glomerulus were compared. It was confirmed the difference of
SoS was caused by the difference of microtissue structure. In the current study, other
organs such as the liver are using as target tissue to examine the SoS analysis for the
subcellular tissue.
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SUMMARY
Cerebral arterial dissection involves tearing of the intima and internal elastic lamina (IEL),
widespread disruption of media, and drastic bulging of adventitia. The purpose of this study is to
identify the mechanical factors which govern the bulging behaviour in cerebral arteries by finite
element (FE) method. We modelled a cerebral artery assuming a rupture in the IEL and a separation
between IEL and media, and applied physiological blood pressure on the luminal and dissected
surfaces. FE analysis results show significant expansion of adventitia, indicating the importance of
elastic properties of adventitia on the degree of bulging in cerebral arterial dissection.
Key words: cerebral artery, arterial dissection, finite element method, muscular artery
1

INTRODUCTION

Arterial dissection is a vascular pathology in which tearing occurs in the walls of the artery which
leads to various complications. In case of cerebral arteries, its unique histological structure causes
various possible mechanisms for the progression of arterial dissection. Walls of a cerebral artery
mainly consist of three regions - the intima, consisting of endothelial cells and IEL; the media, mainly
consisting of smooth muscle cells; and the adventitia, made up of collagen fibres and fibroblasts [1].
Since the media is mainly composed of smooth muscle cells, IEL plays an important role in providing
stiffness to cerebral arteries [2]. The interplay of these structural characteristics determine the
pathogenesis of arterial dissection in cerebral arteries.
Various researchers have attempted to identify the etiology and pathogenesis of cerebral arterial
dissection. Mizutani et al. [3] classified the non-atherosclerotic cerebral aneurysms into four types
based on the pathological state of IEL and intima. In all the cases, damage to IEL was a common
feature, with presence and absence of intimal thickening. The study of clinical cases with intracranial
dissecting aneurysms (IDA) by Sakata et al. [4] revealed that medial disruption was widespread in
most of the cases, resulting in an asymmetrically large expansion of the false-lumen formed between
the media and adventitia, compared to the actual lumen.
To the best of our knowledge, arterial dissection have been analyzed mechanically only for elastic
arteries using FE modelling. Gasser et al. [5] combined the cohesive crack concept with FE modelling
to study the dissection of aortic media. Leng et al. [6] carried out numerical studies on delamination
modes of aortic walls during dissection and compared the results with delamination experiments
from porcine aorta samples.
In this study, by FE modelling of cerebral artery which is a muscular artery, we simulate the classic
dissecting aneurysm (Type 1) which was classified by Mizutani et al. [3]. The classic dissecting
aneurysm involves widespread damage of IEL without intimal thickening and presence of a false
lumen. The results of FE analysis are then discussed in light of histological findings reported in
literature.
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2

METHODOLOGY

We modelled a non-atherosclerotic cerebral artery without intimal thickening, considering the four
layers, i.e., intima, IEL, media, and adventitia. The thickness of IEL was obtained from the
histological images, and that of intima and media were obtained from morphometric data of vertebral
arteries reported by Sakata et al. [4] based on autopsy of clinical cases with IDA.
2.1 Geometry
Figure 1 shows geometrical features of a half-cylindrical model for a dissected cerebral artery. It
shows a disrupted media in case of cerebral arteries. The dissection was modelled by assuming a
radial rupture of intima and IEL, and a separation between IEL and media along the axial direction.
Further, since the media is mainly made up of smooth muscle cells in case of cerebral arteries as
opposed to fibrous laminae in elastic arteries, its capability to resist deformation is considered
negligible. To simulate this lack of stiffness of medial region, two conditions - with and without the
medial layer in the ruptured region of IEL were simulated.
The geometry was discretized using quadratic hexahedral elements with reduced integration and
hybrid formulation (C3D20RH in Abaqus/CAE 2018, ©Dassault Systèmes), which is suitable for
analyzing hyperelastic materials. Figure 2 shows the meshed model of the dissected cerebral artery.

Fig. 1. Sectional views of the geometry used in the FE model, showing the different layers considered,
their dimensions, boundary conditions and loads applied.

Fig. 2. Meshed model of the dissected cerebral artery with intima, IEL, media, and adventitia.
2.2 Constitutive equations
The arterial layers were assumed to be incompressible and isotropic. Mechanical properties of intima,
IEL, and media were modelled by applying isotropic condition (𝜅 = 1/3) to anisotropic HolzapfelGasser-Ogden (HGO) hyperelastic model. The strain energy function is expressed as
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2𝑘2
3
𝐷
2

(1)

where, 𝐶10 , 𝐷, 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 are material constants. 𝐼1 is the first invariant of the right Cauchy-Green
tensor, 〈∙〉 indicates Macaulay brackets. The third term was added to account for incompressibility
[7]. Material constants 𝐶10 , 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 were determined by referring to a model of Khamdaengyodtai et
al. [8] for carotid artery. The adventitia was modelled with a 5-parameter reduced polynomial model
of Yamada et al. [9] for a common carotid artery specimen with a physiological intimal thickening
to adjust the amount of bulging. The values of material constants are listed in Tables 1 and 2.
Table1. Material constants based on Khamdaengyodtai et al. [8]
Layer
𝐶10 (kPa)
𝑘1 (kPa)
𝑘2
Intima 135.5
2.15
1.30
IEL
125.5
Media
50.2
3.58
5.20
Layer
Adventitia

Table 2. Material constants obtained from Yamada et al. [9]
𝐶1 (kPa) 𝐶2 (kPa)
𝐶3 (kPa)
𝐶4 (kPa)
𝐶5 (kPa)
6.71
5.22
43.9
14.4
1.33

2.3 Boundary conditions
Symmetric boundary conditions were applied on the two symmetric faces of the cylinder. A point
was constrained at the section of symmetry (left sectional view in Figure 1) to avoid rigid body
motion. An axial stretch of 1.1 along the z-direction on the top face, and a pressure load (p) of 16
kPa (120 mmHg) was applied on the luminal and dissection surfaces.
3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Figure 3 shows maximum principal stress when media was considered. It shows the deformation
pattern when a false lumen is formed within the IEL and pressure is exerted from both actual luminal
surface and dissection surfaces. Analysis was also performed by neglecting the presence of a medial
layer. It was observed that if the media was absent, the false lumen expands much more drastically,
showing an asymmetric bulging in this region. Figure 4 shows the deformation in the ruptured region
purely due to blood pressure. Another observation from the results was the convexity of luminal
surface of intima. This matches with the tendency to form stenosis during dissection of cerebral
arteries.

Fig. 3. Distribution of maximum principal stress considering the presence of a media (unit: kPa).
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Mesh dependency test was carried out. The geometry was meshed with different global element sizes
from 0.2mm to 0.04mm. The maximum principle stress was evaluated at the location of maximum
deformation with the different mesh sizes. 0.1mm was found to be the optimum element size to obtain
reproducible results.

Fig. 4. Magnitude of displacement at a cross section which is apart by 0.572 mm from the plane of
symmetry (right side in Figure 2) (unit: mm).
In summary, we created a FE model for simulating a classic cerebral arterial dissection. The
preliminary results from the analysis showed both, the bulging behavior in the medial region and
tendency to form stenosis, which are consistent with the reported observations in the literature.
However, for a deeper understanding of cerebral arterial dissections, one needs to understand the
effects of constitutive modelling and geometric features of dissection which may reflect remodeling
and degeneration of vascular tissues.
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SUMMARY
For quantitative ultrasound in high temporal and precision analysis of tissues with fast
motion, it assumes that plane wave imaging (PWI) is superior to conventional focused imaging (FI)
from the aspect of high temporal resolution and constant spatial variance of sound field. In this
study, we aim to confirm the possibility of using PWI for the analysis of scattering properties and
their resolution. The dataset of tissue mimicking phantoms with two kinds of transmission and
reception method were compared FI and PWI. In results, PWI could be useful to calculate the BSC
as same precision as that of conventional FI and theoretical value.

Key words: quantitative ultrasound, plane wave, scattering property, backscatter coefficient

1

INTRODUCTION

Quantitative ultrasound parameters based on scattering properties such as
backscatter coefficient (BSC) can characterize diseased tissues, e.g. fibrosis liver and
breast cancer[1,2]. Conventional ultrasound imaging technique is focused imaging (FI)
with line-by-line formation, however, this technique has the limitation of several 10 frames
rate due to requiring the number of transmissions and receptions of ultrasonic waves. In
case tissues with fast motion, e.g. vessel wall and flowing fluid, frame rate over 100 Hz is
hopeful to characterize them temporally and precisely for several seconds [3-5]. One of
solutions for ultrafast imaging is using plane wave imaging (PWI) technique. In this study,
we aimed to confirm the possibility of using PWI for the analysis of scattering properties.
2 METHODOLOGY

Measurement samples were tissue mimicking phantoms with different
concentration of scatterers. The solvent material of these phantoms was consisted of (by
weight): 96.7% degassed water, 3.0% agar, and 0.3% potassium sorbate. An acrylic particle
with diameter of 20 µm and 30 µm were used as scatterers at the concentration of 0.5 %
and 1.0% relative to the weight of the solvent, respectively.
We compared among two kinds of transmission and reception method (FI and PWI).
PWI data sets of four phantoms were acquired as RF channel data (31.25 MHz sampling
frequency and 12-bits digitization) using a research scanner and linear probe with 192
elements. The center frequency and pulsed duration were 7.5 MHz and 1.5 cycles
respectively. FI data sets were acquired by same research scanner and linear probe.
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Additionally, we used two clinical ultrasound scanners with four linear probes for FI. The
sampling frequencies of two scanners were 40 MHz and 50 MHz, respectively. All of data
were acquired as beam formed line data of 12-bit. Same phantoms were measured by two
kinds of single element ultrasound transduces with a center frequency of 15 MHz with
different focus depths. The result of the BSC analysis in the data of the single element
transducers is an index for evaluating the analysis accuracy in the data of PWI and FI.
The BSC analysis in the frequency domain was applied to indicate scattering
properties of the tissue mimicking phantom. The BSC was calculated using reference
phantom method and using the technique of attenuation compensation of the phantom. For
each scatterer density (0.5% and 1.0%), the echo data of the case with small particle size
(20 µm) were used as references. Therefore, the BSC analysis was performed on each
phantom with particle size of 30 µm at each scatterer density.
3 RESULTS

Figure 1 displays the examples of PWI and FI data sets acquired by the research
scanner (7 MHz). The speckle pattern constantly spreads for the depth direction in PWI as
compared to the image of FI. Although the image in FI shows depth dependence of the
echogenicity at the focus position of 20 mm (center depth of the images), that in PWI has
constant brightness. The effect of the transmission focus is considered to be related to the
echogenicity difference for the depth direction.
Figure 2 displays the example of FI data sets acquired by the research scanner (7
MHz), the clinical scanner #1 (12 MHz), and the clinical scanner #2 (7 MHz). The focus
positions of the data were 20 mm, 20 mm, and 17 mm in depth, respectively. In each data,
the effect of focusing can be confirmed as the difference in echo intensity. Furthermore,
both texture and echogenicity of the images were different dependents of the depth position as
compared among each transducer, probe, and beamforming method.
Figure 3 shows the results of BSC analysis in each single element transducer and scanner.

In the analysis results of the two single element transducers (Fig. 3(a)), since the frequency
dependency in a wide frequency band can be seamlessly and satisfactorily evaluated, it
functions sufficiently as a reference. It is consistent with theory that BSC of phantom with
high scatterer density is higher than low density case.
In the result of the research scanner (Fig. 3(b)), the results of PWI and FI roughly
agree. In addition, the same tendency as the result of single element transducers is shown
in the relevant frequency band. In the results of the two clinical scanners (Fig. 3(c), 3(d)),
although the gap between the frequency characteristics is confirmed to some extent due to
the difference in frequency used for transmission and reception, the overall characteristic is
consistent with the result of the single element transducers. It is quite interesting that the
results of BSC analysis are equivalent in clinical scanners that has greatly different
beamforming methods from the research scanner that can be beamformed with original
settings. However, while clinical scanners show some gaps in the frequency response,
honest characteristics are shown with the research scanner. Although PWI can keep the
spatial resolution constant in a wide range, it is worried whether sufficient resolution could
be obtained compared with FI, but the result of BSC analysis had no effect.
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20 µm, 0.5%

20 µm, 1.0%

30 µm, 0.5%

30 µm, 1.0%

PWI

FI

Fig. 1 Example of data sets (dB scale) acquired by research scanner with PWI and FI
methods

20 µm, 0.5%

20 µm, 1%

30 µm, 0.5%

30 µm, 1%

Research
Scanner
2 mm
Clinical
Scanner #1
12 MHz

20 µm, 0.5%

20 µm, 1%

30 µm, 0.5%

Clinical
Scanner #2
7 MHz
Fig. 2 Example of data sets (dB scale) acquired by three scanners
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30 µm, 1%

30 µm, 0.5%
30 µm, 1.0%
PWI
FI (16ch)
FI (64ch)

30 µm, 0.5%
30 µm, 1.0%
Transducer #1
Transducer #2

(a) Single element transducers

(b) Research scanner

30 µm, 0.5%
30 µm, 1.0%
Clinical #2 (7 MHz)
Clinical #2 (11 MHz)

30 µm, 0.5%
30 µm, 1.0%
Clinical #1 (5 MHz)
Clinical #1 (12 MHz)

(c) Clinical scanner #1

(d) Clinical scanner #2

Fig. 3 Results of BSC analysis in each transducer and scanner

4 CONCLUSIONS

PWI could be used for analyzing scattering properties such as the BSC as same
precision as that of conventional FI and theoretical value. In future works, we indicate
potential clinical applications of PWI characterize in-vivo soft tissues with fast motion.
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SUMMARY
Two pathways are accounted when bone conduction (BC) sound transmits to cochleae: the inertia
of cochlear fluid and the compressional and expansional deformation of the cochlea shell, referred
to as inertial and compressional BC respectively. Although current researches indicate that the
compressional BC may be significant at high frequencies, direct evidence of the compressional
motion of the temporal bones (TBs) is needed. This study measured the three-directional vibration
of the petrous part in human cadaver temporal bones, their relative importance was investigated.
Key words: bone conduction, temporal bone vibration, compressional vibration, Laser Doppler
Vibrometry
1

INTRODUCTION

Bone conduction (BC) is widely adopted in clinical diagnostics, and the usage of bone conducted
hearing devices (BCHDs) are well-suited in treating patients with conductive hearing loss (CHL),
mixed hearing loss (MHL) or single sided deafness (SSD) [1]. However, the mechanism of BC
hearing remains inclusive [2]. This is partly because bone conduction has multiple complicated
pathways, where the bony skull, the soft tissues, and the outer and middle ear are all involved [1,3].
Stenfelt et al. listed as many as five possible pathways that may enable BC sound perception [4,5].
These pathways include (1) sound pressure radiation in the outer ear canal [6], (2) inertial
movement of the middle ear ossicles [7], (3) inertial forces acting on the cochlear fluid, (4)
deformation of the cochlea bony walls, and (5) sound pressure transmission from the skull interior.
These pathways contribute differently to the auditory perception [8]. The (3) and (4) pathways are
gaining interest because they are directly related with the important hearing organ – the cochlea.
It is commonly accepted that the cochlea moves differently depending on the stimulating
frequency. Under low frequencies, the cochlea moves back and forth as a rigid; while as the
stimulating frequency goes, the cochlea deforms and changes it shape. Here we name the former as
“inertial bone conduction” since the cochlear fluid inertia takes the major influence, and the latter
as “compressional bone conduction” as the compression and expansion of the cochlear wall
become important [8]. Theoretically it’s understandable, however, currently there is a lack of
experimental data telling the percentage of these two motions within the whole frequency range.
This study measured the multi-directional vibration of the petrous part of both the ipsilateral and
the contralateral temporal bones. Multiple points were measured at each side. Aims of this study
was to evaluate the percentage that compressional BC takes at various frequencies.
2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Preparation of Cadavers
Two fresh-frozen human cadaver heads, both from old Chinese males, were used in this study. The
cadavers were intact, and no obvious trauma or malformation was found. Before the measurement,
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the cadavers were opened by carefully cutting off the cranium. The soft tissues (brains and some
periosteal) were then removed to expose the petrous parts of both TBs. The skin and cartilages
were kept as complete as possible. After removing the brains, the cadaver heads weighed 1.6 kg
and 1.7 kg, respectively, including the craniums.
Small metal cubes made of Pb/Sn solder alloys (1mm×1mm×1mm in size, density 7~8 g/cm3,
Young’s modulus >10GPa) were stuck onto the petrous parts with dental glue. The vibration of
these cubes in different directions were measured later with a Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV).
Reflective tapes (consisting of 50μm diameter polystyrene microbeads, 3M, USA) were pasted on
the surfaces of the metal cubes. On each side of the TBs, three cubes were arranged to form a
triangle to avoid blockage during the measurement. The vibration of the metal cubes represented
the vibration of the TBs.

Fig. 1 Set-up of temporal bone (TB) vibration measurement.
2.2 LDV Measurement Set-ups
Right before the measurement, the cranium was stick back and the cadaver was settled on a soft
base. The base offered soft support for the cadaver head, allowing it to vibrate freely. A bone
vibrator (B71, Radioear, USA) was screwed on the mastoid (left or right, once at a time).
Sinusoidal signals were applied to the vibrator to stimulate the cadaver. In this measurement, 41
frequencies were tested among the range of 100 Hz to 12k Hz. Only responses with SNR > 10dB
were accepted for all frequencies.
Meanwhile, the vibration of the cubes as well as the bone vibrator itself was recorded by an
LDV system (CLV-2534, Polytec, Germany). The measurement was conducted cube by cube and
direction by direction. During the measurement, the angles of the laser were carefully controlled so
that the laser went through the center of the holes and reached the cubes. Since a small change of
the head position may influence the vibration, the cadaver head was never moved during the
measurement. For each cube, three-directional velocities (𝑉x’, 𝑉y’, 𝑉z’) at each frequency were
measured.
After the measurement, the cadaver was scanned by a CT and the bony parts were
reconstructed. The coordinates of the holes and the cubes were acquired from the reconstructed 3D
data. These geometrical data were used to correct the three-directional velocities by transforming
them into global orthogonal coordinates. The global orthogonal coordinates, denoted as x, y and z,
were defined in a way that the x direction pointed to the posterior side (backwards), the y direction
pointed to medially toward the center of the two TBs, and the z direction pointed to the superior
(top), as illustrated in Fig. 1(B). At the left or right TBs, the y direction pointed to each other.
2.3 Data Post-processing
Coordinate Transformation. The measurement acquired three-directional velocities of each cube,
donated as 𝑉x’, 𝑉y’ and 𝑉z’. Since the measuring directions (x’, y’ and z’) were not orthogonal, these
velocities were corrected and transformed into the orthogonal coordinate (in direction x, y and z).
The following formula was used
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Vx  cos( x, x ') cos( x, y ') cos( x, z ')  Vx ' 
  
  
Vy  = cos( y, x ') cos( y, y ') cos( y, z ')   Vy '
  cos( z , x ') cos( z, y ') cos( z, z ')   
 Vz ' 
Vz  
where cos (𝑥, 𝑥') is the cosine value of direction 𝑥 and 𝑥'. Other cosine values in the transformation
matrix are defined in the same way. These cosine values were calculated according to the
geometrical relations obtained from CT reconstruction data.
Evaluation of Inertial and Compressional BC. In this study the inertial BC (cochlear wall rigid
body motion) is considered strongly related to the common rigid motion of the TB, while the
compressional BC (the deformation of cochlear walls) is related with the differential TB vibration.
Using the three-dimensional velocities of the cubes, the vibration properties of the TB were
analyzed. Here the velocities of cube i are denoted as V i = Vxi ,Vyi ,Vzi  , where Vxi , Vyi and Vzi
are x, y and z-dimensional velocities written as complex numbers, respectively. Here we introduce a
compressional factor to evaluate the compressional component, the factor can be mathematically
defined as

CF1 =

V i −V j
V i −V j + V i +V j

where i and j are two of the three cubes on each TB (𝑖,𝑗 = 1,2,3, 𝑖≠𝑗 ), and V i and V j represent the
velocities of cube i and j, respectively. Thus V i − V j is the differential vibration of the two cubes,
which represents the compression and expansion between the cubes. On contrast, V i +V j is the
common vibration, which represents the rigid body (no deformation) motion. The compressional
factor ranges from 0 to 1, and it evaluates the percentage of differential vibration.
Alternatively, the compressional factor can also be calculated using 𝑖→𝑗 velocity instead of the
three-dimensional velocity, written as

CF2 =

i
j
Vi→
j − Vi → j
i
j
i
j
Vi→
j − Vi → j + Vi → j + Vi → j

.

i
j
where 𝑖→𝑗 refers to the direction pointing from cube i to cube j, Vi →
j and Vi → j represent the

velocity components in this direction.
The TB, however, may vibrate in a complicated way at different frequencies, and the
compressional factor is related to the cube locations. Therefore, we chose all possible pairs of the
cubes (3 pairs for each TB) and calculated their compressional factors ( CF1 and CF2 ), which was
able to give a statistical evaluation.
Another evidence for differential TB vibration is the vibration phase difference between the
cubes. The velocity of cube i in the x-direction can be also written as Vxi = Vxi cos(2 ft + xi ) ,
where f is the stimulating frequency, and xi is the phase. The phase difference between cube i and
j is

x = xi − xj . The phase difference in the other two directions

y and

z , are

defined in the same way.

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Three groups of data were measured from two cadaver heads. Figure 2 plots together the
compressional factors with the data calculated from all the three cases together. Subfigure (a) gives
the compressional factor (𝐶𝐹1), subfigure (b) gives the compressional factor (𝐶𝐹2), and subfigure
(c) plots the phase difference (|Δ𝜙𝑥|, |Δ𝜙𝑦|and |Δ𝜙𝑧|) of the three directions together. The black lines
show the tendency. The solid lines are linear fitting lines of the average compressional and the
dashed lines roughly give the maximum compression factors at each frequency. It is shown that the
compressional factors (whether 𝐶𝐹1 or 𝐶𝐹2) are small (below 0.1) below 2 kHz. The compressional
factors become significant as the stimulating frequency increases, but not dominating until very
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high frequencies. For example, at 5-6 kHz, the compressional factors are below 20%. But above 78 kHz, the compression should be considered significant.

Fig. 2 Evaluation of compressional temporal bone (TB) vibration.
The phase difference is also a rough estimation of the compressional BC since based on the
idea that the cubes on the deformable TB will move out of phase. Indeed, the phase difference also
demonstrates a frequency dependent increase in compressional BC (see Fig.2(c)), which is in
consistent with the results of 𝐶𝐹1 and 𝐶𝐹2. Around 500 Hz, the phase difference (as well as 𝐶𝐹1 and
𝐶𝐹2) is relatively larger, which may be caused by the local resonance or antiresonance of the TBs.
A short conclusion, although variations were found between different subjects, we found the
compressional vibration took low percentage below 2kHz but it increased quickly above 2kHz.
However, the compressional vibration will take less than 20% below 5-6kHz. But above 7-8 kHz,
the compression should be considered significant.
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SUMMARY
We developed a human cardiomyocyte model describing electromechanical coupling, mechanoelectric feedbacks being included. This electromechanical model (TP+M) links the TP06
electrophysiological model of the human cardiomyocyte with our earlier developed model of the
myocardium mechanical activity and its calcium regulation. The TP+M model allows simulating
classic basic phenomena revealing mechano-electric feedbacks, which were obtained many times in
experiments on laboratory animals (rat, rabbit, etc.) such as load-dependent relaxation and lengthdependence of isometric twitches and respective changes in action potential duration. For the
human myocardium the most of the results of our simulations are predictions of the model.
Key words: human myocardium, electromechanical coupling, mechano-electric feedbacks

1 INTRODUCTION
The experimental data on the electromechanical activity of the human cardiomyocyte are very
limited. Especially there is a lack of experimental data revealing intracellular mechano-calcium
feedbacks (MCF) and mechano-electric feedbacks (MEF) in human myocardium. Meanwhile, both
MCF and MEF are proved to be very important ways of myocardial self-regulation in a number of
laboratory animal species (rat, rabbit, guinea pig, etc.), as these feedbacks adjust cardiomyocyte
contractile function to the conditions of mechanical loading and to the mechanical interaction of
heterogeneous cardiomyocytes in the walls of the ventricles. In experiments on cardiac muscle
preparations performed on trabeculae and papillary muscles from these animal hearts such
feedbacks manifested themselves in several basic classic phenomena (e.g. load-dependence, muscle
inactivation due to short deformations during isometric twitches, length-dependence of isometric
twitches, etc. ([1], for instance)), and in the respective responses of calcium transients and action
potentials. However, for obvious reasons, it is difficult to obtain similar data in human preparations.
Mathematical models allow integrating the available scarce and fragmentary experimental data
obtained on healthy and pathological human myocardium into the whole picture, and adapting
some data obtained on experimental animals, and then help to predict and analyze the human
myocardium behavior including MCF and MEF. Besides, it is worth emphasizing that development
of detailed cellular models seems to be a relevant milestone for the creation of reliable integrative
hierarchical electromechanical model of the human heart for diagnosis of cardiac diseases and
fitting effective therapy scenarios.
Several reputed models of the human cardiomyocytes describe electrophysiological function of the
cells [2-5]. However, there are very few examples of interfacing these models with cardiac
mechanics [6-8]. Moreover, the question of the presence of MEF in human cardiomyocytes was
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raised only in the last of these works, the authors of which combined the above
electrophysiological models [2-5] with the mechanical model developed by J. Rice [9].
Surprisingly, the authors of this work did not find MEF in any of the combined electromechanical
models constructed in this way, and they concluded that MEF seemed not to be proper for the
human myocardium at all. We consider such a conclusion too hasty, taking into account the
experimentally proven fact that cardiac MEF is inherent in all other mammals, for which this
fundamental property, as mentioned above, plays a crucial adaptive role. Therefore, we conducted
our own research on our own original model TP+M of the excitation-contraction coupling (ECC) in
the human cardiomyocyte [10].

Fig. 1. Simulation of a series of isotonic contractions in the TP+M model. The initial virtual
preparation length Linit is equal to 90%Lmax, where Lmax matches to 2.23 µm of sarcomere length.
The afterload was applied right after the steady-state isometric contraction (dotted lines) changing
in the series of simulation from high afterload 90%Fisom (black lines) to low afterload 10%Fisom
(light grey lines), where Fisom is the peak isometric force for Linit. Left panels: generated force,
preparation length, sarcomere length and membrane potential for all loads applied. Right panels:
concentration of calcium-troponin C complexes, intracellular Ca2+ transient, Na+-Ca2+ exchange
current and inward rectifier K+ current for isometric and 10%Fisom afterloaded contractions.

2 METHODOLOGY
Our combined model TP+M uses the TP06 electrophysiological model of the human
cardiomyocyte [4] and our model of the myocardium mechanical activity [11].
The model of mechanical activity has been constructed earlier as a component in the EkaterinburgOxford (EO) electromechanical model developed for various laboratory animal cardiomyocytes
[11]. Description of the cooperativity of regulatory and contractile proteins is a key feature in the
EO model allowing us to explain and reproduce a wide range of mechano-calcium and mechanoelectric feedbacks. The TP+M model combines electrical and mechanical components through the
module of intracellular calcium kinetics, which is intrinsic but differently detailed part of the
coupled models. For this linkage, we had to introduce thorough description of the calcium –
troponin C (CaTnC) kinetics, because it is a key mechanism of the myocardium contraction
activation, whereas in the TP06 model this kinetics was implied only as a part of a simplified single
intracellular calcium buffer. The following equation inherited from the EO model is used in the
TP+M model for the CaTnC concentration time course:
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d [CaTnC ]
dt

= kon ⋅ ([TnC ]tot − [CaTnC ]) ⋅ [Ca

2+

]i − koff ([CaTnC ], N ) ⋅ [CaTnC ],

(1)

where [TnC ]tot – total concentration of troponin C in the cell, [Ca 2+ ]i – free intracellular calcium
concentration, N – fraction of force-generating crossbridges, kon and koff ([CaTnC ], N ) are on- and
off-rate "constants" of the CaTnC complex formation. Nonlinear dependence of the off-rate on
[CaTnC] and N accounts for the cooperative mechanisms of calcium activation of thin
myofilaments. Detailed formulations of cooperativity mechanisms have been done and justified
earlier [11]. These mechanisms in the EO model were important keys to the MCF and consequently
to the MEF. Thus, the generalized buffer described reductively by a quasistationary algebraic
equation in the TP06 model we replaced by differential equations for cytosol Ca2+ buffers including
Eq. (1) for the CaTnC.
Simulation of the presented isometric twitches is obtained in steady-state at the pacing rate of 1 Hz.

3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Isometric and isotonic modes are mostly used ones for studying myocardium contractility in
experiments on myocardium preparations (trabeculae and papillary muscles). Isometric contraction
proceeds at a constant length of the preparation during the cycle. During the isotonic phase of the
afterloaded twitch, the active shortening/lengthening of the preparation occurs under a fixed
constant load. Figure 1 illustrates mechanical and electrical activity and Ca2+ transients in the
cardiomyocyte during isometric (dotted lines) and afterloaded conditions with five afterloads
(decreased from dark to light grey lines) in the TP+M model. The end-systolic lengths of the virtual
preparation decrease, while the velocities of shortening and lengthening increase with the decrease
in afterloads.
The MCF mechanisms reveal themselves in the Ca2+ transient prolongation with decreased
afterloads. The Ca2+ transient being determined by cooperative dependence of CaTnC kinetics on
fraction of force-generated crossbridges reveals higher level of [Ca2+]i during the slow leg of its
decay. The longer [Ca2+]i decay results in the longer repolarization phase of the action potential via
the iNaCa. In turn, the MEF produced by the MCF manifest themselves in the model both as action
potential prolongation with decreased afterloads and as distinctions between isometric and isotonic
ion currents (see e.g. Na+-Ca2+ exchanger current and inward rectifier K+ current in figure 1).

Fig. 2. Simulation of modified afterloaded contractions with quick muscle restretching in the
TP+M model. The simulated contraction mode is as follows. The muscle is allowed to contract
against different loads (decreased in the left upper panel from dark to light grey lines) as in the
isotonic mode. Unlike the isotonic mode, at the moments of the end-systolic shortening (shown by
triangles) the muscle is forced to stretch with a velocity much higher than that of its lengthening in
the full afterloaded cycle shown in Fig. 1. Thus, the muscle quickly returns to its initial length (Linit
= 90% of the Lmax in this simulation) and then relaxes isometrically. Dotted lines are for the
isometric contraction. Left panels: active force normalized to the peak isometric one at Linit; length
of preparation (in % of Linit). Right panels: intracellular Ca2+ concentration; membrane potential.
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All other manifold tests demonstrating MCF and MEF effects in experiments with laboratory
animals reveal these effects in the TP+M model as well, including e.g. quick releases of the cardiac
muscle during isometric twitches. For the human myocardium, all these results are model
predictions. Due to the certain scarcity of the experiments dealing with the human cardiac tissue
sampling, the only experimental result was published [12] to demonstrate the presence of MCF in
modified isotonic twitches in experiments with human trabeculae. The modification is described in
the caption for Figure 2. This figure presents our simulation of this experiment in the TP+M model.
Both MCF (right top panel) and MEF (right bottom panel) manifest themselves in this figure.
Thus, according to the prediction of the TP+M model, both MCF and MEF are to be quite inherent
in the human myocardium.
The work is performed in the frameworks of IIP UrB RAS projects (Nos. AAAA-A18118020590031-8, АААА-А18-118020590134-6), and supported by RFBR (No. 18-01-00059) and
by Act 211 Government of the Russian Federation, contract No. 02.A03.21.0006.
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SUMMARY
In this study, a validated 3D computational model of a fractured tibia stabilized with Ilizarov circular
fixator (ICF) has been used to investigate the influence of two different weight transmission modes of
ICF (namely, (i) direct loading and (ii) indirect loading) on the early stage cell differentiations within
the fracture callus. Furthermore, how the effects of direct and indirect loading vary with patient specific
parameters such as fracture gap size and loading level are also investigated in this study. The results
provide insights into the interrelationships between load transmission modes and the spatially dependent
cellular differentiation within the callus.
Key words: Ilizarov circular fixator, mechano-regulation, direct loading, indirect loading
1 INTRODUCTION
Ilizarov circular fixator (ICF) is an external bone fixator device used to treat number of bone defects
including fractures, non-unions and deformities [1]. Its advantages include: (i) being minimally invasive
with only very small pretensioned wires (e.g. 1.8 mm diameter) passing through the bones (ii) being
tailorable throughout the course of healing depending on the healing progression and (iii) allowing early
weight bearing. Although the mechanical performance of ICF under different configurations has been
investigated so far, the influence of its mechanical behaviour on the fracture microenvironment has not
been investigated clearly yet. One such behaviour that lacks mechanobiological investigation is the
effect of the mode of load transmission through ICF on the fracture microenvironment.
a) Direct loading

b) Indirect loading
Axial load

Axial load

(b) Fracture Site

(a) Computational model

Proximal
fragment

Distal
fragment

Rods
Callus

Cortical bone

Dia. 30 mm
Tibia

Periosteal callus
Intercortical callus
Symmetry

Gap size

Dia. 180 mm
ring

Direct foot to ground contact

Endosteal callus
Bone marrow

Ground reaction transfer through ICF

Fig. 1 Direct and indirect loading in ICF

Fig. 2 Computational model and fracture site

In general, ICF could allow weight bearing in two modes: (i) Direct loading (Fig. 1a) – where the foot
contacts the ground directly to transmit the load and (ii) Indirect loading (Fig. 1b) – where the distal
end of the frame is extended and connected to a weight bearing platform which permits no direct contact
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of the foot to the ground during weight bearing [2, 3]. These two loading modes could result in two
significantly different mechanical microenvironments within a given fracture site (i.e. callus). However,
how these different load transmission modes affect the cell differentiations within the fracture site has
not been investigated yet. The purpose of this study is to investigate this. Furthermore, how the effect
of direct and indirect loading varies with patient specific parameters such as fracture gap size and
loading level are also investigated in this study. We specifically focused on the early stage of healing as
this is when the cells commit to differential pathway which is decisive of the healing outcome [4, 5].
2 METHODOLOGY
In this study, a validated fully coupled 3D computational model of a fractured tibia stabilized with a
four ring Ilizarov fixator (Fig. 2a) was used to predict the mesenchymal stem cell differentiations within
the early callus (consisting mainly of granulation tissue) under direct and indirect loading conditions.
To simplify the bone geometry, the tibia was assumed to be cylindrical with a 30 mm diameter outer
cortex and an 18 mm diameter inner bone marrow. The Ilizarov fixator had two mutually perpendicular
1.8 mm diameter pretension wires (with 883 N wire pretension) per ring and four 180 mm diameter
(internal) rings (two per fragment) connected together using twelve 4.69 mm diameter rods. The bone
tissues (i.e. cortical bone, bone marrow and soft fracture callus) were treated as bi-phasic poroelastic
materials and the fixator components (i.e. pretension wires, rings and rods) were modelled with linear
elastic stainless-steel material (all material properties were adopted from our previous study [6]).
Assuming quasi static condition for the tissues and neglecting the body forces, the governing equations
for poro-elastic formulation could be written as follows [6]:
𝛔 = −𝑝𝐈 + 𝛔𝐞
∇. 𝛔 = −∇𝑝 + ∇. 𝛔𝐞 = 0
∇. (𝐯 𝐬 − 𝐤∇𝑝) = 0

(1)
(2)
(3)

where, 𝛔 – stress tensor of the callus; 𝑝 - incremental interstitial fluid pressure; 𝐈 - identity matrix; 𝛔𝐞
- elastic stress of solid matrix; 𝐯 𝐬 - solid phase velocity and k - tissue permeability tensor. To simulate
the cell differentiations with the fracture callus, the mechano-regulatory theory of Prendergast et al. [7,
8] for poro-elastic formulations were used. According to this theory, MSC differentiation within the
early callus is governed by the stimulation index S defined as
𝑆 = 𝛾/𝑎 + 𝑣/𝑏

(4)

where, 𝛾 - octahedral shear strain of solid phase; 𝑣 - interstitial fluid velocity, a = 0.0375 and b = 3 µm
s-1. The mechano-regulatory theory suggests that, larger values of S (i.e. S > 3) are conductive to
fibroblast differentiation; intermediate values of S (i.e. 1<S<3) are conductive to chondrocyte
differentiation and smaller values of S (S<1) are conductive to osteoblast differentiation.
2.1 Numerical solution and parametric study
The fracture callus was assumed to be fluid saturated and initially filled with MSC. The external
boundaries of all bone materials were assumed to be impermeable to fluid flow and the wire pretension
was applied as initial axial stress to the wires. In the direct loading condition, the bottom end of the
distal fragment was assigned a fixed boundary condition. However, for the indirect loading condition,
the bottom end of the distal fragment was left free and the bottom ends of the four bottom rods were
assigned fixed boundary condition to represent load transmission through the weight bearing platform.
The axial load was applied as a ramp load over 0.5 s to the top surface of cortical bone (proximal
fragment) to represent physiological loading and the model was meshed and solved using the time
dependent solver of COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS (COMSOL AB, Stockholm, Sweden). To account for
the stress stiffening effect of the wires, geometric non-linearity of the wires was taken into consideration
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in the analysis. Since the mechanical microenvironment of the fracture site is very sensitive to the gap
size and loading levels, the influence of these parameters was also investigated in this study to better
understand the effect of direct and indirect loading on the microenvironment of the fracture site.
Relatively small and large gap sizes (i.e. 3 mm and 5 mm) and physiologically relevant low and high
axial loads (i.e. 150 N and 300 N) were considered for both direct and indirect loading scenarios.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
As different zones within the fracture callus are within different microenvironments, the cell
differentiations were calculated within three distinct zones of the callus, namely, (i) periosteal callus (ii)
intercortical callus and (iii) endosteal callus (Fig.2b). Figure 3 shows the percentage of each cell within
these zones of the callus. It could be seen that the intercortical callus is generally affected very much
by the interfragmentary movement (IFM) and mostly consists of fibroblasts (always > 90 %)
irrespective of the gap size, axial load or load transmission mode (i.e. direct or indirect).
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Fig. 3 Cell percentages within different regions of the callus under different gap sizes, axial loads and
loading modes.
Under direct loading, noticeable osteoblasts were predicted only in the periosteal zone and the
percentage of osteoblasts dropped with increase of gap size or axial load. Chondrocytes were also
noticeable only in the periosteal zone except for small gap (3 mm) and small axial load (150 N) case,
where the endosteal zone consisted of 36 % of chondrocytes. Fibroblasts were the most dominant in the
endosteal zone (always > 62 %) in general and under large gap size (5 mm), its dominance was noticed
even in the periosteal callus (i.e. greater than 42 % and 56 % for respectively for 150 N and 300 N axial
loads). This suggests that the mechanical microenvironment within the fracture gap is relatively
unstable and mostly conductive to fibroblast differentiation. Reduction of IFM due to reduction of gap
size or lowering of axial load tends to promote better environments mostly within the periosteal region
which is the most important region for fracture stabilization in the early stages. However, under
relatively small gaps (i.e. 3 mm), lowering the load tends to promote bridging within the endosteal
region as well. These predictions are in good agreement with in vivo sheep experimental studies on
transverse osteotomies stabilized with ring fixators [9-11].
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Indirect loading was predicted to enhance the microenvironment further within the callus. It could be
seen that the osteoblast differentiation within the periosteal zone significantly increased in all indirect
loading cases compared to the corresponding cases of direct loading. In addition, noticeable
chondrocyte differentiation was predicted within the endosteal zone for all indirect load cases. Under
small gap size (i.e. 3 mm) and low axial load (i.e. 150 N) noticeable chondrocytes (around 10 %) were
predicted even within the intercortical zone. Furthermore, the percentage of fibroblast was observed to
drop within the periosteal and endosteal zones with the change of load transmission mode from direct
to indirect. These results suggest that indirect loading using weight bearing platforms could significantly
improve the mechanical microenvironment within the fracture callus in the early stages of fracture
healing. This could be particularly beneficial when larger fracture gaps are unavoidable, which could
normally lead to unstable fracture microenvironments. In addition, indirect loading significantly
enhances early weight bearing capacity. This could also be beneficial for early mobility of patients
without having adverse effects on the fracture site. Therefore, indirect loading using weight bearing
platforms appears to widen the allowable range of gap size and weight bearing, providing more
flexibility to surgeons. However, further animal experiments and clinical studies are required to support
the outcomes of this study.
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SUMMARY

We proposed a novel approach for modeling whole-scale cerebrovascular networks. In order to
reproduce multi-scale structures of cerebrovascular networks, we developed a multi-stage
algorithm, where medical image based modeling of large vessels is coupled with mathematical
modeling of small vessels (microvessels). We successfully constructed a completely closed
system of a cerebrovascular network, which spreads from the internal carotid artery or vertebral
artery toward the brain surface and passes through complex pial vascular networks, and finally
attains to the internal jugular vein. Our model well reproduced morphological and anatomical
features of real cerebrovascular networks.
Key words:

1
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Cerebral circulation

INTRODUCTION

Consumption of oxygen transported to the brain by blood circulation is approximately 20% of the
whole body. The oxygen supply from the blood to tissues is one of the most important homeostatic
events in the cerebral circulation system, and the mechanism is achieved by an automatic
regulation mechanism which maintains cerebral blood flow rate constant under normal arterial
pressure. It is believed that the regulation of blood flow rate is resulted from an active control of
the diameter of cerebral vessels, but much is still unknown about the details. In recent studies,
Blinder et al. [1] showed that local cerebral vasculatures, which usually compose complex network
structures, are responsible for homeostasis in the brain circulation. However, up to now no
technique has been able to measure the local and global cerebral circulation simultaneously, and yet
able to quantify the blood flow rate enough to sustain various brain functions. The objective in this
study, therefore is to develop a numerical model of cerebral vasculatures for analysis of the whole
brain circulation. The model is constructed from a high resolution medical image of the human
cerebral vasculature. In addition, we proposed a multi-stage mathematical algorithm, which is
based on fluid dynamics. Then, we combine the medical image model and mathematical algorithm
for construction of completely closed cerebral system. Our developed model satisfies the real
cerebral vascular morphological features, and allows us to investigate the patient-specific cerebral
circulation.
2 METHOD
We construct a whole cerebral vascular network consisting of millimeter scale arteries-veins and
micrometer arterioles-venules, which spread over the brain surface. In order to reproduce such
multi-scale structure of cerebral vessel networks, we propose a multi-stage modeling method. The
procedure consists of 4 stages; Level 1 (LV1) to Level 4 (LV4),
LV1.

Medical image based modeling (The diameter of extracting vessels is over 1 mm).
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LV2. Mathematical modeling of middle-size vessels toward the brain surface (The order of
magnitude of the vessel diameter Dmodel is around several hundred µm; O(Dmodel) = 102 µm).
LV3. Mathematical modeling of small vessels (pial arteries/arterioles and veins/venules)
spreading over the brain surface (O(Dmodel) = 101 µm).
LV4. Constructing vascular units of arteries and venules, which are modeled at LV3.
We describe the outline of each procedure below.
2.1 Vascular construction by using medical images (LV1)
From the medical images obtained by 4D-CT angiography for a Japanese subject, arteries and veins
are constructed by using the image processing software Amira 5.4.2(Visage Imaging, Germany).
Measurement conditions of CT images are shown in Table. 1. Respective vascular structures of
artery and vein are constructed based on time series images of circulating contrast media in the
brain during a cardiac cycle. The diameter of the end of constructed vessel is about 1 mm, and the
number of terminal points is 121 in both arteries and veins.
Table. 1. Parameters in the CT images.
Number of voxel
512×512×280
Voxel size [mm]
0.468×0.468×0.5
Number of frames in a cardiac cycle
22
2.2 Vascular construction toward the brain surface (LV2)
We construct middle-size vessels, with O(Dmodel) = 102 µm, from the terminal points of extracted
vessels (LV1) toward the brain surface. The shape of brain surface is obtained from CT image data,
and the surface is consisted of triangular elements. To construct a homogeneous cerebrovascular
network, we divide the brain surface into an arbitrary number of regions (4,000 in this study), and
determined the number of terminal points of veins and arteries as 4,000 and 8,000, respectively.
Branched blood vessels are constructed based on the Constrained Constructive Optimization
(CCO) model [2], where new terminal points of middle-size vessels are randomly determined but
their positions are limited within each of the divided region. Bifurcated blood vessels are
constructed by solving an optimization problem that the volume of the entire cerebrovascular tree is
minimized. To calculate the volume (radius) of a vessel, we apply flow conservation and Murry’s
law, which describes the relationships between the radius and flow rate, to bifurcating regions (Tjunctions). If a constructed vessel segment penetrates the brain surface, the segment is
reconstructed as a curved segment on the surface by using a signed distance function.
2.3 Vascular construction on the brain surface (LV3)
We construct pial vessels, with O(Dmodel) = 101 µm, from terminal points of middle-size vessels
(LV2). The algorithm of constructing vascular network is same as LV2. Risser et al. [3] reported
that the density of arterioles and venules, which are penetrated into the cortex, is 8.44 to 15/mm2,
and the ratio of the number of arterioles to that of venules is approximately 2:1. Hence, we also
construct the microvessels for the density being 8.5 /mm2 and the number of terminal points ratio
2:1. Finally, we define terminal points of arterioles (venules) to connect to the venules (arterioles).
2.4 Constructing candidates forming microvascular units (LV4)
In the real brain, the pial arteries and veins are connected through the microvascular systems in the
cerebral cortex within a microvascular unit [4]. However, in this study, the microvascular networks
are not included due to computational cost. Alternatively, candidates of each microvascular unit in
the cortex are determined from the terminal points of the pial arteries and veins (LV3). Here, the
ratio of artery to vein is set to two, which reproduces an anatomical feature.
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows a result of constructed cerebral vasculature model. Red segments represent arteries
and veins constructed in the processes from LV1 to LV3, where the arteries and veins connected
with common green segments are in same microvascular unit so as to connect with each other.
Duvernoy et al. [4] observed the cerebral vasculature of the human by using a microscope, and
showed that it diverged from several thick vessels to a number of thin vessels. Our developed
model qualitatively agrees with those experimental results. Duvernoy et al. [4] also reported that
the diameter of penetrating arterioles was about 15 to 240 µm and penetrating venules was about
20 to 125 µm. In our model, the average diameter of arterioles and venules is 28.4 µm and 35.9 µm,
respectively. Hence, our model satisfies the real cerebral vascular morphological and anatomical
features. Since constructed arterioles are connected to adjacent venules on the brain surface,
proposed multi-stage mathematical algorithm successfully construct the complete closed system
that spreads from the internal carotid artery or vertebral artery toward the brain surface and passes
through complex pial vascular networks, and finally attains to the internal jugular vein.
Figure 2 shows the regions map for blood vessels categorized as three major cerebral arteries, i.e.,
the anterior cerebral artery (ACA), middle cerebral artery (MCA), and posterior cerebral artery
(PCA). Damasio [5] reported that ACA covers posterior and internal part of the brain, MCA covers
lateral part, and PCA covers posterior part. The location of each vasculature region in our
numerical model well agrees to those reported in [5]. A ratio of covered area is approximately
ACA : MCA : PCA = 1.56 : 2.59 : 1.00.

Fig.1 The cerebral vasculature model, where arteries are colored by red, veins are colored by
blue, and connection tubes denoting vascular units are colored by green.

Fig.2 Region map where red color represents surface territory originated from PCA, green color
represents surface territory originated from MCA, and blue color represents surface territory
originated from ACA. Left is the superior view, and right is the posterior view of the model.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we developed a cerebral vasculature model based on medical images by using a novel
algorithm, which satisfies principal fluid dynamics formulas. Our developed model is completely
closed system that spreads from the internal carotid artery or vertebral artery toward the brain
surface and passes through complex pial vascular networks, and finally attains to the internal
jugular vein. Furthermore, our model satisfies the real cerebral vascular morphological and
anatomical features. The next challenge is to perform a numerical simulation of whole cerebral
blood flow using the developed model, and to investigate an automatic regulation mechanism
which maintains cerebral blood flow rate constant under normal arterial pressure.
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SUMMARY
The framework of multiple-network poroelasticity theory (MPET) was proposed to explore the neurologic disorder, such as normal pressure hydrocephalus (NPH). Although it is an appropriate framework to describe the cerebral environment, it is hard to make a perfectly validation to confirm the
biological phenomena as the typical engineering problem. In this article, we not only provide an
analytical steady-state solution for verifying the numerical solutions of the framework of MPET but
also discuss the applicability of the boundary condition type for the clinical situation.
Key words: Analytical solution, Multiple-network poroelasticity, Cerebral poromechanics

1

INTRODUCTION

The formerly basic theory of deformable porous media was demonstrated by Biots linear constitutive equations [1], coupled with fluid flow via Darcys law, in 1941. During this half-century,
poroelasticity theory has been applied to many biomedical fields, such as neurology and biology
[2][3]. All of these applications exist a common assumption, i.e. porous media and elastic matrix.
Recently, Tully and Ventikos have used a set of biologically inspired boundary conditions that close
the system of equations of the multi-compartmental poroelastic model [4]. In the work, they utilised
four compartments to mimic the cerebral environment including the cerebrovascular compartments,
specifically, arterial blood (a), arteriole/capillary/venule blood (c), and venous blood (v); and the
cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)/extracellular fluid (ECF) compartment (e). Furthermore, they used quasisteady state results of the multi-compartmental poroelastic model that is considered the steady-state
solutions of the government equations. The same authors also included a dynamic boundary condition in the CSF compartment that was able to account for important fluid transport phenomena allied
to NPH.
In this article, we follow up their work by employing the same parameters and boundary conditions. However, we neglect the dynamic term (du/dt) of the boundary condition at the ventricle
in the CSF compartment. Additionally, we examine the set of boundary conditions for the capillary
compartment of this four-compartment poroelastic model. The paper will present the analytical solutions of the multi-compartmental poroelastic model in order to aid the validation of subject-specific
in silico results.
2 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we will demonstrate a calculator-aided method to find the steady state solutions
of the multicompartmental poroelastic model. Moreover, we treat the Neumann and Dirichlet boundary condition at the skull side of the capillary compartment and show the instability caused by the
Neumann boundary condition at the skull side in the capillary compartment.
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Figure 1: A four-compartmental poroelastic model description of the brain

2.1 The steady state multicompartmental poroelastic model
We stand on the cerebral physiology and show the spherically symmetric MPET system in the four
compartments as the figure 1 and 2. Meanwhile, we assume the displacement of the brain parenchyma
and the pressure of the compartments in a system of the partial differential equation present steady
state after a long time, i.e. there are no changes in respect to time. We have the following governing
equations:
2
2
urr + ur − 2 u
r
r
2
parr + par
r
2
pcrr + pcr
r
2 e
e
prr + pr
r
2
pvrr + pv
r

=
=
=
=
=

1 − 2ν
(αa par + αc pcr + αe per + αv pvr ),
2G(1 − ν)
Sac
γac (pa − pc )
:= a ,
κa
κ
γac (pc − pa ) + γce (pc − pe ) + γcv (pc − pv )
Sca + Sce + Scv
:=
,
c
κ
κc
γce (pe − pc ) + γev (pe − pv )
Sec + Sev
:=
,
κe
κe
γcv (pv − pc ) + γev (pv − pe )
Svc + Sve
:=
,
v
κ
κv

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

where u is the displacement of brain tissue, pa is the pressure of arterial compartment, pc is the
pressure of capillary compartment, pe is the pressure of CSF compartment, pv is the pressure of
venous compartment. According to the symmetry geometry, we assume they are defined on interval
[r1 , r2 ], where r1 is the radius of the ventricle and r2 is the one of skull. G is the shear modulus of
brain parenchyma, ν is the Poisson ratio of the brain parenchyma, αj is the Biot coefficient of respect
fluid, and κj is the permeability of respect fluid for each j ∈ {a, c, e, v}. γxy is the respect transfer
coefficient scaling the flow from x to y.
2.2 Boundary conditions
wall

At the ventricle wall(r = r1 ), first we assume the stress must be continuous across the ventricle
(1 − ν)ur +

2ν
1 − 2ν
u=
r
2G

X

j=a,c,e,v

(αj − 1)pj .

And the production of CSF causes the pressure drop in the capillary compartment
pcr =

Qp
,
Rcp

where Qp is the production rate of CSF, Rcp is the resistance of the flow from the capillary compartment to the ventricles. And there is no flow into or out the arterial and venous compartment
par = 0 ;

pvr = 0 .

Finally the flow rate of CSF in the ventricular system shows
Qp =

πd4
(pe (r1 ) − pe (r2 )) − 4πκe (r1 + u(r1 ))2 per + 4π(r1 + u(r1 ))2 ut
128µL
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At the skull(r = r2 ), we employ the condition of an adult’s skull
u=0.
The pressure of arterial and venous are given by
pa = pabl ;

pv = pvbl

For the capillary compartment, we consider the following two case:
(I) pcr = 0 ;

(II) pc = pcbl

where (I) means there is no flow into or out the capillary system [4]. (II) means the measurement
value. Finally, the absorption of CSF into the venous compartment
pe = pvbl + µe RQo ,
where R is the resistance to outflow through the arachnoid granulations; Q0 is the out-flux of CSF at
the skull.
2.3 The analytical solution via a calculator-aided method
Eqs. (2), (3), (4) and (5) can be represented as a linear differential system
−
−
D→
p = A→
p
∂2
2 ∂
−
where D = 2 +
is a linear differential operator, →
p = (pa , pc , pe , pv )t is the pressure vector
∂r
r ∂r
of respect fluid, and A is the symmetric matrix with
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We diagonalize A as

A = B −1 ΛB
−
−
and denote the eigenvalue by λj , j = a, c, e, v. Define →
q = (q a , q c , q e , q v )t = B →
p , then we can
rewrite the linear system as
−
−
D→
q = Λ→
q .
The linear differential equation
Dq j = λj q j ,
has general solution

j = a, c, e, v
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 c1 + cj ,

2
r
√
√
q j (r) = cj1 cos(r −λj )+cj2 cos(r −λj )
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√
√

 cj1 cosh(r λj )+cj2 cosh(r λj )

λj = 0
λj < 0

(7)

λj > 0
−
−
Hence we have the general solution of fluid pressure →
p = B −1 →
q and we substitute the general
solution to (1) and has the linear inhomogeneous form
2
2
urr + ur − 2 u = f
r
r
X
1 − 2ν
j j
α pr . And we can solve the general solution of u by integration:
where f =
2G(1 − ν)
j=a,c,e,v
R 2R
(r f dr)dr
u(r) =
r2
Then we have the general solution with ten unknown coefficients since each solving 2nd order linear
differential equation will provide two. Therefore, we can solve the steady state solution by substituting to the boundary conditions and solving the algebraic system.
r
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Relative Errors
r = r1
r = r2

(u − u)/u

−2.89 × 10−9
-46.495

(pa − pa )/pa

−1.27 × 10−12
0

(pc − pc )/pc

−1.29 × 103
−1.29 × 103

(pe − pe )/pe

−1.37 × 10−9
0

(pv − pv )/pv

−2.61 × 10−11
0

Table 1: The relative errors of the solutions of the system PDE

3

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Let u, pa , pc , pe , pv and u, pa , pc , pe , pv be the solutions in case (I) and in case (II), respectively.
The pressure of the capillary compartment makes a huge difference in terms of the relative error
(R.E.) shown in table 1. This result implies that using the Neumann boundary condition at both sides
of the brain parenchyma may not be a suitable consideration. Moreover, in the case (I) which is the
Neumann boundary condition setting at both sides of the brain parenchyma, pc will be conserved even
if we promote pc any value (that is, pc (r) + C also satisfies the boundary condition). Meanwhile, we
−
−
also observe that the coefficient of pa and pc in the linear differential system D→
p = A→
p are relative
e
v
much small than p and p . This means the linear differential system will be conserved even if we
promote pa and/or pc . Since the capillary pressure pc is differentiated by r in (1), the solution of u is
not affected even pc has been promoted. Furthermore, we consider there is some perturbation in case
(I), that is,
pcr (r2 ) = ,
where  is given by a small number. The solution of pc has a dramatic change (see Table 2).
This change might cause numerical instability. Although case (I) was considered in the multicompartmental poroelastic model by the Neumann boundary condition at the skull side which means
that there is no flow into or out the capillary system, the results will cause the instability issue shown
in the above. Therefore, from the mathematical point of view, we suggest considering the Dirichlet
boundary type instead of the Neumann type for the stability issue of the system equations.
Regarding the value of the Dirichlet boundary type at the skull side, it may obtain from the clinical measurement via the new probe method of the new intra-parenchymal near-infrared spectroscopy
(NIRS) with intracranial pressure (ICP) technology. This new method may also conduct values for
cerebral blood flow (CBF) and cerebral blood volume (CBV) could be determined [10]. Hence, there
is no reason to keep considering the Neumann type of the boundary condition at the skull side. On
the contrary, utilising the clinical measurement value to set as the boundary condition at the skull side
increases the numerical stability and enhances the simulated reliability.


10−8

10−7

10−6

10−5

pc (r1 )

−3.2 × 106

−2.86 × 106

4.91 × 105

3.4 × 107

Table 2: Testing different small perturbation  in the case (I) of the capillary compartment
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SUMMARY
The purpose of this study is an experimental investigation for the influence of wall deformability on
the flow in the cerebral aneurysm by particle image velocimetry (PIV) using an elastic full-scale
patient-specific aneurysm model. The model was fabricated by the dipping method. The deformable
model deforms by 17% in volume. The influence of wall deformation was compared with the nondeformable wall model. The flow velocity distribution near the wall was different between the
deformation and the non-deformable models. It also affected the wall shear stress (WSS).
Key words: cerebral aneurysm, elasticity, Particle image velocimetry
1

INTRODUCTION

The effect of the elastic wall of a cerebral aneurysm on flow field and wall shear stress was
experimentally investigated using the two-dimensional particle image velocimetry (2D-PIV)
measurement. The elastic cerebral aneurysm model in this experiment simulated a full-scale patientspecific aneurysm and was made of silicone. The estimated maximum volume deformation was 17%.
Despite the same flow rate condition, both flow field and wall shear stress did not agree when
compared between deformable model and non-deformable model. Despite the same flow condition,
both velocity field and wall shear stress do not agree when comparing between deformable and nondeformable models. There is a difference in the position where the flow along the wall spreading
from the colliding point separates.
2

METHODS

2.1 Elastic cerebral aneurysm model
In this study, PIV measurement was performed using silicone cerebral aneurysm model. The model
reproduced the morphology of the patient-specific cerebral aneurysm, and the size was the same
magnitude as the full-scale patient-specific cerebral aneurysm. The developed site of the cerebral
aneurysm was the branch of the middle cerebral artery (MCA). 3D stl data of the cerebral aneurysm
was acquired by MRI. The 3D stl data of the cerebral aneurysm is shown in Fig.1. M1 is the inlet
vessel, M2 and M3 are the outlet vessel of φ2.3 mm and φ1.7 mm, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1,
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the measurement section was set to have two sections passing through the of the inlet vessel M1, i.e.,
YZ section orthogonal to XZ section.

Fig. 1 Morphology of cerebral aneurysm model
2.2 Model creation method
As for the fabrication of the phantom model, firstly, a plaster model was produced by outputting the
model inside the vessel wall from the 3D stl data with a 3D printer. At this time, to facilitate piping
in the 3D data, a straight circular tube of φ2.8 mm length 12.0 mm at the inlet portion and φ 2.8 mm
length 10.0 mm was added to the outlet portions. Also, because the plaster model is fragile, a column
diameter of φ 3 mm and a frame of 20 × 43.5 × 18.5 mm was added to protect the plaster model. The
plaster model is shown in Fig.2. Subsequently, a thin film was formed on the surface of the plaster
model by repeatedly dipping, and drying silicone. Finally, the model was created by removing the
plaster model by dissolving it in water. The completed elastic phantom model is shown in Fig.3. The
thickness of the elastic model was measured using CT and was a value of 0.38 ± 0.15 mm. The
refractive index is 1.41, and the elastic coefficient is 0.67 MPa.

Fig. 2 Plaster model with frame

Fig. 3 Silicon model

2.3 Experimental condition
To investigate the effect of deformation due to elasticity, experiments in both deformable and nondeformable conditions were performed using a same model of elasticity E= 0.67 MPa. Aqueous
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glycerol solution with sodium iodide (8.2 wt% NaI + 40.8 wt% C3H8O3+ 51 wt% H2O) was used as
a working fluid. The density of ρ = 1188 kg/m3, and the kinematic viscosity coefficient of ν = 3.5
mm2/s. The experiment was carried out with a Womersley number of α = (d01/2) () (1/2) = 1.35, a
mean Reynolds number of Rem = d1Ua/ν = 360, where  d1 and Ua are the pulsatile angular velocity, the
diameter of M1 vessel and the mean velocity through it. For the flow waveform, we used the blood
flow waveform obtained from the mean value of 335 people used by Valen-Sendstad et al. [1],
converted using an average value of 360 was used. The flow rate waveform is shown in Fig.4.

Fig. 4 Flow rate waveform in deformation and non-deformation models.
2.4 Deformation of elastic model
The elastic model deforms accompanied with the pulsatile flow wave. ΔW, ΔH, ΔD are the
deformation ratios of W, H and D, W and H are the height and width of the respective dimensions at
each phase, and W0, H0, D0 are the respective dimensions at phase t/T = 0. The amount of deformation
of the aneurysm was measured from the photographed image of the first cycle of the fluorescence
image obtained by measurement for each phase. Volume deformation ratio was defined ΔV =
ΔW×ΔH×ΔD. The results are shown in Fig.5 for the deformation of the aneurysm. The size of the
aneurysm was different for each phase, and the deformation amount reached the maximum at the
phase t/T = 0.2. The deformation ratios of W, H and D reached maximum at 5.5, 4.9, and 5.7%,
respectively. According to the study by Meyer et al. [2], the volumetric change rate of nodules
generated in vivo is 8.7 to 26.5%. In this experiment, the volume deformation rates of the deformable
model and the non-deformable model were 17% and 2.5%, respectively. Since the volume
deformation rate of the deformable model is within the range indicated by Meyer et al. It was shown
that the in vivo conditions was simulated.

Fig. 5 Deformation ratio by both deformation and non-deformation models.
3

RESULTS

3.1 Average flow velocity distribution
Figure 6 shows the periodic flow velocity distribution in each phase. Two differences were observed
in elastic model and non-deformable model at phases t/T = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3. The first difference is
inflow velocity. The inflow velocity at any cross sections and at phase in the deformable model
showed same or a little smaller than 0 to -20% those in the non-deformable model. It is suggested
that the deformation of the wall surface has the effect of attenuating the inflow velocity.
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The second difference is the flow pattern near the wall. The flow that entered into the model goes
toward the outlet along the wall surface after generating a wall jet after colliding with the wall surface.
From Fig.6, it is found that the region showing the high flow velocity of the flow along this wall
surface is closer to the wall surface in the deformable model in the YZ section than in the nondeformable model. For the XZ section, there was no difference in the velocity distribution of the flow
along the wall surface in both models.

Fig. 6 Comparison of Flow velocity deformable and non-deformable at both XZ and YZ sections.
3.2 WSS
Figure 7 shows the results of WSS. WSS was calculated at phases t/T = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3. Bazilevs, et
al. [3] stated that the WSS of the deformable model becomes smaller as a whole comparing with the
elastic model, but in this research the magnitude relationship changed depending on the position. In
the YZ plane, in the area 3 to 4 mm or more distant from the colliding point, the deformation model
showed larger values in several many areas. It is considered that this is because the separation point
of the wall jet is far from the colliding point in the deformation model.

Fig. 7 WSS in deformable model and non-deformable models
4

CONCLUSION

In this study, we aimed to experimentally investigate the influence of elastic deformation on the flow
field by visualizing the flow in the actual shape cerebral aneurysm. As a result, the flow velocity
distribution and wall shear stress changed due to deformation.
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SUMMARY
Bone-conducted vibration induce frequency dependent traveling wave along the cochlear basilar
membrane (BM), same as the normal hearing pathway - air conduction. But the way of stimulating
is very different from air and bone conduction. To mimic the traveling wave phenomena under
bone conduction and get further into the cochlear hydrodynamics, especially under bone conducted
stimulation. This study built a three-dimensional cochlear model that simulates the propagation of
traveling wave under both air and bone conduction.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Traveling wave is the key phenomenon in the hearing process, first observed by the Nobel Prize
winner G. von Bekesy [1]. It is a displacement wave that travels along the basilar membrane (BM),
a long and thin membrane support hearing cells in the spiral cochlea. The traveling wave travels
along the BM from its basal end (relatively thicker and narrower), and towards the apical end
(thinner and wider). The wave amplitude increases as it travels, until reaching a certain place with
remarkably maximum vibration, and then the amplitude attenuates quickly and the wave
propagation terminates. The place is frequency dependent, as called the characteristic frequency
location (CF location). At high frequencies, it is close to the basal end; as the frequency goes down,
the CF location moves towards the apical end. In this way different frequency components in the
auditable range (20-20k Hz) are decomposed to different locations at the BM and stimulating
different hearing cells, helping human and other mammals to distinguish frequencies, or tones.
Numerous researches (experimental or numerical) have been conducted to study the formation
mechanics of the traveling wave under air-conduction, when the sound transmits through the ear
canal, the eardrum, the ossicles and eventually enters the cochlea from the stapes (which is the last
of the three bones in the middle ear)[2-3]. But human can also hear bone-conducted sound (e.g.
hear one’s own voice), when sound comes into the cochlea directly through the skull bones [4]. The
traveling wave mechanics during bone conduction is less studied but now gains interest since boneconduction techniques are more and more widely used in medical therapy (bone conduction
hearing aids) and daily life (bone conduction earphones) [5-9].
Aiming at studying the cochlear hydrodynamics, this study built a three-dimensional cochlear
model that simulates the propagation of traveling wave under both air and bone conduction.
2 METHODOLOGY
Geometry of the finite element model was simplified into the classical “box model” as shown
in Fig. 1. The upper chamber is called the scala vestibula (SV), the lower chamber is called the
scala tympani. They are filled with water-like cochlear fluid (the lymph). The two chambers are
separated by the elastic BM, whose width, thickness and Young’s modulus varies longitudinally
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(shown as different colors in the model). The upper chamber abuts with the stapes footplate, a tiny
bone in the human middle ear. The lower chamber abuts with the round window membrane
(although simplified as a square shape) which is a soft elastic membrane, preventing the fluid from
going out.

Figure 1. Geometry of cochlear models (straight and spiral).
To modeling the bone conduction, the model in ref [10] was improved by adding the cochlear
wall, the oval and round windows and the bony laminae. To simplify the model and reduce
calculation, the above structures were modeled with thin shells. Material properties of the oral and
round windows were chosen according to data in literature. The bony structures were currently
considered as rigid under inertial bone conduction, when the cochlea moves as a whole. All the
shell structures were coupled with the cochlear fluid, modeled as 3D acoustical elements. The
current models were built and simulated using ABAQUS. Two models have been developed, a
straight model and a spiral one. The two models are of the same size and used same material
parameters. previously we have proven that the spiral shape did not influence the traveling wave
amplitude as well as the best frequency location under air conduction [10].
Firstly, pressure loads were applied to the oval window to simulate the air conduction as a
verification of the modeling. Then x- and z- directional displacements were applied to the bony
shells, simulating the inertial bone conduction stimulation. Results were exported using ABAQUS
python interface and analyzed in MATLAB. For all the cases (straight or spiral, air or bone
conduction), cochlear response at 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 8000 Hz were calculated.
3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
For all the cases (straight or spiral, air or bone conduction), cochlear response at all
frequencies were calculated. Traveling wave phenomenon was seen in all the cases (see Fig.2 for
example, the displacement we amplified for visualization, actually the BM deformation is very
small). The best frequency locations (or the cochlear map) were compared in different cases, it was
no surprising that the frequency-location relation was the same, whether in a straight cochlea or a
spiral one, under air conduction or bone conduction (see Fig.3(A)).

Figure 2. Traveling wave dependent with frequency (500Hz and 1000Hz)
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Figure 3. The traveling wave properties
(A) Frequency-location map of the traveling wave (B) The traveling wave amplitude relative the antisymmetric volume displacement

Using a 3D straight FEM model, Kim (2011)[9] found that under inertial bone conduction, the
BM vibration is proportional to the “anti-symmetric” part – the difference of oval and round
window volume displacement. And this relationship is further proved here in our spiral model. As
shown in Fig.3(B).
It may seem that little differences were found between air and bone conduction. However, the
pressure distributions under bone-conduction and air-conduction is very different (data collecting
currently). Moreover, the load condition is only true for low-frequency stimulations when the
cochlea moves back and forth as a rigid body. As the frequency goes up, the cochlear walls deform
a lot and the cochlear volume will change (please refer to another abstract we submitted
simultaneously, Experimental research on cochlear motion pattern under bone conducted hearing).
Our next step is to simulate the traveling wave phenomenon under this kind of stimulation.
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SUMMARY
Medical images are the basis of patient-specific simulations but come with severe limitations, most
notably through operator dependencies like image segmentation. The aim was to develop an opensource pipeline for automated and objective segmentation. Combining latest advances from machine
learning and signal processing, we demonstrate that the pipeline preserve all major characteristic
features of a test image and identify minor branches, which can be further modified by the user. In
conclusion, the default pipeline will in the majority of cases offer labor free automated and objective
segmentation, or at worst provide an optimal starting point for manual segmentation.
Key words: medical images, objective/automated segmentation, denoise, inpaint

1 INTRODUCTION
The use of computational tools in biomechanics has increased during the last decades concurrently
with available computational power. Idealized models have been extensively used to demonstrate
basic phenomena, but provide limited insight into the complexity of various pathologies. Medical
images are today the basis for both clinical decision making to biophysical models, where the latter
can provide mechanistic and physiological insight into disease initiation, progression, and outcome.
However, the utility of medical images relies on an interpretation of anatomical features (image segmentation), and it has been demonstrated that the inter-lab variability of results by far exceeds the
intra-lab reported ones [1]. Figure 1 gives an example of the variability of segmentation of an intracranial artery harboring an aneurysm, starting from an identical medical image provided to 28
research teams. E.g., knowing the strong effect of the carotid siphon [2], it was highly surprising that
only 8 groups included this important anatomical feature, whereas 19 groups settled for the simple
straight vessel just proximal of the aneurysm, and only 5 groups included minor arterial branches. In
addition to that, the majority or all of the groups used segmentation tools requiring manual labor or
intervention; literally stepping through the image voxel-by-voxel. Therefore, the proof of the pudding
is in the eating; none of the challenge participants [3] from the biomedical engineering community
used automated and objective methods, which are described mathematically and algorithmically in
different branches of science. Hence, the aim of the current work was to develop an automated and
objective pipeline for consistent extraction of patient-specific geometries taking advantage of existing
machine learning and signal processing tools for further use in biophysical models.
2 METHODOLOGY
Combining the latest advances from image and signal processing, machine learning, and bioengineering, we propose a novel pipeline for automated 3D medical image segmentation. The pipeline core
consists of two parts: 1) Image restoration (denoising) based on dictionary learning, and 2) vessel
extraction and smoothing using multiscale segmentation techniques.
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Figure 1: Variability of segmentation of an intracranial artery harbouring an aneurysm from identical medical
images. The top right number in each frame refers to segmentation experience (0-3).

Many notable advances in modern signal and image processing are based on the fact the even highdimensional data follows a low complexity model. One such model, which has become an important
prior for many tasks ranging from denoising to inpainting and classification is sparsity in a dictionary
[4, 5]. In the sparse model each signal can be approximated by the linear combination of a small
(sparse) number of elementary signals, called atoms, from a pre-specified basis or frame, called dictionary. In mathematical terms, if we represent each signal by a vector yn ∈ Rd and collect the entire
data set in the matrix Y = (y1 , ..., yN ) ∈ Rd×N , the sparse model can be formalized as
Y = ΦX and X is sparse

(1)

Here the dictionary Φ contains K normalized vectors (atoms) φk , stored as columns in Φ = (φ1 , ..., φK ) ∈
Rd×K , and each vector-column xn ∈ RK of the matrix X = (x1 , ..., xN ) ∈ RK×N contains only
a few nonzero entries. A key question if how to automatically and efficiently learn a dictionary Φ,
providing a sparse representation for a given data class. By now there exists a multitude of dictionary
learning algorithms, see [6] and references therein. However, most of them are based on the assumption that large numbers of clean signals are available for learning the dictionary, which is rarely the
case when on deals with biomedical images. In our pipeline, we provide state-of-the-art dictionary
learning algorithms [7, 8, 9] that are able to learn from incomplete/limited data, while providing an
accurate restoration of 3D computed tomography angiography (CTA) images.
For the second part, we provide several multiscale segmentation techniques [10, 11] for extraction
of small and large arteries from a pre-processed image. We first perform image enhancement, which
makes features (vessels) of the different classes more distinct and, thus, make the image easier to
segment. Finally, we use the geodisic active contours [12] to post-process the extracted vessels,
which leads to smooth vessel estimates and increased accuracy of the segmented vessels.
3

RESULTS

We tested our pipeline on more than 20 images from CFD challenge [1] and aneurisk [13] datasets.
The obtained results were consistent and compatible with the state-of-the-art segmentation methods.
We present a specific example on Figure 2, which is based on the same medical image as in Figure
1. Figure 2 is shown with increasing light intensity contour levels from left to right (frames A-C),
and the result of our pipeline to the right (frame D). Note that the image is deliberately shown in a
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Figure 2: Normalised countour levels [0-2] in models A, B, and C, from left to right: 1, 1.25, 1.5. Frame D
shows the result of the algorithm.

different view (compared to Figure 1) to highlight the problems with image segmentation, but also a
feature of our pipeline. Both intuitively and ideally, high light intensity would represent the vasculature and segmentation would be straight forward. However, Figure 2 illustrates the core problem of
image segmentation, namely that there are regions of the image with high light intensities that simply
represent noise but are not a part of the vasculature (frame A), whereas lower light intensities are
absent in the obvious arterial segments (frame C).
Finally, Figure 2 shows the surface as segmented by the presented pipeline. It is obvious that the
noise is excluded and all the main features are preserved
4

DISCUSSION

We present a pipeline for automatic extraction of patient-specific geometries. In particular, we provide
a set of algorithms for an efficient image restoration of 3D CTA images using dictionary learning. We
then provide several multi-scale segmentation techniques for efficient and accurate extraction of the
vessels from restored CTA volumes.
The implemented pipeline reduces the manual inputs and time needed compared to state-of-the-art
methods. For instance, the manual segmentation can take from hours to days [3], where the median
segmentation time per case was 6 hours. At the same time, the pipeline is able to provide a segmented
image within a few minutes. The pipeline is also objective and will make consequent errors. The
latter is unavoidable, but indeed desirable as well; the opposite, with a subjectively defined threshold
that is varying from image to image is extremely error prone, and the error in segmentation is difficult
to quantify.
For images of poor quality, we, however, have to resort to image inpainting first to extract an accurate
representation of the vessel network, for which the mask encoding available/missing voxels has to be
created manually. In future work, we are interested in designing techniques to automatically detect
and fill holes in the arteries, to remove the need for manual mask creation.
We also aim at overcoming the limits of the Hessian-based segmentation methods in regards to small
and low-contrast vessels. One approach is to consider deep learning [14], which has been successfully applied for extracting vessels from MR- and CT images. However, our preliminary results
shows that the training of deep learning networks require significant computational resources and
a careful selection of the training set. Therefore, the methods discussed in the current work have
benefits of computational efficiency. Moreover, our pipeline does not require any manual training set
construction, which can represent a tedious manual work.
The suggested pipeline is provided as a ready-to-use VTK/python library and requires a minimum
input from the user, and removes the laborious aspects of push-button biophysical modeling. The
code can be downloaded from https://github.com/permfl/dictlearn. The associated
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documentation and tutorial can be found at https://dictlearn.readthedocs.io/en/
latest/.
5 CONCLUSION
Medical image segmentation is the bottle-neck in push-button computational biomechanics; introducing significant human labor and subsequent variability. The current pipeline could help overcome
such constraints and minimizing variability. As the current pipeline that introduces zero bias, it is at
worst an excellent starting point for objective, automatic, and rapid segmentation of medical images.
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